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Tp, Base an:eyentual target of three|
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“(foward leagues Monday: (April’'9).| _

»
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ghen: the ‘National.
N
League follows |

* behind: the ‘American ‘as a 10-team|:

By JESSE GEOSS

_

“the five: closed-circuit. perform| dithWillsn’s Cap lances.
(Mere
of: “Gideon” at the Audie.
3
Loot
Chicago, “April 3.
hai
'
‘After’ subjecting ‘the: television |.Disk to
Help PatJFK's
as
* Renics |
Andustry 8.a year ofblood,brite
~ “Fitness Pgm.in‘Groove
Atlantic: City, April.3, |Minow. has. now swatted. the sister.|"

fo
|
By ‘Gronce:ROSEN

” ‘Baseball - ‘takes . another’ step:|

wwe
“a
ce

-|torium, Rochester, last Wednesday-

--| Saturday: (28431) - grossed: $9,533.

‘That represented ,a little: more
than one-third of the potential capacity ‘take at’ the" 2,600-seater..
-cPresident’ Kennedy’ 3 Youth -Fit: The house,.on a’ boxofficé’ scale
os_ Payson, .sister -..of John .Hay}:
‘Damage inflicted. “during the | medium. “Clean ‘up radio” is: lis: ness Program. is- getting some help ranging: from "$1.50 to. $3, could.
“Whitney, communications. :tycoon, great storm of. March 6-7.is rapid-| newest’ edict to. ‘American’ broad-}
from”. Meredith .Willson... The. have. taken in $27,000 at capacity..
<chaving: the’. biggest piece of. the
a NY. Mets..A: group of: Texas. in- ‘ly. Heing: repaired-.and the Palm’ casters, as'he ‘spelled out just what}: ‘Broadway. -commposer ‘has’ penned a ; The total paid attendance was
‘Sunday
-and
‘Easter
weekend.
.
visi-.|
he
has'in.mind
as-he
addressed
the:
ture: called’“Chicken “Fat” :(sub- ‘about 5,200;
including
around_
‘"<&: Nestors. topped. by Bud: Adams, tor: will see little of its effects, bars |40th ‘annual “convention ‘of the Na- titled
“The: Youth’ Fitness. Song”) 000" students.. ‘There was. also: a.
a Bob ‘Smith, .Craig’ Cullinan; and
ring.
the:
Steel.
Pier’
severance,
as|
tinal:
Assn.
of.
-Broadvasters:
“hete|
‘and.
it
‘has.
‘beei
‘waxed:
by.
Capitol
Judge Roy: Hofheniz. head up. ‘the |:
wy
- Records. .
‘and |representative groups from.
-Lone-.. Star: ‘state’s major-league- the first:large crowds of the season Aoday (Tues.)...
™
in’‘later ‘this ‘month...
. | Asta followup. tolast-year’s sivast | “With ‘vocal: “by.Robert. Preston’ , arying social.and economic strata...
ra
.breakthrough ‘with the Colt .453.° - | pour
”“ There willbe: no ‘¢j
eit:‘in wasteland” _pronunciamento. when and -orchestra :and ‘choriis under. sAn opinion. poll: conducted by tte .
oy, :. Ten-club leagues ..are. “unwieldy
- (Continued. on page’ 26) :,
__- (Continued: ‘on page 73) . ’ |New ‘York market research firm. of
-« for’ a number. of :reasons ranging} — , (Continued.on: page 95):mS
m|N. T. Fouriezos& Associates .Inc.,from... boxoffice .-problems.";(who |
‘Fyevealed that of 2,521 respondents, .
“B goes to see: a “9th-place. club’ play:|
}
88% said: they would “definitely or: ~ ‘the J0th-place club. in. mid-Septem- Qf
probably” return to see another
* per?) fo the: logistics. of ‘moving &.
‘televised production, The other.
oeyo relub . :3:000 -miles: cross§country'|142%
said they would “definitely or
‘three tiimes.a year; Most-observers }- probably” not come back. : Yook: ‘for an. eventual. addition of |
The
‘skimpy “Gideon” gross in
fou more clubs for a final setup
Rochester reflects ‘one of the un- ,
- $Continued on:age ¢ 65) (Continued. on page 95)
‘Joop. New cities are New York: ‘and|
r<louston; ‘with .Mrs,. Joan-Whitney | .
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Party: for.
thé: - show. biz. eomporients. of:a

| New York Birthday Salute: to: Pres- |

‘Chicago, April 3.
7 " pher’'s still an ABC-TV. future.

“four 15-minute segments compris-'|

a in the: career of Ollie Treyz, who

":jdent ‘Kennedy, on May: 19.-will be -

“| Was bounced::‘by

-- ing. Judy’ Garland,. who will fly-in}:
4 from - London,| Ella Fitzgerald, |:
“Danny Kaye -and:a Jerome. Rob-}.
evo Siy. spins-Ballet.. The fundraising ‘oné- |:
+, filghter for the Democrats ‘at Mad+|- |
. fson-Square’ Garden has a $1,300,- “3
000.
gross’ target...
“ Bésides'
the: in-perrson: ‘attendees, 1:

the network: a.

leouple. weeks back and who is
joining. Warner Bros. as worldwide . -

salesman for. its tv enterprises. In
fact, although Treyz doesn’t’ offi-

"| eially check in for WB until May . -.
- 11, he’s sold his first show—and ‘to.

of all people ABC. Actually this is-a:

ows

% -| renewal on “Hawaiian Eye,” sched- .

"i pealed ‘at from. $1:000:down. to $500 |.

Te ‘forthe. Tuesday 8:30, to 9: 30 |
; Wontinued on page 54)

z ‘pnd. $100. -gontributors, .a flosed- a
~ ACotitinued on:
n page 05).
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ag:Young

| Hollywood, ‘Apri 3.:oh
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‘Sam’ ‘Katzman. speaking of U8:

- amin foreign -lands, ‘They: live oecare

:*
;

Nike” ‘they ‘dream’ like “living -as a}:

cpind
"2°-They’ ce ‘provided: oe
“Héfoot?"
“added.
_
: independent; has thenetwork took—an array'otnetwork proved and:
af |

“OS sith food,..villas, -cars* and: chauf-|
» network caliber:programis iin.quantity night after. night. The. WPIX=11;
cooks
servants. for
.-:fers,
families’
andand-thentselyes,
and. their)’.
live]. :- “network look bolsters.your commercial messages by‘providing recog-§

- 7

ima fairyland. | know because I’ve :_ > Rizable high- standards, of”programing, increasing advertising, recep
geen
use
“... -Poday, he. concluded: “all‘getors |.
vats * Hvitywe
acceptance, »
- have. a: business |going with’ their |: : |:

BE

thing without .a business’ manager.

aoa And thieis:thesize oFit,”
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critic.” Sen. Stephen M.° Young
|D-Ohio) told .United Press ‘Inter--

-

“{national in an interview published
{Monday (2). that Otte Preminger’s

. movie. star. At the. snap of a finger |.
they want to be waited. on hand wo,

-s. “own companies.’ They:don’t do any-

Washington
gton, April 3.

while admitting he is “no drama

*‘te

[Where areyour
60secondcommicicialitonight?

{film version of “Advise and Con-.

“tsent” is “degrading of American .
.-publi¢e life” and will present a‘bad *

{image of U:S
S.. public.officials here ”
ne) and abroad..”
Young saw a special screening of-

| the film recently with other sena-

ee ou, wets varent book mene
4 film. departs from it; he com‘Tplained. “A good many of mv coladdedfeeltheame way,” Young
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ROUGH: ON HOLLYWOOD|

‘| singer, currently -martied. to‘ each other, ‘ate:going. through a: '-..

| {seeming breakup of their. romance. at: the -hands of: a“movie:.°...::i}. {actor who.used to be 2. Welsh coalminer and‘$neidentally: ‘has Be, oe
fs wife arid two. children of:his own.°
ee
|.” The cavortings of:'the trio ‘make: ‘interesting newspaper copy, Pe

lone Opera Reaction

focused atten- |. ¥ pai

on the steadily encroaching

ante ‘April 3.:

a ‘and have -yielded some. intriguizig :telescopic-lens “photographs: ©. |. °.::
‘which The News’ has ‘been: pleased to present 10. its fascinated een

#H. Coombs, .Asst, See-- +

control of newscasts by: the heads|° TFretary of State for Educational...

of the state-subsidized: radio” and.
Radtodiftusion-’
tv organization.
Television Frarc uise,
SRTJ protested the suspension
af tv news commentator Joseph}
Pasteur as Well as the recent supression, due to. pressure from. °
‘gibove, of an Algerian ‘segment. in.
the news

dnd Cultural Affairs tells of/a .|°

| (we hope) readers.--

--“O€£ course,”

explained..

anes

“1? We. can’t help reflecting, though, that:‘this aittaiytsdoing the

Nigerian
recently ‘asking a:
-‘Yank diploniat: “When are you . .
going to.stop'tiding horses and ‘.-} -have automobiles as we have?” |}:
||

el Me

for the couple, announced: a.divorce: is:‘plannea:—Ed.);"
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A FriarsWisTastel

Columns In One” and the proposed " of innocent misreprésentations,- “ay

such .as’ shown in American::
mentary makers Etienne. Lalou and , features. and telévision pack-.: :
Igor Barrere ‘in their tv show]. ages: sent to the developing =
r
. countries ‘cannot .be
over-- :'|. The’: - Sationa” " Assotlatton
“Face Up to It.’". .
‘looked. ” What ig. entertaining: . ‘Broadcasters is. now in’ anhual: eons
New RTF head. ‘Robert Bordaz- to us. is. ‘educational. to;them: Wes vention ‘at: Chicago, ..---.
.
‘| . ¥ warnily. salute. the’ nation’ 8:Jeaa-.
told news reps that. Pasteur ‘would
{ing communicators. .and.- acknowl-" cL
be reassigned to a foreign. post and
.pedge. with thanks ‘the many. ‘oppor-" eo
that relieving him of: his. program.
| tunities. the.
» industry has:seconded} LF, oe

. series on intolerance by tv docu-f

ete

| oliywood's many-critics. with a lot-of. prime ammunition...
Jot
‘> (Siuce:.the: News’ editorial it’s. offictal—Louis. Nizer; ‘attorney

Coombs, “he had. heen ‘seeing Lg
He. ‘continied:: “phe impact:

9.002%

“| :movié: industry: no: good’ that we can. detect; ‘and- is furnishing eo

Westerns,” coar

analysis program “Five

—

°

News;April3 a
= tei From,N,Y.Deity

t wt ‘mitich“married ”‘movie actress and. a: slightly. Yess’wiiarried Sols

Paris, April 3,
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_OtherwiseJoeE Lewis Salute:Big League

D’OYLY CARTE PLANS =}men
_ AS.COPYRIGHTS. LAPSE |=

had nothing to do with his work
or the fact that he happened. to be‘

secretary general of the SRTJ.
However it is.felt here that it is |}
_, another step in the: governméntal |

«Eddie Fisher’sPresence’ a
a Highlight ©
By ABEL GREEN :
While ‘for a time it.looked: like | .

Hexed

-Broadcast.and Jegit: producer.

Sex.Explosions

|
:* -pmmett. Rogers, on .jury. duty” ‘lRadie’ Fisher ‘would take the :play eA
if call recently, kicked ‘his heels. - away from.Joe©. Lewis, the. guest-2 “0-1. a
‘|
of-honor,:
the.
Friars’
fete:
for
-itg-.::
(°°
-j
E:. for..10.- days in N: -Y. Criminal °

“London; April 3..Dosis: Carte. .Co.: “has|moved
desire to have all tv and radio news.
, Court waiting to -get an as-. ‘labbott: was indééd one of the best”...
‘| swiftly: now. that: the: ‘copyright of.
reflect national. outlooks, ..
‘|-“signment. ‘His. name’ «finally.-__,turnouts.: It- was replete: with. gene
the ‘Gilbert: & Sullivan. operas. has].
The recent attempts to. insure. lapsed. It hired George -Foa,. the |:
~ Came up, “but he’ was: bounced.|| uine affection for-a Showbiz great.: =~ =*
greater: federal say. in peripheral. Italian-born. BBE-TV’ producer, to,
a “by. the assistant district attor- :. “|It called in: abbott emeritus Milton...“ ¢radio and tv stations .was ‘also. give “The Gondoliers”.a new. look. |
1. ney: when‘‘he revédled, ‘while°.{Berle. and. Tony: ‘Martin. from: the.:.. .:.:,.: 1° being crossexamined: as to his:.“|Coast. to. do: ‘personal honor ‘to. the - va Bie g
“thought..to. be within this: move. It’s a kind: of. Ttalianized. version:
‘ to have some say in the news and. “which,” says Miss’ D‘Oyly: Carte,
f) suitability. as. a jurist, that ‘he: ‘|No. 1 disciple of.“booze and broads. =...
§
‘|: Was’ a. theatrical. producer. -: ° . fand Horses,” to: quote.the repetitiye..-...
information .beamed on these. sta- “will not interfere: with. the. tradi-} ©. -|joke, “It: gavé the $50. and $%S-a0
j
tions into France. The terse. and tional atmosphere but rémoves: the |.
The.’ prosecuting~.attorney": head payees.a large’ fun: ‘evening; 2
"Hollywood®
“April:
re
§
difficult Algerian ‘situation, still’ extraneous — English - : stylization
|” ‘Having ‘scrutinized coptoaimates . Subsequently. apologized _.to..
.‘a little fulsdme fon, but’ °°
. agonizing in spite’ of the cease fire’ which has: crept in with. the years. - ly ‘40: senipts ‘since ‘the ‘first of: the'|. : Rogers for sending him back: -| Fimaybiaps
fun: indeed. .The’ cast read: like -2:ene
due to Secret Army fighting, ‘is}- She. ‘means’ that: it’s ‘different.
year, Production ‘Code. Adminis-|. to.the. bullpen explaining that: -henefit and played. quite well, save: ..”

OnScreenSoF

thought.to be the main. reason for: .
. *Gondoliers® went into the com- trator Geoffrey. Shurlock.. of - the | che. was. afraid ..of ‘theatrical, | for ‘some: lapses fh ‘good. taste,,and obey
;
res
‘| pany’s ‘repertoire at Marichester ‘of ‘Assn; of Motion -Picture:. -Produc- -preducers. ‘since. having. :pre--. | the overlength..
_ SRTJ has also brought. its prob Saturday (1) and. it’s the one. that ers: reveal .“there hasn’t been..se-|..Viously had’ David Merrick..on | _|* The late. Harry. Cohn, prez’of Cé- Sa
GRA

these moves.

will- be: staged. by Sol::Hurok in rious ‘problem: with’ any: of them.” |. ° ‘a jury, Merrick,”he.‘said, bung.” | Tumbia : Pictures, ..once” appraised...:.°.. 4
It is pointed out. that telecasters the States in the late summer. It |: ‘For the. record; he hasn’t turned|: the: jury.:
-_|a@ “nervous” picture’as one which . “7.” :
haye been prudent and tried to opens ‘a 20: weeks tour in Pasadena ‘down.a single Script explaining, |
causes the’ customers ‘to get ifchy, 07°: , °
give clear results without upsct- on Aug. 13.
{We're employed.
by. the.produc
HERMAN
~ fand: the ‘neéar-1 a.m:: “Sunday ‘ight. -.
ting government reps. But these|:- The D'Oyiy. Carte. Season’ was:al ‘to’ help . them’ et. seals. for. ‘their.
(April 1) was. an. endprance. test at:
{Continued on page. 64)
7.
gasser at the. Savoy Theatre. 139.- ‘films,
|.
| New. York’s. Waldorf-Astoria: -.. PROJECT
st
ne
“AT LINCOLN CENTER -No .matter the. reprised... fokes 560 paying customers attended the'|. Shurlock .noted ‘there has been].
‘120 performances in ‘this theatre, ‘a :dimunition of sex in’ -seripts |: phomas: Scherman,. fourder-con- ‘about .Lewis’ predilection for gals’! -...-: | *
| since 1960. “I don’t find: any trend.|:
which seats: 1,125 -‘tab.buyers. -.
and
‘gallons
of:
the
cup
that?
cheers,
Bh
ee
1
eee
pet
TAN
Ace
NAO
ARES
ke
- | toward. the ‘subject now ‘ariy’more: ductor: of ‘the -Little’ Orchestra, |" .: Gontinue d on “page:an
aos
‘than jt: existed two or three years which: has pioneered in. the-pres-|
Be
‘entation.
of
..old,-*
out-of-repertory
|
‘ago: -If: anything, ‘the .possibility

Iems to listeriers and. newspapers.
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- Claim ItaloProducers.
Concentrate on Series

Of Anti-German Films

& a bit Jess than two: years ago.”

in-

F

.

ae

Pete elin fabseition tke Twist(onSkates)ViewedOS

‘By Rus ian, TVComment:

i

“Code Administrator ‘pointed .gut
| Concert.
Assn ‘Herbert Bar-'|
Lo,
. (Continued On.‘page 23).
~: Frankfurt; April 3.
_frett. is also its. manager, -as of the |.
an
West German. film industryites|: “George” ‘by’ ‘Emiyn: Williams |"
Little Orchestra. Marks Levine. ‘is 7
gee
TT
(Random
|
‘House;
'.
-$5.95);
is
the.
-are noting with concern that the
consultan
Malians are apparently concentrat- ‘Welsh actor-dramatist’s | -autohiography
‘of
.
his
-early
years,
.
Coming on a whole series of films. which.
| season: in the: Philharmonic. Hall: at [-.
' Moscow; ‘April be
have a strong anti-German slant. It parison with. -Moss.° Hart's. “Act.
Lincoln Center, ‘Dates. set.are Oct: | °‘thie Twist, not the sort of are: ma BN at
has been hinted here that the anti- One”: will’ be. inevitable, far’ Wil-|:
22,
Jan.
21,
Feb.
11
and
March
18;
|
ordinarily‘
encouraged
- ‘by. Soviet =." :.
German films are probably being Hams closes. his memoirs: at:: the|
2, Works will include: the American |cultural: authorities, was. introduced: ~. ‘hd - 7
_ promoted by. the Communist’ or beginning of his London stage|"
[premiere
Of.
Richard’
Strauss:
“in|
here
before
15,000:
‘spectators
by.am 0)
‘strong leftwing element in the film career in 1927,.at-the age of. 21,
By. ERNIE PERERA.
just as. Hart. concluded: his.‘book |:.
industry.
“Hong.
Kong,
April
a"
| with -the’ production: of his iiest fopera: af 1923; Gasparo Spontini’s |‘Nelson and: Peter “Collie, at ‘the 2" :
Twentyseven. films conéerning Broadway play, “One: in a: Life-| jules C.. Stein, d-cha
ny “La -Vestala,”* not heard \in ‘the |Luzhniki Sports. Palace durin aS oe
the Italo fight against the Germans time.”
‘of MCA, ‘here’ with. Mrs. °Stein,. ‘U.-S. in: 36 years is scheduled: as.is |fancy ae exhibition. |:
ie: arc
were’ in. production in Italy. last
‘Later. there ‘was.a- Russjan ‘telesaoe
“Williams, “who. - has *‘aléeady thinks : ‘show biz entrepreneurs _in: Rossini’s:. “William: Tell.”
month, according to_a report to the
‘tlie
Orient
shoiild
get.
together
‘and
|
evoked his. ‘native countryside in
Regina’ Crespin,|from France. ‘vision: hookup, exposing more: nas...” .-:, italian Senate. made. by the Neo- his plays, -dffers an ‘affectionate, | consolidate’ their’ planning if. they: who.
makes ‘her: Met debut” next tives to the. contortions.: Russo: air’: “. iE
Fascistic Senator Ferretti, ‘it’s: re- moving. study .of: his. childhood want -more. American headliners to. season,’ will sing’ “Vestala.” ‘Intro-. ‘commentator...: maintained. “a Te re
ported here. Ferretti attacked: ‘the. against the. inviting ‘backdrop: of ‘eoine this -way.
| duced“to. America. in “Tell”. willbe. strained. attitude. He spoke“highly ~. |. *.-*
~~
bias of the filmmakers in: produc- Wales.
His. own. approach — to] He is. optimistic ‘over’‘onjnerease ‘Dutch:soprano Gre -Brouweénstein| of thé pair's ‘technical proficiency’
‘ing the pix at this particular time. awareness. in these ~surroundings of American entertainers heading: and. tenor’ Rolf -Bjoerling,. -whose-| but added that 'The-Twist.could.be By Re
The West ‘Germans are. afraid: Is. told. with charm ‘and delicacy. ‘towards the Far East in the. future, father: was. the. date Met. tenor, “counted * upon :.to:, pamper to.the. tes
Mainly because ‘they .are anxious Jussi.Bioerling. ..
(Continued on page 18)"
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“fContinued. on: page 98)

‘to: see.the Orientin the first place. |,

~

=| What -better than seeing: the Far ; |
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ind
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(Continued on Page. 81).
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“<Columbia board fo.directors,: ‘at +

i. meeting -in New ‘York.yésterday |... “SWIN-ORLOSESOPHIA

.. (Pues) revised |
‘the: corporate. per-}sonnel “sétup.. ‘Leo, Jaffe, with .the’.
‘ company 32 years, has been ele-|

+
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= “Some. ‘background idata and gens .

‘tips ‘about: the future. of
NEW. ‘MipTowN FILA sive: eralized
MCA. are contained: in’ an SEC-
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led prospectus having to do1
vate

.

al
Toe E.Levine:“to
to Expand’ ‘Exkting e. proposed
issuance. 0
_ Commereiat Structure
shares of MCA: stock in exchange
“* vated: from. fitst. -v.p.-treasurer’ to]:
all -stock in Columbia Savings
ducer, ‘Walt: ‘Disney
Mit
doesn't
to |o Jéseph:EB Levine 1rf expectéd: te5{for eas
* exec ‘v.p.,: thus -gueceeding to ‘the. Keying the:"bookings: 16:
Sophia anything about, At, n til. now,..that}.
‘atid. Loan Assh. of Denver. . ~title which had been held-up by.the: ;Loren’s . ‘Oscar -‘nomination, Ems |:
confirm. shortly-—within: two weeks:
It’s. detailed as to how the
‘Jate “Abe Montague. Jaffe. started bassy.-Pictures -has::set 426" dates|.”
—plans
to’.
enter.
‘New:
York
City.
Screen Actors. Guild is enjoining
with the. company. in: 1930 as 4 for “Two Women” ihe -week °‘of |; te all:evolves ‘around: this!‘pis-.|‘exhibition, as forecast in this jour- |an agent from being a producer as
ney has ‘come up. with a string. of |

_ travelling -auditor, ‘now ‘cleatly :
April “"11,:. two ‘days... ‘after .-the
nal. Its" believed ‘his .project-:calls {well. _Other guilds. likely will take
- second in. command .‘to: President: -Aeademy ‘statuettes™ are: -doled :‘out. unusual.“ boxoffice -hits...They “did. for expanding ‘an eixsting midtown:| siniifar ‘action.. MCA last: October
not-cost lots of. money; thus, even:
. Abe. ‘Schrieider. ;
in ‘Santa|“Monica. “These, .it’s em-. if: one. or “two “had.flopped-this|‘office building-to-include the new |.agreed to give up as‘ efther agent
“M. J. “Frankevieti, in charge: ‘of phasizéd, .are. firm. -win-or-lose. . ‘would. hot: me Fepresented. poten- intimate theatre “that would.: hook or. producer;: unquestionably ~the
‘agency ‘business will be. dropped
poth. regular: and. art: product. :British ‘and. “Continental © produc- | dat es.. °-tial. disaster.
-Distrib, of course, started. in’ ex- by: the Sept. 30,1962; deadline.
* tloni - activities, has: been -upped|. The figuie represents the:largest
-from: :v:p.: to: first©v. p.’ Sol .A. ‘saturation the. pic has yet ‘enjoyed |: * The: big ‘gurisof ‘Hollywood—at ‘hibition in ‘hometown Boston.. Last|. ‘As for the future and the res.
of theri—are. studying. year, in- pattnership ‘with .Al Daytz, : ‘ported: marriage with Decca-Uni- _
: Schwartz. is now designated v.p.: in. domestically. for x: single week, and ‘least some’ of
“ charge. of. ‘studio.‘operatians, thus: diccording : to .-Embassy-sales.-v.p.! the “charts” -in- an @ffort.to Iearn he. took: over. the ‘small Pelepix: versal, the.“ prospectus reads. in.
why:
Disney.can‘score:
with $0:muth Theatre’ inthe ‘Hub, cand: just ‘last: part as follows: “The management
’ officially replacing Samuel J; Bris- ‘Leonard. Lightstone, the dates. infiscal -handsomeness, on. rélatively. ‘week ‘was readying to build.a twin- | 9f the. company ‘has under’ analysis...
_ Kin, now a continuing board mem."

‘elude all. fhe’ Keys.-Previpusly"| low budget, while: at: the same time.
“screen -hardtop- there,: similar’ fo ‘and |consideration. plans for the
- (| their ‘pursuit of -orbital: boxoffice ‘the: Cinemas I .and: II: which. the continuation: of its present activ‘| must: (?)° entail’. production |‘investRugoff. - chain _is*“butting. up) in’ ities in television. and other vatious.

* ber,‘and. in ‘consultant. status, .- a
played: .
-. sNew’ treasurer: is. Seymour Mal- Pe
. gamed, who joined the Screen Gems aaron
television. subsidiary: in’ 1956 ’“and:

arent]. :
company: as: assistant to Jaffe. He} .™*:

a ments -“sizzlly” ‘high. in’ the:mil: Manhattan.

"@! year. later .wént: to the.

"was ‘Hamed assistant: ‘treasurer ot “ing

2 Cok in November’ of .1960.-;
- Jerottie:. Hyaius, - formerly’: ‘vepe :
_ general manager. of ‘Screen Gems, |...
: has. been ‘elected exec. v.p. of this |-

t

Distribs,’ S,

NorthwestAli

-:yunit and’ also ‘a: director “of parent|-

courses. for the

further

| development: and. diversification

“|
" of the company's activities. In this

“frightening: ‘pudgets. This seéms. to |
|.be" in. keeping’ with ‘the present.|:
'| theory :that’ only: -big productions |:'

| austry, including activities: in- the
{areas previously. referred to in
| which -it is presently precluded

ersca at
al
a
WallSt.Guess
“Ona TietoMCA

vee “Cleopatra” ‘and “Longest Day,” to}.
.., |-Mame’ ‘a’ couple, aré goin g:: for |J
‘
ig

Bees

“Metro’:with:~esnitiiny “on: “the a
. 1Bounty,” .et: al.; 20th -Fox with|

a

‘Feonnection the ‘company ‘is -pres-

| ently ‘actively. considering. acquisi- ©
| tions within ‘the entertainment -in-

from engaging, but.such consideraean make big. profits: Running:con“tons: are-not sufficiently definite. .
“|trary: ‘to the. theory: is|‘the .Disney’ "
to:be included in ‘this prospectus. “:..
| Success. story.
The company may undertake such ©
‘Also at SG; Jaffe. is ‘now:chairged : -Disney’s “Parent “Trap” 1ooks to]
Ear
‘acquisitions. with .stock, cash or
‘nian. ‘of the finance. committee. and ‘presence’. OF Lee .sLoevenger,: ‘as- ‘go‘over © $9;000,000. in’ domestic |:
also" first: v.p., ‘relinquishing --treas: | ‘sistant U.S, attorney general: Head-: "gross. _Ditts. “Absent-Minded. Pro-.
“ Desen’ Records. on: the New. York ‘| other securities. In the event that
urer. post. going to Bert ‘Schneider. Ling. the © anti-trust. ‘department,’ fessor” “Swiss .Family: Robinson” ‘Stock Exchange last week.’ was -at. ‘any ‘such: acquisition ‘should “be . ..
“(gon of. Abe Schneider); who- ‘had. ‘North Central Allied pro tem presi- |’is. close to $8,000,000.
{ “Parent: a- new high: trading: level. of “$50. -made there can be- no assurance “heen. director ‘of - business. ‘affairs, dent. -Martin:’ Lebedoff .and:.board. Trap”. and:“Professor” were in the: per share, -‘from ‘a -year’s. low. of. that any’ new operations in which
at
aaa
oe
the company may engage will be”
-| chairman’. ‘Bennie :Berger declare. area | oF al000,900°:expenditures $38.6215.. MCA” {Musie. Corp. OF profitable. If any plans material-.
‘|their. intention. to: hurl ‘serious |-__
|-Ameriea).. Slumiped to a-‘new: low ize -which relate to ‘such precluded
| of! $66, from a:-high. of $78:8714; ‘areas, the: company’s artists’ rep‘charges against the. film companies:.|‘MCA -and* Decca ‘have. been. the -resentation activities. ‘would be ter- >
| .This will occur ‘next: Monday‘ (9) |,”“Keeps Down Overliead’
BE
a
‘when the aréa’s exhibs gather: for|
A
wre Interesting to: show: business ..- gubject of many reports and-much minated.” |
first ‘convention: doné-day) ‘Bince | -wets:
o
‘and: the’ “money-minded.” trade and-‘Wall .Street speculation |. The precluded .area naturally is -recent: réactivation.-”
jn film. companies, . about a. possible‘ -tandem. future. ‘Production SO. long as MCA. fe-.
‘Among ‘the’ ‘allegations: against. --: participants
* (Continued |On. page 15)°°
like. from. Wall. Street, is the ~ :Apparently.:~ deflating. the MCA
the distributors. _ promised. relate to. : “Way. Walt:-Disney Productions:
stock is: the. corporation’s ‘pending |t.
.” Washington; -- April. 3." “;allegedly. “unfair”: ‘and: ‘“erushing” :
.{ foreced divestiture <of:: its. “falent'|:
operates.
on:
a.
“Streamlined
* Noinination: of. Byron R: (“Whiz:- sales ‘policies by .major’: distribu-}.. _ basis...
_ Lage cy. business, which amount. to. y
ser -‘White-to the U.; 5. Supreme-. tors. They're promising this in. ad- so The ‘ Disiey-owned ’ ‘Buena. mk about: 13%: of the. total volume..." |:
On. the other hand, MCA report- |:- Court: leaves -a‘ “big-question. mark: vance of the convention. They: de-|-OWista Distribution. outfit, head-.~
./ #vhere. once ‘there’ was..'a negative clare ‘that .with Loévenger:as a‘wit-. . ed. by Irving} Ludwig; main-: :.. edly has. éyes: for Decca; plus its|
majority-owned
~. Universal : Pic- |
vote: ‘to those battling’ motion Pic~ ness: -they’ll.-accuse: tle. film: coni-. "<-tains’ branch
in: only: a’ dozen...
panies -of “wholesale: murder’” ‘of -i.Kkey’ ‘United; States: citiés; :com-= - | tures, and some kind ‘of:amalgama_;tate. censorship...
-small
exhibitors
with
:
the’
alleged:
,
tion
‘obviously:
is:
in:the works. .
_; pared with. the ‘30 operated: by.
“White; :deptity attoriiey. ‘geniéralNegotiations. :‘anent.. the .future | Giifith G.. : Johnson, ‘key exec
‘under Robert“ F,“Kennedy as welt “horrible” bales._Dolieles- a3:the, ‘s “major companies. Yet.through.
weapons.
are
:
being.
.carried
-6ut. by only. a -aide to Eric:A. Johnston And vice‘
.
these
Disney
outlets,
plus
sub-'
se 3s friend and contemporary of’.the:
‘producer.
- ‘the* playdate
sidiaryto. ¢oritacts,
ae -.-gets:
s . ‘limited number. of persons at. this president of both the Motion Picthe top.in:
» dayafter. ‘the White: House ‘tevealed
time, says''an. insider, -who. “cau-'| ture: Assn “of ‘America and the’
|e and. money...” .
‘_esignation. of Associafe- Justice
tioned’ against. ‘redietions as .40 Motion Picture Export. Assn.,. has
s | Precise:‘outcome:..
- Charles Evaris ‘Whittaker, for health. no.olf left the: producer-distributor trade.
, Feasons,
;
organizations..to. become ‘assistant
“Robinson” went ‘alittle, not:inuch, :
‘+Secretary of. State for Economie
- “Phere has onily been oné’
¢
décision:|
‘highier.. ‘Disney’s:. “Shaggy. Dog,”
| Afgairs, He.: joiied.. MPAA and.
by the-Supreme’Court on.the base-:
-also’ brought:.in: at: around—probMPEA: in 1953 with ‘an extensive.
_. rock issue of ‘prioé réstraint applied’:
qably less than—~$1,000,000, did over |'*
background in. Government work
_ |by ‘unsuccessful. states and: entities. “Schedule. of: convention ‘sites: for} $8;000,000: in domestic gross. Latter
in economic .matters.
".. thereof:, ‘to -motion.-picture—the Theatre - Owners- of-America .‘has. refers. to rentals in’:the United}
Johnson: was: ‘importantly fin_ Times Film ‘challenge :of ‘the -Chi: been: ‘set-through: 1966; “gtarting ‘States. and” Canada: only, there be- ‘Hollywood, - April. 3.
‘volved: in international film; trade
',ordinanee.: And the: ‘split—about J with.this.” year's powwow: ‘at. the: ‘ing: the: sizeable -ine¢o mé. froni’
relationships.
for almost: the ‘past
“as meaningful ‘a- division as fias: oc-, Americana .- ‘Hotel; ’.“Bal. Harbour, abroad also to ‘be. considered::
three-pix. pact with 20th-Fox. First
. Gurred: ‘between .-fhose justices: take Fla, “Nov. 4-10:.
: The vicepresident: of a top: ‘Amer: urider «latest deal: will be ‘Take. 10: years,. mainly. in the Kuropean ‘ing. a -liberal:- view ‘of* the 'First’}. -. Next our. ameets,. in:“order, ‘are i
ican’ ‘film: corporation,’ unidentifi- Her; She’s” Mine,”* hased:' on Henry| and African areas.
Amendment's dimensions . and the|down’ for New: ‘York -(at. the ‘new able-but (here's: a:hint) well. known and. Phoebe - Ephron’ Play. -with|. The: ‘bowing-out. exec was festi-.
rrow.-constructionists — .found Americana); -Chicdga,-os: ‘Angeles: as an astute ‘observer of trade ‘eco- Jam
Stewart: . starred: : Frank ‘monialed ‘at ‘a. luncheon yesterday.
‘hittaker -with. the- five-man’ ‘mar: ‘and New: Orleans; where Jastyear's8: noinics, ‘put: it -this. way: “We're. MeCarthy
will.’ "produce : and (Tues.) at the Harvard: Club, N.Y,
,- doit upholding ‘pre-tensorship: of parley” was - held. :
‘trying’ ‘fo’: “determine. why: Disney Nunnally: Jolinson, who just. turned |Film ‘company
presidents and
-{is so successful.”
in .the. final -seript of: “Something's foreign . department heads joined |
Tn.
short,
what:
has:
‘Disney
|
‘got
Got
to
Give,”
is
being.
sought
to
do
|
Erie
Sohnston
in
saluting
Johnson. °
eM hites: views): if. anys‘on.tim |
eas
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: Gol, taking the-seat left: vacant by.
. Montague’ s: ‘death.
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‘Johnston
“To State Dept.

TOA’sConvention Clie:*

Manhattan, 63; Then
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Chi, LA New Orleans

KOSTER’S3FOR20TH:
‘STEWART IN‘TAKE HER’

others have not? .Qne, there's: likewise, with. “Take. Her.”. Koster|.
|IY.FRANK FREEMAN Tea
| the Disney parlay. of publicity. yal- recently. “wound: ‘directing: Stewart
ues over the span of television; the- ‘in’ “Mr... Hobbs Takes: A Vacation” |
Carlo Pontiiin.‘Gotham;
|. BOSSES. PAR RENTALS|‘atriéal production.and. television. It for Jerry Wald..
in Fitst i
inUS.for ‘seems ‘on the, surface. at- least that]. .Meatiwhile,. studio’‘head Péter:red
:- Hollywood,' “Aptil :3
Seeking Joan Crawford
_,denisorship are unknown:

‘Frank Freeman, :‘Paramount one. 'médium complements: the
Cneraa butAbroad: -|ye.
vieepresident; ‘has ‘been: ‘named: to ‘others: As for a second point, Dis-

Levathes revealed ‘officially signing] .
of: Dean .Martin. to play opposite]
head: a new: special: facilities. divi-. rmey..thas’ been’ ‘eschewing: the. top Maril yn Monroe in. Henry -Wein-|"
,- (Continued ‘on. page 23) .
sion. ‘per ‘studio. chief Jacek. “Karp.,
Stein's “Something's:‘Got to Give.” ; * “italo producer ‘Carlo, Ponti. in---

> ‘West’ Gets Priority ‘New division “was. set, up as: a result | -

As Yank Widowin Rome

jereasingly

.
Hollywood, “April, 3.
"Rotlowing: . discussions | between
GM. and Cinerama | top echelon|:*: Fréeman “will: “casrdinate; direct
execs.:in ‘New. York, derision: has and: : supervise’ maragemment. of.

=|DisneyStaffers’Stock.(tions —
= OverFiveYears,at$W91.a$ ,

on.

‘the

transatlantic

‘{shuttle; is in New: York again this

‘{week,- primarily to talk morte coproduction witlr Embassy Pictures.
“ Hig-agenda at the Joe E. Levire
Been reached to’release. “The Won-. rentals for. outside pictures*in both}
a
lindie includes. putting: the final:
-derful World ¢ ‘of«the..Brothers theatrical-and: television areas. . Hel VQ
jtouches to a deal on “The Ido!.’
Grimm” in °the’. U. Ss. first: with will - ‘function. ‘only. «:on, ~those|:
s tslated. to commence production ‘in
* “How. :the ° -West .“Was. “Won to projects in-: which. Par
ouint, has’:
Italy. sometime. next month.- Ponti
"No. person received an: option in is. dickering Joan Crawford. to.
ae
"Hollywood, ‘April. 3.
"preem, ‘abroad. .
“Jno.: financial -or-- ‘di
bution. :in-|+ “Grimm”. is. Tow “set-.to ‘bow. in. terest,’ but will not”‘be:involved, in| “Options of 84,500 ‘shares of. com-: excess of °5,000 shares. at $34.91, play. the femme. lead, part of a
5%.less than. -closing price. on the ‘Yank . widow. in Rome.
5" .U:S. houses. between: ‘the “end Studio “projects.
pany’‘Stock. ‘have: been: ‘granted. 100
N: Y. Stock Exchange: Mareh 28. vf Suggesting that the Ponti-Levire :.
‘Karp disclosed ‘that ‘both “NBC.
: OF. July’ and Aug; 15. As- “matters.
key:
‘Walt.
Disney.
‘employes.
Grants
|:
: Each ‘option “expires five: years relations are becoming chummier,
now’ stand; there will -be 10.:thea-. and CBS. ‘had. renewed. agreements
ere ‘made. as ‘part: of’ an. incentive ‘ ‘trom: granted date an dis exercis- the -“Igol” deal: marks first tim=>
"tres to fill. the Super Cinerama bill. ‘for .‘production on the. studio, lot
. under construction’ by. that time, for.:-such.shows: as. - “Bonanza,” wereapproved’ by’. the board. Dec. able-25°% .after one. year: from: date, the. American ‘will be cut. in- on.
‘Have Gun Will Travel” and “‘Gun= 10,-.1959, and stockholders on Feb. 25% after each of- the’ three: fol- the b.o. in.Ttaly and: other markets:
i each to. debut ° with George Pals
.
| lowing :“years and and additional. normally
“smoke.” ‘Studio.also has deals with 2,"1960. ;
retained’: by
Poni...
“production on completion: :
Bob Hope. Enterprises ‘and: rented| Stock -- ‘option. .‘committée: “com: 25% during the: fourth. year.-.
:percentage, however. is
. West” will confine its 40.‘opens. facilities to Frank Capra:for “Poe prises. ‘Walter: Ee Disney, ‘Roy.’ 0.4. ‘The corporation has first option-|Levine’s
not’ known. ‘Understandablv, - Ponti
Ags toward -the'end of the year-ex- ketful “of. Miracles.”OP
-Disnéy and: attorney~ ‘Gordon ‘E.: ‘on, buying. back’ shares if an:-em-|is much elated with the American
_Slusively. fo. foreign countries. :Ale Freeman * assumes his‘newBost Youngman: Still available’. Under: ploye ‘selects. to’ sell within,
me feo.o,. Levine bas ‘generated for. his
: Continued, on.
« ‘page. 13): _-/ immediatelyYeag
;itheplan. are:
2
‘15,500 Shares. «: ae
years, from. grantdate, |
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GreatifUS-USSR MakeWithPix,
Mankowitz onBritish ‘Angryism’;
A:ProMust AlwaysComprom

“New YorkSound.Track
| |. ‘Erie Joknston ‘lated ‘over.‘the death:of proposed” film athena t

‘| in:the Albany. legislature, posted: MPAA‘s Tim Clagett and’ COMPO’s..:.

Lhe
OP
crete

‘By JACK PITMAN a.
British writer Wolf Mankowitz, |

“| Charles McCarthy

. (industriat Counsellors) wrapup’ of its ‘Paramount. appraising’... . Rog
H. Lewis, ex-UA,. set to: produce. “The. Pawnbroker”: in..a tieup with |: ©

“Dukor’s Cheery Note?

\ ‘Metro: ‘at the MGM British Studios ‘beginning next.November :::-.. Local. - |

perhaps to spike’ Yeservations of
i,
“Hollywood, April: 3...
the pessimists, spoke approvingly. 7
““‘Agotph. ‘Zukor, Paramount — |
in New York. recently: of the |
hoard chairman who still likes
impending ..U.S.-Soviet film co-

government disruptions: ‘difficult :for guardians of the Yank film: in-: -.. 3
Irving Maas, v.p. of the Motion Picture: Export: Assn.; .: =

| dustry’ abroad.

| |suspended. trade-agreement ‘talks with the Indian government.to inves-:- |. &

| tigate how American: pie: activities are’ to he.influenced ‘by the:military’ _

by . -Yank |. to meet with the press:despite* ‘|
Mareover, hig years, turned up at a press: th
“It’s particularly good. that an |; conference at his studio last «1-5
American producer should do it,” | “week and vouchsafed the: fol- Ff.
’ presumably oh the ground that any | lowing: remarks.:
production negotiated:
‘fndie Lester Cowan.

.. intimation of further thawing be- [.~ “This. -year:. is.onée™“of. te

for on-the-ball. alertness. 'Johnston also. eager, for:

_ | More industry: do-something-about. anent. censorship
:thr.
Still another -month to go.-before the Cressp; ‘MeCermick & Facet Js
er oe

. coup: in Burma.::

8}

|
:

-Cantinflas reported. to- the Nationai- Asan. ‘of Actors: ia ‘Mexico: ‘that:

|-his pay for doing “The: Extra,” (produced. by: his Posa Films): is.$16,000 |.

‘EULS. dollars, and..leading lady" Alina Delia Fuentes. works:-for. $2,800;-"°
can. Quini, son of Anthony Quinn, debuts before the: cameras”. -8
. in.Mexico 4with local talent: curious to see. how he ‘will. handle—move—
: {role of bullfighter in “Wounds of-Hurger,” under. SauloS

*..@ “Dun

' tween the two powers is. all to: the | ‘most. pleasant “years-I: ‘lave. ~.
Athens distributor-exhibitor Victor G. Michaelides plans attending: .
BETTY MADIGAN ~
good, notwithstanding. the. con- . seen at Paramount. The. future. 7
looks. very. ‘bright.
Mey
Th
‘tinued .downbeat’ at “the Geneva,
Excellent “Reviews! fy. Fifth En-. the Cannes Film Festival. ‘May: 45-22 and:‘then visit:‘New York. on:one. .
conference table..
* when strides are” maade. for- -"| gagement — Currently for. Four { of his periodic trips..
Extending his. appraisal ‘of the’ _ward, regardless of ‘what com-": ‘| Weeks: COTILLION ROOM, HOTEL |. - Kim ‘Novak, after a European. Uincluding Moscow); Jookséé, ‘back: for: os
film pact,.. Mankowitz,, who -spent‘} “pany, every: person-‘in ‘the. ins .! ChescaFitth -Avenue,.. New. York a week of activities. in. behalf, of her latest, via Metro, -““Roys’. Night :-::
ity.
: Out.” She's'in on ‘percentage. . «:Jee E.. Levine ‘back. at-his desk‘after.°.
some time in Moscow as an invited
. dustry must “get- Satisfaction.“WILLIAM MORRIS” “AGENCY : | an‘en-familie:fortnight cruising ‘the Caribbean.. :. Museum of Modern |: ¥
_Tecturer ‘thosted by the Soviet}. w e: hope: to. qvercome the ex-:
| Art billing a William’ Wyler retrospective. (nine films), starting Sunday.
literati), stated the Russians. are _ tra’ audience: problems in: to- (fo
148) .:. . The: dais. for that exhib tribute to Spyrea: P. Skouras at tle
“enormously. cooperative .in: the] : days’ market with good prodnod
-}
Waldorf April -12 ‘will’ include:Greek' UN Ambassador. Dimitries Bitsles "|
arts. They have. great facilities,
uct and feel sure eVery com- < |.
technicians and artists.”
' pany will follow‘with top qual: - pane
|
For the: provincials, Astor has: switched. the “Les Liaisons Danger> aa.
_
Weiter came up to Gotham from
“ity :product.” |
euses™ ‘title to'“Dangerous Love Affairs.” That should get’ ‘em .:..Brit-.* |
‘the . Barbados, B:W-I.,, where he |
|
ish
actress Mary Peach to make. her U.S. production bow. in-U’s.“Gath-:: #
‘now hillets with: his family. in get{ering : of Eagles,” which Delbert: Mann will direct.. Rolls .in-early June - -]
. away-from-it-all- fashion six months
',.s'It's
Doris. Day for. another comedy-at
U,.“The ‘Thrill of: it"All,” in. .
of the..year, to. help promote the
womant” ‘Again’ - Ross: Hunter produc-.: ©
at ‘which she'll portray a:tv “pitch
film “Day the Earth Caught Fire” |
| inoumn Mie ity,‘pil.2
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so
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a
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:.: Governor Films reissuing. | (surmising global dgom from. nu-.|
‘because of official. reluctance. to ‘those -successful' British comedies,. “Carry On: Nurse”: and.-“Carry-On - |
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s that
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-Legit, Other Fields talk;
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‘day (10).... . British “Whistle Down the. Wind,’”. Pathe-America: release, 7 ‘q
Hollywood; April .3;: ‘|wood productions:south of the-bor= | down for the Little. Carnegie ‘after the ‘current. “La Notte.” : ©.
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Unite Productions. of America, | der. via ‘low union’ scales: and speThe Polish “Joan -of the Angels’ via Irving. Jsaaes’ Telepix ‘skedded 7
” pa. — principally
hecause
they |‘until now. ‘strictly. ‘an .animation tial facilities. Government. alleged--| for a ‘May: lauiiching. ‘It- ‘was Tunnerup. for the :top.‘prize ‘last ‘year at“.
‘couldn’t locate. him -— but that. ap- company, -will expand: into. theatri- cy is even -Teady to ‘réverse its “no Cannes-... . ‘Susan Strasberg, in “Hemingway’s. Adventures of a Young. :
parently he was fired up by. the. eal film,:.tv ahd legit: theatre :pro- Tijuana -studios” -stand if ‘it’ can ‘Man”: for -20th,. making promotional -‘appearances. . Add to the-sidePicture to chip in. with the bally on ‘duction, according ‘to prexy: ‘Henry obtain firm| Hollywood -Producer -show lineup. for the Cannes Film Fest: next: month -a’ men’s: Pers a
his own initiative. At: ‘any rate, U. G. (Hank). Saperstein, :
| guarantees. .Edward: L. staged: by: Petrocelli. Clothes...
preview
was glad to have him..: :
“Mexico, :.‘witnessing °puild” ‘up of PT
veep, in Detroit-today (Wed:) briefing exhibs. there (ineinding the
—
i
-Apart. from those comments. on: “ Having: made. two: ‘Individual
can do:
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-in. his latest report’ a
feels. that it
deals with .Warner Bros.; one .for Rome: studios;
on) on: the forthcoming product specified
_U,S.-Russian coproduction,. Manhere. at: considerable. savings Oppositi
fromHollywood: compilation.: Meeting ‘is: billed ‘as one of a series-of
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“Gay: Purr-ee,"” which. “will.feature same
‘kowitz contributed a dissent from
-for™ " broducers Roteintermediate} sectional parleys exec ‘will: conduct... Astor has booked “Last Year: |
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the general reaction by: disputing

both the ascendency and socalled.

realism-of the social-conscious film
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¢
of Judy Garland, Robert
. Goulet, Red-. Buttons, ..Hermione | budget. films. :
:
Gingold, Paul’ “Frees, ete.; - ani-{
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|
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rlin -Filnr Fest opening June 22.
|
-Marlen Brande’s: Pennebaker: ..

‘go much to the fore currently -in | mated.
feature. for. Xmas" release;
anda verbal deal- for. “The ‘Mink.
Blighty..He doubts it. constitutes a

‘acquired..film rights: to the new: Howard. Fast. novel; The. Winston a

.{Affair, "and skedded production for late this year.

Coat,” three-seg ‘action filmi. Saper-.
movement, ‘but in any case sug- | stein. has a three-pix deal. pend-|
gests ‘it’s on the way out.
ing with. another ‘major. The new.
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-Manhattan’s. ambitious Lincoln Center:for.the Performing. Arts, now a
* Famy“AsNotHolding| building
in. .the: Columbus Circle: district, - is :belatedly -‘extending: its
'f
*Angryism’. .
scope’ to’ include the motion ‘picture,- ‘William C
C. ‘Schuman, - Lincoln . |";
‘| talks will be: finalized ‘in next ‘few. ;
Background. key to this “wiew- weeks in. ‘Gotham. = _
Center “prez, disclosed, :per«a
a N.Y. Times. interview, that the. new .~
Te:
Freach
“Traditions
. point seems. to lie in‘a distinction
-: | culture complex will provide for ‘screening ‘of. ‘selected’ films ‘in: its..""
Paria; April .3..

| Additionally,. both: prexy Jack L. |
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“(Continued on page. 19),
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‘ Jack. Carson plays in “Petrified: Forest,” opening “april:10:“at‘Swanee
trilogy, was: drubbed. by ‘local Pic. Theatre,
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pundits‘in spite of being released
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~
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: Hollywood, “April 3. .“Purr-ee”
Paramount. Pictures. has “het: Heatly - as_a_ Broadway.:: musical. was sucoonstul ‘in: the: U.S., it. has].
‘recommend: |it .for. .
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ontiued on Page. 23)"
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. Ed Begley.
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“
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(Continued on page 23)
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> Mar®‘Dal ‘Plata; :April: $e

: Beitain’s “prince. ‘phitip,iathet coutse |ofhis’. ‘Argentine: Aour, spent |

"Sunday (25). here bolstering.-the British’ Fest’ effort.. He appeared :‘at

van afternoon. polo- match: between. two teams ‘of Argentine’ all-stars,|out ‘didn't show: at. the evening ‘screening of: the official British entry,

' Los Angeles, April 3
Veronica Lake, recently “discov--

By,VINCENT. canst

‘FEWYANK.pistes. 4 ered”’.as a‘ cocktail waitress ‘in
a
ot
Whistle. Down the Wind”. .” .Whistle,’”” incidentally, did- fot. ‘enchant |.
N, Y. after some-years of obsturity,
=. Mar. Del:‘Plata, ‘Apel’ 3.
«Dalland. Zachary ‘Scott are among five.
7; Many |-members of -the. Latin’press, ‘who: used that. old.fest cliche:, “Not [ wie “President: ‘Froniiizt ‘was’ ! tmparerySena ‘Reps.to Mar,
Of festival ‘calibre. Ue
Plata
F
Fe
a
|
American
filmites demanding $128,in
the
|.-Elba
“A local report has it that: ‘Allied. Artists, which. will distribute. Sam-- being. ‘hustledoff to his
“[T47 from. Nacional Financiera, S. A.
MS atlensAVere:|
Mar Del Pl
Plata; Apri 3. +}Mexican *“government :~controlled.
“Swed, Bronston's upcoming’ "55. Days at Peking,” in the’ States: lost.:the’ River Plate, Nar:
fighting
in
the
streets-—hysterically
‘ Latin. American. rights. to the Rank Organization « ‘... Italo actress
shoving, pinching-and kicking ‘for|- Only: ‘three reps. of |Yank: indie ‘corporation, ‘for services -assertedly

eae Moll, here with the Italo delegation, is currently. making her.
a glimpse of. Paul. Newman; : Jean’ distriti outfits were on hand for the rendered’ on the ‘motion picture,
home ‘in New: York while: she “observes” ‘at the’ ‘Actors: Studio. Hopes Paul
oe
filmed. in Mexico. in
-:Belmondo .and.: other: less: International film fest: here—Stan-. 19
- “to pass her .exam.and become .a fullfledged member .; .-Unifrance's. ‘famili ar‘
film: faces, here for. last. ley Darter; repping Irvin Shapiro’ 8
Robert Cravenne returns..to Paris ‘directly:. from ‘B.A.; with no..N.Y. week’s Fourth
‘Hearing
‘on.
suit; . fled : last DeJnternational Mar.

"stopover: ‘planned ce French, ‘hoveljst’ Christiane Rochefort, :who’ su-. Dél - Plata” Film: Festival. :“Never Films’ ‘Around - the: -World;. .. Meyer. cember-- in L. A, ‘Superior | ‘Court.
visiting:press -‘péople .at: the: annual:.Cannes Fest, “went: underestiniate . the ‘Power of the Ackerman, of,‘Furman and:“Acker- ; and sealed . to. vm Maer re to_, from ‘Mar Del Plata: oe Mexico: City: to. See: Luis: Bunuet .and ‘scan ‘likely. tinema,~
‘attach ..property
California: ve
man’ Theatres,. and Orestes: Trucco;: owned by:‘defendant, .was held last
- “Mex
product for the Riviera Fete. ; . French star Jean*Paul Belmondo.
Shad! crowds ‘hanging: ‘around his hotel. all day, every day. ‘His: influence
|-Despite the. general: Jack,BE ine. of. Argentine ;Film: Enterprises. ‘Eweek (27) -before. Judge Robert ‘H.
terest:..in::
mést.:
“pf
the.
filnis
un-.
ae |3 vite ‘Apparent: here. -A ‘numberof ‘new. Argentine. actors: are’ ‘Bel-.
Ackerman and: Trucco are also ‘Patton, when it was disclosed that
= ‘m
- lookalikes, and young Argentine directors have ‘obviously mem- spooled, the fest ‘was a‘success from partnered. in: Angel. Films,. distrib. Sidney: Barton, attorney. for :five
a208
=every: seene ‘front. “Belniondo’s, “A. Bout. de: ‘Souffle’. GE was: ‘both ‘the Latino and ‘Norteameri-. outfit’ formed late. last. year to’ plaintiffs, ‘early this ‘year had: at|-cano’: points: of view. The :Argen-: ‘handle U.S.:release- ‘of. all. ‘of Leo-. tached, ‘$130,000 in San Francisco
‘~#Breathless in. the States):::
Janet. Leigh’s. last-minute ‘cancellation: left’‘the: U.S:-‘delegation’ with tines provided ‘a good showcase-for ‘bolde™ ‘Torre Nilsson’s: pix.©
bank, deposits owned by NF. ae ‘out one female. name.-: ; '. Vets. of ‘the three’ previous. Mar Del. Plata their. current -productions, ‘and. me Darret; here with his. ‘wife: the | . In addition to’ principal; " suit:
the
Be Fest: say. this was the. best. ‘organized of the lot -.’.:; ’ Director. Leopolde ‘Yanks, with star Newmar: as:
asked 7% interest from May: 18,
former
Susan
Silverstone
:
‘(daugh-.
Torre: Nilsson
asked. some: ‘friehds to a. Special ‘midnight .‘screening ‘of delegation’s main attraction, made: ter of. 20th .International.
prexy,. 1951, ; totalling .$102,000. to ‘date, |:
:oahis:latest film, 70: Times’ 7,”" but. requested that the event- be kept: up: in* ‘quality: what .they: lacked. in. ‘Murray.
‘Silverstone);. was: look-see- which’ would bring total amount’ .
OF7 quiet since he. didn’t ‘want’a ‘crowd. It was: kept so° quiet,.in. fact, that, duantity ” of film: “names.” .New- ing product principally: with an eye demanded to -$230,747.. Plaintiffs:
«the: theatre: where the screening.was to be held. did not. know: “about” ‘man’s award as best actor, however: f ‘the’ European~.and: non-US. ‘and amount: originally asked: in“14t No ‘screening. Torré Nilsson was in for only: two: days as:he is in’the couldn’t dispell Yank -disappoint- markets,. reflecting’ ‘Shapiro’s- in- delude Miss. ‘Lake, femme: star” of ..
<midst: of shooting ‘his current picture in-“Buenos.<Aires:. -An Italo-Ar- ‘ment that neither.“The. ‘Hustler" -ereasing. business interests out of film, $47,500; Scott, male,star, $55,- gentine coproduction, it..stars. Alida Valli. and. Paul: Guers* and. bears: -or. .Robert Rossen. ‘were: - cited ”as’
000;.: Steve: Sekely,:. director, $26,<.
jhis Pa ‘home-away-from-home.
best: pic or-diréctor.. ©... .

;ce
““pervises’ the:

the. tentative title, “Homage. in the Afternoon.”

*:-, [.000: Stanley Cortez, cameraman,

- ©.” Most..surprising was the reception: given ‘the:‘oftticial ‘French: entry, |:: ‘Since‘film people are“notoriously aa
‘ Francois ‘Truffant’s “Jules’.and -Jim,” at: its.“sereening Monday (26). \selfcentered, ‘there -was little evi-

a

> sight: The local audience was. obviously bored stiff-by the stylish, satiric dence. of concern. among the Argen-"
7 comedy. and’:gave it ohly. perfunctory applause.:‘Oneé of ‘the. problems. tine,’ as: well as: foreign, delegates,

soars.and. Wells. Root, scripter,.
: Attorneys -for. Mexican - corpo-

mo ‘ration asked -court to release the

+t: may have’ ‘been--the ‘Spanish’ subtitles,’ which -‘hever ‘quite kept pace:
” -. with the literarily: complex “dialog: and narration. . Truffaut ‘and: his:
avife ‘went from. heré* to Rio, fora: Frenclt film week: there, and. then
On.to ‘New York for. another-seven-day visit... . The reception of “Jules
and “Jim”: was.especially frustrating to . the “French: since they ‘had

‘about. ‘the political. events...
Buenos Aires. Mar Del. Plata was, cree
until Sunday (1), a.mecca ‘of make- |~- .

o', attachment.made\ by Barton ~ be-

‘spondents: huddled ‘around:.a radio

oo to answer. defense’ motion, .-with

“peso... , And: speaking of pesos, the Yank. delegation’ s extra-curricular:
+ ‘Spending’ Was: séverely’ curtailed by the fact that local: banks, . when:
' they reopened: after the bank “lioliday,. refused“to--change ‘dollars -for’
> ‘pesos-—something ‘about-not . wariting’.to. water: down. the “local -cur--

iget, the ‘latest word. from: B.A., °°. downstairs’: ‘atid. across. the: ‘street,
‘from: a Fiat’ Renf-a-Car-showroom, |-.

believe. ‘While a few foreign corre-|

.-}gause, they said, coin didn't have.
anything to:do with the. production.
Barton asked for.a continuance:

«VY

: brought‘ in: the. largest -delegation“.at -the: fest, and that ‘costs a° pretty. |in: the ‘Hotel’ Provencial trying: to]' " «=;

‘ordered the. sealed file opened at.

‘\claimants’ request. Total of $142,Mar DelPista, ‘April3. -1375--was’ demanded in-original suit,”
the raucous, English-speaking voice:
it’ was. declared, .but $13, 628, had
“Bveiy’
international.
“film:
fest,
.of: Woody Woodpecker blared forth.
already been paid.
.
ofi.a public address system... © . .° dheld under the Tuleg |of. the’ Inter-.
|: On the’ beach, crowded as Coney national: Federation. -of Film. Pro-|;
Island’on.the 4th Of July,’ vendors ducers _Assns., has the ‘right to:Te-

a
which, ds like: closing.the ‘barn. door: after :‘the: horse:has. ‘been
olen: -—
‘The: lotals ‘Constantly: bombarded: Yank ‘director Delaicr ‘Daves with
© ‘questions. about’ when hé. is: going. to make’ his: next western. He ‘has
s+ mo ‘idea ;'....Allied Artists: International’s pub. director Charlie. Garrett: ‘-hawked . “panchos”: (hot dogs) and
hosted. a special screening’ of “El. Cid”: Wednesday. 428) morning: and .a- ‘Cervezas (beer); and in .the- main ject“ an- ‘official . entry.it. the: fest}

MPAABoard AddsJaffe,
“Laub, Schimel, Picker

., Juneh afterwards -for ‘Latin American press’ people’... ... An:otherwise. ‘Provingial: bat, locat. distrib ‘deals: authorities feel the. pic fs Not: up-to|
oars
+ lethargic Argentine. rodeo put on for fest .visitors ‘was: enlivened :-when- were being: made. over “‘¢laritos” (a: “artistic” standards, ‘Arthur Wate|
“Léo Jaffe: :Columbia; Joseph J:
. @ dedicated Italo -starlet’ got up on. one’ of ‘the ‘korses -for. photos.: The: very. serviceable: martini: concocted king,. prexy| “of:“IFFPA, . said . here}: Laub, Buena Vista; Adolph Schi_liorse ‘reared, ..and‘ the shapely doll was almost frightened ‘out of:her ‘of a local ‘gin): Qne fest authority
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The Showman Who BeccameA Priest
omCommentary, on:Father. Mal: Boyd’s New Book,

AE

| a1-Go Down to Hell” Spe

non4),By ROBERT J. LANDRY-3
It ‘has. never.& been:diaggesied’ ‘that ‘Malcolm’: ‘Boyd, does: not.‘seem. adequately: digested: He.isstronger.
” Brooklyn =: Paramount, ‘once: ‘alshowmiani-turned-Episcopal-priest, ig unaware of: the .in. inventorying® the. faults.of. our’ society than in
Gerald” 'Pratley,. the Canadian ™
on : ppine showcase: for. vaude’s-creme- publicity “values:.of: his “own ‘actionsand his own ~ ‘establishing. the cure—a. weakness he shares with ‘film’ critic. and- quondam VARIETY
“ t-"+ @e-la-ereme; is‘ to be withdrawn .in- statements. His.-flair. for pressagentry: is: ‘perhaps: such Freudian authors as Eric Fromm... .-contributor, makes the- point that.
‘...4, -: five months’ as a film: presentation oth a fighting: weapon in his very modern'‘kind.of'
Curiously impersonal, ‘Boyd. gives. no. testimony as ‘provineial. censorship north-of-the.. .Rouse ‘by: its Jandlord of.10 years, evangelism and a.possible booty trap under his ‘feet .:to his own conversion .to holy. orders. His .book- is. ‘border operates with the effect of
"Long Island University. Or; as the: {in time ahead: If he is‘publicity-wise, so today is the.’ ‘strewn: with: quotations from. contemporary” novels, “legally blackmailing” the CanaN.Y. ‘Herald: Tribune editorialized; laity. - Until. ow. his: emphasis. has*to some ‘extent ‘plays; films—rather too .imany:.since: a: feeling: of ‘dian film industry.
a
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aa imount..:
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pets. froni. current literature.
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‘The: ‘school’ ‘now requires |‘the ‘Prayer Pilgrimage’ through. heathen -Dixie, playing © ..A more carefully-weighed;: Slower-written, deeper-. casting Corp, hookup, rapped. diswe “space; both the theatre and 10-story ‘a Negro’ shoeshine: boy -ina “Detroit racial. sketch, -” probing -Jess: quotation-cluttered text. might profita~ tribs for “‘taking.the road of least
bly: be the conscious goal of Boyd’s next book. There. resistance”. by paying their fees to
“ch
eommereial building housing it, 0. and ‘so. on.”
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“y+: gndunt Theafre:.Corp. as-of Aug: 31.) accidental. but a consequence of What. he has. know- ‘:.devil’s whisper) may. be: Boyd’s very facility in com-|range from $2.50 to $5 for scan-

-- Conversion :to-additional study and. -ingly :said’ and. done: since taking ‘Episcopal. holy |“ munication. More :of himself’ and less of modern: ning a-single reel) rather: than™
‘ }eourting trouble--by bucking “the
. faculty space is expected to run-up|'orders in 1955 and becoming “father” Boyd, alum-:. playwrights: seems_ indicated.
jeers.at “ghetto Chris; |Conadian provinces in the courts;
“ 2 $3,800,000 bill. for the university. {tus of?ata is atfinityHe-Fetains and. ex- oe aie is” wer, forceturin..his|
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and. remained under Publix oper-} with that. picture since more than -a few- will crack. | immorality. at far deeper levels:of.“reality to.continue | ‘Dept: of Public Utilities, “which
‘puts films on ‘the same level. as gas
._ ‘gtion ‘until ‘an indie -exhib: took it thatthe. shadows. across chin -and forehead might. ‘being: a part of its structural life.”
, t. J aver in’ 1933. A year ‘later, the Fa-. symbolize - ‘martyrdom. :‘If there’ ‘is ‘one “thing :that .~.. Boyd’is close to the New. Thoughters in: his ‘trans- and ‘electricity.”.
“s".. ‘bian “interests moved. in,: operating. would not become this intensely pragmatic : and’ - Jation of. “hell” ‘as: a. state of the mind and emo-|" - pratley categorically ~ opposes.
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oh + 0 the house continually until Far re- dynamic showman-evanglist ‘it ‘is martyrdom, for. all: ©: tions -of hiimankind, He is anxious about the lost. precensorship of ‘pix forYadults, but

; the efforts: of:his bishop in Colorado._* identity: of modern man, ‘He ‘has mingled freely with Says a degree of protection is riec=
Boyd .is.'a ‘provocative personage of.‘the: ‘church: Roman, .Greek: and-. other. ‘clergies ‘and ‘is-:sympa-. essary. . for the impressionable
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~ Seignee has.been i
inexbitcround
Jeldcconcepts
isfor’
125
$ yeurs. Bo

“the.abolition of space which once separated tribe from tribe;

°°

culture from culture, began in‘ 1837 with land-line telegraphy, °°:
‘Then, just before the American Civil ‘War,. came.the transoceanic

cable. . The telephone was invented. in. 1875: by,’ as. everyone cee ONE
“knows, Don Aimeche. .Electrical signallingover wires led in due. °
_ course fo the various wireless media. |Even.so, with allthe spece, 0:
~“tacular advances of:science,nothiing
9 excels iin
n peerlete people pe
eS
communications. thie

a

Of thisviondrovs ‘export.“medium: for: the ‘exchange.‘of ~

a

human: experience; the: probing and: ‘aggrandizement .Of pers 08.
. sonality;- there is much to.tell’ and each ‘springtime, in special,......memorable, infinitely useful, file-worthy :and: provocative data
and. analyses, the:tale i
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“Rome, March 27..

Recently set compensation deals.
: Mexico City, April:3.
“\-between the MPEA. and Egyptian
: “Wind :in- Jamaica,” to be directed .by Jose. Ferrer; is currently being|-Ke nator change in. the: Mexican
{authorities have resulted in a.
_- written ‘by .T. EB: -B..Clarke. Mark Robsen is readying two. new .ones, exhibition. picture. seems. to -be|spurt’: in’ production activities
“The: Wingate Story,” from. Leonard Mosley’s book, and “The: ‘Greatest brewing; “despite |disclaimers: by | *
along. ‘the’:Nile: involving: foreign
i
a
te
ma
my
ve
ee
. : Raid: of All.” -Other .20th-Fox plans. include: a. souple 3for: Ingrid.Bers- American. “distributors here .and
a London, March: 27. { coii,- over and akove the money
22,aan, “Promise at: Dawn,” ‘and “The Visit.”
‘Robert J. Corke . Hatin American|
involved in direct. transfer deals,
“*, David Kingsley, deseribed iti-a Variety. news story.(3-7-82), as ‘gales ‘représentative - f ‘the:Motion ‘Pie-)- “aE Gok: At.Life,” the. ‘Rank. Or- ‘These,
. involving | $100.000. per
“ executive. in: the.-British. Lion “division only,” “points out. that ‘he ‘ture Export -Agsn..
||ganization’ 3. weekly color magazine:
..
month remittances: for six months,
remains. managing: director. of: British Lion, a director. of BLC ‘and a
Jorge’ Ferretis; |Film? Buretu, film, ig célebrating .its: third ‘anni:
relate to ‘money
teeres
-- , director. of. Shepperton, Studios - . Max Maxfield, of. Metro's expioita- head, diving: for’/a: well-planned -with the I57th issue. “It is. called. Egypt-to-U.S.,
accrued to "Yank companies in.
*:-tion department, has quit-.°.:. Ernest Betts, film critic of The People, Pand | ‘balanced, exploitation ‘of. pa:
1, hhas taken over ‘as chairman: of Critics” ‘Circle. Film. Section, following | tional’ preduct within -Mexican: ter- | “The Maple Has New. Leaves” ‘and. Egypt. during. the. ‘second, half. of
- a three year’ stint :by Dick’ Richards .. ;-. ‘Paramount's. decision: to, re-: ritory,:. is ‘a new ‘champion: of: the. ;shows. a British: family emigrating 1958.
” Remittance flow was. started af-.
issue Alfred ‘Hitchcock’s “Rear. Window,”” which. opens at the: Plaza, producers. Ferretis said ‘that Mexi-. to: ‘Canada. _
‘|ter’ recent on-the-spot negotiations
“"qvas..made -before: the. news: broke of: Grace. Kelly's comeback, :Now ‘ean.
films must.actifeve a. better re-|-- ‘Naturally -it “is.. ‘shows“ta.‘ail ‘by :MPEA °Mediterranean topper
a Metro is dickering. whether ‘or. not to. refloat. “High Society’... .: The] cuperation of production: costs with‘: . filnt of Richard Strauss’s “Der Rosenkavalier” is: booked: for. a season in: the ‘domestic: ::market- ‘to. Rank. -houses, but it: also has an|.1Leo: Hochstetter.. Latter is due
“." at London’s: Royal Festival Hall. in’ July, Rank Film ‘Distributors: As]:‘strengthen finances .of.the ‘whole average. of 1;:200: ‘bookings. among ‘to-return fo: Cairo in near future
ee handling, the Paul €zinner ‘project: .:
"| the. indies, an“ {increase -of 300% to extend above-mentioned: remit.tances to. include -money accumu"The -new- distribbery,. Garrick;: "ands“giriur ‘Brauner’ of CGC. Fiims industry.
|! ‘In receiit
“weeks:. -Ferietis~ has since’. it bowed./in '1959.- . Thirty- lated in Egypt by U. S. compa|:
oo (Berlin), have signed: for. four-pic ture: deal, cofisisting ‘of two Raymer ‘huddled,
with both. ‘Mexican. and! three eountrics also book. the se- Ries... auing. the: first six months
|
-Ex-newspaper
.
editor
‘Graf-. St¥oss pix and two-for CCC: (London) Ltd. First subject is “The Brain” foreign
‘gies.
distributors, and he has in:|
of: 195
- and. it rolled: at- Twickenham. on: Monday. (2). Directed. by.. Freddie ‘sisted that
they register their firnis}- ton Green. ig the boss; with Tony|: Meanwhile, ‘everything but
Cecil ‘Parker, ‘Bertiard with the Film’
Bureaw
as
stipulated
|
arrier.
as.
lis.
assistant
and.
Tea:
‘Reyptian’
cotton is .allowed export
Lee, Maxine: -Audley, Jeremy Spenser and .Germany’s Ellen. Schwiers.
by the Public Entertainments Regu-|- Candy *:‘Production. manager, : _/”
transaction. under. the same. trans-. ‘Stross’s -“Knife Edge,” and. CCC's “Naked. antl: ‘Alone ‘and “The Testa- lations.
*
The.
closed-door.
talks:
ap|.
“rr.
defer
-deal..
-Yank ‘companies have
_.. ment -of:-Dr..Mabuse” follow:«‘: . The: Rank. Organization:
ji
and United}
f-e.-@:. | received ‘permission. and even en“Artists. dreamed ‘up _a:-novel: ‘publicity: ‘stunt to” boost --“The Road “to: ‘paren tly: stressed. need: for-better |
coordinated
programming,
with
thts’
ge,
,
rs
f
_"]
couragement
to. solve. their trans. Hong. Kong,”!’a London. to Brighton. rickshaw ‘race which ‘was ‘skedded|meahing improved: exhibition time |
yd
MEEVEE,
. |fer problems. by: producing pix ia for “Sunday (1): .. “ Sydney -Lewis, long: serving .Associated-British

o 7 diated. ‘by Allan McClelland: It is expected to roll. in the fall. “High.

~OBSERVES 3D ANNI

- Francis, it casts: Annie Heywood, Peter van Exek,

i _ public. relations. topper, was. “due to. fetire as. of ‘now.. .But:.he. is being {‘for: hational. product. .
. ":wétained. as.a ‘part-time labor telations: consultant:oc Wal it Digney’s |: “While: Ferretis and ‘distritritors |
next. British: film. Will. be “Horse Without’a Head,” based’ on a railway dia” not make any. statenients -on'|
“45

First iim” moving under this

‘atrangement is “Cairo” (MGM),&
* | George Sanders: starrer, directed
‘by Wolfe.-Rilla: and ‘produced by
spaney, ‘March 1
|-.
Ronald... :Kinnoch. - Pic features
-* - form’ foot ligaments; ... «Carl Foreman, has-left. for Sweden ‘to start.on. exhibitors. a break.-'-Independents
ae “The. ‘Victors.’*, Sophia: Loren ‘and Simone. Signorét -are ‘first: signings’ long: have complained that they do|™‘Norinan: is Rydge, :. chief of. ‘Richard * Johnson and Egyptian
hot
receive
‘pictures:
until
‘the
last:
‘Greater. Union: Theatres, key: Aus-| star Fatem Hamamia. At least two.
2) duse: Pate Boone.:and’ Nancy -Kwan,:stirs of Seven Arts’ “The Main: At-|:
a traction, " forbidden“to.iski ‘when: the.‘unit,Nocations, in’‘the:‘Austrian -dtop of profit has. ‘been squeezéd. ‘sie: film’ circuit,.and’. British Em- Other Metro: items; these in assoouit by the federally-owned: Na-1:
ciation’ with .Rome’s Titanus Films, ; Tyrol:‘next ‘week,
ek
ah tional Theatre Operating Company. ‘pire Films; major distribution. unit are curréntly -being. readied in
‘ This’ company: for. its part,. dicker-. ‘under the GU_ teint, planes -‘out. of. Egypt: “Golden. Arrow,” starring
“Christiane Rochefort, author. of: the Le ‘Rapes De Gaerne" Wat: |ing’ ‘Tenegotiation of contracts. with. here March 31 on world ooksee: Tab’ Hunter and Rossana Podesta,
oeHoi’s: Rest); now béing filmed by ‘Roger. Vadim with Brigitte: Bardot ‘distributors, .‘a.p pe ar:s“ hot. to be. Rydge. will ston. in: Spain. to. confer’ and. “Son: .of Spartacus,” -which
* atid’ Robert’ "Hossein; expressing contentment with. cast ‘and the method. ‘wholly in. accord with: Ferretis ‘and
stars . Steve Reeves, . “Death. on
: “af-treating this.tale of. an’atcoholic who sexually enslayes.a middle-class |the. producer. aims to: increase time with Samuel: Bronstan -“executives “Nile,” from. an’ Agatha Christie
~“gitl and. drags her ‘into ‘drink and abandonment; She -did not: feel that: for Mexican:pictures. It is learned,') following. ‘a. ‘distribution deat for mystery, is reportedly another ‘up:: Way. ‘about Raf Vallone’s recent legit version, in which, he also starred? forSamples ‘that ‘the’ first-run’ Ala~ “BL Cid,” “Pekin”: and ‘other: Bron-. “coming 'Metro- Project. located :in
*

Apnail: robbery” .T:-E:. B.’ Clarke ‘has: scripted: ‘the yarn and Don Craffey ‘private’ ‘talks,: the .former. did ‘say|.
!. will direct.. . Theo Richmond, British. Lion publicity chief, lamed. ‘with: that he will try, to give independent -

-

Onn

“Paris .

MekideSa

| ‘that’ was..a. fast flop” here. ‘Many’ love and nude. scenes. have the ‘set|-

-{ ston. product, It's ‘iowa, here that: Nasserland. .

.
Italian | production “companies.
‘have on their own also shot pix in
-f- Egypt on. solo ‘or tandem basis in
ix in this territoty.” wit
, filmgoing‘and_pic ‘interest: They.feel:Plarichon has brought. a-new flair:
co Pe Duriig: ‘his ‘London stopover, |. recent’ months. “One of these was
“to theatre ‘without. aping -filin. techniques. but. assimilating. them and:|
:“Wa- Jslamah,”. directed -by .An-:
Rydge
will
confer
with
-Rank
offii
turning
them.to.legit
advantage.
'
':
yeee
Lae
=
cials (Rank: is’a/50-50- partner” in |:‘drew’ Marton” for. a Rome firm,.
‘Sill Haworth, after. finishing a role’ ib her:‘first French. ‘pic “Your }
while’ another is currently Start‘GU:
and:
BEF),
regarding
‘plans?
for
~_ Shadow: Is’ Mine,” now. starting: hier second .with. “Les..Mysteres De |.
further. upbéating --biz: and’ setting: _ing.. It is ‘Karim; the Sheik’s
”'.Paris,”” Based .'on- the. turn-of-the-century: Paris :underworld |melodrama | °
‘|additional ‘-product. for’.BEF aie “Son,” in| which: Gordon Scott ‘has
of: Eugene Sue:. ; Allésandro Blasseti: "haunting. offbeat .Paris nightlife,|.
Me pig ‘March 27.
the lead."
tribution here... =
© Aitile’ frequented ‘by ‘tourists, for ‘his currently. shooting documentary|+ pdetatae
eapital: city. of: ‘the |
- Back. on. the Uz; s, front,. plans
: “feature pic. on™ Paris: “Rhapsodie- Nocturne de: Paris”. :'.-Luchino- Vis- state of:South ‘Australia, -has been| “GU: celebrates its: 50th: anni “Tiext ‘call
Hochstetter to-make an--.'. conti, who ‘is to. ‘diréct ‘the. fil. version’ ofthe late-Albet.Camus’ novel. turned’ into an -Aussie’ Edinburgh’ “month, Rydge- :has ‘revealed that. other: for
trip..to Cairo: soon to con= 4
“The Stranger” ‘as ‘an: Italo. pic for’ Dina DeLaurentiis,. Says the film {with its: second Festival. of: Arts’ his: ‘organization: would -spend
-fer ‘with. Egyptian Minister of
*. Swill. still. be made.in Frenclr..with “other . versions,. Italian. ‘included, ; which: was:opened. March 17 by the ‘around .$2;000,000:: on. theatre:im-. ‘Economy, Dr... El Khassouny, re-.
_@ubbed Jater: ‘He has. two. pix before- tackling this and is thinking’ of. Governor-General, Lord De’ L'Isle, provements. ‘Loop is presently bate
-garding fitture unfreezing activity
eg
seep
. either Alain’ Delon: or Jean-Paul Belmondo ‘for. the title role of. a-man and - which ‘winds ‘up- March’ 31. verting the-3,400-seat State,-, Whid’ Seems completely ‘cut off from Jife and: feeling until doom-sealing Distinguished . -visifors. * from ‘all: bourne,” into an intimate. A 00- of Yank’ film coin. °
involvement’ with a: murder ©‘awakens. ‘his need. and thirst:for. life. Tt ‘other sections ‘of: ‘Aussie, as .well-|: seater. 3...
"does: not Jook:to ‘start till 1963
Tntimate- houses playing on‘k rdas many: from overseas, have ‘con7: French pie. director. Jean-Pierre Melville ‘declares’ he isreadying. to |: ‘verged: upon Adelaide: during: ‘the’ ticket under’ the GU. banner -n
* gue’ Yank literary. agent Scott Meredith for'sélling.a. property. to.a.U.S. past 10-days, * .’ -,include: the Forum in. Sydney; B
‘film: company that he.has: already bought: Melyitie optioned. a ‘story:|": Program. included’ concerts froin’ ‘Chelsea, Melbourne; and’ Wests'in |.
“©The Careful Man,” by Max Fanklin, , which is a -pén name” of: Richard |‘Yehudi, and: Hephzibah’ Menuhin, Adelaide: ‘Next. in.dine: is’the, Pals. . Deming, from. someone who.had it in:Franre. The said story. was; then the . -94-member " strong. ‘London.|.ladium here. ~ “puffed up. and. published ‘as _a-book “Kiss’ and: Kill” :by Deming: Most Philharmonic’
'with... Sir: Maleolm.| - Major. product. comes from. Co-|:
ay Paris, ‘April . 3...
: Of this.is’“The Careful’ Man’ :verbatim: Melville Zot. word that Mere- ‘Sargent: and John: Pritchard con. lumibia, Universal,:> Rank, Para<
~ .@ith was: willing to refurid his, money. But he said no.and ‘intends mak- ducting,:. as. well” as:“many. home- ‘mount, (on ‘certain pix), ‘Lion-Inter- F Orson ‘Welles: started his first
tilm .directorial. ‘stint, since’ his
Hing. the’ pic ‘early ‘hext year. Meanwhile “Kiss” was sold' and Melville |.‘bred °‘musicians, -.
national, foreign. independents,
1958 Hollywood. chore .on “Touch
-will.contest-it ::...:Meanwhile Melville is:slated to direct “Three:Rooms| “In- the dramatie: field $0.far‘most the Bronston product.. In: additi
Nn! of Evil’? (U),: on Monday: (26), with
_in Manhattan” in. N:Y.;and other properties are the ‘Francoise’ Sagan’ ‘of. the plaidits, have gone. to: the.| to’-a key loop ‘coast-to-coast;
U, ‘a’ film: version of. Franz. Kafka’s
‘.” play “Castle in ‘Sweden’: “and. Georges Simenon’s “The. Oldest of. ea
: Cleared quite-often s \°. Film -buffs.: have adapted ‘Roger :Planchon,. the|:

o*
re
oa
a

“!) “sdirector.and ::stager ..of. ‘the’ provincial. theatre in. Lyon;. the Theatre
/ * Villeurbane,. whose: stage pyrotechnics are influenced by his ‘assiduous

eet
ee
een

‘(Continued on.‘Page:22)

;

_° | Rydge paid a top. figure to-out-bid

.: ealthe: opposition for the Bronston

“FestBigcana

e

>

(
Orson Welles Returus
ToDirecting Pix;His
First Since 758 ‘Evil’ -

and.

‘staging ‘of ‘Shaw’s. “St. Joan.” In: -also, ‘operates .22.habe cinemas |in| “The: Trial.” . This stars J eanne
' Ferchauxs.”..’":
the ‘title -roue, Aussie. actress’ Zoe
‘|
Moreau and: ‘Anthony Perkins and
ar
“Mare ‘Allegret to:Italy:to"‘try.to sign.‘Anite’Exbere for.a. French, pie! ‘Caldwell (recently returned front).Sydney.
‘Lis, being. produced by Alexandre
“The Abominable Customs Man”: opposite comic Darry. Cow! .::.. Jean’ i the’ . Shakespeare: ‘Stratfords ini|:
Salkind..
Pic is being -‘made in Eng« Renoir prepping a film version’ of Kut ‘Hantsen’s. old ‘novel. ‘‘Hurigert! England ~ “ahd .Canada) “has “béen’

Cotunibia Sews Ue?
New”

“S Fernand” Lumbroso, :the impresario who handled all. the. Eastern. Bloc! landed‘ for .her interpretation of | |
“theatrical: entries here, turning pic producer. He. already has two ‘proj- the Maid of: Orleans. Ron Haddrick,| _

-

S

-flish’. and. French with two. weeks

Showease iin Paris

shooting” in.Paris -and

eight in

Yugoslavia. «.-.
ects lined ‘un. to. go. late: this. year,.with two ‘others prepping. ‘He: has. thack from his recent. London stint |.
Paris, April: 3:
- Welles is scripting and will play i
he? Waldimir Nabokov’s “Dark. -Room’.: about a ‘blind. man’-in love with a inthe Aussie “The: One-Day of | :- peefidious. young girl-folder. than: Lolita) who. brings her lover: into his the: Year,” ‘also ‘has. been braised * Coluinbia - Films ~ joined .other|, . small: part. as ‘a -priest. The ©} Yanik film majors; like Metro, 20th- French. actress Suzanne Fion and
= home. Roger. Vadim is to:direct with Roger Vailland to adapt. Hewould: ‘for his. portrayal of.Dunois..°
.
ce Alec5, Guinness and ‘Natalie Wood for the:
pair.Bott
ay
of.
The: festival -also'-Has pesn- the: ‘Fox. ‘and: Paramount; in sewing. up: ‘the ‘Greek actress Katina Paxinou

° ‘|Aussie: ‘preem: ‘of “J.B.":. a staging} a. theatre- outlet .on the ‘Champs- may. also do roles in the pic...
* Of Ben: -Johnson's: “Voipone;”2”. in- Elysees, ©“the ©: Showcase ° ‘first-rin | Welles, once a fair-haired boy in
Holly‘wood whose: first: pic ‘was
- Fredste‘March replaces Alee ‘Guinness in:‘Titaning:Ponti’s “Mitoha” the-round, and: the Chester Miracle: séction. in. Paris,- via, a “deal ‘with. “Citizen.:Kane””’
(RKO), -is not. bitouh’s. Flood” set:to music.
He
‘42 Vittorio DeSiea,: director, of: “Altona;”-“expects to start April 1 in’ play,9. “Noah’
the. ‘Paris Theatre..: ~The: _Champs-, ter: about’ -his ‘rare
Hollywood.
_ a: Hamburg castle .<.-. he'll follow.: up. ‘current .project ‘with. another’ The Aussie’ musical --“The =Sentichores
.
since’
the
war. He has’ ap|
mental
Bloke,”
aftera
five
months’:
Elysees
“usually.
‘shows
the
subtitled
Sephia. Loren starrer, “The: Children: of ‘Sarichez,” localed*in Mexico,
peared . in.. several pix ‘at. ‘home
- ‘then‘returns to:“Rome for'an Alberto Sordi-Silvana -Mangane item... ; ‘Tan-in Melbourne, also Has’ ‘opened ‘versions: of Yank. pix and gets. a [Pe
and ‘abroad as” well- as European’
- Federieo Fellini. may ‘shuot.a:tv film.on:Hollywood if-his. preparative: ‘to coincide with ‘the Fest,
more-selective butt crowd,- Though |‘vehicles. .
Ballet ‘is represented hy:‘Bhaskar. Smaller
= Ovear'time his: next. feature. allow. him :time ‘to ‘fly. to- California -at:
in revenue, ‘the C-E houses: “Welles | ‘won: a. Grand “Prix at
and.
«
ny
/from
‘India,
:
“and:
~ his: “Dolce Vita” is in ‘running ‘for best director honors.
can launch .a.pic or ‘create. such in-|:
Alain Delon. still -hopes to. wind his current ‘Marco Polo” ‘chores. Jazz -‘by.. -Dave’ .Brubeck |and... his ‘terest: that.‘these: films’ do- better. the’. .Cannés.. ‘Film Fest. with his .
yee]Raoul Levy. in ‘time ‘to:‘Play:‘Taneredi in’The’ Leopard’. for: Luching:+ Quartet. There's been a great. agi- in. _Subsequents . and: Continental | Morocgan ‘feature, “Othello. ”.
tation:
afoot
‘to
have-a
Festival.
Hall
_- Vistonti and ‘Titanus.
| countries.
‘Astor: ‘Pictures -reported: ‘planning. ‘two. ‘coproduction:. ventures |in
in| built in. Adelaide.

LyItaly... :company’s

‘George. Foley and Deuglas Netter. recently Jett | “Coiticidental. with: ‘the festival, {-" Paramount - thas”: ‘the. ‘Elysees, |’Brit.‘Tribute

to Minnelli

London, April 3.
7, town after’ talks inthis: connection :... Foley incidentally -notes:that the. Australian - Elizabethan. ‘Thea: Metro the. Triomphe,” and ‘20th-Fox:|:
.. e However, _. these. : A tribute: season to director Vin.. AStor’s “purchase figdre- on- Dolce’. Vita” “world-Tights’ is Closer to tre Trust’ is‘presenting a season, of the ‘Ermitage.
J houses‘ -also. . sometimes . . show. {cente -Minnelli. was. launched. last
four. ‘Operas..
8S500,000 than’ the $1,350,000. previously: reported:DelleCost to ‘mount. the. “Fest “is esti- Freneh. “pix. to” “get -in. ‘under: the hight. (Tues:) by. the "British Film
aves --Cinecitta’s:. directorship: to -head the. veurrently:. reINCOM... Studios ‘outsitie -Rome, ‘with ‘Sandre Paallavicial ‘mated: :to°“be |about .:$15,700 plus ‘Tégulations. calling. for split . Institute’. at..:the.. National: Film.
{the
*‘besources of. the “Australian. tween ©foreign. :and:: ‘French : ilm Theatre. Minhelli’s “Cabin In Sky”
. over as.
MS tudie:prexy.‘
os

oer.& aise
ee
“Michael.
eunematl Coste,
& latest:“casting:raddition. to Matiias's “CantiveCity"
aa
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Trust:. and: playiing time, and: even product’ of. teed. off. It will be “followed till
_Com- other US: majors’ epending, ‘on amid-May by. 15 other’ films he has

Asstraliaa’ :-Broadeasting
mission."
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Barcelona, March 27."

no
‘Bareefona ‘has. developed ‘an :
; ~eipart item in. ‘the’ two-man .

|: team: of: Manola & | woman | = Continued trom, pace rie
|. office clerks whose own-music.. due: for ‘start: here soon.pee
‘Buldance ‘of Joseph Anthony, :who: Wg Oo:
| ‘and “lyrics ‘in: modern idiom_-| currently’ retouching Seri ous Per. dia‘ Cardinale: may ‘liaye. spot. in... ~
|. caught on over the local.broad-. ' ‘the new. Fellini film «..: 32
Renate
"Castellant’s. ‘next -is localed -among Be
| casting facilities, starting with — Sardinian fishermen .:. . Gina: Lollobrigida
reported booked: for’ still’.
Tt amateur’ hour exposure. ‘Ramon --.‘| another
.
pie”
this
year:
qq.
Disgelo”
. (The Thaw) .to be
guitars, both “sing and. they.
have. now ‘toured Argentina: ; Franco Rosi from: script’. by Ennio DeConcini ‘and -Eliana GeSsbety. eee

To 12 Foreign Nations

-France. because pix |‘people .have.|«:>.«.Gina’s ‘next, startingin May, is ‘ ‘Imperial ‘Venus;” from now-come ° *.
been shouting it, like the ‘boy. who | .
and-Yenezuela,
and later.
will ent
‘pleted -‘Screenplay ‘by Aurenche, . ‘Arlaud, Benvenuti, and DeBernardi
South America
.-°-.)
Helsinki; -“March* 27.- fo;
-eried wolf, since: the last war. and |:
foes ‘Royal produces.‘
.":
my
-. «Their . billing here is. Duo
Euan: Lloyd’ will beat ‘the’ drums: ‘for -.Cinerama’s ““Brothers: Griram’” re
still managing to. make: more than |.A = Finnish thriller. with plen- , ! Dinamico: Dynamic: ‘Team). .
ty of sex and: love ‘making;.on the
|
ana
“How.
the
West
Was
Won”
in‘
Britain,.
following:
his.current:
stint:
©...
100 films per year, and even make
markets" ‘called |=

English-language.
7 ==
. with Goldwyn’s “Porgy and. Bess”. “Grimm” will open first ‘in U.S...
solid dent in the foreign. mart.. But “Preludes: To. Ecstacy” ‘(originally.|‘gy,
"J phile-“West’? will. precede it in. Euro
“Divorce; Italian Style," °°":
the ery of crisis ‘is:once more heard titled “The: Moon Is Dangerous”),
"| which’ recently went ‘to Embassy’ for. Us.a‘and. Canada,’ ‘has just -broken'
=).
is conquering foreign markets with. EL
i :éxisting -‘seasonal b.o. records ‘in. Rome, Milan, and: Turin’ . «.Light.in™
‘in filmic circles..
a.
faster.
pace
than
‘any.
previous}
e:
Piazza”
(Metro).
had-its
Italian
premiere.
March
29th,‘
at.
Florence’s
-:.:”
Filmgoing has been :‘falling.off
Finnish. picture; So far it has-been |
Capitol ‘Theatre « : +. 3Porgy: and: Béss”:‘operied: same. day. in: Rome's” .. .
steadily every year for - the. ‘Jast. sold te 12 countries, aiid. producer}:
{showcase Corso: Theatre, likewise to.:V.I.P..crowd .°. . Brigitte. Bardot a
few and production costs have been: Suomen: ‘Filmiteollisuus counts on |.44™
~ | expected to shoot’ some sequences of. “A; Warrior’s. Rest” in Siena’
2... «" Edinburgh, ‘March 27. Orson Welles should’ start: his: ‘pic:version of:Franz. Kafka’s ‘The’ Tria’
‘pushing steadily upward. But: the: ‘another. 42. countries. before. the.
|
At iaig last: help. is: coming -to- in ‘April, with cast of Ficit-Paris. Europe |
production.comprising Anthony’: © -3
Fg
hiked admission prices and film aid’ summer
the: ‘five Scottish. repertory thea- Perkins, Jeanne ‘Moreau, ‘Elsa’M:
Taltte:
‘Carminath,
|
Madeleine
pout
At:
home,
the
}
pie
drew
raps
from.
‘have kept: things fairly balanced:
tres. Between: them, they’ will. re.
_
But -this season, with the harsh indignant .critics but’ proved’ one :ceive a ‘grant from the British Arts ‘Robinson, barring tast-minite. ‘switches. ee
political realities, Algeria ‘and. its of the year’s: biggest’ ‘boxoffice. hits. Couiicil of nearly $120,000. far: the |.
tenseness. though technically -fin- in every section: The picture stars year beginning April-1. This. marks | -Albert. Cavaleanti “will,“airéet: a film: adaptation Of.Garcia ‘Lores’s nO
“dsh the boxoffice has been just. Liana. Kaarina, . ‘described a5 ‘a’ an incréase’ of $51,000 .over last tiodern’ ““Yerma”. for ‘producer. Jose Luis ‘Maesso as the Spanish anchor’ .~
| seductive. young’ actress, and. Esko’
‘ina: European co-production. :... Miguel*Echarri’s first venture under’... &:
téo‘Salminen, this year’s. most popular ‘year’s figure, a¢cording fo a spokes-' his own production banner will-be“‘Marcha o:muere” (‘March or Die”), |: tt iis true some big productions
man for. the. Scot: committee ‘ofthe:
domestic
actor.
.He.
also
is
‘a-young.
‘a.
stoty. of the French ‘Foreign: Legion in Algeria: to ‘be ‘directed. by.-::
managed to do ‘as. well. as usual.
newcomer. on. the ‘screen. - “‘Prel- council. .
but those that might have done
OF the. total; ‘some. $12;000: ‘has | Frank .Wisbar. in’ a. three-way. coproduction- with Italy. and: Germany;." <.'
udes”
is.
directed
‘by
—
10-year-old
.
Wisbar,:.in
Madrid this week fora location ‘survey, revealed Stewart. | okay in previous times .have heen
been" ‘earmarked: for theatre. renofalling flat’ as audiences: become vet producer-director Toivo’ Sark-. vations..: Also.ihe Scot. committer. Granger and Doria Gray. as his-Jeads, ‘together with a-German star, as .- |
ka, this being his 48th direction. and.
_yet:
unsigned...
Millié Perkinis left ‘Madrid after winding her- ‘title: =:
tinue. its:schemeof guaran‘more choosey. The last féw months,
-wil
Escriva’in.an ="
_as the Algerian War crawled to a 222d production assignment.
forthe first production ofnew |Tale in. “Dulcinea”. ‘for. producer-director-writer’ Vicente
;
Aen
(Spain Germany): coproduction also seyring Came Films-Omnia.
Aspa
close, were extremely soft. Things|
eSplays “‘of..special merit,’ and.will |‘eron
:
Mitchell and-Falco Lulli.
have picked up a bit, but: locals.
_fincrease. ponuses.to: “repertory. thea-.
Columbia. execs Mo Rothman’ ‘and: Mike’ ‘Francovich: hiere | With :
. |:tres: for” “worthwhile” -plays from:
are still worried about ‘the general.
| Columbia's rep. in ‘Spain, Eniilio Lopez, had. meetings ‘with: severniment oe
: | $300 to $600
film setup.
withSathuel‘ Bronston ‘and his. veepee, ‘Mike Waszyn- ~~
. Largest share of.the: ‘gratit: goes | film authorities, .
Some are criticizing ‘the-insular- _
ae
sth
Mie
ge
arate
Ee
eeOe
rm
tte.
the.
Glasgow
Citizeris
Theatre
or
| ski, regarding ‘future Bronston produtt, with Spanish producers re.
ity of French filmmakers, who think
Columbia’:
release
-of: Spanish- ‘pix:‘in’ all-Spanish lingual: circuits: and. "'
“$36,000: "The. Dundee -:Repertory.
more of their own. limited marts 7
Fosgat
Ripe
enc]
Nate
Aetenetins’
as
een
‘meetings
with
Sam
Spiegel
anent
“Lawrence
of.Arabia’’.:.
.
Jose
Ferrer”
~
Theatre gets $24,000 plus.a special
(a pie can rarely amortize itself in|
‘and. Arthor |‘Kennedy. reported :‘to’ director David Lean: in Sevilla for’:
- . Paris,” April 3.- | grant of $3,000.
French speaking spots alone), than |:
Plans: for .a “national ‘theatre in ‘support roles-in- “Lawrence”... Nat Wachsberger and Harry. Joe Brown. es
a
"strong
beet.
-against
.
the.
Soin international terms: Trouble in|:
will next. star-Sean Flynn in, “Sign -of Zorro”: arid have long range plans... -.
Scofland:.are
not
to
‘be
éncouraged.
the top .export marts, Japan ‘and ciety of. Authors, the French’ roy“British- ‘Arts: for the young Errol Flynn offspring to star: in. a:.brace. of. features”
- West Germany, has also added to alty collection |setup. ‘for: ‘play-. ‘meantinie.- by:« the’.
annually for the ‘hext ‘five years. Sean. Flynn’s' debut. starring role. in...
‘Council..A
Scot
Committee:
spokes-.
* woes hereé..
“The Son’ of Captain: Blood,” ‘coproduced. by Wachsberger, ‘Brown. and” -.
wrights, ‘has ‘gone up. here from : a man said: “We: have: decided that: Benito “Perojo. Productions ‘of Spain’ will hit the: ‘Screen. Jin a salvo oe
So there is sout searching again
:the greatest: service that ‘can -be
preem.on Easter Sunday.
--:
ts
among the film pundits and people “group of writers. Issue. may ‘go to. -done.for drama in: Scotland. ‘will be:}‘Madrid
“
have an eye on the marts to see if -court and contest ‘the SOA. Tights; for ‘the Arts Coun¢il:.and. the re-|: Some 13 countries have. entered’ 25:features ‘and 96 ‘shorts. in:theSQ tantr
ETO
ae
OEE
ere
achea
T
the industry will again skimp. by.. J It’s: contended -by some’ ‘that they spective Iécal authorities. to .insure. April 22-29. International Film Week. of. ‘Religious. and Moral ‘Values: -.
It may again be that French: pic have ‘usurped. powers ‘1
he continuance: of ‘at ‘Valladolid.. Attendants: at:this ‘festival’ face the- stiffest.‘daily.: work.’ : mason
in.
handling, : between them. the.
Mat
paradox of looking bleak but sometheexisting repertorycontinuance,
theatres. ” of schedule ‘of: any film: gathering. on the. calendar—with.‘three. features’: °. ©
their works.| sereened -daily. and. including morning discussion. seminars chaired:
by. -”’.
haw balancing out: again.
Floris: Luigi Ammannati.. ‘Films* in — i

“Madrid *

ae

WriterCroup i
inBeef.
Vs; SOAin Paris; Say.”|
_Tts Become Monopoly.

a

Dead,
Ae
ct

_ Among: plaintiffs °are”* Julien ety

t Davivier,- -Raymond.. Gary, °“Henri LCVINC 'S |

ex-Venice. Film -Festival‘ director,

. | contest will .be-‘disclosed™ shortly——-after’. ‘Spanish film: officialsFrancis...
‘geta:... '§

‘prior: Jook. ‘and issue Clearance. Reported’ Yank ‘entries: aré.“St..

Jeanson; Joseph ‘Kessel, and: Mau- |...)
tg.
Venice FilmFest Seis. ‘Tice-Druon.
s] | of Assisi®--and “Devil at 4 O'Cloek”
vs .“Cerca-dé las estrellas” (Close. *'-*They*contend- that the}
to ‘the Stars”), winner: ‘ofthe:‘Sdn. Juan’. Bosco Spanish: Oscar..as. the ~:~
was. founded by the: authors} *
=
Rome; “March: 27: . “Dest ‘film”
§
‘of ‘1961; “will Yepresent: Spain‘“at the Mar. del Plata. Festival":
Some New Rules; Won’te| SOA.
and’ has now. ‘become .a’ sort’. of |: “A “deal.‘giviti Joseph. Levine's |°
, ‘Cesar Andavin, director-of “‘Circa dé las estrellas,”: will Present
°£

Feekenstein’ monster; Instead -of
Keep:Entrants at 14|-only
picking ‘up’ money .and_ dis-:

_ Rome, March “OT.
‘tributing -it, the SOA: now. acts ‘as
. Several . important « innovations |an. agent for. foreign rights and: has.
are: included in the -1962' Venice. blossomed ‘into -a ‘monopoly. as far
Film Fest regulations. For instance as - ‘performing Tights. vin: ‘France
the rules for the festival show that ‘and. Europe..'.*"

- while

the

Venice._pre-celection | | “Main

Embassy’ “Pictures. ‘the -U.‘S: .‘dis- his. ‘film ‘at the Argentine Fest ‘and. then:‘return ‘to-‘Spain.‘to:enter:itin ws,
trib: ‘rights: to: .twe|Italian: pix,, ‘eotnpetition at:‘Valladolid: as ‘well: +
:
:
a
a!

“Bivorzio.- ‘ALL'Italiana” and. Sal-|
ta,
Mexico. City’
BE
SS
-Matore .Giuliano,”-:both produced} ~
‘by Franco. Cristaldi.: for.’ Lux: |- ‘Mario. ‘Morena: (Cantinflas)" shooting his-‘annual Mexican ‘picture mae
ig : Feported... near |“The Extra,”. réports-he: goes on to. London :after. this.to do“a copro; Vides-Galatea,
duction, pending many ‘months, ‘He.also has proposals to:film in France
conclusion here...

sauawk is: that “the:soa!‘

ge “isk|
for *pae“packaage
ited for”
Figure. :cited -

+,

-.)-¢

and: Italy ard added “it is very’ possible ‘I will continue making: pictures. ~ “f
: |

for Hollywood.” For lack of time’ there will.be'no theatre engagements.” -, &
| $300,000.. ‘The. ‘number. of., Yan
‘said: hé is preparing big ballyhoo for- “Pepe,” ‘scheduled to *.* “B
. has. dropped its ‘set. 14-feature. tracts “which. give -‘the ‘local ‘pro- ‘companies “have ..been:
--eported ie
premiere in. Mexico. in September <.... Word: :lere. thatthe: °:}
n.
competitive film total this year. | ‘ducer first call-.on film rights. ‘seeking. both" properties: in recent
Bazin :prize,.an. ‘aspect of. ‘the. Mexican World: Review of Film ...*'
‘Move will: be welcomed by those. This can ‘sometimes. stymie*lucra- weeks. : ‘“Divorzio,” “which“ stars “Andre:
“fi
who felt that the arbitrary figure tive Yank film income. ‘SOA. also Marcello: Mastroianni;: has” béen “a -Festivals, will. change site: to the Santa Margarita de Liguria:Festival:
applied in past years (one com- claims statutory rights in- ‘Italy, |‘leading b.v: “contender ‘in all.- -Ital-. in Italy, with this decision sent‘on‘to Jorge Ferretis. by Vinicio Beretta, wal
‘di-1- head:.of the International
Assn.
of
Film
Critics.:*
".;
ae:
petitive pic per night for each of. Spain. and. Holland .where:: ‘they | ian- key: cities. '-:“Giuliano,””
“Unemployment ‘still-‘big. problem . of Mexican “film.: industry: with: CE
ie, S 4 days) constituted, an un- | have ‘sole-placement. ‘authority. . ‘| rected by’. Francesco. Rosi,. “a later:
unions fearful: situation. miay- worsen: In. director's. section only four: out... :
air: example,
and
unnecessary
‘handicap.
pair
For
one year might
offer [|. Also contested is the waiver
of reléase,:.:: has = likewise. shown: of 30 accredited: members: -are actively. employed: : wo .“King- of Kings”.
-.
Strength:
on
early
‘playdates,
*
‘tele rights:-for these © countries.premiered. hére in ‘six houses, but only at a.32¢,: “despite: previous reports ° ~
‘more than 14 worthy pix for Venice. Originally set up:in-1777 by. Beau=
‘ofan allowed. advance. . ;.. doing. excellent boxoffice:: Reports from~ «.’
- consideration, another year might. . marchais,..the SOA collécted. a
: | Monterrey: and Guadalajara’ indicate: that’.film. hada ‘slight “edge-‘on.:-.. f:
force the fest to include one or on grosses every night for its au"|grosses,
8 ‘chalked up by “Ben-Hur”... _. Ron
Randell, who ‘came here for.
more lesser.items to- “round out” |‘thors, ‘with 2%..of -this going: ‘for |:
| the “King: of. Kings”.: Premiere, quietly:‘departed’ for. a ‘week's. sunning he
the {wo-week bill,
‘SOA upkeep. -Many now. feel: the:
; Continued from ‘page 21 —
as | in’ Acapulco..
Queried. on this: as. well as other _SOA -has’ become archaic and. has.
changes, Venice director Domenico built up a fund that should: be dis- meda- “Theatre,” ‘fieretofore = .t “Joseph -Vogel: ‘MGM president, “arriving here. for’:‘a“vacation,” held; 7s
‘a’ series of. talks :with: President ‘Adolfo Lopez Mateos, Quirino ‘Ordaz |: <5
.Meccoli indicated that ‘total .had. tributed: ‘more. often among .mem-~ sively. ‘Sereening Mexican. prod uc
.
) will cut: ‘this ‘down ‘to: 30 ‘weeks a ‘Rocha, head (of. the. ‘federally owned. theatre circuit. and: Ernesto :Uru-.”
been “unblocked” after.a necessary | bers,

~ MexExhibs

‘year, with other weeks: devoted to churty,.. Mayor. of this“ metropolis. Although talks ‘were-top secret it is.“

breaking-in period. This. had shown:

.

Producer s: ‘believed Vogel was. attempting ‘to convince-Mexican... authorities: ‘to. °3
that, while the total” figure of | - Foreign. playwrights. also’ ‘have ‘Hollywood. pictures.
eompeting: pix should not ‘be set, come out. against. the SOA; claim- [ charge ‘this federal -circuit. policy. permit ‘as “high. as..a: 64¢. boxoffice for:-MGM_ spectaculars’.. << ‘Eight a
:
some selectivity was not only ing too much reu tape .in getting ‘is. detrimental to them. and ‘con- ‘Mexican: films are being sent -to’ Russia: for exploitation there, “Déal:-®
‘their ‘royalties: ‘The SOA -answers ‘trary. to “protectionist” -measures. was set up: by..:Vladimir.: .Obrubox, :representing : Sovexport “Film: here.
necessary but -imperative. |
‘that it has ‘been attacked by ‘its. promised ‘them: by’ -Secretary. of This ‘may -be. beginning ‘of a: ‘greater Russian-Mexican film” exchange | ae
Meccoli ‘pointed’ out :that: other’ -members bé@fore but ‘usually. nothState Gustavo Diaz, Ordaz and other: although Obrubov ‘was ‘careful’ to say that final .selection’ would-be”. -"—
4nternational
festivals “such ~as.
‘made ‘in Moscow. but, “with- possibility that. all eight’ pictures. would. he.
ing. came of it. ‘The SOA‘feels ‘it |:‘federal ‘officials. «. .
those at Berlin and San Sebastian,
works
for
its
..members
‘and.
-gets
|--A ‘hard. core’ of producers, with gkayed. Among’ films. shippéd_ ‘are: ““Animas.-Trujano,”. ‘“Juano Gallo,” ..
.. which had- previously had. no_re““Yanco, »..“Macario,” “Three ‘Musketeers: and a ‘half,” “Sins ’
of Youth,ee a4
strictive clauses’.on entrants, -had | the best. local and foreign terms, the:‘support: -of Peliculas Nacion-'
and -placenients. *.
‘ales, :Official: distributorship haning. their :reins. Berlin this year. * There are reports: that the vine dling :‘Mexican :product. internally,
has limited the total of competing ‘istry. of Culture.may. take steps in| are. pushing “the “protectionist”
feature pix to 24. Meccoli indicated this, and form a ‘special. commis- ‘gimmick: ‘This calls ‘for ‘more: exthat if the films found worthy ‘of| sion .to. k ksee ‘collections: and. hibition time for Mexican filnis and.
- & competitive . slot. topped 14, the ‘fund. distributions. .The next. few improved percentages, to boost the.
added pix would. be screened in. weeks sho =fell. ‘whether itis ‘ternal take. ‘This to. balance ‘off.
| the admitted loss of revenues from
the afternoons. :If. the total failed just”a tem st in a teapot.’
to hit 14, then remaining. “open”
.| foreign.-markets, ‘notably - _ Latin

this ‘year likewise -begun tighten-

evenings: would accommodate :‘non-.

competing : “PEK of

aS

a
Fe o

i

yet. kK:‘spokesman: “for: ‘American. 7 sfiorhiéills.“AILitisleadsto
is‘iit: 7
oN
“distributors: said that’ it would-be fusion: and ‘disunion.
“suicidal”. for. Mexico: to.-attempt| ‘Finally - ‘the ‘Ameriean -“source ™- R
to screen.more. Mexican. ‘Screenfare. “said: ‘constant’ union. “bickering. is
~
‘of uncertain. quality. | The great, not. ‘contributing to improved. ‘core
E
need obviously” is. for: better. pro-| ditions,-.. Just: now. both -unions,=

‘duced: pictures, this ‘source: poirit-, STIC. arid ‘STPC (Union of Film Ine... ‘|:
:
ing out. that:the public’ néver ‘stays “dustry: Workers. and. Union of. ‘Film:

Quirino. Orda. ‘Rocha; head: of ‘away, from a good picture
leoLax!Ex ads|
toUs.| the:
‘fedérat- circuit, said: that giving “it be Hollywood,. Mexican,

world-wide |:

interest.
-Other Menice ‘changes |‘include.|
earlier slotting .of .both Docu-.|:

| America:“.

‘Sun in “Flames” ‘and. “Adventures ofPito:Perer:are

whether Productign . Workefs) - are. feuding.”
Chinese, over the. America ‘Studios issue. .“' —:
“These. studios are. for short subject".

.
Paris, March: 27.° ‘more tine -to. ‘Mexican, ‘product was|or “whatever. ;
Leo ‘Lax, who. has. dubbing, Spe- not: feasible. because, these do’ not
Another ill; according to.the U.‘SS.
and: .a. distrib|draw ‘at: the :‘boxoffice as well as: ‘exec, ‘is. the: "Jack. ‘of collaboration:
cial
effects:
labs;
. mentary and Moppet Film festivals, now respectively: unspooling” from unit. here, is spreading, out.-: He| Yank ‘and’ other foreign: product. and the cross-purposes developing.
June 29 to July 4: and. from ‘July.| recently opened: Offices -in' N.Y.,'| Further,. he said: the. ‘public would ‘in’ the: Mexican : industry..;He.
5 to 10. The Art. Film. Fest like- ‘Hollywood ' and Canada... . Partner- not. stand: for -an. increase’ of ex- pointed up. the- fact: that. the ‘so.. [ing ‘with’ locals-he. will. buy. ‘pix hibition time for. national. pictures, called plan to: put ‘the: industry: on
-wise has been moved up..
;
The. Venice: director stressed in. ‘for theatres: and. tele as. ‘well. as ‘this. requiring a ‘cut. in- showing. of ‘its feet-has now. snowballed-into a
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cad -two-fistedly. ‘fn ‘their corner:: :- ABC ‘emerged with..‘a: 49.2 “4 tolerate so long’as NAB. kept. out
In his- opening day address,. Cok:

aaa
7=

'. ...* impingement on’ the. freetiom off j
oy broadcasting. |
:
‘Addressing himself rhetotically. |

Torte “to. ‘both. Congress :and thé -FCC,]..°.0: 0°"...
.

‘! ° Collins said, “We.do not: deriy your, .
- Jawful ‘right: to’ hold -us ‘to a good] -

f

| alone has a considerable distance
‘ito go to insure a healthy slice of
| the ‘sponsor pic, But’ ‘this. is. an:

TV &Affls

:

| Aa
PM.
tert

|

way

“Ti

.. JF
|: Sere.

i+.1 le, Jing: was “sharply ‘critical of the]: ‘average’ rating, for: ‘prime. time. -tof. the: networks” hair. But: today, |" -¢
:J": . Federal: Communications-' ‘Commis- |. ‘programming .(with “a 35% {with Collins-aggressively carrying}:
. ston’ on ‘two counts, (1).for what he :”
|: share of ‘audience)-as, opposed © 1a -new. kind of leadership torch| . AYU VWV.
and Q and ‘insisting that-a ‘stricter’ self-|'.- ra
‘.! * felt were .unjustified: public ‘hear- | te. NBC’s 18.4 (34% share}-a
.. |fegulation (to: ward off. Govern:|’
ings. .in. “Chicago “(see -separate| CBS’ 16.9 (31% ‘share.)*:

~ gtory),: -and: (2) for “its: threatened |=

«| with all shows locked in tight. ABC

:

era in tv. when commitments. are...
| made’ ‘early; .by. March 15- practi_jeally ‘every big advertiser | has

Fmiade« ‘his.commitments.
What,
‘| basically,. is left, save for a few:
‘| formidable holdouts, are. the end-

_g|pieces,’ the dribs and” the ‘drabs:
that generally are translated. into
last-minute desperation deals. The

‘| burden. of these, by the. shape” of

-" Chieago; ‘Apel3. | things, will fall to.ABC.
_
| nent. controls) °can_arid. ‘must come| “for ‘itthetravails attending its|.- It's estimated that ABC still hag -°
{through NAB’s. Tadio ::and: ‘tele-| “transitional .period,”: and. -appre- upwards of 60 minutes to'sell, and
-with. the prime’ time -minute ayail* | vision ‘eddes,. the. networks would.
‘ [rather. settle: for a: “do nothing”. herisions. over lagging sales, ‘ABC- abilities- totaling 147,. that leaves

| association’ instead.-of the “do ‘ev- |‘TV. ‘whooped -it ‘all in grand atyle it: approximately 45% unsold.‘

and. .with: ‘a zingy’ showmanship | - ~ This, ‘of course, is in sharp. Cone.
ollins - is “determined. ‘to flair‘ in’ “profiling” its *62’63 sea-| trast to two..and three seasons ago,

eee os 7 erythin; +a organization ‘that appar-

nor ently

assem- ‘when it was ABC that was. winging
home with the cream of..the loot
‘and the. 52-week solid tobacco"State or. control what. we: ‘broadcast,.| ~~
\not- put on: the: air; ‘They’ feel -he'|- “Keyed to.“bass ‘Leonard. Golden ‘drug-soap-food. commitments, But:
because. we ‘have the obligation in |:
35:¢
WEES | personally “isn’t.” qualified,’ either “gon's “we're-in. show- business with those, too, were the days when
- 21% gommon with you: to -kéep: ‘proad- |.
*" int
| ABC had itself a winning. ‘pro-...
v1 eagting free. And to -this: -essenitial.|".:or: an
“ Glilcago,.“April” a ahs experience, background. ‘or say— diversity, quality and vitality,” the ‘gramming formula,’ ‘whereas this...
to. assume. such’ ‘a “mantle: so-called <‘new leadership” .at the
“ivi tend we. dethand: ‘your understand:
|
|. Apparently when -Leonard: Gol(And yet, by’ virtue: of :the: new- |network, hel med:-byTom Moore ‘year ABC lagged behind in firm.
ee ling: and: .cooperation.”.
ing up: its shows..
Collins.» appraised:..“‘Amerlean ‘denson: told the ABC-TV affiliates |found respect for:Collins st miming and Jules Barnathan, laid: its: case:
And: still, in’ the face of such
ve broadcasting: as ‘unexeelled: by -any: ‘in.assembly. here: that he ‘and -col- fromhis performance .at:t s.con- before _the- -affils . and’ before the ‘troubles and the attendant morale -, |theeting -broke ‘up’ succeeded in
-"-"" other nation-on. earth, in‘ any cate- league Jim’ Hagerty intend: build-)—
‘factor,
-. .Goldenson,-‘Moore -.and
= 7; Winning a vote -of :confidence, .as
~ gory, .and: he-:added, “‘we- cannot. ing~up -the--snazziest. and. hottest|.
framed in: a .Fesolution passed .by’ their ABC -confrereg ‘won a vote of.
. _gay that about our rockets,. our uni-. hews, operation. in. the- business, it}:
“Behind the: i ” <: 4]
confidence,
triggered to .a- show| the’ key: Affiliate Board of Goveér*yersities. or: our; art.” He told. broad-.|: fik.more.‘bigrprojection than smalt |
~ Chicago pal rill 3. } nors and. Tead- ‘by Its. chairman, manly’ demonstration put.on before
“|. U"@asters that they needn’t have. feel-.
‘the’
affils,
.
Gee Separate story.)
NBC: Which . alone
‘the ..: John :Dillie, ':‘
:. ” §ngs of inferiority because: of.:all}-> For’‘one ‘thing,if"‘Doug Edwards | “three networks is w: ngito.go.
|
“Certainly
if:
ABC-TV:
manages
tol:
“>”... the ‘eriticism leveled: against them,|:
‘ean break: away: from his: loiigterm - along on. NAB: setnepethority’... generate thé'..same' coast-to-coast
.
Moting that government. is always ¢ontract. at CBS, Hagerty, has some’ .preyiewing of netw
' Yaudience’. enthusiasm. that was
' . “opiticized too, but that, few citizens ‘ambitious: plans. for -him. It’s hard-; oa* takes: -the: position
;
:: “would not readily ‘admit its great- ‘ly-a secret that.-Edwards was ren-}'. it’s. hardly conducive to livingio ‘manifest in- the "|affil. -reaction
to :the-“Happy” Family”. -produc-|... mess, 2. » He ‘assured... ‘broadcasters. dered completely unhappy by being
‘in’ the: best of all possible -ty. .
ve) Athat .their Free. system *of. ‘broad- ‘Knocked. out; of the .covéeted’ 7:15 | worlds, ~it’s.- ¢ertainly better :-” tion “that. was Staged as: an}.
“+ “@asting .still chad .the basicloyalty’ -eross-the-board -niéws- slot, which]. than inviting Government’ cons. ©. aft-piece. to: the - customary].
“talk . presentations, " Goldensonj.

tL)" paith effort to’serve well the publie|

‘}son ‘before: a jJampacked

-

-‘» interest, but do not: seek -ta. dic- |. Age

of. affiliates ‘here.last. Saturref he aetivorké don't:
|
want: Collins -blage.
|

to dictate what they.can’aid can- |.daA

ABCTums Back t
LateFrito Afils

‘Of. the American. .peopl e,-

oa

| was handed to Walter Cronkite. Im. : trol: Senator: Pastore-(D., R-E) -.
This’ was >clearly, :a :“speech - to fact’ Edwards asked for out imme-|: . has hinted’..that: ‘unless he’s. - & Co: could ‘find. the: going a
Chicago, April 3.
aa lift the- broadcasters’. hearts. .Col-: diately,.‘-but -CBS., insists that’ he | -atmed with. such. ammunition, .. ‘lot ‘easier’ next .Season,, For if it! cA round of applause. from ‘ABC.| was designed: to: win friends and a
«ins ‘indicated that: as NAB .chief‘honor.
ue
contract...
a
hopeful
po
inedtabe
would:
‘ape
renewed: pledge of. affil allegiance, Vv" ‘affils greeted the network an_
“." tain “he ‘would. work to prevent the ABC. an
agerty
are. stt
ful):
3
a ABC won. lands down, -in ‘a smart- nouncement that affils-would have
‘a prime half-hour returned ‘to:them:
“- __ (Continued ot page 50)". af
ahey can ‘share hin od
Opete |,
CBS. and’ ABC’ don't “buy; : ly-tailoted.- package ‘that brought next
season
for
local.
programming.
>
‘they
want
né.part
of
NAB-pre<°
|. CBS: ‘hewsmen - are :no. ‘strangers. ‘viewing. “network... shows,. and . -on ‘the heavy. artillery” for. "62-63, The “hot half-hour,” as’ it was:
‘including Tennessee | Ernie Ford. |
‘Hto the ABC camp these: days,. either |. lies the.split:.
erux: ofa major 2 + wha:. emceed;.. . Stanley-. _Holioway,. . dubbed :by: ABC-TV’s new topper.
:} administrative or’ o-the-air. wise.) therein
‘Anter-rietwork
Tom Moore, is from 10:30 to 11
:
|
star’ of” the upcoming | “Our Man:
+1 Bob Lang, who: formerly toiled in} : ~, Pastore;.. NAB. prexy. “LeRoy
Friday nights. The time slot.
Gene «Kelly, star’ of: p.m:
| Higgins”; *.
the. CBS: News: yineyards,: is: now
follows
ory. Sunset Strip,”: and it.
Collins -‘(with ‘possthly -FCC .|. the: hour “Going My- Way” series;
chief: aide to “Hagerty: Ron Coch- |:
opens
up all ABC-TV affils as po‘the: perennial fave: Clint: Walker: -"
Get Gift
Harmon" was'a, recent ‘addition. Prior: to “tin
chairman in)
“Newton.
Minow.
sit.
tential
buyers
of syndie fare ta fill
‘will try again next: — Connie Stevens ‘(“Hawaiian Eye"):
that-ABC:Brabbed ‘offHoward ‘K.. ~ week to'resolve: thematter. and ' Fess. Parker, star of: “Mr. Smith the “hot” ‘half-hour. ‘The ABC-TV
move
js
the.
only.
breach’ in the
“ Chicago,’ ‘April: 3. Smith.‘
oe “he evolye 4. working.pattern.” . =. Goes,. to “Washington”; . Vince.’ “Ed‘solid -7:30:to:-11 -p.m, nighttime
ABC ‘Radio’ lifted the. hearts “of {
\ wards, star of “Ben--Casey’’; ‘Mar-. scheditile bothe ‘three. webs. hhext :
“Tyention;: “it's. “conceivable: ‘that: tt garitd Sierra (“Surfside Six”): ‘and season.
‘| could..‘invite a: . Softening :‘of ‘thea ‘couple.of funny ‘guys, Marty. Inay
networks’: attitud but: th f Tee galls-and John: Aston; who will be|
the- sports and: news fronts for the|.
etw to: be seen.) a*
.
| the. co-leads :in. the ‘Leonard Stern
inains‘upcoming. season.” Tom: ‘Harmon, } |
the 'ex-football .star. who’s:, béen
Hf. there. -is‘to be:self-regulation. comeédy-series “Men At Work.”. If
- Youngstown, -O., ‘April 3.
‘the affils have. problems, for :three!
with -CBS for: tlie’ past 12 ‘years, | ’ Prehearing - conférences « are ‘where . ‘network: *:programming. ‘is hours ~ on. ‘Saturday they: forgot |
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ta se sateadvinesonFCCto
ProbeShutdown

Of Youngstown TV Sation|

has-been lured ‘into:.the -ABC ‘fold
| scheduled: for April 5 and -May .8- concerned, ‘the networks, they conand ‘will start.a 10-minute. weekday ‘by ‘the. Federal.’ ‘Commiinications |fend, are:in a‘much sienwrithout]|them.:

strip at. 6:40 -p.m:; plus a-five-miin- |Commission ::-to- investigate. :.the.

ute’ weekend: program, for: the: web: ‘situation~surrounding . WXTV-TV,

‘on: ‘Sept: ‘1; *The

regular :shows

in“.

Youtigstown,.--and |- ‘WFAR,

‘ula’MayFindif
_ Anything Isin a lie

J

- NBC-TV May outlaw “The Out“If: nothing else. the whoop-up. beo.copé.
with the. Pro
om ™ ’ on trayed. ‘Goldenson: as the ‘showman. Jaws” as a title, but this is a topic
‘NAB.
interference.
:
that’s. come up before ‘at the
net- ~ :

--Everi if NBC, alone ‘ofthethree| 204: with a-sense.of humor, ‘too,

particularly in: the. news presenta- hada and nothing was done. about:
tion,’ emceed’. by | ‘Ron --Cochran | ' Seems the. title of the Thursday
eode boys: gander .a vidfilm.in- ad= which, aided and ‘abetted by some
Mot ors;
tions, ‘a:few weéks ago. |
jvance, like-ABC .and- CBS. they’ve film-clips of “frustrations” ‘high- night western, which is returning
next season; is, to some NBG brass,
AS! a. “fulltime ABC :property, . The Hearings: :are ‘to’: determine. no intention .of “permitting :Collins
Harmon: will broadcast -all special whether Sanford A. Schafitz, hold- {g, Co.. to-make: up. NBC's. -mind.* lighted. the ‘overall. presentation..- (too: reflective of .an atmosphere of
‘In. the ‘comments. of-‘Goldenson, violence.: There are obviously athsports: events, ‘siich'‘as: the’ World [‘ér. of the licenses: for: WFAR, -will|
‘Self-regulation::- - by stations. “481.Moore (who ‘incidentally revealed. ers in the network who feel the
Series: ‘and :championship fights. tbe permitted to renew. the license,
Robert B. Pauley, ..network prexy, |and. ‘whether: his. transfer of his‘ in- something.” else. “again, : and-‘it’s that. he’s’ ‘on the prowl for a.new ‘title is okay and, besides, it is one
told, affilsinet the:web, was.bid. terests {in Radio _Station. wiz, within: this.“orbit,’ rather. “than: program .man’ for ‘the-network), they’a like. to keep. if only for
ig. for
broadeast rights -to: the | Larai
o yiolated any FCC rules. ‘the networks,: : it's: argued, ‘‘that- Barnathan,. news. chieftait.°Jim: ‘simplified ‘identification;.. when a
Patterson-Liston.. bout...in -June, |The’ in.O- io-will. also. determine ; [Collins and: ‘his, fode: hoy:s"‘should:| Hagerty. and daytime program vee- title change..occurs, it takes time
‘| pee Jerry: Chester there was evi- for the audience to catch up with which: will ‘be: televised ‘on-.closed.| whether “the: renewal’ applications| {U0ction.: -.
circuit. - He“recalled ‘that: the -net- |for ‘the. Farrell and Lorain’ radio » Further, its.the: fecting: of some ‘dent fhroughout.an optimism -and; the fact they're. still able: to watch
Jawork’ shelled -out ‘$300,000 -for: the |stations: “would’ serve ‘the: publie |.0f' the webs that. Collitis ‘and ‘the enthusiasm for the .“new: era’ at ‘the same. old show:
_ Fights to’ Patterson-Johansson fight interest; -convenience, and Aneces:.= | NAB,by :the. very nature ‘of ‘their ABC. that: won’ an. endorsement | A final titular. “decsion, ‘Is due.

will be-underwritten:by:the: United. Farrell; Pa, radio station. The tele- networks, : ‘agrees to Jet the. NAB

‘Motor. Service’ ‘division. ‘of.General. vision “station - shut. down. .opera-

ist:Wear...
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* OF ABC STATION SALES]: os Minow’ 5War Onk

Comes Off D.C.Hor tak Lite|
A Winner
InMajorMinowCo

James Conley “has: taken: over |

tee

“Comtinued |for pace. i

as:. exec .Viteprexy.and. ‘general Pethe roof caved in.on tv.‘and -iilti-) an.“Insane symiphony. of‘sound dnd fe la aE
| manager of. ABC-TV Ss ‘National mately : projected Minow..into: a fury:—signifying :what? . How aré 20.

‘| Station ‘Sales. He ‘assumes the: Te-. ‘national figure, it-was. strictly:anti-,
f ‘sponsibilities held by “Ted Shaker: ‘climactic; if not altogether a: dud..
who. was recently promoted. to: the ‘In fact, since the “wrath of Newt”
has “long :since- spilled over -from:

‘they ‘helping the. broadcaster. hime.

0

r

self, who. is plagued: ‘with too: many a8
-.and: too
|-bills,, t60' few accoynts
tittle. audieniee?- Is:
the. wave .of Bog
Washington, April 3. ||
Bresideney
of
‘ABC's.
owned.
&:
oP:
‘the
‘
future?
“Is--radio:
destined.
:to .
there.
were
television into AM,
Rated a dark horse—or.even a
attheNAB jerated television: stations,
‘many. here who shared the opinion. sink. into. a ‘rut .of raunchy. records,” 7 ees
dead one by some—several weeks “Taman
tasteless:
‘chatter.
-by:.
_Adclescent,
inp UF
_
Chicago,
April:
3:.
ago, the all-channel set ‘pill looks}
Conley’: was. "Wp. - and: general that, ‘rather -than: trying for’ an
- Romance blossomed at: the &.: sales manager of the station sales ‘encore, the, ‘Minow image :and' pos-} disk: jockeys, .and. ‘Yip-sno
like -it might be a winner. now.
accurate:
neWs
‘reports?”.’
‘Nonethee
here
this.
‘week
—
NAB:
cone
ture
might.
have.
been.
considerably.
. House
Commerce |“Committee |.
} division since last. Noveinber, combe.‘took: cognizance ‘of :en- at Ey.
osure “by Joe’- ee to. the web: from WCAU-TV. in ‘enhanced had ‘heelectéed ‘to con-| Yess -he
with the :
greenlighted the bill: designed. to |.
signs, of ‘areas, particue.
-“and |Reggie. ; :{
fine himself: ‘this ‘time ‘out..to: the|:
wake up: UHF te levision:
And} Ream. of ;
ayin
inthe.‘lareet cities, where. a.”
early Capitol Hill indicators-point . Schuebel- ‘ofthe North Adver-.
es | role of friend ‘of the broadcaster, ‘arly’
‘listenér:-willing
‘to look: for it can
.,
tising
Agency
that'they're
get:}
Se
TT
to smooth sailing all the ‘way.: 1£].
Ls .-| with a-placating,. helping hand.‘pale :
usually find’ what he: wants in-the. ©...’ ft. goes on the books, one "might| ting. hitched. “No. date ‘has |]. we
a ey. of. co-existence.
‘way
of
music-.—
=:serious music, .- .
“jpeen picked, -but the best:-man. -[Q.
chalk.a score for. Federal-Commu. Yet. if, .there. "were: those. “who
lights.:: Classical, «. standard: ‘pops;..
_ nications Chairman, Newton Minow,| ‘has. -He’s Howard ‘Meighan, ‘| ¢
Vit
were disappointed. -in: Minow’s .inareas..whete
radio
has become. an ©: a
ex-CBS
and
now
president.
of.
* gor he was the bill’s biggest touter:|
| sistenee <of . st ing..on .the. war‘of late. But.an apparently unfore-| : Mideotape. Productions.:
/:". Epath-- despite --eviderices over ‘the: ‘intensely Jocal: service, “identified...
with.
their.
communities.
:
Ream; whose first ‘wife died’. | D
seen collision of oddball circum- |
~ |:past few -weeks that ‘he was. ‘show- [Wit
as
_stances played a-big part in giving - several years:age, is chief of .{- 3.
a ing: signs. -of: :mellowing), . there: “Radio is: slowly developing. Qo
practices’ for
[°° .
new legs to the legislation, which |. standards:
” Pwere others who took.a: more ‘re-- new personality,” ‘he said, “it's own” .:.
ebel, only. oe|. g,
unique: personality. It is. trying. - - nn
“Miss‘Schu
ranks among the most inmiportant
..|
‘alistic.
‘view.
of.
the
‘situation;
‘in
“CBS.week,
. annouiicedl her. Te-"_ last
gn recent: broadcast times.
"| ‘their- eoticlusion.- that it’s. time ‘on: new ‘clothes, it is sowing.seeds° “°°. -"
-. ‘|
vole
_ House is expected. ta act. soon
| something drastic: was done’ toward: ‘Of. creative rebirth. But-the- ques
tion as veep aver radio
tion < facing::. the. commission
enough to allow passage. by the/ tv. in ‘N.¥. for Guild, Bascomb. ..
Chicago; April a 4‘|foreing.:the: radio -station manager -whether-.we: have ‘created eondi-:
°°.
.. Senate this session. .House Rules :-&, Bonfigh and joined North.”.
to comply with good: behavior patsili has to. pass on it: before it in pharge of radio ang.tv: in xi For ; “the -“est time’ ‘in’ several ‘terns and finally put anend to the: tions that: will encourage the mas”: ":
‘turing “of this new personality’ Ce
goes to the chamber.
Né road-:
: years, the: “setion’’, ds lively. in most “lip: service” -era:
=| Wa: ‘stifle and 'Warp, it .!.,.3fe are. 00
~ blocks are seen at this stage ‘on ‘
~ lof .the: suites: of ‘the tv film: syndf-|- Wherever’ one ‘stood’ on:the inate
finding -that™ in, our competitive: = °..
‘either side of the Hill:.
.
ter,..
Minow’s
hot-nearly-so-tou
oo caters ‘attending -a “convention: “at
‘system -radio stations seem to have... .. °°:
‘Senate sources. assure the skids
-as-anticipated blastoff. hit ‘the-tara7 the. National” Assn,..6£ broadcasters. get; Ifs “estimated, conservatively. ho morality -rate: Few: radio: sta- _
are greased for: action: as. soon as.
‘tions -ever decide voluntarily -to :.-°
Most. ‘of ‘the’“action” ‘hasn't. been speaking,. that- at. jeast-a third.
the House puts it through: .
‘Nothing,..of course, is
- sure
not: -a.: half « of-; the :nation’s “AM leave. the air. Radio stations do not. poet
&

a

translated. ‘fite: on-the-spot: ‘sales,
fade away; they just. inultiply.”add
:
J pbut- broadcasters around: the operators, -are’ ‘solely dedicated ‘to. . “In'- 1946, ts.
he. -pointed- “out,.°;3- 2
the. wax works (top 40° and’ varia-}
. {country are-reported te be showing tions thereof).and the “‘rip:& read” “there -were: 996 AM stations, (exe *
necuous bills are not uncommon...
But the signposts -how. Tead’ af) a. “renewed :interest: in Ahe. buying ‘school of enlightenment. where an cluding . network: o&o's). with ine: °. 0.
firmatively all the way.
.
-AP.or a UPL wire serves ‘the: ‘sta. come -before taxes” of -$57,000,000,...22 | 7
} lof propeities.’‘In: 1960. ‘there: were: 3,451.-stations./:) |.
FCC paved the way. for. the: bill's
-Thetraffie: sand. ‘dir-the-spot sales ‘tion’ 8. needs. Plus. endless ‘commer- | ‘reporting income.:before’taxes of ...':.change-of-fate ‘py saying okay:-to a]:
cials: |Beyond. ‘that~they're ~illNaeerv has thie
ates
over cas-|
proposition ‘tendered ‘by -House ‘TV. in the amount of. commercial: activities vary. from suite to suite.: equipped to manage 4- “station: in’ $51,000,000. “Obviously. toomany of ne
Those: syndicators heartened by the.
you are Josing money.” ..°.
7
Commerce Chairman Oren’ Harris
‘time being bought: next season ‘by. ‘interest -of broadcasters’. ‘include ‘the public’ interest, even‘ to ade}
(D-Ark.). Minow, for the Commis-.
~ Jungle: ‘Markets.
the eciggie houses. An estimite re-. Metro-TV, MCA-TV,: ZIV-UA, ‘ gree. of eribarrassment:. ‘They: may
sion, said—in response: to a formal
“have:
heard
-of
‘public
‘service,
par-|.* Thus: che: proposed. that. in:ie Ath,
query—that should the a!l-channel} vealy that:-NBG. -will “be. getting Desilu Sales, Screen: Gems and In-. . ticularly since. Minow popularized “shirtsleeves”’-conference “consid=. 5 |
@ week in” tebaccea dependent Television Corp, among
set requirement become a .reality,. about $900,
the term, and even to. use. it: as a ‘erations be given to: such “jungle”: :-!:
Commission would sit on deinter- billings for prime time. in 2-63; others. ;
‘convenience and a. necessity in ‘log markets. over-populated by quick >".:..- |.
CBS.
a
few
thousand
less
and.
ABC}
—mnixture for a reasonable period. .
‘Those: ‘inthe.‘half:hour. first-ran
Tun |listings, But: when it-comes-to im- buck operators where: ‘you have to..." >".
*
& solid, hard: core of opposition in the: vicinity of -$400,000.
~ field. were" given’ 'a.“boost by’ the |"plementing
---it,.:.-most: of. “them ‘scream at the listener .to. ‘survive... .
“ NBC-TV will have 2614: minutes |"!
.w2$ built into the hassle as result
ABC-TV. announcement -that. the ‘wouldn't: ‘even’kn
yh
the ‘first. question ‘I would: “°-. |:
to “And”
ow where
of the current eight-market. dein- of tobacco-sponsored commercials web is ‘returning “a half-hour. '10:30 |‘pegin. ask at this: face-to-face conference.
|:
termixing proposal. with lawmak- ‘weekly, CBS-TV.‘23: minutes and |pm. period. to the. stations.. ABC. - That’s: ‘the kind: of coperator- on: ‘would.- be whether ' a* “breathing 'rae
‘ers from the areas losing V's.‘up: ‘ABC. 13. To; date, about: 90%. of:TV, “it” also.- was ‘pointed-out; has3 |-Wwhoni Minow has declared his war,. ‘spell is-in order.: Should
‘the available tobacco coin is pinned. given up. its “Expedition” “7 ‘p.m. even if a comparatively..mild war, .'in issuing new licenses while we. -:° --".:
in arms.
Of the issues. ‘that: could still down for the’ new: season, but the Monday night slot, with the demise- He was particularly. critical of: the. study .the: Anflation in.- Our: alr me 7 woe
. block -passage, :probably ‘foremost ‘remaining 10%. éould alter. the pic-. of - the.- Ralston-Purinia: -Sponsored ‘Dumber and length of commercials; waves?”°°
°
i¢ whether. the lawmakers fighting. ture: somewhat, ‘depending ‘on ‘how: séries. ‘CBS-TV. inight’ have :clear-. asserting “if; you are unable to
for hometown. VHF . stations are much more of: the: remaining _anee-‘ problems. :“for. its’ Monday : achleye “sélf-discipline,”: the. FCC’ Pere wn his.own: “personal, a as
-view is‘ tha
engineering stand-:- ~~." willing to accept the word of FCC, moolah ‘CBS gets.
a
night at. 10:30° p:m.: period: slotted. might have. to adopt rules. on’ fre- ards. -be. tightened and: processing Vues
even if it’s in writing as it is,} Here's. the. way: ‘it: breaks. ‘down: with “Pantomime. -Quiz.” Many. of: quency: and volume ‘of comimer-'
‘Priorities: sharply revised,
oh
rather than place the Commission ‘by. sponsors in. weekly. minutes—- thé affils were reported to be shop-- Cials...;
off; he proposed: an in-{°
im a statutery bind by. ‘barring | American Tobacco has. bought. a ping around’ for. a. Arst-runner. te : formal.’ “shirtsleeves”’ * conference | Hé quoted NAB: code. chief Rob-: ipaON
‘ert Swezey that-“self-regulation” switches from. V to U. bands via: -tninute-and-a-half weekly. in NBC’s {slot in that: period: ~
7
between: the FCC ‘and. radio ‘broad- was at. this. point only::affecting
legislation.
Present Commission “Empire,” ‘the sanie. amount’ of
casters ‘to. work. together on. ‘solu-.
a
would abide, they might concede, time in-each of threé CES shows,:’ : Interest. ‘in:‘cinematics: also’ was: tions:-to radio's ‘pressing -problenis. ‘32% ‘of. the radio : indusfry :ee
but ‘it can't handcuff future Com- “McCoys,”. “Have “Gun” and the reported. high, with Metro-TV- and: The. industry, he ‘said, suffers. from “quoted Swezey’s :statement: “The Tee
others. meeting. with’ station ‘oper- |
missions,
new “Nurses.” Its. big. coin’ is: at ators: ‘and taiking “deais: _As in pre -a“simple but ‘depressing: equation: iy
1g ‘programming
still being. victimized
by ©...
theblic
poor
‘and. shaddy
Also, althoogh nobody seriously ABC, however, a total of 714 minmore. people, ‘more “radios, :‘more
challenged the constitutionality. of. cuts: spread evenly across -“Chey- yious: NAB conventions; the suites stations— .‘but’ ‘smaller :‘audiences practices ..of «a ‘large: segment .of “°°: |:
ss| the: industry. whieh: has no. intere
the bill during the ‘hearings, ‘and’ enne,” “Going My Way,” “Higgins,” of: the.-syndicators .are’ ‘spread “all. and ‘smaller: profits.yh
over.
the
Conrad
Hilton,-NAB
headLest. in. standards and ‘feels no. come. wo
FCC tbacked by Justice} mustered “Casey” and “Naked City.” .‘Watchful Waiting’
. |quarters,..a:.situation which is a}
}Pulsion: to observe ‘them.Ms
a lot of neat arguments that noth: Other ciggie |biz nighttimes’ going sore spot among many ‘syndicators. } ‘This, the. 40th .NAB conveiiion,
ing is amiss here,. the’ matter can
|.: Interesting “facet' of this. year’s has materialized. into .a.calm *“‘in-.
be raised. when the. bill hits. the to AEC is from R.. ‘J.’ Reynolds,
which has: five-and-a-half minutes outing: ‘js: ‘Screen |Gems’ ‘interna- “between” -kind of. affair: a. ‘few:
floor.
This danger is‘not to: be: ignored. across “Mr. Smith,” “Wagon tional. pusi... Steve’ Krantz, foreign heads ‘battered, perhaps, since. the;
“Train,”
.the. Fred: Astaire stanza Sales director, was on ‘hand at the} initial: -D.C.. currents and. cross-.
-—particularly on the Senate. side
where everybody is. a constitution- and “77 Sunset Strip.” ‘Reynolds: SG suite to appraise foreign. broad- fires, ‘but °generally a.-“watehful
-also.
has:a-total’
of 714. minutes. on casters” attending. the NAB: of SG}
al authority.
-There’s-no= exact:
precedent for such a Jaw—requir- NBC and four-and-a-half on _CBS.. product |and: ‘Cell-O-Matic. -“equip.
Brown
&
Williamson
has a’min-> iment. Cell-O-Mati¢ is”‘now: & Se
ing manufacturers. . to. ‘produce
_|-point; the in-fighting ‘that’s devel- :
something according. to specifica-.
; “athe:five-month:
ay
‘old:‘British Ae
a
ae
on
page
68) ! subsid, a
oping over the implementation’ of ‘tors. Equity ‘strike ‘against Britain's. .
tions for. reasons other. than health
| code ‘practices. (see: separate. story):
. or safety ete..-. |takes =brecedence .over’ all - other. ‘commercial .video- ended. in an ~..
But it would ‘appear. the. ‘heat’s :
| agreement. that ‘willsee smany.pers —
mfmatters, -Bette
(Continued on ‘Page. 66)

thing in Congress were ambushes a
and sudden death for the most in-}

St ActorsEnd
am’TVStrikeHoe

iow:‘hu

had You

If something |
new “has:‘been add- |

Jed

CBS Snags $7-Mil|

eae

to: distinguish - ‘the 1962|con-.

td

- Chicago; “April 3.- [vention from’ previous meets, ..it’s double :previous’ fees.
Tn defense’ ofthe.Chicago oublic fiearings on. television;. which *. the:-acceptance: that. ‘whatever: the}
An Equity: fe
‘the= |
_have ‘been widely criticized at this year’s NAB convention, FCC::. ‘|thinking. ‘probing ‘arid. projecting: union: will: now approach. the hore. ..°. -- chairman Newton: N. Minow told broadcasters that. while. television. .}forthe ‘future, it. mist. _henceforth- commercial’ British :Broadcasting... “."~
‘has.spent a great deal of-time measuring its audience,. the audience..encompass . a global ‘scheme. | The|.Corp., ‘seeking a:similar settlement: ann
similarly has been takin g the measure’ of- television. And he. added, . “| choice of USIA.. director. Edward’| ‘that’ could strikethe web..
re
“} think the audience. is ahead of.you. wr, ots
-|R,Murrow’ to:keynote the. meeting |. Under. the ‘agreement ‘with.inde-’ Wee
You ‘broadcasters are at the cenfer of.the ‘pationat. debate: (on. [as a-recipientof this year's Dis-. pendent companies, actor fees will’. 5 0.
CBS Radio has racked -up $2} | cultural democracy); you ‘are in the.eye of the hurricane,” he said. “|tinguished Service Award was ‘not. -be up. ta: $216-for-a. “network shot 0°00):
‘600,000 in new biz and renewals{.
. . “The public must have its say in your. planning |and building. It. j only: smart’ ‘booking - but heads-up ‘and. $54 for a specialty: act against, ©... ~'
must, because: you are more than an. industry ..: s you ‘shape ‘the _| Strategy. | “
within - ‘the past few .wéeks. In}
‘the’ previous ‘flat fee of.$30. “Price
°°
cluded. among.Yblue chip advertisers _ national. conscience, you: guide. our’ children, and: you: have .it in.
- Though . confessing “that,. ‘insofar’ also is, up_on dancers and:
a singers: oy!
are
Philip
Morris, - Standard }. _ your hands and.hearts to shape history.” He submitted that broad-: /as.
in.STOUPS,
:
radio
“product”
:
is
concerned,
sasting
ig may be - guilty of asking too little of..its
tself: |
Brands, Bristol-Myers, Amana Re\'soine of the results. have been: as- |
_frigerating, Warner-Lambert, and . . ‘Minow ticked ‘off a progress report of the FCC during its first. | tonishingly good; “Minow. deplored
year under ‘his chairmanship. With a certain pride at: having “‘kept“- the" fact .that in ‘too: many ecasés
Mennen.
Network -also. has put, the. SRO. : _hig promises,” he cited the FCC’s tangible efforts to aid the growth-- the results . are. :astonishingly cbad:.
sign on its schedule of ‘sport: pro- - of educational tv, the ‘breakthrough. ofthe allocations barrier for.:hin: “too |.many*:communities, ::‘to}-.
the useé of UHF;. the cémmission making good its:promise to give + twist the: radio. dial today is to. be :
grams.
Phil: Rizzuto’s .weekday
strip, “It’s Sport Time,” is“ spon] _pay-tv a. chance: the “‘reminders” to certain stations.this: past year~-. | shaved through’ a bazaar, a clamor-|’
sored by. R. J, Reynolds and Hastthat licenses are’ not.permanent, ‘with-some. stations. put. on proba-. ‘| ous. Casbah: of pitchmen:.and com-. “Dinah Shore's‘nine Sunday night: °°:
‘hours:that have ‘been: sold in-thefr.: -.- ings Manufacturing Co. Jerry |, tion and a few. even losing their: broadcast: privilege; the clamp-" ‘|
“ mereials: ‘which .plead,;: bleat; presten-weekend.. broad- | down on trafficking. with broadcast licenses and stations; ‘the: adop-.. Coleman’s
| Sure, whistlé, groan. and shout.: Too entirety: ‘to. S&H: ‘Green. “Stamps. Tos
-gasts, “Coleman on Sports,” are tion of standards: for ‘stereo in. FM: ‘broadcasting ‘to open up ‘that
+} Many. stations have: turned.them-| ‘The. Shore shows ‘will ‘have’ inter- ee
new: area; the: completion of a. six-year inquiry into network ‘poli-.
underwritten by. R. J. Reynolds and.
| selves: :into. ‘publicity -‘franchised. ‘mittent: ‘slotting -on NBC-TV ‘next: Lae
‘Mennen.
Fhe network's | new '..
| gies and practices: and. finally’ the efforts to prove ‘that’: man does :Jukeboxes."an
season,: between 10 and-11,. on’ ‘the 2:5 vee
“Sports -A-Rama”. once -a-month |. ‘mot live by ‘ratings-alone” ‘and that: there are .other measures. of
“Quotes:Elmo]Ellis’
weeks nO DuPont! hours are schedseries, hosted by ‘Rec. Barber and . public opinion: His. reference. in’the Jast:case. ‘was.“Obviously to the :
‘uled.
«.
He. ‘quoted Elnio- ‘Enis. “of.WSB,
preeming April 6, is: bankrolled by os Chicago hearings. :
the Gabriel ‘Co., manufacturers of
. Minow’ departed ‘from his ‘prepared text: to. say:‘this. about. the: -| Atlanta:. Aen ‘You have ail- ‘driven |’: The total buyout’ of Miss ‘Shote's. Pr on
tv.
presentations
in ’62-’63: means...” --shock. absorbers.
{from
one.
city”
+o
‘another:
in:
‘your
- FCC's. roadshow hearings: |“We will. ‘not:.ignore. complaints :‘from -’

In Radio Billings}:

S&HGreen-Sianpine

Take AllofmsNBC=:Lo |

Art Linkletters’s “House: Party”. “the ‘public and-neither. should you. ‘The FCC's. primary- obligation’. | cars, with your. ‘tadio on: listening that S&H has: approximately :dou-..*
strip is just about-SRO.. Among. its : 'fs.ta-the public. You -are. entitled ‘to due process.‘and: so is.-the o-|to ‘one. station after another—some: bled: its -NBC-TV- investment of: .."°":
“eurrent sponsors. are. Wrigley, Ral- |: ; public, You will not be censored and neither will the ‘public: ‘We... are ‘dull-dreary-full :of -decay- and: ‘this ‘season.’ The. ning.‘shows will:
f $2,000,000 Bot
. Ston. Purina, Kiwi Polish,. Burling: |” have an obligation to find ways to’encaurage ‘dgfective ;
and fruity : ‘|desolation, others ‘are wild as. hur-. ‘cost in‘ ‘the, vicinity, of

ton Industries, gad Bristol Myers.

Ficane-blasting off,
© f continuallysit (time.& talent).
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“Te:Isltor Amt?
Me

“Chicago, ‘April,3.|
Beg toith down: the précise:‘status of the Television Infor- “

23, ¢ation Office: (TIO) in terms of the future is like éxtracting: teeth...
_'+, Af Lou Hausman ‘resigns: as director -in Octoberupon expiration of

“.\ + this three-year ‘contract (and ‘he_ still. ‘insists he'll: refuse“a new. ;

ofit
“TSEWeltPrnl
Cor recin ‘FeonomicImbalance’ .

-," tieket, .even for a year's duration), -will NAB: prexy LeRoy: Collins |

-Chicags,. ‘April. ce

2. dbring: TIO under his umbrella?’ ‘Or ‘will the TIO continue under: ack aa an."extension of: the ‘growing |.
*., new director as-an independent opération? |".
*, debate .over..the image of America|“".
) And if Collins does.sucteed. in. bringing TIO into his orbit ‘will. ‘as.
conveyed overseas. by television |".
wou ‘the. networks’ carry ‘out their -threat: and withdraw their:financial

[¢"! gupport? Stripped of, such, support, and -reduced ‘fo station-only. ‘.-| and:. other. media, U.S.: ‘Informa-|:
“* * .. compensation, it’s: considered doubtful "‘that. ‘TIO. sould .‘operate. tion Agency. director: Edward. RT:

Salute toHedges.

.

ot!

: Chicago, April. 3.
.
i). With proper: efficiency..-*
::
nyMurrow ‘called: upon -‘exporters. -of
tv: programs ta show:.as much |. The’ ‘Radio :Pioneers’ Club,‘
.". >. +A this point. there’s' a. variance: of opinion as to,a real need for _ U.S.
;
“which
‘meets:
annually as: one.
concern over’ the: impact. of: such.
oan - TIO.;‘However, on. one. point most everybody. concerned. concurs—_
‘- of the many peripheral events’ ~
“1. that-ynder the circumstances in which it operated: and considering *-.. Shows telécast. abroad as the dol-/ ' ofthe NAB Convention, ¢ele- ..
by foreign sales.:
--. * the “climate’™ and the pressures, the Hausman" ‘contribution ‘merits.ie Jafs
In earned:
his Keynote:address
to the Na - ‘brated: the: medium's 40-year.

“. > Commendation... . *-:
_
‘milestone at a ditiner- tonight
2
When: ‘Hausman quits’ hen ‘collect nearly. $10:000 a year.‘for the: "4 tional. ..Assn.. of.” Broadcasters -.as].. (Tues.} by -honoring “:‘‘Mr.
“. '» Mext five years under a delayed compensation plantthat worked:cout a | the ‘recipient:‘of ‘this. year’s Dis-|- --, Pioneer” himself—Bill’ Hedges;
os,‘|
..| tinguished. Service. Award, Murrow
“-.' three years'ago when he took: ee
;
longtime - NBC ‘veepee : who’ a
|
= Called: tv- celluloid: .a “strategic :'...recently
retired.
-

=| Sommodity” in .the: struggle with Jo

= |the ‘Communist. -bloc. |...

Chicago: April ao
“CBS-TV, ‘as with the. other net-—

| works, finds itself in. a profit.
_-| squeeze, ‘in the face of rising pro| gram: costs. outpacing prog ram

revenues.

Position |of CBS-TV

was. ex~.

.plained this: week. in a letter to

‘web affils over. the: signature of |:

‘William .Lodge, 'v.p..in. charge of. .
affil, relatioris

and engineering.’

Timing ‘of the “letter ‘was coinci“dental. to the current NAB conyention here. Mailing was more at-

tuned :to. next month's annual affil

- Hedges was. around ‘from the: , 1 meeting in. New York.

. What will happen at next month’ $°
a *When- you’. put, ‘your’ tapes: and| . ‘very start, ‘playing ‘an. active.-.
> Career’ “in: -broadcasting. : He . «: affil meeting, in Tight of CBS-TV
t your: kines’ . in’ your-men
you.S| holds the distinction. of never
v's

; Conrane tie
ii

nd:erscoring
sion) hav-. . .”-t ‘und

\ bag,” :Murrow: cautioned

t

. “serious. eco-

should have regard .for what’ goes "(except for one! occa
nomic. problem,” . is .anybody’s .- --into: it, as: -well as for: what: you |”. ing: missed: “anNAB Conyen-’ .| guess. No, doubt the web ‘would |
~.:/dike-a! ‘greater return on the netshope .“it.-brings .back, -Not: evéry- |-" tion... neds
—— | thing’ done abroad is ‘necéssarily.}
=
=! work dollar.. Big question. is -howiy Les.
“BROWN
ee
perpetrated: in the :national -inter-.
-| thatcan be accomplished. “without
‘ Chicago, April’$.
- | ruffling feeling: of affils or causing”
| est. Those..who ‘export: for’:profit
Who
Needs
1?
‘Echos. of the FCC-held. public] . ;
|
should,
on
hehalf
of
all.of:us,.
have
|.
|
defections.- NBC-TV and ABC-TV
Chicago, “April '%.
hearings :in. Chicagé, which Hiatusged
as.much Regard for impact as.‘they’
-/at affil ‘meets both expressed sim-a- week: ago;: still are reverberating| Gov. ‘LeRoy. Collins, . prexy”: |have ‘for income.” >: lar
thoughts on the “imbalance”.
“in :the ‘halls, of: the Conrad Hilton} ot NAB, aimed ja. broadside at... |:! ‘His. criticism: carried: no. implica: |
“fof. station’ profits as opposed to
“Hotel during the'-National. ‘Assi. of}. the . ‘Federal. ‘Communications a .tion:-of |‘government ‘control, Mur- |
7
network.
profits, but todate nothing
‘.. Broadcasters’ ‘convention. . The hint, * .Commission . in.«his’ :address’-"
come of it.
“for staging .:. row. emphasized: .“No. government | —a ‘parting Shot’by Commissioner |:_ : yesterday”. (Mon.).
“agency
should:
have
.
authority
to.}
--A§
one
CBS-TV exec put it,.
Robert:.E. Lee—that- similar. hear-|. ‘the public: hearing in Chicago, ::“L_-control,. or even’ influence -your'| '
|“We'd rather air. a problem now: ~
.-, igs. may. be tried: in-other:. markets |‘- which he ‘called..“‘illogieal- in
‘product
:
for.
export”.
Was
‘the.
sway.|.
than
wait
for
a crisis and then. ©
' <-where ‘they.might be:“necessary” 5 ‘ merit and-effect.”. He said-the . -Murrow ‘put: it.:
|'séek a: quick ‘solution. The three-. ©
‘were ill advised ‘and |: ‘USIA.. ‘director's: address’‘did: not,| °.
,
“Chicago, ‘April 3...
7s causing :‘more’ than a liftle. con-| . “hearings
page
:
Lodge:
letter;
supplemented Served. no good: purpose, |-and:-.
‘Although’‘lacking. a star attract" ‘with charts, -asked .affils to think -.
. eern’ among ‘industryites. :Not “be-1:
deplored .particularly. ‘the -1 live. up .to ;advance.billing’ as: a.
:*. “q@ause of. what the-FCC might learn |’. :he’
tion
this
year—such.
‘as.
multiplex
|
strong.
‘attack:
against
the
‘tv
|éxthe
problem
over:
‘and.
invited sugfrom: sueh" hearings, ‘but because of | “unfair ‘and: unwarranted” ‘in-*
valvement, of .all” licensees*in °. porters for marring the image Of] stereo in--1961-or the: debut af video. :gestioiis, ” ‘the-device-itself, which is seen .as-a| - * ‘the:
‘|
the
U.S.
abroad..:It'
was-far-milder
Using
industry:
figures
compiled.
market; ‘some:with: ‘re-..”
tape some five ‘years’ “ago—-NAB’s if.
“1: New intimidation gimmick. for, the
.| than 'Murrow’s°“swing: ‘at: Holly-by the. FEC, Lodge: pointed out
...'y Con mission *:to.; Gangle.., OVER” {- -newal- ‘applications: pending, in | wood ‘in. the motion: picture’ field: electronics: sideshow ‘in the’ exhibi- that ‘the “program expenses of the MPs ‘matter. that ‘did’ Rot. involve’. ~
on licensee's head:
Perhaps: a’ factor: in. the: muted; tion. “halls . remains. the "bieath- three. networks’ rose from $217,. ‘license. renewals.
ofa _ | “abstract
tones: of his speech was. catching ‘maze. “of :technological 000; 000 in 1956 to $377,000,000: in
at “lew: the -Chi. heatings: “with, a ‘cer= "os :.Collins.:stated that.he. hoped: | the ‘occasion.. ‘His..speech capped’ marvels: ‘that ‘has:always. been one. 1960 — zn increase of-$160,000,000
‘the: ‘Commission-: would ‘not.
!
tain hotror) as. 4-: 20th: céntury’ ver-.
-his
“.
atceptatice
of the .‘Distinor about 75%, -During fhe same:
“sion of pillory: ptinishment, wherein |. hold <similar’ hearings... else=.’: guished: “Service -Award.: FCC: of the highlights. of. any’:broadeast-a | Period the networks’ progranrrevwhere.:“If a~-broadéaster’ isto -. :
ing convention. : This. year |it’s
broadcastine:is ‘held ‘up on: display|.” _.dive
chairman.
‘Newton
Minow,
ini
a
-re-enues..
also inereased, but. did not
under the threat.of public. “
_ ‘fn’ the publicsquare to ‘suffer’ the
“= thrashings,* “under: legal “aus-° :| cent. Nebraska: ‘address, was far, futuristic. fantasyland ©“of “refing- keep ‘pace with the rise in pro-.
-- Jeering .and: figurative | ‘egg-throw-; * .pices,
|
more:
pointed
ia:
his
‘criticism
‘of
“gram
expenses.
:Actually, the com- ments
for:
‘the
:
airwaves;
showby: ..anyone: “with >.a: ~
* <ing. of a Dublic that: needs to yent].”°
Erievanice.. then he.is.encour- - the view offered abroad... ‘by: US, casing ‘advancements ‘in: color tele bined program Iosses of the three.
'. fits own ‘frustrations.’ ‘Somehow. ‘all}- aged
4
‘television...
programs.’
_
“networks
practically.
doubled in the
‘not: to: be good,. but .
ite
. *. the. ‘favorable: comment-..goes -‘un| -: On the eve of. Murrow’s address, vision, ‘automation, ‘and. stereéo,- pis. four-year. period; jumping from: .
not:.to. do his
|< Rheard’ in the din ‘and,. whether’: be “acceptable;«
|.NBC-TV -boatd’’ chairman. Robert, a “host of “conveniences” for”the $60,000, 000. in 1956: to $119,000; 000
the.
with:
by
get
to:
but.
oe guilty or -not,: broadcasting. in. gen-|
‘ in 1960.”
6
‘Teast Possible
po
-disgension,’” he
ie op “Sarnoff: ‘Joined ‘the: overseas. image: station: ‘engineer:
Ys Mepal—niot just; ‘specific: stations—is.|:... |debate. ..In his: ‘periodic’: letter. to:|: “One ‘of. the outstaiiding. ‘exhibits
Added .:‘Lodge: “Although. for.
. * -disgraced.As punishment, it's ‘seen| _
“competitive. reasons, the networks
. .:|
tv -editors,.Sarnoff contended that-|;
this
:
‘year
isthe’
complete:
program
.
as” far” subtler: arid ‘infinitely ‘more
: ‘domestic ‘attacks - ‘against _tv > are’ -automation:‘,system ‘for: television .do not release their individual fig. damaging’ than: the. Commission's}.
_ |widely-read ‘abroad. and ‘an: unin-’ ‘being’. demonstrated -.
by. Visual |“ures (except on-a confidential basis
” “traditional ‘word: to: the :wise” or y
‘formed ‘opinion |“created.: ‘Sarnoff,|Electronics. Corp., which reported- tothe FCC), I can state that the
. Slap on ‘the wrist...
. -recently- telurned from ‘overseas, ly has: already. sold five such units.growth. in. CBS: Television NetAn.: -NAB - ‘padge-weater, : who'd|"
er
. | argued, “As. ‘seen from - abroad: and has. the: demonstration model work’s' unrecoveréd. program. cost.'
- * yather ‘be- ‘nameless, - conimented a
through ‘the distorted’ ‘Tenses. of ticketed for KTTV,: Los. Angeles: -parallels that shown in (the chart).
“+ ARat, in ~his ’opinion, ‘the <publi¢|:: AT
" “:} such reports and comments, Amer: It’s. an. eye-popping. wonder. of. I should add that the- ‘moderate’
a : heariries -amownted ‘to-; an’. unfair)
|°° ¥
"4
”
"+d Tean’ television is. falsely” depicted electronics - that. goes’ for. $40,000. -growth.. in. ‘time sales in ‘recent’
-teiak: “Ask the ‘man: ‘on: the Street |" -gay:
gw ey |
_ |-as Gegrading’ public taste. and ‘cul-. to: $50,000 - installed,” depending on. - years has‘not offset the more rapid’
“whe didn’t follow the heatings very}:
’."/.1y
» |ture ‘with an unrelieyed. onslaught.. the. components needed.Ba: rawth
of the network's unre-". closely: what he. thought they. were}.
| of gunslingers and horses arid: pri-| _As. usual;:-RCA: has. one ‘of. the covered program costs.”
all about: He'll ‘probably. tellaooal:
you. : ee
. [vate eyes, The - image’ visible. to].
‘CBS-TV,
again culling. the ¥CC
splashiest: displays | on. the floor,
‘-! that* television .got” caught|
lV the: ¢asual:.foreigner scarcely ‘re-. with -enough.operating ‘equipment figures, ‘took in the profit picture, ..
: - Something nawzhty' again. iven if}.
iD flects. the: merest. wisp’ of: a: sug>. ‘to .furnish ‘two ‘coniplete tv’ sta- | comparing network profits to sta-__
_-~the FCC is satisfied, after the hear-]
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-Wolper plans: to. use’ stock. his- | was down :for: the year, ‘but: there] are not. exactly. sore’ at ‘the NAB|(Foreign’’ Language Elementary’ UAA. The. market; ‘he says,. has
- tobical films and some special: toot- |was an upturn in the last quarter. |for’: what. they ‘consider _shoddy: School) findings are that these are been able to absorb ‘films ix this
age from “private: collections - ‘{n'| Through:: reductidns.-.in.. operating: |‘treatment ‘at conventions, but’ even:| the most impressionable years: and quantity for several reasons, in-..
_order: to. ‘build :the-" series,.. “with. costs :and the rising ::¢urve.of rev-: those nat ‘sore ‘aren't ‘in. love with -youngsters, if. iriterested, will re- }cluding their relatively. easy amor-

“stanza :““‘eommemorating 'a-| enues,, profits. were. realized inthe ‘the ‘organization’. either. It's ..in| tain. their lessons ‘and “go. to’ ma- tization and their use to raise ‘the.

erent -year.”” ‘Pilot deals .-with , ‘final. quarter...

t

2)"

‘|: this.” context: that. ‘NAB: ‘will be ap-' turer --language cources...

-° .*

level of current libraries.

.

7 and oes, ‘into production next, : *Report.also reveals that the-com: -proaching.the cytribs for. coopera|“ Heath-DeRochemont: supplements _ He-notes .a swing back. to fea-

“Jpany ‘paid: about $1,160,000. in ‘ini-]| tion. - The: wooing willbe . there, |the ‘vidpix: educationals with ‘disks: tures from tv series for the late.
This |is. Wolper’s. second: Ziv-OA. stallments: of :varying. amounts: on} but it® looks. like a- long ‘stormy}¢where visual-education has been night. slotting,--declaring that the’
~” skein; other..being -“The- Story. film, Heense. ‘Sgreements’ for..oldie “courtship. with am wedding
a
seipped for.one reason or another) series, have: not. been: holding up
year.
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Editor,Vanieres..

_RABIO-TELEVISION ls.

“CoOwner afAC.HWer||

sO

-Jn this week’s- issue,
ih‘an article. about: jive.television, V.
i

gays: “superiority of film is now #0-great:as to be. ray ten nye
“This is. probably true if you limit:the ‘observatiori:to- drematic Pe.
grams, but in any-other category, “live” is.prey.out in

Community Needs

Bale ofWRNJ-EM, ‘subject.to.the: oo

"":."
out in ont oi
Take J approval‘of the Federal Communl-] a

a look at some‘of:the long term -hits, int

the FaMoore. “Lawrence
ves ove | cations Commission, ‘for & xeported |
which. include Bob.‘Hope, Ed Sullivan:. -Garry:
Welk, ‘Peiry.:Como, Red Skelton: and “‘What’s My ‘Eine?”. You'd be - price: of $25,000, ‘was. -made’ last|”
hard: put to: find any. film shows ‘that.have een’ on the airas.long : “| week (29) to’ New York and Phila-|

iti

‘Washington, April 3.
Ina. decision: packing a possible

Dea
Cm Seisb
potent précedent punch, U.S. Court.
of. Appeals ‘has affirmed Federal
»
Pie:
TV
Prod.
Ouif
H
‘Communications
Commission's re- downtown ‘Atlantic. City: Station’s|

as any ofthese.
-. .
:
-In addition; there are ‘some. more: recent hits.in the live category |}
- -delphia. group,-Station -is_ located|:
suck. ‘as Jack Paar, “The. Price Is Right,” “To Tell the Truth”. and. . atop. ‘the: Ritz-Carlton. Hotel ‘in|

“Sing Along With “Mitch,” -plus’-the ‘partly. live sliows like:“Candid

“Hollywood, April 3:. jection ‘of. ‘a’ broadcast’ applicant.
Camera” and Jack Benny, ‘and don’t’ overlook. some. of the: great... - hew owners. include Jack: O'Brian,|
specials ‘like. Judy” ‘Garland, Peter Pan,.:Danny™ ‘Kaye: and many, levision: and: radio: columnist for. Guy‘Della’Cioppa, who resigned ‘solely. on’ grounds it didn't seek |
rogramming
as
Coast
CBS-TV'
program: veepee,. out. - community
many: others. Next ‘season- there. will, ‘be. three new live entries—~"... .
e: N.Y. Journal-American, -who

P
8
Jackie. Gleason, Andy. Williams and. the: Jack Paar hour shows.‘
| will’be.a: vicepresident. and ‘direc-| is- forming his“ own ‘indie. motion néeds. . Cohn, New. York picture-tv: film: production-com- By Dew
46w I'm sure you. get the point. Don’t write off live ‘ghows:”:
‘In an unanimous verdict: ‘the 7
1 -comparable.‘to, the longevity of <a... attorney,
tor, “and..Roy
there: is nothing ‘on’ film
.rho!M
issted as a di- pany ~in: association: ‘With, an. une threé-member appeals bench for.
successful live series... .named star.:
James L.. Saphier--Z | re
‘the|first. time ruled. squarely on
"Edward -R “Neuman, -‘of “phila-|" ‘Plan is:to.see theatrical’ ‘film the Commission’s right to require.
delphia,: will be. president, tréas- and vidple pilot for. the:star. °mo
: a‘ would-be broadcaster to make

;- aa. kurer and‘a. director. of the purchas-| .
-} ing firm, which -will: be. knowin a3}
WRNJ Associates. He js also slated:
‘to serve as general. ‘mastager.. John}
AS Kiser and William J.-O'Shea Jr.
areothers in the ‘group: and: will

e
cil
he
arkTwo-Netw
From Trend
eg

‘Advertisers’ ‘Other: Nety

"work": .a variation -on: the: ‘white’
a

Rad
Sahie

“John’s Other: “Wife”. radio. oap
#

‘opera, ‘stms.tip the status ofA }

TV's* daytime: television ‘on. 3

4 act--as: directors... ..

a ee

'
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the: inten
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salé,| a
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“WG Hadio‘has sold ‘out theta

‘minute
large: part.by trend oe:advertisers’:eee
to supplement campaigns :‘on ‘either. after the gaines,: the. ALead OF fe
or ‘CBS-TV|with’‘suppot|
~ Man interviews;: -thie--post-game

Scoreboard” and even-the news-} °°).
- between. . * double-headers..
- Inthe: last year,. ABC{TYV::has [C25
‘Station’3 SRO’ ‘sign: went lp:aweek; et

ing.flights on ABC-TV.
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“sROL
ison Ave,these days. Booming
Cubs _ball- wel.a
Clip, -ABC-TV's. new ‘daytime dy-|-schedule of ;Chicago:
f —
igelud- ee _
‘and: all, adjaceneies, in
na
has been: gan
dia.
NBC-TV.
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an..effort to determine

the. pro-:

; gramming wants of his area. ‘This
jis the. first step to FCC's present.
kick on programming regulation,
}second one being making. the. licensee live up to his promises.
..The decision, foreshadowed bya

oan ‘patagraph dn the. Hartford pay-tv.

| case.recently (Variety, March 21),

Same on. appeal. by. Suburban ;
8 ShedBroadcasters from FCC's turndown
2.
Hf
Elteeth Ndfor a FM station’

a,
* Bigilywood, April’3.°
- It ‘was: the. “sole contender for
: Héuslong series; will, .maintain the channel, - although “Metropolihaa- - ‘orincrease their dominance On pro-. tax ‘Broadcasting Corp. had entered.
“gramming of ‘the three television the ¢ase to object on grounds of
.” |networks for the 1962-63 season; it’s technical interference with' WNEW.

:

Oddly -enough, -the .actual -loser
‘apparent from: renewals. and. sales
/-. | firmed up, for ‘two-thirds: of. the in the case, Yaising as it- did. issues

.:_] web skeds. for next semester. :This of freedom: of speéch and censor-.:

‘ship, was no. less than Patrick
| Season : there’-were $1 ‘houy-long ‘Henry,
“
owner of Suburban,“won, over ‘several miajor:advertisers.
| shows. ‘on tv, and: thus far:25-how *
ith.‘its “aw
“who “were .previously .committed: -after WGN-TV went-clean :
'} long ‘shows, have: ‘heen .firmed*
up The: ‘decision; penned. by Circuit’
exclusively:.to. either | of the: ‘twa! alate of. Cubs: White: Sox
Pi
Judge
.
David Bazelon, is not: as
Melbourne,
Apiil
3.
|
for next: sedsom- alsy:one. Oo-gain..
‘otter. “metworks.’... As. ‘instances,|- -WCFL, which broadcasts ‘the[.re Bo e, the: Danish planist- ‘Series:
‘clear-cut as it might. have. been,.
Sox~schedule. play-by=.
Johnaton. Wax,. ‘Scott Paper, Corn| ull,‘White
couched
in fog-bound syntax, But
comedian’
who:.is
having
the
most}
has: one-sixth: of. the
© package:
‘In ‘view. of ‘the buyer: ‘and,‘nets
Products, ©Warrer-Lambert; %. ant:
Successful ‘season ‘of. any ite-man|-Work trend: to.the Jonger: series ‘however: fussyzitstands-4s a landJ.-B. Willfams,. all once using CBS5 ti.ayaallable: a
fnarg. Fhére's no. way, of, forecast:
show.
to
play.
Australia,
has.
become:
the’ ‘number . when:
“finalized”. sng Stpreme. Court action. on an
daytime: .exclusively, have nc a
the ‘centre. of a- wrangle -between ahost ‘likely... s¥fpass -:this:.year’s.
switched --some of their: coin. to
a coo | the: ‘commercial tv networks. ‘here|“mark. ‘Thus far -this.season, there ‘appeal, but if the thigh tribunal
ABC.” Similarly, such. exclusively.
and J::C. Williamson's, the ‘theatre-. ‘have. heen- 15,,reénewals’ of ..hour should accept the case, its meaning
‘NBC: advertisers - as” Bristol Myers
oa fe
awners who brought him.to: Ausé | shows and 10;‘purchases: ofney Bete‘cou .;be ‘speHed, eut more. pre-.
and. ‘Sunshine... Biscuits, a
ars:
5 enhancing |its.> precedent
‘ftralja:
-min, ‘entries. =
7
oa
ing their advertising itlagg
In’ order. to:‘get ‘Borge: on ‘tv: ‘the |
ABGC-TV..: Ax Jate.-.starter : “the}:
«|ietworks, at the. behest of a-big]: ‘ Phis coitiparés swith: a. totai, of 201" “Although there were “other tases so
daytime: market. ‘and: still handi[oil company, have ‘got together and half-hour Sétiesfirmed up‘for next it could: have cited, the court chase.
‘capped: by gaps-in. ifs ‘coverage of]
plan to make @ show: on the enter- ‘season to date, $4 of. them: Tenewals, ‘to base its affirmation, Of FCC's
‘the national market. ABC-3" ‘day-].°
pro ramming. prowess on the 1943
ner. “It ‘will. .be..screened, -they|.the others -hew: shows.‘time |has. been: getting the:smaller| :
i
at. different: petiods.-in. each|":: Prend: ‘to. tha:“Jongies, ‘iponieally;}NB "@ase in. which’ the..Supreme
art of the:major allocations:in'the| .
isnot particularly welcome: in some: ‘Court : nixed the network's .chal"|
capital.
city
but
simultaneously
on}
‘{wo-network: bitys, :buf.in- the: ag:
Hollywood. circles, ‘particularly be-. ‘lenge to ‘the Commission’s . Chain
“Melbourne; April
'
3.Se rival ‘commercial tv: channels..
gregate these. have added--up- toy.
J.C. ‘Williamson’s3, however, say, ‘ cause of its effect: ot employment. Broadcasting’ Rules..
athe. ‘BBC's Director: of-Televi [3
‘significant totals: for. ‘the: web::
that.
Borge is- under -contract: to. ‘While the:hour series means {onger|- FCC turned down. Suburban -‘on a
Another’. key- element. ‘in’ABC: ‘son, Kenneth |Adam; has: been ‘them ‘-and.cannot appear” on..:tv tand steady work for some, the.re-’ grounds - that its “program proTV's: daytime’ strong. current: Post. lasted here .by-the:sehets ofMeltsph “Re isstill: -performing in the -duction: in. the” number. of series} posgls were not designed to serve...
‘tion ‘has been: a-rate: card
cardelas
e's two commeftcial:
Stas; Ampany’s. theatres. :His ‘contract. ‘actually cuts: severely,int sent ‘the seeds «of. ‘Elizhbeth. and that it

eSw3ipe

ssi
Foor Au

voirthe

Fa
‘Deny

saFaencts"6"sc
Radel

which:is: tied. to. the:
ney
‘for his: ‘eriticisha, of ‘their: pro- |:
Pos
dn’t, determine” whether the
athiem does not ‘finish: until ‘he “employment.: “
keting- patterns: ‘ather Shar
-} proposals -would be’ expected to
tas.Mnished ‘his :Brigbane ‘season
Since, only Shaul
" [steve - these’ need s since no evi-.
at thé end ‘of: April. - Fhe . oil: com-*
of. the -largest, ‘bankrollers - are in shows.”’
-| dence of these needs was offered.”
-pahy sponsors and the tv networks:
& position to earn: the 52-week ‘dis-| ‘c-Adara’. ‘who Ag’ on:ryworld. four | gay that. the ‘program ‘could,be.
Commission's opinion. went on:to
:count‘rate, the: ABC -ceard:-has*been’ ‘for the BBC: said thiatias far ashe ee eaiea ‘ dpimediately ‘Mel-.
; “In essence we are asked to.
fashioned. :for- the- manufacturer. |could see ‘Australian’ television was bourne as he had’ anished playing
grant an application prepared by
4
|:
who wants to. Zo-in: and outtele<| dominated
do
‘by. sAmeric
: individuals Totally.-withaut knowlLl at city.‘and that as: soon ‘as: he |.
Washington,
‘April
3.
‘vision .campaigns-~on -a * sh¢
ei ; whic had ‘been’. turt
-in Sydney ‘ft. could also be |: ve ‘National:: “Labor. ‘Relations edge of the apea they seek to serve.
basis with.being penalited ‘Ta,
t
¥: |gtrecned, there, They woutld. hold ‘Board: trial. -examuiner - Mon
~ (2) We feel the-public deserves some-.
catégory --are. “such vad
day.
tbing more in the way of preparaHe also suggeated that ane
4. tlie-Brisbane ‘edition .of the. show: recommended ‘that ° Sattamento’s
tidit: for the.5
ibilities sought
‘Tppeat -field™ in!’Austtalia fo a ae until fis ‘stage season ended :'there: KXTV (Chantiel 10)” be“ eited™
Tu pperware,=toll wi
British-made. iv’films...
*-* + -) EXE thE point the. networks reached. unfair labor. practices’ in: refusittg ‘by *gpplicant ~than: was demonish, Gibson “Appliances ete: Much’
‘deadlock ‘with: ‘J.C. Williamson’s: to bargain collectively with the San strated on this record. .
"The.
-manager-.
of
“HSV7,
.
Kelth
of. the daytime ‘business. ruts ‘only.
Dut say’ they: have. high, ‘hopes. of Francisco local of the American | “It -eannot. be’ concluded. ‘that a
-@ few weeks with: the’ resul€- shat ‘Cairns, said ‘that. Australians-in. all
‘Securing °Borge. for,” a. _ one-hour Federation: of “Television & Radio grant. would serve the public. in-.
‘the’ ABC-TV -‘daytime *-Sales “staff. States and on-both cémmercial and show,
Artists, Examiner .‘Maurice ‘Miller terest; ‘convenience. and hecessity.”.
has. to ‘be writing. new. ‘business all national -television channels ‘were
‘|seeing ‘exactly - the -same’. episodes.
‘agreed -with~
’s ‘complaint.
“The Suburban attorneys argued”
year’ Tound.. ae
of :a: wide .range. of’ programs: as
~Tthat KXTV ‘cut off negotiations ‘on. that FCC's licensing powers extend
A. change: in: ABC-TV's Telation- were. the owners. f° more. ‘than. 50
| Aug: 29, 1960, ‘and refused to. re- only to determine the applicant’s
‘ship with ‘Lever: Bros., starting: this million, sets.in America. -'' {sume discussions, acting -unilateral- legal, financial and technical qual‘month, will now ‘also. put the netly in employee. bargaining. on some. ifications. ©
‘work in. a- position: °‘to. pitch -for| It's: absiird. for .Mr.. “Adam: to-say.
occasions,”
oe
we
“are’.
dominated
.
by.
:
American
|
The -court nixed this argument
more .Jaundry ‘product advertising.
Hollywood,’
April
3.
'shows.-turned
:down
in:
England
|
. ‘He further: recommended: that’ by .-branding it as representing a
For the past: couple of yearsoe
“Zane.
Géey:
‘Productions
has
‘old:
three’
orfour
years.
ago.
The.
bulk
|.
Great
Western
Broadcasting
Corp.,.
“arbitrarily
narrow: understanding.
‘Had bought. into. every
ABC-TV
ai
e show and had'‘p y duct:pro-|. of otir:: programs -weren’t”- even its: ‘interest: in four telefilm series owners of the station, “cease” and of the statutory wofds ‘public con-.
‘teetion through: this.
phase ‘of the} available” in. England .az months -coproduced: with Four Star. to. lat- ‘desist’ from refusal to batgain and venience, interest or necessity.’.It.
‘ter. company...
from -“interfeting with, restraining: leaves no room for Commission
schedule. “Lever, in fact, put: ABC-: Ago.”
-GTVe, . Included: are- 145: segments . of or. .coercing”- employees in their. consideration of matters Felated to
into <the- daytime: matket.|'“the:‘managing director ‘it.
“Dick
‘Powell's
.
“Zane
Grey:
Theunion.
-activities.. Miller's. recom- -programiming.”
Stactiog this. month; - Lever ‘will ‘be|‘Golin. ‘Bednall,. | ‘added -‘that: most
‘represented. in only” :four out of ‘programs: on. the’ gir.in Australia’ atre;.:“Black.Saddle;” 38, “Johnny ™endations are, Subject to board . Bazelon became hard” to. follow’
Ringo”
and:
B
"The
‘Westerner.
Areview...
ana
the. 10 daytime’ shows, thus open- arrived only.a few days before they
':.|:when. he noted Suburban’s raising
up -new,. business from: indie’ were. “scheduled. for: . broadeast and }.
»|the constitutional issue’ of ‘free.
‘Jaundry products..as. well as. from. -were straight. from first ‘screening |:
speech . and the —anti-censorship.
the two other: giants.in this field,'dn. ‘the: -States.
| proviso. of the Communications Act.
Procter. & Gamble. and Colgate. - ‘° “Mp; Adam :‘said che: also: hoped |:
“The judge said-, “We think these ;
‘more British productions would be | |
broad contentions are beside the’
seen “here,” -added: Bednall. «“‘The|Hollywood, ‘April 3
‘{Mmarrow point at issue upon. this
:|
. BBC's. -interest: -in~.our-- ‘market ‘is a“ mélevision’s ‘Jeading’“doctor, “Vincent. Ben Casey”) :‘Edwards, . Yecord. It. may .be that a licensee.
Facute because its programs had lost . yesterday was trying to calm the: pulse of his. employer, Bing”. must have freedom to -broadcast

ASKCKXIVBECCire -ile
“AS‘UNFAIR’ T0AFTRA pea

TneGreyProdsSells
> OutInterests to:4 Siar|

~ HazardsofHavingatit

FIRMUPPRODUCERS ©
in Canada. and atthe same Crosby: Productions, whith soared after’ Feceiving his.demands, for - light. opera. even if the community
>. ON'4NEW NBCSHOWS‘ground
time. the BBC had-entered' into in-|-: a: hefty pay hike for. next. season..:
| likes rock and roll music, although
dustrial ‘arrangements: which. re-}.-

: BCP execs. were reported '‘considerably. ‘upset :after: receiving
pha packager's |of four new NEC‘TY shows for. next: season have set quired: ‘it to make-.yery heavy. pay-|:\. ‘from: ‘Edwards’ -agent,. Abbey’ Greshler, demands. fora: hike
‘ to‘or ‘nearly: set Producers. ‘for each. ments to: British" artists. for.all Pro~ -/$7,500 a week. for next season; 25% of. the. action, and ‘a $300,000
‘grams: overséas.
of. é series.
pe revolving fund for pilots to be made: by‘Edwards’. production com-.Four ‘Star,|it's‘Feported,: is:né- |: '“Australia: is. the only:other ‘sub- po pany,
gotiating. ‘with actor-producer . Hy: stantial: -television: country..in' the} “= The teléstar. of.the ABC-TV. series; ‘in:hisfirst year. on the show,
Averback to- ‘produce. its:new ‘half- ‘world,” ‘added: Bednall, “with any draws: $1,750 a week, but with overtime that has brought his year’s

-hour “Ensign ‘O’Toole:” ‘Sam Rolfe: sentimental bias in favor of British |’. take to close to $100,000, it’s reported. BCP, adamant. against the.

.

ONee

od

| that question is not uncomplicated.

‘| Even. more complicated is the ques‘| tion: whether :he may feed a diet
‘of rock. and roll music to.a come.
munity. which: ‘hunger’ ‘for opera.
. These are questions, however, that.

.| we’ need not here decide.

“, “As we see it, the question pre-

ae
‘ds .definite as. overseer: of ‘Metro's: programs: and. the. BBC must look’| - Greshiler. proposals, ‘is. expected. to. make -a counter-offer,
sented on the instant record: is simis
|to: Australia .to-. meet. the cost of: --. Edwards; contacted for comment yesterday, calmly commented:
“21th: ‘Hoiir. * -Tom. McKnight ‘is
diply whether the Commission may
definite, too, as. producer :of. “Mc-- the .industrial-‘arrangements. .go |- “The situation is very. healthy. This is just'a normal business trans- ‘|require that an applicant demonstrate an earnest interest in seryKeever ‘& ‘the. Colonel.” And Mark. that,-for propaganda purposes, the - Jaction: ‘that: happens. between artists and producers, and thank God:
— ing -a local community by evincing.
Daniels ‘will: probably. end: up ‘pro- same ‘programs :could: then be. dis-|-. for that: I anticipate no. crisis: a la (Jim) Garner or (Clint) Walker.
.7 don't ‘think we'll have any difficulty: getting what we want,”
”
: a. familiarity.. with its particular
ducing Four. ‘Star's new howe tributed-. very: sgheaply foother |.
. Edwards |}
has:a Aivervear contractt withBCP..ce
a & Stnners.”.
bpatts.o
of‘the:world”.
needs. and. an. effort to meet them.”
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Fight oftheWeek week) ~ Cain's Hundred (Weekly) *:

ooge heeshelt Dillon.
an
7“y= Mighty Mouse: weekly)
a ot

Calendar (daily)*

-” Follow the:Sun (weekly).

Mra Ed (Weekly

.

€andid Camere (weekly)
~: Captain: Kangaroo a

a Rawhide (weekly)
i. -Route 66: (weekly}’-

Concentration. (daily)
_. Ravid Brinkley's.Journal.

‘” “Flintstones (weekly).

*-Hathaways (weekly). ;.
. Jane Wyman: (daily).

“+ Derry Mason(rey
“Pete & Gladys (week a

“hadyGriffith Iweeklyj
ae hter Day: (daily):
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ivell Show: weekly)

<: ‘Leave It to. Beavertrot 2 DreKildare. [weekty).
ae
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:. Fury (weekly).
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F Funday Funn

“Fell. It.to:Growcho.. 2 =.
“this Wonderful: World
ae
of “of Golf (weekly}
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Hazel (weekly)-
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we

“aHere's Hollywot (daily)
* Joey Bishop (weekly)
Danny Thomas: (weekly)...
| Naked City (week!
* Laramie. (weekly)
=e Tell the Truth: a
Defenders (weekly).
“New. Breed eee eee oS
nosLoretia Young Theatre {coi
on
: What's My Line (weekiy)
Dennis the Menace oth)_ Window on MainStreet” oe“Ozzie and Harriet feat Make Room forDaddy :
~Dick: Van Dyke (weekly)
eee.
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- Dobie Gillis (weekly):
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-Aweekly)’
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ller (weekly)
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fweekly
{weekl
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Adventur’ Tomorrow. Corliss
“African Patrol.
‘Americans: -:

Aqua Leng:

* Bat.iNaieta

=|Supercar

_* Greatest Heeling
- Harbor. Command, -oyoh:ConteofMenteCristo Hawkeye?
aa
=
Soot ot
ome
High Road":
_

~', Susie:

=“ Sweet: Success

a
' oe,
° - 7Talichassee7000.

5, Highway Patrol.
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“Texas Rangers _
- Crossroads: 2...+:mane Home Run Derby- - Novia
New irkConfidential This Is Alice...
Behind ‘Closed Doors:
Sch andeeto|al ‘How: to Marry a.
“Bengal, Lancers ..
‘Detective: ae
~
Man Dawson’
‘Millionaire.;
Best of Groucho”
me Huckleberry. Hound: One i Beyond. © Tightrope
“|.Best of the. Post
a
“ ‘Dangeris
MyBusiness ~fAlunter.
"Our Miks Brooks.
Tombstone Tertitory:

” Big- Story’.
* Blue Angels’.
- Bold journey

Lo
a
a a
os
"ted Three tives.
“Panie
2
. a Dangerous Aasionment atSearch forAdventure. Passport toDanger
oid Davey end Goli ath.

Spy.

“Pendulum

2
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Tracer:
.
““Trockdown.

os True Adventure

“Bold: Venture -:
Border Patrol’.

“2: Dayton. Allen: : : - Pee~ International Detective : People's:Choice ©
- Tugboat Annie|
22
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-oe Janet. Dean, RN.
R vo) “<<Pony Express.
Ie
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Faces. West
“Boston Blackie” S . Debbie Drake.
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” Brave Stallion.” ons ;, December |
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"Jim Backus". we
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~ Uncommon Velo
“Brothers. :
| fa
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“4°, Quick Draw McGraw
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Cameo Theatre’
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>oe
“
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a :
ae
“ Robin: - aTAGS
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a Dofty’s Tavern
“S" Kingdom ofthe Sea. > Rough Riders.
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Lo A Bddie Cantor 3 uh, Kit Carson) 0
Boi°:Science: Fiction Theatre.Wanderlust
{Charlie Chan Jes
. << Ellery Queen.
.
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2
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: ee
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:a
a cee Blight:
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- mes Willy
1Gun -. Sir Lancelot~
¢
ot. «Follow That:Man :> Man: Without a
City Detective

Code Three... Frontier’ Doctor’
‘Combat Sergeant ol Funny World.”

“Commando Cody °°. “Gangbusters °
“Confidential File.
a bet Grand Jury*-’

“lg.

Y

“

Man-Hont...

eA Mark. ‘Saber -

a - Soldiers of Fortutie
= Wyatt Earp
ne “South of the.Border. : - Yancy Derringer:

af Martie Kane"
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|
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dTime
asJingles
slag
In SaletoCanada|oland in
’ Chicago, “April ‘3.

Ms
:’sEarforMelodicMessages;
On Other Magson Ave. Fronts

a~ ™ WGNTY's. “Great. Musie From | . “Chicago,” ‘which is: syndicated now | * “IN:‘NEW. YORK.“CTY eee. es
‘in 31 markets in: the U.S. has been oa
‘Sidney’ ‘Carroll, <who penned “The Hustler”, wiote: tonights: (wed) purchased by a Canadian station |."
».”

* pdaptation. of “Claire Ambler” for U:S.) Steel .over-CBS-TV; cast for: and’ by :Tele-Organizacion ‘Ameri- we
- this Booth Tarkington ‘story includes: Maurice Evans, Janice "Rule. -and ‘cana. for telecasting™ ioagboue |
’
By BILL. ‘GREELEY |
er.
- Naney ‘Carroll’. ; .-Chet Gould’ added to cast of the Timex special on’ Argentina and. Uruguay.
ABCLV. ‘this Friday (6); . .-Martin..Ross joining WMCA Radio ‘as. a, ‘Sale -was- made .through Overseas
Songwriter
Richard. “Adler
*galesman . .. Steve. Lawrence -will sub for: 2: vacationing Jan Murray on. ‘Program : Companies *Ltd...
Damn. Yankees” - nd * “Pajama
. Ross. Bagwell.-has | .The Canadian ‘tation is ‘CBUT, |
Game”. with “Jerry ‘Ross,
and.
o“Charge. Account” next week. over NBC-TV
os the New Merritt: Enterprises as:manager- ‘of program: merchandis-. ‘Vancouver. ' Both’ ‘involve : "Great |
“Kwamina”) turned -down thoug. He had: ‘been ‘in a‘similar. capacity. with NBC .:.. Arnold. Sank ‘of" ‘Music”* Series2, tape repeats .of |
sands of dollars from Lucky Strike
-.. the William Morris Agency tele dept. engaged to actress Bonnie Jones.: ‘the-.Chi. “Symphony. Orch’ skeit'| * CBS-TV. sold the: Towne Theatre|} ‘and BBDO for jingle rights to his"
a CBS-TY. will repeat “John. Brown’s Body” in primetime,: Thursday, -broadeast ‘live .in. ‘Chicago. uring tothe new. educational owners of. standard, “Everybody Loves aChantel -13. in’ New ‘York: Evident- ‘Lover,” but not for. the. usual - aes-. .
._ June 21, 8:30. to-9:30 ‘p.m.....,.. CBS-TV director. of.program‘salés Jerry the:1960-61. season.”
-* Ay, the educational interests intend. thetic Teasons,.
Leider- back from_’a business trip:to the Coast:. :. Tallulah Bankhead|:
-}to
use.the onetime@ motion. picture: The. cig company, ” naturally,
. lated for.a rare video appearance:on CBS-TV’s.May.2 “US Steel Hour”.
+E house -@which CBS ‘bought séveral wanted; to make. it, «Everybody
4 «'» CBS -sports. producer Pete Molnar and director Frank’ Chirkinian |
|
years
back when ‘N.Y. ty produc- Loves: a Lucky,” but ‘Adler balk
to. Augusta, ‘Ga., for. web's ‘coverage--of the ‘Masters Golf. Tournainent,
..|.tion -was. flourishing) for- the: start ‘“~ didn't. do it for idealistic .rea2 ee. The Red. Barbers’ celebrated their 32d wédding anny“last. week
|.
: of: ‘production: srext.
mo 3 s. WCBS. program director Gene King is pénning.a book: tentatively |
Y,
sons,” says he, “Money sometimes
3: will henceforth. be. er
titled, “The Kings: of.-France,” ‘based. on his. “experierices -: while :living..
eancels out idealism, you know.” :
fe ‘ WNDT. for: New Dimensions. ‘in He just thinks its: lousy adver-.
i.SerenMajor:be
_4in:France with his’ family. when he was program director. of ‘The Voice
Television...
- of America”.; . “The. Danny Thomas Show” crew headed by meoauer: |.
tising.
Citing the Pepsi-Cola. use
‘Dalias, “April 3. °° “The ‘Towiie,: located: on:Manhat- of “Whoopee”
. director. Sheldon: ‘Leonard off: to: Europe to ‘scout. locations and
as a jingle theme,
C wellbe a ty station ‘which ‘fan's:-mid-west ‘side-on Oth Ave., he says, “when. I hear it, if makes
* -¢asting’ for eight: episodes. to be filmed o’seas for-the’ coming. season:
nl was once: a‘nabe house belonging’ me think first of Eddie Cantor. and
-David B. Williams resigned as NTA director of public: relations last is
aleto.fhe Brandt. chain,
“week as part. of the recent reshuffle of ‘company. execs °.:..: WNEW’: 3 15.
-then of Danny Thomas playing Gus

:cas
TOWNE THEATRE.

- SOLD TONY, EDUCLTV

DallasUHFPioneers

-@isk jockey Williams: B. W:

‘will be emcee~of ‘the annual ‘fund- eyes @nd old ‘movies.

_ Faising.. lunchéon of the. -Community League for Retarded. Chikiren at

:.{Kahn (the composer). It’s danger-

viewers will be
are nee'the Ce

-. the. Biltmore: Hotel, Saturday (7) ‘.-: .-Peter Lasally. has resigned from}.

“ thé production. staff ‘of ““PM,”: the. Westinghouse: nightly. show starrinng |?

.Mike Wallace. ; ...:Eliot Elisofon, Life mag -photographers,. will offer
an Jeffreys, on [
*.fo tips to. shutter. ‘bugs on. ABC: Radio’ s “Flair”... .. Allan

|

ous ‘and bad and stifles the sales.
| message. Why not a good literature .
‘lof music in the jingle field?”
. enh thgueh he has small regard for
“Jingle factories”. that. are
ening ‘out most of: the blurb
)jscores, Adler sayg. some of the
{Jingle ‘music current{s “infinitely.
“toronto, Aprit 3: better’ than™ the ‘pop stuft -being

. ABC Radio’s.“In.the Land of Music,” ‘will play. the “Golden: 100. Stand- |:
community, tis io ef
-ards,” published-in VARrIETY’s last anni edition, during. April ; ~ Clark
ee
Saree
ry
for. which.the
whic a ]- 4.
Tyler. named the writer forthe ABC-TV “Flair” show ..; .. Chet Goald. etation
ations.” ““Com-]"
Federal...
"takes: over: the ‘commentator spot. on ABC’ Radio's. new. weekly’ five-: missiori has.valle
“gf tv-channel.|..
./minute show, “This Week’ Around,i theWorld,’ on.
n Sunday. nights.oh
. for: business |: Replacement of Sunday: ‘concerts written.” He :cites the: “Marlboro elg tune
ae reporting...
“
LL -with: ‘variety, {ntroduction:. ‘of a
. 1°: Herby. ford pret‘ef Atitomated: new “magazine”. series, and” ‘stress as one that flips him, which is fair
enough ‘since -it’s not his. Adler’s .
Electronics.
“inc,
-faid
that.’
prdon . public. affairs.“documentaries,. Jongtime jingle hit ts the one New-Kaiser’s. tv.‘topper: Dick- Block dowi from Oakiand:io’stiidy.the
¢ UBF
gYamming.for the: station’ will. be:
“uanarket with: a view to- establishing: five -new channels.
ab. Le
“are:jighlights of this. year’s spring. port had had. for the last five years.
: assumed his new :duties ‘as. pro ane veepee at. "CBS:Television aimed: at: keeping local husiness.and
stimmer. trans-Canada_ radio. It’s .been recorded in 38 versions
* City. Hubbell: Robinson came oni. rom N.Y. ‘to supervise: ‘the. installation |!men. and. anyone else interested in
(barring rock.n’ roll: which he re-

MN: HOLLYWOOD.

BEA

YRS

finance and business. advised. on schedule’ of. the Canadian ‘Broad- Getemony wwe ‘Sam
fuses to. do), using: band combos
. -resume his opera :careér, found. some interest: in’ a new. series. undi wi ‘the latest developments that would “casting. ‘Corp.,ee?" BHective’ the.fret
from six to 30 pieces. It’s been pubbe -of interest :to. them. =" -...:
Stu’
Phelps
will
be:
Frank
.Sinatta’s,
.dix" gtick ‘atound™ for. a. whites =~
week
in
“April.
|
nas’
in ‘sheet music, distributed
KAEI “will. be a UHF- station’.
Vv:

-

.

“rector om his world topr for underptivileged children. Out. of the global |
n 45’s. for jukebox play: and can:
broadcasting.
‘on. Channel
.29.. An-|
coricerts they hope to put together: at: least’ two’ specials for.this country.: tennas
and converters
‘willbe.
in- :. New ‘shows include “Tales” and : even
be heard as thumped out. by
Trails ‘of the. Yukon;”: a series, of|
-. Several ad: agericies ‘have already. Hut :in -bids, Phelps is organizing. his
cocktail-hour schmaltzers.
— .
. setup, at Goldwyn studio where 20-years ago: he was.a film éditor -... stalled: at.a-rental ‘charge ‘of $15. 15-minute. programs -based on ‘thotel
“Newer,
Adler tingle hits are the..
a:
month.’
The
station’
will
be
on
*. Hugh Heller moved in as program director. at: ‘KMPC.. .-;
| diaries, letters and stories of ‘old-: ‘themes: for. York and Kent cigs, “Alvin:Fane: | 2 2air from’ 9 4.m. ‘and 5.p.m..
‘ gan, -for ttié past-eight:years prexy of NAFI ty. stations: which’ includes
iver. as.veepeé and ‘general ‘manager | A- typical program. would inclide:
* KCOP ‘in-Hoellywood, moves {6
Of KBTV,. the John Mullins-owned. ABC-TV -affiliate, in” Denver. He five minutes of: quotations: from
; {the American and N.Y,- Stock :Ex-.
“had been: in: Coast tv since its first peep in 1947:: .: James’

: timers. and:‘adventurérs;.. “On- the. and. he's: scoring also for Hertz,.”
ove;"*:
ute show. by City. Service and ‘the American Gas.-:.
Move
80.
min
7 Association. The clgs are P. Loril‘broadcasters:
reporting:
‘on people,
-fitrector of the Lawrence: Welk: “show, ‘has been -‘promoted. to. ‘producer ‘changes, consisting - of ‘about 200| places ‘and activities around the |Jard: exclusively. through Lennen &.
Newell agency. Same agency has
‘world:
‘and.
Assignment,”
a
daily.
: “# to; succeed’ the late Ed ‘Sobol. ... Regardless’ ‘of -who’ else’. wins: the: selected ‘stocks. ‘These. quotes will
“+: aecolades forthe. best .¢o
» most ‘of the admen’ string along be shown cn’ the’ screen ‘for. ‘people 30-minute: stint,. ‘with: -Bill McNeil American ‘Gas: and. City Service.:
aan.
Craig .& ‘Kummel. handles_
="wwith BBDO's 10-seconder for Western. ‘Att_o
‘on tv
v and‘MeCann-Erickson’ s to read: while pleasant music. plays. as. host.“.. ..
.
‘tin ‘thé ‘background. Five -minutes
|-. ‘Switching trom. a serious musi¢ |! ert;
_tiekler on Tadio. for Gordon bread:
are
“There
‘are
snecial ways to de”:
es . 4 o€ national and. international news, . schedule to take on lighter. tones,
-) particularly’ ‘if .it- pertains. te the: CBC... Concert’ Orch will .fei- termine a jinele hit, says Adler,

See

AN:‘CHICAGO.

woe
yt
“Business, ‘will be: transmitted inthe ture |music’ -from” ‘Broadway ‘hits,'auite anart from the charts and
|same. manner... .
. plus.ballet . and ‘opera,. and per- sheet music and record. sales that
‘|
‘Ken. Nea ec WMAO. ‘Sales: ‘staffer. ‘who|: - The final- hoi. from: « tos p.m. |form on ‘Sunday evenings, “Mu- determine non -hits. First, is the: switched to: WJJD, has‘become manager of WIJD-FM, ‘succéeding: Jim. will: be: flexible. with cameras to sic I Like” -is a-new. show which: slient: satisfied. and. is the -sales
"2 Brassfiela-who. took: an advertising: postin’ Springfield, TH. 3°. WBBM) sweep to_ local: expressway .‘systém: “will play. samples. and. discuss fa-. force in the field getting a good.
foRadio is: Iaunching: “a: live. pubetaine series showcasing :‘the. choral. and downtown area to give viewers: ‘yorite recorded music; and'a musi- reaction? Second, -how’ many re-.
- groups |of the. Chi area high:
will
bé broadcast’ from the ‘some- idéa‘:.of weather ‘and traffic cal panel: game will be introduced: quests’ are: coming in for sheet
muse and records $from networks,
mm “studi os .-.:., Sig Sakowlez of:ene WTAQ: is.featuréd in the: film’ eonditions... .i :
- by: ‘Jean . -Papinae-Couture and
| stations. ete.-and
“one stonper's,” |
Paul.
~ *" ghort; “Dance :Craze,” along With’ deejay Jim -Lounsbury ..
“It was: ‘expected ;
{that |
‘2,000 ‘focal
Helmut Blume..
{the distr‘tutors who. supply the |
“Gibson will: notch. 20.-years..on: “WBBM ‘come August... Norin’ Ress. ‘businessmen. will subscribe to the|©
- Will. do“his:- WLS “Chicago Portrait”:this Sunday. (8). on.the ‘Ambassador antentia-converter service .in. down-|: A: shift of “Variety Showease, [Juke boxes.
*; Hotels. ... WITW. starts a drama festival. of. ‘two-hour. plays. produced town Dallas. -The station will carry: a 60-minute- series. to Sundays, - Adler writes ]vrics and thusic and.
+ by the BBC this Friday. (6), with repeats on Sundays. . . Bruce: Roberts, : some. ‘advertising, local -investment will use such. themes ‘as-a. history: follows. nroduction through on all
.’ WBBM-TV :sports-: director, -did a film special “Portrait. -of: a: White ‘firms .will. ‘SPONSOK- ‘stock market. ‘of the blues, tributes to. compos- his jinelec—“advertising musicals ‘ers, ‘music of. the.’ Mediterranean; |a. I call them.” He thinks all the.
Sox Rookie” :(Joel Horlen), whieh will be. telecast Friday following ‘quotations..
“the 10 p.m. news ...) . WBBM; -for its. “Spectrum”. series, was one of|:: ‘AEF has applied to’‘the FCG. for comedy routines. recorded by CBC !ton pon writers should get into the
“three radio: ‘Stations:“in ‘the: country cited*. this, year ‘by.: National: Con-'| ‘similar: licenses" in. Houston, San: “entertainers before U.N. troops.: Jjact an’ predicts that in five years
‘ference: of Christians &- Jews °.. Type last ‘week had Art: Barnes hired: Francisco” and Washington.:: e|- Appearing '‘on their. own ° radio ‘they aJl will ‘be. So far, Richard
“as program manager of WBBM Radio. instead ofPromotion’ ‘manager, company.. has plans = for: seven Shor
r | Rodrers and Cole Porter have boths
Len Schlosser still is Program
ehcbcnict Bae
jnixed- the work, although: Porter's
: ‘stations: in ‘major: US, cities.
-ne .AEI has also ‘obtained a license : ‘Koster, Terry: Dale, ‘ Billy. ‘0'Con-.| “Delovelv” was used by. Desoto. .
Vor: alocal EM outlet whfch will be: “nor, Joyce Hahn, Tommy -Com- _ Adler savs he works as hard on a
operated. inConjunction -s
‘with: ‘the::mon :and: Ggorge LaFleche,. latter: hit jin#le as he. does ona hit tune,
~BBC-TV Teleased figures ‘on. the vleweschip.t
tor‘John. Glen'sorbital. tv station.” Fs
‘the.brother of Giselle ‘MeKenzle.. and:a hit jinele is as big a thrill as
+ flight ‘seen ‘here, in .part,: on. the. “Tonight”. program: Corp, states that
__,|a: hit show. That’s what the man

ne te. move to: ‘Arizona ‘—
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“IN LONDON.

“nearly 13,000, 000 ‘peeked ‘the show;.a<third higher. than -usual’.

- Commercial tv and BBC:TV ‘split the dual-channelled British. mutes |
By
* for the four weeks ended Feb.' 25 into 61% and 39%. respectively ~.
-:Two. films ‘selected .‘as. British entries for. the ‘Eurovision. Grand |‘Prix ||

for: Television: Films; to be ‘held’ in ‘Cannes next month, are “Eyes .of a ||:

WithteStationReps

[Hsays, and maybe so. He spent five

4;yéars In. the ad department of Cela- -

Child’ and “Thread Through the Family”:.. = Michael. ‘Bentine returns || a
__-Adsville:: ‘armstrong. - ‘Warden
with: his . comedy. skein, “It’s a Square. World; on BBC-TV. on: April, :
London, has ‘picked -up .
(AD, ‘Associated-Rediffusion Snapped. up. ‘vidrights to second ‘leg. of |. “ Broadeast ‘Advertising :‘Reports, :“partial audit.of W ‘commerciai, ac- amore. ‘than $500,000 in billings in a .
fill
a
vacuum’
in
*
tivities.
“It:
will:
semi-final’ of European-soccer cup .-~ -Doug Revel: joined. "Westward- “which. recently’ ‘lashed out. at. the
‘switch of Lambert Chemical prod-"

TV from Anglia-TV. where -he. seripted: kiddie: shows:.
.S; .thrus h.| -National ‘Asgi.: ‘of..Broadcasters’. ‘the: industry by creating a stand- ucts from other shops.. It's . the
ard:. nieans. of evaluating ‘station
"Brenda Eee: has a Suestspot on the click video: disk. show. "Juke Box-|
second major shift of billings to the
yea on ‘Sat.. (7).: ... Dame: Peggy.Ashcroft, Sir Jehn Gielgud. and Television ‘Code’ “Authority. for: its: commercial: performance.: ‘Stations ageney. since American Anthony
“Dorothy Tutin ‘set for feleversion of Chekhov’s:“The Cherry. Orchard” inability -‘fo “make: Code: violators
BBC-TV has. stepped. up. its: five ‘minute program “Points. of. View,”. ‘known, has launched a: monitoring.
; dn. which‘ the: Corporation's tv shows are.enitieized or“Braised: by.‘the: -system fo. certify. commertial ‘prac-.
‘tices of 240 key ty, stations in.the
'- public, from one to two outings. a|week.

es

AN "WASHINGTON:

‘which -conduct their. commercial
affairs “with, . integrity. will ‘no
longer ‘be. bunched. together. in an
“industry group with those who are
Vea
WY _fop. markets: .
less ‘responsible. This: is the chief
—
“BAR. ‘says. its Station. Certificas ‘reason why. broadeasting chas been;

:tion.- Plan .‘will’ rank.: stations ‘sO maligned in recent: years.: Now;.
who. ‘operates: frond." eateries’ ts
4 ‘according -to commercial - practices through BAR Certification,: ali sta"making. a switch, moving from his.habitat for. ‘the.past.‘couple of years,. in @ monthly :‘bulletin .beginning tions we monitor can stand ‘up and.
. the. Black. Saddle to the Black :Gun ‘restaurant:
‘CBS: Washington this. month: Report: will go to all- be. ‘counted.’ an
\: wip. Ted Koop. taking. on chores in’ National’ Press Club annual farce, ‘BAR:agency. and .advertiser..subBriefs: |“TVAR -‘has:‘a. new. “mar“>: “Dan McGrew”: ~..; “Kenneth R: Better’ tapped sas sales development}. ‘seribers; and all-:media ‘personnel _ket-by-market * -brand study’ - that:
: coordinator. for. WRC-TV .» « Jack Zimmerman upped: to sales. service|:cand ‘time: buyers .-will: be: covered. shows. ‘wide differénces : in’ brand
. Manager..of WWDGC, having been.in promo “dept. ‘previously ....°..WOL| -Stations,. identified. by .city-and| usage ..... :: WCKY, Cincinnati, has
threw: a.-bash" at.the’‘Shoreham. on.‘oecagion ofits HOINE to:1000watts: | ‘eall ‘letters,. .will be graded... hy-|- adopted _ the single .ate ‘in line

. Steve - Allison,: WWDC's

“sini

IN ‘SAN FRANCISCO. 65°: -

Hvde took contro] Iast summer. . .
Flected. to the board of directors at
Foote, Cone & Belding are ‘William
Chambers: Jr., promoted from as-sistant manager to manager of the

New York office; Louis .E. Scott,
Los” Angeles. office manager: and-

William: Matthews, San. Francisco

rhief .
Charles Gardner and
William. ‘RaUard, formerly with J.

Walter

"Thomipson, . have

joined

‘Lennen &_ Newell as senior copy-.

writers :...

Eugene

Griffin has

ioined. “Maxwell Sckheim-Franklin:
Bruck as veepee. and marketing ».
‘J-relative adherence to-biurb stand- -with the recent urgings of RAB's director.
- ards: of -NAB’s ‘Code,. whether. or: ‘Kevin Sweeney. for . a standard|:

ECC: ‘okayed switch of. UHF .
Channel: 14 from.Stodesto to.College of not they are Code. subscribers, ‘and:
“San ‘Mateo; just south of. Frisco. ‘It’. be an ETV :channel:.... Six-Japa- also by their adheraince to agency“nese :broadcasters buzzed ‘through ‘en roiite to. NAB ‘convention: :‘They:| ‘advertiser ‘standards’ as /regatds
ida Yamanaka; president of .Nankai-_Broadéasting ©Co:;: such “as ‘triple: spotting...
- = “‘were:- Yo:
_ Bizotsugu: Yamamoto, .direetor of: Hokuriku. Broadcasting .Co.;. Yoshi- |" BAR. :prexy. Robert. Mortis’ says,

local-national rate .
..Sidney P;
Allen named. director “of: agency-

-client relations for RKO General}

Quaker Oats” CBS Buy.
CBS-TV. wrapped

up

a_long-

‘National Sales . . . Two new media Tange ‘sponsorship deal this week.

’ group --heads.. af: Kenyon -& :Eck. Quaker Oats Co., via Lynn Baker
hike: Arisaka; director of Nippon Broadcasting, ‘Inc.; ‘Den fi ‘Atoh; di-|.“Our: Certification. Plan for: sta- -hardt aré ‘Paul--Roth; .- formerly + agency.” siened’ to’.“sponsor weh’s |
"rector. of Asahi Broadcasting ‘Corp.; Kenif Igushi, of: -Nippon. Broad-. tions ‘will.immediately. . provide ‘with ‘Benton &. Bowles, “and John. cover2%e af the Tournament of
., Castingsgud.Tatsue Kanno... assistant :secretary. ‘weneral ‘of:
} Sapan's8] ‘agency, ‘advertiser. and: station sub-: Shima, for. the Jast. two. years. K&E Raseot Parade ‘on New Year's Day
‘Lscribers :
with ant:independent, im9 4 media ‘director’ «
(of 1963; :
te
on.‘the Coast,
, (Continued. on page 964):
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IN COOPERATION WITHPATHE LABORATORIES, INC. 2
.a ABOUT AUNIQUENEW 24-HR,‘SEE
FOR PRODUCERS OFMUSICAL SPOTSWITHDEADLINETROUBLE!
When you're down to.algiost air.time; aid” |on Strack, Ae tape, iin1 ont.ofthelargéet: . ‘Transfermixtoopticalfilm‘anddevelop.
: minutes Count, ‘this package can save-your. ~ and. finest ‘music-tecording studios:inthe. ‘track, ‘neck. And
— at other times
—it:takes‘the:-country, *.
“- “e Match. negative: track to negative picture*

ss
ae
ne
a

~-yguesswork
out of budgeting,

Aeree: Payree

2

ey

same icture, -- and make composite answer prints,
an eRecord ‘aif narration tothe!

@ SSS,

oops.

i

WE DO ALL THIS — AND DELIVER

+
Make ALL necessary trancfers‘of i"‘and|
A.B. &W. composite answer print
tot any ye tapes, to: 3-track, 35mm.
fullcoattape,”
and *
bitof magnetic
SPOT up to 120 seconds. in length, PLUS . Magstripe film. Every

GS

ns

"one shorter. yersion of the same spot” “2, and filmis included'in. the package." PHONE. KEN. ‘UPTON, EN. 90-4040.
frenes: WHAT WE DOs |

wea

lg ‘Rerecorid .‘(nix).- Soth versions in ‘the —FOR DETAILS. ONTHIS AND

~~ * Recordallotthe.thusic topiceToor, - DewestTerecording studio'i
§
in Neww York, “OTHER PACKAGES
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‘SOUND SERVICES, INC.

" Pathé Building «105 £. 106thSteets New York 29,N. Y. TEAL

snd

imvisPe
fe fee
:“eat
SRO

Be

right: to.‘the
NESSER: ani,z FORD
‘et TENN)
‘Z} With Brats ‘Ferd,

Ma

Hosk, Weck: Sones

closing: “My ° Lord, TONIGHT
What: a. Beautiful ‘Mornin’:by TONIGHT sakletter, William Bea

Harry: Belafonte.

dix, Carolyn Jones, Renald Rea-

bees Between’ these two;:there was.al gan, Lee Mervin, Hugh Downs,

Ray, Ji Lange;. Jock Fescinate typically sock" “comedy: .monolog|.Geol Richards, Woedy Herman,
+-by Bob Hope; a superlative duo by |.

Perry Cross
| ‘Produoer-Directer: "Wittim. ‘Bure veteran Jimmy Durante and: young-| Pieducyr
>
a “Jack: Paar Show’.
a mark:in the history ofthesnedium; :30:-Mins., Men:-Fri.,. 11:38: ame, “| ster
Barry Shear
Bobby Darin ‘ia which ‘the lat-|D
ack: Paar's’ valedictory ‘on.. NBC. that.the human: element’and some-. PARTICIPATING:
the:
|
Writers:
Beb
Howard, Dick. Cavett,
. [ter did a canny: ‘takeoff. on..
:
‘s:
: somewhat | times irascible forthrightness made’ ABC-TV (San - Franclsee)
Schnoz;. a warm rendition of. “Sear- ‘David Lloyd
one
iis |for“wrong impressions.” “It: was in |. “Tennessee - Ernie. Ford ‘returned2 let:
105:
Mins,
en.
“®, 11:15 p.m.
Ribbons”. by’ Danny’. Thomas;
.
pest
the hbest-“Downs ‘tradition as ‘the
~ ‘Shore's: “I'll-“Remember PARTICIPATING .
_ ‘gelf-handicapping. ‘in’ light. of. the |stable anchor man. It ‘also was. a. ‘to tv.-Monday (2). in. an. ‘ambitious Dinah
NBC-TV,
Burbatk
(tape)
—_ gentimentalities, °"the - audience’s| sort: of footnote. to Downs’ early- daytime’ ‘variety strip..on. ABC-TV, April’; The Kingston ‘Trio’s: “This
ar
ding .ovations. ‘(fore and .aft), in-the-program ‘.:reading ‘‘of.- the: and: the web: has high hopes’ ‘enat Little Light 6f the:Moon”; and Con-| Art Linkletter, as first of the pro.
;
© wats.own, personal: soundoffs | VaRieTy “story .last week. ‘which: the old Pea Picker will: garner a. nie - Francis’ ’“Swanee’* and: “This tem conferenciers, teed up the new
post-Paar “Tonight” show |Monday :
.
targets;. the filmed ‘tes-| gave: trade: Summation -to -:Paar’s. bumper crop in the: ‘Nielsen Patcly Is:“America,” ~—
Intelligence, ‘style.and good taste (2) with the. familiar format buta
tapi s.of “We'll. niiss- you Jack”: impact bya show biz phenomenon. and the ‘billings: orchard. .
different tone—tame. But that’sve
‘were.
conspicuous
by
their
pres‘The’:
hopes:
‘should.
‘be
fulfilled
-:*,:(from Bob Kennedy: and -Nixon ‘to
-Merrill .:and’. . Buddy |:
0!
1,
. Nipsey Russell, Hope and’ Benny),. Hackett, besides .King -were ‘the because this.is:‘a really. big show. ‘encg during this ‘hour. Arnold and show. biz, as. distinct from the hairdown tang. of Paar’s reign. As it
sét.down
in.the
‘midst.
of
the
sun-.
‘Lois
‘Peyser's.
script
.was:
touching
'* and Paar’s ‘Tépetitive. Ltind wa ‘guests, all ‘with affection and some.
with ‘characteristic offbeat. humor; : shine grind ‘of quiz, soaper and ‘re-. without | -being sentimental, and now plays, the NBC-TV latenighter.
- \ barbs. ‘at Newsweek, ‘Doro
- ..gallen and Walter: Winchell. Hope's. most: of it, however, bogged down ‘run, .:_ Primarily .‘a musical ‘spread, ‘keyed ‘the. whole show to the ac- offers.a salt-free diet that may not.
-'vyidtaped. crack about: “your: elec- ‘by :the- seritimentality of the’ occa- the opener ‘reflected the simplicity.- comiplishment of its: purpose, name- keep the insomniacs ‘hooked in<
/-ftronie ‘waké". wasn't ‘that morbid sion. ‘Jack.E. Leonard ‘did the first ‘and’taste of Ford and: musical di-. ly.to open up‘ the hearts. and: pock-' definitely. However |inconclusive. a Warmup... ‘but did: not rector. -Jack Fascinato ‘that. ear. fide of’ America. to: the: cancer: ‘shakedown session may be, the
* -although: some..of the. proceedings 15°: minute™
‘speculation fs unavoidable (as it.
wa did ‘have a ‘valedictory:. overtone.. appear: again
marked. their. long‘prime- | fun
. Certainly the sentiment was there |. ‘Cute- signott:Awas No. More. to! time: outing on ‘NBC-TV. ‘The af-.]- .Parkson “Agency ‘handled ‘the was before Monday) that NBC may.
‘it just can't follow an. act like
“> and at‘one point Paar had to: don |.Come,”: which, was. nullified by the fable: emecee,:a fitst-rate folk, coun-. show::as’a public: service. as. did. Paar
“lS the. “sunglasses: to. mask the.emo- marathon ‘commercials. crowded: out. try and. pop projectionist ‘himself, ‘the ‘producers, Talent Associates aar,.a Hions. - a
. earlier “.in' the .proceedings, ©and has- gathered ‘around: equally ‘solid /Paramount.
pee Herm...
‘Hugh Downs ts a cartyover. (but

ie

0 Paar didn’t ‘have’ ‘the exclusive’ ‘each of these ‘commercials. inter-.
=| vocal talents in soloists Anita Gor-|.
aa gopyright. on .spleen. . Alexander. larded. with “More té:Come.” -:: “4 den and: Dick::Noel and. young folk
-In.-summation, there. is-no gain- and pop ‘singers: Hank -Jones ‘and |Jacaueine KENNEDY'S.
“, King zinged it: into. George. Jessel,
‘paying the. comedian-conferencier’ s. Dean Kay (guitar accomp)::
Y
Sander.
} impact’ and; as: he probably”: best » Pace of the ‘initialer was polished

dL :& M

has replaced Kent), al-

{though the Realemon commercials -

ate. now squeézed by Woody Her“ -Jman: instead of Jose Melis. There's.

: a new set, and. the guest couch is
. here
5
rg
reali ized, he'll: have a large ‘built-inand ‘swift, in:
Jnow on the: opposite side of the.
spite ofthe 1
necessary. 6O Mim, Sua. 4), £50 P
‘ ‘gudience awaiting |him. Friday ‘night intros, Ford opened
The .significant difference,
with
“his:
disk:
"COLGATE: desk.
IVE
pk
|-10-11 p.m: NBC. show -(in: color) ‘click of a few -yéars' back, - “161”
however; is -in mood, and. Linka:
wl
>} comes ..riext: ‘September—and. he’
_jletter’s - Burbank ‘origination with
Tons,”
:”
mowed. ‘to. ‘the:*
7 {NBCTY, * (film, ‘eestor)
~ -qwhich: -the:. nore conservatlye® -di- ‘better. be good. This, ‘£90, Paar un-:
{flmvilie pals was-an anemic chine |
(Dancer, Ftzgerald, “Samples “ ‘jfest
rector. wiselydi
| questionably. realizes: .
larded with :
‘some we ‘re-trying- °
“Ted: Butes). oxy.
Paar played: the | ica ‘blasts back Another ‘point,in “gumtnation:.
ler.line with a studio aud Dartici- |.” Because nothing was. said:on the buddy. ad-libbery.
. and. forth.” He ‘left. one -anti-’ from: a ‘basic communications: per- pation
on. “Carolina. fin the Morn~
‘Linkletter
gave
out with the
Tsubject,: it’s ‘hard-'to tell, -whether|:
..“Dorethy: Kilgallen. blast: unsaid: ‘by-| spective; the big wonderment reing,” ‘spotlighted Hank: and. Dean Jacqueline. Kennedy had.a dull trip standard: opening monolog, with
.* egnjuring up «the jfamaritan influ-|-mains how a network, in this ease singing
the
folk
tong;
“Thé
Sloop
irito India: or whether NBC--News predictable references. even ta exe
ee ore. of the Rev,: Billy Graham; he'| NBC, permite an. individual to utils
facilities for: such personal-. John.B.”. and closed. with his. ‘tra- inadvertently ‘presented. it that way hibiting-“a.-Paar voodoo doll de_
ute ilized: Coast. radio-ty ‘columnist: ize its '
“
: ton. § unday. (1). evenirig.. Ifa viewer scribed as “the. personal property
- Hal” ‘Humphreys’: -efroneous con: ized’ attitudes: Not:so long ago CBS. ditional -“inspirational.” —
-*. Jeeture :that Paar’s. ‘bowout was: frowned on: an ace: ‘commentator-— The half-hour: -riginates ‘in’‘San. is to. go-by.the NBC-TV show, the! of Derothy Kilgalien.” Then, . at
regulation intervals, he brought en
_': “merely ballyhoo for continuance. as’ his initials are Howard K: Smith—. -Franciséo.” ‘(where -Ford’s. Betford. First Lady’s:trip to. Pakistan waste
guests, -each well-plugged— a generic. ‘sample’ of the ‘American personal -opinionating on. current -Corp. is headquattered) and: folksy- probably middlin’: interesting.
with:
‘sharp
Ford.
went into the: audience | There: ‘were. many. things :wrong William .Bendix, ‘Carolyn Jones,
not press waywardness (“Humphreys events. (He has. ‘since.dinked:
-}for. a pleasantly: brief ‘interview. with this: 60-minute telefilm; but, Renald Reagan and Lee Marvin. All.
ood that
his: pa
ABC-TV.)
was affable and some of the badin-.
oo fold me devoted 1muen time fot. “‘Newspapermen’ ‘know. ‘that, ‘ho. with “SF-‘Mayor: “reorge, Christo.
‘matter | ‘the influence: of. thelr: by-| pher. er
,asicaly, itcame: a week: too. ute age: mildly. amusing, except fer:
some coy and dull leer-iness-‘but, ia contrast, quoted:a. N.Y: ‘lines, the editors have a‘ responsi-| In. confdrinity with the “daytime. import: of the journey had. some-|\7
Times
‘on former President |nility,. both :to -inanagemient: ‘and. standard, the outing ‘is ‘punetured what worn. off among American withal, a Fecive for daytimers and:
net
witching -hour.. Linkletter |
; readers, on strictly personal antag: py no less: than: six.‘commercials, laymen. ‘Although if the same pro- waa:the
prepared ‘with a couple ef ~
t.: the biurbing was: -somewhat |gram had::been presented: a: week somewhat provocative gambits, one ..
i femyes
been ‘bluepenéilied. ‘on: occa-. Telieved -.by: -Ford’s. ‘:entertaining {sooner,: ‘chances: are that: the orsolely for Bendix that latter had.
- 7. Paar’s! rationalization ot ‘his . sion. In fact: ‘Paar touches.on
that ‘handling. of ‘a. couple..
(Breakfast. dinary viewer .‘would.’ ‘have - sfill no. taste for and stifled, the ether
> “original: ‘sympathy for’ Castro. was. very. t
. ag ‘regards Jim Bizhop |:Vitamins; .
the. day. with: wondered what all:the shouting ‘was fer. the group. on whether stars
::- detailed as: stemming from:an. ab-'
gedly
having:
been’
edited
on
o
yourpistol socked,a
i’ jabout
{should play it aloof ‘or just ian
" horrance of. former. dictator -BatisIr ‘India; ‘Mrs.“Kennedy: 1walked Af it somehow didn’t-excite and Anelty’
_ta’s cruelties but prefaced all this}
no
and
walked.
”
Sfand walked ':
__ by’ stating ““T. was. ‘wrong.in siany |: wt
“intended, “this” was a--pedestria aypetered out...
an
Av. TH. VERY MOMENT
lap Ways om-Castro.”
=
Most. arresting ‘moments catae: ie :
d|travelog and-didn’t cut much vist
«lice, :“unless. a. viewer .-was lucky; the last lap when Linkletter, in the . .
enough to own a.color 4 set,. ahd audience, dueled yerhally with an ~
then—and" ‘only -then—the faded: exchange: “Russian” who turned: :.

“Start-

Ale

98

|relations with the press. It‘ is pre-.

" Horse, Rock: ‘hues: that. go-to make up India. pro- out-to bea talented. USIA. man
job isto prime Yank tourists “mingsten Trie,. ‘Paul. vided: -a' ‘touch ‘of. .interesting

“good” relations: Paar {a the. ex-|
ception and has been for five years. 1
'.- but ‘that. ‘they’. -wouldn’t print.itt|1 Quite
obviously his $12,000,000: bill-|:
| that Rishop ©Mueller, .‘Auxitiary | ings to. the network gives him speBishop: ef ‘Cuba; in ‘a taped inter-

te Moscow with. right ‘answers.

authenticity. The: Pakistan
parade. and: since: that’s:

ri sumed ..that. this also. embraces

oe
te the .charge:
a rots. +hé: ‘said “Bishop wrate it

sr. for]. - Rounding ott, singer Carol
Richards did: nicély by a couple ef.
at tunes, andthe Woedy Herace: besd
iin: ‘the.second-half of this pub-:
affairs program: Yet even this part rendered. -an update “Woodchop- .

tv than walking, ‘matters perked

ee
:

didn't hold up too long of too well.

pers’. Ball.”. Downs seemed

a bit”

A Steat deal could be. ‘said about |:discemfited, but went aleng bravely, .
tha
.. tthe :narrative given: - by ‘Sander even with a hokey production
€ opening bills
Vanocur,
the White House er-: had. him. reading: ‘the
This. ‘was: an. "Siitstaniding hour |
“Sot: Communistic.”. The -vidtape
Clip was shown: .
; “gue,” -the legal. ‘responsibility. lies ‘that sets a new standard for. ‘tele- respondent whio- accompanied: Mrs. board. alongside a film set
|
Paar’s preoccupation with the. ‘ai -solely. with him. The sponsors’ and vision. benéfits:, Presented In_ be- Kennedy on her-unofficial goodwill board.That's. gotta £0.
poncesof the press and/or its fail- network's liabilities: ‘are’ presumed half ‘of th e: American: Cancer So- ‘tour. ‘Unfortunately; he helped: set];
7, at: least 60 far an ciety: and the Eleanor ‘Roosevelt the general mood of dullness for PURSUIT: WHY? | cs
:
4a wire-service: correspondent to be.
7 allegedly, on Batista’s. ‘payroll)’ ‘and ‘his. special: arrangements with NBC. Cancer. Foundation, this’ show had. the. program. Perhaos. because. he With Jim ‘MoGevera, others..
the Atlantic. City newapaper’s pol: are concerned. But the: big ~wonder- at its free disposal as impressive a covers..the White House, :he felt Preducer:.
_-! icy- against’ him as‘ “‘an“enemy of inent remains why and how a:com- ‘cast asa producer could: dreamt of. constrained to. avoid points of :in. . ‘the press and the only way to-get ‘munications: entity: permits an in-} Bat mist: importantly, the: prodic- terest that-.could. allenate . his regu-|'
“grea ‘with -him ‘(Paar)’’. was ‘to not dividual to employ its facilities for. tion staff. ‘exploited .thie, anportu: lar’ news: sources, thus it. might: 30 Mina.: Tues, 9:30 p.m.
a
“personal -attacks.. - James. nity: to ‘the hilt, coming up. with a. have been. better had. someone:else,
KMSP-TY, Mpls.-St. Paul (tape)
Reston, Walter ‘Lippmann et al, are: |peautiful
pitch ‘fora: most deserv- who ktiows. Mrs. Kennedy less well,
‘and. punishment -is, of.
gone. on the trip. for. NBC. instead. course, '‘a ty subject which com-_
: :: quill, and ‘most’ times. informative. '
. Fesearch. effort.
” 7 His - invitations. ‘to: be
“It. played brilliantly all.‘the way. Vahocur, whose flat-tones generally sgaands much viewers’ interest anddowss the line..The sugar coating of work jnicely, had: somehow become.
alities - akin - to entertainment was. very good to the’ unduly droney. this’ time.” Yet, to attention. In-airlane documentaries
ef: Newsweek) .and: ‘the
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“n the'space ofsixty.‘minutes, “thefuman 3 InWashington Dr.
1 Charles A.
| Hufnagelvill”
4,320.times, » “besshown. repairing 2
adiseased aortic valve, In
heart beats ‘approximately.

This iis an. achievement for which NBC:stakes
“no credit. atall.”

oa‘Houston, Dr. Michael: E De.Bakey. will:ie

1 Minneapo- “
in.a nieck artery; In.
a block i
. o move 3
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nthe ais aeCc.Walton.aleewillbe
But within‘that same.. Sixty‘Jnimutes, ‘on
‘ab-,.
“night of April23,this.network will be giving“ oan “ ectronic “P:ace-maker:" in. a‘patient's
Gen
Frank.
F
Dr.
Francisco,
San.
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i
And
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Soran
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the ‘American public:an.unprecedented. look:at."

what modern surgery can doto keepaa defective’
heartpumping away |for.anormal lifetime:
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andAr :::.i*ss :ee
‘The program, “Breakthrough: Heart:
wer to:hospitals. mere os
tery Surgery,” will take. the: vie
in four different cities,and allow him toJook) < ae

overtheshoulders ofseveral ofour most gifted “hs
surgeons as.‘they.perform operations that: re

would have been consideredd impossible justa eee
: few years.ago.
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Another veteran:
v
of“TheMarch of
: Medicine” ;

n =
én
céedings on a‘Screé
Series isCharles Christensen, associate producer
“Watching these same:pio

; ee“in our’New: York:studio(and asking’questions and’ director of:“Breakthrough.’is ‘And““BreakOk the:“surgeons ‘during the. Operations). ‘will cee through’s’ ‘scripter isLeonardEngel, noted scibe Dr. Henry Swan, one.ofthenation’ Ss:‘giants: ; “ence writer
3
‘whose: newspaper :
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an.‘ppei heartsurgery:and|
NBG's
's John.Gram | :/ago.o1
on.‘thedevelopment of open]heart surgery
ne
; “eamned him the Blakeslee AwardofTheAmeri-
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turb,‘the‘working :
surgeons: at.all;,fortheseare
(The-April 23:program i
is.thefirstofthree
men. -whose experience: ‘as. teachers ‘ofsurgery “Breakthroughs” sponsored. by:Pyrex on NEC-has accustomed: them.to
° talking while.
w operat a “SEM thisséason. "The other.twoareon. thesubject
2 “ofmental illnessand.thesearchforthecancer:
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¢ great:believers in
iaabe
_having ‘thewidest possible audience: ‘see:‘these a an
“operations,for:one: of:the surgeon’‘S.‘strongest
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“allies i18:the:confidence ofthepatient—and. lack” re

“ofsuch.‘confidence: can,generallybeattributed pee
ee oR
to afearofthe:unknown, °
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"Whatthese‘surgeons doinsiston;
n; however, isao & oh a
“that the TV. stafftelevising such operations bee, a
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_thoroughly responsible and. well-versed: iinthe Bepe -og
|

“nature ofmedical techniques. (Needles Sto.Say, va

:Wethinkthiaty
viewers
sswatching’these
fourtaped
ee “aoperations on’heart and.artery surgery.‘willcome |

“the: welfare of the:Patient.himself ‘is.
a paren

mount. ye

ane

ae “away-with anew.appreciation:forthis:typeof |
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.
assignment. couldn’¢.bemore.impressive: Pro- x o
7 “They.will-c
come:
e away,to9,ith:aglowfromtheMs

© ducer Lou.Hazain iisa genuine pioneer ;in med- Pe |film:$madee of these very same patients not long

“ial TV. Among!hisnetwork firsts‘(andforNBG,pos after’the‘operations ‘were,performed, ‘One ‘of
“of course):was’‘thefirstlive telecast of:an opera Ae ieé four-the’ ten.‘year old: boy. nn

“tion; the fitstdelivery: ofababyandtheft arefrom California—will beshown’
Nisit inside:a.mental hospital.
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six weeks aftersurgery: Talk.
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“|eDavies show: was“old:“out:

“SueKeayonBrownEstate|
i Hearings
Widow for 6866in.Debis| —=Chi
and .agencies :as
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tote 8

" dmportant: plus: “for: :“the {:Douglas ‘show..has been ‘its: utiliza- |:

aysOfhStaionCleveBuildup
Pa

‘tion by. managers
oeaan
“Los Angeles,. April. "3.
a showcase for -young talent... GAC|
5.”
flew Bill _Henderson_ to. Cleveland‘: “Rstate- of: Jate- Keynon . Brown; ket where there’ is static from the
former.
KCOPprexy,
has
been:
sued’
citizenry,can“ lead to very uncom- ~~.
at -its. own’. expense. to.appéar™ on.
Cleveland, April 3... . Harrington: Jr., ‘Louis: Nye, “Anite
fin.
L.A.
Superior.
-Court
‘for’
a.
total
the show; ditto.-with. comic Timmy.
fortable intramural. ‘relations: ‘Not! . ~
A Jong-shot bet on live: local Bryant, Jimmy Nelson. and Frank Rogers. - ‘In--both cases, the: station os$60,266 “by State ‘Broadcasting.
Parker.:' In -.addition, ‘there: ..are
0., -an’ Oklahoma. -eorporation: only ‘does. a. station in any:“given. "2
afternoon programming . has ‘start- transient daily ‘guests who turn-‘up supplied. GAC. ‘with |_kinescopes of
eo
"Broken. down, "judgment ‘was sought. market hhave.-to: keep: ‘itself ‘in. line,:
ed to pay off © handsomely _ for to chat with Douglas and. the.host: their “appearances ‘so. .that GAC on two. promissory notes, allegedly
it now chas- the added “worty: of...
could... show.” them’: to. “nightclub
..
KYW-TV, the Westinghouse stay of the week.
owed, first for $38,046: and: second: how- well -¢ompeting |stations are:
The show. not only. proved: that: ‘bookers. ‘and owners.
tion here. ;
“Douglas,
onetime singer
with. ‘for - $20,000. Judgment. ‘of°$2,220. keeping the. ‘community: ‘happy.’ ‘For,
it. could. draw some -high-powered. Kay:
‘Kyser’a= “College.
“of: Musical
also was asked; involving ‘a life in- as--was demonstrated -in- Chicago, ;
Launched . early last December names’ ‘to Cleveland for a modest
when
programming of- ‘feature fee, but that it could make inroads: Knowledge”. in:. the 1940s, cane. ‘Surance policy allegedly. -trans- Lone'station. that -has:: “provoked - a.
ferred to Brown, “who, according
films began to slip in’ audience ap- into. the established viewing: pat-. ‘from KTTV: in ‘Los Afigeles. where ‘to’ eomplaint,-orally agreed to pay segment | “of |the. public ‘can bring |peal, the “Mike Douglas Shaw” ‘terns. - WEWS’ “The One O'Clock: he appeared with Jerry: ‘Lester: on” }plaintiff .the. cash: surrender Value the ‘roof: down: on: “au”‘stations in. a:
60-minute:
nightly:
program.
the. ‘market.
mt
was designed to buck the top-rated Club” . is. still leading, “but. the]
lof .this ‘amount...
- The. fallout ‘of.‘thie.hearings, t's =
competition of another. live entry “Mike Douglas Show” ig now run-.
‘Brown's’.
“widow.
‘Mareh:
‘22.
was
|,
felt,
tends
to
disfigure
«station ; :
on
WEWS-TV,
“One
O'Clock ning a. tight second with the third
| sued: -by KCOP-TV.- ‘Inc. and Ore-- images—-even: ‘those that: are ‘above:
Club,” which had been leading the station
the market, :WIW-TV
‘gon’: “Television Inc: for $626, 382: reproach—and .to.“ destroy’ ‘public . ° cue
field in the 1 to 2:30 p.m. slot for ‘also racking ‘up some -spectacular:
asassertedly.. due plaintiffs: Suit trust ‘in: the. medium, --something -i€_;
lrises..in. its: switch. from films tot
the: past two. years.
we
was. brought on charge that. Brown, ‘has taken. tite Andustry a, love time:
The Douglas’ stanza, represent- “Divorce Court” and ‘ Password.” |
Chicaggo, ‘April 3.
had. violated” ‘his. Aduclary obliga. to build up.ing a programming investment of In the number of. homies’ reached; ! ‘One: ‘of.‘the’‘last moves: made by:
Hons. Ae
over $3,000 weekly. has been pitch- WEWS’ stanza ‘led -with 120,716; ‘Bob ‘Lewine,.. v.p. of CBS. Films:
E. Commissioner. Lee's t:‘enta tive oP
ing with strong showbiz. person- KYW had 112,533. and WJW had and now: on the. ‘Coast as. v:p.: of
conclusions at the.close of Round 1°‘:
LCAN, in “Chicago'ig another :thing ‘that’...
alities who serve as. co-hosts with 106,433 for | the Dec. 25-Feb; 18. ‘CBS-TV: programs, Hollywood, was|:“AUNKIN HEADS SGIN
Douglas on a full. week _-basis:. period. In “short, the ‘competition: to: : Sign. James: Cagney. to: narrate |: Toronto; ‘April: 3. jhas-certain NAB delegates jumpy. 2°...
that. =. °°:_
Among those who have. come to has. resulted. in a. general boosting: the: -45-minute documentary film
| .Ray ‘Junkin has _been: ‘appointed Lee seems to. haye determined
Cleveland for the stint, which pays. ‘of the listening audience with -all CBS: -Films’.is producing: for ‘the: general ‘manager: of Screen: Gems network ownership. (and, ‘he™ said, . ;
a uniform $1,000 wéekly but has ‘thrée stations gainin
(Canada). ‘Ltd:,' "replacing - ‘Steve that” :would: ‘probably include alt--..
Department of Defense. .
other compensations in the relaxed. The. experitnent in live program-'{’a Titled ‘““The.-Road to ‘the: Wall” ‘Krantz, ‘former’. g.m. of:
of the:.Can- multiple ownerships). has ‘made: for .:""
showcase for the names, are. Joe ming ‘has been a_solid-commercial the film: will document-the. history adian Subsidiary, who* returns -‘to. absentee ‘Jandlordism and, he -. °° |;
E. Brown, Jerry Lester,. Denise click: for- KYW-TV.: :Durin g March . and objectives, of Communism: .and: ‘New. York hq in ’ charge. of:.sales | suspects;,.. for’: “a ‘lack :of ‘station. ©
Lor; Carmel Quinn, ‘Dick Greg-| of 1961, the feature films on the when™ complete ‘will be distributed: for. the. international division...
; autonomy in.the: ‘Inarkét. ‘The- storm."
ory, Vivian Blaine, Peter. Donald, station. were sold out 74% of the: for ‘showings ‘at’ all.-U.S. rnilitary . Junkin will °headquarter, in'|cloyds:* of new legislation .grow |”.
(Toronto.
Dody Goodman, Pat Carroll, oe thee _ Durin
ing March of ‘this year, bases. at home. and: abroad. :
‘Heavier: on the ‘horizon,and.-the

PactCagney. toNarrate
“Road to.the Wal?
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“|face_a new. Adjustment, in:the.near Po
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future. .

| 1, No,-one. “is”“quite su.2” “Just“yet
5 what | the. -Chicago - hearings -have. Co

eS

Aa

|] proved’ so: far,. or. what. ‘they™ ‘will.

prove -ulfimately, except’ that the
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- over-populatioa: ‘of ‘television, ‘say: be

| ing “‘the ‘ideal for television ‘is.a?0: _ [¢omplementary ‘system fully. coin-" "+. ”

“‘l petitive, both as.to networks: mq.)
| stations, but ‘not ‘a plethora of facil: : re

ities far beyond ‘the needs- ‘and aoe

~ |capabilities ofthe -nation’s“com-°. =.’
| munities: to. support.” ‘He. pledged’.--.
: | himself.too‘to remedying the prob-... . °°”
.}lems ‘stemming from ‘the. prolifera- woes,

| tion. of: “radio -stations, which, He“... =~:
‘Said, has stifled. ‘creativity-and
caused a ‘drabneéss 'of ‘conformity: °

In: the :mattér ‘of. ‘broadéasting’s © 00:7".

| efforts. to: obtain: greater: freedom... - °':
of © information,
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| that the industry: start .at the’ ‘top.
Land. .ask . the -Suprenie. Court..to
oes
“$Belect Some cases, involving issues . °°’
‘| of gréat interest to.:the. ‘American: =. |
‘public,

for.. broadcasting: to cover.”

|. ss *.

[on .a’ test basis: He ‘said he be- * 20

| lieved:the experiment’ would: prove)...

_ {to judges: and: ‘attorneys. how tele- 0
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or call UNderhill 3-0077 in San Francisco.:277. Golden’ Gate Avenue. KGO- WV.
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has’acquired since the ‘listeners for: survival: donations. [of tv” programming ‘sold: abroad; re
series AR
and bis station's prime ganization, a oad eae “| Equity
strike’ against'the indie web| ‘Unless $30,000 iv vais a‘by ‘April that being news, ‘and piibaffairs:’ ee

Quinlan Alex Dreier ‘at a. meet- 8°
newscaster
Sng last

‘began. in November. :‘Others were] -

week,, after’ -hoth. had

‘threatened to resign from the organization because of “the extraor-

_

"1“Ben' Casey”: from ABC,

“Hazel” 30, the station will be taken off the.

‘

rr

: Chicago, ‘April 3. rocal. chapter”ofATAS. But Quin-. weekday commercial tv.outlet,
has *Franning’ An the:-ted “at.the rate ture.” pought “Metro’s “National Velvet""|
“The Chicago chapter of Acad- lan says he is ‘still stewing. -. |... |skein
month, WJZZ-FM,
$2,500-4
sofook.
which.is slotted fot Wednesall-| ~ In his NAB’ address, “Murrow. _
area's, onlyNew|.
‘metropolitan
Ex
WNBQ:; ©which-previously had|4
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“The: tradition ‘of.‘muckraking Merc. ts
‘is.Still: alive,” Murrow noted.““In: = .-° |.

-[from :Sergen.:-Gems “anid““Naked |air, according to ‘Kenneth’

“2 1Clty": from: Screen Gems. “National ‘owner: of the subsidiary ‘of. WICC- years ‘gone -by Ihave even veti-.. ° “:- dinary membership drive” ‘of a}
.tured ‘small ‘portions of it myself,.°.° 3-3.
competing station. They charged |:
in ‘AM. "In a daily air appeal begun} ‘Its -export.'to.an audience:abroad. =...
‘been’ but};
“apparently:
‘Hasfor
:
Prod. ¥elvet”.
A-R's: vaults
some ‘months.
WNBQ of packing the house. by
i |
pie amis 44
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last
‘week,
-WJZZ-FM.
arinouncers
‘without
'knowledge:of. its: eireums
Se
Chivago,: April 3... ‘now’ joins: * ‘Huckleberry. Hound”:
_
fees for}.
bership
th
stances results: in its. being seen
2. °°...
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|
earl.
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the
in:
Flintstones”
“The
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of
“veteran...
Poe 60 stafomonnel who' sud- Mickey Sillerman, ~
3".
give. the sta -in isolation, by and. of ‘itsélf alone:. |: ..:)
quan

t period.<:.:
_denly joined up in time.to qualify |film syndication AZiv, TRA; ‘xte:) evening Maait

who recently: pulled out of. = part-|- va
for voting in the nationals,
Quinlan fold the ATAS group he |nership in an indie-firm, has. cingd.
“was willing to draw a check. for| Walter Schwinimer

er

sufficient

"{.tion a.“break-even: over the next 12 They. may ‘not ‘understand. that its. °° -..0 ¢-):>

function: is to.make the. body poli-*-.. °°") =.
re"“| months.
~
+ ‘Were not. receiving the:jgupport tic itch. They: cannot know that it...
is. meant ‘to -criticize and improve,
}
son.
Grant we had: or h “apparenuly,
:|-and to so prod: the social and con-...-:- oy
membership fees of 300 .WBKB |Sales: ‘manager “in” the.‘New:“York Restores Educ. TV.
that ‘the urge to. change’ - ae
: Albany, Aprit. 3: | ready to ‘accept the voncéept of a. science
employees * just. to carry this Kind offlce..
mightin. time corrode .the -mis-" my TR
market,”
in. a class. has
medium
educational’
* pavovates’
a a deeds thus - exposed. ae
will.
said. WJZZ-FM
Cooper
As- |class|" Sitlerman. New:
when: thetele-|
extreme,”
‘victory:
won “of
ridiculous
vision’
|:
to itsnothing
-operation,|.
of thingbeing
‘Yorkstrengthen
organ-|Schwimmer’s
in the
“there
ization rules to outlaw

2- station’s which: previously. sd béen a small

sembly: ‘and. Seriate. réstored,..

.. sponsorship of, members. He: ant| sales ‘force; in time! for. a pair. of |te:

Dreier, wha is prexy of the Chi. new film properties whith Schwim- | ¢¢¢

Murrow,‘:it-: will - be- ‘récalled, Soe
on the Brak
air:since
Ogtober,
1960 ,cwith,
:
usted
ck asm
ai| Dave
“igupplemental”. - hud get: in
in} Soon ‘after. his. assumption of. ‘the. | a an
h’ had. absentia. we
tiation:
-USIA. post ‘tried’ unsuccessfully'to 9%.) 2:2...

_ ATAS' chapter; ‘agreed not to re-|mer will be pitching at the net- $60,000 “appropy

micby ’the | - There “has never ‘beer more than upset: the: telecasting’ of -CBS’.
reduced.

°.

- sign on the promise. that. the con-| works. They’lt ‘he ready ina cou-| financial. committees ..of both ““y handful” of sponsors during the |.““Harvest:.of Shame”. in. England. ee
stitution of the local chapter would |ple of months,

, be revised at next meeting.-

but for the: present} Houses.
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any’ other known ins: |.
haven't: beenUSIA.
n| stances’of:
pressure; -Mur-. —

‘Sillerman. will.-work -on' ‘syndie| ‘The. approproationi is to thieState tion. In.
rieslifeline: camp:

They were appealed to,, Quinian |sales for ‘Selwinamer’s “Champion-| Education Dept. (whose television: WIZZ-EM
said, on the basis that their. resig- ship. Bowling” and “Charles ‘Go- section would have been practically
,

nation might tend to. sere the tren’s.s_Chainplonship. Bridge.”....

wiped ‘out, “if the-“‘cut”™ held)...

| row-‘¢oncluiled” his ‘address’ with °
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_-. |1956" amounted to $43,300,000. ver>°
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Esus $146,300,000 for the stations,
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Twhile ‘in..1960, the ‘three networks... =...
JD profits ‘amounted ‘to:"$33,600,000, aes
|
“17 -¥érsas’ $230,500,000 for the star;
tons. Between 1956 and'1960 thei.
“'} networks” share. of ‘the. profits fell.“ -..
“2.

|by-alimost-$10,000,000, or from 23%. .

4

to 13.7% of the industry. total.” (Of

: +f course; ‘tietwork o&o stations...

©+.: +}

_|-shared.. ‘in the :increased .‘station Tet

aa share of ‘the :profit pie.).
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Se,

ee

en

Tn’ another°array. ‘of. figures; ~ ete

a -CBS:TV, pointed out thiat ‘“‘in.1960, .
4 the ‘networks: made’ 61% of ' the. 7

[total program.expenditures, and res.:-.3. ">
‘selved only...14% of the:
‘total.

Pitt
nethis imbalance ‘creates a probe
ot ‘lem |which will, have to be face@ 2

2...

+.-

' <1 before. ‘too-long; because ‘network “:. *«| program: costs:almost certainly will “)

~* [continue -to. risé if- television: pro-;.
“.
[|gramming is not to suffer; the wéb:.:)

*°

:

‘

<<". |
|.

.: | stated: -It. is just as imiportant.to- 9 =:
010 :: - on
the :network affiliates “as it is to:
--| the “network: itself that there be“... ~ -: ;
. “."-[ no decrease in ‘program effort.:We | 2. =: ~~:

/

.fean pbewail the -cost ‘of talent, exe...

0° 2:

‘penditure on.: program:. develops 5°20

—_

“|

("4
_ ©
:

-ment, the price of the. NFL.or 3.5.0 2° 2:

NCAA. football,” the expense. of 0-22"

worldwide“ news -coverage.or' ‘fhe 2...
million: dollars we spent-in cover: 9°.”
Lin Col. Glenn's. spaceflight. But)
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cast News Service. Spanning theéntire. world, more than.500 correspondents acer

and 31 ‘full-time news bureaus provide: on-the-scene information about: the. ~~
people and events that shape our world. That.information, presented i
in the
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“Teleision Reviews

A: “hr ail, “this “documentary’s|
"4 Gem “in inferior homes and” bad:workmanship:
‘impressed as. being’.

examplesthat adults tetforyoune- on & par with. what‘ts found in the

- Continuse tren. page. a

Galente

and. cameraman ‘Kenn

sters..

more

pretentious’ and. costly tv}.

‘the 'U. of Minnesota clinical ‘psy-{. - (Also brought.outvia‘interviews: networks’

specials; The station ‘was. Keys. The slow walk by Heflia and |
‘Pratt also merit credit. | chiatry’ ‘department's ‘head. ~ This
‘on th2 ball. with this one, and as the cameras down -the #ingli 108-.
This second part provided rea- was, indeed, an impressive ‘array were. ‘that in this ‘nation. laws ‘have ‘| for McGovern, he should: ‘have a ‘yards. was. the most. effettive. epi-.-_.
;
thori
1 been: heaped on eath other: until ‘brightfuture; inhis field: Rees. _-| aode of the show, achieving an im-"sons why criminals.are what they.
kien Whose valuable shed what..didn’t. constitute.- intrections
‘are, why some become rehabili- Snents.'s
|
oo
——
‘" |imediacy.:, with. the “envitanment .. tated and others ‘don’t, and why food for:thought as.well as.‘fhe in.
. ... )which “was. generally lacking jin.the
* questions
anent these matters formation:
.
[rest of the hour.
er ae
ana

should be raised.
In addftion to giving

his. own

views on: the. subjects under dis-7

{fe

/ McGovern also interviewed twe

“|

5 down Only: to, anti-social behavior: Rab]

~ For.the’ most part, the how’ ‘had: we,
: the quality of:.a guided tour. ‘Qn.:

‘During. . MeGovern’s intervie
ews,|
| _ | this’ side, there ‘was. the -home of -.
ow
exp.
section, McGovern. had opinions in the ‘subject’ that.‘he saw and ‘heard ‘the two.
<convicts
> | Harriet Beecher ‘Stowe anil:an that’...
teoutside e Mine,rh (30), 9:30 3oma. os >": Fside, there were the: battlefields: of o
, front of the camera from such ex- while preparing the documentaries. . differen teverythin g on the
q WOR-TV,
N.. ‘Y. «(ima |
i
perts as the state prison’s assistant
The final documentary. empha-' is for them, what.
att
| If the new New: "York ‘National ‘the ‘Civil: War. Here,.
: ‘warden,
ecorreetion. ‘commission: sized”that there ‘should be every ‘have.te overcome..:
‘crossed: the Delaware’
aha:
ee
members, that commission's chair{-| they require. cote einding It was. League. baseball club, ‘the Mets. can, was Cape Canaveral; It: wag
-:.

Udeclared thatffear of apprehension, |™

Tan, a juvenile court judge and!

«| ica on the fy, a a Tt wag Aine :
in: »Meet. the.
' Mets 7 interviews, | stretch
view of from
the nation
in its impressive
‘the snowbotind:
north.”ao,

a

thesshould| walk, ‘away.with” the ‘to the swamplands of ‘the-sedith.

-

4 Casey
eecepted
of course, ismansger| | read_by:
. Lou-Hazam’s
séript, as ‘skiltully
Steng
Heflin, charged ‘miny’ of. ©.
el, who;
one of
the. the ‘kalaidescopic ~images. :with a...
“Sif great primitive
lyricalatprose
splelpoetic power... A ‘patriotic: paean to°-

‘op.| the’. beauty. .and- -Watietys. ‘of ‘the: «.

|

American ‘landscape, the narration: \.*

‘and 4Managed to maintain a tirenenont : and authenticity oftone.
aout. oo,

| the.hour.:

ae

Berm... : a

‘<
~ Ollie's
sFintSee s

opened. the. a ‘with the‘best.
ielson
.| ‘consciously accurate cliche. of the
|Smee
a=; Continnes ‘from: paid a
4c= ie
“ST hour, introducing manager. Stengel.|’
4 ae
Jas the man with 'a“trick up every period. next:: “season... ‘Ironically, -it

Shs“>

- flsleeve.”. “That's two tricks, and was .Treyz.who originally ;‘lopped cas
about what the wiley vet strategist “Hawaiian: Eye” off. the: ‘62-63 “
in.his0rade
behestfhat’s
com-.
‘in’ ‘order .to.make'
room...”E
9 bes
plimen
or.
eague r schedule
7
.
Arn

“+ “Steams which also are out to win.. for: ‘Going My..Way2”
me

.

(2.5503

‘But,as Stengel said, “If you have} © In“its: return to the network, 2

{rogheera with whe and:morale, “Hawaiian. Eye”. will- get ‘a refurb-

t's just how:

A RST
(from

Weiss, -hitting: catapulted ‘WB's video. acm: ‘fate ~

|‘manager’ George

j at: batting prechion- and pitching|his role’ as exclusive exhibitor for.”
coach Red

Ruffing's.

‘brief |all of WB's. vidfilm product: Today”.

aii |the .WB-ABC. honeymoon appears te
|.
ot

“

it $a. be over; with: Warners :‘Now re-. .

Relder. Gus.Bell's extensive fam- mancing both CBS ‘and’ NBC as.”
,
| well. din fact it’s-understeod that
""Nelson;. Bob Murphy and former
priot. to taking on .Treyz, WB‘ex-"*.
big.-Jeaguer. Ralph - Kiner. ‘shape. as

: ily,-.

casting team.

oa

_

"| Blored’: whether: the "ousted: ABC

| prez ..was-“persona . grata.®at’. the: .

3

EGE
,
‘Field -in} other networks,.. with ‘Tieyz given a
si
mateo finea rousing vote of confidenes by his %
on‘the.‘team’s
# spring ¢training site.|
| -ex-rivals, °
“
—
ft. | Treyz,: with: official.‘ttle:‘eivet- a

.

another
_ authentic
“Television”

Sy

‘the press. conference with: general”. It-was Treyz who, as- ABC prexy,:.

coach. Rogers Hornsby’s voice-over |the major enterprise.it isdoflay in -

mats

) FILM EPISODES _

Mets.can £0." ishingy with-Troy, Donohuisi (put of.

| especially inthe Casey interviews

with.
CLETEROBERTS
“FIRST. RUN.‘te HR.

e

For the butts, it was a good show,: *guriside! Six”). going’ ink:
bs ae

. ;

PROFILE

|.

ae

eT

waisetas. it’ with ‘jy wife?
-

7

.. | he, before ‘checking into:itheRew-

1York :he at666. “Fifth: a

: ‘May 1.

.

ee

" Admitting that he.“wants, to:‘di- pet
| o0Miss; ‘Thars. 1:30.pm, 0. ]egest
of. things,”..the’ former .SAVINGS & LOAN FOUNDATION prez aof‘lot
:ABC-TV: ‘will ‘operate.on.:

[PNBCATV“(MeCann-Erickson)
Cooter: tity

ja global’ sales’ basis, reporting. only.
- This:“profile”. of.the. historic to. WB president Jack -L. Warner --

“an

Jand to WB. “executive --véepee Ben’ ~-

we

in_| kalmenson, who:run Sales ‘out of | _
of |New. York:.

or|

.
j
lute”. to .‘the. 2,500-mile. ‘turnpike
which is due to. make way within
another decade for a :traditionless
| super-highway; this show: memori-

Ps

- WB television production .
-con- s

tinues headed by Bill Orr, who has.
relinquished: the theatrical. produc-. .

tion “responsibilities “whith.J L:..

Warner also designated to’ him last’
year,..and.obviously :a strong: chore’ .

‘_. [|alized. the’ great’ landmarks. ‘and |is.before him in light‘of several of.
|-events that. are embedded in the: the’ longrunning
‘WB videoshows ~*
Maine-to-Florida route:

-

-}for’ ABC-TV “ate now, slated "for. lat

“The shape of the film followed fall.‘eancellations: =.

ot

‘the: roadway.from north to .sotth.|-. :Treyz, .in' turn;.will app
praise thie wt
_ ii Starting .at the Canadian: border;| national: and global: : markets: for:
“as
i) the:-hour™:" managed. to: encompass new -WB ‘video’ Programming.

“Weddon’t know.’Couldn't oe

oo Care: ‘lesss.-2-

coke

Sf" Jub wel do. now. that,ityou

ot. 7 advertise iton KSTP-TV
you can. ©

527 MADISON. AVENUE. i
‘NEW YORK 22, N, Me ;
Plaza. 54811
oe

Call or wire collect for your screening prints

ane ‘sell it ».~ and plenty more like it; "> >
Lo.
phe Northwest's firsteTV © °-.
are station, KSTP-TV effectively and |...
fd ..... :: economically sells a: ‘market .7242 oo of 810,800 TV families and over <°
esa _ Fie Billion.iinspendable income.
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is
Days‘When, As.
John F. Royal.Recalls.

Radio’s Top ‘Showman, He Helped |
Innovate Concepts’. ‘That: Gave —
Medium ItsDrive and Spark

‘Seng Pon,
Veteran in:‘Some ‘Then & Now
Radio,
Reflections. as - ‘He: Recalls ‘One: :

a2
> Says ‘John Fr ‘Royal:“Back, in,the: Ipte.20s'‘thera:

“twed in Chicago.’ an. extraordinary. ‘Personality—AlLasker..In“reality he was. Mr. ‘Chicago::

: Be
e “OF
the More Memorable Careers:

- pact and potency of Radio. As a part of an. important *
advertising’ agency, .he «not: only - sold* his. clients’.

.. -\products, but he ‘sold. Chicago. “He*sold’. Chirago‘ to©
By. ART ‘WOODSTONE.
*
“28
the. National :Broadcasting Co. :and __at. that- time.- he ©
“was ‘correct.. The National -Broadcasting Co. ‘went.
may have helped motion ‘pictures “kdl. yaude-

Radio

In.‘Broadeasting

Writs man was one. of -the -first :to realize. the dima ventl

"By EDGAR’ KOBAK.‘Then—_.“Radio broadcasting.” then: sidietly: ‘local.was. res

ville, but television will never kill radio. This is probably.. overboard in buying Chicago.-Big: studios were. built. *galled a. fad_. It. won't: last—people - won't: listen—waste“ ” Boe Te
as good a way as any to sum up one of the larger points. © -. without hesitation: while:-in Hollywood it was. difficult“ -: of: time:. People want to seé. things /happen—be .there, aia
ON
tt‘getthe ‘company ‘to even think’ ‘of.‘building: large: + Moe: get it through. the air.made by John F. Royal in a freewheeling discussion. with
er
‘studios:
Variety. The talk was essentially about radio, a Subject
ae Now—Ra dio.and Television-—now iudtional, ‘soon:‘intémmas: oft
OF:
“When ‘Niles. Trammell took over.‘in Chieago he’. . ‘tonal, still -a fad. It .may.: Jast—many ‘Still’ insist they -:.-..:
‘with which Royal is intimitely familiar.

: ; ‘never look or listen—waste.of- time. “People. still insist.) _As a matter of opinion (shared by-a ‘large. number: ‘of ..continued the: sale of Chicago hecause he was building
|
On being ‘where. things happen:- The -only difference. ig. |).
|:
radio’s first “showman.”..A former newspaperman, .pub=".“: acted. independently: of the network's other:executives;, - . that if they see it:‘happen’ they, rush: home ta see: and ‘hear Mn
licist (his first account was Harry Houdini) and -vaude-’- The ‘people. in Chicago loved. all.this attention and . it via. broadcasting..
ville entrepreneur, he. came to commercial radio in 1928: ° felt it was going on- forever.
Then—It should: ‘never. ‘be. “contaminated”: byadvertise: Le
~
as vice president. and. general manager of WTAM, in'.-...”: :. “Amos ’n’ Andy; using ‘Chitago ‘as’ ‘place of pro- By
ne
Ang
The miiuite. that. happens’ Tadio: is through.
Cleveland. In 1931,.NBC -bought. the .station and asked | om:, gram origination, -gave- the ‘Windy -City’ tremendous
Now — Advertising has contaminated”: the: broadcast Pere
him to come east. "Royal says he was afraid of.the big’ - Eiblielty- at the. time. Other:.programs coming aut of |”S ghedia—but: if. advertising. is. discontinued -broadcasting is:!-..:-... 7" --.

audio veterans), Royal, now a consultant. for NBC, was: «:.. ‘up a‘kind' of empire: At’.that time he “frequently © .

‘town and consequently was reluctant to move himself'to.

:: Chicago added to this. In ‘the nature of public ‘serv! .--, through; except for. so-called. educational. service and. Gov- i

New York City until he discovered ‘that the big town had’. - “Aces, Judith Waller was ‘an ‘outstanding personality on: _-ernmental. control.
wae AT,
a guy sitting atop a flagpole..“Any town-that could charge ~ __a-national ‘basis.. She had. the respect ‘and. admiration.“Then—The ;Ustener -‘should pay: a monthly fee.to.getSU TERN
people 10 cents a head to see Shipwreck Kelly sitting ‘on- a orevbody in’ the’educational. ‘field from ‘Coast 0. “programs.
Sa or Ses
a flagpole couldn’t

be too big,-so a month after Iwas:

| -

Coast,

:

.

-Now—The : listener ‘should: still pay; but: he has ‘beer: See

“As Is‘80 often the |case; ‘there. came a:- change:
a
asked I accepted the network's. offer.” Royal. has’ been- at.
* spoiled— you’ can’t take. away-.somiething that“has-beea - =... -.." ker” moved. to .New-. York: Trammell moved:to ew. fe good—and: frée—and: expéct..to change “habit. Now the “!.0-0-.°-...
_NBC ever since.
- York: Much of: the: talent in Chicago moved to. Holly-: . ‘average listener paysmore. per year for sets, service an@ 22° 0:3
The showman covered a lot of ground in.the course ‘of
2
‘wood .er ‘New York and ‘suddenly:the:Chicago boosters”.
en hour. and 15. minutes over one of 21 Club's -well-done™
energy than he. -pays for magazines,. But ‘a fee. could help: - 00 2000
hamburgers. Perhaps he was looking at.some of the men 2 “ felt.they: were. becoming, more and more like ‘Virginia Fedute the-‘cost. to the ‘advertiser’ and: make: the- ‘price 22
A.

- in the dark: blue suits. and matching vests. who were at =. ‘ City.

pearby

tables, when

vu
2 more’ palatable. Give: thet media a direct responsibility to. roe
o: “For. six er. seven years there have ‘been: ‘tumblings” ee,
he suddenly. said,.“You. can't. mn oat
eae
eae

F and grgans -along Michigan:‘Boulevard—and +“now:: at,
show business like you run ‘an. IBM machine.”
én. —. Early progratiis: were’ ‘strong on good. music, ~~“
has: exploded.”. -. |
a serious. talks, religious: programs, lectures,- and a bit’“oF :
,
All This & Atwater Kent.
—
--dfama and .comedy. People didn’t ‘get excited .until- they =e
“Karly radio,” he .continued, “was filled with: hate.
tauqua acts—high class tent shows—-and sopranas, .some- | the extreme” power. of. and interest:in.tadio.
.
aoe
-- got: more-‘comedy, sports’ events,. “lighter. ‘programs, .
talk, a few special events and Atwater Kent. Kent ‘had “Another thing: In the:’30s. Walter.Damrosch: was doing i
Bo
the big Sunday show ‘in those days: He hired opera stars. ‘for’ radio, with his ‘Music: Appreciation: Hour,”. what’ Leon- .”: -lowbrow.'° fad to ‘entertainment—high, medium :and a
fnaneed from:
. And for light entertainment there. was..a:Friday night. ard Bernstein: did. so ‘well just the ‘Other day. for ‘Carmen’ ~~... “Now-—No | ‘change—still want and get both:. thanks’ te
et
_ show called “The RKO Hour,” which was using. big vaude- : on television. General Sarnoff recognized Fight away the
... gaod | music and. awful music, .world. and local’ news, dee oe
_

.

ae

ey

ville acts but at first they” ‘died on radio; there was no
néed for showmanship, .1.remem*er it was. suggested to - “bates, polities, comedy,. westerns, .‘opera: ‘(soap and:“soap-.
Ree ee
Pe gate
audience and, the only people who laughed were the en- -him in NBC’s younger’ Mays ‘that perhaps it was.a-good.. _ less), religious. programs. ete.
gineers and the announcer. They finally let audiences in,- ideafor:the network :to hire Toscanini.and start its‘own
- _ Phen=-Ignored by the press—few. critics.
but, at first, it was just as bad as ho audience at all. The - ‘gymphony.- ‘It didn’t: take: ‘months or .-years.to get..an -. : ‘Now—The ‘press’ depends. on broadcast :news. to ‘help oa a oes
engineers insisted that everybody line up behind. a red” . answer: ‘He: took:Just, about five- minutes to. think. it’‘out. : readership, and. critics are’in seventh heayen. (some.belong . aes
velvet chord and be very, very quiet. The regimentation ©/and said‘yes.
S. elsewh ere),
«.
scared the pewsters and the silence Jn the. studio was.
‘Then—Radio. ‘programs: will ‘ruin’the children.”
“The. general recognized: even .then ‘that:‘you: ‘have’ to a
experiment.. Once, Dr. Zworkin. went. to. him ‘and’: daid. .
‘Now — Those. same .children who: ‘listened are. ‘now
. “But it wasn’t long before the big vatideville. ‘acts. ‘reas .E would like $199,000. to ‘e xperiment:::; . Before Zworkin io grown-up, They ‘are the “ruined” children: who: now..manized, though, that ‘as tough as the going’ was radio: was. ‘knew it, the boss had $10; 008.008. ‘invested: in the: experi-. age ‘stations’ and‘ networks, act,’ play:.in orchestras, self, ® - ;eae :&
°."°
about. to be very important, and they’ started planning.- ment, but -he ‘also’ had."television, because: he:‘believed in... write commercials, teach, lecture; preach,.are'in Congress":
fos, it .:. . around '29. The agencies and the clients began. taking --a chance. .
‘and in the White H ouise-—and.- Some aré among our best..." °°.
preparing too — by starting the Crosley. rating. . .They | ‘* “Truly, there was no: shortage: of good: things. on.radio,
went te an artist and would say ‘you lost ‘one-tenth -of :: “News now’ is very big in television. It was also- big in“

critics th the
oo

Pressure. Eroups; PTAs—even' ‘mem: Se

bers of theF

ree

en

1% last week.’ .The poor performer never knew. Fadie. In the '30s, the' newspapers, I #emember, -were:vio-.
“Phen—-Artists: ‘musicians, actors, ‘announcers’ ‘and ‘miest ee
how to .measure ¢xcept by applause, but he learned. As ©‘lently opposed ‘to. radio reading. news bulletins.’ But after” anyone who wanted ’.to try -radio ‘would ‘go. on for small” newt
a matter of fact, when he did get’ hep—and_it didn’t take-, mesiths: of -negotiation, they relented ‘and ews: stories :.,. fees or free—some even. would. pay for the ‘opportunity. Se Soe Oe
long—he.was only too quick-to point out. to the sponser.-were: put on the. air with apprepriate credit to:the news« | - New—See my manager and my union.
that the next week he went up 2%. ‘Naturally’ he. ‘de: papers. Fact. that ‘radio:‘carried: the ‘Rew. ‘didn't burt Bee :. Pheti—It: was predicted. that: radios would be available ae “ a aes
es
fer. ‘vest: pocket use.
aC
OE
manded a raise—and he got. it.
. print cieculation either.”
“It was because of ratings, I'd ‘imagine, t
that acts—~and
New—When de: we get. our vést-pocket tv set.”
“The tall. -gtay-haited: ‘executive, ‘who --tesembies it still holds in tv—started getting so much ‘money, Why, ° ‘Shakespearian: ‘actor himself; mused. over a‘“com
onusued wouldbe.
ee
tition”vr - ‘Thea—It" was predicted ‘that.

there was one act, who got himself $30,000 for just one.- that once ‘occurred. in. ‘radio between. NBC and: olumbia. .- “most offices.
. siight's work, Of course, he supplied the whole show, but.
Now—The man was Tight...
:
Reyal, a man. who ‘favors ‘courpetition,: believing it. te be
just the game the ratings ‘backfired |on the Sponsor: that. . Cie strength: of the’ broadcasting - business. arid’ .4 saurce ©’ | Then—Should -advertising: ‘be ‘glowed’ ‘on. the “Wrt
of fun as well as betterment, said: “Columbia went’ and -: “would have to follow basic” principle:of continuity, ‘every. “oN
‘Royal traced the ‘complexities of radio showmanship:
Pea
ny
announced the first’ ‘Shakespeare: on radio. First?. At NBC, “day: or ‘every week, it good: taste. and :be. truthful. and its inevitable “sister act.’ business knowhow,.in a. we'd been’ doing. Shakespeare for’ four ‘years, We were: -. “Now—This is basic ‘today—-and :will: be basic tomorrow: : te
few words: “Later, asthe talent prices went up (they.: . piqued; so ‘I. called: up ‘Hollywood, got. John dae
-Then——People -‘talked about: “around the:‘world in BO” C0 eae
. Barrymore
. were worth it most of: the time), income taxes began to.-‘to do some streamlined Shakespeare. of -his ‘own'‘design;. .
haunt them}: next. year they might not do. as well, yet: ‘put the show on. right: opposite: CBS;.'Thursdays at 9.:- *Now—People listened ‘to and: saw ‘Colonel, John,GlennLy cr
re
had to’pay income taxes on this year's income: So -Barrymore was dynamite’and this was competition.” ~. - eirele the-earth three: times: in‘ five hours.came next, followed by capital gains. While capi‘Ina sense, ‘NBC ’.performed another. formi of: “publie ae . Then—“In the. ‘public.Interest, convenience. ‘and.necer- we
al gains beat the income taxes, they also managed, some-. service,” -at least: ‘a _public service to. -Bing. Crosby’s’ large". “sity.”
w, to take away some of the ‘spontaneity, of. showman. -¥adio. audieérice.. Royal recalis that once..Der-Bingle an-. -_ Now—Ditto, ee
ship and, hence, radio. began to suffer.”
-..
‘. pounced -hé ‘had a head cold and. couldn't go’on..“I then: "‘. _Thea—It was cecoraiiended: that‘advisory: committees we a
There Were
W
Probes Ia ’36s,- Too.
°°
: decided to: put Russ. Columbo on 15° ‘minutes. ahead of. be. appointed ‘to help. steer programming. and Station re-:.--.“We had our investigations in the. °30s to,"“Royal. the. regular ‘Crosby ‘show: ‘It: evidently ‘got. Crosby . a bit ' sponsibility, :‘also, ‘committees to-advise. the. first:Radio. tone et
said. “I- accompanied the president of. NBC to.a ‘Senate’ ‘nervous, because’ his ‘cold’ get better, he went on the air -Commission..
a
_:-Committee hearing room and the network answered some. ‘and killed: Columbo. This. is certainly: no majo¢.:example, “. Now—The: ‘needle. is: still:“stuck.
ane CA
business=
of Washington's charges by making a charge of its own”. .- but: ‘E firmly believe.that free competition. keeps. people
Radio‘ would: put phonograph aiit:at
| Then-—
‘end ‘of records:
— “Amos ’n’ Andy.” was one of the best. éducational pro-. ' ‘on. their -toes.. “The. most stimulating things..happen ‘that :~ the
' grams that could possibly have beer ‘aired..NBC-. proved. -- way. Besides,. the competition -between: Colunibia. and.
* Now-—Broadcasting: pit phonographa’ aiid:‘records:‘into
—-long before tv. got into the medical act—that ‘Amos ‘n’ ':NBC. was the ‘healthiest. thing that’ happened. to: broadcast: -__ big business.

Andy’ had increased by millions the use of tooth: brushes. :«dng in this country,.Nothing should be‘done, to: curtail: it.”:

The committee finally agreed that that

was education.

_ .:--

:Then—In -1924 Lee ‘DeForest jwrote an. article for the -: eae _

Alluding. to a -recent. criticism levelled:.against the .net-::Electrical World, of which ‘I. ‘was: publisher, entitled “A. “:.. °°".
interesting |programs. opposite « each” --Quarter’ Century. ‘of: Radio.”. ‘Here ‘are. afew. highspots: «| °°.) -:

“Despite what those: stimulated ladies’ clubs in- West-- “works. ‘scheduling

chester had to say about 14 year old minds,’ radia, right ‘other, he said, “If the three- jnetworks want .to. put .biz” The’ progress in’ radio‘ of recent. years:-has. been.'so ‘as-° .
from the beginning, really was: educational. Yes,-wé.had- -shows: against ‘each other;. let *em; the: ‘more and bigger,’ _ tonishingly’ rapid. and: has: developed so completely away :
our critics . .. just: as many.as. tv has. today, I'd think. . thhe better—and-the merrier.” -."' . “ftom, the ‘lines’ which ‘were first ‘laid down. in thé initial
‘days of wireless’ that a: brief: resume. :of. those. early days...
When radio's critics talked of that 14-year-old mind,. ‘there | -Royal,: who went .from: ‘publicity. to ‘matiaging |a: Keith
were two people at ariv rate, who didn’t’ ‘think. so. One: “theatre. in: Cincinnati, recalled at one juncture ‘in his ‘con- 4s not.:so. easy ag‘ it: might. appear.’ DeForest,’ in. this’:
“was Franklin Delano Roosevelt When: ‘he was still: Bove. Nivial, . freewheeling ‘discourse’ that. B.. F.:-Albee: wasn't - article; gave ‘a most. interesting: ‘background- on ‘ the: +

accepted

program

an invitation. to appear

Zz

keen on ‘radio. “Albee was head-of the Keith years’
~prior to 1924. The article ‘ended: as follows:. “The fate

on the: ‘Lueky: ‘Strike velreult: ‘and he: had ‘provisions ‘put. in-‘all his talent con-- ~ history of radio. development:.is':replete .with. such:,

in 1931. Then -came his fireside chats. Every-

tracts that vaudeville acts.couldn't work. for -him:and.in.

stanees where some pioneer, -working-long :ahead: of~ is. woe

‘The’ other man: was: George| ‘radio, too: Somé-of ‘the acts, though, ‘were big:enough to time: or of the public’ needs; ‘Hias ‘discovered ‘home. prin- : ‘bo&y remembers :them.
Washington Hill (and his advertising agent Albert Lasker). | “flaunt lis’ Prohibition and. Ane 10. years they. ‘took.away. _ciple: orinverited ‘some. device which later ‘on, when the:
“> need for it arises, is again- rediscovered. or reinvented. nmte .,°Hill of Americah Tobacco was the first. to. také outstand- “his business. *.
ing figures for the Presidency and give them. equal op- . “LT don't. believe’ anything will‘take. ‘away. radio’Ss.
“busi. -too, .often, - alas!. with complete’ failure. to Fecognize: fhe
portunity to talk on ‘The Lucky. Strike.“Hour.’. He .was: ;‘fess, though, nor its strength: “Some. years ‘ago,..I met a - historical ‘verities. ‘involv
also the first sponsor of the Metropolitan Opera, which::.“big radio. station, awner. He said,: ‘Television: is.going to |: Now—Lee DeForest and: others, were.‘tight—but- no “aria obseer oo
day, every: year;: ac
many people don’t recall. I didn’t always agree. with Mr. :: ‘kill radio” .so.I asked: him if he’d ‘like 40.sell me some of .” is satistied—it has to be better, every

. Hilt’s advertising: copy: I even ‘refused ta: carry ‘reach. for.:‘his transmitters. He-didn't sell and so: far: nobody: with . .,‘Thet—Should radio go commercia i-it-is.Jmportane that,
at ot
a Lucky instead. of a. sweet” at WTAM, but he was * any’ sense has; certainly. not cheaply. ‘The. ‘other day, as.a: * rate cards be relied’ on—no deals. -.
we,
—
“good. advice—but too. many deals,”
“matter of fact; Storer paid a-record price for a New York... .’ Nowmaster showman, and ahead of his time.:
ion. was: ‘Our, advice:
“Then, there was rei igion. on radio. The ‘medina almost” radio transmitter: Another: fellow has just<instailed-a new. ';Then—No agency ‘co:
“Now-—No éhange in’ our advice.
at once became thé greatest pulpit the: ‘world ‘has. ‘ever. ‘and modern 50.kw transmitter. Fo mit that indicates radio
. . Then—Scour. the country-for. ‘talent’ ‘ana‘progranis— :—
known. First the Protestants took- radio time, followed|.‘{s still in for’a long pull-”
mae
‘On a-final note, Royal said, ‘phey Tapped ‘radio tor.poor * ; don't wait for: them: to come. to.New ‘York, :. ae
by the Catholics and. then: Jewish detiominations. Once.
we got roughly 500.000 letters, the Catholics asking for-_ Programming. “It's the same ‘in. tv. ‘Sure, ‘radio. needed | - New—Still necessary.
Thon Who sam Wook aliead30 to'40. yoiretoedie eeds’ material. Unfortunately, there Js sim
the text of some Protestant minister's. sermon,. the Jews.
asking for the text of some Catholic priest's: wards. It :_ ply a limit on geod material, the desires ofME.
“'New—Don't Tookback—fook’
alieadto
the:new:
v-horitons.”
te oe)
went around fike. that and- we could,help but realize -tor better:‘besgrammine':notwithstanding.”. eee)
rr

4b years ogo. isspl 13,1922 fee
;
new sound came to State Street. from atop

. the rool ofThe Fair Store... © sound:
.. which ‘was destined: to. become one of the

tion's most. powerful radio voices «so:

- WMAQ. 50,000 watts strong and clear...
2

gow: celebrating: 40 years of. service’ to.
Chicago and the Middle Wet,
+ The 100-witt. signal of 40.years:‘ago, |her

oA

", alding’the birth of Chicago’ 'spioneer yadio .

oan

station, also marked the start of a fantastic.
‘Dew erain communications, entertainment

* . “and service, In the following:- decades, .
- WMAQ ‘led the way iin the development

of radio from a fadin the “Roaring Twen-.

.

: tes” to the wofld-spanning communica :‘
" tions giant oF today. coe!

vs “WMAQi is proud of distinguished recordfo: of‘broadcasting firste,including cos
.
*- First broadcast of a series of educational :;
“programs .... in Seoperation with tha.,
. University. ‘ofChicago, .
First broadcast. ofa missical epprelee
tion Program...
=
’ First and only Chicago broadcast of.the
‘Presidential nominating conventions in
. Firat tobroadcast. a regular daily sched-.
, wi! _, ule
ofmiajorleague baseball: ..the-Chi-.
wots
wf cago Cubs.

“le

Firat to ‘browdeast an‘tatercollegiate
* " football game... University ofi Chicago

aan

| “University of Kentucky.

_

aa

Firat: to broadcast -8. two-way. trans:

Atlantic telephone conversation.‘oe
Pe
_ between’ Chicago andLondon. ne
‘For four decades, Chicago. and.all ‘Mig
+.
America have tuned to WMAQ
for imagiTee
native, rewarding. Quality Radio. com .

“: 2+, 7 stantly-alert to the tastes aiid desires of .
Tene ‘theentire areathestation is privileged to

Pe, And, WHAQ ‘QualityRadio has never
"been ‘better than: today’s SOUND OF

.*

THE SIXTIES,.a total broadcast service

ar
-Providing: an ideal balance between enter". 1,’ tainment, news, information. and public.

aa affairs features designed toserve theneeda
and interests: of: the vast Mid-America
_audience.-The most _moderti_ ‘broadcast

"-guipment, including ‘Chicago's newest
_

transmitter, provides the firiest.possible .

. ““weception. «

a

7

te, _-! Long-éstablished favorite
personalities.
te
"- such as Henry Cooke, John Holtman, Phil.7. “Bowman, Jim Conway, Jobn Doremus,
"Len O'Connor and: Jack: Eigen, ‘supple-..
" “mented by 1‘the ‘unsurpassed: news and

"informational: programing of the NBC ‘Radio Network, set, the pace in Chicago

-

radio. WMAQ enters. its next 40 yeare re- dedicated-to maintaining end expanding |
os ‘thehighest standard: of. service demanded ~ “
: “by ‘the astronaut’ age 'with:its boundless

vat

new broadcast frontiers...

40

Years of WMAQ.... ‘GoodListening

me Anytime...But Never Better’Than ‘NOW!
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Radio’8‘Pioneering

As Variety’ Saw It40 Years A;

year ‘naturity in
as
By ‘ABEL GREEN
. “ success,” stressing. -gi25;000 ‘ paid} broadcasting:as“Spossly yielding |
roadallerina space » by. et
them $1,000,000 a. year.”
. While Varuery°was Tadio-minded ism
epen
-.
Thirty, years 00;00"
broadcasts: from thé véry beginning,. as's0me 000 sales toted:.to:
pe
yand $2,500,
visitors.
.°. . ing: ‘yielded $11
&
year. }* OY: Thesseeey 8 ad
ee : ge Te tee
awe
re eg
_of the ploneer ‘tidbits herewith NTG. (Nils. T.. Granlund)- received. Subsequently. tv”passed, AM’ anat ve
;
we OI.
from its 1922 issues will: indicate, the N-Y.. Evening Journal’s medal. realized’. .about. were 000,000 tot =
‘the, first Radio department did ‘not for ‘Sthe™ most. ‘popular radio. an- ASCAP; ‘radio now accounts for’ #' a ‘Phoenix,
- @ppear. until Aug..27, 1924” Vaude- | nouncer”, ,..-New York’s'3d Ave. lesser amount, between: $8,000,000.
=f

The,

ge

os

: . ee

‘and -$9,000,000. Additionally,
~-Blytheville, Ark.
WEBJ, ‘was. ‘utilizing its surface: Broadcast: Music -Inc..(BMP .garn-{- *:
‘troflies to advertise its. programs .€te between $9,000,000: and: $10. 7-°:.: Freano, Catt.
The Brooklyn Eagle. Was. 000,000" for its. broadcasting {radio}:

ville: was still the ‘leadoff depart- ‘Railway - Syatem,

‘ment and motion p
was last
—but.. getting almost equal’ space
prominence—and in between’ were.

8

‘which: -owned.

aaa”

oad er mf

: Norfolk,:
‘Nebraska.
“KMEO::
. Omaha, Nebrasiie,
. WENE

‘Laconia; NE.

cae N 3.

--Albunuetaue, NM
2

sections on legit, chautauqua, fairs, planning itg own transmitter... . ‘& tv) rights and: Sesae, still a.stout . Fe . scgele’,
8, - Cail,
&
carnivals, batids- and orchestras, Sime ‘and- Skigie. ‘in’ “Two At} licensing group, :ealizes. A
music, opera and: concert, little The Radio” ' appraised the week’sS}-$1, 000,000. annually. ::
theatres, stock reviews, burlesque,: | programs. Both. accerited the. poor|: The lead: ‘tory, Amusenmanies S :
chatter, disk reviews (a. ploneer programming. and: forecast. “some- ‘BLAME: Rapto,. June -2, :1922,. in}. “Sae
and. ‘important ‘feature in: HE! thing must' be. done, but quick,’”| fhe.‘first: ‘ix ‘months. of-the’ new.|
Cuerer. which Vanrrety~ had. ‘ace otherwise nobody will bother tun-:}'‘
* “miracle, -speaks for
‘SanDiego,Calle...

u alo,
Ee
lo, N.Y.

7

WoO:
,New.‘York,“City ©
WHN-’

"New ‘York City
- WGY

“ Schenectady,. N:¥.
quired and ran. individually :until ing-in. Payment for. top:talent was: itself, ‘Over 3,000,000. sets were’ now} : UKE.
Weer
scrapping it ahd merging its best ‘the only solution!:
—_-.
East: Syracise, Nx
"| in. usé, called ‘an astronomic figure,
Los Angeles,Cant. an
features into :the parent. paper), . ,
519 Licensees In 1924Cok aay | . . WSYR:
and: the story foretold even dirert. 2 Sam Fran
obits. ‘correspondence, cabaret re-. A: ‘week. later: the U.S. Dept: of poténtials ‘for the..b:o: because of }.
Syracuse, N.Y."

views, -reviews..of all fields—and. Commerce; then in charge of sta-. “a Tew. device. which’ may ‘per
WBT..
fit
OE
foreign. Foreign. was the No..1 de- tion licensing, reported ‘519 ‘proad-: installation through ordinary. -ele¢e|
~ Chattotte,: N;e.partment after Page
cl, Tunning two. casting ‘stations in existence; :and. trie light apartment attachment” : a ashton,‘Cat.
or three pages and even preceding. that: ‘30 had given up: the ghost (instead of the storage: battery).or
+f are ND. me
. Denver,, Colorsie..: : rei
vaudeville. Founder Sime Silver-|. ~ Variety criticized: the British}.
.
‘Badlo. Firsts: Seales. 7 WLWinnat
WDEL. gton, :
|
i, Ohio.
‘man
was ‘always. international- ‘Broadcasting’ Co. for. “resorting to }- A ‘radio. first was the. Detroit |-/
ae"Cinc
Del. ee
Wilmin
Iminded, accenting that there was, ‘a. rather: petty. method of plagiar-- News’: 'p:
. Of 16-local mu- f-|
ree
re
oe
no frontier on talent..
“Cleveland, “Ohio.” 2
ism. and: still keeping within: the ‘sicians to play- twice. nightly. its: » Wilmington, Del.ren
While. the magic of the “adio- ‘law—it has 's
ed ‘broadcasting |‘News’ radio concerts... Th
phone,” as it was then euphemis-. : performers do. slices of: ‘plays and. ‘fulminating ©‘Shubert ‘Vaudeville|“KMED
a
-tically called, :was. making: impact: acts, announcing them as: ‘imita- Circuit, - in “opposition. ‘to. Keith- |:- WSB
in 1922, and many ‘Page ‘1 stories tions’.”” 2.
Medford, ‘Ore:
.“KGW
Commerce. Dept. Albee, was featuring a new
U S.
uy “Atlanta;Ga.
appeared about this new “wonder,” | réported 290°‘manufacturers’: out- unit, “Hello Miss Radio”:’.’... The | * WMAZ.
it:was not until the fall of:.’24 that ‘put in 1923 was valued at $43,460,- Kansas City ‘Star's. ‘station, “heard:
GU.
. wi
owes
a special Radio department was in- 676:... For the first time in. Britain for- 2,000 miles,” ‘was— eftecting |
_‘Harrisburg, Pac’
cepted. Half a page was devoted BBC. approved usage of.Fadio. ‘for. neighborhood film business .. .A{- *: Honoluly,.‘Hawai Po
“ WGAL to scanning the dial. The reviewer political purposes,: - | Philly ‘ballet. society “was.. pioneer- |
- Latieaster, Pa oe
ai
7
mentioned NTG & His Radio ‘Pals |. - Pres. & Cons On ‘the ‘BO
tng by: piping radio music into. its | Beas,Colorado’
. WCAU.: |
cutting up from. Palisades Amuse- | ‘Earlier “in 1924 -S. L. (Roxy? studios instead of live or canned}’
: Philadetphiis,Pa:
ment Park (New Jersey) via|
‘Rothafel at the Capitol, New. York,: ‘music. The. Pittsburgh - Press tied. ~ Rochester, NX.
" WFIL
>.
(the affiliated Loew station);a and Edward.L. Hyman of the Mark up. with. local ‘picture: theatres. for{* “WGN
military ‘band “lifting” the. routine: Strand. Theatre, Brooklyn, were. do-it-yourselt radio set. -buildingt
of a vaudeville. act’s: musical pre- utilizing :radio. for b.o. °ballyhoo - "One St, Paul and ‘two Minsentation; songpluggers make with but Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld, the.man- neapolis ‘dailies gave up. their. li-}) * Gateago,,mL
” Philadelphia, Pa
’ KDKA’
the small talk in between ‘parad- -aging: and‘ musical. director of the ‘censes, finding broadcasting. opera- |- WMAQ -:ing their newest .Tin Pan Alley Rivoli, Rialto and Criterion Thea- |
Chicago,
Ill.
pe
SE
"Pittsburgh,
Pa,
‘tions locally teo- costly: ‘but: thet
wares;. WJZ conducting “a novel- tres (all Paramount. showcases) was:
‘Kansas City Star’ was: more ‘enter-}.
‘Pop. Question Game.” :
Pi
ows.
eaean °
urgh,
=
,
conducting a.seminar on its effects.- prising with a:radio first—an.orig!. ‘Congestion of the Air’
“WOC -.
ana
WIAS
Pep
It was a tossup; it was pro. and-con.
Another ‘feature story reported ‘whether it hurt or helped. ‘Tin Pan- nal musical:. comedy written ex-|} “Davenport, Towa’
Pittsburgh,
Pa.
SiR
o
ha
ual
pressly for the: medium, .libretto by-fSecretary of Commerce Herbert Alley: gave the turn-of-the-century D.
‘Kemper. and. music by Dike}
arias
oo,
eading
a.
Hoover. calling the third National “Hello Central, ‘Give. Me: Heaven” - ‘¥eliman’.', .“The piano -roll'.and|
Radig ‘Conterence for -Sept. 30, an- electronic updating with’ an .efEe
te Ri: wlie.
“eet
:
in ‘Washington. Prime. sub-: fusion; “Mr. Radio :Man (Tell :My. recording: business, which. already| “Eanlsyite,Ky, ce
| regarded radio. as a “menace,” har-} 7
wae
.
Reee
Se ay
ect: "The growth of. radio, and. Mammy to: Come. Back: Home).”
| nessed- the medium, at Teast:-g0 far. o
ae vticula iy the multiplication of
Eexington
Ky.
_-Frovidence,
ee
broadcasting stations and the con- Meantime, Back In 1922, as the. Okeh label: ‘was concerned
“| by waxing “radio lessons on disks.” “New. Orleans,Le. ie
;
Yanktod, SD.’
:
aoa
sequent cengestion of the air. has
Some ‘Variety’ Reports Jack: Binns, 'radio ‘editor of. the [
- brought up- many yhews ‘subjects :
ooh,
Memphis, Tenn. we Sor eae,
ip
- to be. discussed . . .”, said the dis- |: “The pioneering 1922 days of the N.Y. ‘Tribune, ‘made’ ‘the: recordingst . Rochester, N.¥.
patch from the Washington bureau. wireless ‘ radiophone”’... -Tan the. (two. ‘platters) . from. a* simplified |
| Baltimore, Md. PATE
The ensuing week WGY, the gamut from ASCAP. muisic licens+ “Short -cut”. system, . by °J..
Cad
Amari, ‘Texas TEs
General Electricistation in Sche-. ing. to music publishers. reminding ‘Macbeth, author ‘of "the: Marconi |
more,Md. se
Jallas, Texas, : Spec gd RD
tye
Be
on “lestons. In. the “radio |.
nectady, was taken: to task on its: ‘writers and pluggers that Prohibi- |‘code,. ‘on-.
‘race results; the announcer. some- tion .was a national law and ‘songs code.”
Piping. Info the Theatres.” 7 “* Beaton,‘Moss ee
how. told: everybody ‘that Epinard. ‘Tidiculing Volsteadism;” especially|Ft Worth, ‘Texas
=
be
“CKILE“was the. also-ran but the listener ‘when going out over the. air; was: he Central Theatre |(now thel
couldn’t make out whether ‘Wise ‘“propaganda” not to. the Aiking. of Forum) on Beoatlway-was: the only|:“ "Boston,Mais.
Galveston Texas. Oe
ete Sep
RTA
Counselor or ‘Wilderness finished . Washington .‘solons.
Times Sq.. cinema to harness: the} WIR
st
(Continued. on.page$3)":
| The |music: business lookedto 7
‘The. Shuberts. experimented with
TS WEDF a
.
WOAI -..
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broadcasting “Dream Girl” from ||
Fin Mich;
avs
., Sans‘Antonio, ‘Texas.
a
the stage as a bally for the boxoffice but ASCAP no. like. In Chi-}
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mee City;‘Ma.. rer ee Eake’City,Stan”
eo
cago the crack Isham Jones band-|
opened to SRO and big turnaways'|
: St: Louis; Mo, oY
-So"
ee”Wash, °
‘at the College Inn, which gave ac«:
St. Louts,Mo.
«Spokane, °‘Wash 7
“cent to. the fact that the: song-.
‘ -WBAYKMB Cc:
:
’ writer-maestro, who had no: radio
.. Kangas: City, Mo.
’ buildup (and didn’t want any), thus:
. iGreen Bay,’Wise:“KFBB
proved to himself that the radio
— = : By. HERM.. SCHOENFELD =
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;
“wire”. was negligible. (Ultimately
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Television’ Biay: be eclipsing: radio’ in’ many areas: ot ‘broadeasti ng,|: Great. Falls;‘Mont
Vincent .Lopez et. al. were ‘to dis-
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7 Vital in Contemporary Radio|)

prove it).

| but in the sphere of setting the musical fashions: for: the :1iation and a

Radio: stations were settling with: the rest’ of: the world, -thé radio industry: can. well use: ‘as,its:‘theme:
Can’t Take That Away From: Me:”
_ASCAP. on music licensing (two “You.
Ever ‘since it.emerged from the chryssiis. offia.crystal set ‘era, ‘radio
years before Variety was replete has:
been recognized: as the fastest and. surest way. of testing the value |
_with

hassling over music rights) | of a song. Because it could reach into millions of homes simultaneously.
‘and were making renewals. ~
and generate instantaneous sales reaction for:sheet music and: records, |©
_ Washington reported new pat. ‘the radio “plug” in. the-1920s rapidly displaced:the miote “tedious: and’ :rom Vanery,. Feb.* any
- pprateges “of. a Hw: “Aylesworth, a
|
ents for improvements of hroad-: less: €fficient: technique of getting the top vaudeville.stars to perform|
sN?: ANDY”
1... [president :.of NBC; |who ‘advises... ot
casting, notably “protection against. new. songs along:the major theatrical circuits of thos¢-bygone days.. tineeicotte
static d'sturbances,”
he
then
and:
‘guides
their.
policy.
They:
od
‘One:.of. the first’ comm ercial -broadcasts “in 1920, Over KDKA:
COMMERCIAL
-.Svreading Globally
_| have’ ‘the gréatest numberof aus: ||
Pittsburgh, involved the® transmission:.of recorded. music . In the’ 40: WMAG-WENE.
AY
cas
From ‘Capetown. VARIETY carried
odd years. since then; radio. industry ‘has .comeé. through. ‘fall cycle,| “Beyond” ‘dispute Amos - in “Andy, thorized —;::and ‘unauth rized me
a story that Johannesburg, Durban ‘returning to. its ‘starting. point in the current, virtually‘ universal proarticles Tamed *_ after.
tae . Bet’ a
|
and that.cify were licensing private gramming of disks- of one type. or another; occasionally’ interrupted commercially. ‘speaking,. i the’‘ace ;
=f.
|-program -of. them all.. the:
residences at $10. per annum; by news and other chatter. .- boarding houses, $15; ‘cafes, res- . Between then and ‘now, Tadio passed‘through its. golden age ‘of:Nive ‘year. evolution: of. “the”Mado. in-( ae
dustry only Rudy Vallee has: come
taurants or hotels not licensed for ‘musical’“presentations,. For ‘about.
25 “years, between 1925: and 1950,
the sale of liqitor, $20; hotels; radio paraded the great singers arid: orchestras. before its microphones. anywhere near ‘approximating. th: a t thingpielure...
.
es
cafes, etc. {with liquor), $30. Eu- ‘Starting with Vincept Lopez and Paul: Whiteman, ‘the: musical person- popularity.“ and prestige ‘achieved
a getingand a
rope was wild for radio and Den- _ality. became one of the. central pillars of. the network radio operation, | by Messrs. Gosden. and Correll. A‘. Amos: ‘n’ ‘Andy: are.
‘Teview
at.
this:late.date
serves
‘the
salting:
theirs.
°
They
being...
« @
-mark was just getting into broad- equalling in importance the contributions made by. the comics. and-the.
‘femalecounter-. wo
casting. ‘The VAgrery
reviewer _dramatists..In this. category were names like. Vaughn.. de: ‘Leath, Rudy double ©purpose .of'' completing ‘imitated’ nightly;'
‘parts
have'sprung
up,
mixed‘teams.
>:
|
VARIETY’s
files.
and
recapitulating.
stressed that music’ still was. the ‘Vallee, Bing. Crosby, Morton Downey, Kate Smith, Roth “Etting’ and |:
“best”
pr
imming.-.component { that fabulous roster of swing. bands, including Benny. Goodman’s, Glenn. the past .‘while. reconnoitering .to- are humerous, whole family groups, - ~. }
are
‘gabbing,:all
inspired,
directly
..:-~"
day’s
.:
status
“of:
a.
.:
household:
in the loc
(N.Y.) airwaves. A ‘Te- Miller’s, Tommy: Dorsey’s, et al, which .betame fixtures on. the broad-,
‘port from Schenectady, N.Y., won- ‘cast schedule,. either on such shows asthe.“Camel Caravan”. orremote itheke pa‘possibly mever:“previously, or. indirectly;:by Amos ‘n°. Andy. -°2°./1
‘|. Episodic.‘conversation, -15° min-- *
dered why. the WGY Players (dra-. ‘Pickups. from: hotel,Fooms.
“ie

vepefore they were:Amos ter.Andy, ‘utes a night, has-been‘ a
ae
on the air “so late;
The Pattern of‘the Indies *
| -}
‘But:‘about! a ‘dozen. years ago came television: ‘ana.a ‘Fadigalqwiteh“|thieyewere Sam and Henry, starting: ‘entertainment. form:of.radio..Some:..
A. week fater the. ‘lead . Radio: in ‘the distribution of advertising revenue away -from network: radio in Chicago and:building: gradually | Progtams:start. out well but quickly“...
Dept. story mentioned RCA, West-. to local stations. The. independent outlets. turned out -to ‘be well. pre- from. :local: to’. national’ ‘celebrity. |:Stale. Few have-sufficient.wind to.
<’.
ingshouse and AT&T not being rep- pared. for the windfall, In competing-.with the radio networks ‘even. ‘An-old contract is: ‘Yesponsible :for Starid. ‘the: long’ night:after-night - nod
lost,” real ©
resented: at the “Radio World's before the advent of: television, ine independents had ‘developed x new. the ‘pair being .broadcast.: through |“grind: * _Freshness:.”
Fair” held at New York's ‘Madisor show biz species: -the disk jock
-+|WMAQ, a .Columbia™ affiliate, ‘al- humor’ is:. replaced.a straining on i.
‘Square Garden, .promoted by -U. J.
.With ‘the boom. of. local. Tadidthe main; if‘not “exclusive, source. of though: originating. with°.NBC’ s | effort: That" is- why the: Amos.La
.
; Andy: _ Scripts, . ‘self-wri(ten’. ad:
(Sport), Hermann. and James Kerr entertainment was found in the: disk -croove:: “and. the.Jockeys,became’ 50,,000-watter, ‘WENR...
of Chicago. It was. voted a “big.
Amos ‘a’. _ Andy’arePersonal
Continued on bage62)"
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- (Continued on Page .hee
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matic) came
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. ~ FEBRUARY 22,1922..4°r
rainy
iy Washington's.
“Birthday, temperaturetin the.40’s, Prohibition

‘agents raid a still on B. 58th Street.“Abie’s Irish «
Rose” isin rehearsal, and Babe Ruth starts suring.
trainingJorthefirstTime.a8.aYankee, outfielder, .

“The parlornoveltyofthedayis
t5 radio..The new
i
* Gontraptions are as popula? as Eskimo'pies. Al.over town, crystal sets burst into song with the
- voige of:AlJolsonsinging
q “Apri.Showers," WOR.
oisOntheaire: ae

Tn theyyecirsthat
at follow,theever-present WOR:
* guierophione captures the sound and sénse-of the
20th century; making -every.memorable vente a
personal euperience, vee a8:
Perhapsyou recalltheseradioevenis; greatand
ginal You heard them all.on WOR: The first on~ the-air wedding «first international broadcast... <=
frst broadcast-by Thomas :A. Edison...the firstcomplete opera... John B. Gambling... Alfred W
Mean, Sr... Russ Colombo... Paul. Whiteman

«eben: Bernie... Gabriel Heatter...Bing Crosby...
Prank: Sinatra’s first broadcast:.. and hundreds...
“more,rightProng te
§J ohnGlen 8orbitalHight. 7

ffeet
..

an
veeate
re
a
rs
Pe.

““Si
move;
, widelyacclaimed
ac
foritsdistinctive

adult “talk”:programming. Tt‘isthe high-:
| esttated programming’
}
in’the market—
- listened-to by more. people, and: used: by

i"
moreadvertisers,thanany.otherstation,
As"weenter:ourfifthdecade,wereaffirin .

| eoardedication to these high:standards of

“programming. ‘They have created’a trust
|:
and loyalty between audience and station
| that
isuniqae in‘broadcasting. Thatiswhy
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| Continued from page 27i—

detailed. the:-sfep-up in: the ‘num-|

‘| communities: are: now served ro
ber of actualities,‘presented. on:‘the so By: BILL. GREELEY. :
more than one newspaper ‘publish- * “
‘of which the_ Communist. apparatus. ‘network::
7
Charlotte, .N.C., ‘April 3.
2
with. the: country’s. 3,500 -“AM er. At the: ‘community level, where :. is
capable,
It
cajoles,
persuades,’
A North. Carolina .yadio - station
William, Rafail, “ABC: Radio vB: Tadio stations . broadcasting -“pri- national -media,:. mags ete... eam'® 2
re
has for three. years been rebroad- browbeats. and flatters: shortwave|.
marily music, news: and commer- ‘effectively function; enterprising
°°.
: tricks. ‘them: with over :‘programming, disclosed. that}
casting Radio Moscow. propaganda. enthusiasts and
te say the me- radio: management; lias an: “impor... an
~—and then destroying: it with. cold mental legerdermain. anne
; starting. this’ ‘month,’ all ‘network
# tant editorial: future,.. ’
re
.” WBT undertook to “give -' fally
logic and hard facts.
cid.
The:news: event, in: fact,.wasn’t Joe Tae
The project. by station WBT be- documented answers:to Radio Mos- |. music: shows: will be offered ta.staat fer ‘behind that original. sponsored
Pog
gan when at Americar interpreter. ‘cow by: presenting the other half tions on a co-op basis, Under this} ‘
and | music:: KDKA’s first big broadcast... : "3
in Berlin became indignant .at the ofthe ‘half-truths and the con-. ‘setup, - he ‘said; ABC :will be -de-|*
.
-4
was
Nov.
2,
1920,
when
thé
station”.
-cealed”
background.
.In..an
effort
-gmooth voices and rough lies of
livering: on, its. lines. national. Pro- now
* covered the.‘Harding-Cox Presiden me
‘the English language ‘broa dcasts of. 'to. keep..the:-program: as objective|:
‘grams. of appeal. to ‘regional “ad-| men
tial:‘lection -returns..
‘Radio Moscow. He wrote Charles as possible WBT called -on Rupert
‘Who: Was First?’
-H. Crutchfield, vice président of. ‘Gillett,- former ‘Charlotte ‘Observer. -vertisers: ' He ‘also- said’ that: ‘the Wilk
. Jefferson Standard Broadcasting editor -whd gained: ‘wide .attention network ‘will make ‘its’ announcers Pus
“Rithough .‘the’ -KDKA: ‘élection ees.
‘for. vigorous editorials about. for- | ‘available for local“ commercials.a
. Co. which operates WBT here.
|} coverage.is pegged ‘historically as.
7.

Crutchfield became: familiar with eign affairs, particularly. ‘United. ‘nominal cost and. said that other 3
to”
| ne,‘Sther ‘ham. oplratots. pened{the ‘real. ‘beginning --of radio; there =

<0

“| major: shows, ‘such as an anti-ComBoviet tactics during a State’ de-]§States-Soviet: relations. —
are. numerous :other’-¢laims to ‘the..*.;-). ;
partment mission to .Greece and
“WBT staff announcer. Alan New: “munist: special, a: mental ‘health first advertiser was #..department: honor: -KQW; ‘San. Jose, Calif.,:wa3_-.:5.02.3 4
-on another trip to Russia and de-. comb | was chosen. .to do the. com- ‘program. and. :a “business: stanza, store that offered. the reclentist. ‘free on the air with a.program ‘schedule’: -- :
‘cided to evolve an American ver-. mentary.. Hé “had been a prisoner Basis also’ he. offered on: a: CO-OP. Yecords in‘ return for ‘plugs. Voila! before World. War II:In New'Ro-.° ¢. - <4
The prime format of radio 40 years
sion of the Commiunist- propaganda ‘of war in’ Nazi Germany: and. was
asis.}chelle,:2ZK was: pumping out:mus 9"
|. 4
Jater had been: éstablished..
% ‘organ. .
liberated: by. the Russians. -He had|: Earl :Mullins,’ “ABC. Radio- chief
sie ‘regularly {n.1916, WWK,_ Dee
|
The initial, program of the Radio: many. contacts with them :and,: On: ‘of: station” relations,” reported. an > Phe extra. ingredient. today, “of. troit’ (then. 8.MK). was-on the! *ri0: 0-6200°
Moscow feature was airéd by WBT. -his..return home, he’ continued a increase of 71 affiliates during the course, .. is news,. --eonsidered| by.
of ‘two .months. before.the|-Harding.’ :” re
|
in January 1959.. It: braadcast.. a. study of Soviet-American. relations. past. ‘year, ‘brining the total ‘up. to. many industryites a crucial area
| broadcast: But KDKA was the ti.st.-' 7: °° 4
3.2%, roverage public: ‘service. and one ‘that has.a station: commercially. licensed. and’. .~
tape of the program. beamed at: |. Gillett. ‘and: Newcomb «devised, |:412: -affils with a. 98.
vital
.
future.
°
millions‘
of
Canada -and: the United States by|through- experimentation, :the ..15-{-«of the USS. .
with the Department of‘Com. me, :
a radio. as their. listedthe Soviet station and then, peint- minute format that now. is.‘broad-|- : Pauley said: tliere’‘could: be. con- ‘Americans. rely ‘onmerce. .
tinued stress ‘on sports’ program- first,” if: not .foremost, ‘source’ of |. “ Before ‘the. end’ af.4990; there: so ar
by-point,. picked . apart the Commu- east .thrée.; es a week.
nist argument.
=...
" ‘They monitor and: tape: the Ris: ming: Notre .Dame’s: football ‘news. . Television's. ‘major function were 30. licenses issued by.the gove
os -Moscow’s. American’ program. ‘fea- ‘Sian commentary beamed: to North. ‘schedule has: already been bought is the event-remote and the. teleernment, : and -.General©‘Electric, co
ain ‘mentary, «the wrapup. avhere '‘the.
‘tures. announcers “as: ‘Americans America every évening.. If. the, for: 1962. and the web:will 36
AT&T
and
RCA.
were
‘in
‘business...
°
lesser
mobility.
is
no.
"hindrance.
‘to:
hamburgers .and. drive-in.-movi¢s,” | Russian program. deals. with a cur-. ‘present. .its’’ productions. -o
e
And: before ‘the .end’ of ‘the first re
4
the..superb graphics... :.- *Crutchfield said, “but- it dissemi- rent event, every effort is mads t
to ‘Orange Bowl and.College All-Star,
|decade;. radio was’ ‘a“Jead- force in‘> ." *.Mates the most subtle propaganda ‘broadcast. it the- sanie =
1 Football .games... ~." |.
I. Newspapers: osabout: ‘60 U.s.jinformation:
and‘: show: ‘businéss, :ts
"1 -with.. vintage ..“personalities. ‘like. =.
fe
mee ~.| Vincent’ Lopez, Ed Wynn,’ Graham-..*,
tMeNamee,’.Paul ..-Whitman,- “Billy

iv.

va, is} Jones .and.: Ernie . Hare,’- ‘Milton. :.-rs
mil

il

;

| Cross, Harold

.

W:.Arlin,.Bertha. --:. ...

{Brainard (“First: Lady of. Radio”), 3° °°.”

a ‘fJoseph' M.-. “White. (‘The -Silveep°-. 7";
| Masked: Tenor”), Frank E. Mullen,.*..--::° *“Guy Lombardo,. Jessica Dragonette, Poe

-| Sir: Harry -Lauder; . Graham. Mee"):..: -°**

-Namee -and -Freéman_ Godsen and -«...°°.“

Ohi “ ‘Charles, Correll..(Amos'n*Andy),
“1°

0..."

If there was.a lot of pro. and con I

iS 1 y| about:tv’s “Golden Age” .at the re- " ao
/ : on cent.“ FCC ©hearings, .there: “was

2°:

“| never. any“: doubt ‘about: radio's.

<4
two networks well established")
With:
. : a B| -by
1930: (NBC in’ 1926 and: CBS.
in. ae "

;

>t "11999), the 30's saw -the: sound: me- 07". |
2, | dlum_at its-éntertainment peak-and:? .°. 2. :
Jas immeasurable force’ ‘on.the y. Se; Seer
culture...

Tt “was.“also: the decade ‘for ‘the: OSS

te

-./.). [standard |-reapraisal:. under .criti-. {2°

“""

‘cism in. ‘which - the ‘usual codes of

res

"J

: |behavior were ‘éstablished by the’ §. . 2:
‘| networks-and the: ‘inicréase .in“pub="*: . ..”*
oe “ :, lic.service programs came: ‘aboit...:
-.. 2 -d° The -Federal Radio,’ Commission’.
oY
wo (which became. ‘the, Federal: Come... 02... j

| +’. [munications ‘Commission in 1934);° 2... -:, : i.
[moved to clean ‘up ‘the astrologers, 3’

/" | fortune-tellers; quack psychologists -.: 7
“?
ete, ‘that jhad ‘been ‘flooding the: . °°”

“
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a
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local .air.."‘Phe-networks. had taken’ *:> -.-.\-

on. the :-formats’ that were retained
until the television |50's... Shows.” _ el, ae
were .segmented bythe quarter, . . oa tye

yp

.thalf-“ and: full” hour with“ news, --- ‘drama; comedy: ‘and: music:“the ine", hayes

“2 gredients,:
at
a

aa

“0

The: thirties’ ‘also.saw the devel. ose.
opment: of the packaged show-and.

f

© 2.

|

v2... thé rise: of. the: giant broadcast ad-...°.- "I

woe

’ “/-vertising agencies... that’ ‘supplied ©. -.->:
'., talent,: “seript,. “sound‘-effects wand
7 ey.
‘production on .a. mass ‘basis—and SFr

tay
ae

rae
» 1-H the. client.’ Radio .was:'the: prime ~~

““: growth. factor for’ the Procter
.&:

eta

CY

oi

Gambles, ‘the. Colgates, the Gens’.
Foods, : the -cigaret ‘firms: and’

°°

~~" -

es

Iee |

. broadcasting’ s bread aud butter...

'

Tt. was the era in’ which radio. 2°

eo

|

:-.0." 0:

‘| the soft-drink ‘makers who are: still rer

-.°. [successfully ‘competed. with motion ©. 7. -.".-j
: |picttires: and ‘almost’ sunk: the rece... --- --.
-. <4 ord industry (only to later pump it :*-! 2... |

: |... Jback: to life.and become its chief:2-2 7. -j
“os

he

eee

"}benefa¢tor):. As with early tv, Hol- 3. .° 2...

me

°

» ‘A: Jlywood ‘stars and Broadway. falents:- - rears

_

*
frowned on -radio..as: ‘beneath their.“a

'.

[|

dignity, but (with: ‘Ethel Barrymore: ~.".-.". a

|

"s., .) €redited with. first.appearing) they.

-

- 240.7%, [flocked. in about the time radio wes aes

omen,

as TheBroadcast
B
P
Pioneers ad Annual Mike‘Award 2Z1“

creating. ‘its ‘own -big stars. :

|

|

Care

|

2
-ADhe ©pubservice’.. and “eultural”. foe
— “2,| [shows:had ‘the problems the similar: |}
‘| video: -product-‘is having.. Whiie.~:
00). 7
| gaining: great ‘prestige for the fete >. .0°°.--]
a >T works, they managed] sometimes:to."
‘EF land.-a sponsor. The. Néw™ York’ 20 22° 00°
Philharmonic: and: the. NBC’ ‘Sym-.

7 presented to‘WGN: Radio and Television on:Feb. | ee
y 25th, 1962 in NewYork Cityfor disting
, “contribution to the:artof.broadcasting. and iinTeo.Pa
[pbeeywere alred rea larly in. the...
}
thirties: there -were °the ‘regular =| 0 ¢.°°
oe
:
.
rity
integ
Je ee
ee Saturday afternooi. : broadcasts ns
|
a ognition of:dedicated adherence to.quality,
as ‘Advent
‘Shows.
Moe and rest nsibility in r
mmin and.mana ement, Eo
PE
aavent of.
at Package
mae:
packaged: how. Sena’ |

po
ieot
WW
G
GNIne.2

Pogra

ng Y,

ag

oe OP

22 Ley Ralio, ‘via ‘the.
chs
en |developed - “its. “primetime-’: pulp: +:

soap. operas.and: ‘kid: a
2501
1 BradleyPlae,
Chicagoi
1
s,
Minotsae ae“.2."Vadventure
“an drama, its shows
(always. featuring =.” J

'

fa. superman ‘type, and, indeed, Su-:-°-:° :-. /

.

‘| perman -himself).:.Tt
also ‘had.
er. .- s on |
Faththe
early-thirties. poison .of

:, 7) Charles. B. Coughlin, who; in spi

ae |raf.his huge audience. (he:receive
(Continued: onPage 82)...

~Pisk JockeyStillVital

: r-SStuddedee
Yeea r- Rollcal

Poa ———
Coating from sage 50& ——
oe: a ‘power:in‘ the. ‘land. ‘They picked ‘the. songs, ‘they played them: ‘and; insf
some same, laid on: them according to their idjosyneratic taste -or. ‘for}

By LEs‘BROWN.
WGN. is generaliy: accepted as the).Page; Florian ‘Zabach, Connie Rus--more’ material. ‘considerations. “But :their. tremendous’ leverage: in the|.
* Chicago. “ |show that started ad man Frank sell and: Les Paul.
making or- breaking of songs. was acknowledged at the: outset, ‘if not |.
| Hummer’ on. his “soap opera .fac-46
”
- by station. managements,: then by the music. publishers: ‘and the. record +
: promotors whose .largesse with. numerous jockeys ‘reached ‘such pro-| an joan ‘the ‘windy City.-had_ one} tory.” Largely ‘through Hummert, pecan, Bernie's “yousah, yousah”
.. Portions that it. eiupted. into the payola ‘scandals of a: few years ago. - 4 radio:‘station, 1n..1922. it had four, |90%. ‘of the country’s’ serials were| Chicago radio: Red Skelton did. a

”~ But -payola: or not,.the. disk and” the jockey are, “ still ‘the’ dominant, and year later. 20. ‘Sets jumped|-emanating from the “studios. of | show called “Avalon. Time” from
‘fgetors on contemporary. Tadio;,. but with .a difference. fe-10. or 15 from «200. to. nearly.::50,060. -in’ the | WMAQ,; WGN and WBBM. : At one here, Percy Faith the “Carnation
Hour” for the old
“years ago,.there. were a handful of .top .disk. jockeys ‘whose plug was ‘period, “and: the. radio: ‘boom Was point, the Windy: City was logging. Contented
in -Chicago,*
*.
:|more. Hours‘of: network origination |“Blue” network out of the WENR
. of paramount: importance in getting a new. song off the ground. There’|-‘on
‘There |followed “three” ‘florivits:

than either New: “York or: Holly- shop, and. Wayne King had the old
- -was, for instance,. such..hit-makers as. Martin Block’and- Jater: Alan|.
|“Lady. Esther “Show.” Goodman.
‘Freed in New York, Bill Randle in Cleveland, Howard. Miller in Chicago decades:im which the city ‘beamed | W00G, -”
- and ‘Ed McKenzie in. Detrait.: These. were genuine personality, -ad lib. programs-out :to the: rest-.of~ the Ina Phillips, who played one.of. Ace: created the “Easy Aces” here,.
‘nation: as one of. three U.S. ‘broad-.

e:- principal. ‘roles’ in. “Painted and Louis. Cowan put. together a.
cast:_capitals—the.. one. ‘especially Dreams”: ‘and authored’ the script, show: calfed “Kay Kyser’s Kollege
noted -for ‘news and sports:remotes, |went. on: to become the ‘industry's of .Musical. Knowledge” with the
for’ -danceband-.‘broadcasts “ and, ‘most prolific: ‘scripter of the. day-' band featured at the Blackhawk
: fromthe ‘scene. ‘The overwhelming majority. of the current disk jockey ‘above all, :for. .the. radio’. serial. ‘time melodramas, writing: ‘them -by Restaurant. in its'more showmanly
Marian-and:
Jim. Jordan,a
a former} the dozens. .Still’ basing’in |Chi; days. : °
. breed: are converted announcers whose’ spiel: between. ‘disks: is limited
: “to. reading the- commercial. No’ single contemporary’ jockey, person- vaudeville act,’ are credited with|she now- writes “As. the. ‘World’. : Which’ station was first with the
danceband remote is a matter of
ality.or: not, can:-claim to have enough. impact to make. ca song, ‘into a starting. ‘it.: After kicking: around Turns” ‘for CBS-TV. :
‘the “local airwaves ‘with a niumber|. There was) 4 show in. the’ ‘Yate |argument, - but the innovation
._ hit with -any Consistency, -.
of
abortive
formats,
among:
them
*Thirties—not
a
“particularly
‘sig‘helped
to make nafional ‘names of..
=
‘ The most recent. exarftple’ ofa.‘personality who. could ‘Sifiglehandedly: the.’*‘Smackouts”* and “The Smith ‘nificant -one in its:‘time—that: some
such. bands as Guy’ Lombardo,
oe -ereate. a’ smash hit: ‘was’ Dick ‘Clark, via: his “American: Bandstand”: ‘Family,"
they
-finally
clicked
with|of
.the-veteran.
tradesters
..
had:
|
Lawrence
Welk, Dick Jurgens, Ane .
- television -show.. But :that: power. passed. as’ did’ the freak phenomenon.
whose story..continued ‘from hoped’ -to..recreate last: year for a son .Weeks, Jan Garber and Fredf # couple of ballads being made into hits as a:result:of their: exposure. :a.show
day::to. day. ©That:.one; of. course, 25th anni celebration of.thie AFTRA: die. Martin, among others. °
"on ty dramas ‘seven and: eight years ago. ‘What. does .rémain :is. the. was “Fipber McGee .&: ‘Molly.”
local.’-‘They didn’t. succeed; but ‘as |... ‘Arch: Oboler’s. “Lights Out’.
sotent ‘influence’ of radio,. ‘considered nationally, on ‘the’ nation’s” “‘popu-t.
- Next: program valled. “Sam n ‘they said,. it was a‘show'xio ‘Sponsor started’ here, and so. did “Vic and
music ‘taste.
:-.Lo
” For the past: “decade; radio. has, been. in: ‘the “grip“of‘the rock. tntFoil Henry”. was. :pirated= away. * from could afford. today.. The show was Sade” (Art Van-Hatvey and Berna- ©...
* yogue. ‘Whether. the: teenagers ‘pought: ‘the big beat -bécause ‘radio ac- WGN: ‘by WMAQ, -which ‘offered ealled “Beat: ‘the Band,” . and- it. dine. Flynn), “The First: Nighter”’
“whose -orches-|.(Les: : ‘Tremayne .and_
Barbara.
” eented- if: or. whether radio. played. rock ’n’: roll’ because. the kids. ‘the two: principels the.:staggering starred Ted Weems, '
features: whistler Elmo Tanner Luddy), “Lum and Abner” (Chet
demanded it is a version: of the. chicken-and-the-egg: ‘argument. Beyond wage of $100 a-week’ each. ater: it tra
and
a
pair.of
vocalists
named Mari=. Guin Kids
went.
as
high.
as
$5,500).
“Because
and Norris Goff) and. “The
‘ ‘dispute, however; is that too many radio :stations: adopted:a formula-of
lyn. Maxwell and Perry Como.. The
wiz
- playing the Top 40 hits,-no matter, how noisy or. tasteless, which made. ‘of copyright complications, Charles|‘emcee
was a: genial young fellow|. ‘WBBM "contributed “Myrt: and
tCorrell :and--Freeman Gosden had
®
| them. little. more. than. automated: "Sukeboxes. - “
‘ The rigid. Top 40: pattern, |however,. has ‘Been breaking: down: in: a to. -change. the name. of: their: kilo- named. Garry. Mogre..
Marge, * “Skippy” and “Scatter-.
. That. was the kind ‘of. talent | 5ood Baines” to
< new ferment. of music: programming ideas. ‘Increasingly, ‘so-called, for- cycle. act to “Amos ‘nh’ Andy. ” AL”
to network -radic...
-: Jnula’ stations have’ been: dropping. the: rock: ’n’ ‘roll. sound: for.a more’ few. months. later. Pepsodent ‘Chieago -:radio’ spawned. by .the WENR had “The Sinclair Mina : oh=~Retina type. of popular music. The recent. marathon of. Frank bought the show. ard -sént. it ‘out hundreds: in the ‘Thirties and strels,” .“ ‘Kaltenmeyer’s' Kinders
‘.Sinatra-‘disks on: WINS; N.¥., ‘served:'to dramatize that station’s new over the-CBS network, ‘with -which “Forties, a habit it. carried over ‘garten” and “Don MeNeill’s Break- *
“sound ..of:‘music. ‘The ‘same. phenomerion has. been noted‘ throughout. “‘WMAQ: ‘was ‘then ‘affiliated. - - And from. the: :’Twenties. The various fast Club,” the only one of sil of
” the. country, alttiough the .current. breakthrough’ of the Twist craze,|-$o. there were. two major: serials... serials, ‘soaps and made-in-Chicago them that’s still ‘going strong. WLS.
With its essentially. rocking-beat. and its ‘wide ‘appeal: in:‘adult: circles, | Meanwhile: at WGN; ‘Henry- Sel- dramatic shows started. the careers. launched... the “National Barn
‘Inger -was creating radio ‘dramatiz- of..such names-as Don. Ameche, Dance” in. 1934, and WGN had the.
ds: proving: to.be.manna for the Top: 40. stations,
-Fhe current outldok is for greater diversity. of musical programming’ ‘atioris- of .the.‘Chicago ° Tribune’s}. Tyrone - Power; Mercedes McCam-|y, ery pop ular “Singing Lady” (Irene
om radio, The stations on the ‘Top. 40 kick:are Sertainly filling ‘a demand: syndicated .: comic .‘strips, ‘The bridge, John Hodiak,': McDoneld Wicker} and a serial. called “Clara, .' from the teenagers. and young’ married
‘co
-Other. ‘segments-of. Gumps,” “Harold: Teen,” .“‘Gasoline Carey and.Marvin Miller, to catalog Lu and .Em,”.
"the population ‘are being reached by the. WNEW.tipe -of popular ‘stand- Alley and, perhaps the most-popu- a:-few.0 8.
But by far the biggest creator

.,$plelers:‘who could ‘¢all. the: musical -shots for. their’ radio -audiences,.
. Jargely made: ‘Up: ofteenagers listening, to.‘Portables, while:doing :
their,
: homework. ©
a “Currently, “ with’‘pare . exception’, the. personalities have. depaited

“ards programming and: the. WPAT-typeof mood: music transmission. | lar.of all; “Little Orphan Annie,”. “George: Gobel: Dave’ Garroway, of shows and incubator talent was.
‘All of these areas are being more or-less ‘well: serviced by: the broad-| These ‘are: considered: ‘the. -actual Hugh. Downs, ‘Durward Kirby, Tru- WMAQ, the oldest of. the Chi sta£ -easters. “The next: frontier, however, is‘ in two other. important but |precursors to the sdap.opera; which -nan’ Bradley, Harlow Wilcox, Cliff tions. still in town. (KYW’ pre_ Reglected. musical: idioms.: First’ is in serious: music where. the WQXR- |:was. soon. to become .the -specialty;| J
dates’ it by a year, but Westing_“type-of operation: is.a: rarity;: secondly, is in jazz, an authentic Ameri- that kept. the Chicago. ‘breduetion
m | house moved ‘hat station to Phila- :

- gan. musical art form, which.is excluded even'more thoroughly from the |]

-Hiloeyetes than -is longhair. Of- course, there:.are. numerous FM chan-

|
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els: Figing these”
€
‘two:
> Pertieular ‘hobbyhorses,
}
putt‘what's:AM.doing. whit

*. sbout’ it?
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.

.

‘the first soaper.on the And

1 air, ‘but: “Painted Dreams”.

ye

ae

ae

‘of WMA
| i. came ‘hich shows, “in: addition to.
mentioned, as.‘1other’. already

~ . {Continued on page 63).
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=) was. done. ‘some’ years, ‘aio,a ‘aI fact ‘saveral times: during ‘the late:on ‘could beexpéited. vistheYouiae
‘afternoon .and_ thus -rivited.more. speaker, we
| short. for- -Fox Movietone..
. June: ‘Knight. sang and. showed a listeners than: would -bé usual,As: the’ prima. doiina;” Gila
‘fine - voice... ‘When: her cinematic | ‘ ‘Program ° -members : _themselves | ‘Swarthout. filled. ‘the. bill to dye
| faine:is greater, her radio market- Land. ‘General program. disposition ‘popular taste, but there: have.bese. ©
————
Continued. from..‘page 58.5
=! abil ity ‘will: be. strong. for she has. strikes ‘as-distinctly :corny—-espe- others on the. ait who have. ens:
self-staged,” are the: classics of the. that Rudy Vallee might. also’‘win.a something ‘to: go “with the .to-be-. cially'.when ‘thrown: in together. dowed “Only'-a’ Rese”. with fat
survey .to determine ‘the leading: achieved celebrity: A.spiffy- guitar with sueh an up-to-the-minute item ‘more ..
industry.
warmth and melody. ' John-:
At present their stride: is.‘slow. ‘radio showman. ‘His first program: -and.: harmony. -foursome’ are|:the as this interview. Wendell: Hall. ‘and. Barclay, from legit, gave: an effécsand their wit dulled -as. if in} from . Hollywood -was socko, And Four Hawaiians . who‘ are’ as. ‘far. ‘Jones.and: Hare‘are both from: way ‘tive -performanc¢e in: the speaking” exhaustion from the previous pace. ‘that’s ‘strong:. evidence . of :Vallee’s: above: the usual radio. offerings of: ‘back. ‘when.. Fact that. ‘both are. phase of the title role. His:was’a
ds paired here, and that. ‘both ate :‘fig-. tripling. assignment. ‘Besides alot. oy7
They have lately been concerning ‘judgment and showmanly. knack.}.this classification as champagne :
a
‘| ured ‘to have .the. same. kind-of. ting him the. reading. end of: the:
themselves with an. asinine routine For -3,000.. miles separated’ him ‘above €oca-Cola...
‘Harry Jackson. orchestra. “is ‘papa=inama. front-parlor . appeal “King”: part, ‘the continuity set:
about .Andy, the shiftless -mem-.: ‘from his usual workbench and ‘he:
working
‘with.
and:
for
Vallee’
while’
{ells something.-On‘the
other hand,|‘him-up as the “Captain Henry” of .
ber, ‘writing-‘his life -story for a was, bat’ newly arrived in Holty‘type:.of humor exempli- the itab and also: loaded: him down newspaper syndicate. . Here
the. wood with ‘his regular. orchestra. . the .latter- is: on’ the ‘coast.: Nallee |the’
boys ‘have gotten out’ of “contact left behind ‘end: not. much. time: to: ‘Bave this outfit a general -verbal fied -by ‘Milton. Berle-is.’‘probably. with _ some - of. the: ‘plug..-.. Miss~
with common sense- and the every- whip new: material and: organiza- buildup. * It’s a-nice. ‘aggregation figuréd: . to.” interest some ‘of :‘the: ‘Swarthout: -also ‘give: lip service to.
and’ Tae handled ‘the: ahow. younger. folks.
‘the Oap's. efficacy.:. Other testiday touch. The. sooner they get: tion: into shape:'.. : Land,
‘back. to the. orbit of average’ ex- |: Program purred out: its60. thin smartly. ° FS
Jones and Hare, the*how-do-you- ; mony ‘givers were a ‘couple: of.
-| dor“boys, . ‘seemed - to ‘be liked..by’ French: ‘accents: desetibed: as beauty:
‘perience, the securer will: be their. ‘utes like. a. $7,000 -automobile eat-'|:.
‘ing up ‘cement. turnpike: Style was| * (Rpom: Vanery, sei.9:“36) -( the. studio ‘audience. but. neverthe-. éxperts; position.
And: while suggesting - improve- ‘embroidered all. through. the’ MILTON. BERLE
| less ‘sttuck as. -being a bit out- of |.” “If the: ‘standard Of.production’ Te-:
ments to the auspices it is apropos routining,: pacing; and. .ringmaster-.
ealéd: by” the initial. progrart. eat |
:Hall, Jones and ‘place. Sang. a-couple ‘minor items. ye

As Variety’Calleden-WayBack

peace}

Wendell
to allude to a pronounced tendency ing. A “program -more - ideally With.“
Hare,. Beryl. Markham: ..
. but most: of: their: duties consist: of. e maintained, there; is ‘no -reasonof Pepsodent to over-sell. ‘Their. suited ‘to ‘make people feel ‘kindly’}- ‘Variety, Community. Sing
“| audience * work: -. Joshing: various why .this late Tuesday night: stanza.:
_|- members of ‘the’ audience and ‘giv- shouldn’t 'dévelop ‘a high’ rating. copy is pleonasmic. and --gushy. toward the bankroll - making~ it. 30. Mins,©:
More than a few will realize that possible would be hard to dupli-. GILLETTE. RAZOR BLADES -a ing. thosé. joshed a bax of..blades.: ‘following.’ For. its objective’ it. has :
- One: guy’ used ‘for the ribs was a the: “hundreds .‘of:-:thousands_ -who.
they take. advantage of: the. audi- cate .in the’ entire roster of.‘broad- ‘Sunday, 10 p.m: EDST':
=.
; WABC, New. York:
-TNLLY. newspaper " radio: ‘columnist, have seeff the origial: or. touring -.
ence held ta attention by the. ‘casting,
pending arrival of their .favorites|. . Ever. gracious, ‘Walle: is’‘Wberal: - Curious. combination: ofFuatetial: ‘which : -seems |‘questionable .--taste: , ‘productions: in the flesh, but -who.:
to. jam through an ‘unusually big with credits: But: he doesn’t .gush.:} here. -First. hearing. is no ‘real: test, Besides tipping. Off on: reheatsals, would:. still .enjoy a‘ fillip of. the.
‘| That’s very: helpful.. Others ‘try. to: except ‘insofar as it goes to show{- Berle .had:as easier :time *now: memory: :with: scenario: and -score, ~
‘dose of commercialism. : — .
Pepsodent theme song is: now} ‘be. courteous. and -often.. succeed that ‘the .spOnsors-seem .to. be: re-: thari.in “the past.. His gags struck and also the imillions who- have. bes.
played
by a studio’ orchestra. in’. giving. folks” a headache. from. sourceful. Mrs. Beryl. Markham,. ‘as. being well thought out: and rouw-. come .familiar - ‘with - ‘the © ‘tunes:”
where. formerly it. was a phono-. excess: of: billing. Vallee slips -in; English .trans-Atlantic, flyer, had tined. His style is-less: rowdy :and- through’ repetitions ‘on the ‘air,‘et:wo
US
“|
graph record. It is no exaggeration littlé personal’ sidelights: on those ‘arrived::in. New York. only. a few: boisterous than in ‘the past..and he pot the. screen. ‘or. Stage: - aan
to tag “The Perfect - Song” the: Participating: in. his programs :and: hours-‘before the. program: and was ig likely. to .go places. There: has|: . Afhong ‘the operettas: that- Pal:.
best known. and: most’ -quickl. in. addition -gives the. public in- rushed.on for.her first:radio inter- never: been any’ denying his ‘spon- ‘molive- thas: lined -up to: follow are’
identified. theme - number. on_ the. teresting: ‘tidbits .concerning his ‘view. This’ must. ‘have. taken some taneous good ‘humor’ and. likeabil- “The: Student™: Prince,” - “Madae
air.
Land. - own. ‘progressional activities, apart. maneuvering- ‘-(and,,. “incidentally, ity, but'-he has been: thought: too. moiselle: Modiste,” “Blossom. time?= o
a
o
‘/from those -for- Standard. -Brands; | coin) .since it. ‘could ‘not.’ possibly: fresh by..some-in thé -past.’ Heres “The Rogue. Song,
oe
a
and:
. .
(From: VARIETY, “Dee. 19, 133) |He.might -be “described as _a show- have been planned-ahead. But that’ that’ element seems to. have.: ‘been:—ns.
“Princess:“Fileria:”
dec:
RUDY VALLEE IN HOLLYWOOD | man .who ‘has. hutnor. and. Berspec- itwas otic,and rs heb is. diss. cleared ‘up. ‘without.at:the.“same =
eae ros
With: James Cagney, Chie Sale, tive and. is. also a. gentleman.: we -‘ltinectly ‘in avor- o
e
rogram. time _Stymieing - him. °
Florence Desmond, June Knight,| Two -of" Vallee’ss headliners .of. ‘directors. °
P
" - Especially |“impressive. ‘was. “he
|- ‘Mrs. : Markham,” thus, quite’iat: when interviewing Mrs. .Markham.
Four Hawaiians, Frank Nelson, last week. (14) ‘are individually
Ferdinand. Schumann-Heink, and: covered. under’ radio reports. They ‘urally, becamé the star. of. the-‘pro- ‘Showed both tact and. intelligence,
are James. Cagney: and Florence gram and’ its regular: personalities: bring’ out the -high .points. of her —- S Continued from Page. 68 i
‘Harry Jackson Orch...
-Desmond.: Chie Sale has: been .re~ secondary: : ‘Whether. the sponsors flight «and :adventure, getting’ in a
Full Hourviewed before. :‘Sale: can probably pxpect -to:sera - other: celebs for. couple. of good laughs, ‘we. must be.
COMMERCIAL
| work. for:-the. ether. successfully
WEAF ® New Y ork.
| related:.somehow, don’t -you think, was. bounced: ‘din 1933."
In addition to headlining the any time an advertiser:is prepared |.
1 Mrs. :Markham, our‘ names being ‘There ‘were 'a. President's,famed.
number one (in popularity) -pro- to meet the quotation.. ‘Here he. ‘point. ‘attention, ‘is nat ‘clear. Cer- what ‘they ‘are?’ without. being in “Fireside. ‘Chats, . and: names. “that
gram on the American. radio, .it | offered ‘Pop: ‘Eyed Elmer,’: one .of tainly --it_ was .an-.attention-grabber ‘|any way. offensive. :
‘are Aled ™“under. -‘nostalgia: “The:
becomes _ increasingly . apparent his -older.° yaudeville.skits.’ That since. ‘the: station’ announced.. the {|.
Centered’ is a bit ih which. Beri: Town Crier,” Alexander. Woolléatt,
‘| works wth. a youngster,. ‘Jolly GilFord.
‘Bond, ‘Floyd Gibbons,’ ‘Nors:".
lette.’ She is actually Eileen’ ‘Bar.
a
: fton, 10-year-old. youngster, and: a man: ‘Brokeshire,. Morton. Dowiiey, *:
Properly: handled, : this Tony ‘Wons, ‘The ‘Cliquot’ Club ‘Es... oe
|
Thoney..
vo youngster” can be™: worked :up’ to. ‘kimos,”” H..“Ve.“Kaltenborn;. ‘Boake ™:
:; | mean‘a great. deal in ‘radio. and ‘the.
“.|.way she was.handléd in this first Carter, : ‘Kate. Smith,. ‘Harry :Von |
“| program, with Berle doing ‘straight ‘Zell. Boswell Sisters,. Nat:Shilkret,
beautifully, |is most: decidedly. the: “Baby: Snooks””’ -of ’-Fanny =Bricé,.
Baron . -Munchausen : (Jack - Pearl)...
_| Proper Way:°

C
i

“News &Talk

something like "40,000,008 leiter =
4

It. still: reniairis a: Question: how’ -Frank:- Black, Eddie -.Cantor,; . Ted
Burns and. Alien, “Camel!
;
a auf |} Caravan,” :‘Julia’ ‘Sanderson and’:
“Rasy, Acés,”ud Vie .
:
.

: i program'ss-"Basie, “combo ‘will. ‘Husing,
; Jel oo

:| Frank ‘Crumit,,

= and. Sade,” .Ben™ Bernie, Joe >Pen- as=
- (From Vantéry: ‘Ail 10. 34) ner,.’ “Wack.” ‘Benny, -Frank *Munn,‘.
‘PALMOLIVE BEAUTY BOX© -| “Whispering. Jack” ‘Smith,- Major...
.|Edward -Bowes, “Fibber ’‘McGee &.
‘THEATRE '

a

2

|

TO Gtadys ‘Swarthout, “John, Barclay,| Molly,*.-Phil Baker, John ’J.. Ane:

McIntyre,” Nat:Shilkret, thony (The. Good: Will Hour"), Bob|
| Burns, Edgar: ‘Bergen, Rudy Valley,..”mene
: | Kay. Kyser, -Phil' Cook, Clem .Me-".. ~
ot ‘Operetta: ‘Pabloid
:.
‘Frank

“Theodore Webb|

woe COMMERCIAL
160 Mins.:

=:

‘WEAF, ‘New York:

’{

-)-Carthy, |“Myrt : ‘and” Marge, Me OM

s ‘! Perkins,”

-,7 [“Dhe

“One. ‘Man’s-: Family,”

Shadow.”: “The “Green Hor- -

0°.

7!

net ee
“Inner: ‘Sarictum” and “Lights.

Idea. of bringing fo.‘the‘mike. a Out

, | series of tab ‘versions of the more
.. popular -operettas .had :been: for
‘| the past three-years kicking around.
- | from: one ad agency:to’ another: until Benton. & Bowles picked ‘it ‘up
‘|-and: sold -it' ta- Palmolive-ColgatePeet -as’ a medium: for. returning:
the combine’s green-packagéd soap.
Ito ‘network :attention,-.With the
. |debut (3) abstract, “The Vagabond.
- 1King,” ‘B&B .did a. commendably
‘smooth and competent: job...
Considering the: narrow limits of

“Radio's prestige and power built”
in the: thirties: ‘continued ‘into the-.:
|7
years,
forties and through. the *‘wat

‘The. changes that shave ‘seen :the-

“

oo
Daf,

development .‘of radio today: began’ *
in‘ the tae for‘ies -whieu taec2 was":
increased: ‘station-ecnipetition. via:

the great increase: ir:license’ grants,-:7
: ie)
‘an.increase.in- government. serveil-,

Janeé and the growth of ty.

-The full emergence’ of: television.
jan the: fifties put: radio. ‘through .a:
-severe «crisis, -The* networks,.. in:
a -script.: whose “emio- transition. to’ news .and-“feature”

_ ‘\radio and the problems involved in:
transposing

“Combining superior“coverage if
nl.‘621,700 radiohomeswithaful:
vanes tional ‘value: depends. alinost

entire-: feeds,: provided little or no-revenue::
ly” on’ spectacle-:embellishment, ‘to. the locals, ‘and. national. “spot.
ae
:
those responsible for the :program: business struck a.critical: low inthe*
| ‘WGR-AM |« B50 Ld o; BUFFALO.»NEWYori . - | managed. nicely. both’ in synthesiz-, | mid-fifti es.
».: Jing the’ Frim! score and. the: book|: But, ‘via: hard: promotion: of its.
: and. in: projecting the operetta's expediency: ‘and econoniy.the: mes.
dramatic background. and-plot.: dium ‘:has: lured: :new’. ‘advertiser
-- 1From the directional. angle, the coin.: News, along with some. origt-:
1
thing.
‘that topped them all: was the ‘al “musical -formating—and.. talk
|
&kre FM.San :‘handling
tn.Téleviston:” W@R-TV: Suttare’ -Rapewsanted by., ‘twRadio: ken
‘of -the. chorus,. both‘ for. formating—and. a vast out-of-home‘© WOAF-TV Kansas. CityeKEMB-TV" /N\
warbling
and mob effects. Mechan--: audience -as ‘welt as in-homé: cer=. .: .° |
Diego
®
-WOAP
&
WOAF-FM.
Kandas:
. San Olego @ KERQ-TV ‘Bakersfield .. wy,
a
:|ieally. the “results. were faultless’: tain: ‘hours, are’ the. elements that.

of varied entertainment and:information. °

2 WNEP-TV

eS

Scranton-Wilkes. Barre. oecnaneeeene: " City: e ‘WER &.Wwan-eM Buttats-”

(380 MADISON AVENUE: - NEW:
a”

YORK 17, NEW. YORK:

Added ‘to this was.as stirring are- have’

successfully: reestablished, -

Production of the: “Vagabond Song” and: will sustain,.the.-‘medium.” =

“40 YEARS er RADIO
— ‘and.dubious
3 promotional’schenies,
| #mong ‘other-counts. oe,
vet
|. ‘Commission’s ‘action in. ‘granting

Continued from -pase 68-2

oy =

th wireless ee
er : medium to. the b.o.:and announced: drop in’‘aid ‘“isten:to

ots FendleePo?‘Benny. hip Bent by{o
‘in:comfortable ehairs.”

WORTsJersey— Kick

~ Sparks Radio Rivalry.

_*. fe. delay <in--execution is routine.|
4 KELA will have:30 days to operate
The’. “in-depth” news coverage
“and Bat.its affairs:in order follow- northern: New . Jerséy.. by: WJRZ,

2

nat jing*

mmission ‘disposition: of. the: launched

last week

in the take-

"- Washington, April 3. °
, |Feconsideration appeal, which rare- over of WNTA. by the Golden Circle Group, has apparently |stirred
‘eder
mmunications
m: Following. this step, ifunsuccess-. competitive: action. .
ok “showing. of“TheStorm,” and’ did tiled.that radio's usage’ of:music mission’s death. house, has’ been ‘ful. KRLA’ -can'.then .go’ to the
‘New York RKO independent
---.

Pendler

2 |, ka, Pat AMer waiting |ly succeed.

y t-

1ampionship

was a ‘copyright. violation,. the.So-. sen a litle horrowed timeak courts in ‘its effort to seek reversal, WOR-this week launched a 7:30 te
lared:
ow. ‘action. by.
on
ap
of. the: FCC: action, foe 7:45. p:m.: da ily newscast ‘dealing.
ect
its” fret.Auarterly. for‘reconsideration: of . the “axe
an Picture: Theatre: Owners: of‘Amer: clety:
‘with: suburbia. .Newseaster Lester
meloi. for.: 1922, ‘Tt:“was. $35,000.
wile “But! the: “MPTOA

Motion:

-. * Jea) were. Yesentful :of -ASCAP’s. “Class. A publishers received: close’
" ; Gineinnatt — With . the. “station
“27 .piteli. for. music. ‘license fees: ‘and to "31,000 each,” -réported VaRrery: “Commission. “recently -directed since. August, 1961, Don ‘Herman
‘that:the outlet, operated by: ‘Eleven. has: been named’ news director’ Of
Wwere .even| more _bitter ‘tian‘the:
‘2 proadeasters, who, by midyear, ex-: (April: 14,1922): “Class. A. “writers ‘Ten Broad¢asting Corp., be lopped. WCKY. here; In the new. post -he
-Q)

el fa

we

.

.

‘Smith is offering news of New

Jersey, Long ‘Island, Westchester,
Rockland:
|
County. and- southern
‘Connecticut. WNEW has -promo’s awe
off the air-April 16: FCC’ unani- ‘will work on-a supervisory .level going .featuring news department.

>

/ 7+ +2 pressed: recognition: of. the’ .copy- ‘gota ‘little over $200.”. This. meant:
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‘|series. today: (4) ‘om ‘the problems. of high-school graduates’ in gaining | |
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"Metro Ty placed ite fourtl hour7fe

et three. eights,. Fanging -“north to. ‘financing -“with: :most: of -‘money|.‘series for: network airing. yext fall) no
uth, ..ala. time zones. Atlanta, tier i‘from his ‘sale of future} on:

a
sone: “Johnny Staccato,” “Se
Br HANS HOEEN —_ila,
to,‘San- Diego, Oakland’ andjb:roadcasting ‘rights ‘to. Union: Oil | down
4 ¢ret. Journal of Dr. Hudson,” “Sie
" Belgrade, April 3° ‘Tents; Please,” “Safari,” “Cannen-.
‘ganas
ye inside track. for. new.
hy Mette ‘the:
Sea”.
-in:
With
around
60,000
set.
“owners,
“franchises; as.-minor Teagueg ‘wither |; Naess’-broa deasting- ‘packag ¢ tx'as| ABC
etro’s odivcus. ‘By ball,” “Danger Is My -Profession,” :
elaborate as Yankees’ with Rhein- the |7:30 to-8:30.p.m,’ Saturday ‘slot. ‘television: in Yugoslavia is still a. “Jungle Jim,” “Disneyland,” ete| .
gold: Beer “and Viceroy: -cigaret}: *NBC-TV. has ‘the: other two. new far. ery from being a serious. men-}- “As to Jevtic, the most popular!
"te‘New York ‘fills. gap.‘vacant since picking ‘up. the tab«-estimated .at Metro tv: hour’ entries, “Eleventh. ace:to other media but. its inroads| native: program. is called “Private.
plus. Mets ‘will. telecast Hour” and. “Sam. Bendict,”'in addi- ‘are increasingly. felt, said) Dragon Eye,” a-Zagreb production. 2987: - ‘season-close. . “when | Giants
|$1,000,000
$
home and‘on the road; missing: Kildare.
and Dodgers: ‘picked up for greener:
to the returning winter, “Dr. Jevtic, head of the film division of}|
| Belgrade’s TV Station...
: pastures of California: Mets (name only ::@ few. night ‘games ‘in bad.
H
There are: now. three:tv stations
the: ‘Fesult of elaborate. poll after time --zones...However® fans.: will} Fin the Jand: Serbia has one in Bel‘Payson had. ‘personally have the option of staying.-home |
‘|grade,. Slovenia in Ljubljana ‘and|.
"favored: “Darke") ‘will play for one- and watching. top .attractions like
Croatia: in Zagreb. Two more are}
, year in Polo.Grounds, archaic ex-. Memorial :Day -doubleheader: ‘with|.
goon: to be beaming. in” “Skopje|“home: of Giants: and .ticketed for. -Dodgers on tv. “Whether they’ll.see |:
Macedonia) and Ser. evo (Bosnia-| . Bert Burns, tlie NY, World-Tele-.
.- housing development ‘in. "63... Club: ‘Casey. Stengel, :game’s No. 1 non-|.
ae
| gram &.. Sun. radjo-tv scribe, ie.
| playing. personality, without com- |:
Chicago; ‘April’ 3.- Hercegovina).
|
srens
‘ing. out ‘to the. park, ds something} - Los. ‘Angeles tv: personality” Tom
Tele: was. ‘introduced in“Yugo- ending his: tenure with the afterelse."
| Duggan, finally facing-uP. to: trial '‘slavia: in 1958. ‘The country now ‘noon daily at the end of this week
- Stengel came. “out: of‘retirement here, last. week, got off
ghtly: in ‘manufactures its own sets, ‘work- ‘in order .to become head of radio: season’ bouholdees In
“to unattractiveness of: tlie.Harlem, ‘as personal ‘favor..0 george. .Weiss, a pair: of: court actions that: have. ing with RCA and Philips. licenses. ty for the new weekly Nations’
‘| dogged him since 1955. He: settled. The ‘monthly..fee pet set owner Observer as of. April. 16.
" neighborhood ' after dark; the ‘Mets |
a - $250,000. alienation-of-affections amounts to 1,000 dinars which is| ‘As far as Burns W-T replacement
. will jimit ‘their ‘night -‘games. to.'a
e. Tawault for $500 and: won the ‘dis-. ‘slightly ‘more. ‘than $2. Part of the is ‘concerned, one hasn't . been:
--couple
.of “doxen,. ‘although’ that]:
figure is’ expec ted -to- be. upped: Yankees ‘they: ‘made a: mistake.in’ imigsal ‘of a. $100 fine. plus 10-day: people living. on the. Dalmatian chosen: There. is speculation that
- When: they: move; into. the spankirig| firing: him because. he: was too old jail sentence. for.a. contempt: ‘of. coast don’t need to “pay .because the daily may. decide not to Tre
. new Flushing. Meadows: Stadium, (in. late- 60s)... Two: years: earlier court ‘rap. -.
they ‘can’t receive ‘the. native ‘tv. place him.
‘being built in conjunction with the Weiss .bad turned: down the. presi-|’: Back in- his.Chicago: tetevision programas -yet. (But they can re-|. Coincidentally, “Harriet van
ONY, ‘World's Fair. ‘Flushing ball- -dency. of : the. -American “League | days,: Duggan. was ‘named. co- ‘celve-Italian tv:from Bari.) :. 2.
Horne, ‘ the: -daily’s longtime
‘tv
- park, . - tapping .~ several.- million fpeing)nehad:a‘lifetimeJob with. réspondent: in the. divorce: com=:
‘Yugoslavia’s 4: aily. telecasting critic, returned to work. Monday (2)
: hplaint. of °‘Carl J. Champagne Jr. ‘time {s/ four hours (6-10 p.m.) at; after layoff. of a couple of: weeks. .
" potential fans: in. ‘Nassau: and ‘Suf-|‘¥
Jand .was'.-personnally, sued - for: present. The country's. program is There was conjecture ‘that she was
folk Counties ‘on Long Island, got*:
"Pewsionse‘Videogabbers.
‘o
- a slow.’ start. but: a’: ‘1983 |: Yankees’ |:tv. package. is “iba. wooing ‘away©‘Champagne’ 3 wife:. |.run by a special board: Since there ‘unhappy over having her column _
‘Spening. ds. “predicted: ‘with |é€age.. {lavish in ‘haseball,; with Ballantirie. He received the contempt of court. |:are four. languages iSerbian, Croa-: moved from the lead page of :the
. Three: -new ballparks ~ will \be ‘Beer: and ‘R.: §; Reynolds’‘again sentericé - from Superior .Court- tian, :Slovenian «and- Macedonian) second W-T section to: the back .pages where tv: is ‘normally. de- available | for.°.fans- ‘this. year.. Picking: up tlie. tab.. Three-man air. Judge: Daiiiel. A. “Covelli: in 1955.
in’ the ‘country, the’ pro- Detroit..and ‘Washington. Senators,. ‘team will againsbe headed: by. Mel | for: speaking :disparagingly. ‘of the| 3Poken.
gram ‘has’ to be. divided “into: the. partmentalized . However, W -T.
. involved: -in.‘Presidential - opener |: a) en, highest - priced.“ announcer. child *custody: hearings... in’.:the |Ebeciat areas. -Belgrade and. Zagreb sources. maintain that she was in.
Champagne: ‘divorce case on his tv. deliver ‘a joint program ‘because ‘with a bad case of£1U.
_ Monday, . will, play “in. the’: new ie
the game, ‘along. with. Red: Bar- |.
show..
—.
District. of Columbia. Stadium |tn |
Rizztito
| the Serbian’ and: Croatin ‘lingo|:
ee: district's -Northeast.’ Federal |.- Mets ‘will. offer Lindsey.“Nelson; |; - Judge James B. Parsons, of.D:S. ‘doesn't. differ. much from: one anDistrict:
Court.
here; disniissed the
facility’. replaces: seédy.:. Griffith ‘who-left ‘-NBC's -Game... of’ the:
‘other, The other programs
are Wheeler Back With. RCA.
_ ‘Stadium with its: 30,000: “top..: @ | Week; “Bob. -Murphy, .ex-Baltimore- contempt sentence onthe grounds in: Slovenian: cand ‘Macedonian: Jan- ‘After three years as director. of
that-Duggan’s tv:remarks did -not
“ iMivconditioned, No-Rainouts - ‘|.Orioles; .‘and-- ‘Ralph’ Kiner;. who* ‘prove. to: be a: factor ‘in the’ out- ‘guage.
tv for the U.S. Information Agency,
. Houston. :is.“building - ‘standard | had. - worked -with: ‘the.-Chicago:
come. of the. child ‘custody: case. |: “Advertisers. may,‘sponsor a.pro. Roniney Wheeler has quit to return
one-shot: “park ‘for ’62. seating 32, ‘White Sox. Kiner is.:an’ ex-homer. But the. judge. said he considered gram but. they: are not allowed tojto RCA. He joins the ‘corporation
. 000,: but.swill répiave It In. '63:-with: champ -of a:decade back: ‘All. Mets’ Duggan's video behavior. “an abuse ‘influence or interrupt (no spots) it. on. April 9, where as a RCA public. .
- airconditioned. ‘domed. job, first. of’ -Tadio .and. tv- will be.produced ‘by. ‘of ‘one of our great media of .com-. “The name. of -the advertiser may |relations -staffer. he'll. report. to’ ™
“fits .kind.. ‘Smaller. ‘park ‘will be Joe: Gallagher.
munication for the private ‘personial -just .be -mentioned in the. ‘trailer. director of the department Sidney 7
‘Houston air. team-vwill. consist of: ‘purposes ofan individual .who has: of. the program.
‘turned ‘over’ to ‘hight school. ‘foot-:
mo
wo '** (Robards.
‘ Ball. Covered. ball” :park, seating Al Helfer, formerly: -with Mutual’s. at. his. disposal’ an instrument im- |
Remarkably: “enough, quite al. ‘Before going ‘to USIA, Wheeler
Elston:
_ $0,000, will: assure Texas: club of garrie-of-the-day, and: Gene“took
rypressed with a public. interest—. number of: stateside. shows {not solhad been director of European
no-rainouts, ‘something -which: has} Neither of: ‘new. clubs.::
an instrument not: similarly ‘avail- in other -Commie countries) are opérations . for NBC, the RCA
So
-|}chance”: with: unknowns:
_ ever: happeiied before..::
able. to‘ those. he criticized.”..|: a seen’ on: ‘Titoland’s video. _To men- subsid.
:
: Most: elaborate. of::‘postwar new |. Houston -club::made offers’ ‘Sut:
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wee whe: supply theInsights,into,‘those By.that. time, with: @2-channel” rei!

ceivers: in ‘most -homes,: (and tech: mE
jofher things. —
The nétwork saidit ‘doesn’t‘want nical. advazices in-UHF casting).‘ot@f ~~
McGee. merely ‘sitting behind: a ‘nationwide: -switch.te the-U band]:

Ranks: YearOftheBigDudap

desk,'“‘sort.of coordinating’ things.”: might pose few bractical or. politi- —

a
-

:

‘set

Contianea’‘frompage’a —

:

They..get hint- out on -the - road, al problems.
that ” ‘were. -dinaeceptable :
Btfe
when they: ¢an; :for those: instants. . Possibility “of-legal.action’:by.
. By ART ‘WOODSTONE
|
shipped him £ {te Washington ‘bu- ‘And the next big-road assignment. the UHF- operators ‘in communities American distributors’: "|.
for McGee ‘will .be. his -probable|:contemplated .for deintermixture | ~Also -just. moving’ tato domestia
aS anJulian’
a
ator, hired
=‘
If Walter Cronkite. can. talk about réau
“When:
(Goodinan’’
visit “to.‘Europe . in May:t3: 140.8 “by ‘FCC’ ‘under. the . present ‘rule- syndication is thé Stérling-Wolper,
_hils family, ‘so can Frank~ ‘McGee. ’
first-hander
0 ‘the, Summit. ‘Con- tnaking: doesn’t alarm Commission. “Silents: Please,” Ahalf-hour . series:
me. to run: the néwsdesk,”. McGee! f
eo
- So the NBC newsman talked; .
If.-the courts ‘reversed: CommisMy. granddaughter fs almost a smiled, “it was to be a strictly off- |1erTene
sion’s dropping: of. the deintermix: |of. “atchive pictures “that.hada
year old. She's at -the waddling the-air assignment. .“Julian .-asked| . Being rather :reflective. ‘himself, ture.
(on grounds,. possilily; t{ it} run on ABC-TV. .‘Turell says. ‘the.
ne. :
‘the when I was: hired if -t- ‘could
|McGee took pride. in, the. late ‘Here.
_stace

‘{n-law

tand d
& Now,” which incidentally’ is not amounted. to a.dubious: sort: of bare regional: and ~ market-by-market
she 2air. I told
esk work
on the | entirely: @déad as.a-future: NBC-TV ter .arrangement: with.. Congress), pattern | ‘for’ “Silents” -was: ‘forced.
‘him, after.
-‘If I:being
hire myself

ard, according. ‘to. my son-

at. Harvard,

whenever

seestothe cen aad pats ber out: as a-horse,-I’m a horse . . . If |Project. ‘He analyzed. aetemporary. aid eehad.‘its.cake and ||by, the’ web's: cancellation -of ‘the
_up to. the
"|Ecow.’
hire.myself out as 4 COW, Pm a[demise,-in
‘part,’ this. way:
“The
es
granddad. |
fundamental |‘problem was: that the.
" [package in the face of! excellent’

= |aud..: “acceptance - “and. “ratings,
“There’s.only one thing wrong," - ‘Good? he said. ‘Then 7 don’t program’ was not.a ‘prairie fire, but|:
the granite-- jawed .commentator: want you to come knocking ‘at :my then we didn’t start. out. to make it}
” WinckelPaar 2] *Sllents” first had“a’ ‘summer Tun,
added. “She does the same thing door in-two months. telting me. you.
‘then: was brought: back fo the-Teguwhich
‘we‘important
trie
ea reflecwhen she sees Walter Cronkite.”
tive
‘ook at
topics.”
eee |
—
‘Continued from pase —
—a
can't stand‘it.”
lar’.schedule,” but .‘cancelled: after
The 41-year-old. grandfather--{s
‘McGee said, tig: 1 ‘waited. two
a: run of only 22 of the 39 stanzas,
‘definitely being pushed: ahead. by months and 10 days.: But it. wag still|.. A. friend. said ef’the NBC: news: | work. balked at absorbing .a $2,250. The’ ‘half-hours. ‘pot exposed. on: thé:
NBC. This year,.if all goes as
man,’ “Frank. takes: important. sto- |Charge for the ‘tapéd -interviéw..
ia
]Bes 2
seriously.- The.sbassivolced Clevetand is ‘not .an- o&o. ABC-TV ‘network | will”be.Mew: ‘Product 1
nto the
ncome
bracket, |
7
;
e evidently aidn’:
€/ outlet --whereas,” in- -Washington, ‘syndication. .:
joining Chet «Huntley and David | .
No. Time Te Watch.
‘Was "an" important . story - because |. “ABC seemingly was ‘willing, and |.
Brinkley. the two biggest men: in Since ‘the competition: betwaen. throughout a tecent conversation,
the NBC News: picture. ©
NBC News and CBS News has been in ‘which the subject of: Frank Mc- did, defray cost of the Nixon vid: hotiored:‘by’ thefirst rerun’ of: ‘any:
For McGee to: make $100, 000.this extremely. ‘keen. ‘the -Jast few. -Gee was pressed: upon him, he was ‘tape.:.
‘American ‘-product: in, the: foreign
:

prairie fire Xt wasa-duletthe |

planned. i'spresumed he'll.break ‘Monitor. * before NBC put me on

year is undoubtedly a feat of spe-| months, as. evidenced by. the’ ob- ‘both modest and, most of the‘Hime, C ‘Winchell spells. out these:‘details market.. ‘Canada is’ ‘repeating, and
cial mierit,. because as he himself {vious fact that both networks want:

anything
‘describes it, “There’s almost noth-| their top. newsmen to. gct. 3 re |e

but
| ‘serious.-

: _-: }t0’explain“why ABC’s Tom Velofa

“Silents”. also‘ will” get. a rerun |An.

= |kept announcing |periodically: Ahat Belgium by viewer: request...
ing regular. "about my. essignment.” selves news. space -as_ well as re‘Furthermore, what makes it a‘ feat port news stories, it seemed feason-|.°.°
ob“Winchell. would be back” whereas, | “Sterling. also reports initial sales
able
to
ask
McGee
what
he
Ahought
|:
on. ve6 hour sheythe.:Week” pack‘fs that just a few months ‘ago the:
-. southern-born
newsman. lost. a ‘of CBS’ news efforts. Deftly, ‘yet.| ~All Chanael“a
sponsored weekly half-hour, which with touch of what magazine and —
Continued. from ‘pase |fF —
but. his’ Wife, “June, was. ‘critically |
also meant the loss of the usual ‘téade paper writers frequently Te-|
| fer. to as: “quiet: Sincerity,’ McGee a put onfor:passage, otherwise, ill at “their. Scottsdale, Ariz:,. -re~|
commercial increments.’
Gal
a
bod:
rhe .
cc a
"E
ardly :
ve .-O©
.approva
Though having lost the show, -a
{treat.: As matter’ of fact: she is still | Years.” That. ‘show, in fact, is in:
a |said,
“Tdon'tto watch
Friday night affair called
“Here &.
have. time
waten CBS:
‘NBC.1
;| would ‘be’ hard to figure. and ‘Har- bedded, a. _Vietim: of eardiac ail-|the. package (available. after -web
Now.” hé did not Jose the sponsor.
“McGee spent 1114 hours:glued’ to. Tangould.know. the.day.of” the. ‘ment, 7
As No. 1: man on. NBC News’ tv. ‘his ‘seat ‘when Col. John H. Glenn
-/Winchelt - “mentions: Raymond ‘Fed:
; by. Maurice:
‘ Chevalier, : “Invita“instant specials,” McGee’ is . still took off ‘around: ‘the earth. Other ‘* Outlook, ‘when: ‘and it.‘the.‘pni’s17Spector of Hazel: Bishop: (sponsor),: ‘tion. to: Paris"; George K: Arthur,
enacted would. be. for no
ag dramatic
dramatic |‘Oliver . ‘Treyz, a Tom Moore nsor)s~‘and | selections
being stoked by Gulf Oil. .Of the network newsmen ‘manifested -‘si- -enacted,.
from:
his short
subjects;-"":
Frank ‘Gallop, “The
Legend:
of...
roughly 75 instants: done so far,
ansition,: naturally. .
adually,
idolph Valentina”; Mike Wallace,
McGee: recalled, ‘60. of them .were
.who'-was.then in
c
ay, Wie
gave’
e 0
- the ‘all-channel receivers would re- ialso: Joh-t’ Daly om

- boniy:chad" the bad.case “ofstaph'| of "tpnthee

milerfetks of endurance shat par

bankrolled by the oil company. _ naty. observer pause about.some of |place the 12-channel sets; and even oer ge ofere

ee
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ane this ta| fography: of. *a: "Rookie’:. ‘Chet
Hun ey, “Behind the Great: Walls sos
McGee also does a. 6 o'clock the more earthy aad. clinical -as-|more. gradually commercial a$ ‘well refutation of Paar’s.
stating: he was ‘and .athers. Producers are .various
nightly news stint for NBC-TV and. pebts.of human “blolozy: .'The ‘ques-|.a3 educational outlets. would. arise. cancelled-and that Vanrery called
in: “association -with Sterling. three .hours ‘of fronting. Sunday: tion, however, remains unanswered, ‘} in.the ‘UHF’ ba
Ue
; his. the “lowest. ‘Fatin
9: p
nights for NBC Radio's “Monitor,” this adding: to the. mystery sur-{|.One’ quick: ‘apaist:‘would -bé-a ‘sumably this is Paar’s interpreta: - One’ of the. specials, ‘dealing ‘with
However, since the instants are-one |rounding the ‘business of news. dis- ‘spurt: of hot bidding for the UHF ‘tion of |
the- Nielse
s.ublished t Admiral .Byrd’s:. North :and. South
of the more

important

items: on | semination.

. that he prot ted. reltesatts

ing to pull McGee temporarily. dut |though, -is that. “stamina“is a fea-|. Existing.
of either of the other two a
- |ture.-of -the modern news man in

URE stations: . * aléol at nePrat ested:
to Velota that That Men’. Die For,” which . will:
{you're fooling the people. because. deal with .dangerous ‘adventure.«
would’ ‘Suddenly.
find’.
themselves
television.”” This was not ‘said. by ‘valuable.
Properties
on ‘fhe’
‘specu |%Pm just. too sick té:come back; the ..*:Going ‘into production: is a. folMcGee but ‘by an admirer of his at lative mart.
| Staph has impaired my speech and | lowup
-to’.“‘Silents Please,” oe

- ments to" go for a late-breaking
yarn.
Some NBC execs figure McGee.

“has come

‘also: .Pole: explorations, will: be: used :as
° 'a pilot for a ‘second series, “Dreams

vacancies and:a. field, day:for’D:c.: ‘the time) Win h le ates t

its agenda, NBC News.is quite wiil: |" The. one. thing” ‘that was said, broadcast attornéys. ° -.

NBC, who. felt. that McGee “is-.as

| my appearance,” :but ABC seem-| tector’s. Item,”. which ‘will.

far: and with ‘relative ‘much a. product of “The Washing-} - Whether the U ‘stations: can com- ingly had in’ mind ‘his ‘assuming ‘both silent and-early talkie. foot

speed. Seven years ago; he was, ton school of News” as Dave Garro.| ete effectively. ‘with: V's. in ‘the} the 11:p.m: Suiiday ‘news slot-(15/ and. also foreign-“pix: Stars’ ase

delivering the news, in a modest | way is of the. “Chicago school” of-| Same: mart. is an open: question and |minites only, ‘as’ against. the ‘six: sociated with the pix will. harrate

drawl, for WSFA-TV. in Montgom- |television entertaifiment.'. To: NBC, in: the..eyes. ‘of.“some observers. &] 30-minute shots). due to a. program- with Colleen. Moore’ already slated.
ery, Ala. Since WSFA. is‘ also. an {a man schooled ‘n. Washington is ‘moot.ope...
-\‘ming -shuffle:. involving .“The.|to:" ‘do’ commentary ‘‘for. “Lilac
NBC” affiliate, McGee once got a|a man:who is fully acquainted with|.’FCC. views: ‘the. ‘all-chanhel’ set ‘Valiant °
Years” Winston. Churchill Time,” silent:
WW TI. picture that

chance ‘to cover a Ku Klux Klan|the names, ‘the. places and: .tne} ‘deal. as. a longterm. - proposition: | ser
ries).
story for the web. “It brought him things that: make. national and in-|:Five or: ‘six. or more years may be to our attention,” an NBC one ‘ternational. news ‘and who is 9lso|nécéssary before there’s.real ame--

said. Shortly- .‘afterwards,

a

|:starred her. and Gary. Cooper in
a |his first major role,:
a

Ci well acquainted. with .the ‘sources. ' oration’ of.‘the’ channel. ‘squeeze.|
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ToumpetstAction! All thoroughbred pertormers| Fi
rstact 1:30, |:

"+ Come by car orbus on'L.1: parkways. Or walk west to 8th Ave.e. ~~.
‘io Sind St, take express’ IND. subways (begioning.11:10 a oo

7 ‘Gatha‘matineeattheBigA~fastestt moving showinMow

;
{

wl as * Aecording. to’‘Insider's: Newsletter:(Coles Vincent‘Rdwards: and aa
_ Sagem Caney"(at the bat for 7th Ave.) are big beil-out items ferblouses,| 7 ©
wee: Costume Jewelry, bracelets and charms, keyrings, ‘watches, cufflinks, ;
Bee sweaters ‘ete. “Already -a: runaway. national, 1
4s: Rhoda: Lee’a '|

- +: Ben: Casey -‘blouse: (in. ‘polyester -and cotton. ‘broadelath)””ts: Says’
Ae ; SUME
.S..:

“2.

;

ia.“ihe.‘next few .months,:the
| rebanese, are going to. put.a large
| t¥ transmitter atop. Nasser :Chouf,
{one ‘ef. this. ‘country’s higher moun| tains.. It lk not. only cover all the:
» | parts of Lebanon. that “now don’t
-get video ‘with’ a -signal;. but it'll
‘also cover Damascus. in nearby)

") gide-button. ‘clesing, ‘which can -bé left’ open after: ‘operations: Note:

vo / Baege Tees beeu -licenged ‘to.use. the naine. “Ben Casey”. by: Bing. 4

the | mee
2". :Iplouse houses are being. forced to turn out the:same style. without:

shineyy emely ‘dubbing-1t‘Medic’or,_less,-prestigiously, “the.» barber’ i
—

“Trapeze,” a“pestedg United
U
;
aint ‘find; was:- errorieausly ‘teluaed | Ue,

f° Natonah: Assn: ofBroddéastets has’ urged! the Labor: Depts Wage<|"

ce

“2 oy

I

Phe. ‘division. has hearings. underway: to”“determine ig:‘the: present'|’

Le walary test figures .‘should. be: hiked. because of the Boost in. the ‘mini- and. the.Colonel.”

ce mote wage. Salary testsof $80 weekly for executives and $95 weekly|.Dropping ~of. . ‘fourlon
“quirements for’exemptions under. the:‘Wage-Hour Act;,

“Cgut Find Talent
* One’ of the biggest problems

Sun” .

enough good performers to SiF out
(each about fear

Tun by the same. company, Com-

|Bagnie ‘Lebanaise.-de Television, ‘the nightly blocks
third |20th ‘casualty fhiis
ie! |aud one; on Channel 7, is-done iti. hours)‘en the two

-."..:" for administrative and: professional employees are. now.Part A re=|mi
ae

Nésser

7 up like’ itacross. the: Middle East days. is Snding perforining talent.
Compagnie Libanzise de Tele| vision, centered in. Beirut, runs twe
: + ty channels, both: simultaneously.
ie Giplemaey..
ati, Iwo tv ‘ghanneis: ‘now. cover One is.in French and the other in
Beirut, ‘Lehanon’s “major. market Arabic, According to. Clayton”
in | (with: some 600,000. people and ‘Brace, *American. assistant to the
£40,000 tv sets): :
‘Both channels ‘are president.of CLT, it’s tough finding.

ployees..

oo

expected :in. some quarters 1

"+t Gouf ‘and ethers that are to crop television: in. Lebanon’ faces these --

es

‘market’ involved.

the: Middle. Eastern nations .are
agreed not to use the same -chatHels, thus preventing engineering.
problems, ‘but political problems

Cyprus.

, that -the.. transmitter at

cont. “Hour Division. to ‘set salary’ standards:-at:miriimum ‘levels in determin-| .“. .
ye ple exemptions for “executives, administrative and. professional” em: re

/ os. (7 NSB also.asked.that:salary.testete:varied:with;‘the’she‘of‘the.Bo

‘Eastern. concord arranged to -pre‘vent: the ebvious border overlaps .
in: tv. (It.is already the case: that

| Syria, Israel, Northern’ Egypt, and |:
are another’ matter),

rae

| on last: ‘week's: VARIETY --ARIOBS the features -bought ‘by. ABC-TY.
wil beroca
|.
‘c+.186263 run.. Package ‘eomprises .30° néew-to-ty filing which’
cone Ps
5 sletted: in the8 to 10.pm. Sunday. berth ‘beginning inthe fall:is

a

“Beirut; Aprit a “+ tinal, “observers say, ‘there: ‘wilt
have: te be some kind of Middle

“70

a,
Cowles newsletter, “whieh. features what dress: industry. ‘insiders. say
Ji 0"": js: the neckline ‘of ‘the year—a’ plain’ round. bigh-rising néckband.
and.

.

channels; ‘if enly .

| Arabian; ‘the other; Channel 9, is 'Decause Lebanon just isn’t ‘that ‘big

‘a ‘country and, therefore, deesn't
|‘attract. that, much frontline talent.

Peter Molnar, CBS-TV. éports: producer,. is ‘plaiining cidensive cover-SCalvin™ js. ‘halfhour “animation for the -local. French. speaking
age. of two upcoming sports events—the 26th: Masters-Golf Tournament cartoon featuring - voices. of Free- -pepulation,. with “a “little English
at Auguta; Ga., and thé 86th. Kentucky Derby-. at Churehill Downs. At man -Gosden '‘and .Charles Correll, thrown: ‘in for ‘good:measure.
|
_ the. Masters, Molnar. will. puta 90-foot ‘crane: into .use..as a ‘camera
CLT, “owned partly (about 30%):
‘2, "°; placement to get’ aerial-type ‘coverage, :and: at thé-Derby, hé is having|by.
=
Time: Inc. ‘and. partly. by’

. Brace is now in ‘the States for a
short visit, He first went to Beirut

some. five months back for Time™

"8a special caniera, stand built/in the “backstretch te. give. racing fans’.a rv.
. government..interests”. Inc., which-owns about a third of
Thesp:‘Asks $22:893 -bsBreneh
|
:.. +, “hoser* glimpse’ of the ‘horses. when they. are so far. away ‘from: the}
false. 30%), is going to start. oper- CLT. “Since talent is-a problem,”
jh. ‘said- in New York,. “It is our .
..”. @lubhouse. Th all. 14.cameras. will:be. useda at:the Masters. and ‘sx.at . | For‘Teey. Bishop’ Brush

“en AneDerby.
ON,
Pe vat
* Leb: Angeles, April 3.
‘tv’ actor, “demands:
ca
“NBC-TV. van ‘sir:the.‘annual:EV.
7 tide ‘Award stanza‘on “siinday.{¢sebtes.‘Fiyan,,
plus ‘interest for. asserted’
woe June 24: "Prograra: will go :into: thé. 9-10 .p.m..-slet. :Winners, as: usual, | bréach‘of contract: .in - Superior’
:.. +. are-picked by-a: vote of the national mag's readership, with: ‘preliminary.
ey

~.°'

* balloting going into ‘the next issue. Then, -ii- mid-May, once the nom,

:

se to sign talent
on an excl +.

‘Second ‘largest. market: (with |200;- sive television basis—that is, what000} * people. The ‘repeaters, :nat- ever goed talent there is.” CLT
‘rally, wilk pick up the. sked fed has staried: making: deals with big
[by CLT in Beirut. (Both channels. Beirut hotels, ‘which have enter-'
[run ‘only. in. the-evening, . seven ‘tainment policies; fer use of the

_., ditiations are counted,-the same readers will gét a crack-at:picking from fendants: were Josylar Inc.; Danny.
talent the hotelf import ‘to dress_
nights. 2 week). vo
vo*" five nominées in éach of: eight ty categories. :Staiiza -will- be produced. Thomas Enterprises, North. Ameri:|.
up ‘their nitery stages. (Evidently, |
34,2. by Reger Gimbel- and “written: by Gotdmian:.Ace .and his: Ferry, ‘Comoe tean TV. Productions, ‘Liéniroe -Pro- ~yTts not. the ‘domestic. feads' that ‘one of the: reasons for the tv. ex‘anyone’ is. ‘worried ‘about, Just ‘that,
scripting: ataff..‘Hour. ‘will:‘come. trop:both: ‘Hollywood. and. NY,
dictions and Steldon Leonard: Ens: “international ‘transmitter”-‘on the. clusivity..is to edge :out a ‘third
Beirut channel that is. starting. It
fereriee: “Going. ‘biz:cal‘Belmar En*'}mountain.Naturally, the existence. {s'partly owned by ABC, the Amer- °
ee gS “WRUL, ‘worldwide: shortwave:“"statioti, Kicked off’‘a new:“departure
aan $n international: broadcasting this: "week." With ‘a:' one-hour ‘celebrity.
of. a powerful setup on Nasser ican web).
“he:‘had: been: ‘Chouf: wilt ‘give conimercial CLT:! .
‘.y 3 interview: sHow:being aired: five times.a week. Show. is. originating -from |} Thesp:. charged .
Brace, .who spent. 21 years. with .
‘.Pauk ‘Faubman’s. Penthouse ‘Club; N-¥.-Initial. wéek’s: guests include’ signed for:Seleseries “but hadn't’ that -much ‘more’ to‘ boast :about: KLZ. ‘the Time station in Deaver,.
ae Connie’ Francis, Theodore Bikel, Hildegarde, Erroll.Garner: andMargot | Peet
-fwhen_ it: comes. to selling airtime.: Colo., said that CLT, beth: for the
+

ms

‘Moser. Sandy. Landsberg,is:‘host...

‘over: ‘into ‘tail heii be on
i ¢antera|

| But. transmitter has the’ ‘potential. ‘French “and. ‘Arab-spéeaking audifof serving as a.propaganda weapon, ences, do. a lot of live programthat: this is .& part-of the con-|.

“Fre VeepsCome &Go. _}inot

‘|ehours a week. Stokey broke into Independent ~. Television. - Corp
{ suggested it was hard: ta preperty
tv soon after the medium became ‘has:‘lost. ene veep but’wained sn :
. [|
Palestinians)’ iiight.-get_ a little fill all the hors CLT airs, which
‘fFcommercial and: some ‘dozen. of so
‘miffed,
even.
though
‘their:
country.
‘amount: to a bout 30 hours. weekly
Milton:
P.
P
Kaye.
has.
nkled
}
‘as.
years later he'll be: on. the CBS|:
‘network in prime-time (10:30 p.m. veep.in. charge of biz’ and legal. af-. - has no tv of Its own as yet and few, on each channel.

an Z TineLocal:WebSint
, | Monday)

df any, tv sets ‘around.
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are. ‘fhought that there was some 7
withthe .charades game.. ‘fairs ‘from the:.tv film company|+
ope
that -soiaeday ftv pro-—
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own.
national.
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RE Sat iElvis’
Mason's Co

(the?‘Best
Beeof
ThisWeek's100-PlusReleases)

STATE. FAIR (Dot). The ‘sound: calls: of’Sea Biscuitvs;War.Ad i
track of the latest 20th Century-|
Fox version of Rodgers & Ham- Carthy’s “miseall- at.Fe “Preakness.
merstein’s “State Fair’ is a b.o.. ‘There's splenty of sports excitement |
natural. On top of a-great score, and ‘nostalgia.included here; and it: ;
Tt
there’s a standout cast of pop per- isa must set. for sports fans. =.
formers who ‘will carry. this: pro-|duction with all levels of the LP
~ market. Pat Boone..does a nifty . This is a nicely-styled showcase for |
‘version of “That’s For Me”. while | this pop and ‘folk group's first Col:
Bobby Darin takes. charge-of.
: The..Three Young Men |-§
“Phis Isn’t Heaven.” The classic. -have an easy yet .dyiamie way. with | §
“It Might As Well Be Spring” is -a song and.are also able to handle | f
delivered in excellent. style by material. in various formats’ with |J
Anita Gordon.. Alice. Faye handles consistant ability.. They impress as

:;BRENDA LEE; eovene
.
', EVERYBODY: ‘LOVES ME BUT: you:
e (Deees)

>:

seco

cei

Here Comes

That Feeling. :a “eh

Brénda Lee’s “Everybody Loves Me But You” (Championt) watls .”.:.

with: @ commercial. stride’that will ‘be ‘hard ‘to ‘stop once: it. ets
a |... starte®. on ‘the: ‘spinning ‘rounds: “Here Comes That ‘Feeling”:° 2°."
:* (Doralt). has: the. Feeling of click,
€
‘too,
y with At:‘Pid.Pocalizyng oe _
Of @sharp. rhythmic bine.
} . aS

“THE THREE YOUNG. MEN|
(FROM: ._
MONTANA)” (Columbia). |

{THE. TOKENS.

- 7

=oe,y :

00 s.ex. 0,8. ° 6,2BIG.
.
BOAT.

(RCA Victor) <ee2ske, Cewweeveneates The Riddle.”
‘The. Tokens’ “Big. Boat”- (Lionel*): ‘sails.:along. slick folk :lijies

:apith:@ vocal punch ‘that. will..send it to. the’ top of the: spinning‘:
heap. “The Riddle”: (Bright Tunest) puts the :familiar folk: classic *

into-a harmony’ pattern. that will attract’ young: Keteters: cna

her solo on, “Never. Say No Ta A}. a-unit. witha solid-‘future on wax] }

7 cr ar
Man” deftly while Tom. Ewell -has | and probably in person.’ Their’ folk |
NCE
a solid character bit of singing’ on. - “Walk the World Like-a Man,” pop|.
““More: Than Just A.-Friend. Ann- ballad. “Goodby - Is. a “Loriesome |: od AWRE:
ELK:
eee eee
is'¢é.3Seotch
and. Soda.
..
.
‘Presents | ‘His ‘Newest. W
Hit
Album! ; (Capitol) oo ei
Margret,
a . teenage.fave, and:
Word,” humerous “Deliver. to. Mil-; for Dot Records—“MOON. RIVER” | -. ‘The ‘Kingston. Trio’s “Jane, Jane, Jane”. (Vividt). is. pen ae ran
David Street. join. pleasingly on
‘waukee"’ and. almost. rock “Love |:
i
“highly.
pleasing
effort
out.
of.
the
folk
factory
that.
has
‘a.
solid
“Isn't It Kinda Fun.”. Alfred New- “Eyes” each in-its own ‘way attests|
~ ‘winning “streak: to its credit ‘and ‘this “brisk item will sustain.the
=.) ~~
man conducts the Fichly textured
to. the versatility ahd -performance cal ‘taste. “Standout. ‘rumbers” in. “pace.
“Scotch. ‘and: Soda’” -(Béechwoodt) *sets:.up -a ‘melancholy: ae
studio orelr.
yalueg they ‘posséss. ‘The: set has this: ‘set are: ‘the title song;. “It. I. round with a ‘voeat:
lead that®stirs. up a. Hohe blues’‘mood.
_ oe

_.. ELVIS PRESLEY: “FOLLOW.

Spin. and” coin-catching

M setekincotont nao. ee

‘potential: Had My “Way,” Jacob's Ladder,’

‘THAT DREAM” (RCA Victor). Be[You've
cause there are only four tunes in | LILLIAN: ROSEDALE: ‘GOOD:

a oe

Got To’ Stand: Your: Test

ae

TAN JANE, JANEa
:

oO.

GENE PITNEY ;
Sede eeeehaessevsaee LIBERTY: VALANCE
‘the United Artists release, “Follow MAN; “I SAY YOU CAN. SING” In: Judgement”, “and “I'm; Gonna | -CMusicory CEL
Eiko
A Maw
(Capitol); This isan: unusual .in-,
That Dream,” Victor has issued the

. soundtrack set én an extended play

. Structional

Git
By"a:widely known Walk and- Talk ‘With Jesus.”
.di

;

: Gene: Pitney’s “(The Man ‘Who -Shot)-Liberty Valance”... Fae. 3°

- “amous®
éswith
a stirring:
song saga pic
with
appropriate’
western
ORES: 7
8S
Séadman: goes: through # ". “ODETTA :AT. TOWN.” ‘maui |
_
toe in
thé Paranwunt
Félease
‘whith
it tithes,overt
-It’s sure.
oe
package instead of the usual LP Rosedale
vocal teacher. In: this. set; Lillian: (Vanguard): Odetta,: the - moni: |
showcasing.
esley is in exiting
‘monickered songstress, is among| -; o. tide high-on.the spinning range. “Take It Like A.Man” (Triot):
séries.of
.elementary
-voéal
“ex-.
form here r
ig through 4 soft
ercises, designed: to.tone. ‘up. all. the.. most .compelling performers| gets most of.tts spinning : vitality: from the: interesting: wocal: ap.
‘and moody.
ballad, “Angel”; a zingy facets “of ‘the’ -sitiging. technicque.. in ‘the‘ folk..genre: Pdssesséd: of a
oe 2
a
er:
|rocker, “What a Wonderful Life”;
An‘ insert, ‘detailing. breathing: ex- ‘powerful. -voice that ranges far: and |LINDA’ SCOTT 2.550220
cn COUNT EVERY STAR.
a breezy folk-styled. number, “Tm Tercises “and :th ¢ ‘material |in - the. ‘wide over: several -octaves,’ she
‘Not the Marrying Kind’ sand the. .groave, . should ‘ prove.- useful : to projects: her ‘material ‘with..a: high | «-(Canadian-American)... (00.04.00. .3...:-Land: Of: ‘Stars °
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In. m- effort to avoid:a Yeeurrence ‘at‘the.broyhaha that virtually.”

oe turned: last November’s ASCAP membership meeting at New. York's
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[market will. ‘eventually’: wihd-up: in
¢ anything not..BMI.” :He ‘al8o-:men-.| Services ;
it with’ the. exif- -gome. chain store: to buy.a Parade -pinkslips. -Remainder ‘comprises effect and. in lay terms, amounts to.
‘|.Secretaries, . " dlerks ..- and . Sterio-. this: that when a <user” wants a.
~ tioned that the. costs of.‘taonitoring, ; ing: of. Debbie ‘Ishlon: who. was. vee- platter. :
if. the: broadcasters’. plan ‘were ‘ac-:‘pee dn charge of..the division for One of.‘the:niainreasons for’ the |
Staphie help...
license_and .it is priced: too high,
Livingston - “said:. additionally: or’ is. inadequate for his needs, his
cepted,-: would. be “‘astronomical:”: Jalmost. “two-and-a-half. ‘years. fol's
ae
Jo
5. |“The. cuts:‘were made by. me: te ‘only recourse {s to take the matter Finkelstein further.. stated .that {Creative. Services en compasses,
h'| operate . ‘more’ -efficientlyle was an attempt by the broad-/|@& design,’ advertising, .‘and: . Press
to the courts’ for an adjustment...
‘to|Hehter jelreamlined. basis. Pri- Because the user ought to: be able
_ casters. to: evade and avoid. Clear- information. ©_
vost $50
“ance. of: performances -for: _profit.-|: “Inthe reorganization: of Greative spend S58:to $$.00 for.
|
arecord: -Marily,. ‘the elimination :of. many to have the license he requires and
:. | of these jobs was also the elimina- not. one that is ‘arbitrarily forced:
-“Phe ty. film: producer. is in'a haz- Services, : the. various ‘.department|}
‘ (Continued: on page.72)"
4 tion.of unnecessary functions. We upon him. ~ ardous. position,” he- added, :“and {heads pom reneedirectly.to‘Lieber-| | were. -overstaffed’ and a cutting:
. any -of :them ‘are not. in a finanPa
Cato,-.
‘Shea. said he hoped that the curs
down Was. thandatory."ae
am position ‘te
‘to’‘clear Performance oh
&. design;' ‘Morris.
|

|

‘Tol
aah
Overhead

Finkelstela” also. voiced the “Sé- Hicksville, EL”

6 |
eed
re ciuct|"
(advertising), snd John eurlanditBray Gets
of au Meenses: and that. if ‘the
who ‘heads’ press information
Tights.”

at

sin
n chargeof: operations

‘The: Cap -‘veepee,.-who, ‘directly rent ‘negotiations would put ASCAP

t under. Glenn Wallichs, prexy of licensing fees in the right focus,
the :.waxworks,’ ruis:.the. entire. for stations’ are still paying for

“|
7 operation, ‘said. the duties of Joe ‘music on the. basis that it is all
| Csida,.-who.‘heads: up. the’ singles. featured music—even when it ig
@ivision, promotion and ‘publicity, only background or transitional—-..
and handles: all Broadway- original as though it were the. biggest‘ele-...
By ‘the“standaids ofreceiit,
this:
“albums: and_-material, and |:‘ment in the Program.
‘upped©to the ‘veepeeship: aud. head tory; off-Broadway is: having. a fioya’ Dunn,. marketing : and fe“lof Creative Services.. According. to. better-than-average. season on wax. ‘search division ‘veepee, will-be én|Lieberson, ‘she'll: now be. used_ by On: Monday’ (2), the second. down-. ‘larged by..absorption but will ‘not
{Col to-handle. certain, special. assign- town tuner of the'year was put into. materially: change their functions. |:
the grooves when,. under the direc-.
. Csida’s visit to ‘the. Coast. this|
- Miss. - Ishlon, “who's ‘been. swith|

“(Continued. on. page.72):

TayHamiltos.toBock

Programming
|
Tide Wit |
:

Oh toBein Britain Now
Springs Here, Say
Livingston,
|.‘That

hr. Rock andSoul’ LP rere crass 22tinoat

tion of Hal Mooney, Mercury Rec- past week, -declares.
-: “Ray. ‘Hamilton’. is. going. agairist seyeral indie projects: ..She'll an: ‘ords ‘cut. an. ‘original cast .platter “had: nothirig ‘to do: with the cuts;{|
- the: ‘disk | programming. tide... While

nounce future .plans -shortly. :

of “Fly -Blackbird:”:” This is .the.}:

“Lotsa Yank Performers -

they. were planned..and. made: ef |.
_ Many radio stations are ‘switehing
|: ‘Her. first novel, “Girl Singer” is label’s ‘second: off-Broadway ‘disk: fective: before’ he. arrived here.” |.
:.
London, April 3.
~;:to “good music”. and. many indus-. due: for a .pic ‘treatment. ..Singer. of the semester,: the company: hav- The:layoffs. at.Capitol--will’ amount Brenda Lee's arrival marks: yet
--tEy : prophets: - are’ ‘tolling the. ‘Conitie Francis, who’s contracted to ing ‘released on original: a caster to“ slightly more: than ‘a, 6% cut. another stage.in a two-month in‘death: of rock. ‘n’ roll,,Eek Records, the Metro: studio. and: who ‘records ‘of. “AIL: in- Love” a-month ago... in‘totalpresonnel,id" he’ stated. .
‘vasion of this country by. American:
yor the. .MGM label,’ ‘lias’ taken_an|- - Also. for the. history-minded. is}
_ disk. artists. Miss Lee, who is here
Joption onthe book: for‘aflmusical the fact that E. B. Marks Music is
“|
for: video. and. concert -dates... fol:jin whitchshe'll star... _
the publisher for both “Blackbird”
‘lows visits by: Buddy- Greco, Billy
Soe . ‘| and -“Love.” Earlier in- the: year, ,
beat eroove, By
2 ee
Daniels: and “the. Four Freshmen.

1
‘ Hamilton's3 ‘decision. to.chit‘the a
—
1]
rook. *n’. roll. route: is”based ‘on: his: f
obeliet. that it’s. not: a trend or a.}
: craze like the Twist. “Instead,” he}
says, “it’s like rhythm -& ‘blues: and|:
--eountry. music. .“It’s::.a. kind -.of.|©“Bud. Harden has been: set.as ‘di-.
‘music ‘which. is.always. going ‘to be ‘rector of Capitol Records’ Custom
-heard...Rock .’‘n’ roll -bécame popu: ‘Service Dept. “He'll ‘be in: charge

ChirambaatoHead
|
Projected tours by Jeri
--Verve Album Sales and
Johnny Mathis were

"Mere cut. a. disk . of ‘the Broadway |
gévue, .“From the -Second City,”

Southern

cancelled

but.. never released it ‘due. to. the. ‘vie“Chiruznbolo has: been upped through
illness.
|:
show’s ‘rapid: :departure -from-. ‘the|;
to “national :sales' ‘manager.-for | During April American jazzmen
Main ‘Stem to.a:Greenwich ‘Village’ Verve’s’ album product. He. has. ‘Count Basie, Louis
Armstrong,.
cabaret: specially. created ‘for-it: -been eastern: regional:“sales mane: Erroll. Garner, Benny .Goodman
Merc;. ‘however, -has a platter on ager’ for Verve.and George Shearing are lined for
the. market: of ‘the «original Chi- | In his new spot. Chirambolo will dates in Britain, while pop artists
: Jar: because: it'-was_ sung by. singers. of. the .‘company’s entire. ‘Custom | ‘cago. Second, City.Company. in:ace: work ‘under the. direct ‘supervision Nei} Sedaka, Gene: Vincent,: Johnlike’ .Elvis : Presley. .who had‘ the. Service. program, . including: : pre- tion.
-Lof® Andy Miele,:.director of mar-. ny. Burnette, Gary U. S. Bonds.”
‘impact: nécessaty to: give it nation-. ‘mium‘records and the. pressing: of: : “Blackbird” has been at ‘the‘May- keting. “for .MGM/Verve and its and Gene: McDaniels are also due
fair Theatre .since..Feb, “5..: Pro-: subsidiary labels.. He'll be respon-. in for: engagements.
_- Wide: focus. But. it: was around ‘for. ‘disks for ‘other. companies.:
a: longtime before, and. it will be! - Harden,. who: as been. ‘with Cap. ‘duced ‘by Helen’ Jacobsen, it has. sible 'for. the sales of “Verve LPs|. ‘Even Jerry Lee Lewis, who was.
“ sung andplayed: for a long time, ‘itol:for 14 yeiirs: and with the Cus-. | book, music and. lyrics by :C: Jack- only:-Sales ‘of: alt singles on ‘the not. well received on his last visit,
; _bo -come.”
.|tom. Service division- since: 1958, - on. and: James’ Hatch.. Gershon |MGGM, | Verve,:..Cub |and:Choreo. is. set for another tour. He'll be
. Len. Levy, ‘Epie’s3.‘national: sales ‘will :headquarter. at’ the :diskery’s Kingsley,. who: ‘did ‘the’ original ar-" labels. will .rémain unde’ the. juris- followed by Nelson Riddle and the
manager, ‘predicted that :the ‘‘al-: Hollywodd' base. He reports: to rangements ‘for ‘the ‘tuner, has Ox diction: of Leriny Scheer.
‘Bob Scobey jazzmen. Judy Garland.
bun, titled “Mr. Rock. And.’Soul,” ‘George Jones, general manager |‘of panded _his orchestrations” to: in- Joe: Fields. hae"been. brought in is slated to film here as is. Connie- change Hasnilton’ss:_ ale Capitol's. manufacturing &:-engin-.{clude ‘More than the twin: pianos. by: ‘Miele‘to- handle eastern. repre- ‘Francis. Pat ‘Boone Js’ currently
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G nsMomentum, | Join€ Gert,Mgr-of Pre(Atats
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ce RogerTeall it Aa
‘Atlant
|
London, April-3..
- Roger.‘Thretfall:‘has ‘resigned:as
joint general manager of Pye Rees rae

Lotsa D.C. Bashes‘May:29-June3)

ords; but remains: on-the ‘board: of:|::. °—

+ ntantié: Records has signed four

, |. directors: ‘He has’ been named gen: | <.
The First International Jazz, Fes-'4
BvitishDisk BeatSellers eral ;nianager.. and .a director of:
‘A4ival in Washington, D. C.,; spon
Planned :Holdings Ltd.. This is ‘the
|
e
gored by the President’s Committe
_| subsidiary: .of”. ‘Associated: TeleVi=
“London, :: Apri: -3.‘of the Feople to Foote ee eetap, |
“|sion’ -which -operates:the. ‘Muzak : oy

groups within the past: few:*
‘HolandDisk
ac Beas |‘new:.
-weeks. .Ambitious plans have been:

cA
Wonderful Land. , Shadows ;&
background ‘music in’ Britain.= (Columbia)..
ree+:Shapite wt : Louis:Benjamin,.who shared. the
Tell Me What..
a
general”
managership’ of .Pye: with.|
|(Columbia) ‘charge of putting the fest together];
be Presley.Le* Threlfall, ds nowsolely. in shange.
and en the boards are Jobn Ham-| ._ Rock-a-Hulay Baby...
‘mord,
George .Avakian, Neshvi
Erlegun, Gunther Schuller and Allan. Morrison.
- The festival will bea tion-profit .

affair, all proceeds: going to the

purchase ‘and sending

instcuments: to foreign. countries}

(Decca)

where they are needed..-The-sched-|°

|

(Pye).

etc., all dealing with the jazz idiom.
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(Columbia).

|’ Dream,Baby ..

Among the tooters already set-
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“G5 Weniland

“Danve: in’‘the: Morning)
(PEligs)

‘as. 11. albums for Joy: &-: the’ ‘Boys: .
-this ‘year..Members: of. the: group: |

| are-Joy Brulee, Jim :Cook,. Frank:

“Cook and Merle Koch.. They: ‘have *

i “The Young.Ones. iC:,; Richard

»

‘been together for-‘about a year, ©

(Columbia}

mostly the Seattle area, ex-“fda i Moscow -Bargersa: |‘playing
cept! for. a: bit. at,Harrah's. Club,” :

whe. -(Storyville).::
aa Knock :Qn.Door...
“a

Reno..

file

--Atlantic® ‘plans :‘to.dip. into’ ‘the...

i | folk field ‘with more attention than~

_pRoberto ,_ ithas’been.elving. ‘To -aigment its.
win ‘:i"
Helpreali
ailing:1aLove. -Presley -}
aims, ‘the label -has “signed. Casey.

emia
ma.
| - ‘Mam

“Rome, “Apiil.3°: ; I
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;
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. Let's Twist ‘Again.. . Checker’ ‘by:April. ‘15 with: an LP: fast on‘its*{Columbia)...
“| heels.” -Ertegun is mapping ag many. °

Se Tanze. in Den. ‘Morzen

we
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. Stranger. On. Shore:odes -Bilk |
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ae
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cae
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The Young. Ones... ‘Richard I

to appear are Duke Ellington, Can-|;
nonball Adderley, George Shearing,
Dave Brubeck, Gloria Lynne, Gerry
Mulligan and. Oscar Peterson. Sev-.
eral. others are expected to par-.
ticipate as well. All of the mew

=

n
an

sapere ed cles Detiver me |

Zrams, a ballet: offering, jaz films,|~-, (Parlophone)"
hibitions of disks, books, .paintings

et

ae

aa}
ule will feature multi-participation |. _ (Columbia)jazz concerts, ‘smaller. jazz. pro-|°. Hole ‘in Ground. --Cribbins,
a young people’s concert and ex-|

.

,

Lets’ ‘Twist ‘Again ©oe_ Checker “
re yo
{Columbia) ©
Wimoweh.

|

of musical

.

«Ball
March ‘ofSiamese “esd

‘|
. mapped: ‘for Joy & the ‘Boys, a new

rdam, April 3.°

eeewee
ve Willy. Schobbea - -vocal ~instrumental: group: . which”.
-| lured. Atlantic: prexy.: Ahmet’ Erte-.(Artone y
|:
", Little Ship...Blue Diamonds - ‘gun.to. Seattle to‘catch and sign’ it.:
*. (Decca) .
a
“A single. by. the: unit will be out-:

of the Voice of America setup,
Ut take place -all: over the na-|
ficn’s capital, May 29-June 3..In|

sks
Orbis: 1. “Disk ‘sales figures’ of. this yeai’s

-Aiiderson and: -is. dickering “with-:

T “ |other: artists. .Anderson, .a: singer-"
i
-‘| San Remo. Song Festival .winners. * “Peppermint Twist.ve~Joe Dee
guitarist, chas -been’ ‘represented in :
| are. lagging far behind. other years, |" _ (Artone): :
___| thé “folk: market’ by diskings-.on':
| according to recent:figures. ~ *”

(London): -

WB NearDeaOn
‘Man’ Soun track
|.

Unofficial. figures: vite. sales. for |"
‘the’ 1962: ‘winner, ‘“Addio, Addio,” | {¥_
as close to.200 000 ‘after. one month,'}. [

= Elektra-Records..“On

|

| for both :Claudio. Villa and ¢com-

.

the modern™

irl ‘| Yazz:scené, ‘the ‘diskery. has inked”
” 1 Charles ‘Bell-:& the Contemporary: .

| Quartet ard the Red’ Mitchell: hae

” 4+Harold. Land Quintet.-poser-singer’. Domenico :.Modugno. ee ng .
Bell is‘a-piano man. who ‘elit a”
their full groups and all aré giv-‘Comparative * ‘figures ‘° show: -that |...
:
‘platter: for, Columbia: some years’ af
ing their services practically. at the |.
‘Modugno’s. 1959.San Remo: fopper,
: |-ago: : His ‘group -will’ ave an: LP:
‘Warner Bros. “Records has vir- “Diove,” ‘hit ‘a. much livelier .500,-"|.:a
cost expenses... —
Most of the concert. programs’ tually wrapped up the ‘soundtrack 000. sales .figuré in: first’ month,. ~Colunibia “Records: ‘ts going :all out, in May: - Mitchell: plays ~bass.:
will be presented at the Washing-. rights to the film version. of Mere- while totaling: over. 850,000 during ‘out to ‘eelebrate Igor: ‘Stravinsky's and ‘Eand, .who :was .4.. member: of’.
the original. Max: ‘Roach band, blows. °°. ton Armory. There are several: dith Willson’s: legituner. “The ‘Mu-: ‘the entire: year...
80th. birthday ‘year.-‘Foremost in.
tenor, Their - ‘unit's |first “Atlantic:
other events slated, however..On ‘sic: Man.” :In the process of being'|. : Milva’s:.second-place’, -recording ‘Col's. disk. fest: will. be the release|.
opning niglit. the Washington. Sym- ironied* out now are the. conditions of “Tango: Italiano,” says: the. re- ‘of. his: new. ballet,. “Noah and. ‘The|- “Hear “Ye,” Mill.-be’ released
phony will perform with jazz solo- set, by: Capitol ‘Records; which has port, sold some 130,000 records in ‘Flood,’ with the. composer ~con-| .S00:
jsts in Constitution Hall. Under the’ original Broadway cast.album first 30 days, ‘with Sorgio . Bruni’s diicting the ‘Columbia. Symphony ||:
"-Chancello#: Joey’.‘Cooper
direction: of dancer-choreographer-. as well asa, ‘contract: with Robert: -pressing: of: the same tune’ adding Orchestra: and: with” ‘Laurence ‘Har-.|
- Lee Becker, a jazz ballet program Preston; who appears in the same: 50,000 ..to. that: total. ‘Surprise. hit vey and: ‘Elsa - Lanéaster’: narrating. if Joe Cooper will be.’ the-. first.
artist
-to be released: on. Chance - ae
‘will be offered at the ‘Lisner Audi-- : starring assignmeng. in the film ver- of San.-Remo, if’ it can be called |. The disk will be released: to’ coTor's newly ‘created©“country. & :
torium. Several .jazz pix will be:
as he. did on Broadway. ... . | that,. was Tony Renis’ recording: of incide .with the:- tv: airing. -of; the. western line, The. debut :‘sidés: will:‘Sion
of
Gallery
|
National
the
t
h
Galle
National
the
shown at
work June. 14 over’ CBS: The net-: “be”. “This °“Heat. Of: Mise". and
Cap’s. contract with Preston re- “Quando. Quando, Quando,”” which work
Art. The art, disk, book, etc. ex- stricted
-had: commissioned. the-Stra-. “Tm'A. Foolarn
.
‘him from :recording—any: -sold- over --100,000':-in .‘the. first
hibits will,be rie Corcoran te material: from “Music: Man”. for. a.| month:.‘Renis...was relatively: une- winsky:, piece-‘as -part’, of. thé inter: |:
t Hosar d vu. 4
‘member of “years. :With’ this. deal knawn:: befére :he made. ‘his “San. ‘national celebrations -honoring. the co
Cue: : Thurstan, ‘Harris
*"On June 3 at Constitution Hatt {i its pocket, Cap assumed it would ‘Remo debut;- -bringing: ‘his own song: composer, “eub Records, -an “MGM- gub:.‘e

will, of course, be working with |

a young people’s concert will fea- get:‘the.ene
ar thé ‘film

ture Brubeck and others playing a |

. special composition. -by. Schuller. ever,

The. ballet’“was. recorded hy. Cal: ‘Sidiary abel,.. has. ‘gigned: singer.
the ‘number’ four- spot:. :
pelence to the into(28-31): ‘Thurston ‘Harris. -His initial release’.
e rs di‘ ane : ‘Reasons: for. the ‘recent ‘drop: ‘in- ‘on™. the Coast -last:* week”.
During . ‘the. sessions,: Stravinsky

platter °-Salés* ate difficult :‘to. de-'

4

‘will -be’.a coupling ‘of “I. ‘Like -To:

company’s
Nat Hentoff,:jazz critic and com: sid _wanted. filmthe
sountrack: disk,in’suits A -termine, | though .some. ‘ascribe. it also: -Fecorded’ his. : “Dumbarton, Start ’Over: Again’: -and.,Mir -

:
to too- many. pressings ‘by too: many. Oaks Concerto.”
ration to accompany ‘the .piece | Would: be: no soundtrack set bes different: . - singers. -. Fact, ‘remains. ‘.‘conduct the CBS. ‘Symphony: in Tor-|.-°; that- ‘San. -Renio,’. despite more
which will be an introduction ‘to cause of the dual claim..
“ Ghattenge: Marty: “Altea:
the jazz orchestra.
Betause ‘of ‘Capitol’s |“lose ties money ‘poured into-event in recent ofito. in - the. western. :hentisphere |.7 Singer-dancer.“Marty Batin. has.+ There are also other events ‘in. with, cleffer. Meredith- Willson. -yéars, is not the: draw it used to premiére. of :'a..xreligious . work, .““A | joined. the Challenge ‘roster. Balin>.
‘Sermon,.“A - Narrative: -And’-A
imentator,

has written special ‘nar-. catalog: and it appeared’ that there

"On April 98, .Stravinsicy”will: Satan.”

the works for the:seven-day sclied-.| (diskery... also. released: original: be. ‘Proof. of the pudding-is that
ule. Different ‘admissions will be |Broadway cast-set of his. “Unsink-. several: songs launched throughout Prayer.’*
charged for the various shows. ;

The. performance;- pro| able: Molly. -Brown”), Cap’ okayed. the ‘past. year. without the benefit ‘ceeds ‘of.‘which will be. donated -to.
‘FPreston’s release on: certain. con- of the:fest have fared ‘much hetter,. the Dag ‘Hammarskjold. ‘Memorial:
}ditions.. Now being. negotiated be- comparatively and: Absolutely. —_ ‘Fund. is to. be’aired by the ‘Cana-

recently ‘appeared in. the .“West"

Side Story” -road... company. .‘His
..:

first ‘release wilt. be““Nobody:. But’ oh
a
Fal”backed. with You Made .Me.
F

‘dian. ‘Broadcasting System. Follow-:
- [tween ‘WB and Cap are record club |
TareeDia
“fing: the ‘broadcast; ‘Stravinsky’ will.
rights, pressing rights and foreign |::
- Bandbox: ‘Don, May, ‘Oitiers .
| ”
record. ‘the work: tm: Toronto.”
distribution
rights.
-Cap’is
asking
|"
°
s Sigifcant forall three conditions and. it ap-. Gl Ups.Friedman’
Columbia ‘also . recently: record- - *Bandbox’ “Records, ‘Denver-based.
diskery.
prexied
byVicky"
Motdsan,:
‘Leroy ‘Friedmai has. heen: ‘upped. ed.‘the. performance of Stravinsky's
that WB. will yield. .
at Columbia :Records- to: the post “Oedipus - ‘Rex,” following. ‘three has‘ ‘signed thrée: new artists; In aeipReferenceWork pears
Cap, - meantime, . is |‘planning’ a ‘of. ‘manager -of its: New York re- concerts. with:-the. Washington the -_Bandbox. lineup’ now are Don.-

“Harvard. Brief Dictionary of |
May, Sue: LeBan .and Dean: :Hay-moe
-] cording. studios,. . Since’ 1960... he (D.C.),- Opera. Society.
For: May,
Music” by Willi-Apel and Ralph-T:
;
thas |been: -Girector. ‘of. “national Col :is: readying ‘a Stravinsky" bar- .den: The three singers’ will get.@
‘Daniel (Washingtan Square: Press,
7
pic's release...In addition to |snanufacturing’. -and- engineering ‘rage. .Six LPs:are scheduled, four: simultaneous’: drive’ on: ‘their. fe-a
6c paperback), a new brief ver- the
my
Preston, the. pic version has Shirley |quality-control.’ He'll continue. to ‘of. them condueted. by. the’ coni- |.leases due. out: shortly. Cae
sion of Dr. Apel’s standard Harvard
Buddy -Hackett,. Herniione be responsible ‘for ‘setting :qualitv poser: The “Violin. Concerto”. witli |.
work,-is a significant addition. to Jones,
Gingold and.” Paul- ‘Ford... ' Sound. control standards ‘on: ‘all: of.:Col’sS|'¥saac Stern as. soloist: and..the
the © “lewpriced
music
reference
recording’ for ‘the~ ‘Tausical. was'| manufacturing locations: .
“Symphony “In: Three. Movements”:
bonkshelf. ' While .the . original}
supervised by’ Watner Bros.” Rec-|- Friedman -will' report. to. Kern: ‘the ‘complete. “Petroushka”. te |
‘compilation was geared to profes-neth E. Raine,- general: manager’ of’ the. -apera,;. “ Le: . Rossignol’ ”
ords’’
engineer
and
director
Sane
sionals and advanced students (as Frank::
}Col's Fecording. studios -speration. com pleté’ ‘Firebird”;- Leonard
awell
as _ standard
reference
| Bernstein conducting the . N: -¥. |
libraries), the new. dictionary has
Philharmonic in. “Pulcinella: Suite” |.
‘been completely rewritten with an| ;
and. the - “Concerto. for Piano. weal “Although Columbia ‘Records had‘.
emphasis. on less technical descrip- a
e.

InsideStuff—Music

vee

tion and analysis, .. .
ue
_ The ‘style is less. formal and all .
+ industiy support. ‘was given to the intérnatictial Sound Fair’
bibliographical materials have been. . Further.
eliminated: However, the: dictionary this. week. with the .endorsemént’ of ‘the Record. Industry ‘Assn. of'

has ‘not been diluted or popularized
in ‘such a way as to. render ‘it. use-.
‘less to: scholars. Actually, consider. ing the amount of new material in“eluded

|SieCalWon’if
‘Monk’
- MallDistr’Renew
.

Winds,” with:Seymour ‘Lipkin as. a: change of. heart about:the release :..
soloist: -and. the. complete “Works | of the original :cast album of Juliusfor. Two. Pianos” * “performed: ‘by: Monk's’ night. ehib revue; “Seven.”

Arthur Gold: and: Robert Fizdale. . “Come? Eleven,” |the package has: -

a | become: available through.the dis: an

| America. The RIAA isthe eighth trade association. to’ support’ the |.’

‘| kery’s.: ‘Columbia. ‘Record:
|
‘Produe- Te

Sound Fair which ‘will be held. July 25-29. in- Detroit.. ‘Henry. Brief,

subsid.:
a
ChrisAlbertson Snags “[:fions:
Columbia” had: put.”“the”-revue; | “
‘which is currently’ running. -at New..
York’s: Upstairs at:.the. Downstairs ~
~ Danish, Britishlabels ‘nitery,
into ‘the’ groove: “Several ...
& Distributors|:

“RIAA exec secretary, revealed that the organization’s exec: committee.

had adopted-a resolution endorsing the’ ‘objectives ahd program of. the
(compositions, ‘Instruments:. Fair, The other ‘trade outfits backing’ the. Fair are:.-Society. of Record |:
‘Dealers. .(SORD),. Country Musie Assn. (CMA), ‘Institute :of High-.Fi-.

.‘entries
aveas of (radio
study) broadeasting,:
and the updating
of | delity ‘Manufacturers (IHFM),.American Manufacturers.
ballet,

The: “Danish . Storyville-Sonet.
months.ago ‘but: decided -not: to -put-electronic instruments, etc.) the Assn. (ARMADA), Magnetic Recording Industry. Assn. (MIRA); National - hoe anid:‘the British 77 and Folk- | it/.out: ‘on. release: for” ‘undisclosed . Academy of Recording Arts &: Sciences (NARAS). ‘and -the. National
“brief” dictionary is .a.quite valid|‘Assn..of Record -Merchandisers (NARM).. Meantime, Hal” B.. ‘Cook, - lore lines: will’ get: U.S: representa- ; ‘reasons. “However,. Monk .and ‘Ir- -.-.:
addition to .any standard. ‘music: veepee-exéc director of ‘the Fair, has: named.:Donald ‘Mackay as eastern. tion. via Chris’ Albertson | ‘Produc-|:ving ‘Haber, who ‘owns the. ‘club,.dibvary. ;
Hons.
‘representative. and Peter Heine’ as. Coast rep. A midwestern ‘Tepresen | European. ‘recordings | from’ the ‘decided to. peddle. ‘it. themsélves The dictionary contains just ‘over
tative, will be. named within the.next’week. pote
ot
a ot ‘catalogs: ‘of. thesé -diskeries. will: and- had pressings made. through:
2599 entries: and will be. of. pat-|
‘the facilities of. Col’s: custom: divie a”.
| be ‘available to. U.S, companies. via sion: -known .a8.:‘Columba. - Records.
ticular. interest-to radio stations,
music appreciation. ‘courses, - and |.' “Hollis.‘Miiste, ‘one of.‘the‘Howie. Richmond. publighing “outfits,” ‘and. -Albertson’s.. ‘office.” ‘The: catalogs. - Produetions...
“good” music fans. It is. clearly producer David Merrick have: invited ‘a -host .of -artist and -repertoire. include. ‘such: ‘Continental :trad-jazz
The albums: are:“not:“being ‘marwritten, concise; and uses an easily. men, artist manageys and: press. to'‘a: sort of :audio- “screening” of the “performers; “as ‘Acker Bilk;. Chris. keted- through -the: ordinary. chaii-. -. -:
ynderstood method of ‘clarifying British ‘Decca’ original cast waxings -of. “Oliver” .and “Stop :the: World ‘Barber and Papa Bue, -as well: as |" nels but:can- be purchased: directly
pronunciation.
For example:
I Want To Get Off” to be held tonight. (Wed. ) at the: Olmstead: ‘Studios... ‘overseas ..waxings:.by’ American at:..the -.club,.° Monk’s ‘-revue.. Jast-Schwanentgesane . (SHVAB-ner-ge- | N:. ¥. Merrick: will. present both -shows -on- ‘Broadway in’ the fall and. blues. - artists;“."Memphis... ‘Slim, ‘year, “Dressed To The Nines?’ was-.
7.MING) . atid Frottola’ (FRAW-to- Richniond 'is publishing the. sceres:. The purpose, ‘natch, is: to introduce. Lightning. : Hopkins, ; - Champion. eut’ - by: MGM .. and. distributed :
Jack: ‘Dupree and the lateBig, Bill. thnouEn, regular. record outlets., ae .
a
‘the scores to all those: who. haven't I
heard theny for’‘thelr.consideration
no

As in the orisinal work there are in future material hunts, .
biographical materials. in ‘this|-
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;

;
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"Albertson. ‘will continue his ‘ine. =

paverback, the editors feeling that| ‘Erroll, Garner is:getting ‘Several.lyric treatments :torhis musie ‘eom- | die. jazz: ‘productions. with Howard.
ample rnverage of composers ‘is|.-positions, Poet Langston Hughes: is ‘working ona lyric. to Garner’s: opus, :‘McGhee; - Junior Nance, © Ray:
.- generalty available. A..casual ex- “Way Back Blues” and.Peggy Lee-is putting lyrics ‘to his..““La -Petite- ‘Bryant, 'Roy.. Eldridge - ‘and: Bud
amination ~ disclosed -.no
-typo-| Mambo.” Garner is working with. lyricist; Eddie. Heyman -on' his. latest Freeman, “already in ‘the .can,.. and:
fravhical or factual errors in the ballad, “Shadows,”. which: was -Antroduced. in’«the:
» Ottave-ABC-Para- | singers Jimmy~': Rushing- ‘and:
Nan¢y :Harrow. who. are: slated for
dictionary although @ ctoss ‘refer-| mount album, “Closeup |
in’‘Swing.Pe
ne
ne
a
os
-| albums. ‘in’ the. near’: future, ‘Also:
ence noainted no an error. in ‘the.

“STANTIC'S INDIE:‘SINGLE
Atlantic. Records. has ‘set: a deal.”

with: Karen Records of .Detroit: to - oa
‘handle ‘distribution: of a.néw -Bar-" ‘ ce

_bata‘-Lewis single. Originally ‘to be:

-handled. by. Atlantic ‘on: a. distrib—

hasis ‘only, ‘the: ‘platter. will: be”
| planned is ‘a. Harlem. ’jazz,:series. transferred: to the: Atlantic. imprint. |
original Harvard Dictionarv: under].
tthe. ageSof |Similar to. the: New. Orleans ‘arid “The disk’ is “My Heart’ Went: Do:
the JA77Z ssctinn Ren Pollack: the! Bruno. Walter, who- died in: ‘Beverly Hills:ast Snonthi: at.
early jazz bandleader, is’ seetled| 85, has: left the ‘Pension’ Fund. ofthe ‘Vienna: Philharmonic: $60,000: Chicago: projects which “Albertson ‘Dat. Da”. and: “Fhe Longest: Migat

Pollock.

7

Randle.

LHe had. heen. connected with the orchestra off
0 and oussince.
©.1907... . : produced ‘for :Riverside’ Records... of:the:“Year.”ee

~

Beanet’s‘kn Show
“Sao atony “Bennett gets on. the- con-, .

Label ToTapNe*
w. blisher Vist

ny cert’ circuit June 9: with a one-man}
‘show ‘at ‘New York's’ ‘Carnegie: Hall.)

ase
f

‘AG | it ‘marks his first Carnegie “gig.

a.

%

. The: singer.- will be. ‘actor panied. 4 De me by. @ .23-piece. orch for: the - first.)—

hour:.'of ‘the. concert and. a. jazz}
- 7 poot of’ copyrights controlled by.
JonnyGren aed By -.| | combo
for the second: Bennett ‘will
Fox's’ office constitutes a
GingNo -|-| Harry
‘| follow. his Carnegie caper. with an] Ala Dik
monopoly :was raised in the interoutdoor songfest:; at the Forest Hills:|
.i7
“Sing ‘Records’ but: eventualiy. why
Togatory answer and counterclaim.
15 aJazz Totich to. a suit. filed in N.Y. Federal.
oon not ‘only produce: disks but Will-also| “FM FirminSyndie: Deal ‘Statium on xaul:‘date’sty to be|
Selected. .
°
Howard.-Richmond's, ‘Hollis: “Mu-'

——> The’ question -of whether the:

YSoe“sie is getting a production ‘associ.

..., ate’ The:new ‘unit’ is. called Folk

-,

"Richard. “Rodgers” - Broadway. ‘Court last January: against the Na-.
tuner; “No ‘Strings:”: ‘will be getting tional Musitime Corp. in ‘behalf. of .. Programatic’
Broadcasting
e
a
vatied jazz treatment from. ‘Atlan-| 24 publishers by attorney Julian T.
"media such as pix‘and tv. The Folk
tic’ Records. -The ‘diskery is soon to Abeles representing Fox. Latter.
;.._ Sing operation is under the .djrec- Service in. a‘ deal ‘which: gives the
FM
outfit.
ex¢lusive-:
-international
release
a platter called:“‘An After is agent.and trustee for. the Plaine
"tion '.of- Al Bragkman, and -Susanrights. to. ‘his..- fives|:
{ Theatre~Version. of. :‘No: Strings,’ ” ‘tiff publishers...
‘Js,’ Hamburger, formerly -with . Hollis ‘syndication:
“World|.;
imes-weekly‘Yadio:
show,
.
which
will.feature:
several jazz: art-.| .-: Also charged by aitorney. ‘Ea-.
:ces .as -Richmond's secretary, -has. heen: tof : Music.”: ~The: program ‘features|
‘ists doing tunes ‘from the show. ir ward C. Raftery (O'Brien, -Driscelt:
ousappointed project director. |.
tan hour ‘of- music-‘and: talk’ with | -|&). for the defendant was’ that...
. their réspéctive styles.’
Folk, Sing. Records :will. produce ‘show biz personalities.”
:
“ Lendon; April 3. .
‘Chris Connor. will-‘sing|four. of: printed .or ‘published music in
“sgt series:of folk-pop disks. The. first|.Green’s: ‘World of ‘Music”- ig:an the UK: ts:on a jazz kick... Fok? the: numbers, ‘LaVern ‘Baker will sheet: or “record “form without no-'.. such ‘platter ‘has already beéri mas- ing offered-to FM stations 'throtgh-. lowing the domestic and: interna- ‘chirp. another. thrée,, Bobby Short tice . copyright automatically
"| "tered, Called: “Sing. Hallelujah?" it. out ‘the. country on. a: -market-by- ‘tional
successes of the Kenny Ball will handle. four and Herbie Mann ‘puts ihe song into public domain.
features Mike Settle & the: Settlers: market _syndication. “basis,«.‘with: Jazzmen-and the Acker Bilk outfit |'¢, His .Sextet. will’ do |one ‘song.| Raftery contends that. the plain+“. working. over'’a_vatiety:of tunes in. Programatic affiliates hiaving. first. plus ‘the ‘unexpected Dave: ‘Brubeck, ‘Mann. ‘&. Co. Will -alsé. handle the tiffs..or’ plainfiffs’ Hcensees have
1) the folk-and pop: manner. The nia- ‘Fefusal in their. areas. Programatic ‘modern jazz: lick,. “Take. Five,” backing forthe platter. ‘The pack- published each of the musical come vc. -terial is by: Settle, Woody Guthrie; ;‘Broadcasting’ service’ is..a--wholly- which ‘swept the country, both. the. age isset for: release 'asSoon. as At: ‘pasitions referred to in each of the.
‘> Blind Bake-and :several other new: owned subsid of:the Wrather’ Cotpe ‘eool and Dixie. styles are: emerginng lantic |
ean:a:get it’‘outs,
oo _| causes of action and have failed .
-.° |to attach w notice of copyright as”
7 “) and-old folk-writers.-‘The disk will T:
with -Some force here..in three
“7. :/¥equired by the ‘copyright | Jaws of
oo _media—disks, radio and.teélevision.|
-"+." eontain- printed ‘words;: music’ and |2
$}°
British -.diskeries, «which; until
' .Jthe U.S., and asa result thereof
:. .. biographies'of the tunes, ‘as will all |

| Operate. as.a packager. of:‘talent and|:-“Johany “Green, ‘composer-arrang: 2: -"naterial in the folk idiom for other ez-conductor, has “been: inked by |:

NewHorizonsFor
dan InBritain

“ oe now; ‘have-:failed. to regard. jazz
‘* lag. a- worthwhile’ commercial pro

" other: .sets:in-the ‘projected ‘series. |.

wig.) “AlL-ereation, talent development,.[-""-‘material, ‘promotion and finanting.|.- :
Te
” Sof the pilot sets.in the series: will

“.° "he-handled. by: Folk Sing. Plans}.
-“G€all for disttibution Ay one national’

©

fv

position. and -havée .beén’ reluctant

DiskBizbbhh

az to foster or: exploit-it; were “made |-—..

to ‘sit. up by: the. runaway: ‘success

the. musical: compositions. are now

* Jin p.d.
-:
“Ll On the: ‘monopoly: issue, the in-

Germany,Says.

- terrogatory

ff the Brubéck group. “Now, ‘they |.

questions,

“Does

not

|the said Harry Fox as agent and

‘I trustee of plaintiffs’ copyrighted.
{musical compositions: control sueh

»: |-até-so keen to ‘show off.their Dixie’ |
_j« distrib: firm’ instead: of. the indi-|:
< -]
-/:and’. modern fare--that ‘some -have.
-a pool of copyrighted musical comSis -vidual-outlet-per-territory - - system: Cavin”
“|-even.gone:to the extent of. sponsor:
‘positions, or parts thereof, that he
.. ‘Marketing-on an: international level, :
;
1 ing -half. hour. . programs ‘of. :the |..
-is either monopolizing or is ir
ane
': ~ $s-also.planned:.:...
Bal Grauer is.‘eurréritly mapping’ music. on ‘Radio: ‘Luxembourg (com-.|”
| position to monopolize the busi-.
“The ‘distribution ‘deal has. ‘not: ‘plans’‘to make his Riverside Rec-. mnercial.- channel « “that, -‘reaches |" Recoid: ‘business. in Germany-:is ness of reproducing musical works’
‘That
“was
the}:
on.
the
upbeat,
. Sheen set a8 yet: but: all: ‘disks;.in- -ords a world-wide: - label. “These|’
Britain),
‘on the parts. of instruments serv“eluding some: planned’ singles.from. ‘plans ‘include’ the’ “setting :up of| . Larger® companies’ are‘taking’ on theme. of the ‘address to the Inter-. ing. to. reproduce same mechani-"
"the LPs, will be-on the-Folk Sing’ offices ‘in’ Europe and the signing. ‘ moré American linés to -milk, their: ational -Record..& Music Men's: cally. including all of the musical
: 2 -Sinprint, ‘According. to plans, :disks. and. recording of ‘European ‘artists._jazz’. potential. Latest “instance ‘is Chib by. Heinz Voigt, Polydor -In- compositions, or parts thereof, re2 willl only ‘be! released ‘in preé-tested ‘for rélease. both there and in. the.. the’ Philips group, which’ acquired: .ternational’s :‘head _ of . American ferred to in. plaintiffs’ complaint?”
pa, markets such as college areas: where ‘U.S.,;.im ‘addition to increased ef- ‘some .nine- labels’ through :4 deal repertoire’ for Deutsche Grammo-'|- Another issue brought forth in
' , “the sales potential for :-the given. forts: in the marketing of,his:Yank: with Interdise. Pye Records, which* ‘phon at”: ‘the|“organization's . -bi- ‘Raftery’s ‘answer was that Fox had
- has. benefited from. the:B ‘ bo- ae meeting in New Zork last: .granted similar licensing rights to
Sat ‘product: is. judged. to’ be “‘highest:: product abroad...“
;
Muzak Corp. and Magne-Tronies.
*, “Phe -réeords’ may ‘not “be- available +. :‘He says. ‘that’ he swill:be forming’‘| manza, has been gradually’ iricreas- wee
oc all over the country: at- onetime a waxing. program in: Europe. very ing its. jazz catalog-from deals with | * Stereo. appears to.he making” a Inc. which “as a result: of granting
‘: and may ‘never be’ available, :‘exe. shortly. °“This ‘plan.’ will «produce|U.S, banners such. as.Chess,.Chec- ‘slow’ but. steady: ‘progress: in Ger- Such licenses, the plaintiffs and
ey ‘cept upon request, :
-in ‘some areas.. from: 20-30 © packages -a. year,: ‘he ‘ker. and Argo... Conipany- recently ‘any, he ‘said, and ‘at ‘the: present: each of them are required under: :.
formed. <a: jazz-only - imprint: and
Section 1- of. the Copyright Act to <~
*_o:, The. plan isto. use only: hew art- |.estimates. : The. European: ‘product. ‘claims: ‘to have “around 50 jazz. time: stéréo:’ sales: Yepresent 10%- grant’
any ‘other person, firm. or:
i ists: and to:develop new. writing tal- ‘will be largely ‘for :the.: overseas. ‘albums- ‘on.‘the:‘market ‘at.the m0-, to-12%. of ‘the“market. ‘Voigt em- ‘corporation
similar © licenses. - -to.
phasized’ ‘the:‘importance’ of Ameri“.” Cent, The’ operation -will also be car- market, but: that ‘material: which.

~ Polydor's Voigt

ment.;

"ried :qut“in: England,’ under: direc--

ean: artists: re-recording -their hits

make similar

use.

of ‘the - _copy- ’

has~ ‘commercial. ‘potential for. the . : Even: top:‘pop recorders. like John
‘tion of David. Platz: “who. heads|States: will,be released inthe’US. Barry, noted here for ‘his ‘hit ‘ar-. ‘in German for: distribution’ over- righted work.”
And. “that at all times herein-He. “mentioned. ‘Connie
. )Richmond's Essex -Music’: there.:
: | rangements. for heat ‘groups. .and Seas.:....
after
.
mentioned,
the .defendants.
7 Francis, who is consideréd the top|.
J
Phe: majority. of the ‘material: ‘and |."
‘have been. ready, willing and able ~
Graier’s LU:8.“lines ‘eurréntly. ‘singers,: has -turned” to: Brubeck” * artists’ on' Folk Sing will be in the: ‘number seven and lie ‘says he -is flavored. .jazz~ ‘on . ‘his. latest. disk, femme singer in thé ‘German-speak- |to pay. to the copyright proprietors
. pop-folk; .folk,” “country :and blue currently ‘negotiating: forthe pur-.| “Cutty: Sark.’ ¢Says :Barry: “I’m. ‘ing areas,’ as a prime-¢xample. Her: of each of ‘the musical composiGerman: langwage -disks ‘have’ al-
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a

ote
a
tions referred to in the complaint, ©
{chase of two other -disk ‘firms: ‘All ‘trying. to develop’ a trend ‘towards’
over 2,500,000 copies. a. royalty ‘on ea¢h part manufac
-“:"Richmond’s. overall eondept ‘$n of the. material from his U:S. labels. .this type. of. tiinée.: E hope Brubeck. ‘yeady.-sold:
and.-her- popularity:‘isStill on: the

_igrass pattern.

'

‘has started: sométhing hefe I can

tured to the plaintiffs or to Barry.
;
Fox .as agent and trustee.” 3."
music is:widening all the time:
| : Also. “ metitioned -a8.“popular: in’ ~The publishers’ suit’ is. preced:
‘| + Fegional and pop-folk-form through. likely.be ‘quartered. in.those’ of: his . Some trade. sources .-put. the. up-. the.German market through their ental in that it eonterded that a ° recordings ‘in that .languageé -were_ tape'is not a record and that it has
ww productions.””. “This. Teads: into’ the. ‘overseas ~.distributor, -...Interdisp.
J pix and: tv: end of the: project... In |Under a recent. agreement between. ‘nereased exposure’ “it has: had on: Brenda. : Lee,«-and ‘just recently been. manufactured for “public
Us “this: ares; Folk’ Sing’ will. develop ‘this..distrib’. and Philip’s. ‘Phono- ‘radio. and.tv: ‘Associated ° Tele-- Gene”. Pitney. who cut his -own. -performance ‘for profit” putting it
.~.. talent_and- material for-use in‘ se- graphic. ‘Industties,: Riverside: will.- ‘Vision, for example, has extended “Town: -Without Pity” hit in .Ger-- into the general damages category
“experimental”:. program “All ‘man ‘when. he: Nisited -‘that. coun-. ‘and giving the publishers the right
“ quences ‘of films or ty or whatever now: be. distributed and. -promoted’ ‘its
That Jazz” from. a‘six segment run:
to sue for ‘more than the usual 2e.
in February...
neh -requires.: the . Services: ‘of.:a folk throughout: -the-. world ..-by «the. to ‘an:indéfinite ride.in prime. time |.-try
=
‘singer: and/or-material in this vein. | Philips *organiz tidn.. ‘Grauer has’ in view of the. boff ratings.’ it -is. : : Voigt also. repoited that Deutsche aside. The suit secks to: give publishers
the: right to sue the manus
These: projects: are ‘biit.a. part: of: ‘just returned from European négo-' . picking | Bp, And. BBC ‘Radio is: ‘Grammophon’s _ ‘business. this year. facturers for $5,000 for: each ini an overall ;-Schemie - Richmond - has. ‘tiations, involving’ Riverside’s.:part coming. in|strongly. for jazz:to com- 78. running. slightly. ahead. of 1961.|.fringement. ot
“to open ‘new: ‘doots :“for :‘music. and‘ \in the Interdise-Philips..deal andj ‘bat the. video. networks. en: Satur: Including~ the.- German-speaking
“2 Smusieal ;-talents, |héretofore. not -feels:. that’ ‘this .arrangement. °‘will: “day: nights. Corp’s. sound - arm.. is ‘areds-of Switzerland ‘and Austria, .
*;
; |1ooked on: as a Publisher's,domain,"fda ‘further. fuel. to. his, European: currently: running a two: and a. half :{ yoigt..‘claimed.‘that. -DG ‘controls |
wots ‘ putting . the “Folk* Sing. operation.} are’ :released.: in =Hurope -on: ‘the
|
"- "inte -effect ‘isthe “‘cominiunication. Riverside: imprint.” eS
..
Of -tusie ‘information of: ethnic,|.‘: His Eurépean ‘offices: wilt most.

carry ‘on. The public’s taste in-pop: upgrade. -

Mathews, xan, Joes”

.| hour. ‘ showcase" “Trad -Tayern” {35 ©; of that’ market,.. EMI \Elec-.{
“[expansion, fire.:
trie& Musial : ‘[ridustries), (25% |.
- He’ saysthat, under. théInterdise ° Which :.picks up’ ‘an.| Budience: of}
, {Deca . {Teldec}. about 25% cand |

Tommy Valando’s Pub.

his‘. earnings-abroad tripled! around: 500 000,"
aConsolidated MasicGels f‘Lget-up,:
‘Philips,. the: ‘ balance.. within the past. .two- and: one-half |‘,
‘According to Voigt; ‘the:‘top.re=|: ” Combine: Map Exeansion.
|
years.
He
that this: new’ ar- MORTYCRAFTS
CRAFTS
7
7
ARTS
|
ae“Substantial”: Sum’From: rangement: feels
:
cording. -artist “there. HOw: is: the:}- _Joe Mathews has ‘switched from
will , boost: sales figures
mono-tagged
‘Freddy..° .He: .-has the disk business: to. music pubeven: higher.:-Grauer’s. deal .with
total of-14. singles which,
INTO. RECEIVERSHIP: | recorded:a’
--Ashley.in SuitSettlement Philips
calls for the major part. of | .
sold; moré ‘than: 10,000,0uu- corre. Valando to. head- the’ publishing®

lishing. He has joincd Tommy
his. catalog to be. imerchandised as}: “ha involuntary petition: of. fiank. se
2 |
operation. ‘that includés the Valan- ©
_it had: been. ‘with: ‘Interdise, witli fuptey. was: filed.in ‘N.¥: .Federal His“. initial’: album, titled
Philips. now -eoncentrating, ‘on, the: “Court: by -Seven Arts: ‘Record’ Pro-: ome has. sold.125,6001 copies:to do, Laurel. . and. Sunbeam music:
‘| firms. |. ~.
‘sets with major sales "potential and: ‘ductions Corp. The. ‘firm,. “headed date...
:
Appointment -Of “Mathews, who. a
’ '< defendant (Ashley) having. to ‘pay: ‘some of the present Interdisc Gis--! by. , Morty: ‘Craft, ‘was parent-com=|:
: -exited . Capitol. Records several
“.." Consolidated a. “substantial”? sum. | tribs. putting ‘einphasis ‘on. themore -pany for-: Warwick -Records ~and
|
weeks
.ago ‘after a 13-year hitch,
‘Several:
other.
subsid.
labels.
:”:
me “The amount ‘was pot. revealed. «
specialized: items; 7. =<:
_». Federal Judge. Sidney. ‘Sugarman.|
leaves Valando free to pursue. ‘the.
“lo. 2)The: suit. ‘concerned: “alleged inet “As. far as thé mnaputactarizig: of‘named’
Alfred
‘Seelen-‘as
receiver
|
firm’s '“expanding interests, |espe-.
ee ‘#hingement: of a Consolidated: work- the“ ‘material he cuts 'in.- Europe.
‘ander: a. $1,000 -bozid: :Among :the.|:
cially :in the Broadway, showtmne
‘2. «Well-known ‘in ‘educational cireles. under his“plan,. Philips and Inter" firms
Jiaving- claims |against Sevén.|° “whe: score’ ‘of.‘the:‘Fecent telecast,
“2! : entitled: “Easy. Classits.‘To.. Mod- ‘disc’ will:‘handle - the - production. Arts are. the. Long-Wear. Stamper oe ‘Tour - Of. The White: “House |field. Jay Morgenstern’ and Arnold.
-Goland. will continue 2s. firm’s busi“... \erns.? Abe: (Ashiey). ‘Schlager,’ for- Philips. will not, according ‘to: presCorp: ($1,000), ‘Dynamic’ LP ‘Stereo | With Mrs. John “F.- ‘Kennedy,”. will.
2) wmerly:. associated’. with. the. ‘Con-. ent plaris, ‘have: any. of Grauer’s: -Reécord: ‘Pressing. ‘(over $1, 000)and ‘be published by the Sam Fox com- :Ness exec” and arranger-composer,
respectively.
-* : golidated.. -company,-_praduced -. a ‘waxings:.on -its own Jabel in: Eu-| Sun «Plastics, (over: $1,000). “| pany.” It Will -be’ made’ availablej “On Mathews’. agenda. for: next ",
“oh publication known as {Easy Clas-|rope..Everything-Grauer. cuts:there’
:
for: the. educational. and. symphonic. season are the Jerry Bock-Sheldon
w
asies;To-Contemporaries.” ‘ . Both | veil, be“ on Riverside, :
Harnick musical, “The Old Coun‘yorks .contain -piario’ “iaterial Sub-|- Philips, whith: “recently: iost iiN.Y. & Paris Outfits Set.: ‘fields..
The - -musie;.. ‘whieh - was’. “trans try,” and -Rick ‘Besoyan’s. “The
‘stantially in:-the, public domain.: |: ‘Columbia in: Europe when Col: set |
Student:
Gypsy.” Bock. & Harnick
scribed ‘for ‘orchestra’ by.. Alfredo:
. '- However,’ ‘Consolidated’s work” in-. up. ‘its Own, operation. there, has | The. ‘American: Corp.. “of. New.
‘Antonini, .CBS -‘ynusical|director, have: “Fiorello”. and “Tenderloin”.
ae “eludes. a ‘considerable amount. ‘of needed. a jazz line: to. fill. this’ gap... York and :Libraire .-Hachette’ of.
was‘ “based” ‘or 18th: century: songs: ‘to their credit and Besoyan penned
-..” editorial tiatter. suchas: fingeritig,. ‘Since: .Grauer’s. catalog.is -pre-. Paris. ‘have: formed an international. “Chester. “by: William. Billings. and the . off-Brceadway. tuner “Litlle
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’- Jishing companies under the name |!
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‘Guy: “Mitchell. has. ‘cut:. his. ties ‘has ‘prompted many labéls' to: supof New. Orleans. Records: ‘and ‘Mel-.
‘ropean’charts of late, is headed ‘for.} With .Columbia Records. “His. last \plement their LP jazz activity. with
“vl. -der Publishing: Co. |_ «+ Trumpeter |
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releases. The diskery has always:
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such. singles in the can,
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"| Joy, :.as to ‘his .:future.. recording: by Verve,;,. MGM Records’ jazz sub-. singles, both’ specially-produced. .
._ Nicholas:: Arena, April 24-26: .-: ","|| affiliation, They- are weighing the. ‘sid. Starting this month Verve will and from LPs, The Mercury-Phil-~ :.: Sonny Gale,. Scott: Roman, Bobby||«.
oliywood
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-: '; Goldsboro. and The .Castle Sisters’
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“Cadence. disker- Johnny:. ‘Tillotson, .Botkin and: Jack Kramer cut~ an]. phe: prizes for:the
top disks of
_-> Jo weds’ Sharron ‘Sussnian: in’ Bergen- album; “Music: to Play, World :Ten-:
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[Stations. ‘throughout the country. Cadence, has released some singles.

Although ' these disks have ‘been from LPs for: the consumer. and
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° menting on tennis and the music‘in |
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i”. MeHenry. ‘Boatwright takes: over .a | Avers’ ‘Barry’ Records... .: , Bobby
| -: Best pop song practitioners, were. Roy Eldridge, Joe. Williams, Count. -opines ‘Teo Macera =of Col’s jazz
“. eoncert date. tonight (Wed.) in Ot-|Vee ‘and The Ventures, Dolton. and
_;.
fawa that ‘was originally :‘scheduled Liberty Record ‘artists,; left Mon- Colette . “Dereal ‘:(Polydor),. ‘actor-. Basie; -Flip.: Phillis, : Anita O'Day, a&r division. The jazz single Is a
Pascal |Miinois-. -Jacquet, ‘Ella: Fitzgerald, “very important part of the ‘busiS. for -Leontyne -Price .;.. . Johnny ‘| day (2)-on nitery and p.a.’dates‘in. ‘turmed-singer Jean-Claude’,
. Joek - -_Holmes: ° (Ducretet).|:‘Lionel Hampton, ‘Billie “Holiday, ness,” he says. Such singles “help
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Lester ‘Young,’ Gene Krupa, Bud the . artist immeasurably,”
says
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twist. foursome, °
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be
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represent the. first. singles exposure . Distributors and dealers — and
‘Lee's next for Cap. : ;
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Nelson -Riadle: being “pied to |: -Mahalia ‘Jackson ‘will. use a tan. |b
‘
Wt oles,Telease out last week. These more. requests for jazz :singles.
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<.| disks :will:be the. start.of a regular: Companies have seen strong poten_¢. TV:.subject to his decision te play|Johnny. Williams. will. ‘conduct .
program of scheduled jazz-releases. tial in the singles market for jazz
-" Britain in June-.
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:“Lights: Out” album: on Capitol,.| bleday; $5.95), continues. Charters’. In. the ‘past Atlantic released. jazz. and. it now appears that a drive is_
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radio. show, Mercedes Mc- “Jazz: . New: ‘Orleans, 1885-1957;' 0, ‘poses ‘but even so. many, such as
2 GREAT NEW HITS: ‘ -o | ‘funct
Cambridge,. Hal. Peary: and . Hans ‘Kunstadt: ‘ds ‘co-editor of: Record. those by John’ Coltrane, Herbie]: —. | Conreid ...... Bud Dant is ciitting’ ‘Research: Authors.met while both. Mann: ahd © Hank: ‘Crawford soldj _.
|,
| two new. Pete Fountain albums: this served on staff ‘of: that publication.
|:week, ‘one. ‘with. a-‘choral:. group|- - In this tome. they depict’ flower-: plans to. release .will not. be ‘lift- bE
~ GEORGE-GREELEY : “| whieh: ‘will: include some new dit-: ing of: Dixieland; ragtime, .swing,.outs from: albums: and won't. have
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t ties ..;..-Tarita, -Tabitian actress in | bop..and °“progressive” jazz in New| any. ‘LP. connection. unless added to} @ “S
.“RAPP SEKASOX ~ WarnerBros #5264.
‘| MGM's: “Mutiny: On.the: Bounty,” -York,. theorizing: that: wherever ‘ofie.at a-later’ ‘date. Last week the:
| +}ig “picking. material. for an’ MGM ‘these forms. ‘originated, ‘all have’ label put ‘ont : singles. by. Chris |: 7
' Falbum;- all.native:Polynesian mate-. attained: fullest: considerable savvy Contor,. the Mitchell Ruff ‘Trio and.|
” }eoncerning . musicians, ‘composers, Herbie |Mann.-‘In : April *platters j' | recordings, artists’ :cateers, ; with. “will be released by. Charlie Mingus,
_ LUFFRICHARDS| CATHY CARROLL: ae|
+.dozens: of vivid. anecdotes. support-: Slide:‘Hampton ‘and Mose. Allison..
° Philelelphia
fing excellent repoftin g. .The.150 - One of the first labels to see’ the}
BIG TOP #3108 | Warnes: Bros, 35263.
-. “Bobby: Breen opened a- two-week ‘|:illustrations’ -come:- ‘mainly . - from ‘value of jazz singles was Blue Note. |
- -/¥un at Drexelbrook Swiniming and_ James..Van :Der -Zee-. of .G...G:G. The. diskery ‘has a:Jong line of such |:
-- «| Tennis Club (3)... ... Arnold: Maxin, Studios... A: number’ of. important: ‘product. ‘and: ‘has’. been. releasing
oe president of MGM Records, to. “ade: | jazzmen. ‘have assisted. in: volume’s: these ‘singles’ for. the -past five]. .
the May meeting of American.| preparation, lending At.‘value as a: years... It: ‘currently has. a chart
“| ‘Women in’Radio & TV: at the Sher- .‘continuing .history,
“Rode.
erasher’ in-a disk by organist .
B0-0-MENG I
Jaton here:.’.’. Maynard Ferguson
| Jimmy‘ -Smith © called -“Midnight
‘Orch, ‘and the Four. Lads to. head: |”
| Special.”*" Blue: Note: has, however,
line’ ‘the Nillanova :U.: junior prom |.
pmoy releaséd its singles: ag. pro-:| .
May. 4: .°.. Si. Zentner.-Orch broke || motion‘ via.jukes but product: tias |
a precedent. iby. playing. a -fast -re-..
] also-.and. will continue to. be mar-}.
| turn: date. (within a month) at.Sun-{ — ‘Continued |‘from, page 1.
S|keted - for ‘consumer ‘tse. * Artists [. 1
nybrook -Ballroom, Pottstown, Pa,“%? | the’ baton of :Berriard. Green,’ ‘the like. Horace Silver and ‘Art Blakey
b/w" "Drop it Joe”
| Sat. (31),©
| Capitol .disk ‘has. been: ‘issued on. have done- weil. on singles:‘for-the | J:
f. ‘Cannonball ‘Adderley, Wwhhos é ‘the label’s: “Compact” 33,”:a’ seven-|”
dabel:
| combo.: just. played -Pep’s Musical: ‘inch,- 33. rpm. single... One ‘- ‘side | Riverside”‘has ‘been’ ‘putting -out | Bar, will host a:new tv jazz.seriés: runs. a little: over. two: ‘minutes and: }a Steady” stream. of jazz. singles ‘for.
J which |Steve: Allen will produce: the ‘other |spins -for’ six.: The |:‘the past -three: year's... They. have
ul}:
‘two’ separate ‘labels. for. this.:-One, |lensing to. start- in“ May: .. Anka: to begin. six. week’ -nitery. ‘shorter: version’ of: the: tune, which the -blue label’. series, 1s primarily:|~
about ‘exercises. and their. for the jukes.. The: ‘other, the black |
| whirl at the Latin. Casino, April 23, ‘talks.
winding up: at. Freedomland, ‘N.Y. value than uptempo. beat;:fits radio, label: series is‘ for the’ dealer. The}
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©
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frankly book, studies of Hindu homosexuals

Fretich! Pubs Pussled -

French publishers are
* puzzled by the governmental meth- in. Bombay, -photographied in. drug.|
(As of April-3; closing) |
ods in re seizures of books, . Any A portfolio of so-what filler hardly|:
i
head can order an edition succeeds in justifying ‘the promise,
American’
Book. (AS) -; .- 682 -ministry
. “Love in the Subway.”.
held up with no reason given.-

SCULLY'S
‘Allyn & Bacon. (00) ... 37144 “ y..

One recent case concerns Jerome

Lindon: whose Editions De .Minuit.
has published: 23 books ‘on ‘the. Al‘gerian ‘situation with several
picked up. Once he called: up the
Ministry of the Interior on a book
and -was told it would. not ‘be
touched but it was. picked ‘up..anyway. He ‘recently was fined .$400
for views: expressed in “The Deserter,” (Algerian situation) «which

Ais the first time a publisher.has

_ been penalized for views expressed.
in a book he has. issued. .
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"Hollywood,

“are ‘all.those:old.jokes. about “Forest ‘Bawa ‘Haally:‘breathing ava +

the neck of Hollywood? .Twenty years. ago;.swhen: studios were booming; :
versus Negro jazz love lyrics; “Dr. Crowell Collier (N; x).a rane
.,
the. Foreign “Press Association was the poorest: Telative in ‘town. Now.
Albert Ellis, somewhat’ smartalec} Curtis Pub.: (N.Y.)©. 2. -.934—— 54!{that the. town is. sick: it seems: like the richest. heir.'
vn

oo
=

and - " speciously-reasoned-anything-| Ginn &.Co; (N.Y.). wenee 2914—1%4 |.
' Stars ‘fell all-over themselves to ‘win' ‘a. Golden. Globe: “award: ‘at.the
eer
for-an-angle defense’ of polygamy; Grolier: (OC);
- last banquet -of' the “alien ‘stringers, which-was. held:An the:enormous “ 2
‘a -tract against. any ‘form. of :marna international ballroom of the. Beverly: ‘Hilton Hotel.
riage. by. an: English. writer named ‘Harcourt: Brace.00) . .°3
“In. 1944 ‘when. Bill ‘Mooring became: the first’ prez ‘ofthie outlanders.’:
a
‘Sarel Eimere]: -an. essay: ‘on’ heart Hearst“ (OC)
“ their: ‘cuffs were: so ‘frayed’ nobody would write:a*tab on them. This
:
attack death-while-doing-it, and.an Holt,, R&W: WY)”
|
time
‘éven the ‘Beverly Hilton’ waiters;- dressed’ in: red jackets, put: on-intellectually. featherweight: article L.A..-Times. Mirror. (00); 351642
4| a.-production: ‘number. for ‘the’ desert. :‘The, affair, ‘must. shave. attracted by Dr. Theodore: Reik, who: did a Macfadden Bartel. (AS), ae
fa
at
least’
a.thousand paying guests.'preface to ‘Ginzberg’s’ “Unburried McCall: (N.Y,) <i... ue’ UU,

All. this is -especially hard on} View,” aforesaid.:
+ McGraw-Hill .(N-Y.). |:
“mewspapers and periodicals which|| This is a” well-made. ‘magazine, Nat’! Periodical. Pub... i |
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wher. already: evidencing’ ‘much: research and: an New Yorker (OC)
: - -"9
| man St ‘the. board,-"appeared ‘in his‘Swedish monocle “but: this‘tine
ae
:
printed, .Time. magazine recently alert enterpriser at work: The In-- ‘Pocket. Books (OC)..:
“&| without: -his ‘Swedish. twin brothér.” His -accent .hatin’t altered in all:
Shad to black out a picture of Secret terest will lie in- how: wellthe for- -Préntice Hall (AS):
; those .years, which must have taken hard work: on: his’ art...
Army Organization
head ‘Raoul mula’ can -be suStained...in - future ‘Ran’m House- NY).
265%
Ingrid. Clairmont; . ‘the -‘current’ madame | president, hadn't: change’
“Salan after first getting a go-ahead. ' editions.
% either. ‘Confused: by ‘having hérself called a “chairman”. she proceeded. .
Can this be.: “made .a. Scott Foresman’ ocr * 3584 bal
that was then resvinded.
The
H.. W.. Sams (OC).
at
1
to
change Steve. Allen’s: sex in. her ‘introduction: and°he: ‘got his. first.
smart:.item
for
the
reading
tables?
weekly L'Express is seized. often..
"| Aaueh: (and:about. his last) by. addressing her, “Thank-you, .Sir!”"’...
ie
Most feel the problem is that. it Hardly: for: the family trade. -but® it ‘Western, Pub.100) .apes 88
mayreplace:
bachelorfate
we
"When
I was: grief ‘commissioner. of Hollywood :‘without orifotio. i.
is a simple administrative affair
. ; ‘was:‘always’ fighting -the. battles ‘oft: these -pen-peasants from -abroad. .
without due recourse to law unless 7
"OC—Over the.‘Counter:
“} The studio press departments treated ‘them as if they had yellow. jack.
one is actually ‘sued, as happened |’
-NY—NvY. Stock ; Exchange. -.
TN Y. Times’ ‘Culture™. oH -" AS—American Stock: Exchange. | Most..of.them“had to hold. down other jobs than: corresponding: to.eat.”
to Lindon.
Now’
that
Joseph
|
Herzberg.
caré.
‘Lindon was also surprised - TreSupplied by.‘Bache. & €0.)y. :] Some" even’ acted. between toting up their strings.|
One I’ knew couldn't get stills from: the studios. ‘They'd. ather send
cently to find a ban ‘lifted on. a ries culture ed billing at the N.Y."
Times,
the
paper.is
‘moving
toward
~| them: ‘to Hitler to burn than:.give them to this. correspondent. He had
nixed book of '59 on. French ‘torare

usually

taken

CHATTER
, -|-to ‘serounge around and ‘beg them.‘from. more opulent- native corres:. . = a
‘ous departments under. his. control.-}:Father- Paul Bussard,. “publisher pondents who had_no.use for them-anyway. .
This:calls for bringing all the beats. lof”:“Catholic ‘Digest,-and. Bennett |. ‘Of. these inter-ocean. scribes,. the: major. ‘studios:‘said,‘Who:needs,

hy?
ture in Algeria, “The. Gangrene," physical :‘consolidation of. the. vari-. we

sans any reason.
Maurice Girodias, head of Olym‘pia Press; who publishes the. more
garing erotica, recently brought a
$1,000,000 suit against the Ministry
of the Interior for unfair censorship. Girodias, whose Anglo: lingo
pooks cannot pass U.S. and ‘British s
censors: are big sellers. He complained that 41 of his. entries were
“banned in English, many. of’ which
were out in French. . ©...
Though
the ‘bans. ‘ater : were
lifted Girodias claims his business
was bad‘y hurt. The Ministry admitted in court that there had been
some confusion in. all this. but “it
is not accountable to courts for any:
suppressions: of:what ‘it’ considers

concerned together in. one “culture- Cerf, ‘president of Random House, them? ‘They:Te. probably: Conimunists- anyway,”
cityroom,” méaning ‘the third.-floor Inc.,; have formed a new’™ joint}:
.. Mooring. Moves: Over: ‘Among The Clerey
hae
walls now ‘separating: the. -depart-: ‘publishing - -program—the ‘develop-|- Bull’‘Mooring, ‘who had: never. been-.warse than a staffer: ‘for: a Laborite
ments (music,.: draina, . ‘pix; ete.): Tnent, production” and distribution
paper, ‘at the time of these‘hassles with-the. studio ‘suppress agents was ‘'are.to come down..
{ofa
new.’ ihe of:: nonfiction, working: for the. London. ‘Daily Mail—one, of.the. big ones. of the world.:
‘only as a ‘con| - This is viewed-not.
‘venience.
move, but: also accenting ‘Catholic books for. iaymeti. Editor-: Vulgar .but big.:
‘fal “direction will ‘be provided. by | ‘Mooring finally -hied-to.a ‘monastery. ‘and:began. writing. for.—
the. hegemony -Herzberg has over. ‘Father Bussard and Kay Sullivan
@ ‘hundred: in: is
a
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the’ ‘amusement. sections.: Anent | of: the magazine ‘and. Paul Lapolla ‘Catholic. diocesan: papers.. He. must have. more‘than
‘string by pow. ‘He's. quite a power.’ He writes :well and ‘has. a moral.
rumors: of a staff ‘beefup—par-. ‘of the. ‘publishing ‘firm...
;
4 earnestness ‘that is-hardér ‘to’‘knock. down: than:the’ Berliri wall: fn‘-a.tially cued. ‘by. the: pending | West
Fecent -counterattatk ‘he took on’ Life, telling. the.:-Rockefeller:Centers.7ce
“Coast'- ‘edition—-Herzberg - :: Says |. saeting: issue ‘of, ‘Drama’. Suivey. ‘boys: to. stop: playing fast: and’ ‘Luce. with ‘the English ‘Tanguage:.In his. . «|
: in’ --Minnéapolis, sages
et, cat]
ate
‘there’s ‘nothing: to it. Not. yet,
-] opinion, Life’s Pete: Bunzel, ‘who seemed to’ dismiss. protests of bishops;-: °°
least. As to‘extended purview, only ment’ by: Robert Downing...; women’s: clubs,.: ‘clergymen, parents: and |FBI-liners: as.- “a fear that... ~.:.
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out.
that
the
number
of
cafe
shows
|:
al: ‘Assn.: for the- ‘Advatlesment’ ‘at | Adams’
complained.
lined.‘a: plan: ‘for a ‘complete face- many flowers are dlreadv placed As a result, he ‘said, GIs in GerColored . ‘People. It-is now: also’ ile}many get-only. ersatz: entertainment ‘has’ been. dwindling.- considerably ‘lifting on: the exteérior.and interior, and -Bive promise that Fair will |
take ‘full advantage of Seattle;
‘since
the
:end
of
World:
War
Il.
It;
legal.. for: an ‘examiner: to’ inquire’ ‘German. performers: imitating US..
af the Coliseum (8, 000-seater).. in
‘was’.not unusual:. then- for. most. the’, Canadian. National Exhibition ‘flora. arid. climate to make it: one -—
orally ‘into the religion. or’mace, of: talent...
‘cafes
to
do
three
shows.
Bently.
the ‘applicant,: as well.
‘| grounds, this. expected to be- fin |.of ‘beauty ‘horticulturally. —
-. “Our kids” think “they: are good |
pera House is nearing ftom* A performer ‘will now have ‘tobe (until they.hear. thé. real’: thing,”
ished.
”
in time for the 1963 show. pletion
and a tour reveals it‘will.
s .
‘
fingerprinted. only ‘once. instead ‘of Adams ‘said: :
He. added..that- only]
“RidlerRetains FairPost™
‘now be used only: by members and
every two, years,.and_ the’ ‘Dept. of. five per: cent..of entertainers .and|
» Godfrey's Syracuse Date‘
‘Detroit, April $5 mi
be
one
of the most. beautiful and.
Licenses: will: establish a centrally ho ‘musicians. ‘playing. the clubs are. ; “Don ‘Ridier, longtime entertain: |arthur Godfrey, ‘who 1s ‘going in
(Continued on. page 78) :+
located fingerprinting centre which ‘Americans. |
‘ment director of tlie Michigan State for more work in-the-variety. fields, :
‘eliminates. the. Necessity of nitery.|. “¥ don’t” say.‘that ‘German. agents:
Fair, :has - ‘been. ‘retained |for ‘this: has been booked for the N.Y,-State
turhs. going .to the: -Sewatown Po: should. ‘be’. barred::I ‘don't, say: Eng-. ‘year’s fair: :
“| Fair’ at Syracuse:-- ‘He. starts May
Hee.‘Dept. offices. oe : fol,
| Jish ‘agents .should-.be: barred. But |: Val. Campbell Agency, of Detroit;; |4 for three: days. ~
.{1.-do ‘say: that. American -agents|.
the. acts, Fair. will Fun : ‘William ‘Morrie, “Agency,‘inked |
book
will:
{shouldn't be. barred,””’ Adams ‘said. Aug: 24-Sept. 3.
cae» the: deal.

an: entertainer’s permit by:‘the!Po-|.
a

hee

_{ nually.in‘niany of the: larger cities. |.

lice Dept. .
_A* ‘group. “of: ‘entertainers’ under py

"He ‘told. ‘the.-congressmen’ he.
HAWAllTOURISMa - banderstands
the Air ‘Force. and:
Nayy .do business with any ‘and. all
~~ BYMARITIME: STRIKE its
agents; but that the- Army restricts:
club business. ‘to‘German’ talent:
: Honolulu, ‘Atril. 3: °°

tes. ‘axiomatic. ‘that every

ies
time ‘agencies

NexTimeWellBringO*-

there’:’s ‘a-shipping.. tieup, Waikiki. Adaing aise testified to the Heise |
hotel:‘ oceupancy Yate.. goes. -down:. ‘subcommittee ‘about his. :25-man'|-

ToseGreco's‘Six ‘Appearances. to:‘Tell:Adience

;
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TEXAS NIXES PAROLE TO
” STRIPPER CANDY BARR *.

San Antonio, April 3

‘Stripper Candy Barr will-haye to
keep: those prison -duds on. Fred.
Semaan,; her attorney, said that: he

nas
. en”
inti
—
we
.. :

-., Phas. been: notified that’ the’ parole

-tboard did not. approve her. parole,

twhich would have. Teleased her
ofthis. month. .
The stripper, sentenced: to 15 |
years on a narcotics charge. about .

ee

“through southeast
This: time - 4s. no -exception. March tour-“last.: year~
th:
Backstage Complications
.
tourism’ yolume ‘started ‘oiit at: an. ‘Asia for the: U.S. cultural exchange a
ee wy
18-month: high:.but. dropped. off. Program.”.
“\three years ago, has been: a big’ .
He:
said:his
show’
s
only.
ebmmer||
oe
substantially. once the Pacitic. mari-.
draw. at the -annual Huntsville‘ attete.
/ éial was'selling U.S. friendship. ‘He-|
there were5 lx,ifiemiarks jnadeaiprison rodeo—with songs: Semaan
By:‘MIKE KARVELAS -[A
time .strike .‘began::
, plugged “fot more: trips ‘abroad by |:
ie final curtain ‘be: counted. °
said he‘ wasn’t sure whether Miss
- Sets. ‘and costumes. for. the:‘Tokyo ‘variety’ artists who should’ be. “not
'.Columbia, S:Cc, _ April 3.
- Shedding. his. ‘first --explariation, ‘Barr. will. resume her. stripping
Shochiku. Revue, a highlight of the};
{just pleasant: but:Passionate. Ameri.) A “hackstage “hassle .- centering: Greco declared .on :his. yeturn.: to career when she is: released.
annual. ‘Cherry. Blossom -‘Festival, ; eans.""? wot
around: finances: delayed, and for.a stage. center that: the. impresario,|
arrived : ‘on the liner: Presi ent:
| while --threatened to... cancel, the
Cleveland; - ‘but: .weren’t: -unloa led
| second half of a Spanish ‘ballet pre-. Henry Marcus, “has: refused to pay |
us,” “because-‘Of a. “disappointing |.
until..a, Federal .judge: ‘issued -a LA.rca
sented: here Saturday night: (March
Delays
Trial
Of
gate.. Greco expressed ‘belief that|:
.
Scranton, ‘April 3..
court order, Some.57. cases. of sets, |
31) -bY. Jose ‘Greco: and. his: .com=
the slim turnout was. the’result: of . Sale of. Hotel Casey, 'Si-vear-pld
‘pan
props. and. ;‘costumes:. finally .were}. : Bright, Singleton: Case {Pe
‘Scranton hostelry where burlesque .
"Althéugh ébviously. restless. from," improper ;“promotion.”
removed.~ by. “a. tqvedoring. gang |:
“Hollywood, April 3.
hired by. the U.S,
Marshal, *.:
: Long ” periding. - ‘damage -: * suit an“ unusually long. intermission,|’. °“‘Since. you -who “are: here. to- ‘troupes stayed during -the days Shochiku. “show. runs. “April” 13 ‘to brought by Jackie’ Bright, national | the audience. was. Unaware: of -the | Bight: are not to ‘blame for this,. we. when this city was a major stop on
22:two. shows’ ‘nightly |
‘at:ae ;top:i | administrator: “of: the: American’ ‘behind-scenes .rhubarb until-Greco will‘do. our best to resume the per- the .strip wheels, to Berjamin
‘1 Guild of: Variety’ Artists, against himself: ©.appeared- before ... {he| formance. -So .please: bear ‘with: ‘Minsky’ has aroused speculation as
-[-the {union’s -former.. ‘prexy,.. -Penny closéd :curtain.(attired. in. costume us;” the: performer: said, :all the} to whether the new. name will be
ON. x Fair inks:Clarks.” Singleton, ‘has ‘been. postponed. for his next. daricé). He.iasked. for- ‘while. displaying a self-control con-. the Casey-Minsky. _
- “Dick: ‘Clark, -- “American Band-- from: its -scheduled ‘hearing. today giveness for the ‘long wait. caused, |sidered” alien .to" Latin ‘tempera: : In: view of ‘past unsuccessful ‘ef.
forts. to peddle thé hotel, there is.
‘stand”. topper, ‘Has. been signed :to.]-(Tues.) in’. Federal: Court: ‘here: due ‘he -said; “by: technical -difficulties men
: which, he: promised, would be ‘cor- “On his ‘thied trip:before the: ‘cash: also a disposition by..some show .
mo
‘head_a: unit. for -the ‘New. Jersey. ‘toa. conflicting: case:‘State: Fair, Trenton, Sept. 20° for a Bright’s ‘action: charges Miss ‘Sin- Tected“‘as quickly as possible: This ‘euistomers® Greco ‘reyealed. a: new ‘business. insiders ‘to call.‘it. “Mintwo ‘days.’ ‘He'll be. getting: $10, 000,7 : gleton. with «making-defamatory, ‘proved to: be. the’ first of. five im- wrinkle: “the -stagehands will not sky’s Follies.”
‘Minsky, ‘who operates a chain’ of
Plus a. -bercentage. of the gate.- a statements: ‘about him, among other proniptu talks the dancer felt com-/ work.” ‘The ‘reason. for. this: was
- Clark: ‘will’ pay for ‘the: talent: things. : -‘Meantime,. ‘a- new.. ‘trial. pelled. to” make: to the. “Township not.‘nade quite ‘clear:: by. ree hotels, reportedly pald _afound
j awaiting: determination. Auditorium gathering ; Actually a * Acontinued on:Page:81)
playing the:date. with.him, - “ date. is
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NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS

_Wedaciey,Apel 431968ics
ee

: at
7‘toleapfrog tiie funnies; leaving:
a

4 Cliff Natale: calling “the hientificaBetty Madigan, Bil. & ‘Midge tion of steps. girls are. doing: NaHaggett, Stantey Melba Orch con- tale’s. lads ‘cut. the show. in fine}
ducted. by Lee‘Hulbert, Phil Wayne ‘style.’ This’ show exits Saturday
Trio with Cathy Preston: $3, # a Johnny Pules opens, Sunday
8). :
Guy,
minimums..
| Hetet Pierre,

Bee: “ho
he ieyk

N.. W...

squares in. the dust.. Her camp fol:
|. ‘Harding Productions The.vreem ee

| | lowers “are right there, though.

. | tation” ‘Of.,{Vive.-La.. Difference”. :: ae
Peter” ‘Daniels: keyboards . ‘efti-| with Mafilynn Alwyn, - ‘Lester =:.°
‘ciently ‘for Miss .DeWitt, and. Otis James,”
Wills... Jr., Camille”.
Clements. ‘obliges ‘with “entr’acte| Valle, Suzanne. ‘Mung »: Diek. Hard=": ::
‘piano. In the lounge, Bobby Shott'ssj.ing Orch; ‘music,. Book; lyrics, Neat. ee
chichi - 88-songery.‘-continues -to Kenyon: & Eiise. Bretton; director, tee
oY
‘please. Foster &.Co. are in for:tw6 Kenyon; production-designed: and.
ey
‘weeks,:” withPe Gregory <encor- executed,.by .C.. Robert -Halloway;': . ‘
* costumes, Bill Moss:$190;$2.50
ing:“next.” s wee
es ee
“yt

‘The Cotillion Room wag - obyi- | Conrad. Hilton; Chi -

ously forced to throw in.an emergency show when the previous ten:

7
Chicago, ‘March. 37...
alson, .
ant, “For People Only,” failed te] *: ‘pink Tights” with Nip
a 2
wits
wee
owe
measure up ta. expectations at its ‘Locke. Lorraine,.The. "‘Bokdams, sort,
Consuelo, Hinchy *& Allan, Yvette |.
b.o. In this situation, it. has taken:
ooMister: Kellys ‘chi
Phe: Hotel ‘Astor a.flagship’ of : : .ae a
a pair of acts from the roster of ‘Busteau, Charles. &.Hasmick,: Jim-}* |
.
‘Chicago, March. 26.” -|Brosawer show. biz for years and..-- °°...”
prod-|' .
talent working here for the past) my. Palmer .Orch,. Boulevar-Dons
(3), Boulevar-Dears: -(6)é:
Soe ‘E:: Ross, ‘Margaret Whiting, one Of the. foremost landmarks. on
‘few sgasons in. the ‘vestpocket
‘uced by .Merriel. :Abbott:. ”choreo-: ”
:|dohn Frigo: Trio;
$2.50 cover. 7 ‘the Stem; has béen seeking: a-pol-.
0-0.
revues.
‘graphy.and. staging, Bob: Frellson; _
‘| iey: to take advantage of the appeal. ="... 7.) ~~.
Betty Madigan, who has s§0-. score and . lyrics, ‘Hessie” Smith; |. J
“It's”
‘no:
easy.
>
task:
to: ‘follow’: “40. inherent“in' its name: for the ‘Em. . <7 °.. 27+)
pranoed in several: ‘of the rooms, costume, John Baur and’ Bernard, .
“minutes "of. Margaret Whiting's: erald:, Room. -It- has: been--experiess- 0-4!
and Bill & Midge Haggett, - the: -Peterson; ' ‘orchestration, Norman | .
“| smoothly forthright.. songery, -but ‘woenting .‘with -likeable,.andcomie
= 72.0 Y
dancers who have been jack-of-all- ‘Krone; $3. -cover ‘Saturdous: 2550 .
Joe E.. Ross. (Officer Toody: of tv's mercial.”:talent,:: “and, .manager.-0
¢ 7
trades in many of the layouts, are other: nights. *
f
s
|
“Car
54,
Where
Are
You”,
,
ha
tyro}
Anthony 'M.-Ray’ atid Guy. Ferrara,“ 000.2
24
demonstrating their solo values |
‘L-to Saloon .-Japery, varries ” off ‘the | ‘latter: in ‘charge of the Emerald
003 ie:
during this interim booking... The’ ” therriet..‘Abbott, talent consult: =
‘chore: - handily _with: ..'sandpaper Room, now’ have: latched: onto. an. Oa
results: work out: nicely,
9:
ant for the Hilton Hotels, has pro| Voice. charm. and.:some: facile mug- | intimate.-revue.
ae
Miss Madigan is a much -“tin: duced | 32 of these. tabloid’ ice
-ging that ‘usually. rescties many. of |: “Vive La: ‘Difference”- is the pro-. arr
proved singer since her.N. ‘Y. dates revues for the Boulevard Room in Quoting. Don Hearn; ’Washingion| his. vintage: anecdotes. ‘Ross, who
|.ductian effort of Dick Harding, the.
| Daily™ News: “Here is ‘a -mature,
at other spots. She seems to have the past 15 years,: “Pink Tights,” gentleman: whose. -“strong. . baritone worked .on’ the. Shuster. burle:
|Emerald -Room maestro,-and’- he:
°° 0.5
f007.:
attained considerably more singing ; the current entry, is crisply staged, |voice, ‘super-“showmanship ‘and circuit out of Chicago in.1938, the has .gathered. a‘‘ youthful: ‘and OK! Ee
Mh!
savvy,
greater
composure
and well lighted and .costumed, and satche full ofthe: fine. songs will went: on.to night: clubs,,: films ‘and: “uberant-.cast-who. extract. virtually © ‘> -::.
:
other assets that make her a more. withal shapes as another. surefire probably. restore your: faith in night-- ‘back. -fe “niteries before. hitting -it:
‘everything of. ‘value from the prow: - =... :
‘camplete personality.
pleaser. for the room’s. conventijon- club entertainment.” ‘Now, with -Gale. big on ‘teevee.,” -He’s. back-“in.:.the
|Sherwood, at: the Blue. Raom; ‘Roose; clubs with-a: delivery that. is.not ceedings... The “problems of ‘staging ©. |
Her voice has more depth and|eer and tourist. trade.
a show of this kind. are numerotis,: “."”
-Comie Nip Nelson- is:Engmaster’ velt Hotel, New: ‘Orleans. _
feeling and a greater awareness.
| only. derivative.-of :‘burly. in style’ and. the. course’ that’ Harding has:.: ~.. .
of meaning in the lyrics: Miss: for this. ‘eircus-styled - ‘show. -.He |
| but -often ‘ini. material,’ .
taken ‘has been via the book route...
Madigan makes the most out: of '2 keeps -.fhe..’ proceedings. moving
“Miss: Whiting’s ‘biteeze-trech: de: Under the ‘present circumstances, .:. ° 10 2° 3:
"Blue: Amygels.NEW:
tune assortment that embraces a. smoothly ‘and: provides:a‘nifty mid- .|: “phil Foster,. Cence.‘Bros. & Tom- ‘|sivery of''a. catalog.of pop tunes it’s rather. a: Mifficult -hurdle ‘to:woe gis Te
wide latitude from’ ballads to spe- Show break with his glib gaggery.
‘and:
standards: isa pleasure. to. the overcome.
my. Makem. (4), Fay: DeWitt (with
cial material, and. surprisingly. ‘and sharp impréssions, His sound ‘Pete?
seem. to’ Doll.
Daniels), Otis Piemonte; ear. Like thé few. other. top. chirp | - The ‘entire proceedings:
oe - —_
. shows adeptness . in all depart- effect” takeoffs: on the. radio-.re- $6-$3. minimum. we
‘gradiiates of ‘the ‘big’ bands: still ibe.‘checkreined. *by:.a rather obvi-...°~
‘motes of the big bands: of the
ments. |
s
| around, she has style without being
ee
‘lines:
.
of
d.-set
shione
old-fa
and.
-ous,
The Haggetts are a youthful anid. early. 30'S: are. ‘particularly. well | Jat “Paar’s “Jatenieht °.
“video. Stylized. -In addition : to such’ éa-: Land. Situations’ that ‘holds ‘down ‘all”.
. personable pair who. give the im- ¥eceived.
-pably-handled. ‘Staples as . “Lot. ‘of: concernéd.. _ Another’ factor’ is. the”:
swansong
“Thursday
|
29)”
didn’t
|
Jugglers Helmut and. Gerda Bok:
| Living, »* Time After. Time,” “Just -homespun. quality: : ‘of. thé. ‘music©
pression of getting a kick..out: of.
dancing. They ‘are a. bouricy tan- dam don skates for this show, scor-: “stay - them.’ ‘from: Herbert :: Jacoby’s: in ‘Time;” “Make Someone Happy”: whi ch ‘accompaniés.. the.‘ Gallic.”
dem who give modern intérpreta- ‘ing neatly with their. lighted:toreh’ “eastside * ‘cozery:. —~ even: Jack -E: ‘and cher.disclick-“Tree. Ia The. ‘book, a. “combination . that’s: obi
tions to the. terps. of ballroom tossing. Vet clown Locke Lorraine ‘Leonard, fresh from the Radio. City Meadow,” “she “scores ‘niftily -with: ously: not ‘compatible.
twains of another era. They main- livens: up’ the proceedings ‘with’ a |:| wake-taping ‘with Paar, “and: ‘only.| ‘3. big: “medley. of .songs. written ‘by.| However; the - performers. pro-:
“her. father, composer . Richard. Vide a‘ lof. of compensation; .Mari- on
tain interest without resort. to wacky Charleston and some prataa wilt |
lifts and spins which provides,. per- falls, and trapezist’ Consuelo ‘Is -at- the: night: ‘before. rattling -‘his:own. Whiting. “The©‘medley ds. further ‘ynn:Allwyn is:a dewy ‘and fresh’
‘tractive. in her ‘derring-do on: the: ‘sabre~fron: ‘the Angel- .stage,| enhanced by.. some “touching and
haps, the best. indicator of effecingenue..With
a
pleasant
voice
and
—
_
tive dance designs and ‘execution.. flying: bar: and parallel rings..squeezed: in’ ‘to’ -infro.’ -SUCCESSOF | nostalgic: patter ‘of. the era in: ‘which. a likeable-- manner... Shemoves -..’:Bes
‘In . the. “skating” department;
They are well. liked :in this .emthe
numbers,
were’
written.
.
|
lithely,.
dances:
‘well
and:
:
sings.
headliner
‘Phil:
‘Foster;
The
Brook|
+ Yvette --Busieau: spins ahd whirls
porium.
' She's’ smoothly ‘backed by the | charmingly.. In ‘her rolé as “an. artgracefully, Hinchy .-& Allan’s lyn rambler, ‘after ‘Some’ downtown.
‘The music is by ‘Stanley Melba’ 5. -adagio. on the .blades is colorful: exposure, is,playing the” uptowner | John’ Frige house: trio ‘and her ‘student -.-working :-aS' -a@ .daneer: in.
a
“musical: ‘directér-accompanist:: ‘Jeff |a. cafe, shehas: a’ chance to diplay
orch with Lee Hulbert directing ‘and ‘exciting, -and | the skate cho
during the show. Relief rhythms: risters are fresh-looking™ and pre- for the first, time, accenting—even | Clarkson.‘ Mort’ Sahl ‘is. ‘next *Up. many ‘of:her_uttributés.. The other
tate
_adhentinetieatinn_
ApUinniein
<n.
SaFaR
tenatanentinientd
emeneinanteinmeeteatnenenenmee
are by Phil Wayne Trio with Cathy cise. Bob. Frellson’s: choreography as Leonard and other standups ‘be-. April 9for.four: weeks. .: Mor. ::+| Jead: is-Lester James. :He: does a.
a» (pleasing. ‘job as the- TES. airman.”
Preston doing the vocals. : Jose... ; and: staging keep things|,MOoving. ‘fore .:him—the..diversification... of |
‘lineups. here as elsewhere.
“who must. marry. bya‘ deadline to ”:
| swiftly. Hessie
Smith's
;
bishtiy
i Score marquee|:
“hungry: & Ss.¥ ae ‘| ‘meet the provisions of a will.
Foster
.
covered
-’
himself
©
swith
|:
swings along.
br
y.
However, |.
«
San-Francisco;:
March
|
on.
- Frolie, Revere, Mass. -Jher.
Lon Wills Sr:;: who has’ a
os
production Ayres.are frequent-: ‘glory for the occasion, mixing tell-{- “Felidia. Sanders, :Jackie’. Vernon,
Revere, Mass., March 31." [tite as
..
ete
Mor. ° ‘ling. topicalities: with ‘his, old; . but7Bob. Grossman,” Lightstone, .‘Dan this: ‘spot’ for’ ‘several -shows,’ plays
Dinah Washington, -‘Allegros (@):
the.
honiface’.in.
the
.
spot
where
. still potént, Flatbush -"angles. Au- ‘Asher. Trio; $3 admissioit.
«. | Miss Alwyn works, He qeals ‘out’.
Dave
Turner, Buddy
Thorias.
| diences-have been known’ to curve:
Dancers-. (10), Cif Natale Orch. Villiage Gate, Ne ¥e: | him;: and“ he “Has* been ‘known to}——.
-@ ‘tune. nicely. but
it’s. his: acro.
.
Felicia
‘Sanders
leaves:
the
erowa
(2,00efforts that:put him into the:
(6); $5 minimum. ~ Sabicas, ‘Sam: (Lightnin’). Hop-: assist .them. . Not. this ‘time, :break-.
TIT
FRO
ieh
te
‘| Kins, Roy ‘Hanes’ Trio; $2. cover. - |‘ing:.into. fancy" stride .early. and. ia:‘this. ‘basement. bistro limp: ‘with abplause. winning “column. .Camille’ :,
Din&h. Washington packed -the
| Sustaining the ingratiation: ‘almost ‘joy’ after’ 33: minutes -of ‘the: ‘finest. Valle ‘and Suzanne: Munn: contrib=":.
.450-seat -beachfront .nitery ‘here:
Art: ‘D'Luioff has lined | “up-. to the ‘end. He. .bopped ’em ‘pronto|:
‘tte.‘sohg and dance’ work as. well.”
opening night, Sunday -(25),. with varied and ‘strong bill for: his|with:.a; neat roasting -of,” Mayor.
“The 1S aaence by Bill':Moss:’ ‘and: *
lines down the boulevard, and was: Greenwich | Village - basement: *-It ‘Wagner - and. :the -bigtowi:. snafus. yin heard jn. Frisco.an ‘the? sets.‘by .C. Robert.this
Molloy
- show:: ”:ee-Fvos
ed. plusses: to
held’ over for twe- weeks,.. with. adds’ up;-to. across the board solid ‘This: set: up the: exterded merri|-. The slim Miss ‘Sanders, clad’‘in.a ate “add
‘two factors motivating: the. ‘tre- ‘entertainment; and. is_ a‘ develop- ment :via the” durable. “Brooklynese |:‘syélte, “severe. black .dress, . comes. ‘The masie -and Ivries by: ‘Neal Ken :mendous biz she racked- up; ‘and. ‘ment of ‘D’Lugoff’s expressed :-de= retrospectives, and though .a.wind‘on. “with: “Everything |I Say .F‘Say ‘yon '& Elise-:‘Bretton. who-™ “also
illness -of .Timi. Yuro; ‘booked ‘to Sire to bridge’:‘as. large an audience up. of” disjointed -reminiscence. |
.wrote ..the'. book,” -could : ‘stand .an..
“With: AML My Heart,” followed with their own. as songs: but :not’ -as.
open Sunday |(1). Miss. Yuro,: con- as he. can. by offering as. many. tapered. the. audit: some, there: was |:
-tacted in the hospital at Las: Vegas, ;‘varied | ‘types ‘of: acts-as he ‘can. affection | to“spare :at begoff.
: #Cest ‘la Vie,. ‘Mon: Ami,” ‘croons’ items: to.:go: along with. the’ book.where she had been appeafing,|Current' are. Flamenco ‘guitarist|“This -N- early. ‘Was: Kenyon'ssSeeption. is well. gaited...
As ‘before, the comic’s’ conifiderice |“Mine,”.
2 -beautiful‘knocks out ‘a. gay “Begat”|"
eee
“Tose. ” ae
eS an.
with a throat and respiratory ail-. .Sabicas,: country blues: singer :Samm |
and material are interdependent,
gt
wy
it
—
DR
ment; is switched to ‘aTater. ‘date “Lightnin * Hopkins and‘the jazz arid his’ initial. exhibit: here. “sug: and simply: slaystheaudience iso7
eS
stylings of -the Roy Hanes Trio.her version of..“‘In
er
Words.” |
‘for her Frolic debut..
gests he should develop the. one.
Bagay,tinees,, ‘Stowe, ve"
Next ‘comes. what she .‘calls“”, |
- The Washi
ton. bookin in Lent. . Sabicas is: rated. among. the. -top ‘and. two-line :topicals: more: .
oh the
the nes
5
Land.
rt purveyors: of flamenco guitar work
synopsis” ‘of “West. Side
: Stowe, March 25..
was. all
More remarkable
aw
ee
doesn’t have to:field the: big issues: qnusical
Story,”
.the
novelty,
“If,”
:
and
fi.
:
Kenny. ‘Hamilton; Jobin,Williams:
an “I told you so,” triumph for. “extant ‘and his’ performance: only. just the everyday John Q. beefs,
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A surplus of:hotel rooms and a+
deterioration in the value of existing inns in New. York City by.

"\day.stand in Mexleo City starting |:“Carine

Set US. Can,"Reps For"
F ° -|June

the end of 1964 was predicted by}

Willard E, Dodd, president of the
Knott Hotels, and James O. Boisf,|
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'¥ Hote!,2 Reno,
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Blackpool Vaude Show pron
Hogh: 0'Briag
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Chicago” ml,

‘General Artists ‘Corp.’:'. .: ‘Twist-|.: Denise Darcet follows Jan Nez aa

-: Poronto, April 3... in two ‘niteries

‘Jack Fauer- -has been’appointed

GAC,’ ‘which, booked,’ ‘also: has an: O-Rama,. headed by. former deejay’ into: the Sheraton-Blackstone here.
due toen at. the: |April-23° fora. fortnight... ; .
other Twist:.troupe; -Diane. Hilton eens
latter
the
assist.
to
producer,
‘Sahl
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-& ‘The Peppermints, :playing -.an= Camelot, Starting | ay .16..:
prediction on the theory that hotel.
“April 19.
‘electing
American
names
‘for
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other.
Mexico
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clubprior
‘ta
biz would decline. by the end ‘of | in
. Williams “April ©
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forthcoming
-vaude
production.
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:
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Wed.)
and’!
93-May 13and Buddy:
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. recently i;
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who™
at. dates. .;-. , Rip Taylor. slated for: Gate of Horn; Chi, also set for the. | :pancy rate which in 1961 was the moved ‘his .hqa to. Toronto, was
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percentage.
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theatre, ‘Washington.
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b Lester - bhowcase- “by: Dynamic
“Canal Fulton: Summer. "Arena.|
Following are ‘available parts. peeSconing |
Drocteay.: 0oh Breed. |:
Producer, ‘Fulford Dempsey (60° W-} GSum erof‘Musicals, Pte Theatre Network Ine,. :
way; and touting shows, as well ag-ballet, films, industrial: arid. tele-- 45th
uy
le, Box:
.
yan,||
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vision shows. an information: has been..abtained directly by. the ‘the ‘Equity resident: company. for’ il):
Producers,
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manager
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theatri. ©
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of” Accepting ‘photos and: resumes theatrical
Variety -Casting Department by telephone calls, and: ‘has: been: ree. %.15-week dramatic season, _begin-|© “experienced.” Equity ‘musical’ eal attorneys and ‘others. connected: .

-comeédy - performers for. resident with legit were ‘among -those who |:aa
checked as of noon. yesterday -(Tues,). °
The available roles. will be repeated weekly ‘until:‘filled,“and ‘gddi- ning... June:. 5... Mail: -photos. and | company,:jobbers: and: .. paid: “ap- Saw. the. ‘show: in Rochester.. The~
tions to the list wilt be made only when: information. is: secured from
|Tesumes’ c/o. above address. : : “ ‘prentices, -: c/o. - have’ - address. ‘press. from. yarious: cities in the “*~ve
responsible: parties. The. intention is to service performers with teads.|.
Schedule’ will dniclude four’ ‘musi-: US.: Britain and Canada.also: con-" : Lage
:CHARLOTTE,. Ni o
, _ - |
provided. by the managements of the’ shoivs involved .rather- than ‘to: Charlotte’ Music. ehestse. 'Pro- cals .and -three: straight . plays.” In-. -vergéd .on. ‘Rochéster,. as did--rep-.
run a wild goose marathon. This information is. published without ducer, Ben Kapen’ (141-68° 85th Rd:, -teryiews- ‘and: auditions will‘dé. held resentatives: from :the film: industry:
- charge...
Jamaicéa 35, N.Y.; AX7-3253).. Open jinApril. :
. Land .other . show.: business .media.” Parenthetical designations are.as follows:. XC). Coniedy, (wy:‘Drama, : call for dancers today.:-(Wed.), ‘men,
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(MC) Musical «Comedy, :(MD). “Musical. Drama, . (Ryj Rewte, -<Rep) 10-11 a.m, and: femmes, li am.-1
.
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a
:
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noon-!' p.m. and. femmes 1-2 p.m.,. Carrington -. ‘(Quadic.: >Playhouse, ‘man . Bernstein; :Victor-ptosis
we‘6th|. Thompson,, Conn. ). Parts available. Michael ..Ellis, William. “Hammer-.
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NY.)
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Cath,
olicChurch

To GetTougher?
Reports” from Rome last week
co ‘indicated the Roman: Catholic
church is: “preparing a stiffer atti-

_:, [tude toward films, broadcasting and’
‘- |the press. Church hierarchy, ‘when .

. {it meets‘there Oct. 11, is expected

Special~

to’ take: up| measures
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Te TWIST”
“AFOURLEAFPRODUCTION

to regulate.

} aforesaid: media. Any resulting: ac- tions would, of course, only affect.

-/ Catholics directly, but obviously in.
“ {many ‘sectors of the globe the. sub- .
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» Anby: .

Jand-a man: of: few. words -but -heroi--

Citieramas might. gross.

:

Se vas

h
-- Montgomery. gives :a. masculine eally alert ‘and. forthright - ‘actions. The: nd ny‘ounsPeople|we ~ DeaverTo:
4 Preview”
;
possible to. imagine any of them
matching Preston’s authority, ‘performance, ‘Telying. :simgstly on |Had -the body’ of the film (itis’‘told.
. (Los Tovenes: we
- Denver; ‘Avtil 10.
| (ARGENTINE) mer <i. MGM, ‘in cooperation: with: Cine
‘backed by 883 stage performances, biceps and: ‘bare’ ‘ehest. for character.|in flashback) ended -at ‘this ‘maxi-. Dos

vy

it would- have been: a | ~. ane
arrama and.Kenneth Anderson; prexy..
~~
His. know-how in this ‘film’ is:.as suggestion. Roland is: capable. ‘Ziva |.mium.point,.
Nar Del, Plata, “Apair’3. ‘of Cooper’ Foundation, -operator of. ke
close to a tour de force: as is likely }Rodann and Joan’ O'Brien supply jtaut,. cumulative. study. “of: the: oo
fo be seen during the calendar romantic. interest;. ‘mostly’: irrele- |irony.. of: heroic destiny... But_:the |. Jorge’ sisi.‘Longhi production: : Features’ first . Super: Cinerama -here, “will...

year of 1962

vant. Nico Minardos has 4 key role,. film's: creators

have’ ‘refused - ‘to Marfa = - Vener, . ‘Alberto, “Argibay, Enilio

Not.:only. does he which he handles with spirit, and |give’. the.: audieiice the. benefit: of || Alfaro,

‘Joree ; Rivera

Love

Marce’

la |hold’ a. two-day’ press, junket.dur-...-:.-

Rey, Graciela Dufauw, Beatriz Matar,. ‘ing Julv for the first inspéection.of ...-.: project verve, singing and. dancing Mario Barri -is. helpful in ‘support. |the. doubt. ‘Thé: picture. concludes |.Lopez
Anita.
i
-Earronde. . Directed -by... Rodolfo
‘The . Wonderful: World... ‘of - the. ue
‘Screenplay;. Kuhn; camera, ‘Ricarfo |
with a- beguiling style ‘of -his own}.
yore intimate passages‘ tend to |with -20‘ -minuteés’.of condescend= ‘Kuhn.
. .ereation, but his acting has.remark-|:
be shallow and awkward,-as helmed |:ing, -melodramati¢, - anti-climactic Aronovich: :editor. Antonio Ripoll: music.- Brothers Grimm.”

able plausibility. His con: man.tac-‘py the ‘busy Montgomery, but -he |strokes...What -should- have been
fics are just from total conviction. |has whipped. up a pretty handsome [left to enthrall the -imagination is

Soreio.. rene
‘At... Mar. Del": Plata
Film F est. F
ng: time, ci) Mt NS. ”

_ As scene follows scerie the audi-| and impressive” production, lensed |spelled out until: there is’ nothing
|-That. “Abgentina”

-

. Tdea is to. ‘bring.‘iewspaper 3
reps, 2 ws wa
mag. writers: ‘and «other “.Fourtit: . - a

“ déveloping jEstaters. here «for-two-day -hoopla.” ... °°...

| }some -firstrate |‘young:“him talent isifor-maiden screening:of the George aa
Pal nroduction in which MGB and: a
terizat‘on, and,
also, the .utterly| and flair.for. color and com: ition St Wart:--and. .Wa' neo de -what evident in« this. first -fe>tawe.-f-lm Ginerarngs
mursparenbeeay ne?
mS
sagen agen Sow
‘Sharing performance. of _: Shixtast' by:Emmanuel Rojas,»eevoter args he
wre : ._{Cobtianes ox- peeda) i Mirectet *:

ence is. carries along byhis: char. ‘with ‘a ‘noticeable appreciation “of.left. to. savor ‘or. discuss.

Wednesday, Apeil, 11,1962/1

ws
e'arr
ar
<

oo omreported:a ‘gainfrouthe'sale.. 8 z||

: /@fséme studio properties.totaling $25,477,9
917."

oP

«- Rewenties geclined last:year,_-smnounting: to '$117,428,059; sant
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“San Wewicines, April 10.. .
‘Preston R. (Bob) Tisch made his
| first foray ‘into Frisco last. week

LMF OF:
OFOZONE”.
0

=

‘

tk

en
Saree,° a exec
ex = commena8apres
r Ment

se.‘Loew's.

or 10" keock ont= 6lst
oe‘Tabele {*
bot te Merete
‘afree aa ra

;

pte

- consent

a

ecree

‘tat law: violations.°

an =

;

mi "Whinthe producer went on the | {2

a : "However, Milton: London ‘ofDe: pperating -janie Superior” Sage |
=: |séoie,
atrctor, ‘Allied States | ‘Bayard
7
Rhone was: delivering his RA ‘Loew's survey team ili
[execitive..
ca ©.
SO = linstructions “to. ‘the:
te uy which descend on Frisco within 90 ‘dave
ecommend whether or no
» ‘|
| dent,
Michigan
Allied
.
‘Theatres:
presiReard
the
five-day trial.
had a different. ‘story.to: tell
“l-when he. addressed NCA‘s “reor=' posed equally: of: men aa women Leen ‘should build or buy a new
V ganizing convention” here. -yester- : petperated two hours and. ones hotel in. Frisco,, though at we den. returne
e. ver
cide
upon one
here,
we will pro:
STenidon “eatied ‘prin. ,

oe hoTHmust ANSWER. [are
.

~ ByHANK Wena.”

e

wnine-to-three_ in. producer's. favor. | ably build it. because-new. construc-

‘Madid,Aprit 10: AF
dreSees.“'s
Showinen. W iaeally cipal ‘reason’ for’ exhibitors’. woes Wald :was sued -by’ Rosenstein, ‘tion As tie eee pattern”;
<atoias ae’Santiago, director. ot]
“
"
‘publisher -of-: Hollywood: Closeup,
)” Wit
18 months ‘Loew's
gh April. 22-29 Villadolid. Inter-|
[ype
factianeuive jpeen.asleep lor -asgertedly ‘having -said: ina|Hotels will have built 4.000 of the
".. sngtional ‘Film: Week’ of -‘Religious |S
Los Angeles, ‘April? 10. of the Minnesota prostem president telephone. conversation that he tad 9,000: new. New York hotel. rooms
“nd Moral .:Values, ‘disclosed. ‘last __Superier Sane Kenneth: .N: Martin “Lebedoff.
and his - board: documents which alleged ‘Rosen- -which will be completed by that

_| sweek: that: the’ fest. jury” will, in- Chantry -has. Issued ‘a: ‘show-cause: chairman, Bennlé Berger; ‘London, stein had:.a rau Rosfrecord .as ]time—the 800-room Summit {s, of
~, -@lude: “direttor, Luis . Zerlanga; order. veturniable April .16 .against- didn’t have. ong ‘unkind’ word to heh=onarm. “Rosenstein said
Bite
.
open, and. theHow.

‘-eritics Luis ‘Gomaz; ‘Mesa, and: Luis. .C.. -R.- Roth . Enterprises «Ltd. Cy:
‘major. Aistributing
e nacn
a
. Suarez: for Spain; “Gerard: .Mer- Roth, prexy, for alleged violation. say.. about’. the:
ae
roncle (France); Camillo Bassotto: of'a restraining order issued March companies, : .°
|. Instead;: on:the: ‘issue ‘of theatre2 (Italy), U. S. sembassy’s cultural ‘at-: 22° in: ‘conriection with ‘““Nurem~". tache Jacob. Cantor (America), and. ‘berg,”. -acquired. by" Henry. ‘Sonen-: ‘men’s own guilt, he declared -“ex- U
S
“Arentine
‘hibitorsnow. are-starting to-wake | Ve e
ge
Jose" Maria Podesta “(Uruguay).."-°.; shine, prexy:cof Unitel.. .....
-in “its:
.-> + In addition to 25 features’ and: 26 |. ‘Unitel,
‘0 petition,. claims} up.” As:result of this “‘awakening,;”

_“, shorts, ‘entéted “but. still: unidenti- Roth
has been “wilfully disobeying |-evidenced-by adoption of new kinds |'
the-.preliminary

- effective :-showmanship : and|.
-' fred (films ‘must :first ‘be screened. above ‘action: injunction. in. the.“ ‘of
presentatioiis,: ‘he predicted. ‘*peo- |
by the direccion general: de cine); - Sonenshiine . contends - Roth’ has ple .will :come: back «to. theatres—.
: .. Milladolid:-fias"a solid .program-of |interfered ‘with: distribution: of. the |in fact,they’ re“already starting to’.
- Seminars . planned’ under the head-. pic::by sending. letters to-American|
do.

|-|June 25,nsonthe 2,000-room
Motor Lodge
will open
Americana.

| Sept.. 27, “Low's Motor Inn at
Times Square ‘Nov. 1, and the Re-

gency: next Mareh 1. In ‘addition,
the Americana at San.Juan, Puerto

=) Rico, will open Dec. T.
‘+ .(4) Loew’s. is ‘not. getting out of

“Year |
ic.Pact. the theatre business by any means:
‘| —there: ‘were 100 ‘theatres. in ‘thi

| Loew’ s. circuit when th Tisch fare

‘lily took control in1959,": the:

$0".

Corl ery Cpup 95°‘now, three are.under construe
.-» ing of’ “Third.- International. Film
International managers.and others|" . yondon. called: attention to what [
tion and: Loew's has asked Justi
ue Conversations, eres
handling ‘the film which. tend “to |:ne termed. a current indoor. theatre |.
__Buenos Aires, ‘April ‘10. -|Department permission to -acat
upneta ee construction’ “boom,” occurring: in’| ‘Desaitte the. political unce rtainty. two more;
.
: Film ‘talks will:‘be:iriaugubatea -block or fen
me ‘by! Bishop‘‘Marcelo Gonzalez and: fon. of‘the P C..: nee
: |numher-:of ‘cities ‘throughout - ‘Na-" which- still hangs. over this coun-| (5). ‘Loew's is contin uing to look
will be ‘chaired: by. ex-Venice Film|:.

4 tion... This,.: he feels, is “due... to try, Robert. ‘Corkery,. Latin ‘Ameri-: ‘for ‘ways to: diversify within

... ‘Festival: director Luigi: Ammanuati.
.” Spain's director generalfor.cinema|: Nick
Ray
Ures

Jesus: Suévos will: attend. the: Stes) 4

2- ing, session.

Conferences ‘and.d
discussions wilt

“he themted tothe. Personification of:|-:

- Man. in French, ‘American,'Ger |:

_.cman,-- Ori¢ntal, “South “American, |
. Arab, African, Scandanavian‘. and|.

_ | Iron. Curtain. films.‘ Conferenciers|.“ht
1
Wes
‘-, handing these. ‘subjects are Emilio].
7
- ” Romera, Alberto Fernandez Galar,
|:
.'- Gerard: Marronicle; Ernesto Laura, |:

_ (Continued
ontinued ‘on
‘onpage 2)..
2
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_
me cee
|

“

on
| ‘There was. some’ wonterment as|...Because -.of ‘clouded "political th
WhaReissues

-:

“BY‘HANK |WERBA :

“the

: ‘awakening” in’ exhibition:now. tak- | can ‘veep of. the “Motion Picture} service, resort: and. ‘entertainment

fine: place. °°:
: {Export -Assn., was: able ta success-|" -. Marshall. Fine, ‘Ailiea States: jha- fully -“conclude - ‘negotiations -here}.
tional. president ‘was on unit’s:con-'| last. week for a two-year extension-|'.
vention. program -for.a talk; ‘too, |.of the U. S-Argentine: film: agreeFestival “but didn't come |to: ‘Minneapolis - ment. ‘Pacty: “which° ‘was ..signed
}-from: Cleveland. President’ “Lebe- |:Thursday. (5), gives ..the Yank}
Se.
_
|e isola eeree “personal. -distribs 200 Import licenises. a year, |
inpaceramn | Problems. have ept Fine away.” " , | Same. as /before
-

.~ 1te. whether:. the. fact. “that NCA‘ ‘outlook... “here, "Yanks feel: :that|:

“-wants

a continuous-‘battle ‘with|’Corkery..‘pulled off:'a

coup “by}-.-‘There is no ‘planned. program

- Madrid, “April.‘10. 4 filma companies and also. more Jus-.;‘getting the Argentines. to. agree to for MGM reissues.

Each territory

. . Mario..Verdone; Gerhard -Prager, pie -“airector: Nicholas. ‘Ray -tice Dept. : inyeéstigations “of dis-' sign. the- extension for two. years, ‘decides | “what combos are to. be
..Maruja:Echegoyen: Farid: El Maz-|: lauded ‘George: Stevens -.Jr. for tributor’s- alleged’ consent: decree | instead:.‘of: ‘the. “usual ’s,‘one-year | given. another’ play: after a pack- .
_ -¥aoul-and. Jos Bubernich:-"-In_ad- mobilizing “Hollywood.- ‘support. be: ‘and. anti-trust laws. violations—the| term:.-‘In. the.” past, ‘Successive|-age is, put ‘together for testengages.

.

ay dition, the. Italian ‘film critic Gian, hind: American. participation: at the:| reason they: induced: U. S. Assist- ‘Argentine governments .have -al- ‘ment.
Oe

;{Continged. on.‘Page a)

ee

ay

‘Cannes. Film. ‘Festival. and: called|.ant Attorney-General Liee ‘Cleven- |ways ‘honored’ pacts*‘made by pre-|-

| on:

the: USIS ‘chief;’ Edward .R. ger, head of justic antitrust divi-|ceeding ~-:administrations.

“All ‘ pix - ‘generally ‘released

by. ne

.Thus, |1956.have been turned over to Fred ..

“1gn tne to take an -évei, more-| Son’ to. attend. convention—didn’t|‘come: ‘what. :may. with’ Frondizi,|Schwartz’’ spécial .sales’ division.
odHunger’|

-

a ecisive step forward by initiating ‘account: for. Fine’s absence. . --'-.
government and industry .prepara-|. Fine ison record. as’ “favoring

|Guido, the ‘Peronistas, et. al., the: ‘Sehwartz, in turn, has parceled
Yanks feel -that their. position : ‘is{| out’ ‘the pix to indie. distribs: in

: gons for an ‘Inteernational Film Fes-: ‘friendly: ‘relations with the distribu- |about: as. ‘safe :as. possible under various parts of the country—11 in:

: bag to be.
held, ‘annually in‘Wash~ ‘tors: He .knows that both Lebe- the: shifting: circumstances...“

' .|toto—with Seymour. Borde

han."

states -with hh.q..:
regard this policy |- ’ Extension: of:‘the old. pact. tag. is” |dlirig 11° ‘western.
‘and. Berger’
doffweak:
| as:
y. ‘yaillions'|.
ington
bu
Cli
ara
usco |
“The -USIS. has spent’
:‘They were among ‘those| also: represents ‘another: triumph
| in L:A.°
°
millions. of dollars to spread ‘here: who |suspected that’ °Fine. ‘of: :sorts,- Pressure: had been put.
‘Pix. of Greta Garbo. end Marx ;
Mexico: City,. ‘April, 10:°: | ppm,mili of America: -I- ‘colisider. ‘stayed away because
he didn’t wish: |on the: Argentine government au- Bros,. genre shown on tv,. in addiThree Task; .‘Co.. production-of|it. extremely: heartening. ‘that’ this: to be.a party: to attacks on the film-| thorities to. make ‘the Yanks use| tion to ‘many others, are ‘being oft
agency is'at last spear- “company which. marked. ‘the *‘con- |.their ..own: import . licenses: when |fered regardless. _ Backlog | from =
; Luts ‘Spota’s *‘The. Wounds ef Hun-Mt

governmenome
age: i an‘a aaa
P “to: |Nention: “they: bring’ ‘in“French,. Italo: or |1956 to last year is being handled
ger. continues ‘to: face financial beading
of. Ty. sending: London,. however, ii -ather- non-American: product ' for |by. MGM ‘sales force. Again‘ va-.
‘+ diffleulties.‘Production, .‘which’ was to:have America *-“Raw a
age. Of |-was pointed out that Fine still: is distribution’ -here:' The French] tious éxchanges put together twos
CA, °ved. in
tions ; ‘anxlous
|
‘to. ‘keep. North, Central. AS have. ‘been:. particularly :irritated that ‘might strike the public. fancy
-. “resumed: Monday. :“(2)° still :is in.]”

“Fully. enenee i prewarali * | an_affiliate.-? suspension: as -the: National.Assn, ; %or:a
May.
ton’co pn és
on ‘ne London also eniphasized

‘| by ‘the “fact. that when Col, for ex-| in. a-given area.

.

_“the ample, ‘distributes .a. Bardot: pic]
Loew’s. circuit in: Greater New
“" > Of. Actors. asked: for a: $4,000 U:S
Samuel Bronston’s’. “55 Days 4. need-for exhibitors’ organizations. |here, that. uses" up one of the Work
|
and elsewhere paired. “Ivan. .
h dollar, deposit as a. ‘aalary guaran- -| Peking,”
Ray
nevertheless
talkéd:|
Hq.
told
‘how: such. yarious units |licenses’ provided.in..the French |hoe’ and “Knights of the Round
‘. : tee
usco’ Studia source
ARIETY:
i
"+ gfaimed that producer: Allen Klein, |at: length ‘with. V;
on-& first
sub | have been ‘able to defeat:threat- "quota. The -French: have. felt ‘that. Table” recently with great success. .

ject:

he: :-knows well from. first | éned ‘adverse ‘developments “which|:such. ‘a, practice is hardly fair to. Duo. hasn't-reached L.A.
_-. who: flew to New. York for money,|
hand experience. and one hé has} would. fave been: extremely. in- |them..:‘Their. protestations ©ap-|-will’ shortly, according
-- has.an-unpaid. $600. dollar. Testau- tought
‘throligh to ~specific:gone ‘furious.‘0.exhibitionAntheir areas. ‘parently. have had little: -effect, sales execs. - a

runs but.
‘to MGM.

tv,
Again.
“he ignored
.“murderous”.| however, ‘since the revious : act
spite
runs a
re-runs on
-.Director’. Saul :Swimmer. insisted |“ -“Washington. 4g: today” ‘the m0st,| film
rentals,: “destructive”
percent- ‘continuesSame ways Se Pa -|Garbo and Marx Bros. pix are.
“that everything will.-be. shortly .re- dramatic. showcase. -of our land,” ‘age ‘deals, or. “unfair”c
clearance |.
a
‘|finding a good reception where.tne and ‘Picture. get under way, Ray continued.*:
“Not only are all! ‘which North -Central . wants: toy”
| they -have been shown of fate
‘the :foreign’: nations .represented Anock ut.
— PROSECUTORCHD
“1 Arrival today on Coast ‘of Fred

a Fant tab:-in studio commissary...

However; ‘actress ‘Susan’ Kohrier, there. by-outstanding ‘diplomats, but.
All. Product: “Available. me
"having ‘one “of: leading :roles, de-. ‘the. nation’s capital is: also, coveréd |. ” Reactivated. -North Central.” Al:

| Schwartz, head of the special re- ..

.’ ‘~parted for’ Hollywood: stating .that by: ‘an ‘{nternational.. press- corps | lied- boatd: of: directors. will :“in-| ~
- |. ‘when she is advised: producers have. whose” - dispatches: ‘blanket. the|itiate that all. film product be made|
"¢ gufficient --eoih -to’ complete -‘pic-: ‘world.’ Between one and. the other,|available: to: ‘every theatre, regard-|.

RINTS issues division under general sales

FOR‘GRAB OF P

‘head Robert Mochrie, is reportedly

... Dayton, oO, “April: 10: -| to stimulate more. attention: among.

tor | cizcult-.buyers: and .indie bookers
_Monssonery‘County Prosecu i for various packages to be set up.

, She: will return: via next. reg- a Washington festival’ -would .ad- |Jess of size, on sole basis of ability.
vance international. understanding:| to pay.”.This will: be in- order “to. Paul Young does not plan. to:appeal| for‘the: western area. ;

2 tliarly scheduled: flight.

“Miss Kohner has given. producérs : through.

the.one medium: which has'| give exhibitor :a. profit and return. the’ roling “of «Judge’ Carl

d| There is no limit to. the number:

“4 two ‘week’s notice. and ‘said ‘that if. doe’-more to promote it than.'a]ow his: investment.”
‘Kessler, that -he incorrectly F ield |of pix available for reissue bun-.
‘ ..’she does.not hear.anything by then, good. ‘portion ©of. the ©‘diplomats. “This. resolution: ‘states’ that “the|-allegedly obscene films as exicencé |dies, according to’ MGM spokés:*"": she will: consider her contract’ can-

themselves.”

go-to’ New: “York ‘for & ‘Tegit, en- ;
Me gagement.:
|

sive film.in Europe, Ray ‘has, pat-|| that they cannot survive.under dis-| Films of New. York. City, to obtain | whether ‘they played tv. or not

* .. gelled. Her. plans then::will: be: to.

;erisis in.the case of. smalitown and|:i2 a case. The ruling was

aaa man. “As long as the combos .do.

Now. preparing. ‘his‘thirdsicees-" “subsequent-run ‘theatres is- such sult. of action brought by Audubon.| pisiness we'll put them together.

ticipated at’ all the:‘of major.film’ |tributors’. ‘present: selling -policies, | “*: ast,Set”

and’

“Twilight “Girls,” |makes little difference for there’ 3.

Actually. ‘actress. had
h ‘appearedin festivals during that period aiid last. |as.-evidericed’ by closings’ of recent ‘both confiscated: by the Oskwood, still.a tremendous ‘audience that.

‘Theatre.
|He: has. seen.“American festival|. The: goal “wil: he: to. knock .out. ' Audiibon Films: has ‘also filed. a
dialogue. :7
ait Churubusco” ‘Studios; ‘viexi- delegates . lick ‘their wounds’.time ‘entirely :- ‘compulsory . percentage ‘$1,000 -damage |suit against Youn.
. head: -back:’: home. for.sshowhouses in-question, it was. for. holding. the: am.‘against th
employed by: IIT Task; -who'|.a nd . again... and

ot “oe scene. of. picture, one. without:

year..was jury: member: at Berlin..|

years.”

‘O., police at.the. Far. Hills

mon nlinwndson pages28h:
2 Cee "-¢oContinged, a ‘page:ee" = oe - Gpptigued-on- page:86), we “ownet’é: wishes,-.20° is

wants: to ‘see these oldies tn the

|comfort of theatres and pay, ratherthan. sit ‘home. hoping: and. waite.

ine ‘for. some

station ‘to reve

ae ‘rit then 1.PUIG MEME
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Indianapolis, April 10...
* pirsteun’ ‘films: still are swingsiig Po

“fismedium. range-here this stanza, oo7
| qutdoor- weather over weekend and {|

| opening of ozoners. holding down[Jeinema’ crowds... -“Summer | and.
|Smoke” - 4s. good. ak Keith's, but |.
5 “Hey,: Let's Twist,” st .the Cirele, |

”pabapes. dull for. opener. .

Los Angeles, April 10.
Firstruns here this week are tak-|
ing a sharp. nosedive, lack of any}

‘Estimates for: This. Week: .
; . Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) :
(2,800; ‘gel

EBGiy
a

osses-

Buri

openers. being further!

(
‘Tgasee-tey, ‘Let's .Twist" . (Par). Brady Gros

ye fem cutesy, Trematare

at sf
Paramount. pal ofiosup .
- with, ‘return
‘norm
tratise‘and “Too Late Blues” (Par),’ Dull|°
handicapped by Academy. Awai
”
Rotimatea
Total.
otal:
Grose”
S
-portation:
‘after: “last. ‘weekend’s
Ot, “1
$5,000: .Last: week; ‘The’ Outsider” |."
night (Monday) which .-helpe a|f-Batimated TotalGross
e-: strike: “Outsider”: is .okay. at. the.
‘This. Week|lactetees’: $2,235, 900.: |) and “Desert Patrol’’-(U), $6,000. | : This.Week .:...5.. $580, 08
empty the - theatres.-“Light in

strong

ABased on 29.theatres) -.:: | Memorialin -second: week. “Les*™
Piazza,” in’ first general ‘release,| -. .. {Based on 31 ‘titles and. 257.. a Indiana. (C-D) (1,100; $1.25-$2.50).
‘theatres, chiefly Sirst:runs, ir. |=
“South .Sea Adventure” -(Cine=. ~ Tat‘Year ‘es ae s oo ‘se $777,821... Liaisons” {s ‘big.at the Beacon: Hill|
looks only: light. $16,000 or less in
Tin third; There's plenty--of action: .
"| rama)’ 6th. -wk),° Good“ $6,500. vo; "(Basedon 29 theatres) ..
thrée theatres. “Day. Earth. Caught }- “eluding. N.YY.)
Fire” {s heading for a ‘dull $35,000.

—
:
: 3

“{Based on.22ciliesand.2m i
theatres). re

_ “All Fall: Down” looms only.fair|.

$13,000 or near at Hollywood Para-|
mount. “State Fair”. is- rated light .
$12,000. at Fox Wilshire.
“Flower Drum: Song,’ among. reg: .

$$6,000;. Last" week. “Laver. Come}

“Four: Horse.

-@.” Tmen” ‘is okay at-‘ths.Orpheum: fa:
| fourth round.

“Sweet ‘Bird of Youth”. (M-G),{-~-:

ao

*

-—

“ “Judgment at ‘Nuretnberg* “te

4'| holding good in its 8th week at the ©
| Saxon. “West. Side Story” is--atill.:
> Pittsburgh, April. 10. | sock: ‘at’ the: Gary:10008 ae
~ Lytle: (€-D). (850; |$1.25-$2.50)-—|
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‘to scréens-‘at the Capriand| EmIn sucha: case, :: Justice” ‘Candlet authorities may.take. action against|.
_{pire,.. the. slashing o£: seats. at the. |terior face lifting, -gréenery. and a:
. ‘thought ‘prior restraint” is BSF ‘such abuses so long as they do ‘not|
. Roxy. andthe dousing: of a -Cine- ‘spouting fountain in the .marble
" missible.””
sol
violate: the:Constitution ds. ‘doing
~ Frama ‘film’ with. ‘varnish and.oil: at lobby, ‘the’ Sack. inspired: “Music
" Features :involved ‘in:‘the ‘eotirt |so
‘Hall’. is set to opem dn Friday,
‘{the Empire.’ ---:‘
*action-Were a French filin, “Wasted |:: -“This ‘does’‘not:‘mean.the’ ‘Bouse |.
- The: circuit's ‘theatres: ‘here, ‘ex- July 13: The showman chose the
. Lives,” .“into” which ‘has.. been in- may: be burned’ to get-the. ralsiout |
‘eépt ‘the Capri, arébeing: picketed: date. for: opening: on 4 Friday 13th.
to ‘indicate, he- said, “that pictures.
! gerted. “The... Birth ..of Twins,” ~<al- of it,"‘the decision added,*
Kingsville, Tex:: “April 10. - {by union .stagehands .and :operatars ‘are great. any. day. in the. ‘week, ‘no.
though the legal .questions ‘did ‘not |aly over. contraet: différenres vhich_
otte ‘Préminger’s film’. “Bxodus have been in’ 2, stage: of negotiation. matter what.”
* fevolve around ‘whether they. were. -gesting to the Georgia. Seies
_gbscene. Becording. ‘to ‘the:Taw.” "AS -sembly that. it.devise’ a: law in1.2picketed: in ‘this;‘south. Texas for more than a year. Police pinned: 3) The. restyling and refurhish, keeping «. with -.“the - -Constitution: ranch. capital Sunday by. a” group one man with .a sentence: for ‘dis- ing. of ‘the: Strand. on Huntinitonfrom the’ Arab Stndent -Organiza- . charging a stink bomb.in theRoxy. ‘Ave., which will be called the Cagins were. not even: mentioned in ‘which would: “at the same time af-|.
tion’ at Texas‘ A..&:I. College...
{ Pri,:and. which ‘will open June 28.
“the court’s decision.
re
. ford--a large: degree: of. Protection’
Four. jmembers *of. the.. group}.OER
‘This house will carry on for Sack’s.
- Big issue for. the: court’ to decide against obscene ‘pictures: ”
. present Capri, which .is in the.
"was one of “prior. Festraint”: of :mo- | “Wife of .a Jocal- aldernian, ‘Mrs: paraded ‘before ‘the: Texas~Theatre
path of a-new toll road /extension
tion pictures.and: whether or. not. it: Cliistine- Smith Gilliam has‘ been carrying. ‘placards. -“Oneé- ‘sign: read:
into. downtown Boston and will. be.
. violated’ constitutional..guaranteés: City -.of -Atlanta’s -‘censor for ‘some “Exodus Ig:8. ‘distortion - of . the. torn: down. of freedom. of speech and the préss.. 15 years. She: -has. been: ‘Tespon: |; trut
A. ‘spokesinan’ ‘for the’ students, * ‘The -late. funnyman. ‘Ernie . Ko- ‘Sack, whose ‘theatres. here, ‘the
- Plaintiff ‘in «the court. .action,’ sible to”city’s Library Board:
lPaysal M. Zedon: of: Saudi- Arabia vacs is at! his. funniest: because he’s. Beacon Hill, Gary, ‘Saxon and Ca:
Productions 7
a a ‘Gordon Murray
'|said: there ‘are two. Sides to. every |taken’ the’ ‘observations, siiall-talk. ‘pri, have. ‘played seven Academy.
. Inc., a motion: ‘picture’ film.dislque Stien, and -that. .thée.Arab| qj
: “the. :tittle:: - woman’s””| Awards: in. six: years, |leaves for
> gributing firm, sought. ‘in Fulton
|,‘peaceful glance-.and
ches, “students © will: “continie
- daggers. beliaviorisims, the. coast: to. screen. new product
*-Superior: ‘Court. to enjoin: the. Ate}
‘|picketing: as lane as.‘the filmTUNS the “coffechouse”: grinders’ ‘overt- for his theatres on April 16, and .
: Janta. Board of Censors.:from pite>.
-_...|at’the local: theatre:
-’.
‘ly. familiat ad libs and.all the rest’ will: call -a- press conference on:
a
‘Continued:
from
page’
3
—
*-wenting- the showing. of: the: filnis’
- Two, .members. ‘of ‘thie:“eotiegé -of it. and” put em’ between covers. |
"and ‘to. have -declared. ‘unconstiti- |rio:‘pictures: to take. up ‘the slack. staff; including. Dean’ J.-E. Turner, He calls it’ “How To Talk. At Gin”|.his return, to detail his plans.
“tional: the city’s. ‘censorship. laws. Th e€ momentum. of runaway. -pro- visited: the picketing.scene and sus= (Doubleday; $2.95)-and it is self-. With the. completion of his pra". “Fulton: Judge’ Ralph. ‘Pharr ‘up=: : duction: ‘is:catching: up, and. is be- ested. that: the: students return: to’ illustrated “by the’ author |‘ina jected ‘plan, Sack will have: six
théatres ‘in Boston. He oniy recent~ held’ demurrers filed by: ‘the-city’ in|:
ing “to “-hurt.:as:-it -hasn’t.. be- ‘campus, , but _-they: ‘continued|‘to. -burst of ‘éverconfidence.”
ly completed a. -$50,000 refurbish.- December. and‘-.attorneys for.the}. ore, sThere’ is- no ‘place for: -our. parade oiutsidé.the. theatre.Not -only“is this an Fdeal. ‘gift
" distributing’ firm: proceeded. with “people to go today when a: series |, Bill ‘Lanoue,.. ‘manager of:‘the:‘book -for: ‘anybody. who's, Been ex: ing job on the Beacon ‘Hill.. He
converted his other three theatres.
_, Constitution,

‘wed

ing,

: ArabStudentsiiTesa

Picket ‘Exodus’‘Showing! .

ERNIEKOVACS” FUNNY
“HOW TO-TALK AT GIN’

" Wwood JobMart

-Lends;“We have.even had: members. Texas ‘Theatre ‘said. he. didn't: have posed to a “schneider” ‘or blitz: at,
‘Murfay.- outfit”. argued: the. ‘Grai- wanting to. go" abroad: ‘to. Took ©for. Lany. objection to: the nickets as long: inrummy, ‘but -it’l| make. any. ‘gin|-from - former ‘legit- -houses, Saxon,
Jas they did: not interfere with’ the-/ player “henceforth most. -self-con- ‘was’. former Majestic; the -Gary’
wor] ” ‘said Lehners,.
former. Plymouth; and the. Capri’.
°.”. Lg ners revealed: ‘also that -the: atre patrons...
.: 3} sefous and: inhibited; and: ‘perhaps. former Copley..
;
“phion.. will .no “longer: take ‘into: its|
“| it 48 better: thus.. Kovacs ‘has~¢apWith the acquisition of the Metmembership ‘grads. ‘of. UCLA: and.
tured. all: the .corny- éliches in’ this|"
‘repolitan, he will be operating the- |USC, “a: practice. -it- ‘has’ followed
filmi for any’ ‘Feaiiqns,"../2*: *:
bright ‘little. book. .He's: ‘missed |
biggest. capacity film house in the’
‘Moreover, :the.comp any: charged, | gradually... since -1950,.: He said.
‘nothing .and: nobody. ‘Phe satire. is’ ‘city. :Theatre is now -océupied by |
“the _ordiniaricé ‘allowed= the: ‘board about: 0° such, grads’ now: in the:.pungent
but.
the
‘wit
1§:warm
as
he
|
Hollywood, April..16.°
the | ‘Metropolitan -‘Opera. for one °
Union
are:
on
‘layoff.:.“Lehners
|.
*:
~to act-as- “judge. and- prosecutor,” .
“Sam Katzman is ickering‘a new|.views the ‘ginrummy ‘campaigners week...’ Sack’s staff moves into
and did not” ‘establish .‘any ‘“Safe-" -pointed: out: originally. they :were |: four-feature :pact’ ‘with Columbia|.(presumably. Hollywood, bfand; but -the Metropolitan . on.June 1, and taken
in
to.
meet:
the‘demand
for.
.the symptoms - are’“universal). (with
“guards” ‘to: prevent: ‘the:‘board. front
: | present. offices of New. Enpland.
eaiors but . now .that -the ‘union | Pictures to begin on. completion, of|compassion. : ”:
- acting - arbitrarily: . |.
than. ‘enough’ . “péople ‘eurrent..four films ‘deal. expiring |. -A suffix’. of. “bad, ‘ginvammy ‘Theatres ‘there, will serve as: Sack
. Court: decision:, referring 46 ‘tis ‘available,
as “snore...
with
“Cypress”
Gardens.”
Title
may
|
‘Theafres general offices. ‘it:will not take in.-more.
‘players,
¢
including
‘Oswald.
Jacoby;
“Georgia: Constitution
and previous: "Such grads. “He. :estimated ‘about. be changed to “Follow the Boys” if
court rulings, said that:ower Soted:
tis’
£1 277. film: editors. are‘currently. ‘out: theré is. no Brotest at.the:MPAA in. the bridgé’ expert):.reads like.the
who's.
who.
:
of
Hoillywood..
‘Under
|:
* ‘the >. -. constitutionally * *.Brot
New: -YOrk, Lae
;
:
DE -‘work. :
Players: Kovacs. only’ ‘lists
, Speech or press held subject. to cur-|. * Almost: 36%: of:TATSE ‘eamera-| : Indie - “producer. tiday “begins. “good’"
h
imself...
- ‘tailment, restraint. or abridgment.” , “men’s local 659: are jobless today,|-shooting. “Broken: Lariat” at.Chats-. ! ee
Abele tf
=. Continued: from. page. 3 —zGas
_ However, :abuses of these’ free-. -business agent. “Herb- -Aller.. re-'. worth on’ a °12,day’ lensing: sked.|°
:.domg may be’ “subject’ ‘to ‘restraint “vealed... He'said the figure jis. high-: with a $300,000 budget. Cast‘for pic
‘exceptional business. - “Strawber-:
_ sts. appeal to the: higher court, :

‘panee failed. ta set up any: 'stand-:
‘ards for censorship, .“but ‘permits,
the Board of, Censors. to’ arbitrarily
_» bai or permit: thé’ showing. of any

Sam Katenan’ YtFour* opel
-/For?Columbia Release.

“Oldies i
inGermany

ran-for 16. weeks’ in “Ham- ..
Tae
S:New(4th)Arter!Yies”
burg, 14 in. Munich, -and nearly
eight weeks-in Stuttgart. It’s now
i
Pic:
British
~ | Opens:With
predicted that “Citizen Kane” may

“and that is. justifiable because they: ‘er: than: ever. ‘before... and~ attrib-. ‘are* James. Philbrook, ‘Naricy .Ko-{
gtoy no. protection: ‘under: ‘the:con-- “uted* it “mainly: ‘to:‘ the.dearth. of .vack, -Guy- -Mitchell, -Duarie< Eddy,|:
:|Nesta. ‘Paiva, Hugh © Sanders,: Bob. Le
- Stitution,’” the court held;
a
theatrical: : films. .
This: meéans. that ‘no... interfér- |: .As for the. guilds, the: picture. Strele, Marshall Reed, Terry Frost,

wasn't. much’. ‘b er,-- A. Screen} Ilse Berkert -and. ‘Hans: Widemeyer poe:
|-be. a..sleeper’ in. West: Germany.4. ‘Musie Hall: first new film.theatre Reviews of the pic have. been exActors... Guild’ ”source . said~‘that: “With Oscar Rudolph directing. :
while. “employm ént: ‘is“always’ bad |: * “Gardens” ‘should. g6 “before bulit: in Friseo™ ‘in: more.than a} cellent,’ and. it::stands an “excep-.
at this time of thé: ‘year; ‘it seems. cameras" ‘ih: three.weeks, “producer decade, “will. oper: April::19-with’ : tionally’: ‘good: chance because: of
|:to be: ‘worse.”. than. usual. now.” ‘estimated: * : Exteridrs. will beJ Peter: Sellers” British-made “Only ‘being seen for the first time here.
Runaway production; the: leveling Kodaked' at: ‘Miami - and - Cypress. Two Can Play,” :bringing number. Another. factor, ‘too, is: helping in
ate“Got 2
of Frisco’s. first-rjin. arties. to eight. ‘the use“of re-runs. here. -‘Everyone
0
production: ‘andthe, -Gardens’. with intetiors ”
.-tion-.as speech and: préss, .and” their. .O
The’ $250,000; -364-seat ‘house, op=. in- the West German |industry |is
“showing” caninot be- deemed. -an- ‘Switch: .to- hour’ ‘shows were given ‘Studio here.:
”
erated
by. Herbert: Roseiver,. is near. ‘becoming extremely ‘cost-conscious °
_, abuse. of. the: freédoni. in- advance, as: the principal Feasons, .
one downtown . Friseo’ arid. is .only :a. as acne receipts .tend down:
. and that ‘their’ showing. is not ‘sub: “Writers .Gujld of: “America. ‘West|.
.-dlock::away:
from .-Rosener’s | 400-| war
| reported.a drop-in the number: aff
Jeet: to prior restraint.
=:
.’ |seat- ‘Larkin... Gale -Santacono, of:|. If a distrib. brings in an “Amar
: Court | said... it- was. “ eonifroated |:working screenwriters, but..a- hike
"Dallas, “April. 10. 4 Brisco; isthe. areee and’ nil *‘jean or. other foreign’ production.
“with” thé: “solemn |and “even. -awe- in.-tv- ‘seripters: who ‘are employed.
files’ shows::there “were 82] An open’ ‘house honoring -‘philan-. timmel
and Norman
wanson will | which has. never before played. jn
--gome .duty:of :
deviding: ‘whether or] ‘WGAW.
writers -‘working. “on. ‘film, ‘in'- Feb- thropist. Karl. Hoblitzelle, ‘head .of |be. the -eo-managers..
German . ‘cinemas, he has large
: mot government “¢an ‘eonstitition-:
the. Interstate: Theatre: Circuit; was
Music:
Hall
‘ptings™
-Rosener’ $" costs: for. synchronization ‘and ad-compared.
as
year;
:thi.
‘of
83,
{1
tor
fight:
:* ‘ally invade. the aretected"
to. 127. for the: ‘same’ month Tast. held "Sunday. (1) at the. Hexter: chain: oft‘Friseo: arties. to four-—tie
.-one second:in:any conceivable Mian- year; 350 tv. writers toiling in-Feb- Meniorial Lighthouse for. the Blind. [already operates the’ first-run Clay;. vertising. But ‘if he offers a re-—
Tun ‘instead, he already. has ‘his |
-Mér- as a Means ‘of:‘suppressing ‘Such’

“ence, : no °‘matter ‘for. haw’ short."a.
. time’ nor: the. smallness: of.degree,
“ean: ‘be. tolerated:
“High, :: court: . “apparently -“fneant
“that: motion: pictures” come. ‘under
the samé purview of the coustitu-:

*HonorKarl
rear

‘ruary,- 1962,.:as:- against: 309.:‘for on “The-Hexter Lighthouse ‘building ‘Stagedoor ‘(with Jrving- Ackerman): prints. dubbed Deutsche, and- can’
jis the result of -the. generosity. of |and -‘Larkin.° ‘Other..first-run. art-|:ter I:Hrst-time-around: ad ma-

“'speech* or press: as an ‘abuse. “of ‘the Same: ‘month: ‘fn 1961;

that: liberty, and- hence ‘is: unpro-|: A: ‘Directors : Guild -of ‘America ‘the Hoblitzelle. Foundation; :whose | houses “are: “Irvina 'M.... Levin’s

ria
no immunity,’ .. ares Bi
{part was’so.ably represented from |Vogue and Metro,.
u ry. Schwarz" S|.
“his. question, .the‘ court. eon- ment «situation: ‘for. “difestore My planning .to- completion. by Judge, B
apd Lou’ Sher’s Presidio. |
|
Bridge.
“tinuied,: “strikes at the.Nery. heart little bit. worse than usual,” citing Sarah T.-.Hughes,”.:Mrs.;.Ruby:
‘L.«| City, in:addition, has nearly -@ ‘half “Ba Samuel named*<ity manager
of our liberties.”
-F subsequent-run ‘at Denison, Tex.,-|fewer pix. and. the :trend“to: hour’ ‘Carroll,-supervisor: of. 6 peited: dozen’ moveover’oor.
. Texas Conty teleseries ‘as the’Pain ‘easons.: uh
| Fond:member agency, declared, ”_: artles. «
_Sustice, ‘Duckworth ‘wiota “that
a | solidated, Theatres,.

~ teatdaand.-has
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DELUXE by.
-¢Color|

PANAVISION®: ColorbyDELUXE oe
_

TheMirisch Company presents Elvis Presleya
in-“Follow That :Dream”-co-starting
ff

os,

“arthur O'Connell:s Anné Helm *JoannaMoore

The Mirisen:Comipanypiésents.Elvis.Presiey
Jas
s “KidGalaha ‘co-starring GigYoung

5
ue \Lola ‘Albright «Joan ‘Blackman.

Jack Kruschen «‘Produced by David Weisbart
Directed. by Gordon. Douglas ° Screenplay: bye
Charles Lederer » Baséd on the novel.
“Pioneer, Go Home!” by.‘Richard Powell
Color byDeLuxe’ e Panavision «

.

Charles: Bronson é Produced by’.
“DaiidWelsbart »‘Directed by.Phit: Karson
_ Serecnplay byWilliam Fay:

».

_ Color. by:DeLuxe : oe

.
|
*Special. Pre-release engagements.setforEaster,Le
_ And, ofcourse,now' booking all thrusummer— includingJuly.sth:
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"college boy‘erittes
; usually.‘have their innings come spring .éach ger: ‘ahd: notably the editors ‘of. ‘the ‘Harvard: Lampoon. The usual. [time -‘spotting’:‘new men. An, the]
-in.- Lampooniana :with: worst actor, worst ‘actress, ~ . ‘Wrong. :Pressrooms.

- .10. worst-:fil

wr
_. "Wworst-suppor

“ete., designations have this year-been. ‘supplemented. a

oe

~ ForcingBoffFilmsQut ofMinn.

Contingea- fork pace | s——
—_

_Minneapolis, April 10.

“The * Same’ ‘officious:“treatment”
woe “by.a number, of. specialawards at ‘Harvard. Quoting ;Some of ‘them: osoa éontinited ‘at the - post-Atademy |.

iABRAMS SALESwer |
|“cheated” out of the length of run
‘that their -‘grosses’ entitledthem to
-FOR-INTERWORLD
PIX
here. Film companies don't like
to-‘be.for]‘Some | releases:

are

being

THE TIN PAN':
= “| Awards® party: atthe. Beverly. Hil"Presented tethe most:nauseating movie: soneotthe,
year,“Pook: " ton. Hotel. ‘Although the. party and|:

mcas etfulOf Miracles,”

*. | awards are. supposed.

vets
THE ‘MERINO AWARD. :.7 LAcadeiny. members; .each :year" ‘it]:Leo: ‘Abrams, “ex-Buena - ' Vista; this, of course, but theres’ nothing
i Eo. that. motion. picture: personality: who, in the ‘opinion of‘the: ‘seems there ‘are ‘more ‘and. more| has: ‘been: ‘named to: the new ‘post: they can do. about it.. In. fact, the
‘s officers, editors: and ‘staff of the Harvard Lampoon has, -during. - attendees . Who: have less and’. Tess].
themselves
afe
to
“": the: past. year,.done the-most- to enharice the fame and glory of the:_-[-to* ‘do :with the. business. :Priceless|‘of. sales -manager. cat:‘Interworld companies
oa merino, awarded last |
year,to Maureen.0‘Hara, this year: Boes to.; | 4dsample. of treatment -given. a’ legit, ‘Films,’ NY.
jblanie for the situation, local X=
“member is Jack. Diamond's tale of}: Coripany has two! new: - French hibitors Foint out.
RitaM
foe
avin “West SideStory”.‘fromRichardBevinesand
1 Nata- ‘frying .to' reach. the. men’s: room. imports;: both dubbed for-this side,
The reason’ why smash screen.

a0

*< i:++
| Phe’ U-L publicity-- director. “was “Maxime,” with,- Charles -Boyer,” attractions at times depart- while.
PAE ‘ONCE-WAS-ENOUGH AWARD
wee tes _[stopped-.:at . a: Staircase - ‘leading and: “Lovers: on. a Tightrope.”
pe re still doing boff business is.
os
th Second Time: Around.”a
[down $0. ‘the ‘room.. by. a cop-who Ae t
cause they: must make way for a
]
said no. -ofie. was ~ ~ permitted |
THE WILDE Oscar:
¥
successor awarded ona competi* Conferred. upionthat actor ‘who is willing to: flout conventionfand. | through his: ‘post. How: then ‘to. the}:
tive: bid which stipulated. ‘when it
Va “‘reputation ‘in: e pursuit of.artistic fulfillment: “Mickey: ‘Rooney'sas : 1 salle de: bain?’ Via ‘elevator he: was
eh
was: to: open.
+told, Diamond. had _to go “up -and |
oo cians ¥unioshi, in. "Breakfast at. Tiffany’s.”- .~_.°
It's impossible to ‘foresee. or even.
*- _ down. the: ‘building. several .times|.
THE =ARRESTED | DEVELOPMENT ©OBLATION
conceive of pictures holding up to —ae
ee AB. that ‘adult’ actor..who; during the course of the ‘year, plan - unable: to’. reach. -his. . destination|
the extent that more of them have~
7D
until
‘finally.
‘he.
held.
the‘lawer'|..
a the:lowest. level: of maturity: Jerry Lewis.in “Errand Booy.
been. doing during the past year *
ns ‘level:‘button ‘and ‘made it: safely. a
here: ':The competitive bids guar- a
?” “INBE- CELLOPHANE. FIG-LEAF ':
mo
- Knoxville, Tenn; April 10. -{antee _q minimum © number of
-introduced:. Acad].
Loe “his. trophy,’ awarded: annually: for false’ ‘modesty’: ia.‘this year * “Steve :Broidy:2 prexy ‘Wendell: ‘Corey -as the “Cal- oh fair system of competitive. bid- weeks’. run as well. as t e ‘opening
oe given to:.Warren: Beatty, most of -wliose’ ‘publicity has: been. based ‘---""
.on- his. constant statements ‘that: he .wants ‘no publicity’. from. the, “7 vin’: Coolidge of” the’ academy.” ding ‘for. motion pictures’. is now date...
Corey, in: turn,: called. ‘Broidy the:
fact that. he’ is‘Shirley. MacLaine’s ‘younger :brother. . ee
Latest - pieture. to suffer thusly.
| “Warren G. . ‘Harding of. “Allied being extended to. ‘Walter L. Mor- |because
of the necessity. of bowing
a
.THE. LUCE-:LAUREL.. |: :
‘' 1 Artists’ atthe hotel =party. which tis, ‘Owner © of. New ‘Amusement out:of its
loop firstrun while still
oe
Swarded: in1960 toShirley MacLaine for gracing, itot 1mionispo- : 4 consisted solely. on . dancing. ‘to Inc.; “owner: ‘of the’ Pike and Tower
in:.the. hig boxoffice” money and
a izing the. pages .of Life’ ‘magazine, this year ‘goes to. » Shirley. bands: batoned: by. Manriy- Harmon,
Theatres,: .the’ two cmpaor .indie: undoubtedly. capable of staying on
oo ” MacLaine © .- “for: eracing,, ‘it:not ‘monopolizing ‘the pages: of Life

Kn xvilleIndie. =

Now BidsforPix

‘Bernie Richards: and a Twist ‘ses- firstruns -‘here.

much lIenger with plenty of profit »
for: concerned was -"“Lover Come ——
Back” (U).
It. ran seven -weeks,
which was several stanzas more
s.ondrate” stuff for what should have
‘the
antitrust
laws
and
was
awarded
than
the
winning.
‘competitive bi
bd
{been a‘ firstrate affair, with little
“J iniagination: in’ either: the auditor- $75,000. Both. sides ‘have ‘appealed ‘obligated the theatre to:
jto
the
Sixth:
District
‘Court..of-Apit:.
And’
the
gross
of
around
$12um: or the: late: show...
‘|peals in Cincinnati. Prior to-docket- 009 for the final~ week, ending
“Even; Bob Hope :was’‘aplow:par. ing. of the. case: by the Federal last Thursday (5), was tremendous.
» laternational Encounter of‘"Theoketiciany? Ia
this: trip.
4 jurists. in. Cincinnati -an-“out. of | However; at ‘the —Minnesota
‘Stanley Kramer, ‘obviously. ‘dis- court settlement”. was made. There Amusement Co. local locp: firstA
4 me -Yank ‘TellsBm, ‘You’Te:OldHat
_ appointed. ‘at the “Judgment ':at was an undisclosed cash settlement. run State theatre “Lover”: never-.
wears
:
’ | Nuremberg”: showing,. didn’t .show. ‘and. ‘guarantee that Morris‘ could. ‘theless had to make way for “The
“By.ANS. EHRMANN ©
lean’ best be fedsured: ‘by. the ate. backstage at Santa’ Monica: to chat have. an even break in competitive ‘Day the Earth Caught Fire” (U)
|
tendance
at.
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second:"less
‘than
}‘with. his-pals in ‘the..press.'He ap- bidding. for product,:'as required ‘last. Friday 16).- ‘This was because.
“Mar det ‘Plata; “April. 10;
peared .at the party but was-not-in.
~ ghe“International: Encounter’ ‘of ‘half the initial participants and less the :mood°.shared: by. the | “West by the U.S. Supreme. Court ‘consent. that house ‘had contracted ta show.
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decree. handed ‘down’ An: the. ‘Para- the: latter ‘ahead of “State Fair”
i:
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. Side’: ‘Mirisch.‘men..
:
mount Case,
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with’. the: “Tecent film’ fest: at the Spectators bothered to.turn Up.
.}.
Soiieone
at
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‘al.
‘The. Morris Jawsuit. was: against victorious. ‘competitive. ‘bid's terms,
»: City Council’ 's' meeting hall, was: by.|=
. foggy « erystal :.ball—gave | ‘Natalie Wilby-Kincey, the. Rivera’ .Theatre must: open next Friday (13):
:
"Ro means ‘ai ‘impressive. ‘affair, :
. |Wood and Warren Beatty the same and -the. major ‘distributors. W-K_

:.{slon -by Donnie Brooks ‘who bicy=}" - Morris. "suécesstuly ©“gued the
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|,
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|
:
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“West”. and “Grimm.”
tia, ‘Wins on. Appeat-otee folowing
|
rather: than continuing just with
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ita’ Cuts:
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—
‘poor accoustics and—in some: cases.’ degrée—and .are not. interested tn.|—
‘Continua from: Base Ss —. Pa
. Metro, although the deal with the
cities: “like -Cleveland,- Cinginnati |
roft'for costume designs, best:Scor- *
:
” “Regina,-Sas
Sask., ‘April io. latter company has been projected
-poor diction: or low delivery... They: and: Indianapolis”; .
ing”
via
.Johnny.-Green,
Saul:
Chapas involving four pictutes: in. all.
Victim”
(Allied)
and:
‘La
Dolce
(6)
“We®
have:
the
‘tealing.
tat
|
_ Sat with. their. backs to. the: public: ::
--Sid ‘Ramin’ and ‘Irwin. ‘Kostal: Vita” (Astor). have. been. given the He. revealed that °actually,- after
Mar: ‘del. Plata. holds these - “En: filma Product -in. 1962-63, Wilk be Jana,
for
best
achievement
in
sound;
|-OK
-for
Saskatchewan:
Category
is
‘better.”
: éounters” to stimulate interest and:
red -Hymes and Gordon; E.. ‘Saw- “restricted. adult.” British film with: “West” and “Grimm,” Metro {s
- analyze. the “moré’ serious’ aspects
| -:‘Tisch detailed: “the:theory we ‘Fe. yer.Wes
Dirk ‘Bogarde and: Sylvia Sim ‘was ‘to. stibmit, properties -to C’rama for
“of the cinema; but. ‘the attempt was following” ‘in the: hotel : business7.
‘approval. and in. the event .of no.
“quite:‘unsuccéssful on this o¢casion:- this way: “We think people. don’t. : Special ‘awards: ‘Stanley. Kramer; ; banned by William.E; Murray, pro‘the
Irving
:G.:
Thalberg
-Memorial
:vincial_ censor, ‘but:‘approved. by: an | agreement by next October C’rama
Arthur. Knight. (Saturday: Review),. want. old: hotels ‘today,-they want
has the: right to cancel out. .
‘Jonas :_Mekas (Film © Culture) .and them :new.” ‘In..the. ‘ease~ of -“the: for “consistent: “high quality”? ::‘in. appeal board:
Like’breaking in
new: -act,.
director. Delmer: Daves. were the Summit: -he- admitted, ““we started ‘production’s. over. the .bast. ‘five
“Italian filma: with Lex. Barker
years; George: ‘Seaton; - the .Jean
Youngstin showed .&. little caution|
"'U. -S,-participants.:Guido Aristarco .out hy reaching the wrong ‘market, .‘Hersholt:..
and
Anita'Ekberg
was
in
doubt
for
|
Humanitaria n: Jerome.
‘at
the
start.of
his
turn
before.the
“(Ciriema : ‘Nuovo), Thomasso ‘Chia-- a society type. market.. .. but..we
Robbins, for. achievements in chore: a.while until the .distrib;. Astral stock sleuths; but soon limbered
’ Fetti (Il: Paese) and. director ‘Carlo
the. market a ter.‘we. saw ‘ography;. Fred L. ‘Metzler, -for’ his. ‘Films ‘Ltd: of. Winnipeg, agreed. ‘to up and spoke with characteristic.
“"Bizzani were: Italians. The French, |o hanged:
‘| service ‘to. the. Academy;. and Bill “suggestions” made .by Murray.
‘outgoingness. . He gave chapter-&“were represented by..Mar¢el Mar:| Hendricks, ‘Warners. p.r. director,[°‘: Both movies’ ‘have’ also ‘been ap-.
:. tin. (Cinema 62),-Bernard: Chardere ‘cial hotel for businessmen: and this: for his work on “A-Force in Readi-' proved in the: neighboring Provinge “verse about the-fiseal: rewrite from
red to black of the C’rama enter',AEfemier- Plan),. Louis.: Marcorelles is working. aan
ness,” Marine. Corps: film.
vi of Alberta:
| prise © ‘under ©:president-chairman
“?:(F¥ance Observateur’ and ‘Cahiers
Eventually, when the Tisch:‘cons?
| Nicolas Reisini, providing details.
“de. Cinema). and: Henri : Langlois |
‘| apparently new to some listeners_.Aditector |of: the: Cinematheque ‘struction program, «as “now: en- |:
j not close tothe trade. He brush: Francaise). Marton ‘Horvath... and: visioned- ,is: ‘finished; Loew's. -will
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"100:
theatres:
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o
|-stroked Reisini as. a mati of dy“Peter. Baker (Films. and. Filming).
;
de
-|:namie quality who has gotten the.
-dprovided. local: color: for. Hungary: in- 56 ‘cities, Ded
.| organization well off the- ground.
and Britain. The audience was also} * “By ‘that time,” - said ‘Pisch, ewe |: CARIDAD SEAAAAR MEAL bahanaae
in production and distribution, and’
7;“able ‘to admire ‘the rear view. of 15. ‘should °‘have an ann wal: gross.|:
other areas. as well.”
‘
Mar.
det
Pata;
“April
16.
7 or SO. ‘Argentines cand.-Uruguayans. of = ‘between: $90,000,000 cand >:
"Argetitina’s ‘Assn.“ot Film. Writers: revealed. its annual ‘awards’ at:a |. ' He said the company. is "going
$100,000,000.”
--::-..;
* Proceedings: bezan: .32.miriutes |*
$25 a’ plate ‘dinner. at the Hotel. Hermitage, coincident -‘with: recent places: with .a new. kind of C’rama:
>Jate.. A: -further:. 15. minufes. were’ . Reason for:“the:Tisctr’ interest. ‘in festival,To soften the’ pain ‘in: the wallet ‘a.
‘was: raffled’ on consumer ‘still camera’ which will
“ ‘wasted in ‘the election.-of:.a. presi- the’ Sromance-type”” ‘cities is’:that: ‘thisoccasion. When the automobile was. won. “Falcon”
by the: Association itself,.
=u Gent. (Rodriguez: ‘Moriegal,. Uruguay) both Preston’ R.- and: brother. Laur="»:|-on .an- unsold ticket :to ‘the. party,. evil:thoughts ‘wee.only.allayed: by. have“: a virtually - all-embraciog
‘lens ‘and "ean be operated’ either.
‘ence
-feel
these
““‘perimeter
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=~ and: secretary .(Maréel ©Martin,
the presence ‘of. a notary- public.“
|
sonically or’ electronically, indeed
+France). Next.came a ‘seven-minute ‘are ‘where the ‘traveling public’ will|.
., J résponding: to qnly a clap of the
. tribute to deceased critic Bela Ba-: be going for many. years to come— -.., Writers:‘prizes ‘were these: :
“Tl hands. . He reported this figures...
- Jase: ‘by ‘fellow. ‘Hungarian ‘Horvath, - ‘and both feel: there is a rising trend |: Argentine. Film: “Alias: Gardelito”.. area
weey
0
-, |to retail at Jess than $100, and«
. After.Ahis: began‘a discussion on: -Of travel, due to longer vacations. .Director: Lautaro'Murua for “Alias Girdelito™ ts
|
manufacturers. are now being canActress: Maria Vaner!in “Tres Veces Ana” (Three Times:
Anny:
the “mission: and ideology of criti- and. ‘higher’ ‘incomes.-*
‘| vassed_ as to specific.cost and deli‘After’ four days. in’“Frisco, Pres: Actor: Alberto: Argibay.in “Alias Gardelito”. ,
‘-eism” which -never. really got: air“|
very.
factors. :‘
‘ton.R: ‘Tisch went ‘on. to ‘Las Vegas |'°* Original screenplay: ‘David Jose ‘Kohon. for “Tres. ‘Veces Ana”
-
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the: so-called :theoreticians’
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borne. ‘It became a.series ‘of more.

7
- or less disconnected statements.by. to review shows in preparation for |.‘Adaptation: Augusto:Roa Bastos:and Solly. for. “Alias Gardelito”

Youngstein related that imper- .

_ Black |and white.‘Photography: Ricardo. Aronovich for: “Tres - Veces fections have been found in -the
Itinerama process. {mobile (C'rama meee
”
“Color. photography: ‘Humberto: Peruzzi for “Casi.alfin del: ‘miindo”. inflated-balloon-type theatres), which. played. France on. an- ex-"
'(Nearly. at the: End. of the’-World)
perimental -basis last. year.
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- Art Director: Oscar. Lagomarsino for“LaMano: enla Trampa” (The
(
Seal for“Chapman”:

"“ participants. Phe’ ‘usual stuff about’: -openings:of both -Loew’s: New. York
~~ objectivity. and. non = objectivity, ard:‘Puerto ‘Rica.hotels. :

. whether. criticism: should. be. “en- -

i gagé”.or not and.finally. an inoffen- |:

| Sive. ‘little: bout between =Romabp|-

said -thi$ kind. of resentation
“ana in‘the Trap).
.
_
“Hollywood, April’ -10,;
7 | should: be. ready for the U.S. withphere’-was ‘so staid. and ‘peaceful |.phe: ‘Chapnian .‘‘Report.””. _pro- _ Music: Atilio. ‘Samponé for“La Maio en.‘la‘Tranipa”.*.ae
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the next. 12 months,. following.
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Gallo
in
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‘en
la
‘Tramipa®
‘that not even: Jonas. Mekas made it: duced . by’ ‘Richard Zanuck.” from |
Supporting actor: Jacinto Herrera in “Hijo de. Hombre” {Son ‘ofMan) correction of the: flaws. ‘and. know-_
"explode :when’ he stated ‘that ‘the. Irving “Wallace's "bestseller, ‘has
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as to compliance with: the |
Fentale
newcomer:
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in
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~.:-.....
“esthetics. of:cinema were changing: been: handed. ‘a--- Production: “Code:
varying fite and general safety
. and. that critics and theoreticians- -seal... Move. backs ‘Zanuck’s: -asser-J. - Male. newcomer: Raul ‘Parini in “Atias Gardelito”. a
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:in
each state.
'
Short
film:
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del
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of
the
Past)
‘by,
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:“cheld on to their.qld-and static con- tion at: various times,.in’ past. ‘that |.
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Foreign
film
in
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lems”. in ‘getting . a, seal-for .the|:
” Rew: cinema. : :
| with Youngstein but had to renege.
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to the Columbia
’
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:
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of
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‘available
‘for
At
' yiame- by: forgetting. all: about: the SEX:habits...
_ audience... Director ‘Daves. brought |: ‘Film, originally” slated aS.a
9:20th- gentine.. ‘features. It. was ‘subsequently .viewed.. by. some ‘of: ‘Mar del ‘(SG parent). board just ‘two days.
before
the
Security
Analysts mect- ~
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foreign
'
film
visitors:
Polish‘director.
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.
-Petelski
conin
"this .up .wher. fe ; said: “To me it ‘Fox. Jelease. until fitm’s. board
+ appears’ ridiculous -.to’‘talk for’ two N-Y. ‘frowned... On: project. after a} “sidered. that: it places Murua’on an ‘international Jevel.as’a director and ing and in this capacity: couldn't...
make
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:public
statements
beFrancois
‘Truffaut
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technigally’
well.
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‘all
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- hours: about.: films |‘without even |-number.- of |‘Sets...had |‘Been ‘con-|
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ing.in Toronto for: Universal release. .<
‘Chase was in and
commencing’ a bally tour.for U’s “Cape: Fear,” which the. erper. soe

‘dramatic . ... Polan Banks will produce his new novel,
But Sherman7ot ‘edte somethingMike a 7 | independently -in India’ with director: Getrge ‘Mar

coreof amall foun, yinees af Likes Sweet Bir¢ Film :Comes now what is i

ester bran one owitl aegg PARR

‘

Mahara

is.set ‘to star’. ,. Playwright.J. P, Miller forming his own: Sule Juanita
andien.os Productions, and slating the. Anne Blaisdell: novel, ‘‘Nightmare,” as the OS,
'| initialer for lensing in England comé September. ‘Scribe. is winding Mis. ha

screenplay stint at Warner's for “The Edith Piaf Story.”

.

re

themselves, It makes more local. apolis Star drama critic’ John K: -' sponsor Webb & Knapp realty. - “A:PAA clipper by.the name of “My Fair Lady’ \is
tSfyingg. bet
rain tet
pre-selling necessary *for most Sherman te review “Sweet Bird of |’: boasting..the “first ‘theatre ‘of * “West Berlin and West Germany. A “My: Fair Lady.Steak”. or ‘
screen attractions so. that boxoffice|Youth” (MGM) .at. his nabe.Park| | any kind to be: built for many -.” ‘| Lady .Cocktail”. may. be .ordered in W-Berlin hotel restaurants. ‘There's los
nowadays
also.
a
ladies’
hairdo
calles
“My
Fair.
Lady.”
Latest.
addition.
bid, . years in mid-Manhattan’ east. . to. Berlin's. MFL trend is'4 "My.Fair .Lady. Bar” which. just. ‘opened | --!
potentials can be realized better.{|THeatre which, on competitive
"of “Third .Ave:” “It’s ‘sectional we--| downtown West. Berlin: All ‘because. of the huge-“My Fair Lady” musi=. (°°
local: firstrun..
won the:figured
Another conclusion was that the hadShowman
.that: because a pride, perhaps.-.... ..
wPae LE
Madison Avenue selling approach Sherman had Teviewed ‘the -staga |- “New ‘filmery,. a. 506-seater, is... eal success in the divided city. Of pertin ence, .§ll this, to‘Jack L: Warner, |...
ne
for pictures, the type adopted. by play,-in. New York a3 well as ‘here, :3 get” to integrate with a: ' tWo-. 4 ‘who'll make the film version “of ‘the Bernard: Shaw. story as -adapted: by
‘Loewe. and Lerner...
Bee
block..shopping:
complex:
serv-".
film companies in many. iristances| and
because of his interest in play” ;
coer
a,
ioi
“Universal,
‘adding.
to
its’
future”
‘file
‘of
of’
°
“important”
iit
pro
wright. ‘Tennessee Williams,
2 Bs
—may be all right for the East legit critic might be susceptible to _ ing thé ‘new: Kips: Bay luxury.
s oh
bought: “The. ‘Art. of Love,” original comedy. ‘by ‘Richard:
mon
Sim
e
fi
of
“apartment: development
:
cribed as “one.
and, possibly, the Far West,. but a request to cover the film: Field | - bounded. by First: and’ Second: ° “and: ‘William Sackh eim. For'a. price: Aeasingly des

confidence in ‘the . Avenues, 30th .and-33d Streets. ~ 1° ghest ever.paid” by
Nt,
Felix J,:Bilgrey, ‘attorney:“for. Times Film ‘and.IFIDA, ”was: on: ‘Lous. tte
ob
towns." ‘Some-| picture's: enough to:risk aPossible “Theatre: has: been -leased. by
| John’s alinight. radio. show, via WOR, Jast Saturday (7). night:He ape.
thing else is essential if the lat- pan,
Associated| Independent Thea-!= peared as an attorney: talking against motion picture. film censorship. Soa
ter’s prospective-theatre patrons
|- As: things. ‘turned. “aut; ‘Fiedd. a__ tres, 2 4 he:
“| Stint only lasted.from midnight until 6 a.m. Sunday.
oe
;
are to be reached in satisfactory scored ‘well. “Sherman. praised the:
- Milton’. Rackrnil; honor guest:.at'a show: biz ‘execiitive: Juncheon, Sea
picture and in. the Star on. the|
‘numbers,

will not do in-hinterland and es-|also had

- pecially. in

small

There was agreement “that; ‘particularly in this.area; based. on the
experience of the’. Great . Plaing’
saturation, what is termed the

-{n support ‘of the United..Jewish: Appeal, May-:24, ‘at -Essex. House, -:. .

editorial page the review with” his

‘ment-division.

handling that Broadway -and- tour-

and: other exploitation there
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‘should be employed the same sort} : ‘of Janguage to sell-pictures as the}.
theatre manage himself uses. in|.
talking to his patrons, instead of

|... -*

' Col. Pictures". international: topper: ‘Mo: Roihizian ’“Off. to:Tokyo. ‘and. b “ aro “
‘Hong: Kong:on. a. two-week: quickie business checkup ‘after
ter returning

ing. stage .‘attractions. obtain: ‘from |him: ‘It’s rare. that Sherman .ever

“shirt -sleeve” selling approach
should be used for. pictures. This condescends to review a: Alm. ::oo“
is a phrase favored by M. B. Smith
of Commonwealth Theatres ‘circuit
' “of Kansas. City. It means. that in
ads

WaxMuseumBow
~ ForReliefFund deals.
Leon :Chafir in ‘from. London on Western “Hemisphere istrbution:

Laurence ‘A. Tisch, is ‘chairman of USA's. motion picture. and amuse~: Me

by-line’ received. ‘the same: sort: of.

‘only 10. days: ago. from a ditto to England ‘arid the Continent.

* Hollywood, April. 10.”
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hi-faluting Madison. Avenue word- panned five films during. 1961, it. than.:70 ‘wax. figiirées: ‘of film .and|
age.
| es:reported in fhe legislature: o - television stars will, be shown in|
Dayton, -O., “April.10...
The managers” meéting was that .. che films were “Because of Eve, +seéneés from..: their most’ notable. “Recent “Montgomery *grand’ “jury |
el-|
in “August,”
and:in:“Call
of localite Eddie Ruben’s. W
of“Cold.
theWind
Flesh,”
prodiced
the. performances. :Parkitison said each |‘indictments’ against ‘the: Far ‘Hills }
‘of. the likenesses: cost an. ‘average
‘worth circuit of 19 theatres in this
This was.:the 30th ‘an- United “States: the British film ‘of $2:500 and take a month to. com=- Theare Inc., of nearby. ‘Oakwood, :
‘territory:
ctim,” and the:‘French: ‘product, plete. -Katherine. .Stubergh is mak- O.,- and -its. manager, 31-year-old|’ “Motion. ‘Picture |-Expo
nual two-day session here. “Ruben
‘ing, many of them; with. Jim’ Buck- |Edward “Eads; :were: ‘attacked | as-|.
now also is the owner of television “The Joker.”
“insufficient
and. vague” . and

Franco

al “topper. S-Trederiel Sora:
‘Continent
Gronich is in New-York for a coue:: .”.

“The Victim’ -‘was later‘approved ley. set as ‘art. director to stage the
-1“fourided -upon:incompetent --evisimultaneously ‘with -. «:
. | by.an appeal board after cuts.were scenes.:
‘Jt was Harry Greene, Welworth made, and “Cold: Wind ‘in’August”: i. “Among. personalities .included: ‘dence ‘obtained’ illégally and‘ with- ple .of.:weeks
Michel, Fourre-Cormeray, .the’.di- :: | -a A
circuit. advertising head, who laid
‘out facts,” ‘according ~to. Harry ‘rector. general of .the Centre ‘Nas 0)...
jare.
“Lionel
‘
Barrymore,
‘Wallace:
ed.
appeal
stress on the fact that the general is being
Beery, : Charles. Laughton,.- Clark: Wright; ‘counsel for Eads,. who is
public in this area for some in-} P. J. A.- ‘Fleming,: chairman: of Gable,’:‘Gary.: Cooper, ‘Humphrey. ‘seeking to have: the indictments tional Cinematographie,.in. connete' =. J.
censorship ‘board, ° described.
tion with the négotiations.on a new.
explicable. reasom isn’t as suscep- the
“The Joker” as. “outrageous: and: ‘Bogart,’ William .. -Holden,-: Marie. dismissed. A hearing :on this mo Franco-American film treaty... The -.
tible to. the film companies’ pre- [incredibly
.foreign to our’ popu- Dressler, : ‘Katherine ‘- Hepburn, tion is scheduled: for. ‘April -6 by present. 30-month.. agreement -exs. ‘ : we a ;
selling of pictures as formerly.
‘ie Pleas.Judge CarlD.Ress:
lace.” He -said-it exploited sexual. Vivien Leigh, ;Ginger Rogers ‘and’
Pires: this-year.. This. was set-up at."
er
“The occasion nowadays is rare licenitiousness. beyond: the limits of. Ethel Barrymore.
a
‘the time of-Fourre-Cormeray’s sucwhen the prospective. theatre .pa- tolerance: and freedom of expres-:
Eads,’ accused: “of: “Gxhibiting :an ‘cession. to Jacques -Flaud ‘a3. boss...)
tron says, “Yes, I want to. see
‘latieged’ obscene feature, ‘The.Im- | of. the.National Film* Centre: of ae
imposed by Alberta standards..
that pictiire—t recall. the writeup sion
‘moral Mr; Teas,”. has been in legal:
“The Call of the Flesh” ‘ was
it had in. the national magazines’,” termed: obnoxious and: was found |.
‘| hot’ water. for several -‘months be-. France. -”—
Greene brought out.©
°
-eguse
of the organized and relent- }..;: Powwouws’wall’ continue: ‘in “New ae,
to ‘be. obscene and ‘pornographic..
less :complaints: of :Far.-Hills ‘“citi-. ‘York -and : Washington.‘ Gronich.. :.::.
“Since. the prospective’ theatre ‘It: had gore the limit’ in-sexual |
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:| Rodolfo. ‘Kuhn, * whose first: pie, ‘in ‘the -West End ‘production -of “Look Homeward. Angel”: :.':.Mei‘Y1,: :
cuits Management “Assn ; Ran
“Los «Jovenes -Niejos’* “(fhe Old: ‘director of China's. State radio bureau, in London: last week as ‘a guest.
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Young Ones) was: well. received at of. the. British’ Commonwealth -International Newsfilm. Agency.. He’s”
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1
at the.Curzon. Jastweek.

djuncts ‘in New. York. four- yéars’a

- ‘Dublin, April 3.°. ‘able:: to ‘get-.a. healthy -$3

2 Lied:‘ot.
‘awit. “falling einem receipts, eredit.. on his first’ pie. fon "the | Lewis ‘Allen tere for editing on his ‘thdie-‘production :“The.
‘Argentine=. ‘Film’ : “Institute:

on ‘the. Flies” which Peter Breok directed in.Puerto Rico. If pic ‘is finished.

At first, four’ of the.five.‘trade Trish. firstruns..
restauran
of two. ‘shorts, which won on time-it. could possibly come to the Cannes: Film Fest: as..a: Puerto‘:
associdlions endorsed the recom-{ facilities areseekingtoboost: trade stréngth
prizes. at -home’ and: abroad. . Re- Rican: (separate :from ’U.S.?) .entry: though *“it. is- Yank: findneed -and.-

mendations and only: the British{via this. At:the Savoy here, Rank mainder -of .the " total-"$60,000
‘adapted. from. a British ‘novel. with. a. British: director: : Columbia has- :
Film Producers Assn:*: remained }organization’s 2,300-seater, the res-. budget, came’ out ‘of his own. pocket: “some interest in the pic but it is:not clear whether it has distyib-rights°
aloof. .Subsequentty,. the - ‘BFPA| taurant has. switched .to. provide a and: that: of ‘his. producer, Jorge |. .'. Serge Reggiani, never. rightfully got his-niche: in’ France and‘ has:::
chad a change of heart and decided self-service cafe at. one -end of the Siri ELonghi. :’
to go along with the others in urg- |area with a -grill-bar, service .at ‘the’ Kuhn estimates that his:‘pie ‘will been ‘making films ‘in Italy ‘of late:.Local director Jean-Pierre. Melville.
is’ calling ‘hini: back. to appear with Jean-Paul. Belmondo: in Melville’s ing Davis. to. agree to. a trial of other. Both ‘are doing well and]: ‘have to take in about. $100,000 in: gangster opus “Le Doulo” (The Falt ‘Guy).. -3..“West Side Story”. (UA).
six ‘months.
e
filonal: pereen{ages on” take rentals before it begins to show’a is .playirig to. 93%. capacity. with runnersup ‘in’the French episode::pie‘In informed - industry -cireles,
jhave
been up
‘profit.: That's -impossible liere un-} GantacneCapital: Sins,” and. two spec French:‘pix."ba.Fayette” and
there is little doubt that that the}. Another Rank: operation. in Dub- less. it’s a tremendous hit—thus’
ouche,’
Rank exee will resist the represen-| lin, the Metropole already. has a: the Ahypoed interest in. the--inter- : First-run- ‘pattern’ isbeing ‘more: ‘and more. ‘deventralized: in: Paris,
‘tations and carry on-as originally |grillroom and first-floor cafe oper=: Rational..‘ market. ‘shown. by” the| Formally ‘primarily in the ‘Champs-Elygees, -‘Grands Boulevards: ‘and.
intended. ‘In that event, it is not{-ation, with a ferpery. at the top of Argentines at..the Mar. Del Plata. Pigalle :districts, with some--arty. nouses in: -other" parts,.-it is‘ nowunlikely that some sections ‘of |the’ building’ ‘in ‘addition to its affair. -At $60,000; ‘Kuhn's: ‘pic was branching into. Montparnasse and evén. more -residential” districts. It.
“ the industry may seek governmen- ‘cinemg. A former formal -restau- “no. cheapie ’by _ Argentine: -stand-| is felt. in line with changing ‘conditiéns ‘making’ pix’more easily. availe.": me
7
* tal intervention -to: ‘Preserve. ‘the} rant’ on: the’ second. floor is being ards. Shooting. took “almost, eight able to overcome. parking’ ‘problems and iong- distances, .and. also leading tee
. feonverted- into .a ' self-service ‘cafe. weeks, all ‘inion. While. ‘the .con-: to. faster playoffs with more’ first-runs: meaning quicker: “turnover and ™*ae
‘third release.:Indirectly | connected. with the ‘and wilt be the first operation of tent of: the’ pic. ‘aroused a-lot ‘of- shorter .rins.-.It- is also hoped to ‘help: unblock -‘admission. “prices. to.
moves to save the fhird outlets{ its. tyge in the country: with:ali } pro and. con: ‘discussion, - ‘technical make. them fit. in with new theatre locations... : The: wage index. sys-..
were talks held last Friday (6) be-} cense to sell alcohot::
[amalty: was ealled. excellent. he a ‘tem. which, sets film ‘admission. prices. aecerding: tO average ‘salaries
tween exhibitors and the: two pro-}' ‘Same Company is. also.building
| precludes -price. ‘unfreezing. :But filmites: think ‘that. video sets: sed
ducer groups to consider the level}
grill-bar as 4. supplement tq its:
“also beincluded: since: they are in.direct competition with films.

ldrich, Lombardo Long’|
Rome:
‘Hasele Over <Comorrak’|: WEP. ‘turnout for. “poigy - and
Bess” :long-dlayed Jocai debut.at”
prospect that ‘the quota will re-| Catering Controller Hugh Margey-|
..
Corso
‘Theatre.
includéd
Jugoslav,
Canadian; Brazilian, “Argentinian.
main at, 30%, there are pressure} who was upped to be a meniber of:
‘groups within: the. industry which |the Irish: board. of Ra nk’s:cinema e os Settled Out of Court Koreah, Hungarian, Ghanaan,; Somalian;: ‘Eeuadorian, Australian, _Swede=::

of British film quota to be played cafe-restaurant. . facilities. at: the.
by British theatres ‘ftom Jan. 1} Savoy Cinema in Cork.
eaternext. ‘Though there appears every| ing ‘operations’ are directed: .:by.

i “ine?
“Rome; ‘April. 3. | ish, Uruguayan, Austrian™ Ambassadors, large: délegation. from “Yank.would
like to see:‘the figure |operations. “o
r
- oui-of-court - Settle-. Embassy -here plus: top. Italo. ‘government -Feps, . ‘members.’ of. musical.”
slashed, on. the gr
| that there} -. Associated! British Cinema, own- is not enough. available product! ing two firstruns. here, now oper- ment which ended ‘the’ protracted. ‘Academy’: of St.; Cecilia; Italo. Army. brass; plus: film: people ‘such ‘as.
Dawn Addams, Cameron .Mitchell, ‘Guy. Madison, ‘Akim :Tamiroff,. Ron. ::
in the coming year. On the other} ates a .snack-bar and: a waitress-: hassle over: .“The -Last Days of. ‘senna:
‘Schiaffino,: Walter Chiari, Mario. Camerini,: Gillo. Pentecervo. -:noe
Sodom, ‘and- Gomorzah’’~ between
hand, some more confident pro-{service restaurant at the Adetphi director
Robert.Aldrich: and. pret Tt: had to. happen: ‘Tote, Italian. ‘somiedian, ‘st
‘starts. work soon: on. ple.
ducers feel the percentage could} while the Carlton's former cinema
Ww.
called “Toto and Cleopatra” (Liber)...
¢ Alfred Lynch, Giulie. Besetti; ©
be raised by- 5% or even more.
- . cafe lias been Tmade over as a Char- ;
ty
tye
| Bercy. Herhert,: Michael. uraie.latest castings: on Maxima. Films’ “CapOne significant factor in this ré-| coal. grill. It’ was given an-upped|*
ind- spectacle. to: be. made tive City”. . 2:‘Mareo ‘Viearie has. signed ' Jeffries Lang. for .“alone: a
gion is the prospect that neither|tone via'a ‘minimum charge: of by Aldrich
for:Lombardo’ s.Titanus Against. “Rome”. (Atlantica)
. Philipe. LeRoy and Rossana Podesta.
of the two big circuits—the Rank« about -35e to kill the eoffee-and-

fh

. .. .Pier. Pacie Paselini’s third:‘pic, to follow. his up-.
“owned Circuits Management. Assn. |cake’ trade: .and. shelp. .stimitlate Ei‘No: details. ‘on:‘the item! were -appear opposite
Roma,” Anna
‘ starrer;. will..be.Areo Film's
and Associated British .chain—is| spending: ‘.average. Lunch-time|. divulged here except that ‘it’ would| “Savage:“Mamma
Father,” ‘slated as an Afriean locationer: 9 0."
"2: :

likely to play as many British |spending -is now. around 90..cents bea huge motion picture spectacle :
Boccaecio: 70°: (Embassy) will open. the’ Cannes pic festfinnon-:
films this year as:in the past few} mark, with evening: spending at a based:on a story by. Aldrich
to be:
years.
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Physicists.” Too. expensive. “Author. allegedly wants: $400,000 |
Mp cauner: will shoot at least four pix ii: foreign countries this year |."
&
..» > Within the first seven‘ months of|.
jecause. financing ‘possibilities.

“the 1961-62 (starting ‘Aug. 1) season, United Artists’:“Goodbye- Again”

ae most. screeried ‘pic in Germany's 14 most. important key citiés: 1: ~ Kavertistag agency
roducer,
come: September”. )::“was ‘third. and. “Breakfast at.Tiffany "8. (Par) Jamés.-Archibald,.has ened first

strong.showing.:

.

nance for hi flatoer -and :-fi-|

Pwo: Artur Brauner pix have. gone:‘here before. the.‘cameras. ‘One’4s
ophe: Book. of ‘San. Michele” which Brauner’s CCC is: producing :in
-.conjunction with Cine-Italia, Rome; ‘and Esteja Film,: Madrid. Eastman-.
--golored: pic. is‘ based-on a novel by Axel M the. .Stars.-0.:.W:. Fischer;
- Rostana Schiaffine and Maria’ Mabor ‘and. has:Geerg Marischka direct-:
tor Sartorius,”:an Alfa
+ ing ses
&
The othér.one is entitled:““Woman's
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also wasabi tion to films

ple.” which is: aimed £0: pro HamborgOperettaFils. being partly administered by. the
nance . for.:-his
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- develop its. talents. :

-. (daughter company of. Brauner’s’ GCC). ‘production, with: Lex, Barker | Picture: stars | “Kenneth. “More ..

“playingthe lead, ‘Rudolf Jugert: directs. Both. films will be. released. by “who |“gave. his’ services: free and itt

“| also gets. gratis: Sistribytion: from|
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Sotalksare nowinprogress. it

flm. specialists do not get.a satis-

factory -answ

As of ‘Sunday (April 1,) the Ham- this could ead tooe erer flm
nse authorities. ‘miay.“pedtice: ‘the“amusenient: tax. to”10%: ‘Film. Anglo Amalgamated. “It is. being|
people here ‘are. trying hard ‘to. obtain: total fax exemption. ee ; Gloria-| currently: shot entirely ‘on location |burg: Operetta House closed its strike, it’s tipped here. Film work’- is "now handling most of.the pix of the ‘defunct. UFA . . On the dcca-. at. Bristol. Archibald says: film: “is
-gion of: the: 50th day: of death.of Karl: May, \German ‘writer’ of adven-. ‘a-$700,000. production that will be: 'fnanagement. of impresario-Kurt | o¢
ans to film his “Tréasure “in brought in‘: for‘ less than: $200,000:
. ‘turous juvenile literature, Constantin.
“the. Silver Sea.” Lex Barker.is ‘to play: the. main role.. , Also planned “because ‘of |the: generosity .-of the’ months’. ‘business. as.‘ being. -satisfactory and very encouraging. .‘[-_
<“gin:‘May's ‘“Winnetou” triology: ., Rank ‘spending ‘much. publicity ma-. film industry, -and others.” re
———————
+. Although the Operetta ‘has. pre ';
“terial” on French. comedy, :“La ‘Belle Ameri aine,”’’.next’ feature :at' 50-|.
sented
its
last
live
show
of
the
sea-["
year-old. Marmorhaus . .... More reissues:: “King: Solomon’s. Mines”.|'
~“Tson, :it will. carry on for at least}
;
‘Scaramouche’. (MEG), To. Hell. and:Back" AU) “Fort. ‘Bravo
two niere: months unreeling ‘Car-|
For More Scot Films ‘men -°62°" with ‘Zizi:Jeanmair and}
:
"Stirling, ‘Scotland, April 3.. Roland Petit.“ §.
° Rar too .few -pix..are made: in| Operetta will recopen tn Sertem-|
“Joseph Verel,GM. piexy, ont:vacation’ ‘jn.Mexied’butt taking fi
time.dut Scotland,. Dr.- John ‘Grierson, or: ber with a: featurisaid ce “Under the umbrella ofher‘Naw.
Paris
featuring:
ean- Bau. corporation, Bahamas
enc
».to. ‘huddle. “with - top’ Mexican’ ‘industry ‘and federal officials, ‘stoutly -mer documentary. producer and tv. rom.
4 International
'prodhictions "Tees
“ affirmed . that. “motion: ‘pictures. will always -be around” and. upstart’ personality, said here at the preem. amair. ‘in: person...
a new Film’ of Scotland -Com-|- ~Todd-AO special apparatus’ that: Lee Donnelly Js opening offices in.
” television cannot: cause: it .to lose importance’ ‘as’ prime. ‘entertainment: of
mittee production; “The ‘Heart of fs.-now- installed will ‘remain there, London, Paris and Rome. She has
~sppectacle, ‘especially ‘with latest: ‘projection techniques .2,. Premiere: Scotland.” . Grierson -claimed this ‘80, that «in: future’ similar. tech-|g Yineup of four Broductions. ta

‘doors on its first-season under the| erg are in the National Federation—
Collen. He deseribed the past Avefy
islest tnjeaning. CGT, which
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“Spartacus”: at ‘the. Diana ‘Theatre -is-on. two-a-day basis: with (64¢ ad-|“was a “shame ‘when one compared:

nique, Almsmay. heprojected At active:as due etre rollingwithia

en‘is
aving a
- maission, no. reserved, ‘seats. ‘However, public” can. ‘buy’ tickets: four ‘days ; it with the hundreds of films: ‘made any: time
in advance and hall will be. cleared an’ hour’ interval ‘between shows. | -in
* ‘other .smiall: countries. : ; roe | widescreen erécted-in front.of the 30
-““In spite of-the. kindness: of in-| safety. curtain. Full: work :on..the|_
This exhibition innovation, is initiated: to ‘avoid: forming. of .queues’ in.|.dustrialists
‘and: local. authorities, ‘projection room will be. completed.

is due

*0

withia
;

“atreet, “often hours of. useless:-waiting. Public -will ‘have. ta: become “we: ought’ to-face up to creating a |in’ about: 10 days. time, -so that a
yaccustomed to new policy” which: will: ‘be ‘used in. ail big: features from:

foundation . to da’ sustlee,to our definite date for. the: film Premiere .| ¢

:. now on. «» Vitterio deSica, intent on making.“The ‘Children ‘of Sanchez”|country,” he;said.”

here. may.:find jousting’. with: officlaldom. frustrating. ‘Film.. Bureau|’
* already has stated it has. not seen script of film’ based on the. ‘Oncar:)..
Lewis book:but.pllans to go.over this. carefully because. of. “delicate|.
' fhemer depicting: only one segment: of life..in Mexico, ‘and -veto filming|

t finds too many “defamatory”: episodes .:: . “Nothing |‘definite in

.
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“re,

~ LondonGrosser.

fean’ be -fixed. soon...
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| Whert- asked: ‘the eason. ‘why. he|:

> [-was going. te So’ much trouble to}
present .‘a~film- in the: Operetta|
‘House
;
‘when the real object of tak-| J ing ‘over.‘the: theatre -at all was to}

‘Continued from pace:2 =
=z
present. live shows, Collien. gaye.
ased
|
‘ Builders”. in November with ‘Yul ‘Brynner: and‘ Anthony Quinn. Here: “The: Millionaires”. (20th).”“(rels,. the _ following’ answer:. “First of and i stor RSA. Ford, sho
‘ail,
-it
‘is
necessary
to’
carry.
out
|
i,
also
writing the screenplay. She's
; Ggain pre-production. censorship: will be-strict since theme isan. Tadian: au): Stout $10,200.:
:
; ‘certain: big alterations; for.instance|
»-

Nay of. Yanqui production’ locally ‘before Mirisches shoot. “The Mound |=

Casino (Indie) (1;155;$1:26-$2, 10). the orchestra pit must be com- Anita Ektere toTay theleed,oa

: adventure. tale: set: in: pre-Corteslan times. =. -

:\.

. Mexico is readying a mote acceptable film. exchange pactwithFrance — 'Cinerama. “Holiday” (Bowie). (re~ pletely. reconstructed. And then, Terence Youtig tp divest."
on ‘bas! “of. one. Mexican picturefor ‘three French, ‘with this: deal. ;
|
the’ stage. facilities: “must
Ore]: sé
”
,
.
oe pasts ) agreements recently signed with Britain anid Italy... Carlos. 90.80) —"F HoeAM,11955, ‘St,05- ‘oughly overhauled. and: partly re- melodia, Strant followed by a
- Pinece, head of the Union: of Film Production’ Workers,. and ‘strong:

@4 = ar drs
orsemen"’ _SMGM) { newed; ‘this is most. iniportant ‘be-

°

ae .champion.. of more- ‘cooperation: with. Hollywood *‘produicers - wanting to
Ww
$9,800
cause: Safety: in: the: theatre is Qlta
a
pix ‘in. the .republic;. as ‘well .as. advocate. of coproduction,: has F
bowed dut of union..with. newly elected Jorge Duran Chaves now: ‘in }—
wh. Gasan‘WilaSide”
i tea(ath in’ fact More time. than is. available are now. eat Snetangea ate
«office. ‘Chavez. :has™ yet: to: make:us. feelings ‘publicly’ -known .on' “‘col- ° ‘Dominic $ orn he
,
‘| during .the. summer ‘vacation, so. I
on the. screenplay.
ollywood' experiencing a. profit-|.
" daboration® with: Hollywood:.:.
; wr
2 (1,712;:‘$1.se:decided: to. find -the solation-in. working
Also on her program are. “The
: able: bonanza: in reissues’ in. ‘Mexico. (“Samson ‘and Delilah,’ “‘Interin. Beirut” by Derek
-mezzo,” “Duel in the Sun,” efc,), and-also bunching’ oldies: in..“Memory ‘2054ul. sjinazing. 513.700. ‘ling the. stage free for the work-| Ford-and “The
Man Who Went To |

Week’. Teexhibjtions. with’ favorites shown:one day: in- three liouses, ‘(1.3755 50 r I ne “Plow e (CMA) ‘meni from April until, say, August,'|
Cuba,”
@,
based on
riginal true
* Jocal producers are asking authorities:to’ permit: Mexican reissues from, Séng”™: {0 eth wh. Blower Drum |when: ‘rehearsals: :must “COMMENCE |story’
of a He on an. 9
bd
~-beekogof boxoffice: favorites. suchas. “Maria Candelaria:” “‘The Re- stent beite thay
ray
:$8,400,
|
for
the
‘new
show,
|
story
will:
be
filmed
ithe
aperman.
of Soledal,” “The. Peari;"etc, Producers want au orities to show.

“Sen ante. 3° than previous round.| Following’ the. Zizi’ Jeanmair tugal or Puerto Rik e

teed same “good will” which has permitted. ‘Hollywoo -Teissués at 32¢
~40p in first run houses. But a. xecent Mexican reissue,’ “School ofNadelTendon
en

bonds,” was pegged at ‘only. 240.

ie 1 ore
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two pix
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|-4° specially’
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show | torm
be made.
th includes
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| ObS800. sea) ang mo emerekforSe,Pauly “varins| ‘GUNS’MAY TOP ALL.
--HELSINKI GROSSERS
eon,
Leicester: quare (CMA | and, as-a recording artist, the pos-},

i PraandSocietyofAuthors

rad Dad’ (Cob), | entitled “Heimweh nach St. Pauli”-|

e:

e

‘West

cs,

$1.75)—"EI
cia” er(Rank)
Sturdy
$11,300.
8 qth. wo‘!Freddy: Quinn, wha ds one of the

Co-Equal:

RespcponsbleforActorsPay

‘2,200; 70-$1iesSt M.S.A Defiant”. |cessor of five: “golden disks. “Heim. |.
Helsinki, April 3.
i ol ha ena out $12,600. Pic |.weh nach St: Pauli” will’ have as}. Figuresso’far indicate that durAyes: oh.$2 noe inecton ‘round |.its. theme. the’ sea, ‘ships, ‘sailors,| ing. the‘ fall-winter season -here,
and topped:$22,000
in:second.week:|faraway Places; ‘and, .as the. title} six- pictures‘ will-be on the. top

| Stays: ‘another:week, with “Waltz ‘suggests, .St. Pauli. (that. is. ‘the
Madrid; ‘April. 10,
Toe Toreadors” (Raz Kk)openinig April.| highiy colorful district around the
Wendatta between’ Maestro :-Men’
- doze Lassalle,; director of the Te- Mer
in-Hambarg). ©
Nat'lTheatre Co.
Odeon;Mo| Marble
“Are”.to.-Hong
(CMA) {harbor
| ‘At Christmas
2,200.
1.75) Road
‘time. a new: pro_atro: de: la. Zarzuela: and ‘the. So-|:
‘$1.75)—“Road
.to.-Hong
duction
‘of the: traditional, ‘Ham_ elety of “Authors. and -<Composers,
“NowHas Distrib.Setup|22 (UA)? ‘Socko’..$24,000 in burg.
fairy-tale: plays. ig. due and
conjured up new, complications
|:
1963, the
F'. ‘when the. law :courts ruled ‘last
... Mexico City; April 10°] sight, and ‘would have been bigger |.then at. the. beginning of“My
Fair

striving for | the boxoffice cham-pionshi
“Four .of* them
are
‘American; two Finnish and ore

‘Swedish. 5 Currently in a-leading

-positionis “Guns

of '-Navarone”:

(Col) with the Finnish native pic,

“Tell It To Her” (SF) close behind.
re- ‘German: version- ee
-week that both the impresario and | Te. haé. been ‘officially. ‘confirmed,| if pic had: not-gone:on blanket
Other U.S: pix in the race are
sitiiations. on Monday Lady,”. with the: original Berlin
= the. ‘society’s |court-appointed. -ad:: thatthe National: ‘Theatre Operat- yarn .100
r
“One-Eyed
Jacks” (Par), “Goodbye:
“Forever'-My Love”. (Par). set |
-'gninistrator' were both to: pay off ing Company has a distribution, set- 42)...
), and “Come: Septemanext: pic, likely opening: ‘April {east will come: to.Hamburg.«
pack salaries in.. the .amount: of | ‘up: called: Distribuidora Continen"| ber”. (0). “Breakfast At Tiffany’s”
819.822 pesetas. ($14; 000) that. have’ tal... New fitm is: handling mate-}.
| ar), which may prove ‘less strong.
Plaza’ (MG), (936; “$1.05-$2. 20)-—" Pian.
Mex Version. of
gy
Been. due light opera. performers | rial‘'in ‘the: interior, and: probably. Rear Window. (Par). (relesue):| "sone
| in. the country spots, is farther
i
. also’ will -qmanage- distribution: ‘here
for the: past ‘10. weeks,.
| down on the list. '
"Heading for:sucet$16,800. “S:¢n=|."
: Suft-was' brought. by. lytic’ sing: at:.a later: date. New: ‘di8tributor-: m
d.: ‘s
”
il
“"Mexiee City: April 3..°
. ers Lina Huarte,. Esteban’ Astarioa, :Ship.‘plans. to work for -a more‘ ef-.
_Amparo Azcon, Victoria dé Sama-|:ficient, and ‘greater. distribution: of
Rialto: ‘@othy: 629; 70:$1.20) —4 of. Bérnadette’” has been’ setto
Ast
Film Festival
~snlego, Fina: Gesa’ and. other’ mem-. ‘Mexican pix. ‘within: the: republic’ “The Comancheros” 20th) (ra.0,) |roll. in-‘Lourdes- and :near. the}
lan Tokye hort 3
“pers ‘of. ‘the:. Zarzuela. Company, and ‘demonstrate that national pie-. (2d wk). Fair: -$4,200. ‘Opener. WES. ‘Pyranees this: May, with. the. pro0,
*.Mendosa Lassalle admited in court: ‘tures .can recuperate: more: ‘than. $5,600.
| -duction. team’ made. up. of Gonzalo}, The Ninth. Asian Film. Festival,
“Ritz (M-G) (430; 10-$1.95) “Op- |Elvira, ‘Ir., Emilio. Gomez Muriel] to be held in Seoul, Korea, May
- that salaries for.the artists he con-: the’ 35% “to. 50%. minimums dndi‘tracted were in default. but. claimed’. cated, by producers... | eration. Snatch”: (Regal) ' (2d: ‘wk)., and. Juan de Orduna. Muriel will: 12-16, is: expected to: have more direct
‘scope than hitherto fests since eight. .
that: : the. legal administrator of| : -New outfit .will. release’ also;films Fine. $4,700. First was $5,700, :
--another court ‘case to pick. up ‘to.-independents. No federal: offi-|.Royalty. '(M-G) .(936; -$1 05-$2 20).1” According to"‘Murtet;. ‘who. is ‘fa non-member nations will have reps
|__“Ben-Hur” * (MGM). Ami:0.)(424. ‘Spain, adaptation of ‘story ; by.| on hand as “observers,”. with each
. boxoffice . receipts, . .was- ‘lablefor cial allied With the itidustry. cared
to: make .a. statement. of. ‘govern- Wk): ‘Steady: $7,800
salary payments
Scriptwriter Fernando. Galiana. has|-of those nations entering one. film.: Zarzuela .‘administrator. pleaded: ‘ment policy may.-institute cutbacks|. Studie‘One (Indie): (556; 50-$1.20) | been ‘aecepted by: Spanish author-|
Those countries expected to send _
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Chicago, April. 10.
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year: exhibited

broadcasters)
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par: ‘| ducer of the show. Righte ‘to such'| =
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tions Commission chairman Neéw-' - ticularly- ‘heartened “By. the. la -televenture have: been. obtained|"- followup.-mail. response. ‘from: - from ~the” actual: Project-‘Hope, |
ton Minow. when: the latter. made].
any
‘is historic ‘vast wasteland” .ad- |. ‘the ‘affils this: week reflecting ~7 along. with ‘stories, and :files:.:
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and
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peri:
found for the.controversial- episode. oma
for in a president:
in- any way.|
in’ “The Defenders,”: titled .“The. ©
. The breakup of the _Minow-| pheral NAB_ convention events.. -|Government-subsidized
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‘thfoughout ‘the- world: Show. will -buy. on: Mutual: Radio to. give. the | sponsors pulling out..at. the night:-.
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taste.”
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‘that
In its own. suit, Philco.: charged.
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(Continued. on ‘page 55) .
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“Age’
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| ..
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Chicago,. April 10.
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profile’” is out. this.week in:a 2a W. -Va.:° KFSA-TV,. Fort: Smith, the’ ‘fly-hy-night and irresnonsible
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5 contea This same.“farm,oy”has,ofc
1 sensible’‘writer,
course,been +
ae :
7 e suppose no
" ~poser: or painter, ever. feels’‘truly’ giantamiong ‘American’‘composers, conductory’ we

capable of telling: the Christ storyProperly... | o :and arrangersfor several decades. And noone” rae
The b eauty, drama and nobility ia‘the:life“of” Whoiears hisbrilliant score,
s
this.Sunday.night
a
kind offours”. ;
Jesus<a it seems, are awesome “enough ‘to:give. oe. fhe describes thebulk:ofit.as a

art symphony).will‘quite:‘understand why he“
‘even the most creative ofhumanspangs. ‘of a pa
ad
ld have had aa.singlequai Buthehad.
shou
sh
: inadequacy: |
So itisn’t strange 1that the.arduous,lengthy.
_

_ preparation: of“He IsRisen’ ‘which US. Steel». s
-ispresenting Palm Sunday.at8:30;P. m.should: oS, oo
have hada generous quota ‘ofself:doubting ons ;
,
the part.of “Project 20's” staffers. he

=

aa .

ev

ee

a

|

There: was musical director Robert.‘Russell oN ae
Bennett, for example, who’ d regularly:inter. Saran

_Tupt his composing ofthebackground. score to... cp
that:‘he. :
tell colleagues: iin surrouriding. offices
aAsaia’the’fellow. occupying.
¢
‘the
adjoining ae
|
si
‘bu
‘no.
:
had
who
y
-bo
:
office]
DanJones, head of“Project 20's"?picture
“was. really.aa simple farm
“ness attempting the 3music:for 80 demanding. : &résearch. “Over and.above everything else;’’.re- or
a theme.
ee a
ae PortsDan,““is.
s the:factthat.there §
isn’tFasingle
a

|

dne dir:
Ae a,1900 7

meword in:
in
the Bibleto
t5 tellUs.
t‘aihatJesuslooked*“project 20s”dicebiive‘préducér,Donald.
a like,So:the responsibility. oF‘selecting appro OS® Hyatt, itwasmainly. because. he'd.heard much
“s:‘priate paintings. ‘from: ‘the:‘thousands: we.Te cae
“s the:same things. during. theplanning of “The
, viewed:from collections.here:andabroad was
'
© Coming of
of
Christ’-acouple.
a
ofseasons
s
before.
oS frightening.”

cont addition, ‘decisions:had t
to,
be mide:“as
Sto

::

“\oswhich portion of awork would beused. For, in...

Be

:°:keeping’with.“Project!20's”stills-in-action.tech: ee .ne
ne nique, at:isa‘sizigle,‘arresting: detail.that‘is free .

“quently. the.important. factor,A uige’ canivas, seems |
“crowded: with:early:followers ofJesus, might be. “ |
"photographed solelyfor:the ‘expression
¢
on the 2a: .‘Was

aceof ai childi
in,thelower:left-hand «
corner. .
“OF course,‘much.ofJones’‘preliminary: work © ‘And
ADKwhatt happenedwhen thatprogr‘am went
aachadalready!been,done i
inhisrésearch for:“The - a on theair—in alliits‘magnificent color—will be
oe

me Coming. of Christ’almost.two:‘years:ago..But. <- forgotten. byno one,‘least of all‘Hyatt. The
a -critics—hailing i
it-as a-‘television masterpiece—
the:actual. selections: for“He IsRisen” were ee,
Js: ealléd it“breathtaking,” “uncanny” and “stun_ farxmore:difficult, ‘since(in:thewords,of‘scrips

© writer:Richard: Hanser) *‘thisone dealswith a.) % ning iin itssense ofdrama, movement and exOf‘specific:events,‘and $0many. Wltation.” Itdrew. an audience. of31000, 000
t
cy larger number.
“ thore1narrative paintings‘wereneeded in
i
n-order: 2. VAC Wers: (the:largest:ever ‘to.see a half-hour |
= a documentary onTV) and.even.that‘figure:‘was’
“to tellaflowing,stor
y.
=
Bee
iy
aesAe surpassed when. the:program ‘was:‘repeated last _
os “Hanser: often feltthe:same sort.
tof‘copelessness a ‘December, Lastyear,too, itw asthe only AmeroS that.intermittently. assailed.Bennett andJones, Ae jean 1 entiy,6 win avtirds atthree interna:
: even.‘though;he’'d:determined from the:outset. eetional. festivals.(Vancouveer,Edinburgh and 7

“1 toedraw ¢on,theXing
g JamesBiblefor
jut
j about”: ;Venicee

EEE

|

coohis entire:script.

eos
eT
SEE
$0: now, inthisEasterseason—its
tssequel.The
ve Histask;however,was.
a: trequratlyanagonizing. :ae étory‘ofBal€‘IsRisen” “begins where its prede-

2 “one,‘The jobof‘seeking.outprecisely.theright ie“‘cessor‘leftoff.Again, it’sin.color. Again; i
itfinds
i:words.and P assages toaccompany the |Paintings Ne its.expression largely i
inthe worksof thegreat

v.) and:satisfy theneeds of ‘the‘narration. “often . © aitists‘ofthe lateMiddle Ages:
_ealled fox:more decisiveness, than
\ anyman
andRenaissance.
¥
‘And:again=
oy would, caretomuster.”nesce eeoy ete ae owe humbly’trust—it willwin a”
oe. ifalltheseprotestations of
Vere
inthe.heart:
a very.‘special.place i
f every‘viewer.r whoSees. it. z=
we felt,‘to
be:
e sure—didn’t
t provetoo“upsetting to2,a of
ert,

at

at eg
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TELEVISION REVIEWS _

SERIES

KIRA

“Weieaday, Apel
ne1962

Inicicictied

-¥1|-When. the. Swedish - headliner "was |.
| absent, ‘the show was strictly: pro- |-

3 ‘| vineial. ‘Technical. credits.’were just'l:y
oe

averages...rn

With Jeremy Brett, Stephen Moore;
Renee Houston, Eileen Peel, Jac- profited. by. a more. extended spot.
queline. Ellis,: Laurence Hardy, Kenny Baker, on-:.trutiipet, scored.
Joan Hickson, Angela Browne, ‘in -a fiaunting. “Out ‘of, Nowhere:””
LesHe Dwyer, Geoffrey ‘Bayldon,| Vocals* were provided’. by ‘Anita
Gardner, John Harrington | Harris, whose. “You're Following

Linda

”

ee Sipe
re
. yet

TeleTaioaia

. Hans,

cee
~—
Oe
‘GwINGING ALONG.”nee
reece
vibes; ‘he’s. ofe.of Britain's most |‘With’. Marion. .Ryan,”. ‘the “King| coe
"
Mhestre:
62
ve
*paudily:
harm’
to.
he:
oppénent:
in
Cr
dw:“Mad. contest ‘that is:diréctly opposéd‘to .-.:..”
‘cogent: _jazznien and, could.‘have | - Brothers, : ‘Des. 'Connor,, Peter. : “Rebecca, * the: Daphne -¢

Pert

DINNER WIT. H-FHE E F;FAMILY:

Naomi ‘Capon

nue

2% jcome’ was nearly’. “embarrassing, povevowe

Foreign TV.Reviews

Producer:

a et

“Knight.Orch .

ried: romantic. tale, fell apart: mid- all the human. :vittues—“kindness, ; °°... :./
~| way in'this. one‘hour tv: ‘adaptation, - courtesy, colisideration”” ‘ete? ..
" | telecast: on NEC-TV in.‘color, Sun; . N.Y. State solon Franeis. Souhan,
‘| Who’ once introduced. a. bill to:out- ;. Je a
| day (8) night.

.

‘Producer: Erie. ‘Faweett.
‘Director: Philip: Casson 30 Mins;, Tues:, 7:30- p.m. ° =:

The.-moving haunting mood. built law. ‘boxing, commendably stuck to...”

Granada |‘TV,. from Moachester

Me’ was okay but hardly ‘memo-|: . Marion. . Ryan, | the local. ‘chan:

‘well: enough. ‘until: the; ‘troubled'|. his: purpose: ‘throughout,. refising to:. -

+ |rablé, and-Carole Carr, who.clicked||
toosie who: purveys a. bubbly. mix- Byronic .hero, in: a flat, ‘matter-of- resee any benefit. in a Federal ‘Boxe...

:
_-"} with a soulful ‘ballad. The. :set;' by ture. of: hote-spinning ‘and. chummy |-fact voice told. ‘how. he. ‘murdered |:‘ing - “Commission; revised, rales, 2.2. |
°
Lionel
Radford,
deployed
the
band
“protective
...”"
‘state.
“investigationis,:
‘personality,
is
the:
‘centrepiece.
of*
Spee
his Rebecca.. ‘From. then ‘on in; it
BBC-TV, from London
or any of the mitigating. tae
‘on different-. leyels,: -and’ alowed ‘this: six-week skein: ‘The. prom-: was
a series .of- jolts, rather than equipment
BBC-TV
teend. ‘ta - put: . thelr: terper-Irving Davies to skip up‘ atid|:
‘ised effervescence was:spread thin, an unfolding drama,. engaged, withe.alternatives: “under °discussion.
meatier lesit-borrowed.. drama in to -@own Jadders and other scaffolding.
-and -this opener had ‘liftle. to offer: ‘life and People. .
me
a late Friday: -snot,.and it’s -hecom- for’ a. nimble display of footwork.
but. the..usual *quick-slow-quickj:. Paring down the duMaurier. work |
ing a worthwhile. date. for ‘addicts. | In fact, it was a highly’ polished
songalog:: ‘Aiding. ‘the star ‘were ‘the |
- David “Bitnkdéy's: Journal.
Following :the “web's -critieal ‘suc- offering “which: ‘filled its’ allotted. singing-instrumeptal group; the to an’ hour -just.seemed too” mitch |:“Jean ‘Tinguely is:a: man:who- -con- - 2 7 ;
‘cess With Ibsen and Strindbers,. time ingeniously, but it.didn’t have ‘King: Brothers, and’ ‘Des- ‘O°*Connor;: -for ty.adaptor. ‘Ellen. Violett. ‘Some: |! structs self-destroying:~.
the mood. lightened for this astute |the. customers: crying for more.-Al-. “|. who- combined. alittle hosting. swith |
‘Some. people think ‘this’. ‘French
an ‘abbreviated, watered. down’‘ver- “atist* ‘is a kook, ‘others. feel. he's -— 7 =
version of Jean Anouith's -“Dinner. though it ‘lacked the: novelty. (for Jacklustre.. warbling::. me
.
with the- Family,”” in’. the: .suave'| foreigners): of the “Black:and ‘White|: “Vocal highspot: was ‘Miss Ryair’s |sion. of.‘a film: ‘Classic.
j gotta”, good. point... Anyway |.David’ Edward. . Owen |Show,” it more orless compensated: “Make. Someone.” Happy,” -largely- . James Mason,.as: Maxim: de Wine. ‘Brinkley’ last. ‘Wednesday.’ (4) “dee.
translation . -by
_, Otta.”
As usual. with this ‘scribe; with its attack, . er
Marsh:
-. because the ballad. wasn’t distract- ter, in: short strokes. hhad-to build a; voted: his half-hour. NBC-TV: “Jour. Yet ae:
ee
2
‘the piece lost some. otas edze ah ‘ed. ‘by ‘the: géneral-air of restless-’ brooding figure, . east in. the :dark- nal”:to ‘Tinguelv. who ‘had gorie. out -'~".".: °.without a proscenium,-for
Anouilh’s.|
“{ness, -which producer Eric: Fawcett |ness of his past.. ‘Mason. ‘in the-first into the ‘Nevada. desert’ -where..he..0 0-2 '
cunning stagecraft couldn’t always DER bmenreiy
|
-{seemed ‘to mistake for. pate: “ The- half-hour: was more.successful” in diig-up' some ald ‘parts; some- dyna>. a
a-Ernst Schro eder, Fr ite“Was: ‘King © Brothers :.Bave. an: amiable ‘conveying: that image:than he. was | mite, used. his “imagination |and.
be translated into visual ‘terms, but. Witt
Paul Edwin Roth; Thomas “ALL Do Is Dream. of" You;” but towards ‘the end.: His éscape frotn;‘there eonstriicted’ his’ latest clank-. = >...
-on every other count, it clicked, its}. ae
twists. surprised .and.the:message. a Raschdorf,
"
- 44
Konrad Georg, Hilde: otherwise: “were: too brief: ‘to: regis-- a murder rap, as staged, seemed too banger.’ ‘He. then blew it:up.as.a:
‘+ | symbol. of how. the ‘earth’ WHE de". avotts
: Sessa‘s,. Inge. Meysel, Willi: Rose, ter: . The. informal ‘air: was. con-. -much liké..a tricky. artifice.’
got through.
3
stroy
itself.
“|
veyed’
by
the:
occasional
°
prattle
|
‘others,
”
|
opentantatizing
The play had-a
Joan. Hackett, asthe: second’ ‘Mrs:
ing, with Georges (Stephen Moore) Director: John Olden. LG set :. from O'Connor, and’ a’ duet: be-. ‘de ‘Winter, .piayed: it like a ‘lost; |
He. Managed -neatly: to ..tie.-Tingu-..7.Writer: Gerhart Hauptmann woe tween him and Marion: Ryan...
rigging a dinner-party ‘with.fake |.
| harfied,: ‘nervous. child, caught, in | ely’s.”
effort. to. -the ‘disafmament. -*
-The show thus ‘achieved. some. the -shadows’ of. Rebecca; the ‘first’
">
butler and fake parents in order! 495 Ming.; Tues., 8:30-p.im..
rence. at Geneva. He did it
Hamburg
:
tgeniality:
at
the
expense
of
polish.:
from.
confe
TV,
|‘w-German
his
told
he’d.
lies
“to live up to the
‘Mrs: de: Winter. ‘Nina |‘Foeh, ‘as ‘Mgs..
(in. 0." 6
-The ‘late’ German:“playwright It-was visually: trivial,.and the. ‘buts: Darivers,. chad. the venom of a. crazed. lightly; yet well ‘sirice ‘the point
the- -gentle|
From
girl-friend..
.OF: a
-humor .of this, : Anouilh’ injected |Gerhart. Hauptmann; winner of the ‘ton-bright- cand: -_-well-upholsteted ‘serpent,-Others .in:‘the:“cast:were ;bexcellent: -eolor) ‘did. get..aeross.
the ‘hard reality. of. Georges’s .cir-| 1912° Nobel: Prize, will be--substan-.: charms of. Miss: Ryan werent put.
's: ‘self-destroying’-: -"
| competent..
rse, . Tinguely
| ‘cou
contraption.
| ‘was: interesting, - not’ .
into._Sufficiently, ‘sharp:focus.,

Writer:' Jean Anouilh-

-80 Mins, Fri., -10 p.m.

Sp

_ Brinkley’s dry wit was-at itsbests: ~~

a

cumstances.

‘-Married toa

rich ‘tially. honoréd by the German tele-.

ne

* Otta.:

woman, who. supported him, his; vision this year.°1962 marks ‘the
life was. encumbered with ‘corrupt |'190th- aimi: ‘of,:his . birth’:and_ the|
-. relations. : The :wife, hearing of |domestic tele will come’along, with’ DAN. ARSON
~ Georges’s . ‘Maison,

threatened. .to

which had. the, mansion of ‘the. es-jto make it.The camerawork, under :.: - se

MEETS:TH

-SHADOWS*

his best’ works.

“The staging. was :“experisive ‘and terrifying “and. not’ éven as. de- ree

- lnieticutousty mounted. .The. finale,. ‘structive as the. Frenchmayt. ‘hoped whe a

}the ‘d'rection of .Frank -Slingland.:

. ‘|tate - ablaze, .was an: eye: popping

.

4

sight. Pity the: same ‘excitement, ‘and. film director ‘Ray Marsh, was
: ‘Hauptmann | ‘plays: are: “surefire Director: Daphtie. Shadwell ek o‘|eeet
throw them out. of her house if ‘her |"
light up the:drama, Horo.: --texcellent: in’ the. main—but- ‘some=- |: of
husband ‘didn’t retiirn to her. .So| items with the.-German: ‘public. 15 Mins.,;. Wed., 9:15. PM
“" Fthing should ‘he done -to get that .
they. ‘descended |on. ‘hirh -‘to., Carry: “The -Beaver .Coat”: is * one - - OE. ‘Associated-Reditfusion, ‘from | ae
.
i
a abnormally 1red Unge. out Of. Brink‘London...
-_
him back.
: Hauptmann’ s. finest. and ‘most “per- =
Open’ End Do
: J lev’s ears.
.
Dan
‘Farson,:.
whose’
strenth
~
Thereafter | the: piot siackenéd. formed works, one of the. few. great|
With “Benny -Paret’s: ring death
It:-was fun, -Tt! was. inforinative,.~ ne
and Georges’. decision to'stay with |classical character comedies of Ger-.|.an interviewer| is.. his. . vafkable | ‘as a.‘peg, David Susskind’s' “Sunday |and. it.was; mild-y, telling. .” Ant.
fees “lee
the girl; whose innocence:.and faith |man stage literature.-It calls itself “coming-to-terms- with: ‘his subject|.night (8): talkie. ‘probed - the ques-:
in him: thus-triumphed, seemed |'a “‘thief’s comedy” and teems with ‘Without Scaring. ‘the. living”: -day- tion,-” “Ts.:Boxing’ | Slaughter ° Or.
IAL-Stae ‘Comedy. Hour.
‘somewhat
glib, especially for|witty. ‘situations. .The - work: .con-- ‘lights :-out ‘of -them,. “seemed” -well Sport?” If the question mark still}: “Po the: trade, anyhow, the ‘moat Naty
‘those. familiar with other. Anouilh'| fronts the viewer. with tivo- worlds: |-Suited. in. ‘this. opener ‘to his new. dangles: over the panel..of sports|‘interesting. thing about this Timex: *“:.. }
‘quarter-hour
‘skein.
He
brought..a
‘experts after two ‘haurs of- mostly. come ‘a.
variations .on his. favorite theme, -One.is! the ‘well-to-do bourgeoisie,
Ly ‘fhour™. -aired.. Friday”... °* 3
A notable tv debut: was made by represented here.: by a: power-con- |:bouquet,’ rather’ than. a. scalpel, to _bantomweight. pro and ‘conning; ‘the |‘night.
ABC-TV : was. “that ©
|
Shadows, | outing .. did” have. “some, amusing:
Stephen Moore, who has ‘registered'| sciois ‘arrogant district -stiperin-. ‘the.task of ::quizzing ‘the
ed. the|‘ competition re |
ovid
pr
it’
recently at the Old Vic.. With an. tendent; the, other’ one., the needy; - the’. instrumental ‘group first: heard: -moments. °
--NBC-TV,:
w'th ©“something. .of a: ~ ta
‘as
‘backing.
to
.pop-star
Cli€t
“Riche
|
- avreeable earnestness, reminiscent | here in.:the person o£" a ‘wastier-Susskind:
Jeadout
of
a
‘commer‘pilot
on
its
new
boy; Johriny Car-.. ™.
ard: and now: ‘top-tenners -on their
-of the young Michael. Redgrave; he |-woman. Plot: which occurs’ ‘in. the|.
=":
conveyed the latent strength of the j neighborhood. of. Prussian . -Berlin’ own’ ‘in the charts.
In’ fact, he’ ‘almost: actedas ‘their
character, as Wwell.as ‘his. roman- in the ’80s, at a time when “demopropagandist,
rather.
‘than
their. inticismi.. Other thesp ‘support’ was’ cracy” was ‘still ‘considered. danger-"
fine, with Jeremy Brett making a |ous.’ by °‘(imperial — - authorities, J:-quisitor, for’ *‘the’ program. was:
shaped
totake:
in
samples
of their.
feline figure -of the dependent shows. the. ‘duel: between: the. big’
Jacques, Angela Browne striking} and’ ‘small ones and: how. the latter. suitar-twanging. ‘and the’ questions

home as the discarded. mistress |‘of! fool

‘the. “superior”...class.

cial’ break, wanting .to ‘know: ‘if: ‘son, as hie wil: appear as. ‘host ‘of ana

“Sohny. Liston,” “with. “19. ‘criminal:
|

‘a-variety spread.
charges .in ‘his “past (including. vio-|- |Carson,;-.Wad’ “quits.: ‘beamer' : “
<: ~
lent :assault)’ was: thé. ‘ind. of man ehores’ “on ‘ABC's ‘daytime’ «quiz,.‘who . should. havé.-a.’shot'-‘at..:the “Who Do You Trust”: for. the cri-°° ~ -§

heavyweight championship. with the’|‘tieai Jacek: Paar-Goot-and-loot-fill= alae

od

<=). 2)
‘potential ‘of: .becoming. ‘a “hero ‘to: ‘ing ‘assignment: as ‘host. of NBC's,
“Tonight, Show’: in October, .em= °° <3
‘Farson- | drew’: attention. ito. the| American youth. Ex-champ Rocky} ceed “All-Star Comedy,” and°NBC ee
|

terided to puff ‘rather than analyze.

The

- Georges; :and neat .czmeos’ from woman. “here. ‘has ‘stolen. a .beaver:
Marciano’s ‘:
reply. ‘was,. “Well, it:
Laurence . Hardy. Renee Houston, |coat but ‘the “baron | thinks the ;haunting ; quality’ ' ‘ of- things -like. ‘Shows ‘that ‘everybody jin.this court should be. ‘pleased arid: thank: “ABC.
In his own comedy. bits and.in‘the:..-.
and -Joan Hickson. - ‘Jacqueline |washerwoman in’ his’ household, -an|-their --hit, “Apache,” .‘and: ‘elicited | ‘lry “has ‘a chance.”
| from: the. group’ 's leader, -Hank
handling of intros and’ performers, ....':-3
Ellis, .as the’ typically. “virginal |:-honest.woman. ©. *
heroine, .had. the’ -difficult chore |: The. ‘production was - fops:. A .Marvin,” a, few’ ‘trivial: Temarks.: “Marciano: ‘and thé; other. ietired ‘Carson’. -disvlayed © ike: relaxed. .0°‘panel’
pug,
‘Chico.
Vejar;
kept:
em=-"
‘charm,, ,‘Sood: -humor.' and: Vague © 2.5 4:
‘OF conveying . goodtiess. .- witheut ‘sterling “performance: was turned ‘about their altity’to stay: with. the.
‘touch: ‘of: ‘sovhisti¢ation. (not toa: -*.. *:
much to work on, anid. she couldn't in -by Ernest: Schroeder: in ‘the role
|:fashions .Marvin also: opined: that .phasizing: the: rags-to-riches,, or: de-|.
-make much. of it: ¢.
-.
tof the Prussian baron.. Inge Meysel “the. electric: guitar owed its current linquency-to-solid-citizenship* -vest- | much. to ‘upset’ the squares) that... - |
‘ment
.of
‘the
fight
game.
:Vejar,
a
siiécess
|
to.
ifs
hint
‘of
‘Svanishshould ‘Fest’ well with, the: mostly- ce
Naomi Capon’s production ‘was ‘scored :as- the washerman while:
superbly paced, getting the. quiet Willi Rose, as her. husband, .a*nar- ‘flamenco; ;. which. seemed . highly Star. video Ting attraction .of a few prone “Tonight” aidiencé: °
years:
ago,
said
the’
good
life”
of
|
‘doubtful,
aiid:
that
-theii.
‘sola.
de-_
‘His -“Self-effacing opening. bow, as “7
- comedy out of. the early: scenes and row-minded character, fated ‘many’
-parture- “wasn’t ‘so: ‘unusual, :for:| hard. training had. kept :him off. the-| “This is Johnny Care‘ess—neutral,-*
the vigorous jealousies of the later. kudos.
‘street.
corners
aiid
‘out
of:
poolhalls.
‘net
too. bright; ‘a real: “loser,” was 7°.
‘hadn’t
Paul
Whiteman’s
'
‘band.
done.
_.encounter bubbled nicely... In fact, | : John Olden: kept ‘the:‘action. toll- ;
Marciano laid.-in: the “poser,.. “How : -hardly' accurate, - but~ his closeout ere
“dt was probably: the. most. success- ing at, full speed.. -Artistically.. and all:right without. Bing ‘Crosby?
else:
would:
a
‘boy
like:‘me
.
get
to
plug,
“I'm. going: to: the “Tonight”... .°
Farson
didn't
dispute.
these’
duful. ‘attempt at tv Anauilh yet..." ‘technically, onee of the. best. shows

"Hans. } hious €tatements,..and. was content; Shake hands|with’ President. Eisen-, ‘show in ‘October, you:-know” (audi-. >: |.
‘}to act-;
fe a’ literate :fan.. Daphne |hower?”.. - ence ap lausel was ab enough,*." 9°. 2%
| Shadwell's' direction was curining,|. Gyntnasitim-owner ‘and.“consult: and
should thank ABC. ‘again..- °°:
BIG: ‘BAND. CONCERT
. SKANDINAVIEN—IMPORT
~
’ switchi ng.to music from talk: with, ; ‘ant™ to world champ. Floyd P atte re |. : Otherwise, ‘this. “Was 2a« pretty mr
With Ted Heath Orch, Catele Carr, (Scandinavian Import}..
“aplomb: ° But ‘the- chief... ‘point - ‘of: ‘sen, Cus: D’Amato,- ‘said at one-point ‘bright, if. uneven,. comedy. layout :..-..

oan

Otta.” ‘ot the season.”
:
ae

aoe

Anita Harris,
lévine Davies, |With’. Litl-Babs “Svensson, .‘Bireit ‘thie exercise seemed ‘to. be: to .give’
that a boxer (even. Liston): was okay. ‘With an interésting: night-club: ate. °.: Tubby Hayes, Kenny Baker, IrvKeil, Gunther R.' "Eggett, .others. ‘somé body- to the ‘Shadows.“Ott‘this’
»
if “surrounded . by - honest: . people mosphere ‘about ‘most‘of the .acts..
:. || Director: Tile Philipp. oo
. *-:
.
tta
. it:‘Syeceeded. *
‘of ‘integrity,’ , implying, -perhaps,.. Latter was. especially: noticeable.in:
Writer: Philipp.
as
the comedy. of Carl Reiner‘and his.: °°.
1
that
‘plain.
honesty,
:
‘unless
-redun|
30 Mins., Mon., 8 pm.
|.
30 Mins.: Mon., 8:50.pm.
aan
‘buoyant: partner..Mel Brooks ‘and:: -“" ~~:
| dant, was not °‘enough. in boxing.
-EBC-TV, ‘rom London .- =: : |. West German TV, frem Stuttgart”.
the:dance team ot Mata and. aa 6
D'Amato: also said. that ring slug-'}
At last year’s tv contest at Mont: r Swedish chirps are .doing’ “@Xging: Was: not. Nearly: as. rough. ‘as.
reaux, Switzerland; BBC-TV copped tremely Well .in --Germany. Siw |
| it appeared -to. the crowd, that a ‘most. effective. assist from,conduc. no
the top ward for light ‘entertain- ‘Malmkvist,’ :Alice: Babs, Lill-Babs;
ment. with “The Black and. White |Svensson, . Ann-Louise™ ‘Hansson, . : ‘Sunday Night at:the ‘Palladium ©. | good: boxer- rarely took’ nore’ than } tor Bernard. Green . and chiss band. ©...
Minstrel Show.” -This ‘band half-: Anna-Eena ‘Loefgren. “Anita. Lind-| “The “brisk, but ‘quite alarming, ‘a-couple ‘of ‘solid blows’ in a fight, ‘Also in. the’ nitery’ ‘lirle- was_ Buddy
=.) ‘hour is the’ ‘web's ‘entry. for. 1962, |blom and other” ‘Singing ‘Svenska: professionalism’ of teéeriagse Brenda a ‘fact -clearto. insiders. -No‘one ‘Hackett’s w.k: Standup. bit”-anent, oat
and looked: like a. hopeful con- ‘beauties are. just a few, OF ‘these, ‘Lee was the highspot of :this “Sun-: ‘thought: to.‘miention. the. ‘fact ‘that. the ‘Chinese ‘waiter. .
tender. They hadn’t chesen an }Lill-Babs Svensson is perhaps the day Night at the -Palladium”: from ‘Paret: (who inspired: the. session) : ‘Comedy. ; ‘singer’, Kay.” "Stevens: _ . :
easy formula, for an. outfit like Ted |fasting climbing-in: the Adenauer Associated '-TeleVision. She ‘didn't: took more ‘than 20 ‘solid blows ‘that’|sy
Heath's. is essentially am ear-satis- country. She is.now the first to ‘look ‘as if she were’. going: to put. a “Were
from: a “boom: plat-, “~
nd
bhlanded’ with enough force to- tually’. swinging
fyer and looking at a bank of saxes |have hér own German tv. Show, eb- note wrong,’ and didn’t. Glad’ in: a
in /one™ number—with: her =). °nd his life while insiders ‘and: vet form.doesn’t do much tothe musical im- {titled: “Skandinavien-Import.”” th. C. suitable .teen-frock, she : growled. referee.
best
‘turii:
a
wild.
rendition “of “I'm: ~~ ;
Ruby: Goldstein... watched.
pact. But producer Yvonne Little-- first stanza ran over 30 m: inutes. . ‘her way. throug¢li four numbers, and him. “roll' - with ‘the: punehes..”
ae ‘Accident... Prone” :‘that.Saw all:the... anon
wood came up with some ‘bright | “The ‘show was not good. ‘The mate- kept them swinging. ‘Fhe presence
props.
collapse."
’ Panel’s most articulate: raémbiers |
and. imaginative visual ideas, kept ylal was mediocre, ‘the: gags cory, of-a-rocking (or should. it be twist-|.
‘were N.Y. ‘Fimes sportswriter: Rob-.| NBC. .got.. into ‘the’ ‘det’‘one: tore as
‘her cameras tracking and’ zdoming, |the dance sequences. very. mtich’on|ing?) “instrumental “groiip ‘on’ stage
‘ert
Teague. and the New York Her- titne?. with |:the. web's. - moderii-day.~ a
‘helped
-..the
infection,
.
and:-:
Miss
and did as-much as could be rea- {the dull. side, Inj fact, ‘everything
Miss ° ‘Lonely Hearts; -.“Dr.: Foyeeald Tribune’s. boxing ‘writer Jesse.
sonably expected to please the eye. |xbout- this. program proved. to be Lee’s way with a-:song. ‘must have
-Brothers;.: -guesting “in - a: comedy... - o>
Ted Heath. augmented. his: nor- --Iiweer case—except Lill-Babs: ‘Svens.: clicked up, and down the age -scale.: “Abramson. The latter. was-the’ most: skit.. At was ‘a’ esperaté ‘way. to's. -

_ ing Davies Dancers. Producer: Yvonne. ‘Littlewood

° Foreign7Folowap

-effective. defender of: boxing (with: get. “aud! ence,.but,,-to Dr; ~Broth-::-+* /"
mal swing-band line-up With a bat- ison, She -is'a “good songstress. ‘has ‘Aw uo-tempo:“Lover™ gaye: the ‘act
tery of percussion, and the num-{an -appealing . personality, © she’ .is ‘aninitial spurt, ‘and: “Say Nothing” ‘a. bread-arid-butter. prejudice,..of. ers’ credit. she made’ it ‘through: ~.-: bers were sclected: from. his two {pretty and. ‘in ‘short, she’s a ‘type| reinforced |. the: click.’ She; even. course),. ‘while Teague was impres- -the | aninspired: comedy | ‘scene. on.
m_| Sively: logical, on: the. negative. side- Avithont “hooting “a:.line,or losing 2.‘
fine LP albums. entitled “Big Band jthat’s very ‘much in demand. More- fiirred.- a: ‘:palsied ballad: -“I’m.
ron
Percussion.” Certainly,. guys: as-|over, she.-has: some comical talents ‘Sorry,”. ‘into: an’ ‘uncloying slice. of. ‘Teague. kept insisting,. fram outset: ‘that familiar: and: rather”“Figid)
to: stimup,. that de.ath’ statistics composure. wot
sentiment.’
‘and-closed-with’a
jaunty
_Saulting’-a varied .assortment |of —sort. of a Tittle,Swedish Marilyo.,
“Speak -‘to, Me.” - With her -rrouch- and’ -boxing- as: an ‘economic’. savior: - Coby: Ruskin’s: direétion’ ‘of:the. ,
“drums, or -tinkling ‘away. at- xylo-. Monroe.
phones, helped to vary the. pictures,|- But, evérything élse. about.“this | ing stance, she gave’ the-old- one-| ‘from’ delinquency: .were © not: the’ “live: on *tape” presentation :-actu- -:. ph
but: ‘the insuing music, «-although “Scandinavian Yori | was poor.; two -to. every tune,: and. the- “maint issues.’ “Phe. question; -he. said, was.| ally thanaged to create a Hive feel- » -.:
"atten- SE
‘deftly ‘atranged, didn't - alwaj's eS- Tilo Phiting: “directed iv ithout imig-. Aoint’ ‘of .-diifference « hetween -‘Miss, one: strictly - of. morality—-does- ‘hu. jing: (mainly. through care
0.9.
.Seguest, whieh
cape the hint) of preciousness. - . dination. :He” riso contributed, the Tee atid “her ‘British™ eamivatent.. manity,. “the: noble. beast’ ‘want. to |tion: ‘ta! “plausible
fete
et
-Main instrumental soloists ‘were! silly: toxt. Til-Rakg’ ‘artnes. in. this Helen. ‘Shaniro, was: fhat 's°8. com: continue “to: -Sanction : a. -¥sport” thas ‘riot. bgen: taé -case. in: inany of - he8 .
Tubby: itayes on, tenor-sax ‘and } tried. hard: ‘to ‘be funny, “the‘eut-l.2 OM
(Continued: on.
a page 8
51). u where’ ‘the. sole:Purpose Asfo. do,the. Season'ssepecrals.
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"TELEVISION REVIEWS

Lgudes Evangel”

“Eudes Evangelii;”. telecast’.

se Mine, ‘April. 9,

: bs CBS-TV- Sunday (8): after-7 4
=|
. noon, was acclaimed..in ~
;
"..,Wanrety. review .from.. ‘Britain
os
10 psa,> ae

oi‘CONSOLIDATED. CIGAR:
o ane tape)

i ¥ “com,ipelling.””.

.

7

ve wie he’ Associated -Rediffusion a
miracle: ‘play: in- dance, song -- ~ Johany Green and: his‘AFMers. ‘complaint - _ tthe: ‘efitertainment

_ ..ALennen’ & Newell).

: and. mime -was. reviewed out
overtured. - Wendell ‘Corey made eapital of. the’ ‘world in an hour.
with: the: ‘4ntroduction’ with. words. and a half's time: yielded very
little in the:.way. of original,
|7Sald Varrery:: “In. every de...
Adams’
were.
back:
‘on.
Ww.
display
“raried head. on:. television | and,
. partment, ‘sights. had -been’ set. - expected from the: president of the. imaginative entertainment.
- when it does, it's sometinies ‘under. ‘Monday’ night: (9) ‘in -a- sparkling Academy ‘of Motion ‘Picture Arts| ‘The aired Oscar derby of past.
:
high
-—
and«.
_
achievement:
.
‘
"the: auspices of :Standard: oF ‘of.‘}-and- swift ‘half-hour’: of‘musical-.
1a Sclences,. ‘a reticent Bill. Miller used to have a few sketches for a. ,
matched™ then.”.
New: Jersey, .an: industrial:
t|‘variety. .
faterhouse’ .
‘| departure from the routine. These.
. Jwith an advertisizig: policy that. pre-| . Not -‘since:
sometimes were, genuine values; —
:fers. uplift to hardsell.. As its latest |81 at ‘least ~someone~ was. trying...

: ‘Culture. Sceasionlly. Tears -its

- The: prismatic ;‘talents’ of ‘Baie “ef: London: on: April 12, 1961..

‘serving:
of. caviar. for the masses:|’
” “Welconie©‘to.‘Judgment at Then, too, there were clips from .
<e Adams’. Late husband "Erate‘Kovacs [
-.in. thisa? “Festival :‘of ” Performing
. Santa’ Monica.” : |
ithe old pictures. Marie Dressler
: Arts,” Standard ‘Oil ‘is: observing ‘several: seasons. ago - have. :web|Dea | Thus, 6ff-and-running, were ‘the and Wallace Beery in “Min and
“the same: ‘taste,’ intelligence’ and. viewers. been treated: to. her shat-1\..¥*
oy | annual’Oscar sweepstakes, a: pro-: “Bill” come to mind.: Good nostalgic:
: @aring that characterized its pres~ ‘Tgram that alwayz has the obvious. fun. But no more.
;
fering mimiery of.
f Marilyn ‘Monro, 7}
. entations: of. .“The Age -of Kings’
_j automatic values—the elements: of |- Arthur Freed for the ‘Academy
and, “Piay of The Week.”.”::
.-, } excitement ‘and suspense for the ‘and Richard Dunlap as ABC pro‘The. :“Féstival”: opened: its: 10- Joudéd ‘on.” Jeanette: - MacDonald poe
. *teinematic buffs as to who's to. be. Gucér-director put together a well- ..
“week ‘series: of varied. programs in was. ‘equally: dévastating..
2. osi Fri.@),a0Pa
a ‘aecoladed: for:the: previous. year’s organized show, nicely timed, well‘
"most ‘elegant style..: Paul: Scofield, |: “Highlight, ‘though,"::was::
“Miss: mncrv’fib
‘| ‘work.*:
. -hacked ‘by Green: and his: men.
ne
.. ‘gtar. of. Broadway's. “Man For -All:
- “Emcee. Hope held up his end well | They. played it. straight.
Seasons,” and his. actress-wife ‘Joy Adams ~epening. ‘renditions:. ‘of a - . (Foote, ‘Cone.&Belding)”
{with the. topical funnies:.“I’m ‘some_Anchorman Hope happily dept.
of
©
“Kurt.
Weill.
‘tunes,
|
* Parker joirted in a hour: of: poetry‘|:brace“NBC News. ‘was ‘responsible last thing new,: a Method loser. Every-. the proceedings. from complete
_-Teadings: that: proved dambics ‘can| “Bilboa”” sand “My : ‘Ship, ” “whith |:Friday’. :for - ‘the: ‘one-shot, . “The body’s here. tonight—everybody ex- dulisville, ‘again with the topical-:
‘y belas. ‘much fun as whodunits.. It gave: fine’ range to. ‘the...gamin| -Nanishing~ 400.” At ‘was. -ineonse-, ‘cept George C.:Scott. The. show is ity: “One- ‘picture got a seal of
"was. ‘a’beautifully: handled: recital, . blonde’s - unique:‘combination, Of |
taped for our. actors ‘over: approval and the’ producer ‘said,
quential,. tliough’. ‘it was’ pleasant :‘being.
seas.”
taped: with: utter. simplicity. on .2° vocal. -and dramatic gifts::
Thereafter reluctant: ‘nom-- ‘Where did we fail.” And “Cleo-

’theatre ‘stage. ‘that was as-free of.| ~A_ nice: pitch: to the: happy’ half- | sometimes. ‘It's impossible ‘to ‘make inee:Scott.wag ignored. The. crack patra”-minded ‘Spyros Skouras: in.
“ excess ornament. ‘as:a: line.of. Bood |‘hour. was ‘created in. Miss. Adams’ |:a decent target out of ‘subject mat-. about the *Hollywood: expatriates a -recent address: said, “Friends,
ter like “Society”. when: ‘the archer’
n’. Without -Words,” : s. “admits from’ the first the. target:|-"was. _Sbvicusly a “runaway”. dig, Romans ‘and countrymen, lend Taking alternate turtis;: ‘Scofield |“Gershwi
‘she ‘vocalized sans ‘lyric‘accompa-| isn’t ‘worth ‘deflating... Cleveland
and. Mrs, ‘Parker. delivered poems: ‘nied by. Andre ~ Previn)’ . while
- Songs: nominated were rendered
about, .the.“Far* East. by. Shelley,. ‘wandering - : throught - ‘a -set.~that|Amory, socialite observer .and‘ au- |.
live .(used to: be taped. in advance)
ACADEMY: AWARDS”
“Hood and Coleridge :sequéing ‘into | ‘resembled ‘a giant. Chineésé glass thor of “Who Kill ed Society?” was:
by.. Ann-Margret, “Gogi: Grant,.
With
Bob
Hope
as
emcee.
.
_# group of: ancient Chinese poems mobile, ‘which didn’t make’ much}. consultant . for this’ show and he
Producer for the: Academy: Avtiir
| Soinay ‘Mathis, Gene Pitney. and
“-that-were striking |for their ‘direct- “sense ‘but somehow: was a-- ‘highly. -also-. appeared. .‘Like. the program |
‘Andy
. ‘Willianis.°‘The tune bits.
.
Freed:
|
‘ness ‘and humor.: Even.a bigger.hit | :suitable. . backdrop, All the. ele- ‘itself, He. chad. little-to: ‘say—and
prodiicer-director Richard: Dui- ‘came’ off all-:right, but cinema2. was the. first canto:of Byron's “Don. ‘ments, :in’ fact, seemed: 'to. have a: ‘like the. program. itself, he.Said. sit TV
re
-land’s
'cleffers. have . had’. better.
Jap
cleverly. ;

poetry.

me. rd)

* Juan, Ya: naughty exercise: in. Thyme ‘special: suitability... that~ welded.
90.Mins, Monday (9), 10:30: pim.- “7 years, —
: “handled with. ‘aristocratic. ‘grace by: ‘nicely — : Barry. ‘Shear's- direction, |. Tom Poston. and:‘other perform:.
The: ‘Oscar ‘show y as nof ‘ithout,.
Phyllis: _Newman,- PROCTER & GAMBLE:
the. Scofields. © ‘The program. was} Peter.’ Matz’ scoring. and -“David ‘ers, -~ including
r but.could have done without, art
ftom Santa ‘Monica
‘who has undeniable comedic talents. ABC-TY, {
~ younded “out -by a ‘brilliant: |D.. H: Cox: ‘light script. touchés,
= * of -her own, ‘appeared.in- mime].
|
appearance
by a man who identities
-: :.
of
(Grey):
Lawrence. poem’ ‘about. bats, ‘a ‘Tong |°..“Comedian Dick-Shawn: (who. has |
himself as. Stan Berman, “profes-' ~
sgeenes.spoofing the do’s. and: ‘dont’s|.
. excerpt from T. S. Eliot's. “BP amily: apparently. changed his ‘mind. since|:
~| sional - gate-crasher.” 2 ‘He. rushed"
‘as
‘laid.
down
in
Emily.
Post.
One
|
:
-' Reunion,” pieces. by Robert Browh- dhe: told: VaRIETY ‘a couple. of : years
foreign: ‘in from the wings to give a mock.”
‘geene, of a social climber ‘at ‘the But whether they:‘were onfor
:’ ing :arid Elizabeth ‘Barrett. ‘Brown- ago. that. he’ would: wait. for. toll~/opera. was favorably. reminiscent terrain ‘or perhaps playing living-. award to Bob Hope. and rushed out
“-jng; and-a-closing.. -group of: poems" vision): -spelled: Edie with:a ‘telling
‘of some. good -oldtime silent movie room gin.in Beverly Hills, the fact again.|
by. Walter: De La-Mare.
takeoff .‘on. teen*. dance. : -crazes: }-“funnin’. _Walter:"Pidgeon .was‘ dig_ Itwas a goofy bit:which inspired.
‘It was heady Stuff, .“but never: Composer-pianist: ‘Andre... Previn’ ‘nified as-he narrated the flip’ script of the ‘matter ‘was. that the. ‘stars
Hope to .adlib’ the program, needed
+ gtulfy: .On' the contrary, there was/.knocked’. out.a bright. Gershwin by.John O'Toole. He: was there to on hand” were. not- in: sufficient a‘Goorman. .
number to warrant - all-star-cast |:
-' a: cumulative ‘impact *ahout.' this. medley. : Tas
back up,.‘in ‘effect; some. cleverly.
Proctor & Gamble’s commer-' ;
- pedital- ‘which, ‘by. the.time of ‘the. Miss ° ‘Adautis’‘eloseotit :-aiter the. Selected and. edited. film. clips of: ‘billing: for.this Civic | Auditorium cials.. okay and not too intrusive...
~ Teading: from’ TT. Se “Eliot,” ‘had a final “blurb- was. lean and. ‘clean “society” at work arid: play,.mostly outing.:
|:
‘But.. it .séemed incongruous that |
‘ hyphotie: power. .
‘| dike:-the ‘rest of.it)- at
play. While’ all this was ‘okay,. ob- | “Present and‘accounted for: Eddie. ‘Mrs: Bing. Crosby (Kathy Grant),. ;

e

‘Future. ‘programs. on “this-series ;

we,

all, ~ |viously; the. -emptiness. of the: ‘thing Albert, Fred Astaire, Carrol Baker;

"Will include performances by--bari- aad thankpisces
i!
.. tone.George London, ‘violinist Isaac
|*
‘vj i
Stern, -guitarist : Andres : Segovia, WINDOW: SHOPPING
—_
:“pidnist Rudolf .Serkin:and..the’ With Bob Kennedy.
_
: ‘Budapest : ‘String’ ‘Quartet, cellist: Producer: - Alan’ ‘Gaibext
“Pablo ‘Casals,- Michael Flanders &- ‘Director: ‘Lloyd Gross::
"Donald ‘Swann, .Margaret: Leighton: “30° Mins., Mon. -Fri., 12:30°pam, a
‘fePARTICIPATING ©.
_ anid: Dorothy. ‘Stickney.
James: Fleming, whe. together: " ‘ABC-TV. (New. York)..-

-Lwas-apparent: after very few min- George. ‘Chakiris, _ Richard. Champutes, because the faet could not. be | ‘berlain;.. Macdonald: | Carey;.’ “Cyd

doing the. sales: pitches, needs the

money. -

:

-Gene.

ignored that NBC News ‘was trying. Charisse;. -Mary. Costa, ‘Joan. Craw--:
to Satirize fomething |
the= network. ford; Angie Dickinson, ‘Vincent Ed-:

CBS,NBCFightOver.
Ber But Help Close.
: Ba Hudson,. Glynis. Johns,: :‘Shirley.|i. 1Jones, Gene Kelly; ‘Shirley Knight, :
“Gap With Vital info
“| Jack Lemmon; .Tony Martin,’ Dina |":.
-| wards, . Anthony. Franciosa,: Greer|}.

fant,

i

‘SoRINGTIME |
USa

‘Garson, : George. Hamilton,

Rock|:

Leon Ames; |Molly” Ree,: Merrill, :Paul..Newman, Lee. Rem-|
y By ra W OODSTONE
: with. David’ Susskind :is producing
| | As ‘the: daytime. ‘quizes ‘g0,:“ania| With:
W
-‘this series; hosts. in: his usually im- ‘new:‘ABC-TV: entry” appears. to’“bel Marion. . Morgan, ‘Billy |Strange,. ick,’ Debbie.* Reynolds,.‘Rosalind | : . The: tv viewing “publie ¢an.- be.:/
Harry.
‘Clark,
©
Jack.
.
.
Halloran
Russell,
Eva
Marie
Saint,
Maxamil-1
“peceable tyle. Standard -Oil takesa ‘fairly, strong: entry, with emphasis} '. Singers,: Hlonier Garrett’ Square Vian’ ‘Schel, : Rod Taylor, .Shelley thankful | in. yet another way.. for
a -three-minute ‘break-midway’ in:
the.‘orbital feat of. Col. John H.
the. show~ and’. that’s. ‘all, ‘even. on.. the: ‘excitement of: the game’ S| .: Dancers, .“Glendale ©“Sympbonys: Winters. and - Joanne Woodward. . | Glenn Jr Everytime his name‘
af: This <would be. a’ mighty fancy’ ‘comes up, or: thatof the National
though it's’ entitled to:Six: minutes -cornpetition ’ “rather . :than- “bright |.’": BiNy Liebert: Orch
oe lineup’ ‘except consideration .miust: Aefonautics & Space Administra_ for, the,hour. .
fa Herm: = chatter. from. personiality-—or. odd: |‘Producer: Bill ‘Alcine:.
:+ Director: Jim Johnson“1: | be given-to fhe number of the vet. tion; the. nétworks get frenelically
| bali—guests, ~
Pee
‘Writer: Bill’ O’Hallaren :”o
-tTuminaries - of .Hollywood, includ-: and openly competitive . so that.

"RASTERS GOLF
rovourNamine - Young. :‘beamer™, ‘Bob: ‘Kennedy | 60. Mins., ‘Sat. 6:30 p.m. a .
ing'many. of the ‘nominees, ‘whot.
“, With” Chris ‘Schenkel,. Sohn’Derr; : faces,three eontestants who briefly | GLENDALE FEDERAL. SAVINGS stayed . away. ‘It. looked ‘to some for. once the viewers can get 2
his — ‘toxically’. sound idea’ of -how..
Pe
ee
JJ:
Jim. McArthur-ENXT, ‘Los Angeles
_|
observers -like”. a< “ brushoff...The} tough the tv networks can be—and.
-produeets Peter. Molnar.-:
AS salute. ‘to spring,” “KNXT’s
: Director:. Frank ‘Chirkinian,”
Bob by. réniembering ‘details, that con-|auspicious”: : “‘Springtime,. : “USA” “panning ‘cameramen. had _trouble ‘usually- are—on each other. —
fee
af
finding well-known faces..
General Dynamics produced a:
‘Dailey: ‘stitute. -accurate, new information. |“special - was’: a. musical delight, “a
Indeed; the trade: generally’ was. 60-minute: film on the. preparations.
: 80:‘Mins.; ‘Mon: ),. 5 pm:
:‘Show, ‘caught: gathered .‘excitement|skillfully. produced ™:-hour:. “Quite “lot s0- excited. --about. Osear’- this|"‘for and .éxecution of the Glenn
‘TRAVELLERS INSURANCE, “ARas -a..: femnie “Contestant
was ‘an ‘ambitious ‘undertaking onthe “year as: in past. ‘Loew’s. pitched. in flight. “It filled in many of the.gaps’
. i
ROW SHIRTS .Aocal- level, “Springtime”
was. ‘big. ‘with -press “layouts :but_ other ‘that existed on- tv last February, .
eet ‘eliminated -.and one: .of ‘the two] polished,
CBS-TV.. (Augusta;. Ga. an
.- pleasing and Rrofes: exhibitors:only sporadically |‘beeause it was able to: show somes
As
Jt
men en: the ‘panel -overcame .a- big|sional. :
(¥&R)”
:engaged: ‘in the promotional -push. thing that was not. available at
“The CBS Sports. ‘department. had’ ‘score deficit ‘to:.vin. ‘Winners, -who'|’ Leon’: “Ames: emeeed -with: ‘Monday: .(9). night's: ., airer: that ‘time—the .pictures of:.Glenn
ca. real eliffhanger- ‘going-into. ‘the’, retirn:’* until. ‘ eliminated, .~ get: ‘tot easy, - personable: ‘style’ ‘and. ‘his:; adhered - tothe familiar format in. orbit. the. sounds of his heart’
‘narration ‘knit “the. various. come. ‘ald’ ‘this is a: script that’s _béen -beat, and glimpses of his. yeactions
Monday (9). coverage. of. this. year’"st ‘glance -at a. “window”: “full. of |.-ponents.of the: ‘program together
overworked. The ‘idea- ‘supposedly
Masters: ‘Tourney. ‘With -‘three-top|:stierchandise: ‘for as’ ‘many. seconds.|: ‘smoothly. There was’.a’ consider- ‘is to let.the award announcements to critical situations occurring on
-Teentry, It was an exciting .supple:. golfers deadlocked :in: an 18-hole,; as they have. piled: up‘points, then|able- range: of ‘varied: and able. speak for themselves but with the ment, which NBC used.as supplied.
are
gifted
with’.
what..they
-can.
talent ‘on: the show—Molly: Bee, talent.- present ‘it’s -.a- pity..they: ‘by’ GD: and which ‘CBS. chose: to.
: - or sudden. death, playoff. Like: the.
movie. serials. ‘of old, ‘the©final- :accurately- describe :in: the: window.. Marion Morgan,’ Billy Strange; the couldn’t. have been given. some- alter significantly. - 7
“chapter, was: -anticliniactie. ‘and 4’ ‘They get’ thé whole window. full of Jack Halloran Singers; the. Glen- “thing: ‘to: ‘door: say...and ©thus |. ‘But ‘it’s.not what -CBS‘and NBC ;
he
h;. the -H
‘letdown,. at Teast .as: the.Netw ork: ‘goodies: ‘if one .of ‘the ‘items they “dal
- |describe: is: in” an envelope. ‘they_|: S,®. Symphony Oreh;:
the. omer ‘provide: ‘an: entertainment,: bonus.. did with!the film. It's. what ‘they’.
; wovered. it.
"(Continued .
on:“page 59). ha is.“Perhaps: the nub oF the did ° before ‘this. valuable visual’‘have
=
picked.
Window.
.has
:
-from].
‘Video cut.in on’- thes 15th:‘tee,
.|rehash was ready for airing -on$2,000
to-:$3;
000°.
syorth
:
of
.
mer|
figuring on the-odds that: the three-| Monday: -(9) that is -at. least .as
‘way match would. ‘go: ‘down. to the chandise,. appiiarices, tv sets ete.:
much of the: story: NBC News .
'" J-quite ‘evidently. has friends in...
last ‘hole.. The.-odds “unfortunately |- Shiow ‘extraets some . fun.” from}
.. failed: to-hold, and favorite: Arnold: ‘the pictures:used, such ‘as a Saturs|
| NASA ani. the reasons are: quite ©
:” Palmer. “was. ‘sthree™ ‘under: par :— ‘day-Evening-Post-type. illustration |*
_| simple: - the’ NBC
crew ...works’
“* $hree ‘strokes up ‘on’ .Player |and o£ six youngsfer's: in:a. bathtub..In}..
~-Féllowing: ‘NBC-TV's ‘gambit ‘of programming ‘20th-Fox. feature :‘|harder ‘on. them and this—fairly .
.
‘strokes up: on’. Finsterwald ; the “rapid roiind ‘of citing’ details, | aa “tims: on Saturday nights, ABC-TV. has moved into the weekend _ or unfairly—has sometimes ‘given .
lent he’ was’
tel
|-the’facts ranged from. thie. number scene:
|.
with ‘a lineup ‘of. “post-1948 United: Artists’ package :which;..| that. network the edge on: NASA “unless
to: blow up, °.
What.was missed while: “Brighter |.‘of kids ‘and ‘shade; of.background , - opened Sunday (9) with .a 24-city..Trendex bang. ‘The getaway pic,
copy."ABC got openly mad at. thie
*Spaee” “Secret Storm”. and -“Edge|‘down -:to” ‘the. :finite- elements |". “Run Silent; Run. Deep,” was. a marquee blockbuster with Clark.- | liaison Iast time, ‘CBS this. time.
Late Jast week, CBS told its af..Of, Night” -Yaunched: their |weekly. wherein - Contestant's | -memory
- Gable and Burt Lancaster in: the leads and; :if the NBC experience.
illiam: Wood ‘of |. proves anything, the’ ABC: Sunday’ ‘night ratings from: here’ on, in:.: filiated. stations, in. effect, that
-. glycerene. ‘strip “grind. was..Palmer.|: faltered.’ Prof:
‘coming from. behind -in. a‘ brilliant Columbia: .'U:'s: "Journalism ‘School . will yary directly with the calibre of ‘the film presentations... ©. - .| NBC --and NASA were playing:
-footsy on the release ‘date ‘of the.
a
of. five. ‘birdies: out. of: ‘six is‘final judge of: a detail’s..validity.. _.:, The Gable-Lancaster pic moppéd -up .a°38.0 ‘share: of audience
4. » Only. sdrawback .could™ be’. -that. and: 21.3 rating in. the 8:30 to 10:30: p.m.. span, riding roughshod
new -film (which was-in color dnd
oles
.
“ee “Kismet” tiitist:be the.‘slogan. of the-repetition of.'very_:minor: pic- -. over CBS-TV competition of the second half-hour of the Ed‘ Sulli-. - thuswas serviceable .in this. par: ‘the: ‘CBS. sports this .week, but, as. ‘ture: details might’.-become. boring}. Van’ “show, “GE Theatre,” “Jack Benny Show” arid “Candid Game .. ticular regard to only NBC among:
°usual, :all- hands... deserve: a. deep: to ‘viewers in time, :or a contestant .||’. era,”. which garnered: an. average. 28.8 share and 16.1 :rating;-‘and "| the networks, since: only NBC. is”
* bow.: ‘for the - coverage. that. was, with: ..a-~ genuine’. -photographic "over. the’ NBC-TV: lineup ‘of, “Car 54, “Bonanza” ‘and the first presently ‘geared to. air: color);. Said CBS: “Before we at CBS had |
"Direction; commentary. and. camera ‘memory. might: come on and ‘never. * half-hour ‘of:the “DuPont Show,” whiehhad §an. average: 28. 0.share
- . any‘ notification of: the existence”
work was excellent,. and the inina-. get ‘off—might, in fact, keep: the]. of. ‘audience. and 15. 8 rating.
is, “Run. Silent,..Run: Deep,” a “golid., but: ‘converitional submarine ‘of such ‘film, NBC had apparently
-become aware . .-» and assumed
“hole “were.“an- effective. “innovation a “couple’ of -‘Shows: to.finish.. ‘Show: ~ story,.was:introed with a short-trailer clip,. bit. otherwise -it was
- this: -year’ in: describing -the: +haz- ‘caught went:‘over to .extent ot "a straightforward -presentation-“punctuated. regularly. with spots. . a release time .. . for last Tuesday
“> Indicating SRO status was the.dozen or’ so commercials for vari-. | (3). (This was a week before
ards,.. course of. play, .and: ‘back- eliminating ‘the. credit crawl.
ground
data necessary: to: give |: “Window Shopping” is ‘a. “Wolf Q: ‘ous: products:: “Upcoming directly in: ‘this. series are such pix as | the. show was .actually .aired, however, since CBS was later promised
ue, for. _ “tndian Fighter,”” -a-Kirk Douglas _starrer,.and: “Shake Hands
‘viewers ‘a - graphic.’ understanding: Production; ABlerbert..-
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~~ |tee. responsible for making up the}.

:

. proster’ of-““Radio’s 40-Year Club" ]'
-:
.fshoulg: trim tie cat’s whisker on]. ..*° 0 .:

02
* Al. ‘Salerno. Is taking lover the. N.Y.Waste tolceeom: raaie-te ‘golunan’: ‘their crystal: set. I must presume}. 9
seeing over. from: the: ity-side: desk: to .fill: the ‘spot. vacated .‘with: that’s what they-used when ‘tuning }-. S ove
in‘the stations listed...:
i
. Bert Burns’ shift to.the National Observer as. radio-tv head.° -.
By.)BILL GREELEY
poshery” never to make the grand.
: Video: playwright ‘Dale Wasserman; to.‘represent the. Writers’‘Guila’|. “There is ‘a little ‘50.000-watter |.
‘pu
at the annual ‘Los: Angéles.confab April 28 . . . The new.Sandy Lesberg. here- in ‘New Bid that rie Spot | elevision |‘has..
recouped |P Adsville:: For the: first time: at.

2wcrmltonie,
0.
RLS

n
the su
.”ghow ‘6m WRUL, international short ‘wave. outlet;: has.jined up. Steve: loud ‘and..clear
last.-year’s slump, but{the agency, Kenyon &’ Eckhardt”
‘icely:‘roi
: ‘Allen; Tony Randall,.Zsa Zsa Gabor, Steve ‘Lawrence, Chubby Checker, ‘aren't. acting ‘up: It’s called¥
yee
‘yepresentatives... are dis- has. promoted . account supervisors |
a we
: Pina‘ Leuise:‘and Kim Novak as guests.’ {Robert Blees:named. ‘producer Radio,,atid. each: day for--the’xveAare
to. management supervisors; They
. Of: “Conrbat;” the ‘ABC-TV. hourlong. series. due. next: fal] }.:.".: Joa “4Q° years ‘more -and .“more- radio taeped as never before by agen-. are’:yeepees” Kevin Kennedy, Lee’
‘listeners seem, to.‘find:60.
Dotthe: oe”

:) Freidin,, WNEW-TV press department’staffer, to Puerto.Rico on: busi=

° ness .°.: w N.Y. -Staftelecisistare yestored an:appropriation of:$600,000-

dial...

‘

and advertisers’ ‘absolute Abbott and -L.. Dickson "Griffith.
Worship.of the number's;
cago:. John J. P. Odell will
buying’ Yivaifabilifies, °
‘patfngs ineLeo Burnett agency as ‘an ac-

- for educational television, not. $66,000 as-erratumed in last. weeks issue]. . We “would ‘pate“to 3ank"attthowe |"“fa.
:. -ABC-TV’s. “Queen For A’ Day” ‘hits the. road in-May, originating’ other: ‘more. fortunate. ‘Statiogs, te:

As_one}! bunt ‘supervisor... . . Nelson. C.
- from. Spokarié. May 14-18 and then from: the ‘Seattle. Fair fron. May 21- resign‘. their: membership. In‘your |"age the‘ he-aliand end-all.
au
.} Metealf, .a copy supervisor, and
O25
« John _Affriol. named y.p: over ty: production: by-WED,, fila pros.

"46-Year Club”. just -berause we fze

et”

inea

Seta
cRN
WONT)

Pien PheBate. Peter Olsted;:a tv copy supervisor,

: duction ‘outfit ... , Robert-Lewis: Shayon will write ABC-TV’s one-hour were. éxcluded,-so we are ‘willing.; sputing,-you
tan ¢ believ
¥:|Haye joined Burnett ..; . Joseph P.:
special. ‘on U.: "S; ‘and. Russia’s .éducationat’ Sen ta.titled: “‘Fviin ‘arid: to.‘hush.‘the.whole. thing. up wit
Wie throw: Guta: 37: yating. that |Greaturo, as exée director for ty,
: Johnny.” Nick: ‘Webster will. direct .ie ‘Inve Tunick
develop ths seript | }
“sitaple ‘acknowledgment... ;‘edsts $50.and ‘nove. tom 38 ‘at $49:gnd James G. Sherman, as an exec
(for: ABC ‘Filnis “Lanny: Budd”. Series, rs :
Maser that: WNEC. daes: indeed Do
director, have joined Neeahain,
: Mack‘ Bing, ‘of -thé Garry-:Moore ‘staff, and.‘Mel:‘Torine-atezout: to, belong.
ee
.
L0u
rorby
.. . In. Detroit:
. package.” a. 13-week -hotspéll' series with. .Torme -fronting# the. singer-.|"
oahere “ws “the:fine. “printsenilability, pou.4c over oP ‘your’ James QO. Beavers has been apae
>”actor-arrives here this week’ to.talk details with Bing . . eh Engl
‘develed ‘to.the ‘subject: —s: andt*
ihe. est '¥
do, says the (Poimted_.radio-tv supervisor on
*has-sold ‘a script: to Fred MacMurray for the ABC-TVer- “My: Threé Wantery’ Ss.print is the: finest: in the}.
1 on fo.8adSaazak he. Chevrolet account’ at Camp‘Sons” :. .”.. TV-radio :thesp. Merrill E.:Joels:is appearing in ‘th ¢ Insti-: businés
-was there’ any’. recollec::t, ‘exec, is-pray:'
‘Hell-Ewald, succeeding. Hugh ‘Lu-

~thite for’, Advanced :Studies of Theatre Arts. production nat
4 ines
Polish. tion .of- NBC's

pioneer ‘rolein and thé American ‘Research -Bu- '¥as, ‘who was recently. made man-.-

splay; “The: Wedding” .- < Screen: Gems merchandising boss" Ed. Justin. the: development: of:: Radio. .‘Could |reau repott don’t ‘match. up on: your. ager:of the radio-ty
radio-ty department,
:ds-off-to“London ‘at. ‘the end of ‘April, to promote: the British-"Auckle- fit -be- that- "you: don’t 'recégnize” us. stations’. higtetated spots and. low-

“aberry” ‘Hound. -Weekly, a:mag.based. on the U;S.-made'ty:eartoen char-. ‘because ‘they ‘used™: to “call Sus|rated. spots..J£. they’ are. split, you|
yactér.. .6::Olivia, deHavilland guesting. Friday. (13) on. ‘Casper Citron’s’ “WEAF? Maybe: it’s.because we are | can. go to: the Nielsen: agencies |-. ‘WRFM. stanza‘. :. ; -Géorge Schafer’s Hallmark: production, “Give Us- wearing : our ‘air.-‘differently «that and sell’ the good Nielsen’s, then |.
” Barabbas”’ “repeats ‘Suriday . (15) on. NBC-TV, -with:
ith James Daly, -D
.
‘London, April .10,
‘| you" passed, us,UPwithout: ‘$0 muclt }-go te the ARB: agencies: and sellthe|}” '. ‘King, ‘im
‘Hunter, Toni Darnay and John
“wie Miltor Rosia. “as ‘a nod:
“More. ‘than 500 delegates have.
. 00d, ARB's.: . .
. and: Thomas Howell: :were riamed veeps -of.Cel fomiatie” a-new. division.|: - Whatever, the: ‘reason, ‘allowsme}: : Out: in Chicago, rt rep:4s dead been registered for the 29th. an-.
‘of ScreenGems: -they.were’ prexy. and exee veep, respectively, ‘of. the: to. add -these vital ‘links©‘In. the any titne he’s a loser in-the Niel- nual conference of the Advertising
audio-visual. production’ company. before SG bought ‘it .in. January , ..>- ‘ghain ‘of:.events .in” the _develop- ‘Sen’s -because virtually-.all of the -Association due from May 9 to
Bill’ McDaniel; NBC. Radio: topper,-married: Mrs, Sharman’ K- Bilis.‘Sry. ‘ment-of. radio, ‘lest. they muffle my top 20 ad: agencies kneel at ‘the. 12... Labor Party's new advertis= of. Scarsdale,’ ‘NY, late last month in: Arlington, Vaz”
shrine, Reason, ‘théy say, ing. commission which is headed
druin .with.’ crepe,. . and. talke: aw:ay.
ny ‘Nielsen
is because.with
Nielsen headquar- by: Lord Reith, as former BBC
‘National’ Safety Council's annual: pubservice award tor‘idxeéptional- my trumpet. -a
fered:
in
‘Chicago, agency. ‘and: ad- |‘topper; .is to include such agency.
*: ‘service to'safety” has béen. awarded to. WNBC, WABGC, WCCBS, WMCA. watt ‘of: all,: “please” ‘note.“that.
vertise¥ - vanks: are” Joaded:. with ‘personnel. as Brian Copland; re-.
$n New -York City, and WHLI;. Hempstead, L.-T. -:*. ¢ Producer. Roger:|:
C. Radio (as: WEAF) went on:
‘-Gimbel. has been: named to. handle the TV. Guide awards show-on- NBC: |. the air on Aug.. 16,:1922, ‘operating ‘graduates : OF: the giant research ‘séarch director for Hobson, Bates
| firm; “and he ‘on-the-job ‘training. and ‘Partners and Brian MacCabe,,.
BY, June 24°.’....Singer Page Morton: begins a 15-minute weekly ‘show: with: 500 watts::
at ‘Numbers 'U. builds allegiance.y ,chairman: of Faote, Cone and Beld=
on: WOR ‘April ‘21 with Tony .Maryin ‘as ‘host. and .Chock -Full ‘O'- ‘Nuts : Second, let's.take ‘another.took’

LondonAgencies .

“New_Yorkisdifferent. It is:‘split

’_ eoffee .as ‘Sponsor«. -.: .. A composer ‘and- ‘formerly music ‘critic -of ‘the|

ing |; . . George Pope, chairman of

:
|
Etic : ‘Salzman, ‘has ‘.joineil. the. -noricommercial.|atthe. Firsts...
_givelf: to -charige.’ “‘Sxample:. ‘fhe executive ‘committee for seven
FIRST... paid. radio: conimets 5
a
Walter -Tho tipson: -yeafs, ‘becomes prexy of the AA
aa:
Aug:
:.28,;:1922;
a
10-minute:
‘swi
for:*62-'63., . . First ad campaign
~.web, with. the baseball ‘season getting underway, is feeding a 10-minute:
announcement. for ‘the Queensbort 4
*: etrip. at 6:05 .p.m,-with sports. director Van, Patrick, .
Shakeup™ ‘days:at thé. from: the United States Travel
a
Service,
aimed to attract British_
|
ough.
‘Corp.
of.
Jackson:
‘Height’,
3
age
yer. tucked himself in
“Hubbell Robinson, .CBS-TV_seiiior .v.p. ‘of programs,’ ‘back. from a New. York...
‘ers.to the U.S., is leaving out tv.
wld
“New. York:‘Times,.

- ‘WBAI-FM as. director of a-newly-created music department... : Mutual

“week: on. Coast’. . . Charles Steinberg, CBS-TY-:v.p. of public-informa:..tion, -to: the:‘Coast after a. stopover at-the National: Assn. of Broadcasters .

‘FIRST’; . -.” simultaneous: ‘proady. '

ee eal

the

“clien

est

of

all.

Entite $168,000 appropriation {is-

going - on press.
- David M. Blank, director of ecqnomic analysis for ‘CBS,.‘easting * by - wire-connected™’ radio}: eis the glient, the “best on. a
Agency,’ which
will address the Annual: ‘Forecasting Coriference. ‘of:the N.Y. Chapter: ‘stations: .CWEAF and. WNAC, Bos: ; sik-market -buy.. ‘The next. morn-.
“me eting’

. . Basil Butler

tied. with the
-|ing he.received a frantic call from “American: Gardner - Advertising ? of ‘the American ‘Statistical :Assn. Tuesday -(18). ; ....-Ex-newspaperman ton);" Nov... 24, "1923,.
Jast.
year,
underwent
a name-..
and ‘novelist: Elliott Arnold: Hamed story consultant for: 3S-TY’s “Raw-| ‘FIRST =: ; "Broadcast: of a com. : the. boss: He. had" ‘been. trapped change. ‘Company is now. Butler ‘&.
_dnt ‘the switch from: one ,
., hide”. ‘>. CBS newsman Walter Cronki
nkite was guest speaker
atthe 41st plete’: coicer} ‘Philharmonic, Noy. ‘ove’
Gas
er.Ltd
.....
American
foods
re
’|service.:te: thie: other. and had to |
Annual Safety. Conference: in “Boston... ';..: Restauraté : Vincent -‘Sardi: 22;1
be boosted by a big cam(aE will appear ‘on “CBS: Reports:. ‘The ; Taxea.Aineri¢gn,” two-parter |. STRST: oe ado address by:y ‘Raul “out. the ‘caleulator. and work|paigho here,
Robert
N..
Anderson,
. skedded. for: April 12 and:19.' | .; CBS- TV. “Brighter: “Day” ‘castings: | President ~“Glarding),: “Tune (2h, over the ARB:figures that had: “just- agricultural .attache, U.S. Dept. of
ffome. Aine:
./ Don’ Penny, Patsy:: Garrett, Benny, Gatteys and: Perry:-lvins-” ry o.<4: ‘Vet ;
oy
Agriculture told London agencies
British thesp Trevor Howard signed: ‘for top. role With Ingrid Bergman |:Tt: ORIRST cee. broadéast: ‘ota ‘prize: ;
rep‘salesman:paust be ‘able’ to First. agents - appointed:.“Richard in CBS-TV's. 90-minute “Hedda Gabler’ special set.for: next fall::’
fight.tilcrd Firpo)) July 12, 1923:, juggle” those .‘reports. ‘Procter’ & ‘Sil and. Partners ‘Ltd. . .
ly. -switched “from
Dean. Corse: exits. as station: managér:. of.'
, Mt. Kisco. WY) . FIRST .;-..; broadcast: ona coast- Gamble:
a to take over.‘program directing:forTHe Concert Networkin Boston."a to-coast
:hookup. (on. Red Network ‘Nielseh +9“ARB (it is shattering.to
contemplate
the
massive miscalcu~*~. established: :-Gct.. 14,:: 1923, “with

“INHOLLYWOOD.
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Tidewater Bankrolls

[Jations, the.
giantsoapery has, would
. |WEAF ‘and:“WNAC,. ‘Boston) Feb.
oF could. Take betweed.one report |
8,1924. ‘inaine
stilt
3
but
ints
Beverly:
in
‘yesidence’
and.
the.
other)...
up:
taken
Pola igs post. with- Engiand’s .Gratiada-network.: This. was ‘his | FIRST’. te~tondeast ftom,a sib
-Bddie
‘tains
a consultant:
{s-“This means that. reo}Burnett ‘out |. “Tidewater has picked up full
Peet,
ast stop on-a.global jaunt’... . A lady pulled up at a studio decked out! marine: Dec.901
:| in- Nielsenviile is a. Nielsen agency, |
“-dn a full-length. mink ‘and. driving a:-white:Rolls Royce. She:.was Eose- |. FIRST“3: i
deast‘from’ ‘the rexcept .‘for- its - P&G. products, ‘sponsorship of four “CBS Reports”

Four ‘CBS Reports’ Shows :

1 programs starting with the. April
. mary: deCamp. reporting for .work on a:Borax commercial. Ah, those Toor of ‘House. of Representatives, which: are: now’.
Same tinie,
26 televast:-Foote, Cone & Belding
“*yesiduals. ;:; .-Ad agency Veepee Lee ‘Laufer. canned :4:‘hole-in-one but. March 9, 1933.
Ogilvey,.-Henson ‘& ‘Mather, Which ‘Is.
-the agency...
broadcast:
from:
Graf:
“recently . switched . “from “ARB: to;
“FIRST: . se
‘Bristol-Myers, in a satiration. .
NSI,: ‘is. now Nielsen; “except for:
buy for the June 1 through July. |
“Seaman; prexy of. Sullivan, Stauffer; Colwell. & ‘Bayles, made: a fast.|Zeppelin
over.A
Atlantic;
“0:
et.
“22,
: Lever: ‘Bros.,- which ..is.. B. And 13 period, inked for participation. _
s.. ‘eal on the: Hollywood -Office, saw ‘the’ warm. suit: streaming: through: ie1933:
IRST . broadcast: ‘of ‘Coro- Dancer, Fitzgerald, -Sampl As NSI, jin ‘six nighttime shows. The pro-.
‘and beat a hasty ‘retreat: to the. outdoors .";.. Robert. Q: Lewis. is ‘billed: | FIR
grams are “Eyewitness,” “I’ve Got .
- ini the downtown: dailies: as “the world’s worst: disk. jockey’ re-'s «. NBC's’ nation’ of Pope.‘Pius:“XII, ‘Mateh. except for P&G.
:
- Norman. Craig & Kummel has a. ‘Setret,”
‘Mort Werner. making the ‘Founds ofthe. Stuidio suppliers . .:.-RCA-sales 11, :1939: “Twilight - Zone,”:
., Veepee x ‘M: ‘Williams now ranks L. A--as-the largest -color- set‘market |".FIRST . “Broadcast from. Mos- ; ‘dropped Nielsen for.ARB. Remain- “Checkmate,” - Password, a and
a]
Ferrin hauled ‘east.‘with: two’ completed: pilots of. “Jungle ‘cow-on. a iidway hookup; ‘Sept: 3, ing loyal to Nielsen in New, York: “Pete & Gladys.”
‘| . (at. last -count) are” -Lennen. &]{ - In: the. web's sports. department, ..
o:
Book ‘pased .on the Rudyard: Kipling: stories.. NBC: gets :the: first ‘look. 1941, .
aoe 1, . Arthur Lubin aired to‘Tokyo:ta look. over the. facilities for three. “With, the:above ‘facts:‘and ret Newell; Cunningham **&...Walsh;. Pabst: Brewing and Melnor. Indussegs. of*'Mr. Ea:” ‘Series is
lshighly:popular with the.
+ Japanese,
‘* erences in. the. record). could you. Sullivan, Stauffer, etc.; wm. Esty; tries ‘signed for. the exclusive tele-...:)
<:] please: put ‘us -up for: membership: Kenyon... &.- _Eckhardt; ‘Reach-Mc- ‘east of ‘horse. ‘racing’s famed . |-4in “Variety's. ““40-Year. Club?" We'd: Clinton;.. J,” M.: ‘Mathes; Wexton; “Triple Crown” —the .-Kentucky:
like ‘to. get’-in “before. -their, : first: and 50 on... |
‘| Derby, - Preakness, and” Belmont.
" Don ‘Ansel,. of the’.
Walter. Thompson: pubret, etait.‘and: fotmienly \-golf™ tournament: ‘We've got some |. At the ARB stand are “Young: &
Stakes. .:
ee with the NBC and EBS shops ‘here, ‘leaves:-soon: for. San “Mateo, -Calif.. fine. Golfers ‘at:WNBC, :Ago. a
+} Rubieam;. Ted:.Bates; “Lambert &
ws a ‘where ‘he’"HL.“be regional market: development. manager for. Edward: Dal-.
U'Slev. | Feasley;«- LaRoche; :: Geyer, - “ete.;:
| tom €g. 2. ;| Puppeteer: ‘Rufus Rose:is. suing ‘WGN-TV. for the rights
:.| Guild, Bascom: & ‘Bonfigli; Papert, | J

:. he-got off easy. It was a cold morning and. everyone-ordered hot soup.'|
"At the: snootier clubs: they- insure for $600 against-an-ace -. . Alfred

. - IN:CHICAGO. .
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“l°

the'name;“‘Blue Fairy,” kidshow. which. won a.pair-of Peabody Awards.
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, “| Mankind,” hosted by Mrs. Eleanore |- a
‘| Roosevelt... ‘The. hour: “symposium, ee

-.° Lfeaturin
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7
we
i. ‘deal withPy ao of ‘internation: “Thie Festival’ét’‘Performing’ ‘Airts,* ‘the hewhour longsets‘betng” oy
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mad

bankrolled. by Standard. Oil: of N. Jd, on: WNEW-TY, N.Y * and WETG,

Opt,

:

Fo
| night.(3): from ‘New.‘York. newspapers, “The: Nz. y. Times published two.
Lo a n A *t10 - Gell,’‘says: apne ‘gtetke ‘has:“beeon{commercial ty, 8 :
Commercial. tv eden,Ao 30
sre! mo stays:
thwhile..
-It represents _Vidtaped: ° Show «“tied. New
.
reviews with: Jack ‘Gould’s regular ty critique being backed: up --by- |
en
Taubman. ‘Both ‘were raves. And for. the... .
‘¢atching their first breath. after |the greatest advance ever achieved. ‘Vistas: for: Television,”. will go ‘out, piece bydrama.critic’ Howard
Harriet’ Van Horne. reviewed. a’

NET. ‘affiliates for’ airing. begin- | Tare instance,. World-Telegratn tv critic
~the -setilement of the dispute with| by. performers. “Half our: members| ‘0:
ning: Monday, ‘May .7 .:(it will: be local :New: York prograni. Up, to. that: point,

‘she confined hier reviews* -

‘Quickest. off the who work in: television ‘(about
on WNEW-TY, to: network shows, The.N. Y. Board of Education also. took the-unystial’:” mark~ is Associated © TeleVision,. 1,000). will. treble. their. earnings: seen-in New York ‘Boston’s
‘educa~ step of circularizing all: of its. English: high.‘school’‘departments to rece. 2 os
which had. a production unit flying A ‘further: fifth will double them." Sunday; “May. 6)...
-ommend the series to the students.”
out to Spain in a matter. of hours: “According : to. Equity, around |tional’. WGBH-TV,. in : cooperation| In addition, the ‘White House's spécial: consultant: ‘on: the-arts, ‘August . ot
“Brandeis
UProduces.
Proswit
after the new fee agreement was $40,000 has been’ paid out in.strike
-Heckscher, lauded. M: J. ‘Rathbone; president of New. Jersey Standar
y shurepec 8.
signed. Other stations have taken money to. artists: “severely
“| for sponsoring. the series of the Programs, 1thefirst:ofwhieh he.found
- things. more slowly and. are. feeling |tby the dispute.
fo.be: an: “enchanted “hour,”
Actors’ Equity.

their way cautiously.
Reluctant at this "early. stage. toy
‘Mame names. or: disclose. precise}
plans for the return of strike cas-|”

ualties for. fear of béing held over
a

barrel, .the independents.
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= va Telefilmindostry |
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” Satelitei.
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‘year,‘declares BBC spokesman Ronald Waldman in answer to Australian:

; Continuea’‘from pace ioi
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mate it will be between four to six: under. The. common. carriers. would
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before ‘Programming
re- be more: easily kept under FCC's.
turns to normal”.
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{regulatory thumb than a more-unOnly features certain to. return wieldy corporation | “with | - public’
are ABC-TV drama cycle, “Arm-; _ownership.
Communications. Act
chair Theatre.” and the “Televi- gives ‘Commission. far-reaching.
sion: Playhouse” and “Play Of The powers, of course, in the commen
Week” skeins which are fed alter- carriers field.
nately by the three weekday ma- : Minow plugged for’ ‘a “ separate
jors ATV, Associated-Rediffusion séctlon to be tacked onto the Comand Granada-TV.
-Topraters . like munications’ Act’ dealing’. speécifi“Rmergency—Ward | 10,” “Proba- cally with the agency's authority. in
tion. Officer’ and “Oxbridge 2000” the. communications. satellite field.
from the ATV stable are. expected Although he indicated: FCC. could
to snao back into the-., schedules work under. ..the-common ‘carrier
although ‘the future of such shows regulatory :-authority, :‘Minow-said.
as A-R’s “Home’ Tonight”. ig. in’ ‘the Commission saw need-for more
jeopardy...
flexible and broader’ powers:to hanReplacement . progr ams like dle the satellite deal, which he deGranada’s "Take A ‘Letter’. and scribed : as “unique,” .
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feature films which bore the brunt. promise ‘version was okay by, the
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‘June! The Australians;: Keith -Cairns and ‘Coli: Bednall- of the:two" ‘Mel--"., hae
-.Hollywood,- April 10.
;
bourne commercial. outlets were replying to. charges by:BBC director of - |°. “:
" Hollywood’ 3 telefilm: industry is. television. Kenneth ams ‘that. Down. Under: video Was. Morainated by” te te

|:
‘nearing.
.its. seasomal -‘low :in.|‘pro-: “old.American shows.””-duction,-.a3, ‘many “series “have
wrapped up their. ‘shows’. for: this |.. “Worldwide coverage on ‘the* Col.‘Jobin:“Glenn:“orbital: fight:‘vila tiie a
‘season, while:: -others: are. nearing” United States Information, Agency. was outlined’ by :the: agency's chief © -:
the. end ‘of. their.. production. ‘Ed Murrow last ‘week. at. the-annual conference of ‘the American Asst,
":° -.
‘gemesters.’ ‘AS .a. result, 'ssome, stu- -of Industrial Editors... . “In television,” ‘said’ Murrow, ‘we distributed. °°
~
‘dios ‘-have’no | production :whatso=- ‘through 67° USIA. ‘posts - abroad ‘a: tv.‘show; “Focus: Infinity”’ depicting «°°:
ever, --and. generally. At?‘3.‘tapered. ‘Project. ‘Mercury. -To make certain it was on-hand. in time:it.went-out -..-- :
-off: all’ over. town::
| in. January in multiple Ianguages as well ‘as in plank: ‘version for.local
|<. |
“While a few ‘series “wilh:20 ‘into: ‘dubbing.. Estimated. audience: .125,000, 000..
.ptdduetion for next season in ‘April“On the day-of the event :our tv camerag. were- “pasy: Footage. ‘of.tlie eee:
and’ May,. it’s ‘not ‘expected: that| auctual: event. was air-expressed.to 17 colintries that do not normally. =." .°there will. be ariy sizeable: pickup receive tommercial.tv service. In Japan tour:agency's bi-weekly ty pro. ved
in roduction’ until about: June.
| “Revue . Studios, “production-wise |.gram -featured the Glenn - ‘shot ‘to an. estimated. audience: of :20,000,000, .
Our weekly Latin American prograin. . . Showed ‘the-Glenn. flight. to J
the: ‘industry leader, had six series 12,000,000. viewers in 18. eountries and the:following. Weel: featured Dealt
-before: the cameras. -yesterday, ‘as. Glenn’ s reception. in. Washington. ©
‘compared -to. a seasonal -high: of 16.
-“.".-.On the day ‘of.the ‘flight, our:teletypes: mever: stopped. “A full, = a
They were “Alcoa Premiere”: “GE running story went- across the globe. Receiving it were 22.of our’sta-::.
Theatre,” “which ‘ends its” produc- | tions in: Latin America, 17 posts. in Africa, 17 more in the ‘Near: East, :
tion: -séason next .week: “Gheck-| .22 in Europe and 15 in the’ Far East. They got every-detail of Glean
2?" ora. thriving: BBC-TV -Program -pol- Commissi6n, :if: not its first choice, imate”: ’-“Wagon”. “Train”: '- “Wells|:up during and. down. They-received. 23.000° photographs, 75: ‘color trans-:.: Tot
and .defended. ‘it. in response .to .a. Fargo,”” which winds it’ up ‘for. the | -parencies 'for: use “ii local ‘magazines; ‘and. special: Plastic: ‘plates. for." "2. :
ey.
Upcoming entries “seem: few cat -questioning by Kefauver. The Ten- year ‘this .wéek:. and “Ichabod and small ‘Papers. ‘without engraving. facilities: ©
. USIA’s radio: network; the Voice of America, bézan’“feporting™ “.. .
this point. ATV is. filming “Man nessee Senator,: one./of- the .most Me,” nearing the énd of its season.
At Four. Star, only:“The’ Law and- The. event. worldwide in English at 7 ‘a.m. and stayed. with it for. the: --.:
Of .The World”. now and ‘plans -ta laborious ‘but at the .same:.time
oe
atart “The. Saint”: in June but even. mést. effective: Congressional. inives- Mr. Jones”: and. “Target: The -Cor-.| next nine hours ;..:; At the moment. of launch, the Voice: of ‘America’:\
this company's. scheduled “Collec- tigators, tried unabashedly to place Tuptors”. are in production.-- Such -Spanish;. ‘Armenian. and. Chinese Mandarin’ services’ were -on‘the.:air ..°
tor’s Item”. and “The Amazing Dr, Minow. in a spot’ of. open: schism. staples as “The Dick Powell Show,” telling: of the flight: Minutes :after: launch our Russian ‘service ‘started: -:--Thorndyke” have slipped. hack to with the man‘who made him ‘Chair-: “The “Rifleman” -and “Robert: Tay- | broadcasting with news. of. the. successful :take-off.and-orbit. ‘Others of | =. man of FCC...
|lot’s Detectives” have finished pro- the 37 languages in: which we: daily broadcast spréad the:story. of Glenn’.
°:
an iffy status.
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Companies’ general -lack of
st-{- .Kefauver asked. Minow ‘whether: duction:
‘shot at. peak listening times in’ their ‘areas. Special programs were fed’. *,.
S
Bo
the compromise bill: did. not, in |- Screen . ‘Gems. ‘has: four. “more: in German. to. Austria ‘and. Germany for: use by-their national networks. ....
strike ? planning:
possibly stems
‘from their ‘unwillingness to “set fact, erase language. submitted ‘by “Route 66” segs, -and-finished . its ‘We. did special documentary. ‘broadcasts ‘to: African countries .in:Eng- *.." alt
up” a show without knowing just the President which would.’ un- Dennis ‘the Menace” series yester-. lish; Swahil” and -French.:-Foreign:correspondents -used: our; Voice-of ...".:.how much additional budget a full equivocally .retain: foreign:policy Gay. On ‘seasonal layoff are series America. facilities in. New. York for reporting: to their counties: Den: SR
complement of actors would. call ‘making .aspects of the Satellite en- ‘suchas “The Donna :Reed. Show”: ‘mark; ‘Holland, Belgium,.—
Israeland Tunisia.””
terprise in the Executive. Branch, and- “Hazel.”
or
‘There. is no ‘telepix: ‘prodiletion | =
Trade. estimates - now. ‘that -the and. give it to the. corporation:
new fee scale will mean an overall|. ‘Minow. Said. Re. didn’t read itthat’ going ;:at 20th-Fox TV, its various |:
|-series: all™ ‘having. ‘wound: up"‘their |”
increase of $5,500, 000 a year: in way.
:
roduction ‘season. .-..
talent costs, a figure .endorsed by, In answer. |
wacel: “TwiceaWeekiinJapanwe ao
to. further questioning Pl At MGM, “‘Cain’s. ‘Hundrea”, fee |= 5 Continued. from. ‘page39
from: Kefauver, he said- -no, he did | ;
ished. ‘production yesterday; ‘ r.. ‘to ‘four. hours wéekly. Metro. TV's “athe two: ‘weekly’. half-hour news o mS
*;not. take part in the erasure: of
into three Major sections. Danc- the JFK language and besides, the Kildare” finishes. April 27; ‘“Na-| four ‘shows. are “Dr: Kildare,” | and. pubaffairs progranis carried ‘by: ers and singers in groups, arid Commission was not a.creature:of | tional ‘Velvet"?.is. not in. productign; ‘Eleventh. Hour"”.‘and ‘Sam Bene- the. Tokyo : (Japan) “Broadcasting -..°. actors not: speaking. more than 10 the President,. but ap independent: jand “Father of. the Bride”. is,near. ‘dict,” :NBC;. and “Circus: “by:‘the System and consisting ‘of .materiak
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1 Sea,.” ABC,’:
words will now yet $82.34 as a agency which reported to Congress, the:‘end ofits shooting. -at
from. CBS News-produced broad-.. -.- °-‘minimum for a fully networked ty and its .memberts; lke Kefauver, | ~ As for Desilu studios, it has: four} : Former. ABC-TV. prexy,”Joitte ‘casts are. being’ offered- twice a eat
“The Untouchables” segs left; “The Treyz, :Tioving. into the. Warner week. now: to: Japanesé Viewerg.-- 02
show as opposed to $26.48.. Other not ‘the White House.
|’. ‘That's : the.”“word: feceived ‘by -°-.
Joey Bishop. Show” énds produc:: Bros. sales ‘arena as ‘sales topper,
artists hike from the old minimum
network figure of $29.42. to . Minow also conte ded that. the ‘tion this ‘week: there aré four “Ben thas. his -work .cut ‘out for. him.) Ralph “Baruch, director:-of inter--:.:.~
heme
would Casey”? ‘episades -remaining; “The. Warner. Bros.-is down to four.one.
$105.87.. Individual specialty. acts common. ‘ carrier
hour. ‘shows' on- ABC-TV: next: éea-|: national: sales for :.:CBS*Films.
will get ‘at: least $211:70 for a full probably result in lower rates be- Real: McCoys” is on -layoff: “The.
Japah’s ‘TBS started Saturday and.
aS | Danny Thomas Show” has finished son, They afte the returning .“Chey-: ‘Suriday daytime ‘reruns ‘of the two” a
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the
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there
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covered by a $29.42 minimum.
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bows: this. newsets by Dean
overall listening appeal.
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familiar Santo
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ning insurance. gas
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THE SWEETEST THING” (Warner |saftis, Warner Mack,.the Pete King Orch & Chorale, Paulo: Alencar| «(Warner Bros).eRe eel bs Legs sMoment’ OF Weakness...re
Bros.) Saverio Saridis.is the New.

York City cop who broke into show

“Johnny *Nash’s “Don't. Take Away :.Your. Love” (Arch*). gives
and the Fortune Tellers. Ending May 15, Kapp. offers 10%. ‘discount.|
2
on the new releases plus: items:included.in: the Morgan promotion..
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. Miami Beach, April 10...
: The. membership of. the National
\asee® of. ‘Record Merchandisers
two. headliners are “Better “eax
(NARM): pulled ina ‘gross dollar
“(000 ‘damage: suit’ :brought in’ N.Y
Pt one. “That ‘appears to. be the aphor-|'
‘volume .of $80,080,950 for 1961.
‘Supreme - Court...’ - by. ‘saxophonist |
‘ism guiding.record company: plan-|.
The. entire recoru merchandising
. Georgie Auld ‘and Bert Fisher, for-|:
-” ger: business ‘agent: for Local 802,: ok wiew -“EMI. ‘Blectric & ’ Musi= ‘ning :these” days. “More ‘and: more, . George R. Marek; ‘veepee-general -ségment, which peddlesa- disks in
.. American Federation of Musicians;, cal ‘Industries) contract with: opera ‘it looks Tike the diskeries are ‘out ‘manager of RCA. Victor, ‘Makes his. ‘Tetajl outlets. other .than récord
‘phe. action, “which closely follows .a ‘soprano. ’ Victoria: de‘ los .-Angeles,. to sell recordsby pairing. their White House debut: tonight <Wed.) specialty stores, accounted for a
$140,000,000 gross or 27.490 of. the
The ac move: by Auld arid: Fistier’ signed last ‘week,.-guarantees: re-. ‘name. artists: for an LP produc- as guest. of President’: and.’
: Against Herman Kenin,~ président lease of: her. recordings in‘the:U:S.. ‘tion... The -modus operandi :here, ‘Kennedy. for .:a ‘performance-of. total. phonograph record sales for
“of. the ‘AFM; involves.a charge. by. -on the Angel. label. for.the, next five according: to a disk ‘company exec, Jerome. Robbins’ ballet, ““N. ¥. Ex- the year which ‘came to $510,000,‘|is that: if one artist’ isn’t’ ‘enough: Port: ‘Op... Jazz.””
- Grossinger -‘that “Auld ‘and Fisher years
Victor, which: issued the:LP: ver- athe: ‘statistics. were revealed for
“tried t
_m 4 wn. for} The contract. iswith the Interna- to. ‘insure a. ‘winner: maybe: two
“tsion. of “N.Y. -Export: : “Op: Jazz,””. the first time at the NARM. conren{000.”a make:
*. °
.| flonal:Artists Dept. of EMI-in ‘Lon- can. :
jast
November, : -is . providing the- ‘tion yesterday..(Mon.) at the Eden
Auld. ‘andFister,‘claim thai the ‘don, with which she'has been asso-|:‘Also; the record: ‘compatifes have Griginal. :-tape.. -reco
ecording. of the
qnarge ‘and - statements -‘made by ciated. sinée .1945.. Her: recordings. discovered that: unusual: combina- music to ‘which. ‘the ballet. will, -be | Roe here by exee secretary: Jules
Malamud. |According .to Malamud,
- Grossinger.: regarding “it - "were -have-been. issued: in the U.S. on the tions.bring in. consumers: from
orined...
‘Angel
‘and
‘Capitol:
labels
.
since.
-divérsified
areas.
to:
heighten
sales
perf:
the NARM. membership, therefore,
false,’ ‘scandalous -.and.‘defamatory
“Attending the White Howse event |
lg, and- were published. and circu- 1958: henceforth, all: new Anierican. _returns.-.In -addition, an. ‘offbeat |will be.Robbins and Robert Prince, ‘was’ responsible for 57.2% of. the
be.
exclusively.
on
‘releases.
will
blending
“gives:
*
the’
”
.diskeries’
total: phonograph record .business -_ lated.‘by. the: ‘defendant: in ‘wanton:
el.‘I.
ts .&& * repertoire men. an, op- ‘composer of... the. ‘score;: who will done via ‘Tacks. .
‘. andireckless disregard of the truth|“Ang
supervise’ and: sélect .specific: “exe
:
Among
‘the’
‘iret
:
itenis
on
‘dé’
‘os
artis
portunity’
to
present:
their
“per~ and .of the. plaints. rights... and |.
‘Asa ‘separate entity in the in-cerpts.‘ of -the ‘ballet: music’. to be
Claim: - that. “Angeles’ ‘recording: . agenda "are formers ina’ riew light. In tandem ‘used in. ‘the |“presentation.-, reputations.”
a ‘dustry, the NARM. was responsible _
: ‘Grossinger. is guilty:of. ““wrongful, complete ‘versions: OF“La Boheme,” now, can be found pop. &-longhair,| Also .on ‘the :White. ‘House: invi- for ‘16%. of the $510,000,000 take
. unlawful. and. malicious ‘acts: .and “Barber. .of :Seville,” -and. “Caval-| pop -& .jazz, Twist & rock ’n’ roll,|:
tation list is:George ge Avakian,
last year.
Malamud ‘further .reAvakian, Vic-.
Viel Dorted
that 50%
.. words’” by -publishing ‘and circulat- lerig -Rusticana,;”. all. of .which ‘are. ‘religioso '& . classical, or ‘similiarly- tor’s Manager’: ‘of :Pop’ artists |
of NARM mem'$ng' |the - accusation,»which-.has scheduled: to be recorded ‘in. Rome: oriented ‘performers. who. haven't repertoire, who: put «:the: baltet. bers do over. $1,000,000 gross vol-.
3
them’ to be, Mereatly: ‘ine during July . and -August.: Also ‘on: been paired before... Public .ac-' miusi¢:inte ‘the:staove.”
‘\ume.: He said, “The NARM gross
-her'. schedule are two albums -of ‘ceptance - of” the: ‘diial-disk - pres-]
red
_|is- almost: twice. that of. the juke‘Spanish songs. andanLLP. of
« French. entation -has.:‘been - $0): favorable |.
-|Box’- operators, and exceeds .the’
The: case ‘involves inyestivations. 7
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by. -eeveral million dol-.

sales. ‘to - jukeboxes, he.

. stated, ‘of Some $45,000,000 cannot...
Wy.

{in any sense be regarded as sales.

"|to consumers, Récord clubs, which

' laecount for some. $75,000,000, do
» {not in a grassroots. ‘sense, sell die

: -|. Tabernacle -Choir. with ‘The Phila-}:.* ©
-|'delphia Orchéstra. Here; the disk}

. that Grossinger had been violating. 2,
ing. of

‘Record

.‘Jreetly to the consumer in an. overe.
the ".Tabernacle the-counter retaij
. transaction, .
Choir’s religioso. and pop (it. made:
"Washington ‘April 10. ‘| Therefore, he: ‘pointed out, the’
a’ dent. ‘in. the- singles :.field.its}. Eibecty -Records. ‘has asked 'the NARM. is responsible for 2012% of .
. Spattle. Hymn: Of The: Republic” ‘Securities. &_ Exchange..Commiésion: all the: retail record business don@
slice). following’. aid ‘the’ Phila- to’ okay: a double-barrelled securi- ‘in:the U. S.: and: record merchan-delphia’s “ longhair -contingént .to ties’ offering "calculated ;to. garner dising as a whole was responsible
count: on. for. .sales.. That’ Columbia: several: millions...Board'‘chairman.. for over .35% of. the total. ‘Tetail
was ‘on the right ‘track. is revealed|‘Simon® Waronker and prexy -Alvin. record.scales in ’61.
-by:. the '-salés: figures which ‘puts. ‘Ss.... Bennett. -plan! ‘to ‘sell ‘all their|. In the NARM survey it -was also. -

: wy company”: “had:

-.cértain- union. regulations. ‘pértain=:|. :a |
& ‘to . unauthorized farenone:
‘Calunibia,‘Records gales’‘and. ‘as.
es? the

Z gross of the-highly successful rec-
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_ much ~ ‘of. its: ‘dual-disk | plotting | |
| stems from the success ‘of its “The |
IF
_. . . -Lord’s ©:-Prayer’’. LP. For. this}
4 s#88
\: .[ package,- Col. teamed The Mormion |. --2.. |

: AFM with: responsibility: for :en-|
WUE: AWG
‘forcing AFM laws and-regulations| °°"... |:
-' pertaining - to recorded’ and :taped
- music” and for: which Fisher-had|
been named. ‘his ‘assistant... They
-claim -that. during :this. work “they.
“were informed: and. later confirmed

f Vielo'
's Marek
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“His White House Debt

By. MIKE ‘GROSS |

- tel; has-been’ slapped. witha $500,. f

through

"tracts. with -the -hotel’s. local of|:a.
tribiition
operation.
went. On: the
g
-reshuffling
:last ‘week...
:; Jurisdiction: ‘and:: the “employment. ‘sales. front, Jack. Loetz;. sales. ‘diof a dedlay’«on.the.union’ Ssnational ' rector, realigned jive. major. field.
untae list.
11 ‘the'-set™ at:‘near: ‘the. 500,000, ‘sales
- sales" ‘Tegions and: -reo
‘common stock ‘in. a 100 000-share revealed that even. though the su-. -.
" 7Umauthorized?: Tapings ©
| sales -districts.“ On‘: the: distribudis- - mark,-*
public. ‘offering: ”
‘permarket. still accounts..for the
: all, Auld: and: Fisher |
“assert: ‘tion . end,: ‘Kenneth _,Glancy,
. Col; how, is “working: ‘an-“three: Additionally, the: coripariy would : greatest. number of retail outlets
“aediscovered. “approximately” 500
other ‘unusual ‘pairings: ‘They ‘are| ‘put. on the block $2,000,000: in. ¢on- ‘service by NARM members, 42.6%,"unauthorized tape recordings which | up
“Duet,” “an, LP teaming Doris: Day.|
had. been’ made :during the. past: 13° branch’ offices. inDallas,Hartford and Andre’ Previn,- and- which: vertible, : subordinated. :debentiires many. other: types. have come intodué 1977. They.would‘be priced: at. the picturé.: Variety: stores in °61 “yéars” at the hotel,: ‘They, estimate Land ‘Rochiester..
‘| tharks the first time the Singer ‘is their ‘full principal: amount. The represented almost 26% of. NARM’s
"that Grossinger owes the: ‘Musicians }: Thomas.. ‘Cade: “has | been! “pro: showcased in a. jazz-type - setting;
common:
shares ‘would: have a top|retail outlets, with drugstores.{n a
. “Involved: in . these tapes _approxi- "moted-.to manager. of. the “Dallas “This Fling: ‘Called ‘Love,’ . "ohiel
‘price: of :
225.3with exact Amount. to close third Position with more than
, mately $900,000, under AFM.-laws ‘branch. office, “transferring-“from
|21%.:
5
be
supplied
la
»
Continued
‘on
‘page:
64).
“ and: regulations.. They claim’: that | ‘Columbia: .Records. -Sales .Corp., |"
-oe, “Of the ret "proceeds: ‘trom ‘the | ‘Departinent. stores, both. regular
~ they. made oral and written ‘reports “where. he. was regional: sales man-} 7
and discount,: account . for .more.
.
‘debentures;
:
$1,450,000::
would:
-be
.o0 the matter to’Kenin and. other ‘ager .of: the ©southwestern: ‘area:|:ay- . | earmarked: for setting up. company- than’ 7%, . service post xchanges.
‘| Laif’. Bakke. takes .-OVEr .aS ‘promo“union: officials: VR%,
‘and stores Specializing -in
‘owned
branch
distributors,
.
$350,|
Auld .and. Fisher’ farther "allege ‘tion-. thanager. - ‘of. “the. Dallas | 9
{000 would ‘go for production of ad:|.
“(Continued on page. 64)
that’ when, at.a meeting with Gros- -branch.: . At. the. new: ‘ Hartford |‘ditional
-master:tanes
for
future
|
’' ginger, ‘they: were “asked. by: the’ branch, Stephen: ‘Capone: has. been |:
releases..and: the: balance: for, gen-:
i hotel owner .what ‘he could do ‘to: appointed ‘manager, *, Jamies.‘Me: ].
eral working capital. .
Bete he
‘rectify the situation, they told him- ‘Manamon ‘wiil- be operations man- |:
..Atcording to SEC, ‘the:‘company
2.’ that he could. eithér-surrender: the: ager and Donald- Doughty will. bel
oe “tapes or pay the. musicians’ involved ‘promotion - “manager: - Wiliam | a‘ “publisher's _ “challenge-.: ‘on. has “outstanding : 327,;641°. common.
whether... a. record. ‘company could and °279,636".Class’ B
common I.
“the money owed them: Whereupon, -Gross: will take ‘over’ as ‘Rochester’ withhold:
royalty : payments:
n.| sharés in addition to.indebtedness. |*
‘Auld,and Fisher charge, Grossinger. Mal bemanager. and. Ronald Price
“q
s ‘manager. .. “promotion: disks”’ ‘was. brougtit: to -Waronker: ‘owns 22% _ arid. Bennett,>t.
“(Continued ‘on page 68)
“* As: part “oi he er eemedt.in. ‘the fore-yesterday (Tues.):with..the} 6% of. the common “shares. ‘Of the}
London, April 10. |
REECE
reEEnce
} the‘field sales‘ division’ Loetz made serving of. papers on Mercury. Rec-. Class 'B* securities;.:. “Waronker: . * pritish. ‘disk ‘companies: are winords. by. Musie Publishers: Holding |“OWNS |49%G and -Bentett 25%
ning over the publishers in their
BR
ene ann
arene Corp,. The Jaction -was: “brought. in},
:
Waronker ° and: Bennett, “imder’ belief that: television can: make a.
N,Y..“Supreme. ‘Court. ’.
| the: -Fegistration statement, would ‘hit number, -Pubbers' that have
1. gional sales‘ manager of. the south-|°
| western“-region with: Robert. Van_|. : MPHC, ‘the’ Warner: Bios. ‘nusie sel} all their common. holdings, In. een. reluctant in the past to use:
‘Metre ‘reporting to him as the new: :publishing . arm, claims: ‘Mercury addition: “Liberty” assistant" secre- the: medium have ‘been taking no“sales manager “based in. St. Louis.. owes $21. 000 in: back ‘royalties: and: tary-- ‘Raymond: C: Sandler: =e .tice “of ‘three teletunes currently
| seéring-in the 20 top sellers:
Joseph Rieland, -who. had held the is. cancelling all: its‘ licenses’ with offer. 4,000 common. Shares.
“Washington, ‘April: 10. :.|-St.:. Louis. ‘spot,-’ has .béen trans- ‘the company.:- Music’ firm ‘is also}.
- First number. is Acker Bilk’s

For nelacome|

‘BriishPubs,Once Coal

Te TV as Tune Building.

_ Mediam, Now Sold on It

~MeredithWilbon Gts’61

Be. Brother Award’. [n
» WhiteHowse Ceremonies

| “Stranger On The Shore” which,

- hiereaith:“Willson ‘was given the} ferred to. the ‘Atlanta base. . ‘All ‘seeking ‘ a-. declaratory :judgment |.

although it has sold. 250;000, is still
: LUXEMBOURG'S FIRST {figuring
among.. the ‘bestsellers,
Fune is‘also doing well in.the U.S.
.. BOOK. ON DISK STARS where’ it. is -Teleased. on the..Afco

—
“goer “Big. Brother’. Award” .by “Fegional’ managers “will: ‘eontinue |: against’ the’ diskery.".Presiderit. Kennedy. in-White House to ‘report’. to’ Joseph Lyons, ..iian-’ - MPHC. clainis ‘that. Mere ‘has ‘Ae“Cerentoriies ‘today. (Tues.)* ‘for: Tend-. ager ot‘Col’s field.sales: division. : knowledged | ‘an .;indebtedriess “of | «
ing youth a. helping ‘hand. :.
_|.$15,000-but. insists. that the balance:
‘| fell. into: its -sales -plan.. which in-]: Sack Fishman, ‘former. senior edi“Wilison, “who|flew.‘down from |’

label. Theme first got a spin. accompanying- ‘the credit: titles of a

‘torial executive. of ‘the’ Roy Thon-}
Newspaper. Group, ‘in: London; six-ségment’ BBC-TV serial.
PATHEMARCONI.GETS' | bies”-or- prothotion’ ‘records... *". -{son:
Of: “Music. Man,”::heard the: Presi-.|:
Mere. prexy-‘Irving . ‘Green,’ "it’s. and: onetime: ‘Variety (London bu-|- .An- upcoming ‘click is the theme
BBC-TV's. ‘“Z-Cars” -skein
“dent. tead :the:. ‘ seéolled: citation |"“COMMAND FOR FRANCE} understood, will ‘he. responsible’ for| reau) scribe,: ‘is. in “Hollywood to: from
which has scored following the’suc--

. "New. York where. he’s: winding -up

“:Feluded a certain amount of. ‘tiree-

_ atrangements for the picture preem

a. book. ‘for Radio Luxem-: ‘which. ‘said: of his: activities:
‘Command ‘Records “has” widened. the : ‘MPHC. claim’ since’ the audit complete.
Another
bourg—Europe’s. No. 1 commercial: cess of. the :tv. show.
“By :giving. -so-"generously. -ot} :
-its foreign “distribution. in. a'-déal was. made_-prior.:to -March; :.1961 station—on ‘its:.regular: disk ‘stars. BBC. entry: is the. music ‘from: ‘“—Pr,
: yourself, “your. ‘heart and your’ talwhich
‘preceded.
thediskery’s,
buy-.
“sent, you ‘exemplify the- philosophy with: Pathe. ‘Marconisto: handle. the uP.Dy. FRNUDS".. /This-is:‘Luxembourg’s first afficial, Kildare,” a ‘number making a noise
' line in -France.. ‘Three. of. thie-‘con-:
‘| book publication, and. will be. bub: via the Johnny Spence artangeof: the -Big Brother movenient. and}.
{ment on: ‘the Parlophone: imprint.
; lished. in. the. fall.:
ou ‘are’.a--source ‘of. lasting ©‘ride: to, pany’s. LPs ‘have. already. ‘been -put.|".
2: on. ‘the -market. there. ‘As with its].
“Fishman is. also -a_‘noted politi- All three tunes are high on. sheet
oy "every :‘big and little brother.”
teal ‘author—William. . ‘Ly Shirer's - music’ seales ‘as well;
‘Willson, founder and-first ‘prexy: ‘other foreign: arrangements; - Com:

TodsSpecial
Ctl: :

For Bis T5th Birthday

ae “ot the Big Brothers. of.Greater Los. “marid”: supplies. tapes, .films -.andJ.
“Angeles, wrote the.song “Chicken: parts;: and Marconi. “presses its. ‘own

:
Jacke S|:
a _ Fat” at behest. of. Mr. ‘Kennedy. for ‘disks. -and: Prints its: own:
When American composer’ Ernst’
‘thé’ .national fitness.“ program’..as and Jabels.
Pulitzer Prizeman,: reaches"
Cominand: ‘overseas -‘disse
oos
“ ;
another. contribution. to:youth,a {°-Other®
a
ec: 7,-all of his. works will
Pa
-tribution..pacts ‘have been :set with |
be.
veh
ih a. special. catalog. Dif-., |“Eendon
Records: :for-: ..England;:
“UEBERSON'S COAST TREK”
Fonit-Cetra, Italy; Deutsche: Gram- ferent a pect. is. ‘that: ‘several:‘pub-‘lishers
‘unite.
in this project. to.wit,
‘Goddard. : Lieberson, . ‘Columbia naphoni, ° Germany, ° Sparton, ‘Can-|
* JRecords. -president;- winds ‘to: the} ada>.” .Tratone, . Africa;*“Colonial|.‘Associated; Leeds, ‘Mills and .B.:

“Rise-and. Fall, of the:Third. Reich”
Pubbers like Keith ‘Prowse '‘Mu-credits him. as one of its’ autiori- sic, :which handles . all Associatedties, and his: “Private Life of Josef.’ Rediffusion’ video” Thumbers, are
Stalin” is to :be™ - published ‘later. begining to have wider interest. in

KPM. exct.
‘this-year. -by.: Doubleday’s ‘London the visual. medium.
associate company, W. H: Allen:.. Jimmy Phillips says that a change

The Radio Luxembourg disk Biz of attitudeiis noticeable in: Tin. Pan
book: ‘isn't: really ‘Such a. switch. for ‘Alley.
Whereas: in the. pist. tv.
|him—he’s a longtime ‘top British tunes have been tailored to fit the Songwriter, with’ list:of. filmusice action regardless ‘of disk prosperts,
- Coast. over: the: weekend ‘to attend Trading: Co.; Hong: Kong; ‘Belter,:} ‘Shott's ‘Sohne. of, Mainz, Germany. |and. pop hits. ‘His. “Why ‘Don't|publishers are now more. inclined
the. ‘CBS. stockholders. there.;-..”"
: "| Spain; Festival; Records, Atistralia |- Tech.now -lives in. ‘Santa ‘Monica’ They | Understand?” won a. .BMI to.seek ‘tunes for tv shows. that not
Ponty vsult: it’“wat. will transfer to
J
for.;
His. .wife, Vera.Zorina, just wound and New Zealand; and Peerless
disks, too.
“up.a soneert engagement I
in LA. an ‘Mexico; :wie
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George. Mtabarta has’‘been’
a faxed’.
—| cational ‘serles. weaged‘to. current|
With.“Colunibia Records? long- _
| high. interest- nd ‘emphasis on}
v0 an exclusive five-year deal with . ..hairs hitting « wider range, con..
|
Eple
Records.
‘Meharis’
first
singlé,.°.’..
Called
:.“The
|”
_
fasclence
and:
‘space...
sumer sales of Masterworks LPs
_| Wonderland of Science,” ‘the ‘series|:Wink: Martindale has taken: over The
have increased 50% in. the first}
A.‘petition in ankrupte
will’ contain LPs, the’ themes .of] «
quarter of..1962 over. the corresas assistant director. of artists: & |. ..4.
ago, Maharig. .-*.
onding period the previous. year. tiled last’. week. ini:
[which ° will - deal « “with ;individual
The execs at Col believe that the: Court by: Good One ‘Step’“Ine.
dade
scientific. topics; all ‘aimed ©ata repertoire: and national. director, appears. ‘an:‘SBS TVs “Route:
*
lof
promotion at-Dot Records. ._
'
“Major
creditors
.
are
‘Mercury
Series. es
disk spread given some. of their
children’s . audience.
.
Martindale has been with Dot: as
classical people into other ‘areas Record Sales ‘Corp.,. $13,500; ‘Alpha;
d ‘The sets: will be: ‘two-sleeve,’ “ote
‘a.disk
artist.
since
1959.
He
clicked
|
Distributing.
“Corp.,
|
(pop, jazz, Breadway)..has helped
Elektra Jeay
Seay.
‘Gottins,” :
:
disk. affairs with:-four. pages of
;his: first release,. “Déck Of |.
bring. ney. buyers into the. Master- ;Decca ‘Distributing |cn.
b ‘Grossman, Travelers 4.
.
He .
oF:46,000. full-color illustrations: relating. di- with
Cards.” Recently, Martindale: has. “ gipktie Records has picked up: ”
works fold,
.
: --|geetly through a color ‘coding: sys- been with L.A.’s KRLA from whith
Schuyler G. Chapin, Masterworks
‘Item to -varfous points. discussed: on: he resigned in ‘order-to’ accept the the ‘options on its pacts. with. folie. °° ;
director, pointed to the siccess
-. "| the disk: The drawings are by John. ual,
" [artists Judy: Collins, _Bob:Gross-- .:-:.
exec.
o Pot ¥
with
h Dort.°
of such artists. as Eileen Farrell.
[man ‘and the Travelers 3. All have.
_{ Dirks, cartoonist’. who: creates - the}
and Richard. Tucker,. opera stars
‘Thad. LPs out ‘on:-thé.label-and new...
| syndicated. comic. strip, ' “The Cap-|"
who’ have.recorded pop and. religi{tain and: the Kids.”‘The packages
sessions.ae planned. in.the.eens .,
oso albums. Miss .Farrell ‘already |.
7 future.
are’ produced, written. and. narrated
has grooved three pop LPs, “I’ve
'|by: Barrett_Clark,. producer: of spe-|.
Got a Right to ane the Blues,”|. ‘Sales of Consottdited wiectssites cial ‘projects ‘for. Grauer Prods.: sweater ‘anhie: ‘popbtas™- ee
_-and “This |.Industries “Corp. :totaled ‘$144;437,-|" The-first volume of: the series ‘is{|
“HereI
‘Comic: Archie ‘Robbins has ‘been a
Fling Called Love.” *
driked by Tribute Records. A series
‘881 ‘in: ‘1961, a gain of $51,498, 079 “A Child’s Introduction to the Au- |".
' Tucker has recorded a number’ (55%): over. ‘the $92,939,802: scored tomobile and Airplane” ‘and ‘will|
of comedy sets. is planned for him ~. :
of sacred service albums,’ including
in 1960, according to the company’s -be- released —soon.«. The © -second,: Mana’ Music will now.-spread its: and his-:§rst release, ‘Songs My .: -’
“Passover
the newly released
annual -report. Consolidated :Elec- tagged. “‘A: Child’s. Introduction: to}‘operation to put. greater effort into ‘Mother’ Taught Me, When: She:
‘Seder -Festival.” . “Exposure in
other ,marke dd ‘Chapin: said, “ese: tronics: purchased Mercury Record: Atomic: Energy. atid Outer ‘Space,”’ the South: American: market: Thast |
‘pecially when ‘it meets the. success Corp. last. August for’ $2,300820,. ‘will. be. out- in:.a couple: of weeks. the decision made by Jack Mills; be’out soon. *Plans ‘call for ‘the series ‘to even-: the publishing firm's ‘prexy,: who} of the Farrell and Tucker product, the. report revealed: ©
‘Plazar Kenny
K
Roberts ©
a
Net. income. came :to- $5,003;089. tually.cover all. the major sclences,. recently.-returned from. his..first
greatly widens the sales potential
in
1961,
an.
increase
of
.
$1,429,843
|‘.
of the artists’ classical releases.”
| Swing of S.A., where he spent three" ..Singer Kenny. Roberts has signedme.
~~
Other Masterworks diskers who. or: 40% -over the $3,573,246 racked
weeks. arranging -for- new’ material - a two-year contract with Plaza Rec;
have scored in ‘other areas are up. in 1960... Earnings. -per share. Hope; Crosby. Deadhead. | for the Yank market: and. ‘strength: ‘ords ‘with an option for fiye more
years: -First. Fecording ‘under: the ~ a
Leonard: Bernstein, Andre. Previn’ rose to--$1.59 from. $1,26‘the-year). Minnesota's Travel Disk ening his outlet. there... “
‘new.
pact:
will-.bé
released
:within®
..’
°
~
and the Mormon. ‘Tabernacle Choir. |‘before.
The firm-is setting. up: a:‘Latin [!
“St. ‘Paul,April” 10.:
Consolidated - prexy,. ‘Pleter: ‘van: what ‘Gov: EL: -Andersen. calls American: department in ‘New York the. “next: eight. weeks. . He's. cure :°
. In addition to conducting the N.Y:.
-Fently
‘filling
*:an
«
eight-week
en
--_Masterworks,: den Berg attributed the increase |.
Philharmonic
to-handle this new effort. ‘Mills is
“gagement. at..the ‘Tender ‘Loin.in a
Bernstein is identified . in the. in earnings to a general. improve-- a: “ufiique first in ‘stage ’advertis-|:
‘ing”. Has -Bob Hope ‘and:: ‘Bing now. represented: in S.A. by. Editora|
. Broadway area at: Col with the ment “in: economic “conditions |and :Crosby ‘making -& recording, The ‘Mills.in Saa.Paulo: Under the’ gen-|:Beverly: Hills, ‘Cal. «
“West Side Story," “Candide” and pointed to acquisitions, . specifically
.efal.-management: of Enrique ‘Le- |.
: “neibiate: Jett:Low |oe ; Ones,
“On the Town” LPs.
-°
. the ‘Merucry deal, the purchase of Vacation Road. .to.:Minnesota,” ‘for ‘bendiga;- who also: reps: several |
Previn, who. is- ‘recording ‘Shos- the Thompson-Hayward.. Chemical. international: ‘promotional: distribu: other. US. publishers; Mills. mate- Pribute Records, Eddie: Hetier’s nots
‘new diskery, will. swing ‘into action.”
takovieh’s Piano Concerto: Number Co., as.well as the inclusion for
Yial’ is handled :‘for “all ‘of: South
1 for the Masterworks line, has ‘| the first time’at the Sessions. Clock. The. ‘juminaries ‘aren't:“charging America through this. outlet.: Mills with ©singer.” Jeff: ‘Low: from. - oS
‘Syracuse U. His first-sides will be: ‘already done pop and jazz sets for: ‘Co., as. being. other .contributing, the. ‘state anything. for making ‘the:
also set.a new deal with Lebendiga. "He: Gives” :
record.
However,
Minnesota
will.
and “Won't ‘You’‘Re- a
Col, the latest being. a jazz interp-

“IntoLatinoMik|

‘Thought. 1. Wasn't Listening,”will a

factors,

.°
we
ve
| Spend. $43,000. of -its: -$50,000- pub- which ‘givesthe ‘Yank ‘firm first turn. an Lt
‘He: said that thé ‘Philips © Elee> ‘licity’. budget: on: the ‘disk’s promo-. refusal ‘rights on handling for the|:
tronics and Pharmaceutical: Indus- ‘tion. .Pull-page color. ads: will run’ world, exclusive-‘of S.A., all. mate-.
Daan
=
eos
Rom
:
‘the
&
run. fae ;
e:Shamy
hsla
tries Corp.;. which’ is. consolidated ‘next. -Sunday.. (15). in. tourist .cen-: rial from ¢the Latino. pub's Fermata Sout
hside’ Records; diskery
‘Sout
a
‘in the report and now has its-Phil- } tres’ “newspaper supplements indie.f
ers. Joan “Whitney” & Alex. *"
-cleff
by
"|
ups Records. ‘product: .produced..in
| < und ‘the nation:
Mills. in:
inaddition set ia deal: with, ‘Kramer, has. tagged: Jimmy: & The:
the U.S., did:not- contribute signif| “Ads-.will .-offer the’pecord for. Pelos Melhores, composér with Es:: Romeos. The: ‘first:‘side couples ue
icantly. to. the. increase ‘since. its net 25¢...The. disks. also. will be’ sent’. ‘cola Nacional De Musica. (National: “Kathy”:with “Gunalet.””.:
oe
income showéd little improvement. to all.:-major- U: 8. Tadio ‘Stations, School of Music), to: publish 41: of},;
over. -1960. He added: that this: ‘was Gov: -Andersen: announced, = «~":
his. educational ‘music ‘pieces :-for
|:
“Itamounts to.Hope: and. ‘Crosby. ‘the world. Mills had-previously.just' expenditures. . for’ expansion. and taking. the: “Road - to: Minnesota,” handled him ‘in S.A. Also in‘ the|!
.deyelopment.*
| the’ governor -points’ out. They'll ‘educational. market, Mills will send |
Company's total’ asséts- in. 1961 -Tiot "profit. in: any * monetary’ way |: to: Latin America ‘Several. ‘of. its]climbed from: $79,135,055 ‘the pre- from’ the ‘records, but the- distribu-: Yank: -pleces.. The plan is.for .:COh-.
vious. year to $104, 576,339...- Net tion: ‘and. newspaper. .ads,: -etc.;. tinual ‘flow of this type: of ’mute,
worth. rose to. $64,963 164, over | should. spell. valuable publicity ‘for: vial: ‘back and ‘forth..
. Washington, April:10...
0°.
them, -he. believes: «
1960's, spark’
‘of:
t $51;
,372,208. |
74° -Prexy.: Mills’ ‘brought. “with: him. i ‘Washington: Post :.
music .critic - an
|
vo over15 pieces’ for U:S; publication

retation of Kurt Weill's music: in

tandem with J. J. Johnson.
Previn

also~ has

Wo

‘engagements.

: -@oming up as conductor with sev-

-

eral major orchs including: the San.
Francisco in. May. He’s. currently
‘working on a. Broadway: score in’
collaboration with his. wife, Dorie..

Meantime, the. Mormon ‘Tabermacle Choir has. been. swinging

Music CriliePaulHume
‘GetsinFinalNoteinD.C; .
.Hassle WithBirgitee p

along in both the Masterworks and

-

pop fields. The group first stepped
into pop competition. about two

years ago when it. came up with
the clicko single, “The ‘Battle.

Hymn of the Republic.”

Other. packages that have helped
-Col build its ‘sales. this first -quar-

ter are Pablo Casals’ “A -Concert

at the White House” and the first

~~ InsideStuffMusie

Paul Huime “got: the last-Jick..but'

“~

_o ‘tin both the pop ‘and. contemprary |‘the question ‘was: left open: -of who
: ‘-véin. Among the tunes, are “Lumi-: chad. the’ last’ laugh «in-‘his ‘high.
* | narias,” <a local “hit ‘on: Columbfa;. pitched . tussle with:opera .soloist. wae
Bill Gallagher, Col’s marketing
|.
\“Norma,”’ a: régional Victor click:
oS
veep, expects’ a ‘continued ‘upRecent: N.¥y Suinday:: ‘Times Taagazine feature on:“FatherDayal, ‘the: and ‘three’ of the successful. num- 7 |: Birgit : Nilsson...
Hume crossed ‘swords. with:‘Miss: a .
swing on the basis of the recent. French “croonér. priest” (about-whoni VARIETY; incidentally, has written.
bers. from ‘thé Mard!-Gras. in Rio. Niisson by ‘denouncing her:in' print. °°:
acquisition ‘of Vladimir Horowitz under Paris dateline,. recording: his ‘disk bestsellers, etc.), also discloses.
‘and the success of the recent pro- a “crooner rabbi,” according to a Times vox pop ‘correspondent.: -Rabbi. Pending are several: other’ deals, for, being flagrantly. rude,” ‘putting’. a
motion’ on’ Eugene Ormandy &: Albert L. Lewis: of Haddon. Heights, N. J., wrote. the Times. that “Rabbi. he. notes, oné for. an entire ‘catalog on a “shocking display of bad man- ..
the Philadelphia Orchestra with a- Schlomo -Carlebach, ‘2. ‘bearded. ordained. rabbi from one of the Ortho-. ‘and. others” for- .gerteral’ material. hers” and: indulging in- spoiled pet-.
special-priced two-LP sampler.
° dox'seminaries in New York ;:; .. travels throughout the world, singing: “All transactions. cover the”Pop: and! tiness,”.among other things. Hume's. --: ‘
standard market, OS
: ‘jre:was roused ‘by the singer's dis-:. |...’

-three

volumes

of the

‘“‘Sviatoslav

Richter at Carnegie Hall” recitals. |

‘folk. songs’ of his own ‘composition. The ‘songs are :based. upon ‘versus:

Cleffer LeslieBricusse

“| agreement. with . NationalMitc:Sym-.
hell: eee

‘| from: the Hebrew’ Prayer Book and the Psalms. He ‘uses: ‘these Songs

-Howard

phony - conductor
‘Only other ordained rabbi: currently in ‘show biz.is ‘comedian ‘Jackie: BILLYVAUGHN WINS3 ‘lover. the ‘playing: of ‘a Tengthy ore.
chestral .epilog. in: Wagriers’-Im-"~-. AC
Mason. His just released. MGM album, .“I’m- The ‘Greatest Comedian:
Wins Triple Honors In’ {| In. The World Only Nobody: Knows It Yet”: (a catchphrase ‘which is now- ~-GOLDISKS FOR DOT LPS} molation’:Scene, during: which :the... ~~.
soprano .had..to stand :motionless.
part: ‘of his’ act) recounts that his: sermons: and other public. ‘speaking|
-) and Psalms ‘as the core: around which to build.ia sermon.”

:-

61 IvorNovello Awards

‘Billy’ “Vaughn -has copped three
were so. laced with :humor that: his parishioners and friends suggested‘ -goldisks for Dof albums that passed:
he “ought to -be: a professional comedian.” (In: another orbit, not the: the. $1,000,000 :sales. mark |at:the
‘rabbinate, this recalls Brooklyn’ schoolteacher Sam Levenson’s’ decision. manufacturer's level:
:
‘to turn comedian.). In. Hollywood; one- ‘independent. ‘film . ‘producer |’ ‘The LPs are-“Sail: “Along: ‘sn
studied: for the Tabbinate but whether he.was actually. ordained is’un- |-v'ry .Moon,”: released::in March,
certain.
Newley. Cleffer won a ‘bronze stat-| “The “cantor” influénce: ‘on gongs: and. song ‘intetpreters,: ‘of course, 1958; “Blue. Hawaii,”: released> in.
‘uette for “My Kind of Girl” {most ‘is-w.k:,.as appliedto Al-Jolson and -Harold Arlen, among others. Bing : March,’ ‘1959; and “Theme From'A
. “What Kind of Céosby’ 3 -crooning style, ditto” the -Jate::‘Benny- Fields, among’ ‘others, Summer. Place,” reléased .in. Feb--

x, Despjte: her. protestations,’ Mitch- “ 7
ell refused to shorten: the: epilog, © :

.
‘London, April ‘40: |
_ British songwriter. Leslie Bricusse landed. three times in the
Ivor Novello: Awards :for. 1961,
twice in association with Anthony

by” ‘walking: oft ‘the: stage- ‘after. the is
pilog: without. so much ‘as: @ so=.:.
long: to. the: ‘Constitution Hall: ticket=. -

‘she:~
payers. In her two-night stand,

‘madé amends. the. following per-

.

performed work);.
forrnance. by-“making .the -proper” 7
an,
‘Foot Am I” (most. " outstanding song, - likewise issaid. to. have its roots. in:the cantorial manner. of chanting. - ‘ruary, 1960. ‘The. tally was. certified ‘bows: .
| by “Prager. & Fenton; ‘official aclyrically and ‘musically) and. for
-Hame’ praised: ‘Her’ “warmly: for len
eountants
for
the
Record
Industry.)
the score of “Stop The World—I| Columbia. Records: has. five: ‘of ‘its Masterworks: -diskers- on the. new:
...
but.
‘singing,
t.
second-nigh
er.
.
‘Want To Get Off” (most outstand- “Festival of. Performing: ‘Arts”.fy series. They’ aré: Pablo Casals; -who]. Assn. -of America. = *
‘couldn't resist. essaying a final pass .-ing stage musical score).. Newley will. repeat a major portion of the concert he gave. at. the White House |: - Other gold record aibuim awards | when. hé. ‘made’. his ;-“Listening..”-*:partnered Bricusse in last:two en- last November (with Alexander: Schneider “and. pianist. -Miezyslaw- given, by Dot were. to Pat Boone in: Booth”: broadcast. over: WGMS here ae
tries.
Other award. winners were. Horszowski) and which Col ‘released: in. an LP* titled ‘A Concert: at the. 1958 for his.“Pat's Great Hits” and. ‘last. night..
ae
and. Michael | White House”; Rudolf. Serkin, the.Budapest :String Quartet,’ Isaac. to. Lawrence Welk in: 1961 ‘for his
-John
-Schroeder:
-He sang. ‘Miss’ Nilsson’s role of”:
Hawker who penned | “Walking ‘Stern: and- George. London: The ‘series,'a Talent Associates-Paramount:: “Calcutta.” All of the: albums. were, |Brunhilde.. no- Jess,. With ‘his: own::
Back .To' Happiness,” ‘the disk production with David Susskind and‘ James: Fleming as: ‘co-producers, produced. by. Randy. ‘Wood, Dot
tenor. and ‘his own piano ‘accom=..
a 7} President. _
ae
which achieved highest certified “is aired on WNEW-TV: in. New York, and; wIte in Washington.
paniment ‘to. illustrate why ‘he was-..
~°
‘British sales; Tony Osborne,,. whose |
Q
«ight
.
and she was-wrong.:The diva =.
“The Secrets. of The Seine” was
‘Steve Batikole |Omodele- ‘Rhodes, ‘Nigerian jazz authority” ‘and giiest |
-..
decided.
apparently
that'ifthe.
‘want.
ao
-voted the year's outstanding light: of the U.S, State Dept., will demonstrate his: theory: which -deriies the:

US.
Tt a -

ed-to score.that way, he coutd have>>"
6rchestra piece, Galt- MacDermot ‘African: rhythmic basis of “American jazz idea, ata Jazz -Arts ‘Society|
the point.: She ‘refused. to criticize’ .*"
-for “African Waltz," named. the cultural’ exchange’ reception - next’ Tuesday ‘aM),. ‘at. the’ Carnegie En- |.
Hume’s Fendition oft
‘the
€-Wagnerian Ste
best jazz bit;. Ron Grainer who took’ dowment :Center,- N:Y. The. session is ‘being “presented. by the. Society{.
Glasgow,April~10:
ferme.
the most’ outstanding composition | at the request of the: American: Council: on Education, : in’ cooperation |
Bonds, ||.
in film, radio -of tv prize for “The. with the State Dept: Rhodes ‘wilh:beaccompanied. besdrummer: Pete} “J oknny. - Burnett,
‘Gene
McDaniels
arid aay Daniels |"
Maigret Theme” ‘and, finally, a La Roca & his. Quintet. ” om
| ar@ included in a “Rock ’n’ Twist— Jaulus Exits Spanka 3
For:
bronze statuette. goes’ to Cliff Rich-open
|
Zigt: Binor, ‘Israeli accordionist-singer-composér, ‘wilt’ reptesent. ‘his: -UiS.A:". package: show ‘set “to_ ard. and The Shadows for services
country . ‘in: the -first’ annual. International «Accordion: ; ‘Championships’ + at the: 2,500-seater: St.-Andrew's
to British’ musie. |
| :Paul Jaulus:has. taken: over: as:
Among the publishers. which re- ‘sponsored ‘by. the. American .Accordionists’. Assn...at’ New -York’s Car-. Halls here April 21.:
ceived. awards were Essex, Music,| negie ‘Hall June. 23-24. ‘In the: event, first of :its kind. to be‘:conducted.| ”Layout. will also ‘comprise Mark general’ ‘professional : manager: of ' fee
the’. Iris-Trojen’ “and -Deerhaven: “
‘Wynter,
English
pop’
singer,
Danny:
Filmusic,, Marilyn. Musie, Ardmore’ by’ an. American: instrumental: organization, ‘more:; than‘25°‘Pountries
| Riverg.& ‘the. Condors, Four’ Kes- music. firnis.... Jaulus. ‘resigned:. his.
ely
:
& Beechwood, Mason Music, Sher--} are. expected: to participate.’
-/
strels,
and
the
Flee-Rekkers:
‘One+
“post
at Spanka. ‘Music, where - he..." :
win Music and Key Music...
*
The awards, now in their seventh |.” Maceo. ‘Pinkard, " waiter-pabliner ciirtently. éelebrating “his.‘400. nighter (two performances) dis being ‘was a.-mémber-of the. contact: staff, az
to:
také.
on ‘the--new. assignment. <. -.
sponsored
here’
by
|
the
Glasgow
formed
‘Pinkard
Productions
to
produce:
masters
|.
anni
with
-ASCAP,
‘hi
year, will be. ‘presented. by_holiday:t
camp king Billy: Butlin during a for sale to other labe . He'll use his own compositions as well.as. out-" Jewish Board -of Guardians. It will. The - ‘Iris-Trojan,. _ Deerhaven - Pah
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” Hows That ‘Again? *

American

Federation .of

| Television & Radio Artists: yester-.

| industrial: (Philco ‘has a .‘band in
int.
day (Tues.) broke off negotiations
George: “Wein: -{s::going back: “el:e
Aeapuico;. April 16. -|Philadelphia, dt.-s-geems):
_ With -disk’ men. "moaiihig. “ with ‘the’ diskery industry, .de-. Newport this summer as'solé pro-| -.'
4‘Wind. Band”: and. Richard: Franke
|..
claring ‘itself a “free agent.” Un-“This,
‘is
fast
becoming
‘a
gsbout:
how
difficult
.pro
potion
=
":ducer ‘of “Newport: 62, the Mean-.
| @oldiuan: (Allyn & Bacon): ts eubTwist ‘resort. There are ‘Twist .
* $s’. getting, Atco Records:
has. ion. charges that the industry re-:
wd
*§ng
‘et Jaz,"ee ‘a. tiew approach to a.| competitions,
.Classes. teach-" titled -"‘Its.- - Literature. and Tech-. ~vexhibited - great “cinfidente in’ (fuses to count: in. performers. for.|
jam. festivals. :-"Wein. outlined his
nique” -and: js directed’ mainly at :
its. latest Ben ¥..King single, ta share: of the loot now atcruing °
& for the. three-day date;.July ing the Twist, : “Broadcasting ne band. -buffs::and ‘corrposers... gtations -feature~.Twist |tunes: | ‘main ‘(and very valid) theme:..the: ;“The title of the tune ‘isTDon't. . |-to:.the ‘phondgraph labels. as. the
at. Newpor se
' And there's. a. nightclub open: ..
| result “of. the _recently.- written
byno means: Extinet: there}.
there Play’ That Song.” -*°.
_.. .“Phis.’ signals-a“new. departure ” from -one inthe. afternoon: to..“: Dang ts
After completing the:‘deejay. ™ ‘Neighboring Rights Treaty.
:
“aoe:: utilitar
two
: are.
for: jazz. festivals,” he: said,. ‘with me
The: ‘Treaty, the union explains,
ng ‘of’ promotion.’ copies,
am, where only. sTwist. “}teuly:musical;-:arid:let’s. get more .
:-More production—not ‘a. series ‘of *“one
tunes - are played:
the industry ‘here to “re-' .
“one: ‘artist after _another, : We're
-music’ composed . for ‘the. : --However, it occurred:: to: the a ‘entifles:
also: gone. | ferious
shaver
os
“Acapulquen
-munertion”
- for any -Ameérican': label's sales’ chief, Jeriy. ‘Wex- me
ane
‘using: a more: “‘Cohiesive .form -of.
big. way,’ ~ latter.”
a
in
“I-made records that are played in
rhythm
the
tor
:
|.
”
narrafion.
written
,
that:
a
-Just-in-case
‘measwith
“Son:
‘of
‘Central
.
“Park
‘bandsmen
*
Jer
Ee
«.daneing the Twist at their own... ;‘Edwin: Franko:Goldman; the author |- “ure.“might:.well be’ taken lest © “Treaty countries. But, said AFTRA.
jazz impresario, whose name | "private. parties... This, is ‘quite ©
‘yesterday,. the industry negelia-.
-“hhas-. been:. synonymous. with “the |"
no--mere shadow. of: a famous. "the title -be taken. seriously.- ©
‘a revolytionary. switch: since’. -| ‘is
father, being in. his own right, -an |-:- He ‘promptly: sent ‘out the fol-" -|-tors,. after approximately: two-and- “Newport Jazz’ Festival ‘for almost: :- ,eitizens-.ef.
the~
port.
have
in
.
|
¢.cetient
condiictor,
.
| a-half. months: of. dickering,.: “‘recomposer,
~~
lowing
‘message:
“Re:
Ben
E.
“We're.
going
‘to.
a decade, .said;:

‘ script the show: ca George T. ‘Simon, “past stuck pretty close ‘to Mex-: : “teacher and now apostle of good | ~ King’s record:-of -‘Don’t’ Play
‘jean ~and. Latin “American. | band music. “The. book. begins with _ That. ‘Song,’ Please. Do!” ... tise
a. history. of wind. bands. in ‘Europe }
-. critic. of. the N.Y. Herald| ‘Tribune,:

., author of “Feeling . of Jazz,” jazz.

fused.to. negotiate”

the. perform-

ers’ rights to share in remunera’ tion : from the broadcasts.”

Nobody . ‘ear “explain: the” -and..theU.S.. It retells with: zest| >".
- AFTRA announced the cessa-.
4 “awist madness. and ‘contamina
. tion of dickers .with the yecord
;
‘This -year’ 's “jazz: ‘précentation 4s:| ve tion “‘of local ‘citizenry. by -the. *: } the story ‘of: our’ greatest, spectacu-: OUT
‘industry:
on the eve of. a conferlar=—unsurp;
assed:
after
90
years—
|
:
pudgeted “at: :$80,000.:It. will run - "new rhythm, Local. press: has: :
ence of AFTRA locals that héegins
‘the. World. Peace: Jubilee in. Boston. |
': three days. instead of the customary ~, renamed. fhe
‘resort
ttle .e ‘There a..bandof
in’
Denver,
today (Wed). | of
2,000
«
players“
. four asin past years. The: aécom- "> ~puleo.”
- The new contract that Was being.
. joined. ‘alt orchestra ‘of 1,000: with |.
-, panying ‘folk:‘festival, which. Wein |
negotiated
.
was’ to pick up where.
|
a
chorus:
of
20,000
in:
‘the:
back:
|.
.- introduced; Wik, not. ‘be held .‘this.
| the: old’ one left off; AFTRA-and
. .ground. .
Be ‘the ‘diskers ‘had ‘a performer ‘pact
‘Fascinating. too, ‘the early. must:|Weil, ‘who: fntroduced ‘jazz’ ‘to
‘that. ‘began: in 1959. and -ended
i. cal life of many of our gréat band-|.
. “Boston. ‘with ‘his .longtime. -Story-.
early. this ‘year.
leaders: -“Sousa,.violinist with: “OF-|:
. ville:‘nightclub, ‘recently moved ta:
| fenbach; <--Mictor :Herbert,° "cello |
“AFTRA said ‘that the staiemate’
“the Hotel Bradford; a: jazz. author--|
‘soloist with a band;' Edwin: Franko -Ppentioe Hallhas: put: back. into 3demand. swas baséd by .the union
--ity,fnstructor in jazz at: Boston.U. |:
‘Goldman,’ ‘first’: ‘trumpet. ‘in -the print the.“Varrery’ Music -Caval- on Article 12 of.the new Neighbor- and. ‘producer’ of-the Newport, ‘Jazz |"
-|.Metropolitan.bit ‘under Mahleer cade,” updated 10 years by. musi-| ing ‘Rights Treaty, which. is: said
’ Festiyaly, ‘is -flying:;solo ‘this: year. |
cologist Dr. Julius Mattfeld. ‘Book, “to ‘guarantee the disk makers a
and: Toscanini...”
“Asked ‘why: che“was. going: ‘pack |”
:“The author gives.“his father ‘all which has beén ‘a .Sellout in” its yeturn on foreign radio or. tv aire.
ethis year in the. face’ of a. reported |.
‘the. réspéct due.him.. The: accom-: original ‘$10 edition:.10 years ago, ings...
.
loss.‘ of. $60,000. by ‘the: group. who.|.
‘Plishnients:. .of Goldman:: pen: on. has been: enlarged and Updated: fo}:
-did last -year’s “Music at Newport,’” | |a letter written’ by Gustav’ Mah-] ‘behalf’ of band music are ‘truly a: new: $12.50 price: .
ler
on
Dec.
8,;
1907:
on
‘the
occasion
Wein said: -“Last- year’s: promoters ;
“heroic when: one considers-that | Upsurge in the. subsequent. years
did: -a good: -job,. but weré-inex- of ‘his resigning: from‘ the director-. _almost. ‘singlehandedly “he. per- of quite a few yesteryear pops into’
: .perienced - -in:. festival” production, ship of the Vienna Opera isremark- suaded -such” greats .as’ Milhaud; ‘tandards—many. of them .not orig-|.
ably
‘
propos.
the
.
‘recent
resigna~"particularty | in ‘the: New England
Schoenberg,.-Grainger: and ‘Respi- .inally notated in the years of their”
“area; ‘They: were grossly over. bud- tion -from. _ the , Same Sglablish: -ghi- to ‘write.for the. symphonic first. copyright—has been ‘still an= in every. department.. ‘I -feel
|?
1
band.
eo
,
‘other: “revision. - Previous .book,
|: “One- Yack: "Author. ’ Goldman which “erded «at.the« ‘mi century, |.iat if *-budgéts’ . are... carefully.
” watched |in.’62, we°tan begin ‘once be
opera house -"when. aecamping makes - nothing. but’ the minutest subsequently takes in © e- last +: Pinky‘Herman. walked out ‘of two
. again ‘to ‘establish® the’ preeminence
‘reference to the “backbone of Amer-’ decade's. evolution -of cha-cha, |pa- music biz committees last week. He fee
“ 7 ’of the Newport: Jazz: Festival.” . : Vienna. ‘overnight? Cp
‘ican ° military music: “the .fife,. As -changa,- meringue. ‘to rock.’n’-roll, sent ‘in. his ‘notice of. resignation |
“The name ‘Newport’. is’ synony- “My dear Colicagues: aa
“|. bards have not’ died," neither have: rockabilly “and. The Twish,mani- from ‘the ©writer's’ advisory: com-.
jmittee of the. American. Society of”
, mous: ‘with “jazz,”" Wein said, “and‘|’. The:‘hour ‘has. come ‘that marks. fife’ &. drum. corps. Because -of the- festations;.*.
.. |
', signifies:‘the most. important. ‘single | the. end of dur‘ common: undertak:: ‘work of such men .as John: McDe-|: ‘The. historical: review; ‘to go ‘with Composers,. Authors ‘& Publishers
’ .evént: in, the -history of jazz. ‘Suc- ing. ;T-leave this.place-which 1 have ‘Rnagh on the. bore. of the fife, this|,the musical: cavalcade, -has ‘simi- and from’ the American Guild -of :.
- gess:at. Newport over the:‘years did;9town to ‘love. ‘and -herewith-“say. instrument . must now: be reexami-: larly -been. updated. Anew. intro- Authors & Composers’. council..
“-Ynore: to-‘help Jazz: and increase ‘the |. good-bye‘to you. Instead of:a com- ‘ned “in “a new.-musical “light. . Mr.4‘duction also: has.been .written’ by. ‘His. ASCAP. walkout stems from”.
prestige: of, jazz. than “anything. else ‘plete, fully-rounded work,. I- leave: Goldman,’:who -‘encourages new|‘Abel Green, ‘editor .of Vartery,; the hassle he. got into with the Soan: unfinished ‘fragment, as: “is:the ‘colors for ‘the® band,-. should not|:
. eas the world.”mee,
‘who.; authored -the .previous. intro ciety’s president, Stanley . Adams,
..Wein, at.the’ moment; is‘the:only. fate:of Man.
neglect: this neat:little ‘American. when: Prentice-Hall. first published at'a membership meeting in New
“one: -involved. from. the ‘old group|. It: as: nat for: me. ‘to.pase:‘judg: - sparkler, :
“Keane. » jit-S'in --1951; :- Incidentally, .in’ the York two weeks ago. Herman, who - Whe ran the Newport. Jazz. Festival. ment ‘on what: my: work: has: meant | |
past two or. three. years | the dhad been. on the dvisory.commit~ hos 1954-60; ‘when \a:‘riot..caused: ‘to ‘those ‘to whom it was. dedicated.:
“Vaniery Music. ‘Cavalcade,” being tee for the past 11 -years, said he.
the ending: of.‘the. concerts:‘before, Still, in a. moment: like. this I may’
protest. against. ‘.
‘out of stock. .at P-H, was’a .collec-' was resigning. as_
‘their. ‘skedded: eonclusion.. He “is say: my “intentions apere ‘the best, |"
tor’s :item. “and: hard-to-get, book- the “outrageous treatment” he reé_ gontacting members’ .of "the. -old-|-‘my goal: was a: high one: My: ef-|'
‘ceived
at
the
meet.
when he tricd::| sellers charged :$20 .and upwards
‘. poard: of directors ‘to see if they forts. were not. always crowned with “for second-hand. copies. ‘Quite..a ‘to get.a motion. through for the Soight be:. interested -‘in. working. :-success,- ‘No one is’ so subject. to}:
| few of the: ‘Hollywood. film studids ciety to call’ a special meeting in
-| “the resistance ‘of .the-matertal”—] -- ’
with him:
| as..well as.the: diskeries, Tadio and ‘which. writers could voice’ their.
‘Wein said that. when. “he heard 1 the hidden pitfalls’ of the: thing|
. Springfield;- m1. April 10. _ {tv ‘stations. programmers ‘et:al. -beefs:. ‘Herman. claims that’ the
8 Tadio report. ‘that. the- last ‘year’s -itself :as the practicing artist.. But With: the- local" citizenry, in this ‘were forced: to photostat: segments: balloting was illegal. because some
Btoup Was “not going back -to New-- Ihave given. my best and subor- state capital: constantly. bemoaning of. the . book. when: planning Period ‘members of. ASCAP's hoard of di-.
< port, ‘he’“went down and ‘applied’ dinated my. personal: feelings. to- Springfield's Jack-of entertainment. musical. settings.”
rectors voted.
for'.a ‘license:” .. The “contract --has the ‘cause,.my.own ‘proclivities. to -and ‘cultural activities,-‘a ‘group of |
Since there is no set’ metiibership
_been.. Signed,. “and: first payment: ‘of |. the..call of duty. FF didnot spare private families have pooled: ‘finan=:]
“|
for
‘the: wirters’ advisory. council, |"-)
$1,000: ‘on.the: ‘$10, 000: agreément myself;. therefore I-.was justified’ -Gial_ resources to. promote. ‘a one. Adams Ness decided whether: —
wed -with* the’ ‘city-‘has ‘been’ made; |he. in one the full energies of ‘night; .concert-dance stand. of Les
{
Herman
.w
replace
7.
reported: . The © additional :- $9,000. ;others.":
| Brown Orch.on April -30.. Brown is:|Herman’s -beef. with AGAC. |is
= Gusray:Mines.eines? ‘the date. as°a stopgap ‘in|.
‘Will. be..paid: ta. the. ‘city.
-equal:;. -:
‘Sp
ace:
Play's
$
London
Bow),
ser
ga
what
he
alleges is its re-.
. installmerits:ef $4,500" ‘each.‘before
7 his. midwest: tour, :to: rover. ‘travel
:, London; “April -10. . f
is
*
ete...
. the: festival-dates. = -*":
‘usal to discuss the ‘‘controversial
* Book‘Appears in:Vienna’: :"|expenses,.
“Leo Smit, of the department. of universal
colléction
plan.” Herman .
The license ‘cuts .the: number: af}
sc"
Mienna;: April. 16. |" ‘Concert: will. be held in‘the ‘Jocal|.
days ‘of the -festival from .four :as'}: “Vienna is;‘{elishing: anew. book;| Elks. Club. ‘Auditorium, with’ ducats musie - at the U. -of.- California,. is had’ been on --the council for five
due
‘in
London:
‘this
week
to
attend.
years.
The
.
AGAC
council — is.
-- jn“ past’ years to three and pro- which promises’ te achieve ‘status as. selling - for $2.50. at the: door-..or:
. Vides, for. the-‘Japse- of one day 4a: local--béstseller. in ‘the German }. $2 in advance. Except for the Lake the opening of a riew space play, scheduled: to meet this ‘week. and a
“petween 4th.-of July. ard the week: language: and may: pessibly. attract: Club, .a ‘top: ‘nightclub. witha Jong “Rodkots ‘in *-Ursa-:--Major,” - by’ replacement for Herman will prob- .
Cambridge VU. scientist Fred: Hoyle,
{Continued on. age 66).
.|translation. into-‘English. ° ‘The vol-' history,. and the annual State Fair, for which he composed ‘some. of |. ably “be.decided upon then.
J ume. -béars the’ tifle “Conductors, Springfield “is: Virtually: bankrupt the songs: and choruses, and which
biz:.activity. ©.
| Stars - and.’.Buréaucrats,” Sub-cap- | in showbiz
‘lis “being :presented by Bernard.

will write: the Script.
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$
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Batoneers, Soloists
tion..is “Splendor and: Decline: of |
Miles. -at.the Mermaid Theatre.
_ Name.
ra
~TexasCouplePleadsNot’ the’
Vienna. Opera Ensemble. a:
~ During: his. stay in- London, Smit] ..
Set for Robin: Hood
|
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NET
lis to givé.a recital of contemporary |*
Publication: was. field’ up. eeaisePhiladelphia; April 10.
Gail.on-Frand Charges - of ‘charges’ that’ the: author; -‘Vietor'|
music .at. the Mermaid next Sunday.
Leopold. Stokowski will head the
Reiman, ‘is biased “in his:views. of" -$308,455, UP $166,147 (15). His program -will include: his. list. of .10- conductors who will baClub
d
Recor
Col
g:
-Various *personages... One ‘singer's
iAudio: Devices Ine., ‘manufacturer own compositions, plus a:group of fon: the six-week outdoor: concert
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OED ae a
“It” is. a-seven-year: .pact,”.:under ‘action ‘between.‘Mere-Philips . wand fic eee
‘whieh ‘the’ -pignist ‘will -cut :three Philips in“ Europe. “We: plan tof: 00.000 8°
- LPs. a. year; including a’ projected cover any sector -worth covering,” | 00:
2.2007
” Jocation groeving during. his forth. he’ says: :“‘We. ‘are.‘Working toward. ee
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. -coming British concert: tour. | a world -image.”.
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The. setup -does’ not: affect: Gar-. -Van ‘der. ‘Haar . points: ‘out: ‘that phe
aa jier’s . ‘deal with ‘ABC-Paramount a&r mén -must- ‘NOW - ‘more --than]"". .
. 7
Records which -distributes. Octave ‘ever.’ consider:”:an- artist's ‘inter-|
.™
_ vin the US.. and its territorial. pas- ‘national -potential. . ‘The important}...
°°)
” “sessions: In Europe: .Garner. will: thing. ‘here’ is‘that the a&r man|
be: on ‘the: -Philips label:°‘Philips: -must become “intérnational ‘with= | -°-

out losing: his ‘Yank identity, This}’.? .: ~

Mill work. ‘closély. “with: the’ pianist

|:

overseas _in“ terms-.of: promotion. is the’ plan Philips. intends to.Ase. at
a
+ "j
. and - appearances; ° and --coordinat® with its.U:S. operation. :
anahaleBalldup: af
-_ing his:disk efforts: - a
2 a pais
Builds Jazz "Catolor.” oe! an.
ips'is
also:mapping a:classi|... : |
teal
. This..-will
:be.'a“is
‘major
"Another Feeent Philips. move: in
step:‘buildup.
“ for “Mercury
which
-now|-|. * .:
|

">the jazz.-area |was.-the ‘company’s
light in” ‘comparison ‘to.
-.** pacting with Interdise to take over- classically
severalgorner.. ve labels. i feld wo
-.amueh, of: its |distribution... In “so wan
enter:
the: classi¢al
Poa
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-* gide--and.‘thereby. ‘arranged ‘for. ae ‘both in ‘the U.S.. and Europe: *.
“What ‘it all amounts to, van: der:
-- 1 /"eongiderable ‘jazz.©catalog.: The | |..-Haar relates, is. that ‘Philips plaris}”:-°....0=5. re
:* “Riverside-“product: “will, - however, ‘to build -Mercury and. itself into|..”:.° =... %.
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” vetain ‘its: Yank. imprint’. aid’ Phil- Majors by hitting .all. the markets

aoa ips. ‘will “serve” ‘principally. aS" 8
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all: over. as
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ps operation ‘has. oon
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““iphiere’ é:acerowing. jaz ‘dnarket” the’ ‘capital: and ‘résources:‘to put} °°.
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i‘overseas, van. der. Haar points: out. just’ such a: ‘plan.into effect. It has|
a “It: qs" aa: consistent -. seller.” -“Be- distributors: in .over.-50 interna-_|';
* . - Gause™. ‘of. ‘this: Philips wants ‘to- tional. .markets :‘and. wax affiliates
chee “reinforce”. ‘the’. Philips-Mereury ‘in many areas.. The company in-[*
°.
«..
ss position. in: the US.. “by. strengthen- .tends’ to: ‘put : ‘these ° facilities: to-: _a S ee ee
-_. Ng: overseas. To ‘accomplish this, ‘gether’ into: a -concerted -effort at| -: “is
". ‘van der ‘Haar says that .the prod- ereating, as yan: der: ‘Haar ‘puts it, [-!
vet Chis: firm °“gets: through’ ‘deals “a world: image.’”* This. obviously]. --

....

“ Tike: the. above: will -be ‘treated ‘will have .a “strong effect.on- MerSpecially, “There is a big ‘extended-: eury. and. its’ future in the: U:S.
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Tn ‘1960, :190,000,000 disks.were | CAL. U’S LYRIC asi

Let, example,” he: points ‘out..“So Phil-«
=". fps wills’ bregk ‘a - lot: of. ‘releases

-..... down into EP size and singles’‘to!

Ls take:‘full. ‘advantage.-

“ Hollywood,- ‘April 10°
[fh -:
and Robert Wright, |}.

00 “were. singles, "40-45,000,000,-‘Chet: Forrest

were EPs -and 32,000,000" “were. composer-lyricists: now.in Los.An-|. }.. .. [ALPs, Bight’ per’. cent ‘of ‘this ‘total. geles for the Civic Light Qpera]'f.-. .
was.” Jazz, ‘van “der. Haar‘ notes:’ productions. of ‘their “Song: of Nor-/-]* “Jazz. interest 1s on a steady rise, way” “and...“Kismet,””; «were. guest | |‘he: points: out, and, .with the. loss. ‘lecturers: at ‘Hal: Levy’s ‘University: | fo. 025
_ 2 -0£ Columbia: ‘whien™. it set. up its of California’ Exterision class info:
..
-" + own. European. operation, ©“Philips ‘Popular ‘Lyric Writing. --Recent. Se
2. Shas. been

‘jits| guests

trying.to- improve

|

.?...
rr

have. _ included. ‘Meredith PB gee

oR

“stock in this :area.*-The: plan is. Willson,..-E.
:Y. :Harburg . and i ee
.”. “not. ‘to. get: a: quantity “of. labels, ‘Stephen: ‘Sondhejia. mo
-_ but “rather: to” be. selective” -and| - Among those” slated. for:‘future
‘develop: a ‘firm: jaz ‘foothold-by: ‘appearances .ate- Arthur Hamilton,j

reas

:

|...

. -’ handling: of the ‘product ‘im the’ -Ross. Bagdaserian, .Sule.Styne. and | a

=" “method of release (EP, LP,: single) Bob. Merrill. fe.

; ie

aoe and ‘the ‘type of. material.”

. Peps ‘Regional Pattern *
‘! In the pop. area, .van- der: Haar

hack
Cale,LPala hia | ee 7 .oe en

ue asserts that ‘the market:is: turning,

‘ ter he ‘says that is“important for.
Yank Jartist. and: a&r,.considera-

“Hollywood, April 10.
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oa ‘tion. . To meet. this’ ‘element -Mere}- * Nat:“(Kinig) Cole’ “who: ‘recently |
|]:
‘get:‘up his own diskery; K:C. Rec-|
:
mes
.. Lords, has made‘'Jack Gale veepee-j

“> generar: manager, to headquarter [.}.'

|...

|in N.Y., and Dick LaPalm, veepee

fin

charge of:sales‘and national pro-|'f
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“". |motion, headquartering {n. Chicago. | |... °-

.
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‘| personal pact with-Capitol Records,|
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| First-releases will-be distributed | 1."

2 ‘An(Abril khrough his’ own. |

“in
theWorld?
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- NatCole'sNew Tiskery|

“? “back. to-a. regional: ‘pattern, .a-fac-|

|

|°:.-:

| With. which. he recently. signed.at

18 pee
>| new 10-year. pact.”
_ tethe zulus: of Africa**.. _
Artists ‘already. signed: are. Stie mon
oles. “you. will find ‘it’in Folkways": catalog of. Raney, who will. cut four sides next |:]
"+," aver 600 Long’Playing authentic. Folk records.~
'. ., from: afmost every country, cultuce of ethnic
.* fgroup.in the wold. Also-Science, Jazz, Litera-

EY

‘month; Barbara-MacNair? who will | Jo. 02 05 0: 27+

Sout a pair this week; and: The. Nite}: ).-2.20ae
Fe
“27 * "ture
and Childrens series.Write forsoniplete ah tes, instrumental ‘group.
-..

free catalogs. 2° |:
*FE 4440. Music of tiieAmami islands.

a

wee **FE4969,Arica SauthoftheSatara

~ Chicago; ‘April 10.24
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"| Mareh 22 issue: of et <a: Johnson|NEWAND.NOTEWORTHY FROM CHOREO ‘RECORDS -
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77 "BalloDisk Beat Sellers= —
‘London, ‘April 10.

~ AlbumTeviows

SES Wondertal ot a+ Sad ows fon.
(Columbia) .

Tell: Me

-

What: . oes+. Shapiro oa

5 Continued ‘fromm. pase: C

(Columbia)«
“pleasing” to:‘thous: dig. a
Roekea-Hala: Baby
y: ee. Presleyee ‘market including. both rock combo especially
.1 style sometimes and ‘modern vocal inclined .to. Twist. (RCA).

|.

“rhe term. ‘good. music’ asie is and ‘the blues, in al their “varied
FABIAN: - : 1g. FABULOUS. used today in the trade is .a -hoax,” forms have been “the. strongest :_, Mareh Of.‘Stamese.
--Ball : style ‘always.. The: well-rounded
..te |-package: contains considerable. sal-’ HiTs”. (Chancellor). Tt the’ transis-:...
_ (Pye):
says Nesuhi- Ertegun,.- Atlantic ‘contributor. to this rise;:
‘The ‘downgrading.and ‘dismiss- "Dream. Baby.‘gee
Records veep. “It’s a joke, a fal-.
sas/.
Orbison ms able: ‘matérial, both for ‘the air- torized teeners can, take a reprise: - |
ting of r&b'and rock as not being]. -:-: . (London). ..
. ‘waves. and. .cash: registers. _The of Fabian singing an assortment of: lacy, and an insult.” “Any. -music that’s ‘genuine, aood”. is a serious and insulting fo ‘:Wimoweh .‘be Saseres “Denver wed ‘platter -is: split 50-50 vocal-instru- “his - single disclicks: ‘that: includes | -honest and what- the artist believes ;
““)"
(Decea)-*
_ - | mental, and: shows .solid) work: in. “Tiger,”-“Turn'.Me Loose” and - . ..
in. as his * music—that’s’ good}.
Lets” Twist Again “Checker : | the” former : department. on:.tunes, ‘’m.A Man’ as well as.some’ news)...
music,” Ertégun
states. “Good
(Columbia)
: 1 like “Once. Upon a Time” aiid “We, ies,. then. ‘thieds:the: package f
for ot
music” is not phony little sounds dustry. today’ ‘Is. negating the basic - ;Hey Ba
ir ei;* Channel :-| Speak ‘the ‘Same .-Language”. and. them.”
‘yigged ‘up. to: be. quiet sounding,” structure -of. American. ‘music. by '.(Mereury}"".
}good style. dn the latter. on Buch J
PE | -FLEETWOODS:
-he avers. “Blues is the true Amer- setting up a meaningless and fal- fe Hole :in? Ground. ssCribbing -| numbers: as ‘The: Real” Me”. and
ican musical: form and ‘geod’ lacious system: of values.
‘-(Parlophone)”
: “Our. Kids Twist.” There’ seems. BEST ‘GOODIES OF. THE. OLD. oe
‘means anti-blues in. this: mental- ~ “Good: music” and ‘all the other| ‘Btranger ‘On. Shore: ‘oui . to: be -just. the’ right balance “be-: IES” (Dolton). Some. of -the . rock”
ity.”
| term‘that have grawa with it like
. (Columbia), wo -|-tween’ rock and.'straight’ pop,.and:} ‘n’-roll hits of the 1950s (The. Pen-....
“Rock. & - roll. and ‘rhythm & ‘“big sound,” “full: sound,” “pala-|;
‘guins’ :“Earth: Angel,” ‘The -Five:’...-’
[the effect is: a swinging: one.
blues are ‘ail: forms of ‘the blues,” |table rock ‘and roll” and: 80. many.
1 Satins’. “In. The‘Still.Of The Nite,” ... |
Ertegun: says, “and, although there |others are empty. and meaningless
4GERALDO, ‘PLAYS ‘FOR DIN: etc.) -are. revived” here-in: a 19603
are some: awful things: in the. blues|:phrases. which. serve nothing -but|.
. ING. AND: DANCING *. (Camden).. style. by :The’ Fleetwoods, a-young.:. . j
field, that does: not negate” the the worst purposes, :Ertegun: feels..
‘The: title: of ‘this~ -platter- tells the. -harmony. trio who've. won over the. © -’§
basic tradition of U.S. music. The Sure there :is bad. stuff, he: ‘allows,|.
,whole_ story, except. for the. “fact. ‘juve set. with ‘a. couple of their ~~.
big hands come and go but the but at least some: of it is) honest : Abe. Olman, music’ ‘Biz: veteran: that :Geraldo’s:.band’ is. first rate. own. clicks... However, the album’s”.:. °°;
blues tradition ‘has been going on and much of it leads eventually to: who served forsome 20-year's with |‘Geraldo is. the London, version ‘of appeal will: depend. ‘an haw. one: Aig
for some 60 years and has always a-greatéer: enlike:jazz or’ even ‘the. the: Big 3 and had‘ some’ operations Meyer Davis for dishing up. society: feels about.Buel r:'n’.r classics ag: * °°}
classics.
of his own; has. joined the. Howard terp-sounds. On this:disk he works'| “Eddie-:
been valuable and:.good.” “ Love,” “Venus,” oa.
| Richmond organization.*"He -will ‘through. medleys -_ covering: . the: “Donna” andthelike. Ss Gros.
What he objects. to most is the} :.
3 ‘headquarter in New York. tategorical dismissal of rock and
quickstep, foxtrot,- Latino: ‘and | ‘He: will.be a consultant: for tlie waltz -fempos, “all of which” are.
“r&b as not. being “godd music.”
overall Richmond.o eration: and
“Ig there any. art value in: this|
-arranged and smoothly: exe‘neatly
as
ts.
work. with: education: “projec
‘good. music’?” ‘he. .asks. It’s not
cuted. for top dance’ and listening |:
ay” « :
‘Well. as. serving as. a ‘coordinator
that he feels every.t&b piece. to
come
on fthe-scene makes an|- : Chirp Connie Francis: has’ beet: of the: firms” international setup.|. ‘seléction right. for the-varlous tem-| ~~
.artistic .contribution..but Ertegun. ‘named defendant-in a $32,690 ac-: In recent -years he: has. heen. dn: pos and the package is.a fine. buy |: Sam. Snetiker,. ‘corporate. treasbusiness manager: of: ~ ..
says that it.-is. at.° least, more ‘tion in N.Y. Supreme Court. by |sem-retirement. on: the Coast
| OR: Camden, -Victor's. low-priced. wurer'- and.
for’ ‘the -past- nine =>
- honest and Senin music tradition

OMANACTIVEAGAIN,
JOINS RICHMOND ORC

CPA’SSUITASKS206.
FROM CONNIE FRANCIS|

SuetikerLeaving Frank’

effect.. The. sound :is big, the tune|~To.0Dpe

the ‘accounting :‘firm: of.Orlando:‘Bl:
‘than ‘the souped-up sound.~ of Chase. :
‘what, under the music. piz’s 1962) : ‘The CPA’s éomplaint Glaims that
vocabulary,’ is “good.”
Miss Francis hired.it to: determine
To judge music - under. this the :accuracy... of MGM . Records’. frame of. reference is “insulting, royalty - ‘payments: : The . ‘singer|.
- Hollywood, April 10. °
wrong and° terrible,” : Ertegun. records: exclusively for’ the. label. |.
Nelson.Riddle will front. Ted.
feels. “The biggest audience is the The complaint. «states... that. the
Heath's
‘orch.
in -London: during 10.
blues. audience,” he points. -out.:
“discovered: ‘that. . the’
This audience is not interested. in| diskery- owed her |some: $100,000: days: of.tv' and‘ concerts.in England
beginning’. May 30: He'll add 12.
- the “anemic ‘good ‘music’ sound.” ‘In back’: royalties.

‘Own Mesic Frm

“|Frank. Music:
years, will end. his:association with.

ne, he

“MR. ‘OLIVER the publishing:firm on July 1. He -:.”'§
RiddletoFront.Ted:Heaih|‘WISoD » ‘MeKUEN:
* (Jubilee). Rod -McKuen |plans to. open his own. business in: wy
versatile young performer. who the music field at that: time.-- Band forBritishDates {g'a
- Snetiker_ joined: Frank Loesser’s :oe
sometimes “kids -his’ material -too
}...
‘mich and interjects some unneces-.

‘firm in “1953. After 11 years with’. ~

treatment

‘tered the .publishing’ area: where...

‘sary. sophistication’. in terms -“oF. Ashley “Music: Supply Co. he ‘enand. interpretation

on

‘occasion. ©But -he:is..undentably a he was with Leeds .and ‘Chappell aan

‘solid “gong-seller,
:
‘This set,’ “which ‘before joining, Frank. .
that we: iit dee: Orlando '& “Chase. ‘chaige ‘that. ‘strings and four. ‘percussion -men, ‘was ‘produced: by ‘Don Costa as. an}. : Cyd -Cheiman, currently |
‘office
‘swelling: Briton’s: orch to 31.:
into jazz
es as
ie!
-: lindte* production, nicely. showcases manager’ of "Frank, will suceeed:
These “people are in- they were to be paid a percentage

‘He meinte
moves

velops.

~ .§

corporate. treasurer..: -:”
ability to. handle the up-- Snetiker. |as |
‘tempo: stylings: of. ‘rock, :c&w- and ‘But no‘ decision has yet - been: ©.

Delicate balance of. exchange be- McKuen’s

the ‘coin ‘collected. by’ Miss. |ween. “American °Federation: :of.
terested in music. “which has life jot
Francis, but: shé didn’t press. the
‘and vitality,” he says, andthe. claim. against MGM_ thereby. en-. Musicians‘.and *‘British: . ‘Musicfans.
‘current. system of musical .values; abling herself to get a new ‘con~ ‘Union .will not. be’. affected, for.
insults this. audience and ‘those tract at favorable terms. ‘
. | Heath's. ‘band is English, of course. |
wha write, play and sing for ‘it.
' “And: Riddle is. a-.bandleader. Deal:
. As the blues. audience develops,

‘folk. Some. of. the. ‘material is. his -made .concerning ‘supérvision. of: ~: ‘|
and.handled.
aed
Sneti: own, in “collaboration
ti ‘w ith Gladys
dys sales
ker‘aise
Shelley, and. some involves’ .cliart
material like: “Hey: ‘Baby, 7: “Dear |.
.| Between: the -unions ‘is. that’ if,:U,S.'"Lady “Twist,” ©“What'd I’: Say,” }
orchis play Britain, equivalent, nurti- “Let's .Twist: Again”. and: his| -..
| bers‘ of Britons. must .Play. equiv- “Oliver - Twist.” “Phe set, 18 ‘fre|:
. Honolulu, April 10::
alent U.S. ‘dates: :
‘| quently ‘too noisy. ‘and pretentious
|.”“Violinist Mischa: ‘Elman ‘will: be

Biman’S$GuestSint

‘mex ‘AlumsCue

then move .'‘on. to idee, and it jal.
this. development that. has built]:
and continuesta build the jazz]:

|

~ Demise of EPin Britain Riddle ;will, ill the band undef. ‘but

it. contains: some: work: that’s: ‘one of five - guest. artists” ‘during’ “y

his name, of course, and also plans. effective both from: the. listening the :1962-63: Honolulu Symphony. 4%
London,. April 10.
season: :The. others include. pian" ~a
inex. td -cut.an album there, using one and.-terping. standpoints. .
market, Jazz is getting. to be af —“Diskertes? “love for =theof
England’s.. best-known, |ehtrbs, '
albums oPhleh
which. ave
have eee
‘been
i843 Jorge: Bolet, Ania: Dorfmann
|:P
a bigger.field, he avers; pensive”.
DON:. JACOBY. &.. THE.Cor. |&
biggerand.
Shirley Bassey...
Mourna ‘Lympany- and. cellist growing ‘ever th
= | LEGE ALL-STARS: “SWINGING Joseph:.Sehuster.. 9 02
| most ‘certain to lead -to-the- demise
|=
"| BIG. SOUND”: (Deéca), This is ‘a

of the .éxtendéd-play, four-song | E=| disks which ‘used.to bridge the

‘| price gap between. singles and’ i

‘bums, Already. the trade-has noted

“|gathering of campus. cats under |=

Geo. Wein

-| the tutelage: of ‘vet ‘trumpeter: Don

~~MOST
| PEOPLE.

‘a swinging’ trew who peat ‘It. out
oduction. First.
a falling-off in EP produc
~~
Hl two months: of 1962 saw .only 195: tend. license “dates: The : contract ‘with .a-youthful spirit ‘and: a yet it
‘issues while. corresponding figure: also..sets certain restrictions, such '‘eran savvy: ‘The sound is big and:
As:a-limit of 10,000. Seating capac- bright and -the: ‘repertoire {there
for. 1961 was. 269...
‘no ‘standees: and-a 12: mid-. | are 16. numbers..in ‘this. package)|
But: while the. fotir-sorigers ate ‘ity-and
night deadline .with: a’ 15-minute. keeps: ‘moving: all. the. ‘time. -:
ar
‘on the way out ‘production of sin-. grace ‘period: for: all performances:.|
) | gles: and ‘albums. are rocketing to ‘In’ addition it “places:.all’ respon- | THE ~ “TEMPLES:-a)
A
guch an extent that if the present Sibility on. the: licensee. :for...con=: TWIST ‘DU: SCHOEN”. (Ad Lib). AT
‘trend continues the’ yearly release
rise| Cessions’,‘atid:“policing.Within: the’ ‘set. of “Yiddish- evergreens. are
of.singles will: exceed: the'1
13% riseDar
mt
sharply: updated via'this: set which.|]
registered da 1961.
The- “county’$s - top jazz. ‘Rames' takes. such ‘familiar. melodies as.
a willappear at. the upcoming. festi- “Hava -Nagila,” “Bel Mir Bist’ Du |!
teh,
aot
ws
tte
tye
'
| val ,. Wein: :said, ‘including Louis. Schoen,”” “Tena Tzena” and several
terDon Jacoby
yetgWee
ie
aterteg
eet
ht
Ate
The
a
oe
wc
pe
geny
Armstrong; "Dave..Brubeck, . Duke: -others oiit-of the.Hora and into the.|{
Dee
LOI
Y
SURETY
(OO
VOOON
REET
tat
.: a PR
-Ellington;:" Count *. Basie, -.Gerry. Twist. The result is a. catchy nov- |'
élty
‘package.
Featuring.
an
organ-|h
‘Mulligan and: others." Wein said
MERCURY
RECORDS.
.
- Chicago; April 10.. :|-he. hopes to. have Thelonious. Monk. sax-guitar-drum’ combo. sousid,: the
-_‘trumpeter Don ‘Jacoby, who -in. write. a jazz composition for the. package, ‘is: loaded with: meat for]/—FAMOUS, music ‘CORPORATION. a
| recent years has -been’ doing pro-. Duke Ellington band. Ellington ‘he terpers: and: could :even. catch|. =
motional. concerts ‘for. the Conn: will appear twice, once. with ‘his ‘some air.play via the novelty ‘angle. |. gusquseeeeiee
Instrument Co., has formed his own. ‘big band and once with a small’ The arrangements: and interpreta- |. . TIVAel-7a- Gn
Eat
ER ESe
lok.
wo
.
HV) fazz group and ‘will-make his nitery unit.’ Wein.-.also--hopes. to have. tions are. solid and: ‘bluesy, and: .a
‘i bow -May 21 at. thé Embers, Fort: Ellington. ‘Play: with. Count. ‘Basie’ 8. hard -.swinging .sound:: prevails. | &
etet
2ete
poke
.
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“DOWTBREAK —
THE HEART THAT

LOVES YOU”.

iss

,

‘MARRIED.

Forms Own Jazz Unit|

} Wayne, Ind.,. for: a two. week. en- ban
Strangely enough, even: ‘something |. “WHAT. NOW,MYLove” ;
gaigement.
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‘of six: instrumentalists and. 4 girl: which he has been touring through|°
‘| singer, is. also ‘set’ for four. weeks. the ‘Midwest, comprising “Peewee *. TE COLDSTREAM. GUARDS.
; ‘GO.WEST” (Riverdale),:‘The ‘Cold-|
‘| at the Edgewater Beach. ‘Hotel, Cat Braft ‘and: Marshall Brown.
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Eddie Risman of New . York'silstaircases and
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g ng. graced by the presence of s
;
for post of ‘delegate from. San’ Frans.
Latin Quarter was disappointed injeffects,”
| Belle. Barth, Lenny Bruce .and,. last:
Ships Sets InitialTalent cisco area.:to the AGVA.convention -- .....
not seeing any specialty acts while; Although | the | Latin. “Quarter Saturday. (D),.Dick Gregory. These | . Fr the ‘first:
‘time, the United to ‘be held in’ New -York ‘starting. .-- ©
the! enterSta or he first ti
|’.
’ ‘bathing in the production splash of|tried transistor. microphones. ‘be-} gigs are strictly for. the nightowls
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the Kokusai and Nichigeki Theatres fore with. less’ than: complete: ‘suc-| in that they: begin at midnight and |.‘aiinment: for ‘rand Atlantic pass February ‘meeting:‘of the.:AGVA. = 27.
here. Although he was impressed|cess, ‘Risman. :“will look. into usually ‘spill past the 2.a.m. ‘IMark: sen eraKenneth F. Gautier; vp. national board ‘for. alleged’ ‘failure: ee te!
with the technical values of the|Toshiba’s new line. At the Kokusal The. material -is:‘generally. topical, in phe of traffic, said last SWeek: 'to;obey: orders ofthe administra-. ~ °°
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"transistor mikes ‘were. used without, . Although: viewed ‘by some as-alcom edian' and a social: directress: by the U. S. Senate Committee on giles,
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owner and Managing director of}
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the Thing’
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running. from Miami’ Beach; Irving °°.
4 Grossman,. formér. fundraiser ‘for...

-. ‘land confusions of. the world ‘and|’ the death last Wednesday. (4): of the: AGVA Home at-So.’Falishurgh,:
.. {national scene, particularly‘as con- sane Bramson,. 60, ‘head of -the N. Y., ranning from New: York;-and

-

‘Don George,” former : Minneapolis’.
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d jdepartment, Ieaves a‘ ‘vast number ‘branch manager. seeking. the:Port=" ae
”* lits “inherent contradietions: - —. "fof. acts: virtually.-homeless. Bram-|' ‘land. (Ore.) ‘nod...
_|.-His’ obsession .with ‘the: Negro son,. who died: in-‘New ‘York of a. In ‘addition,|the ‘ballot ‘has. two: re

Risman,
said. “These acts. had: an ioteen
eMient of
danger.”
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_ In Risman’s. other main area of|-*
.9| situation “provides: funriy’ material, |heart attack, had. been one. ‘of the: wives of Present. employees. Linda. | -- a
interest, he is more likely to fill
. |He deals with, the subject in terms |anchor men. -in. the .cafe. industry ‘Compton, running from- Cleveland, - an
his. requirements. He is consider- |.
__ -’ Philadelphia, "Ae 10.. 4 of. recent: headlines, pointing his | whose. counsel was sought by ‘acts. is: the wife -of [Marty Cavanaugh, °°...
ing using. a line of about 10-girls| ;District Attorney James C. Crpm-' barbs at. such: areas assit-ins, free-| and nitery owners aswell as other manager of the hicago office, and.
from Japan integrated .with his|
dom rides,. school and‘ bus segre-" agencyites alike. It was not unusual Sally De-May,. wife of the. booker ° _; ae
club’s own chorus. Undecided. yet lish Jr. is seeking to padlock the|
isar
{gation .and: related. material.’ How- |for him to tout a. cafeman ‘off one for the AGVA Foundation shows |

Moulin Rouge, Locust ‘St. “girlie”
‘is whether they would he tall look- cafe; by. asking for an. immediate ever; his insistence on bringing the:| of.his own acts to recommend’ an- running: from N.Y.
ers for duty as showsjrls or. chosen injunction in-Common: Pleas. Court: Negro angle into almost every sub- |other: for the reason that ‘it was a}.
’ Gotham. Has Most:
for their ability. as dancers,
ject he hits makes for.a sometinies |better. booking at.a° particular time. |:."New York: haa the largest “number” ‘ot.
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Risman. is: also. appraising Iocal ‘Joseph E. Gold held. up ‘the in- ‘redundant. and, by .the end of his |}It'-was common. for an. owner. to -delegates 7. “From. that city are Michael-. |.
Abbott, Joey Adains, ‘Peggy “Alexander, - - oo
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Nichigepi I found that the
| selection cation to the. Superior Court:
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gag From, that time, the top. echelon
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take: some decreed .that -all ‘executives. take]. Alexander,
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j{earry- on. Brameon’s duties when ‘he sell Harry Men Soni. Royaces, PayOO
(Continued. on page: 72)".

missed the sound of spplaise att
st‘improper entertainment, .and: xe-|E
Richard ‘Nixon, went away and ‘all concluded that
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“Bramson waé- ‘porn .-in- ‘Kansas
‘City atid. worked in theatres. as a
boxoffice:man .and a. ‘Manager ‘be- |
fore ‘coming: to’ Chicago 32 years|
ago to: ‘work’ in: the. Morris -nitery.
‘dept.. He:-was shifted ‘to:New York
in 1951 -‘as: replacement for the
late. Paul: Small. ‘who Jett®,form:
is. ‘own.agency,
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veltMepitat ‘where he diedshortly’
after admittance. With ‘his death,
tthe: stories of the ‘acts. who relied: a
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license to open his:Cal-Neva Lodge|ce ~
Reno, April 10, “
at. the. north ‘end of Lake’ Tahoe.}
.
ithe:Goiden ‘Hotel—s Reno. iand-}l Also applying as: licensees in the|
~fnark since 1906 and one of: the}.“Mannie *"Greenfield *was elected Cal-Neva are Henry W. Sanicola,|
elty’s ‘major entertainment. centres: ‘president ‘of the’ Conference of the singer's: manager, and Sanford|;The Cocoanit Grove of. the Amwill
a _ ‘ontoday .is ‘a huge pile of. ‘charred|-‘Personal Managers. East at a meet:, ‘Waterman,” a Aongtime: associate of. ‘bassador Hotel, Los Angeles, jalternate between .cafe legit musi-.Yubble, :victim’ -Of a ‘devastating ‘ing held last’ Wedhesday ©(4). Jack the club..
: Sire. on she: ‘morning’ of April.3.°- ‘Beekman was named. veepee.: Rob-|. Coincident’ with: ‘the filing of‘the{cals and-names. ‘The room, which
opens April 21 with’a. ‘presentation
-- The fire also: claimed the: life of ert Coe, secretary, arid Mel Shayne;

‘Cafe legit ‘musicals ‘may ‘have a

| fling on Broadway. Jack Silverman,

LA“Gore's bed
I

operator of The international The- :
atre. Restaurant, is considering a
switch to the legit’ musical nitery

adaptations. In’ preparation |
for the
Beers ‘ehange,

he ‘has.decreed

8 spot to be an “open House”.
application :for.a license, the lodge a Van ‘Johnson -in: “The: Music
a: Reno visitpr-‘from ‘San. Fran- treasirer. Elected’ to the board: of announced:
thus eliminating Bill. Robbins. as
plans for'a remodeling* has booked’ Sammy Davis Jr. ‘exclusive booker.
“isco, and possibly. five others: still. directors .were -Kal. Ross, ‘Lloyd. ‘enlarging project. including.
"
three-weeker starting Oct. 10.
“on the. missing ‘list. -Included :in Leipsiz, : Peter: Dean. and: Dick
$1,000,000. ‘theatre-restaurayt.to|for.a
Silverman said he. is seeking: a
-Policy,: as. it. now stands,. is likely
: the: hotel. giiests not. accounted ‘for ‘Gabbe.. new
policy
for.the
cafe,
and
while
a Cy Caraly ‘Maye, 20-year-old ‘show-| There are ‘now. “52 tiembers: of: Seat 472.:for. the dinner show and.Ito shift between names -and shows
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this: “organization; which” was)".
~ Playmates of -’62,” .the’ prodiiction ‘formed: four years ago. .‘The: group’ ~ Sinatra, who: owzis. 50%: of the: e er.
‘is gcheduled to’ open ‘the
‘that only::Jast- month opened the Maintains. .a: working. agreement ‘lodge,
‘new show:room in lJaté June. Sani- |:
~“hotel’s ‘remodeled: and “enlarged:
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organization
-on
the.
cola.
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3334%: and Waterman
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“Playmates” “east, - (totaling | : 15)
: since 1956, spends. the off-gescons. feat
“, escaped « without, injury..- -Four. of |
‘the - éast:.were out of. town -(the |’

“oom ‘was*dark ‘on ‘Monday niglit).|,

When ‘the: flames struck ‘at about}™
4 -am;-last ‘Tuesday: "Fhe: entire |,
“ teoupe,. all.living’ at: the hotel; lost |.
al “personal. ” ‘possessions © -and

‘*qlothing.-. Some .of: the -east. were |"
~left. only .with ‘the: clothing “they |...’

upon the© availability: ‘of he has. made no definite commitments as to the format, he is study-

jing -the’ feasibility

of
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legiters at the International.

“|: t's an open secret that the spot
has failed to make
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out even with

‘}this season’s heavy name. schedule..
_ {It still-has the Andrews Sisters to
ti play out, and then: will close for.
in Flori da...
-|the summer. The International deThe ‘three shave. ‘applica for. 12]. ie
‘Tpends ‘greatly on: prebooked —businv ‘games and:130 slot machines. Gam-].” ":
“$jjdiey, “April io. ‘|ness as well as afternoon functions.
"fing .authorities ‘said ‘it ‘will’ only
itor Borge and ‘his one-man Its ala carte business has. fallen
| be necessary to -bring:. previous. in) |vestigations. of the: trio: up:to date ‘show - is mopping’ up ‘at..the p.o. off tremendously, which. is the ma- ‘
:| before: ‘acting: on -the: license ap for J. C. Williamson Ltd. In the. jor reason for the change of policy. .
7] final week during his recent four~-Hollyiveod, “April:10°.

| plications.

- wore as they fléd‘the flames; -and
|°Pat:tRoones who inthe: past’ has |:
‘spurned: many --Las.Vegas: offers,
* many “were. left. penniless. :. |. .
¢:
The: fire,..: believed. . to : have finally «has: accepted: one: — four|
_ ptarted: ‘from an ‘exploding: acety> frames at the Sakara,: starting July |:

“Should Sivlerman decide “in. fas
. .fyyeek Melbourne:‘run he smashed|;
‘vor of “the legit musicals, the o :tthe record held by “My Fair Lady,” smouldering jurisdictional.“strife
. > and took in ‘an estimated. 340 000 | between: the. American Guild of
Tat weekly ‘during ‘the -stand.
Variety. Artists, . ‘which
presides.
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~Jene .torch. in ‘the -hotel basement, 24, Although it is.said-he:made no}...
: ‘spread: |‘through ‘the. 56-year-old, ‘stipulations, it:‘night-be-noted that] “j

’. four-story. structure. in’. ‘downtown
. Reno. “in . a. matter’. ‘of |‘mhinutes.
- Dense’ ‘Heavy | ‘smoke, - - eirciilated.
*‘throughout:, the ‘building by. . the
’ Ventilation -system, filled rooms
and. eorridors, ‘making escape. "like
|
2 hightmare:”
*
; Everything.” Destroyed.
ec contents.:of: the ‘hotel: wake

*

Preeming at Her Majesty's. Syd- over the niteries, and ‘Actors Equity

“gl:

[pey, March -19 ‘for :Williamsons, | Asstt., which. has ‘charge: of the
yt Borge. -was:-a.sellout. at $5, top: He legit field, could break out into

‘Sahara ‘is one.of few: Vegas -spots or

& © | hit: around’ $36,000 on. his initial. the open.
et
week. at this 1 660-seater. On. the
‘strength of. his -b.o.:. performance | “There: have been. fights within...
he may: out-gross’- Danny ‘Kaye’s: the Associated Actors and, Artists
another. GAC-booked.turn,--comic}|
. . om |
of .America over the number. of.
| Aussie ‘tour of some three ‘years
Bobby “ Ramsen. .“House: will: pro: ]:
spots switching from variety talent
vidé-one production riumber. Boone] - A triuinviraté “has been. ‘set“up. ago ‘and: will certainly” eclipse:‘Mau- ‘to revues and now to. fullscale
currently is in. England, -working to assume thé: duties -of. ‘the “late: rice Chevalier’s take.
legiter's... Equity: companies have’
“Borge, who is on @ high |‘guaran:
in Seven. Arts: pic. for MGM, “Main Sam Bramson, thead of the’ William
‘invaded 'Las Vegas: hotels. -They: tee here, plus-a fat: ‘percentage c¢
* aetttosea as the 143. ‘registered “Attraction,” mole
«Mortis -Agency. nitery’ dept, -who the gross,- is the: highest. paid solo: also. hayé heen appearing in theas.
“:guests tan‘into the ‘street’ in night:
died. - dast week. (see™ Separate import -in. local: show .biz history-: tre-restaurants which. with reégula“ elothes.: Taken. ‘to-. hospitals.“ for:
4 story):: Nat”: _Kalcheim, *George On‘ his Sydney debut he: worked tion nightclub shows. would «be
urider AGVA’s banner. Basic issues. a
treatment of injuries: and. ‘smoke.
‘l:wood: arid. Sol. Shapiro: "will .split ‘solidly
for 150:.'minutes .and had.
“inhalation .were ‘17 persons.- None|:
‘|.up’ thé duties. formerly. carried out the. audience yelling ‘for more. . are ‘still to be studied.
“.
was’ serious, ‘Two police: officers.
‘by: Bramson.”
> Phe- first major tiff in. that field oo
. Borge reportedly has. declined
-Yescued. :the ‘hotel’ register,. which|.
Kalcheim, - jongtime “supervisor
bids. ‘to “appear on local’ tv out- came about 15 years ago in New
--Jater proved invaluable in’‘locating
|.
of -.the “:personal. “appearance: de- Jets..: Firstly. because .of ?contrac- York's Monte Proser. Theatre Res-.-the-victims ‘not: ‘accounted’ for who|.
- Pittsburgh; April. 10. - partments: whe has been’ with the ‘tual’ ‘obligations, :and’ secondly. be- taurant. on ‘the site. “of the defunct.
“Jeft Réno-soon. after-the fire wath
“he:‘uiekless Pittsburgh: ‘Audito- agency. since: 1928, will continue cause. there. isn’t. énough - sponsor | ‘Hurricane, Restaurant. It was.ruled
out. reporting ‘to:-authorities.
at-that ‘time’ that ’since: there was
| riuni,: : Where.’ almost~ everything ‘to: function in that capacity, Wood,
“Also! lost . were all, :the-instru-. -seems td. 26 ‘wrong,. is-reeling from:
as much variety show élements in.
ments ‘and. music’ used “by John. another. series of blows from. préss tive” on: special . accounts .in all,
‘the presentations which included:
-.Carleton’s band .in‘backing the. one ‘and radio‘as a. result. of poor: baay fields,’ will assume -a: greater Por{“Billion Dollar Baby”. and others,

which
does not fioorshow, So-called te.
Ww
“nudes. re
-

-

- Only. other” ‘act on pin: will ‘be: co

Pitt:‘Aud’sFaaly Sound

_SystemKnocks ‘ANight.

With Gershwin’ Offkey}

‘with the: office since 1942 and ac-|™. available ‘topay ‘his ‘fee. ©”

Waldorf:Astoria, NY. . {that AGVA should have jurisdiction: :The new styled cafe Jegiters
ShoriensHoly Wk: Fold | have
few.“variety elements in them.
‘AsAlan KingHolds Up|:
-;To -assist the: ‘Ashton cast, me the. .sound was, horrible’ ‘for. the -schedule . while’. continuing: as co}.
:
-._Howeyer,..on: the’ day -.of. “ordjnator, of .“round-the-world per-|- “the Hotet Waldorf-Astoria’s- Em- Tooter Wage Demands
show.
{Continued on,Page 72):
-| the’ performance’ the sound ‘equip- ‘sonal. :-appearanée .‘activities, fairs, | pire. Room;. ‘originally. slated’. to.

:= hotir show thrice nightly. The local operation.’ during’. Thursday's
‘tion. of the nitery. chores than;‘pre-|:
-=Musicijan’s Union’ itnmediately. of- ‘presentation of “A.* Night © With: Niously; :
-. fered. help to its. members, most of. Gershwin.” “Phere 4s no question
| *- ‘Shapiro, ‘who:joined the office:“in|
oo ‘whom live in. the: Reno: area.
: | that the -crificism was justified ‘as- 1933, ‘will add nitery work ‘to ‘his |

_» Menaces Vandein Spain
| perfect.
. OF. theatre :activities.TaeCalypsoPianist
“More authority will be ‘given’the’ instead. hold ‘over incumbent. come |:
y: The" show: pot: off to:a:bad. start
:
Madrid, April 3.
edian. Alan. King’ ‘for ‘three days |.Musie’ hall. impresarios, face a
a busload ‘cf musicians ‘went. i‘depaitmental . salesmen’ ‘in -N.-Y.,[|e
y:Of:‘decency{when
‘to* Syria: “Mosque: -jnstead ‘of ::the: including: Lee. ‘Salomon, ‘George: and. {tlose the. -latter.: half -of |the: ‘drive by pit. musicians to increase
oe a

‘} ment. was tested. -fnd:found: ‘tobe. industrial . shows, and. ‘stimulation, ‘shutter - ‘during. Holy Week, :will |

AE :. Winnipeg, April. 10.- | Auditorium causing -a ‘half hour de- Kane, Stu ‘Wells and Steve’ Jacobs,|week.
Calypso: pianist -Sir* ‘Judson Tay.-. - ‘Skitch :“Henderson was ‘little The Chi. cafe ‘sector rémains -un-

“starting . - “Thursday : gg) |-base- “pay from the -present 70
pesetas.a day ($1, 15) to a flat $5.

through |Sunday. . King. . has’ -been
Smith was found: guilty. ‘Vast:‘week. ‘Help. ‘to ‘the: very. touchy -situation ‘changed “with.. Sid: ‘Epstein ‘at. the doing big: biz:‘during his stand, and a day and have protested to union
Mosko-.
‘authorities |; ‘that
projected . pay
‘of °performing..4n Andeévent ° show. ‘when he: ‘got.a.feeaback on his first ‘head’ with. -assists--by .Art ..

“March :10. at the ‘Town n’ Country. : line’ and then remarkéd:, Tt. ‘looks witz; ‘Herb: ‘Tannen, ‘Tony. ‘Santozzt ‘decision to.shorten the closing time. boost menaces music hall. ‘exist=
- was o¢casioned. by his. availability) ence in Madrid and Barcelona and
- Magistrate Isaac’ Rice- ‘fined Smith. like the Atlas: is still. in orbit:””. :: and. ‘Bob Ehlert. :
| will ‘probably wipe out. this- form
time.|.. Throughout the ‘evening Hender- | :Beverly.. Hills. branch : will “be: -for three. additional days..: . -_,$25.and-costs,-and at t thethe samie
sa
‘son
made:
cutting.
remarks
‘headed
‘
‘by:
Hershey:
Martin
with
|. - ‘The ‘Empire Room :yal. feopen Of.entertainment :in-the provinces,
about.
‘warned: Iocal. nitery. operators. to“a -staff -inclddirig..Fred ‘Mok: and’ ‘the following Monday. (23) with'|. i addition’ to ‘salaries, impre-.
adopt’ a-code or ‘set of ‘regulations ‘the’ stage .and: the- sound: ‘and the|"
to ‘govern the. nature ‘of the:, en-. ‘poor ‘crowd: of. 1,348: didn’t.help any. {Bill Gee. Supervision: of: ‘all -WM Peter: Lind Hayes &-Mary Healy sarios are compelled to underwrite
. Since the-bus-held up ‘the show, the. cafe -activities. will. continue: from for tive :“weeks, ‘after which -the wear and tear of instruments, ‘sa--.tertainment they book.
1 efal -security .contributions,. :holi“a
‘7 Soom Sloses for ‘thesummer.
‘He suggested that if.they did not: ‘principals :seemeu’ to- enjoy. their New ‘York,
f jlittle joke about. bus. drivers’ ‘which |:
“uspersonally -adopt_,some .measure. of.
-control,. - the. government |“migiit nobody. appreciated _at- all. ..The.

—! day pay, and. bonus pay envelopes

|GrssingrPitehesforDiversification.

-- consider: doing ‘so- by” means :of: show. itself was. excellent. but“ the.
‘".Jegislation, At present; niféry. own:- ‘sound system, just.didn’t reproduce’
—_ers.. have |.complete «freedom. ~in. the: ‘beautiful musi¢ ‘being :dished
choosing. “entertainment. ‘and- are: ‘out: ‘by Earl’ Wrightson; ::Rhonda-|’
only. subject’ to the Criminal Code- Fleming, Saverio Saridis,. the- ‘Ray.
“section |-under: which . Smith. was. Charles ~Singers and. ‘the- “Skiteh|
‘Henderson orchestra,
~ sharged.”
- Defense. lawyer: ‘John. ‘Lamont’ ‘is.|.

;

| twice a year. They ‘calculate that
} the -cost of ‘live music’. in their
vaudeville: budgets.’ will’ mount.| from ..the.current $50 “tab-(for a.
.| full pit ensemble) to. approximate.

- InMountain ResortShowFormats|

ly: $300: a night,- Light opera thea
tres generally employ about 25°
‘musicians,. while music. halls -use.

Greater diversification. 4s: needed ; such individuals . as. Dore. Sehary, a. dozen. Orchestra leaders -are'
former Metro studio head: aiid now. pressing for an. increase -to: apa legit. producer; Ernie Glucksman, proximately $16 a day.
who is producer for Jerry Lewis;|. Theatre owners, now .lamenting

in. the: variety-of ‘shows being pre=
PiertoQuit Vagabonds -©TF sented
‘in’ the: N.Y... Catskil I Moun-‘tain:
-resorts,”. according | to’ Paul
After:
Reno
Date
in
May
|.

~-@onsidering ' an‘ appeal ‘to..a higher;

~ Court.” Smjth, -neanwhile, ‘in-‘his{.

ninth: .week,--continues. * to ‘draw
‘crowds, ° with. the[.
“‘Pittsburgh,: April 10... ‘Grossinger, :of: ‘Grogsinger's -‘Hotel, : ‘songwriter. Henry Tobias and _pro- ‘heavy: tax bifes, ‘frdzen. boxoffice.
-.“indecent” -lyrics. ‘and linés«Wok: | Rabe” ‘Pier: ‘who..has - been. with + Grossinger, ‘N-Y., one of. the--larg- ducer: Harry: Delmar,-"among prices ‘and depressed: trade ‘stem- __ .
untarily deleted: from. ‘his act. | -Léhie Vagabonds fot over two years, ‘est talent: buyers ‘in’ the’ area. The’ others, They were in: the Gross- ming. from. government's early ve
oLwill, leave. the act after’ ‘they .com- ‘hotel.now’ has.somé: kind:‘of show inger émploy. at.various times, said closing hours, say. wage hike for
-Mausicos is the straw “that-‘could
{plete -an_ enigagemient :next - month ‘yirtually -every ‘night. of the. week, ‘| Grossinger. .*"
-|- with” variety: -being.. the: dominant ns -However,: ‘the | fiatelier - pointed tead ‘to vaude extinct ion.
“iRrank Gravatt;BE-Steel «‘Vat, the: Mapes” Hotel in..Reno..
type Of: presentation. 4!
Eddie.
Peddie,”
#assman
of.
the}
|
out
that’
creation.
of
such.
a-‘staff|
“Pier Owner, ‘Buys A.C, Inn.group, . said ° ‘Pier was: planning to} Although: variety will: continue. ‘would.be much: too: expensive. for . Set Scot Vaude Unit For
Atlantic City,: April 10... ‘ldo @ single or join another gruup ‘to ‘be the major item-on::the show any one. hotel to carry, ‘and would
| Frank Gravatt, for. -many-. years, ‘and..Bobbi' Boyle, now -with the. agenda,. ‘Grossinger is:; probing. for: ‘have to he produced cooperatively |
“owner - of Steel Pier before it was.
:
Glasgow, April 10. .? |
as anaccompanist, would be- ‘Dew: ‘presentation ‘formats. .‘He is. by. several inns in -the area. Or
acquired by the Hamid family,. is ‘Vags
‘come: a more integral. ‘part ‘of the docking. into: the -possibility of re-. élse,: Grossitiger said, an. outside|.- Annual - Scot vaude. will plane’. hack: in the hotel business with the
outfit. -He' also..said that: another’ -vi¥ing. a resident entertainment ‘producer could. make-an attempt to- from. hére to the US. .and Canada’
“. ‘purchase‘of: the Lafayette. hotel .in:
Sept. 5, will a string of. dates. lined
- mid-city to-which: he will add ‘a. 69- Fact may, be added Jater on but: that ‘staff at.the inn. Grossinger said -he create this type: ‘of revue for pre- up throughout -both™ countries..~
investigating: the: feasibility ‘of- ‘sentation: dn:a “eiteuit ‘of hotels: in}
:,unit. luxury motel. Costing $208,000|none is. now under: consideration,- ‘fs.
|
Group will be Neaded by: ‘comedian.
hiring writers,:directors, “compos-' the:-area. -..
* motel will contain: a- swimming ‘pool * Pier has. always :been used ‘as ‘a
||: Grossinger pointed out that the} Jimmy’ ‘Logan; “who will be accomand .sundeck and: be. séven stories: -Sepdrate | turn and usually comes erg and ‘actors to produce: ‘shows
‘panied:
‘by Bobby ‘McLeod, ‘com=
“which would entertain twice week’ Neéar-capacity

USS.,-Canada Fall Tour _

High It's. due ‘to be open for. ‘the

populartiy of’ shows; -other than.
on. in the. middle’ of:theact: todo:
py at thé, inn:: This would be. inVLof the’ ‘variety genre, ds growing.
.. addition to the regular layouts.. ‘| Concerts, “he said; which.. were
‘While this seemingly isa ‘throw. used on of nights,’.are: exceHently
“Rudas’ U.S.Junket ”
hotels. as the: Shelburne, which. was:
|: back to: the kind of ‘show biz which attended. What's: more, he. added,
“acquired by.Max Malamut, and. the xastéalion ‘booker: Tibor: ‘Rudas |
Season: ° :or

: hisAmpressions. .ares

“: Traymore; : which. he ‘sold to the|i is.due -to: visit: the’ U.S., arriving | prevailed in” the- mountains ‘a:-‘gen‘prothers: He is facelifting. the with: agent .Eddie: Elkort: ‘who. rep- _eFation ago, a revival today would
f be’.
1a considerably. higher level,
“Lafayette: and estimates that motel. resents him:in New -York..
‘and: modernized: ‘hotel will .cost] .. Rudas will. also: visit: Hollywood according. to Grossinger. This was:
:|
jthe kind ‘ofshows. which. produced !.
- (Continued: on: page 72).
- about. $1,000,000 :on completion, : . and L “Vegas as. well
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edian Jimmy Neil, singer. Margaret

MeDonald, dancer “Grace Logan
(wife of Jimmy) and pianist. Olive
Ra e.
.
Tour, -which : extends through
‘a hotelman feels very conifortable. Nov: 7, is promoted by Neil -Kirk,
'with.this kind. of show. for: the|Scot-born concert agent,. who has
simple’. reason: that. most. of the. been ° here o0.0.’ing -the show | biz
‘performers for. these shindigs have scene and mulling plans for future

“Gravatt at ‘one time “owned ‘such:.

‘ewes

jtours...

.
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eae
Motel to PitchforSuburbia’s Belt

By MORRY ROTH

J

te the convention room. Pete Lar-| UV. "ot"Chicago.
, studyre

_ Albany, April i0.

Marshal, Saves Her:‘Act

- Bétore: Gov. Nelson .-A.. ‘Rocke: |
feller for action during the “30-day, “Evelyn Currie, one: of. the. ‘animal

“two:period” is a bill by Assemblyman|:
| weeks. ago. estimated that in 10. Anthony Barbiero, Long Island Ré- acts at: the -Ringling: Bros. and

- Chicago, Apiit io.” |
will |:years -the suburban. ‘population. publican,. extending. the Executive: Barnum & Bailey. Circus;.current
‘The Chi area will have its first take.overthe, velvet:Tapeatthe -would double and thecity’spopula- Law to embrace the. definition of.| at: Madison. Square. ‘Garden, ‘N.Y,

major nitery since the demise. of | Clu

e

e-

Arturo

“place of public accommodation. or |is “sometimes ‘not too: siiccesaful in’

Pet- tion would halve.) '-

Too,- Skar feels: ‘that.‘Chicago ds resort,’

the Chez Parge two years ago- when tine tion ‘Skar. in. the en-,1.

in-the provisions prohibit- |aodging

the claws and teeth of the:

currently’ without a. “place to go,” ing discrimination because of race, doaging iheworks with... -She ‘had:
the new $10,000,000 Sahara’ Mote! |.
to
‘that is it lacks a ‘must-see spot for’ ‘creed or. color to include: .“‘motels,
opens June 6 in Schiller. Park on. sudtbed how, beIntendsto craktourists and ‘conventioneers and a swimming pools,. laundries: and ‘all|mich: better. luck:“on ‘Friday ;(6) in
the northwest side of the city.

=|} away from the Loop and |
Rush St.. prestige place for festive occasions:

for locals. “Chicago: does not have
It will house the Club Gigi,&|entertainment centres, Skar’ sald |
|s:21 Clab,:an-El Morocco, a Ro$10-seat swankery.. which debuts ‘that. there are ‘more ‘people ‘who

other: .cleaning..establishments, getting. out of. ‘the’ clutches: ofa

trailer camps, resort: camps, travel. U.S... Marshal. who :“had: come.“ito
or tour: advisory services, agencies attach: her act,

an. Eden: Roc or..a. Foun-. ‘or ‘bureaus, public halls and public} “Mrs. -Currie -‘contended that:the
‘with Bobby Darin. He will be-fol-|.can afford nitery entertainment in. © anoft’s, ‘an
Skar, “and: that’s. elevators: of -buildings ‘and ‘struc-|:
lowed by two-week stints by Jack] the upper-middle-class _ northern.

“gays

tainebleau,”
E: Leonard &. Joanie Sommers, |sypurbs than there are ii ‘alk: of what I éxpect the: Club.Gigtto’be.‘tures occupied: by. two. or. more teli- attachment. ‘could: not be: carried
. fortheentire area.”.
_jants,.or:by the owner and: one. OF |oii” becatise -the: ‘animals ‘were. the
Vic Damone & Rip Taylor, the. ‘Chicago.
smore. tenanfs.” ..-

Crosby
Bros,, and Joe E. Lewis &| “st expect to make money fo.the |
Jana Lund. .It's the first room to} Club. Gigi,” ‘Skar main’

—

tains, - “but
talent in. many this is basically. a ‘motel. venture Sony
og nota night club, The night-||.
years in fhe Chi area, and the]
;

ringOwn Acco

bow with name

motel shapes as one of the snorkti-

‘reputation and providing:travelers

to: usé
Located near O'Hare Airport and |with an. additional reason’. will
be|:
‘owned by builder and motel-owner |tne: motel.” Cover charge
considered |.
Skar, the Sahara

Manny

tT

$2.50: in ‘the. Club: Gigi,

will have

such plush. accoutrements as gold- modest by Chi. standards,
et
“€
Talent's
.
trimmed cups in its -coffee shop.|~

and a 45-minute ‘“yiolin. produc-. tion number” ‘by the Frank York}

.Measure -also, adds. “in the: air”.

|property. of her. ‘mother, ~and - the.

o to the present “all public convey- ‘props: belonged. to her. trainer’ and
- ances. operated on. land. or water.” | handler. The. ‘marshal: ‘permitted.
‘The present law, stipulating that |the .act to remain, ‘but: stipulated

term :‘place of public accomimo-} that ‘the ‘assets. cannot -be’ moved’
“eaKeller Warns Acts the
dation, resort or amusement” shall |from ‘the Garden: until °“2. further

club. will’ pay. its way. in terms oft

est in thé country.

’

Carte

apply “to ary institution, club, - legal determination -is. made...
~~ ByeingJapanese Dates not
or .place:-of ‘accommodation which |:
2 > The. suit: stems- froin:“Mrs; Cure.

.,
Tokyo, April: 10. 'fis-in its-nature strictly. private,
Fe- tie’s purchase. several: years ago of
_.Ja.numiber ‘of animals .from:Tref" Vieniese -"song: “gtylist “Greta mains ‘unchanged...

i‘Keller

“had: her. gemuetlichkeit | ,

| flich’s, a ‘bird and wild‘ animal deal-.

er in New. York.. She: ‘contended
dampened- during her recetit. series. Nev.Casino CrowingAs” ” ‘that:
the.” animals. ‘mauled - their
house orch in the Sultan's Table, |sdvantage -over other : convention of performances . in Tokyo © and
_{trainer -and- sent: them” back. Tref-

,@ swank eatery.
.

Big Convention. ‘Hall.

Skar feels’ that he’will have an

| facilities in the area'in that name

Osaka..

-“'The tour was-one of -the|.

hardships. ‘I. ever..had |‘in’.
|talent appearing at-the Club’ Gig} greatest
my. life,” said’ Miss. ‘Keller; who|.
able:to pick, up extra coin’

ay Springs‘a.Golden:‘|flich’s:.refused -to. accept

the ship-

them
stduaiy
the. Walldort= |
; “Rooster From US.Coop event
-. Mrs. “Currie. brought .a $750,000 .

An annex to the motel will have |will be

whieh

the ‘meet- was.'on leave. from
a 1,000-seat convention. hall. with |by playing club dates for
- Sparks: Nev., April 10.réd ‘keller in the: Waldort-Astoria; N.Y. “phe. Sparks
Nugget’s 15-pound. .suit . against ‘Trefflich’s, ‘which in-.: “hydraulically-lifted banquettes to |ings. He’s also. laying out the
form | Miss. Keller. claimed. ‘her Japan|.
Taal Federal. custody courts
turn: countersued
for:.
$6,150.
The
convert it to a show room.. When | carpet for entertainers In the
golden
rooster—in
knocked. out
the
.original.
tour’ was ruined’ by’:inadequate re-:
apartment.
penthouse.
-swanky
.a
of
|
Gigi’s
Club
the
reservations exceed
the motel. (The
thouse. hearsals, pyor. and jncommunica-. since: : September. 1960—is now back |suit ‘but upheld .‘Trefilich’s ‘claim.
capacity, the
theshow
show will
willbe'switched
be switthte atop.also.‘be. available ee
“].tive ‘musicians, :
audiences of equal in its, bulletproof cage: in: he. The marshal had come to carry out.
notunderstanding bad staging and Sparks: ‘casino for all to see.
.
presentation .and | The controversial bird was-taken |fhe court award’ for the'dealer.
her.
:of
g
butcherin
‘for.
net
11
lures
other
J into -eustody by'U. S. agents. in
:
GLASON'S FUN-MASTER | themet ore :
chattering nitery ‘hostesses...
Te
~
(An:
:
Olympic-size
-gwimming
|:
:
PROFESSIONAL
with 1960 after the: Government claimed |f
‘pool with a: huge water jet in the| :"Miss Keller -.was. “here
:
‘COMEDY ‘MATERIAL
zither player Anton. Karas -under. rit was used as'a “come-on” and was. |f: _Mhoeednaptng

’ For every breach of theatricals”
"WE

SERVICE

THE

STARSI”.

centre and. watched over -by an ‘| joint. auspices of the Austrian -Em-. ‘made’ in. violation: -of: the *1934 }f .attractive femme lifeguard; :

bassy,:. the:

Tokyo" Broadcasting.

Federal. Gold Reserve. Act, which |

2

"NEW York TIMES

allows‘ only 50-ources of.Bold.to.a
:
-(2)°The Gourmet Room, :
“an ‘frie: “System -{TBS} and: ‘Pan. Ani: “Air- |‘Private
individual. «°-.
time meeting room’: with": ‘gold: ways. -:Perhaps her greAtest argu-|.
“Dick
Graves,
former.
Gwner
of.
og Parody Becks, per Bk. ...- ste60
tablewate ‘and dishes, «tabbed:at.| ment:was with the: Japanese must-|’
§- Blackeut Beoks 1-2-3 Each. $25 0.
the Nugget, :located three miles
Ne. 4 fer-$25—No. 8 for $39.
| $8,000 for the. 40 place-settings; -.| cians she eiicountered,. “I: think
« Minstrel (white face) Budget $23:¢
‘n’. roll | east: of ‘Sparks, claimed -the ‘hand3) Free coffee,.rolls, bread (and.| they can do: great: by- rock
made solid gold rooster was.an‘art:
e “Howfe Master the Ceremeniés” ¢
crazy,’
like:
$3 PER copy «2 NO €.0.D-e.
ry toaster) and: juice’ each morning |and. they are twisting
abject,.not an advertising gimmick.. is
“but -the ‘finesse: of -mu| delivered “‘within ‘two minutes” |she: said, .
‘After’ mote. than nine. hours. -of
BILLY GLASON
understand
they
aside specific- ‘sic I don’t..think
200. W. Séth St. N.¥.C. 19, €O §-1316. from a kitchen. set
neither’ the. musielans hor .the: ‘deliberation,’ a:10-man, two-woman |]. ™
3s Gas.oi, git we

$1. pestase-

(We Teacht M.c’lng and COMEDY)
(Let @ real Prefessionsl ‘traia | .

‘ally for this.function;
Japanese audiences:”
(4) A 28-foot. srape tree ay
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f\her
and aconcert
appearances.
“TI sense .and ‘was..therefore™ exempt: |
evertv saw
anraile ora
willingness:

from..the Federal: Tegulations- coyto. cooperate,”.. cited. Miss :Keller. ering: ownership of. gold...
|
“There was: never. anybody who|: . It-is again on ‘exhibit. at the: en- |
| could speak English and who ‘could:;
trance - to .the’ Golden Rooster
|
:I had: to. try’ and -exone ‘of -the five restaurants
‘plain. it’. -myself,: . Everybody. just. -inoom,
the Sparks Nugget: .

~ Music.Hall:

|

“DANCENTRICS”

- | * atthe

with. the: ‘¢asino

“She was. patticularly. upset ‘by: ;
‘Graves’: contended : ther: o
| the- orchestra provided: by TBS. for rooster. was used ‘in: an’: artistic:

Ri

..

Hllooked at.me. and: said, ‘Hai, Hai. “In. addition :to. fe.prized:$19,500:
(Yes)’ If J. hear one’ more,’Hai,’ ' ‘rooster, the ‘Nugget in June ‘will.

: lint explode.” .
‘Of the ‘opchestra: ‘at the. ‘Hana.
pasha: club during her threé-night,
. Fhengagement, Miss Keller said, ‘Not
‘I toa bad,"" She singled out the drum“i {mer ‘and ‘guitar player .as: being:
-I} “awfully. good.”:’-But,.. she: added,

also ‘haye another: major attraction:

ohn Ascuaga, present operator of|f

cin‘the.current.

“SHEYLAND,

‘the .casino; reports a‘new théatre-restaurant seating 600 is scheduled |.
to open on. June 21.’ The: operator.
‘will: use’ a. house: band; ‘a ‘chorus ||
‘line; dancers: and ‘top name acts..-:
1 “The ‘orchestra .was. $0- far. ‘away I}: ‘The. “Opening of “the: entertain- |
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-WadersnsBale)

‘couldn't’ hear ‘them—and I’m. ‘not |ment centre, .to be called the Cir- |

- S|deaf. And the audiences couldn't cus ‘Room,. ‘marks. ‘the first time’ a
j hear: them: either. They, just heard’ Major. show ‘room. has ‘been.OP:
erated in Sparks. °
me.: There seemed. ‘to: ‘be _more: :
‘. ‘hostesses than: - customers,” | ‘she|:
d continued’ tri airing her ire.:“They |
talk so loud. and there’s no: way ‘to |
‘shut them’up.” “Miss Keller was’ —
Continned ‘from page 63 commas.
‘fl also. vexed: at. the. too-brief re-

“siaccomplishedbythe:
designed anal
bY

~ KIRBY'S |
artiong other.’things.” Switehing || FLYING
“BALLETS
Dick Gregory

{-hearsal: time ‘for ‘the date: “You
f|

just ‘have: to. trust: to luck ‘that
things will go: righit,” she said: “It’s.

from ° ‘minority | to - ‘mipority: ‘as: it.
weré,” he.. takes: funny..:swipes ‘at

_.” Bljust hit and miss.”. And théy change some Jewish. ‘Stereotypes and 0c= |
| casionally. jabs the Puerto Rican‘|.
a | everything: ‘all of a sudden; :
population... His. ability to. ‘bring
Ay
"7 want to warn every. artist ‘who: ‘these :various subjects: into : the |
a | is not:!a rock’’n’ roller or a: twister Negro. ‘situation. is: illustrated. by. |
‘Alto bring his: own accompanist,”+ she
comment’ on. what °punishment’
‘declared.-“Phat. - way. they :wil ‘his
‘should: be -dealt .to:-Adolph |Eich-.

‘Thisequipment. Is suitable fet:
, Bae Effects, including.
Frying Ballets, ins

enjoy Japan. so ‘much: more.”
mann: “Paint him- black’ and send
Du ring
Miss Keller's: : -opening him. to’ Jackson,. Mississippi. ”:

_ TELEVISION.

man, the ‘kind: of. offering: that:-lias ‘mission. -_He went off. at 2:20. It:
ii made. her- a ‘favorite: ‘of the: interna- was ‘an. amusing: session, .attended
|

“THEATRE

:
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‘night at the Hanabasha, her selec-1. "He didn't -go‘-dn -until 1:35. zn, |{
1..
o
tions |‘iricluded: a. medley in. Ger- following" Olatunji: and ‘an: inter- |

“©.

0
set. But ‘for’ -subse- by ‘such celebs’ from ‘the Negro
Woespbe ‘nights, - the’ niediley “was |community, as: Dr. ‘Ralph. Bunche, |
dropped and -her. performance :Te- Diahann. Carroll. and*.others.:
“MOTION PICTURES.
duced, to three. numbers. sos
. Olatunji, :his ‘éight-man ‘peréus- ;
8:
“They:. made: me. change arid.“ittsion group ‘and his. nine aecomn~ |]:
slaughtered. the whole thing,” Miss pahying -dancers ‘Kicked © off.. the |JKeller ‘said.
=?"That’s ‘not: “enough show ‘in’ ‘throbbing’. ‘and colorful
>STAGESHOWS |
oe
~necsiogn
as:
"Currently Featured 1
time.’ I: suppose’ ‘they: wanted ‘the style. The: . group’s . instrumental’
ar
>
Currently Appearing Sy
the
She . -Tkeustomers: to /go.back:to: :their
it || work is .a’ combination. of . African |
President Piedmont. }.
Easter
Show.©)
° Plarinking. Aid they ‘tried.’ out’ aRS ‘rhythms *‘and “jazz intrepretations,
INDUSTRIAL
LsHOWws
—
Pye, . “DISNEYLAND, USA”
| bicycle aet—a. _Bood’ one’ too:. '] featuring lively drum work ‘by: the:ho
ne
“No artist cai. ‘create. a mood, in’ group. : The’. dancers: work with

“HH tional smart

Currently Fe turedSeparately

“GRAZIELLA |

-“ALLAMERIGAN” | RADIO CITY |x: 2 eae
‘six

Winter Garden :

_-MUSIG HALL

New York .

290 West 54Street,New York9

m

New York:

‘

: <Clrcle 67466.

cs

minutes,” . Miss*. Keller‘ ex-. ‘bright costumes. and lively. style in|]
interpréting ‘the rhythins_ into’ ex-'

-

a
.
latormistien:; WireorWrit:

your .perso
across.
at. citing ‘terp’ patterns. .‘They.are. at |
PETER. LAWRENCE ..
time." I never have a ‘show. under big crowd-pleaser.

25. or’ 30. minutes.”
: Big: Wilson, .WNEW,. NY. ‘dee:
_
‘Summing. ‘up. her. expetiences Jay, introduced |the acts merely: |
‘here as an artist, Miss Keller said, |adequately, his.ad lib: joking being |B}. -

49 East 49th Street’
Mew York ty TH NEY,

“Ta love.to
t ) come Pack for.sent. Father. weak.-In. all; it.was 2: solid.
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“alwaysgently.Whenever’an ‘entertainer:
“Was ‘appearing ‘in a night-club’ and saw:

ae .--a friend of thousands other than imyself. SAR
Sam: ‘geated: at a.ringside table; he’. felt
:
Me was‘an. enriching. experience ‘in the. 28 more secure. Not.because.a ‘business rep

nS

a

lives of all of us,.one who will-be inne— ~“"Fesentative was. there, but. Aecause ©a
friend: was. there. He was a ‘shoulder. 10.
bered as.ns ‘as.we:are
© possessed. ee
‘Jean ‘upon,.a ‘tower of. strength, and. ‘a

LE

Saini was
4 ‘agoodn
a.
man, akindandgentleJo

“cman, a considerate man to,everyone who... ....

"al grossed: his ‘path. He was my. friend. fe
oo A 80-Jears, And: for 305-years I knéew:him™: : se
not only. .as:a ‘business: associate. but meee
.
vy ja. aman. And ‘as a man,’ I Joved and re.)
ola spected. him...Everyone ‘who knew: Sami, 7
o
_

"source of‘inspiration to. allof us.
‘Sam ‘Waa. a. devoted. huishand andan

“adoring father.’ ‘And:just. like every. show ©
“business. personality ‘was. always. able! to
“tarn to Sam in. times of stress, so ‘can his
* beloved. Peggy. and: Terry June. always coy
“‘turn-to any of us,.at any time.. We love

7 leved' and respected’ ‘him. And when -so..* fee “them ‘with:the:sameaffection vwe.
e allfelt
oo © mays without:
|
a.single. ‘exception, can. . oe for Sam.
ch feel. this way; there’ ‘must. be. a: -réason.' oaos
me
le: was’a“Yedieated main’ “to:
both: ‘his.
- : And withSam, there’‘were.many reasons.: Ge
:
-family and.-his ‘work; To. ‘each, he gave.
we To ‘everyone, Sain.gave: a.‘part:‘ofhim: =
4a _shis* Jove:‘unselfishly. Show business: was
. Lede self.
abéve- ‘anid beyou d.the’ ‘dem: an ds.of.
2

.ol his.‘profession: It ‘has: often been. written oe

«his life, and he made his family a part of.

that: life: He and.-Peggy.were only: happy

oP= when’ they: were close fo.‘those who were.
"that “show: ‘business. is: a’.ruthless. and. Bea heartless:“industry. ‘But,Sam :“proved = a
oe

ge

dearest 1to them—his friends i
in’the ‘enter:

“tainment world, A vacation to Sam meant,

oan of ‘extroverts;" a.world. “ofbluster: “and 8 S. ‘two-week, trip |to.any. place where’ his:
“cu thake-believe, -filled with: impatience, ° fe
ae performers ‘were. appearing. His favorite
“:form. of. relaxation ‘was to be of.‘service:
‘insecurity, and. ‘unpredictability: In-such_ ae
:
nets world, ‘Sam was the: ‘stabilizing force es
to. ‘them; and. ‘hisfavorite spot for re-*.
.
Slaxation
was
3 any opening, night inany
: ol that poured soothing’ ‘oil into the whirl:Fs
“cafes.
poolof:
temperament and.
a lpsteria : ey
.

“Pllmisshim.1kriowthatwell alls
miss

him: And -as the years go by,' there will.
Boe ‘many: of .us.into’ smoother: channels, oa - he: times: in ‘our: business when a tough
decision, will hhavé to:‘be-made. Itiis then.
(Hike: the ‘family: ‘physician, .‘Sam *‘was On: a
oo". 24shour: all for the actor.: “And. when- ©.°..” that someone -will,surely -say?oe
Scwould’ve known what to do.’99"
ee
2 csever there’ was. trouble,” he’was. ‘always
:
oe
‘ galded.Than spoken,calming ‘influence: that.

fae
Proper Ladeete
J able. to:come: UP:‘with the:
ae longass therewillbe:ashow business
ie
- seription. ei

anid ‘wherever actors will:meet, somebody.’ 2
_
vil
always:come up with.a wonderful
high
the’
s
were:
“integrity
and.
Honesty.
-a,
<story
about’'Sam. Greater .tribute,than’
was.
‘word:
oi
oe Tights of Sam’s ‘existence. His:
:
was" a gu a 'aintee a g

_

os hig. bon d, his proinise

that’ no:man can.seek.oat kes

OTe cof fulfillment, and his every.’‘action. was... oy
o
- Timewilheal.
ourwoundedheartsand
nd =
cane above.,reproach.’ Sam. Anew:‘his: craft OM,
o
_eartvarming recollections. We aitmiss.
_.
his ‘strength, “his. advice, and his words: —
“of. ‘encouragement. ©“Every. moment of”
gladness. that. Sam gave us-‘will ‘become
os Sam. ‘Brainson: ‘Wasa’a» bigman.
2 in our
woaeoS “a treasured ‘thought. ‘His: memory. will .
re

ie

a . “Te.‘awed:thisknowledge ‘to.chelp. ‘and we
ae

as > protect: boththe performer 2
and.thecafe:
a:
NSE yA
Dae
a oy DIMER ES Perey

Saas ‘profession. Not only. for his‘ ability, but-.--

Sst’ for his ‘instinctive inderstanding of:those |_
“es oS The:worked with. He understood the child:.*:“

cbe-as ‘eternal: as the.stars and as undying |

cs as the: soul: ‘Sam will. be the absent one,_

the: friend: ‘who will always. be with us.
“He left us a- legacy. ‘of kindness -and :
Le “formers: and. he: reacted. ‘to: ‘this: with. a ee - love, ‘and.for:‘that we. will: he forever
7

*: like quality -that: is.‘inherent. in all-pers:

|we—_
5 Semly,Jogically, but
ace fatherlyattitudes,

1 Sratefal. _
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owever; aré. al.‘fresco, Trevor: ‘Bale’s: tigers,-“Evelyn Cure oo

| ‘Sherman “hooked .‘for -the .Tide- aeriorGuild of Variety-Attists setups in, ‘say, ballparks,- which|rie’s cageof mixed jungle types:

New
ewYork:

eg
BR
:

ABA Atin
Fire
a!

a

=*

lands, -Houston,. June 11-24, ‘King’s |Trember n &. day of th ‘fire ©On are” otherwise in the same fiscal- |the Klauser: Bears, Madame Gena’s” «|.
4
Irving ‘Cowan, of the. Diplomat|.Club, Dallas, .June 25-July 7, and} the. f ikon “ ay Phit Do e Ae ' personnel category as" an. indoor -eapering camels,-Charles Moroski’s.:..°
e- 0) nN ng foie Sen F wning,. date.
‘|stable“of ‘handsome, : well-trained .. 2°24
Hotel, Hollywood Beach, Fla., in hungry 4, San, Francisco, :July 15‘ts -hofses,. Bill: -Buschbom’s :‘equines; 2 * |
;wingding
The: 162" Ringling
at:enriched.‘by
New York last week, Jooking over Aug. 11 ..... -Slappy- “White :plays| ihe
ae fie
acy‘flew.yd
office,
bs‘Reeno.atto“4the
nd-|
some new
or return |Capt.. Hugé. with his ‘convivial ‘ele- 10° .-.
availabilities for next. seasgn.-: | the - Pink. Poodle, : Tndlane ots.)ne other J0
jobs and:assist. e enter-, components, plus wees yetion phants, zebra. and ‘lamas; Edward." - =.
:
.
Comedian Nipsey ‘Russell signed May £12,
‘values per stager
Richard
Barstow | Healy
with: more pachys plus.pony”: ~: --.
by ‘personal manager. Harry Adler}
me Bilt”*Tomeriin, eo-owtier’ of:the ‘that-.are’-strong .:and, to. one re-| playmates,. _ Capt. Hugo. Sein a

“hotel ‘with’ his. brother,’ Jim,.-was |-yiewer;: more ‘vital: than the previ-|again ‘with. a: three-ring -elephant;

. Myron Cohen goes to El:‘Moroe-| :
co, Montreal, April: 28°. The:
British cast of “Time, Gentlemen,
Please,” at the Strollers’ Theatre|-

-

| among:
those routedefrom the 250-|
ous" year’s, “The. big” ensemble| outing, and: Stephenson's Dogs;"aCae
en
Leiger’$Busyhb‘ae “iy
by
hotel with oplySeed hak
on |:mimbers;.” perforce - wow .stuff -by| comedy’ highspot: ‘his
-ba¢by and
e.could
only
stan
p- |.se sheer
hi
. | The:slowning, iswacky,often7 Lote
lessly
watch
‘as
hundreds.of
Drofusion
of
of
color.
ma
BS _
Club, complete’ a sixmonth -stand|- With Borscht Capades’ ©
‘Firefighters and: volimnteers made a
2
.
May ‘5. Current plans. are to ex‘Ringling. ‘Bres. and. Barnum. & Halley Cirens
tend them fora month. than.they'll| _& Ray‘Charles. Concert futile ‘attempt-to halt the: blaze. = John. Ringling North’*production, ‘staged and directed by Richard. Barstow: a “+ tNewly-Opened Room.
* ;

eee

returo for a-vacation in England, |
xv!» |Boston, April 10.
"On ‘March 22. the ‘Tomerli Bros.
-and return with most of, the comands
aerisi “display,Mccgatel SoAnE eae ncePairectore’ arerare:
“Producer. ‘Hal. Zeiger will be bi- had ‘opened. - the: new showroom, * :geraphy
Dover; :designed by" Erte-Jose de Zamora; ‘costumes: and ‘floats, ‘Max: Weldys ° ceo
OG
‘with «the ‘largest. ‘Seating capacity |~ lighting: RGeorge Chamberty; musical. direction, Merle ‘Evans; announcer-vocalist, .-. . -§

Ei Mildeearde opening at,the utente seat| (more than. 300) :in “Reno. ‘Three|

reat
ae
‘Features:
the ehcchlaale,araidse

Alpine Village, Cleveland, April 28 got his “Borscht Capades; ” Bng-

PaiRingBenny
197, 96.50 topo

Lord: Gloria.
Ir..”
rard
So Sai ‘Gala:
Galla: enya,
wit, Dos,
‘ Santos,
atom,
oe
shows were: presented: nightly, SIX!"“; ‘Miss
Miss ‘Donna, ‘agcence
Flying 08,Gibsons,
f,_the
eee
foe lth
Patricis,
“Mis
nights each. week. “The room ‘had|. kv
Busby, Tony.ean: tehimedgas re:
Yeuden and. the Howard, ‘Washing- atihe,Shubert Theatre reas ‘been. closed since early. January: for'|. ‘Gesar, Jane‘Yong,neat,

. Sam
“Cooke booked: for~ twol?. -viaaich musical revue, booked
ders, The . Royal, Baltimore

_

ar

|. ‘Auts) Del’Morals; Georgiam’ Trion the Agee. ree Frentos, &

enlargemént ard remodeling.

e

°

ton, June 15 ..Jack Carter. set for | “*P

.
Madame Healy.
Gena’s "Stephenson's
caniels, Charles
Moroski;.
Bill ‘Buschbom,
the Tomerlins had operated the |: paneer Bears; aware
J ‘Capt, rs *
Lou ‘Sacoba,
Otte: Grlebling,
Dogs,’
Cohen: revue at: the ‘and @ Ray Charles Concert at Don-|.°
the Alex
ent r. Toronto, Aug. 8. nelly:‘Memorial :‘Theatre-On Satur hotel for the last eight years. It was | Huy © Schmitt,
fe

ope For “Boischt’ ‘Capades.”. the Hol- began operation, but.at. the time: of.
fauna, mae an:
a -eapectional ‘dazile Otto- ‘Griebling, ‘Lou. Jacobs,’ Paut.: ee
‘|Iywood’ based producer: has a ‘cast |the fire ‘was one of the city’s.lead-. this time.”
|.
Jung --and ;Paul-Wenzel. . Whether “°° "3
hostelries, and was tlie only.|.

Chicago

Katz, -Rickle| ing
Phe ‘potent ‘billing still.includes en toto; ‘paired or ‘solo, they're’ vine. a
Dorothy B hay Pty ait," ro Layne & “Velvel,”. Larry Alpert,| casino to. present. a full production, - the
Zacchinis’ cannon-shot for the: tually non-stép: distractions,:
ae
-Rdgewater 1 ht .ome D Paco Jo-Ann: Florio,.: Marty.’Drake and|‘show.: .
|
windup,
‘and. Harold Alzana’s elec-|- -The marvel -at-all ‘times,’ as: Be: ne
over;
took.
Tomerlins®
‘the
When
is}.
Gould
Marty:
Reynolds.
Jeannie.
‘
Diamonds
The
d
"Hie ‘ ag
tric.
high-wire.-footwork..
“Another.
|
fore,
is
the
stage-managing
logis-.-.
3
« folAh oiean ot Tune 4-July | musical ‘eonductor. . The. Shubert there. was: slight accent_on:.enterrenal ‘Billy Falbe. into the Guid [has been scaled at .a.$5.50.top... | tainment “and."thée room had been, boff elementis‘the return of Unus, |tics, -:the:- smooth ‘continuity: of ...°-...:
“th ‘comprising Mickey

§

with his forefinger ‘stand and .col- ‘three-ring " tumult,. musical ¢cués,. |... 73

size, lateral
original
will “be. au made smaller thanitsonan
-“‘Borscht‘theCapades',
Bill: Hayes| alone
June -i3for a week .: . May.
i oe. &
town, as’ “both. ‘the th oy tter i lately
in.
9 for|

equilibristic angles. A‘ new: lighting,’“étc. Longtime. maestro

"-:. “4
{
22.3

‘comer: balancing. turn: is furnished |Merle Evans ‘is, to-be sure,-a mas...

plays the Drake Hotel

nine days . . Linda Hopkins down |other theatres. . the Colonial and year tea duced the:Barry “Ashton _by.. King “Everett, ‘accenting.- his jor eredit on. this score, and: Harold

in. biz forte ‘hand-skiing’ aT atuwhich : Ronk’s: <aanounice-vocalizing eons

the¢ show. has“been | Production: -‘The: hypo,

ate eee

for.ne MiamiPlage

ply

mail orders, and| Prompted ‘the: enlargement: of the: [noveltymuch, thrill. stuff as sock |tribution is likewise agile.
the Southern Clib,. Hot Springs, strong with heave
opened. “yesterday | 70O™ to its original ‘size this year,:. “Another ‘tréshie, or ‘at Teast ‘ab-|f
boxoffice
‘{the
Monday
(9), two. weeks in advance

May 17 for a week.

‘On: the ‘street ‘floor. of the hotel’
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na Orch’ (11); $2.50 entertain: hance the. vocal charms.-' She's’ Another top-spot’ is -by Edmund at,
- in selling: her. numbers. ‘She:makes" seat to.bailads: ~.
-| équally ‘at -home. on the’. ‘spot,|‘Lyndeck. as" “the. Jecherous . -art
| mentcharge. 2-: ‘up in looks: what’ shé‘lacks in pol-.|:'
of pretty: things ‘or. on- the . -uptempoSsh," though, and” stands: to." gaip}
,
Aves: Roaring “se, wi Dolores “Gray. vivacious, “esos ‘stuff, handling With: much’ savvy |~eritie..
_-ftom - additional*professional ex: Foee
. San Diego, Cal, ‘Mareh 28: .| getic and ‘a. looker, gets: top:‘mit-. in this early stage. of her _nitery|: ~The production isgenerally color:periénce. She'd. also “benefit ‘from
‘ful:
‘with
nicely paced: direction oy.
“Wore ‘adroit ‘uce-of .a mike. With: ': Frankie *Laine; Johnny:“Adamo ting -in ‘Houston :debut—ani: excel-|career: “Histrionits aré also ni¢ely ‘Donald. Burr,
musical . numbers,
lent :booking job by Latry. Giay-.| -studied:: for. good -effect. ‘without
Ber .powerful:. volume,‘ she. didn't Band; $1.50. admission. ° aa
staged
by
‘Don. Sky, and. sets and
.son, who had.:to -sub: quickly’. for- being: overdone: |
“need ‘mechanical. amplification in}
costumes, by «Robin ‘Wagner and.
‘Ritz
‘Bros:,:
who
canceled
out.
‘be|
2
Sticking
‘largely.
‘to™
his
Jengthy.
“Miss: Fairtax -gets.the audience
this intimate nitery., ;
.
of ‘iMmessz* 7g
. participation ‘bit re questions dat- Joe Crosby, 'respectively.
_fiist: of - disk .. hits,. -“Frankie. Laine} ‘cause
£
“‘The- orchestra- Dbatoned by. Joie
*' Miss-Gray shows surprising mike .
4 SCOrés”’a-: ‘smash: at. ‘this: expansive’|:-know-how. She.-opens. with: “Gee, : ing .certain :years ‘with song titles than Anderson, does its work capa-.
Moliday: Honse, Pie
3
- other. chistoric events;-'Win-!
“E -nitery. Judging from the -réception|‘But. It’s. Good ‘To-Be. Here,” brings |‘and.
ners are -given ‘a: ‘bottle of cham-: bly, ‘but’ it’s. evident. that more
- Pittsburgh, . -April: 6,
hie Vagabonds ‘(with Babe Pier “it’s “evident: that while the younger|‘on: a pair.of.lively young.men ‘who|.‘pagne, but: are: inticed into:an on- pieces. are. needed to give it greater
Ss
;
and: ‘Bobbi Boyle), Beverly: James, ‘Set “helped.‘give: his: songs .their| back her, Frank. Vietri, and Michael|.‘stage - Twist °demo -before®* being. depth. -There. are’‘still lotsa problems to
Ralph... “DiStefana’s - .Orch’. -(10), {earlier status-on: the record: charts,: Vita,- then: -‘does' “Around: ‘The‘ ‘| handed: the. :bubbly: Stuff. Hs: a
“World”.
and
“Learning
The’
Blues.”
‘now
‘it’s
the:
well-heeled.
crowd
that
|
be.
worked:
out:
in
the
‘successful
ute’ routine, “Miss Fairfax’ ds - a
»KoiontKaps: 44); $1,50 mniniimum. ’
| digs the Laine. larynx.-© Miss Gray. make several ¢hanges.} vécaler. who- shows. much’ poten- execution of the cafe-legit musicals.
.
-|They are. tapping an entirely new .
“The. “Vagabonds, ain ‘theik:-“elev: |. ‘Laine :works ‘easily’ and.weit! as She ‘doés..vocal' and terp -num-.
‘bers
from
“Can
‘Can,”
“The
King;
"Show: is. ably” backed. by ‘Doni. audience. for this section anyway. » @nith. “visit :to this. plus nitery,. ‘are’ A. jazz singer’ at root; ‘in the old'}
‘and
I’
and
“Annie
Get’
Your
Gun.”.
In this. New-York suburb, ‘it’s a’.
Conn»
-and
~his:.
‘seven-man
crew.
dn: full “control ;“With :an hour niv- ‘Jolson tradition -with. ‘g touch’. of
:She does: a hit medley;: (I. never ‘New.“Show :set:“for:
value laden: item with free,parking.
r May.‘1.
.
"sical :‘turn’ that iad. ‘the ‘packed: ‘Louis. Armstrong, he. doesn’t. stint|
had:
a that
‘big ‘were.
hit, ‘but:
Th:
‘do:.some.
|
thrown
in:
“in
giving
his’
ail,He's.
the’
master:
songs.
‘hit
records.
for.|Mes
“Tong.
"dhonse: pounding their ‘mitts... The’
* brightness. of: the act and-its funny | of jhis.material.
“The audiences: still have to be
|- .ea
Never
“‘It
include,
These
)
others,”
- material infiltrate: .‘the audience.’ Songalog - runs. thie gamiat,’ ‘din
to: come early enough so.
Vaien-|.
“Batays? Kc. | -.‘Hirained:
> and. they're: in from the: ‘beginning: eluding such hits ‘as. “Wild: Goose;”. Entered My Mind,” “Funny:
|{that--dinner. can: be compicted by.
‘titte,” “S’posing,” .‘and -“'Toreador.””
. Kansas. ‘City, ‘April 5"
“and.‘stayed: ahead: all: the. way...
“Mile: Train, " “Jezebel, “I BeJackie’: Milés isan. ‘excellent|. Somethin™ Snuth ~&. .The-- Rees : |show time. There is no. service dure" ling .the show,: which is good: for.
- New.. material.” fs |‘interspersed ; “lieve,” ‘with.- its: shadings -of sen- comic: “with a good. ‘delivery, but
with. the. old" here’ but it :all: ‘seems. Sitivity:. ‘and “strength; “Granada” |.‘he. can’t’ rise above :his -material.. Heads (3), The Continentals. fy the: ‘performer; and ultimately. best
50-$2 -cover. :
for. the ‘entire operation... But it
-fresh’ and- eaptivating. ‘Babe: Pier, and; ‘to, strongest Tecognition. mitt, “He--tells* stories of..the little man. ‘$t.
cuts. down on the bo. —
- gomes: on‘in the. middle. ‘of :the “That's. My :‘Desire:””mo
a registering in a Miami: hotel, : ex& The
¢ Redheads |. The. intermissions, : when one ¢
can
"turn and does ‘his: ‘remarkably. ‘ad- “ Patter-links a. geographic: semie | ‘plores Las’.Vegas ‘(which ‘was ‘dis- | Somethin’. ‘Smith &
‘ tept “carbons. of - top..film. and °tv. of “Shrimp - ‘Boats,’ “Jambalaya”. ‘covered some time ago) tells: the ‘are’ ‘by. “now: old hands: here, this load.up.on the grape, are generally celebrities... But -his..routinés here’ ‘and. “Way. Down: Yonder :‘in. New. oft-told tale’ of the: dead: gambler ‘being their: ‘fifth. or sixth. time’ the signal fora trip-to the lounges. are" somewhat. ‘dated «along. with | Orleans.””” ‘ ‘Gloser’: is:™a. rousing “and ‘the -bookmakers, ‘and’ tells. an-. around at: the. Eddy.. “Bros., plus, But ‘should enough patrons stay for
/pantiat seléction of.stars. Pier ;has’ “Saints. ‘Go ‘Marching. “In.” - Singer | other: golf ‘oldie, Big. ‘BilleThomp- |.‘several other appearances ‘in “town: daticing. afterwards, then it's prob~ fog ‘much .talent: to.,.string. ‘along’ flicks: on the cheaters: ‘thidway’ in. son of Dallas: ‘Stories unwind slowly, ‘AS old.- faves, : the. threesome “is: ‘able ..that the -heavier profits “will
. with the’:“older. “unremembeted Zeb whieh -‘doesn’t Seem foaffect |:-but surely. to familiar ends.; 0"
'-" | adding a nice plus atthe ‘gate, and be ‘coming in. The idea is to train
“Dames.”
othe |: ‘Mel. Arvin -Orch ‘again’ “good. ‘in ‘have ‘incorporated ‘some ‘new com- audiences ‘fo--accustom themsel\es.
|
the Tomantic: °appeal”
His. impresh: ‘of‘Sammy. ‘Davis Jr: T fenitiies. ”
:
‘backing’ job:.Miss ‘Gray: timed: ‘at: edy: into their -slick’ Fepertofy: of. to. this kind’ of evening ouf.
4 téps: Bobbi--Boyle, who is. usu- . Johnny “Mdainio’s: Hause *parid. ‘45. ‘minutes, :Miles: at 30.-minutes. : Songs. to. provide’ plenty: of- enter- |: “The ‘situation, to some. extent, ds.
. ally part of. the act with her: vibes, |:aD), which also plays for dancing,|:Show. Plays two frames.” . _ Skips "|. tainment, for: the: customers.” ‘Their. similar ‘to that of. hotels where
* |stint. in, 55 miriutés is solid fun.° | there is.no service during the show.
“4s content here to. actomipany -quiet- gets a. boost from: ‘Laine’s: ynusical.|"
“Their. trio ‘of: ‘Yocal-instrumen- But: -they ‘have |‘two-per-evening | jn
oe on ‘the. piano because: hei’, bag-: . director-pianist:: -Ray.. Barr’ and. ‘his |.” -Marelds, Reéiio.
”
.- gage: ‘didn't. arrive; in-time. for.the drummer, ‘Stanley Kaye...- Don, «
a
- Reno,” April. 3 Ltalls form: the |basis.for ‘the : turn, most: cases;.so there isa turnover. .:
‘Linto which they cram a ‘good: deal With only one.’batch of. customers” .-’
., show..
a
“Carmen Cavallaro, Joan: Fairer,
~ In: ‘the -opening °spot. Beverly |:
;
Ps ‘Don:Con Orch. (D5.no cover, no of: comédy, mostly between Smith. per: evening, the boniface must -James: remains ‘one ‘of the..flash- 4 cle Caharet; Toronto:
"| and -Major: Short,.bassman. Nor-. fathom, ‘some fimmick to: enable
*:minimum.
tea
.
"dest singles: to. play ‘the room.: Her-|’
‘{fnan ‘Earl -at.-the piano mostly. backs his cafe to do as well as under. the
Toronto, ‘April 3.
. baton -‘twirling. and.’ fancy twerping:
‘their: antics, but. chimes. in -on some name format:
.
Tack:
Lander
|
‘The.
expert:
‘pianisties
“of
Carnien.
‘: Notma.. Rivers
-ds topdrawer but she- should-és- ‘Trios:$1.95 Gover:
‘Cavailaro,: an annual. returnee to. ‘vocals -and:. hasan: ‘inhing- of his ‘The Westéhester Town. House is .
“thew: the distasteful ‘bumps: -and
.|this: ‘intimaté room, and. ‘the im-. oWn-:-for a -neat. jazz-type song.
by: the Wilsker-Bros., Abe_ Brinds, especially. at. a dinner. show. |" “Norma. Rivers, whe. Wwas* doreed' |pressive. song. styling. ‘ef: Joan Fair- Their recorded: -hits are musts, of {operated
.&: Jule;: who started as ‘delicatessen .
Ralph .DiStefano’s. Orch: (10): is ("4
‘to change. ‘from. hér real “name, of. fax, a.blonde- looker from. ‘Canada: ‘course;. including. “Ace. Down: in|
in the Bronx. ‘expanded. to. -i ‘its usual. superb. form’ cutting: -Norma- Smith.’ by.” her. ‘recording | making ---her.first.. appearance ‘in:} the. Hole”. and: “Bill. “Bailey” at} owners:
an- extery: .jn .the Cross. County.
‘the show -and: has’ the floor crowd- -contraet: with the ‘Vassar’ ‘abel,: is
is. ‘the’-west; combine for’ an’ hour-plus || this - show.. They’: round -out -the Shopping ‘Center -and
now
are.
“ed for- _dansapation. : The Knight ‘going .‘along: ‘with the: new: billing, ‘of ‘pleasing-.‘entertainment- that’s -musical: ‘portions. ‘with a. medley. of affluent: enough |to. own ‘a trotting.
-Kaps. are: adept .in ‘playing: ‘Ev-ist- though. she-has: been: in.‘the. night | heartily« ‘endorsed : ‘hy; _Harolds'. ‘New Orleans -‘songs .and: again’ with. stable. Known. in. the. area as. the ©
‘-music. and .take .good.:care of. the chib- biz -for©six -years;".
‘| tines. from New. York, these. from |Delly. Double, they. are essentially : -_,
fablers, Sat
ap» @ntertainment. during | the ‘Julls..’
“Here :for:twice-nightly ‘appear: |. Cavallar6,. “always: in Tare. ‘form, their ' albiim,.: and’ ‘several: more.. : food.. men. who: sought a means of ~
3.2 Layout-is.in till Saturday 44),) ances,.
she. immediately. gets ‘the: ‘gives auditorsa variety. program— |. "In. the: comedy’ veiin they have: filling: up the ining - room ‘more ee
7 * Peter. Lind Hayes and Mary, Healy |
jazz to swing to: standards to. a. bit ‘with’ Short. -as”.the’ French, frequently...
; tome.in for,Holy’.Week. . ‘Lit. f2 attention “of :the heavy .spenders. from
} at. thé. posh. -Le Cabaret..’All her. semi-classics. And the: “deserved: -waiter- ‘getting Smith’ to ‘eat. ‘oys: | . They were touted ‘onto the :policy we
|. arrangements .are® by -Larry Faith. endorsement: proves-Hie’s. \ faking: .ters for “the -first ‘time, raw: yet, by pressagents. -George .& Bernie. -Clad::in a: “gold. brocade’ ‘sheath, | more «than. ‘casual’. care: in: ‘title that: brings'.a string: of:.chuckles; ‘{Bennett; who took them to. Meadow-.
| a Sane Gallery; NS oe
‘and. their: established repartee over brook, . "Cedar ‘Grove, -N.J.; where
&
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‘Hamilton: Quintet,oe ‘the. ‘Sexy’ “strawherry-blond. ‘opens selection... For :this playback ‘he. is
“Sweets”. Edison
Quintet,’ Joe
- with'a ‘bouncy “All of’ Me,” ‘segues ‘packed: by Bob Matthew’s on: bass, the :“Simple | Life” .-winds. .with fhis policy. Prevails, and they were
‘Short
‘doing |a gem. ‘of.a ‘drunk, - seld:: _As.-a ‘result;; they. have.
‘Buddy
Rowell:
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and
Jimmy
./into. “There. Was. “You*: for baliad-,
» Hams; $2:cover,. Qu
$3: minimum.
. The: vocals, -“plus -instrumentals, . organized. a:-staff ‘to seéll the policy
Leering and “Lady -Is'a Tramp” in Morton. on “guitar. na
‘plus:the.
comedy .and general |in- to’ local “organizations. .end have
“
‘Cavallaro:
at:
times
is
‘intriguing
“his Greenwich: Village jazz’‘spat ‘swing, style. ‘She liJts a. Paris’ med-|
"has! “heen. making a strong: bid: for" ‘ley, ‘sticks to{such surefire. material. with - his . piano . interpretations; for imality. ° ‘inake.”. it smooth: and most of the- problems: of a theatre
“amusing,
with
the: house ‘holding operator. and. producer as ‘well as
sensitive:;
on
some,
foreful
-:
on
:- the local. jazz ‘audiénce..since Kay. as. ‘Our’. “Love -Is ‘Here to:. Stay”.
- Norton took it over ‘same Jhonths* and. “Song ‘of Love,” with a. s0ck others,..‘showing. a. ‘high ‘Skill: ‘at. out: for more past the- beiter: end: restaurateurs. ‘However, jnilial. in\dications. are ‘that the cafe-legit
‘interpolation
*
“without,
‘losing.
the:..
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Apr 12°.
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‘Til.
See
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in
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4 face. Hig’ numbers, though difficult |Ito .decipher amid: the fan-mania, |‘
Prima
°
‘Started.
his.
professional
Musie Hall, N. Y..
appear ‘to: be much in ‘tune with].
Nelson, ‘Hine
~NEW: YORK cry:
Locke : Lo rains;
hy Gonsucl
&
. “Glory of Easter” ‘produced by “career, playing the’ ‘trumpet in ‘the the taste of the vocal demonstrators |: “ musiea
9, Bokoams, are
‘HALL — Glory :of “Easter”
Boulevar-Dears
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ie.
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“&: fae. ct
ey
Leon : Leonidoff; ‘Evelyn, -Saciis,: pit band :which appeared. with the’ ‘among:. the . customers, -and.. he -{s “Disneyland, : U.S.A..." “Wally. .Boag, Bab ‘Hiei,
| ij
|© mbes, . Marquis. ‘Chimps, Flying fraliet: DRAKE."HOT trSusan: Barrett, Simniay 2 2+ ms
soloist; Raymond. Paige;. director. house's stage shows. prior. to: 1940.' ably supported ‘by. the. ‘good timing
Pat.
Theriault.
Graciella,:-Corps
de
Bal|
‘Ore.
of symph:. orch; . “Disneyland|. ‘ Prima..and .Sam’: Butera-‘& “the of the Sounds Inc. :musical packers.: let. Rockettes, Raymond Paige Orchestra. 5 sone
ereSEACH—“An Evening ‘of
U.S.A”. produred with. ‘the cotlab- Witnesses ‘appear. in. a ‘show packed | -Nero & The Gladiators are equally!‘
..
.
:
-} Jerome. . Kern,”
eae ine
” AUSTRADA: wp
a
vis Ore,
oration of .Walt. Disriey- and..his. ‘with’ musical: mayhem -to..comple-. hoise-wracking. - a --foursome - that}
"MELBOURNE: ATivelil —-- Les: Otharis;.|. “GATE OF HORN =~ Bob Gibson ied 72 -:
staff, staged and Girected .-by. Le-. ment ‘the Saenger: screen: feature, |also garner. solid palming and Yells |-sp
rkland, .i onel: Ss
. Jimmy
-Gayin.:
Sherrier, Howe’ & May,. Francis ‘Van’ Dyk, :
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Al.
Night”
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in:
f M Shinar
&
onidoff; Pat Theriault, Wally. Boag,
with their’ tunes--while~garbed. in Nicoli Brothers, Big. George... Montego... ; HAPEY
"Donovan. ‘Denise
Diana’ Marquez. Amor’ Solat,: -Rits.
“Kirby’s Flying Ballet :with Patsy. ‘which Prima. is ‘starred wth. June’ ancient. ‘Roman. fashion: There. is Feno,.
Margaret & Maurice, Flat’ Tors. |
Wilkinson
and:Sam
Butera.
The.
‘Kelly as soloist, the Marquis Fam‘also“a welcome for The Blackjacks, Barney -Gra
Kelth Peterson. Terry | V
i Storie, Ruby ‘Lacy,..Jack: ;
4ly &-Gene- Detroy: “Moon Pilot” ‘Prima stiow..also. highlights: some: another group;. while, Bob: Bain, Scanlon.’ David
(Disney) reviewed in,Vanier Jan, ‘lowdown. comedies: and ‘slick song slick-gabbing. ‘emcee, holds ‘the SYDNEY ‘Tivelb—tuich; ‘Freddie’ ‘Mor. |:
selling. It goes ‘at a= ‘hectie .pace young customers-in his: hahd |with}
17,.'
it into.
Kom = Reyne Faye;Seriy: We
} for. some ‘40° mnutes: ‘to. keep. the. gas-a-minute on this. ‘n’that:::
Shane, JJoe
:Parne
o.'
Musie Hall,billedas. isghowplace customers. awake and enthusiastic. . - Bain; :who ‘happens to. be Glas, Beverly ‘Thoma8. Monica:
Sheargo!
LONDON.
N HOUSE—Ramsoy ‘Lewis Triex
Larry
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than
.
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;
(Hig* Aalenty’oe Pat Greiry.
of the nation,” ‘might. now he
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Frank ‘Berry, Jodie . vray ‘Howar
.
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Fay | stein.
2, : John Frigo © - Trio; - ‘Mart;
r y . Bul
Joe
.
‘Ron
to
the.
accompaniment
of
Butera’s.
Ke Mackey,
Ken.
Disney, For Hollywood ‘producer
‘Atlanti¢ lingo, has’ a quick friendly: Melody,
PALMER ‘HOUsE—-Nat “Cin Cole,ta Loar e
Marvey. Weter, pe
Bill:
Disney has ‘taken: over both’ screen. ‘crew. They: pullout all stops and style that imakes him. scoré,. pronto, Jong
Arden
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Bes."Adrienne. Erdos.a ree
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presented in overwhelming visual: ment." ENDO—Bill
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‘voice; femme, 20's, very attractive, nessman; - femme,. ‘40-45,: well-: pm.,. at: -the City .Center. 130.Ww. ‘eipals,°through agents: ‘only,c/0 femmes, 30. years ‘or: under ‘(pre-"
" ¢}above’ address. - 7
. sumably. intact). .“Mail- Photos: antl
séth St, N.Y; floor: 5M)...
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7
to.-C); character
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_
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OFF-BROADWAY.
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; Canal © Fulton’. Summer. ‘Arena. ‘musical. experience for: a. repertory English’ music’ hall: performers with
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. CHICAGO Loe
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and. 7a:° = e
7 :serviced .by. fheAP andby.atatferlater added. a wv ‘column,
hi-A. He. says.. cana
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later a.eolumn: about.
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: Other ‘winners: Feature’ picture
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‘and '-HT-: attacking . the - recent
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- the American. ‘film “Once. More}: “Ruisell: y: Dowlig,.pieaident’ and.Ynanaging: di-*. to:‘the:trade: and almost any’‘enterpiisiig:» producer:|
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“Throwing¢ Peanot Shacks
With Feeling”: (Cob, andoverruled
‘Side-by-each dais ‘chats in the course of the Allied.-- Hall booking: Igo to the Coast frequently for: the |
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viens ‘by.‘ABEL GREEN.{ aboe teescoos
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wing i eal April 17. .
|
States. Assn. of Motion: Picture Exhibitors and ‘the. same. purpose. .We even’ read .scripts of:potential
" -Buitish fini.“Room. it‘the:“top” | Theatre Owners of America's fointly-sponsored fete” ‘Music: Halt: “properties, .We:-have even made -cut sug-. Six hours after he was stabbed ....
inthe stomach. by a theatre patron .: ..
‘honoring.
Spyros.
P..
Skouras,
dwelt:
on
éxhibition’s:
:
'.
gestions
and,
it:
is
pleasing
to
note,
that
-company.
| (Romidlus-Continentab) ‘was banned
he ‘had asked not to throw peanut.
“by: Murray, rejected. by. an appeal: responsibilities to the produection-distribution Phases”: presidents with broad_:vision’ have recognized the shells.in. the: aisle,.‘Clayton . E.
of. the’ picture business.:
|
.-wisdom of :what” perhaps: the. filmmaker. himself Sheehan,
a.
doorman
“at
the:
.
; board and:then -passed by. the same.
“It. Fanged, from. ‘point-of-sale on. ‘the Togal fevel to ‘might have -resented..‘For’. ‘example, . - playdating: Colorado Theatre. here, died’. fae
+ ,appeal. board as: “restricted adult” | “maintaining
standard.” His accent was on the latter.-: ‘Breakfast..at Tiffany’s’ in itself might have been; Denver. General Hospital.: after having: ‘Deen °“reconstructed”:
He
-liketied it to a restatirant “where even ‘if they. “fn -another period, a ‘daring’. booking for the Hall.
According ‘to Charles Emntons,
“by the: distributor... .
.

“him

ie :

‘sérve you ‘the: ‘best ‘cut -of sirloin ‘the customer will-;Anyway, there was.a strip scene which (1) we didn’t
of .the Cartis. Street
* There ‘Are three. elassifications’ in. stay away if-the floor is dirty, the: waiters. ‘sloppy -and*.. waht ‘and (2) felt didn’t even belong to make ‘the coownerTheatre, - Sheehan. ‘had .
“em: Saskatchewan, designed ‘as a: guide| the ‘cashier doesn’t say ‘thank’ you.” its. no different. - film ‘palatable. Barney Balaban. not only acquiesced played there- for over a year: ‘and: -* -to- ‘parents—Restricted ‘adult ‘(not with. Tunning. 2.‘theatre. ..
ae. but ordered the:cut permaneéntly-for the entire mar~ | was: well liked. Sheehan suffered
"“Feeommended, for. those under: 18); | ‘“When I. tell: circuit owners ‘ike.‘we Have. enneens. ” ket—it added little or nothing. to‘the picture,: _ - Ja deep wound.-in. the abdomen:
, adult, and. general.
ve. which, -.police said, was _apparent-.
| -trated: here: from.all-over the country tonight ‘at the:. “Standards ‘do change and, as you've noticed, ‘we've
“There. .was--an: $ncrease- ‘in,‘the “Waldorf. that we change: our screen -at. the Music ~~ been trying. new things. Just opening: the doors. and ly inflicted: by a Tong thin ‘bladed
\-imimber- of: restricted: films. during. ‘Hall every six-or sevén months because we know how' expecting the ‘customer rush. of former years. is -no. ‘knifé. The. doorman told-police
1960-61; :‘Indicating -an vps
pswing'in}.a new screen gives: brilliance: and brightness. and ‘more. This brings me~to the sharp. falloff: of thie. his: assailant, a:man about 30, with “pix ‘considered ° objectionable -;‘for “sparkle to the ‘projection of out. feature films they're: . night business. Where jhas it :gone? ‘Seems fewer and pock-marked face was standing. in.
viewing: by: children rand. minors, ‘flabbergasted:: The ayerage. theatreowner tells ‘me . fewer ‘people -arée:out.:A city like New. York. has two an exit door throwing peanut. shells
-_.Murray. reported: *
“:
‘he doesn’t- change--his screen every five or. six years highlight. nite clubs ‘inthe true tradition, the Latin in the aisle.. When: asked to. stop,..
n
that :Quarter and‘the Copacabana. ‘We: used to have a.late: ‘he: took a nearby’ seat .and -as, |
i4“Twenty-six. were: classified: as re ‘and claims he ‘doesn’t think the.people notice’
aes Sunday. melts‘show. ‘and had to drop’ it—nott enough ‘Sheehan “began to ‘sweep up the .
‘Hts.
“dull, or ‘amudgy, ‘or flyspecked
- stricted |adult, 121: adult. and ‘119
| mess ‘the. man attacked him and.”
_bustsless.
a
Young Men ‘Shun Bi?
‘general. There. ‘were. 16: fewer films.|.
Guest.Stagers
oe
me, fled.¢ “suitable for:the. entire: family ‘than | osiag juat.heard: one ‘of the most. Laswilédgable éir=
From: the description, furnished.
‘| cuit operators tells-us that friends and acquaintances... On ‘stage:‘shows; -we'ré °‘bringing: in occasional ‘police and:a coat found near the
“After: eliminating. “objectionable: ‘used to. bother’ him. weekly. ‘to give their. boys.‘a. job. - guest: producers. for. the *outside,’-:i:e.. separate. arid scene, they are attempting to ap-

.

from our veteran Leon Leonidoff, Russell MarasLae
"'scenés:and dialogue: from -61 films,. -aS ushefs-so that they. too ‘can get into the busiriess’ . apart ‘et.al.
certain. - ex-convict
Currently we did an entire Walt Disney -prehend
’ approval :was ‘given, to: 18..of them -and he bemoans that: he‘ hasn't had: such'a request: - “Kert.
‘package,’ both stage-and-screen, and while ‘busi-. thought ' to have . been | in'’ the
“for
‘at
least
three
‘years.
He
is
realisti¢
of
course
on.
| Vicinity. atthe time, it is under. as-general;. 37. as adult, and. ix.as
| the present. state. of manpower ‘and shortage of. Der “ness ig-good somehow it is‘not.as big.as we hoped:
Restricted. ‘adult: stood,
sonnel; but we. have ho such problem at. the Hall. - _ Maybe the’ picture-is.too. ‘light* for the Hall:

oS

2h “These eliminations worenéces-|
“If theatres retained their. community stature as.. - “They're. talking. about: -some. fabulous. line. of.150.
‘gary“becaise~film , producers. fre- ‘Before any exhibitor would have tio’ such problem a dancing girls in ‘a: Tokyo spot as a stunt for the Hall TheeTokyo Dailies.

7

‘quently... :
included” -in’, “otherwise: ‘attracting: ushers-and usherettes, but-if the general -.. but (1) tinder. existing up pu:‘regulations it would be.
: worthwhile. pictures. scenes’ show- standard ‘deteriorates So ‘does the appea yt
to'the staff, -- ‘economically: -unfeasable; ‘(2) only some State’ Dept.
~ Ang. ‘indecent-’gestures,.attempted which quickly recognizes. ‘the.‘stagnation’ f'the opera- = -Cultural:. Exchange- idea could’ make it: work; but}:
Tokyo,” April 17...
- rape,. nudity, sadism-and prolonged tion.
- (3):no. matter whom:we “bring, in, our Rockettes still... “As result. of pressure fromi film
ane
_.torture,” ‘Murray. commented, “De- iat itshoulda’be 50:2
TieHaltwill.te30.years - ‘dance ‘circles: around any line’ of. girls. We-know.-We. ‘interests, three Tokyo dailies,. the
",Jetions. were also:required: because}
old
in: December.
orians
have. recor
-what.a :-. brought in:some other guest: chorus groups arid the ‘Hochi Shimbun, Sports Nippon and*|
of an: increasing use of:.blasphemy|:flop
it
was
with
its
original:
concept of'a-music hall, ““Rockettes’ just. ‘topped them’ ‘with, almost. too, stiock- ‘Tokyo. Chunichi, have agreed te
*" and’ ‘obscene Dhrases, even. “ie fam: {ran unpaid -daily picture schedules
| with straight vaudeville acts.:But it: is easily the No. - ing: contrast.” ». a
wily” type. pictures.” Sha
- “Nearby: ‘Joseph’ E. ‘Levine;: whose -ambition .rm to: as they do. for tele cand radio .
“1 landmark in-the New York scene. There is no ques2 OF the 266: ‘original. 35.‘mm fea. ‘tion that ‘along: with the: United ‘Nations, the Latin‘*“make the Music Hall with one of my pictures’ "an lineups.ture’: reviewed | by’ Murray and his Quarter, :the Empire’.State and Radio: City-Rocke-". ‘ambition of virtually any ‘producer and. distributor | The. three’ larger. papers, Asahi,
: ‘assistant, 181: were ‘produced: ‘in the. ‘feller Center complex ‘in general, the Hall is:virtual- -... attested to:-the widespread’ comment. he ‘hears. all. Mainichi and Yomiari,: have yet
:Unlked ‘States,-45 in Great Britain, ‘ly. a. ““must’’: for .most ‘tourists. And also locals; when. over Europe. about. the Music Hall—accent.on the to-¢ome. into line. Similar steps
'44-in Italy, nine in ‘Franee, seven ‘it- has become .a:Christmas. and Easter. tradition:
*- :- Rockettes. “Levine also.-thinks “Boceacio: 70” ‘would: are expected to be taken by Motion
Min: ‘Russia, two ‘in: ‘Japan, ‘two’ in}: “Booking. ‘suitable. films’ is‘ ever a. problem: ‘The: be:“ideal” ‘for the Hall but Downing -has: 2. policy ‘Picture Producers. Assn. in. other
Parts. of ‘Japan.
«Bre two inPanada’ and:one: each: Music.Hall'sJipprimiatur, ofsourse, is top:standard afseainst ‘Subbed or subtitled pictures:
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Seattle; ‘Valance’ ac}
Seattle, April 17.

“wome. new ‘screen. fare Tainched |:

here this round but not all of it.is &
“| strong..“‘Moon ‘Pilot’ is rated greatf 2“:

~.

- Los Angetes, Aprit 17.
1
,"“Firstruns. here are .feeling: the|.

| at. Music Hall but: “Man Who. Shot}...
{Liberty Valance” looms ‘modest at}
=... ©
;FParamount. “Magic Sword” is only]. .-.:-
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_ Americar. -know-How ° and finances: What. visa?” "AU. -you. need is.‘travel catd—always issued: by: airline. won't: cash the Credit Lyonnaise travellers. checks..M. Truffant is reGo ack to.
teAerolineas: and :get' travel card. (“This ¢erd. (sie) should ‘be|signed, Mme. isn’t. Big night at Bel-Air with steel.band, limbo dancers
-C’A.. for the current, quarter-‘re-'| filied-(sic) ‘out in the nypwriter (sic). by ‘the carrier and the two
| and ‘a combo ‘built around: that famous Caribbean. instrument, the elec<, 7
" wlewed 46 pix’ compared | to:.72: in. ‘(sic) should: be: original:’) But’ there are..no ‘Aerolineas. flights ‘to Rio. ‘fe guitar, Music. -prévents. sleep before 2:30:a Meo.
i.
parallel. 1961: period. .“This includes: for two Hays, Rush to Panair office. before 5:30 p.m: ‘closing, dnly. space|:
No: Water In. Hotel
.

.

- Members |‘and. Non-members. .-;
ts available: is flight.next afternoon. ‘at200. Return Alvear: Palace at7P.mi, "Monday; April: 9,“Trinidad. -Awakened: at. 5:30:to.catch 7:aan. plane”
‘The ‘figures -“reveal :#:.“@rop: ee
' Airpo
+e ‘10: yards: ‘distent. No water in hotel. Shaving impossible, but brush
“16 foreign: ‘pix brovght_ in:‘for ‘Code } } * Wednesiiay, Aprit re Buenos. ‘Aires. Receive ‘phone eall at iz Xion teeth in ice. water: from. jug by -bed, the. effect not tanlike that of nova;

““peview in” 1962 -as- stacked ‘up: from airport with news that ‘4::30 p.m; Panair flight délayed ‘12 hours,’ -eaine. Arrive in. waiting room. (where ‘singing Is stillp

bited) at.
‘numb. No
6:30 following breakfast’ of coffee, orange. juice, ‘Teeth
of plane. One hour. after plane’s: scheduled departure word.spreads - |sign
s
‘It is adimitted in official quarters: “into waiting: auto, careen through’ B.A: lunch traffic, arrive at airport
“that a‘ number ‘of. British and other. just: in ‘time’ to:see Alitalia-flight ‘take off. No matter:though. There's {that plane -had cracked its axel on landing the sight before. Official
'- foreign pix. are released in ‘the U. S.:|-a 6:30 ‘p.m, Varig’ flight.to Rio -with-space: available,. Not: enough time: announcement confirms: only that “mechanical: aittioulty”, will delay.
: “without .‘seeking .-Seals. ‘The..num- ito return: to’ city: Too: much. time -to sit in. empty bar. Buy ‘copy ‘of ‘departure: to .N:-Y:-.until: “some time: tomorrow.”.. Mme.- Truffaut too .
* against first :‘three months: ‘of .1961.- ‘hut. passage ‘obtained. ‘on 1 p.m. Alitalia: flight..Can: we make -it?:“Hop

Latin: American .edition of Tim@ which falls open to: financial section tired :to transtate. Conversation: with Francoise reduced ‘‘Freres Jac-.-:..
“What: is. it that Has arrived?” “The- -airplatie does findwe

__the.
bersfinal
it appears,
is:‘insignificant JD'|-and pictur’ of Milton S: Gould. He's stirring things tip a€ Curtis Pub- -ques"'- level:.
analysis.

= one can find.
“| lishing. (Somewhere: life is.
snormal.) After five hours. in ‘waiting room: march. We. -cannot. ‘mount ‘into the airplane.” “P
- However,’ in: ‘several. ‘instances; and: numerous. cups-:of..c offee, glasses: ‘of orange juice, :Varig~flight nother’ airplane in. Which one cap
canmount to New York.’ ,
“swhiere. such: ‘pix .Jook: for p
takes off only. 45. minutes: late.” Arrive Rio. 10:30: p.m:,: with memories |
Jtime.’ ‘beyond.the “art” -or ““spe-.|of A. airport—if not:the coffee and orange. jnice—quickly receding. : At 9:am., mount ‘Into British Weat Indian sizpline going tq Barbados,
. ‘elalized” - theatres, distribs’ ‘submit |.
. "eventually: to:San Juan. Spend. ,half-hour
in Barbados, Sample .conA Ticket For Yesterday*
. films: for. Seals ‘and ‘with little -vari-|.Thursdays April 5.‘Rio.: American ‘friend, ‘a resident: -of: ‘Rio;. coffers ‘versation: “This is.the true Caribbean. How. do: you like the true Carib-.
:7.ation find immediate. approval for. to:beok:. my’ passage to ‘Sao, Panic, for Saturday” night. to.connect: wiith |bean?” ‘Truffaut is non-committal. Explains ‘Mme. ‘Truffaut: “Francois
- what & termed” ‘the - family: elt: Sunday -morning
Y-:.He. takes off: with amy. passport. ‘and } does not care for the picturesque.”
eat”:
|: - Arrive San Juan. 12:30: p.m. -Wait-listed on ‘4:45 p.m. Pan Am flight.
- Ftickef.: Will return’ both ‘next ‘morning. faye. A.‘aid ‘in’‘helping: producers}: -Friday, April 6, Rio: Ticket. and. ‘passport returned: at10 pm: Seriitiniy to N; Y., but at:Jast minute; all passengers:show. up, “How about some
“here ©and.: abroad ‘obtain” “free: | reveals passage on flight’ that. departed two: hours before ticket re-} -coffee or orange ‘Juice?” Francois. attempts to cheer group by speaking
.” wheeling’ on. ‘dissemination Is noth: ‘turned. This-isn’t.land of piamanas; rather its land: of: ayer ‘(yesterday)." all the English he knows, consisting exclusively. of film ‘titles: “Woomen
:” Saturday, Avril ‘7,-Rio: Magnificent day. Spend‘ afternoon ‘at ‘Panair. Own. Zee Bitch”: (Woman on The Beach)...No Credit. .Lyonnaise reps
dng new. Latést {ristance conc
: “Phaedra,”.. produced: atid ‘directed|office, getting ‘Sao Paulo reservation switched: to:Real de Brazil flight.: here either,:Mme. Truffaut plans to write. a few letters :re Credit Lyon- :
by Jales ‘Dassin in,Patis. for ‘United: ‘Take off from. Rio.for Sao Paulo.at.‘8.-p-ni.. in. company-of French di-: neise’ when once’ ‘again: she js in |
‘rector .Francois Truffaut: and wife Madelainé.’ More coffée: ond. ‘orange ‘“Admire airport for another two. hours;: mote ‘daborate, but not ee.
Arti sts. :

[sentially different from airports-in Buenos Aires, Rio, Szo Paulo or

4 | Juice. Atrive Sao, Paulo (coffee capital of. the wordy at 9:30 bm, .

Ple- was ‘submitted. ‘pecently: ‘and
-‘Trinidad—or Omaha, Obtain ‘last-minute space on. late afternoon Pan .
. Won't: Accept. Travel: Ch
-" ‘changes: Fequested... Only ‘one: epi-:|:.
Sunday, April: 8;Sao’ Paulo. Awakened at 5:30 a:m. to.‘catch: bus.iit Am flight to.New York. Latest ETA: 23 hours,late.
“:gode-is- involved. inthe Tony: Per-. 6:30 to get. to jet: airport in-time for 11 -a.m.. Aerdlineas. flight to N.Y,
“Says ‘the bright, fresh-faced:Pan Am: stewardess. “How nice it ‘is to:

.iins-Melina: -Mercouri-Raf *‘Vallone (airport is two-hour’ drive ‘front :city). ‘won't aes
have. some ‘difficulty. find: people -who ‘speak: French!” I will- Bractice French en route te.
~ ptareer.*: Request - could.’ be. maniIN
‘New York.. Voules-yous someting. ‘to
won’ accept.bsiirale kien
°
aor
ow of
2 fested + be-Feediting 5 aeeonding je cheer out’
Rad

to. VAS Suge

*Ciney’s Film Prodticer .

.aA.

e-shange could
of:how,the.
gentoo

_Add to the list of. shoestring”

:inidie filmmakers name‘of Du-- |:

“~ane, . ‘monomonickered. ‘Cincine.. [| ‘~pati: hair. ‘stylist, ‘prepping -an
|:

“Producer-ditector. ‘Is-‘utiderstapd. “ye
“awaiting reaction. of ‘Legion’ of De-]: . re:
> gency :so ‘that he. can“
‘a‘gug-| _—

“gestions of: both’ ‘CA and. LD. into: Pe pes

“Duluth; Aprit-17; :

1. original’ psyeh

ama, “Break -}./

. AlF the: Windows,” ‘which: he‘ll. :

one operation, ‘Modern version .of [{. A booth1 operators strike: atthe! ‘oll: in Cincy “in. June on a
Two” -other™”.
.. Classic ‘Greek . tragedy: is. slated. for : ‘Mirinesota.. “Amusement’s - (United |..> - $35;000-. - budget... .’:

"Tn 1960,,;142 Code Seals -Weré ‘Paramount

sitivtats: Regret ‘Jury.“Passing. Up ‘Hustler’—

"Grateful for US. Influx—Press Gripe About Cables

Projects -.are. also “in: ‘the. -7

summer. release.

EchoesofMarDelPlataFestival

““Buicnos: Aires, Apa 17. anounced, Rossen - later “declared
‘himself to. have. been delighted to.

ppér. ©.
circuit). Norshore thea-] |
‘of. post~
“His pop’ is:Janes. A‘"com, |“phere was. 2,good: deal agitation
given: domestic-produced PX, ‘This }.tre, here, . ‘which -started” last. Dee: |festival. (Mar: Del -Piata)'
"matches 120. year before.: For same 15,. endéd -‘in an: unusual fashion. 4:*
bn
me.
midwest
vauds.
Pro:
'
:
producer,” now 'district
man-. . among ©‘Argentine’ film. industry
” iperiod;: 112: -foreign-made- pix. got Disregarding: International Alliance |: "ager ‘Gn: Ciney) fe
for.
- Nation
: Theatre: Supply, Co
aoe e Beople: Fe the possibility that ‘the
- Seals against 91 for.1961 and.1960
of.
fheartical:
Stage
Employes’
‘ore
‘might take exception. to
": Pespectively. Totals were 254Seals
.
—
like fi
fact “The Hustler” ‘did ~
not.
ders; the: theatre’ Ss two regular-long:: ”
“din 1981: 211 in 1960. ‘.

.

-|dime:projectionists, who had walked)

} out,. signed -two-year-. contracts. on: rr

‘térms: which ‘eireult: had, been J
pa GROUP. Wi ‘|e:
offering and "returned tO their Ue oo
COMBAT: TOILYISON ‘booths,

‘attend, also convinced that ‘U.S,

participation in such fests is a yt.

‘must, “I guess I’m just not very

lucky .at festivais, though,” he said

‘wryly, referring to his loseout ‘wita.
“Ail The Kings Men” at a Venice

] win, either -the’ Dest. picture or’ di- fest some years back.

TJ gecting ‘award, though ‘star Paul! There was the usual

post-test

Newnan. did get’ the acting prize.; grumbling: ‘among all participars.
- _, |Phe*- Argentines -were.. perhaps ‘about: the’ - screening schedules

~ |even more ‘disippointed |than the which at. Mar Del Plata (as at al, | dank, “since they felt. that .the most. every fest) had an early. eve~. |Yanks this year, for the first time nitig: showing followed by another
atlanta; ‘April1: : in... the. -fest’s © fonr-year:-hisfory, ‘at 10:30 p.m. With the usual rousd.
gt ‘comiaiitee: “was: ‘formed : ‘here ‘the theatre, ‘as it has’ been: doing| :
“ast week, .‘composed of. all- Denver: since: the strike’s start. ‘There -has|:Her’ “duthority”:Clipped :by.” the. had ‘sent.a really ‘top star (New- of’ cocktail parties, dinners and
Denver, April 17;:

:

. But. the’uiton conitiriues topicket |

~-theatre-owners to fight the installa-: - been no--néws of: expulsion .of ‘the|’Georgia. -Supreme “Court : ruling man), a "classy.picture, accompanied
by..a.man for whoni- fliey-have: teton’ ‘of: pay. television in ‘Denver,. two operator members. for getting
that declared the. City’ of -Atlanta’s J spect, director: Robert ‘Rossen.
“according to. Tom: ‘Smiley, prexy ‘of. ‘back,on their jobs despite the fact
‘demands’. weren't: met: and. chatter. “provision” and.- ordinance 1. ‘Fest.. veep’ Fernando ‘Ayella.was
--Wolfberg Theatres, .‘who: was.vetect-,| IATSEIA
| what amounted toa theatre vie-| providing: for’. “municipal :Censor: particularly pleased “with the.U.S.|
ed. chairman, wad
‘Mrs: Vera. Coekrill, owner:of the ‘tory. occurred.
‘|ship -were ‘unconstitutional; “Mrs. ‘participation this year. -Unstated:
Charles. Winchell, -elreuit- presi- ‘Christine ‘Smith: Gilliam: ‘has. had was his:fear that the Yank loseout
"Beata. is. secretary-treasurer. of
“the ‘newly. .formed: ‘organization: to dent; ” disclosed..:*the. ‘settlenient. nothing ©fo: say’ éither’ about. the to the Itaio:“Numbered Days” (best
*be known:as: The.-Denver Commit- terms” ‘agreed: -upon .by: ‘thé ’.two: ‘ruling .or’ What |‘her:future plans: pic) and French ‘Jules et . Jim”,
{best director) :would intrease: gen: tee Opposed té Pay TV, and at its’ 'Operators.‘ ‘New. ‘contract: calls: for|are, 3:
|":There “still. Témains’. the: possi: eral .U.S: disaffection ‘for’ all’ fesfirst meeting the. committee: voted. a 70-hour split time week at $4.4414

to retain. Marcus.Cohn:of Washing: }an hour: pay. Which is 10c more an: bility ‘that the city. will ‘ask. for.ajtivals. Young Argentine producer

‘whatiot coming between the two
showings, it takes a strong picture|

‘to* keep mimy of the delegates
awake, “especially towards a fest’s

end. People are kaput. And af Mar

Del Plata the situation was age:
.gravated by the: fact that each suc‘ceeding evening’s last showing got.
later and. later..
;
{| . Most frustrating ‘to foreien.

visitors, --however, was the dif-.-fienity, if not tetal inability much

hour than. the; men: -formerly: Te- ‘rehearing’ -before.the Georgia -high° Leo Kanaf. also went on’ the rec- -of the time, to communicate with
It is. what
theatre has. court rt or ‘appeal: to the ‘United ord:‘as, believing the U.S. had done ‘the outside world. The coup in
offering:
sGeht--the
along:
. ‘The -action. came: following °an= ceived.
|een
:
‘States ‘Court of Appeals. Assistant: an. extremely. good. public- relations : B.A. of course, complicated mat“souneement that.Gotham‘ ‘Broadeast- |.
“{ng-.Corp.; ° as. owner: of: KTVR-|" “The ‘union’ deriand has been for City Attorney. Edwin ‘Sterne ‘has job: via its‘small but. firstrate dele- |"ters to some extent, but vets of.
- (Chantel :2) here and’ the: McFad-. -an':84. hours. spilit week ‘at $4:34%4 nok decided. os. i haa i | gation, which -lost. Janet. Leigh “at previous fests at Mar Det Plata
|-pér hot. This: would have beenupreme
"Ss. ru n
e last: moment. .In- Teferénce to the . said: this year’s transmission-of-"
* den-Bartell. Corp: of ‘New. York had
more “expensive. ‘for the ‘Showhouse etfect of taking ' away. "onch
|
“of
fact thé: Yawks had -no femmes of- ‘news problems were not murh
‘filed. application ‘with: the. Federat.
than ‘what has eventuated..
MrstGilliam.
and
Board
of
..\Cen|
-,Communications. : Commission: for:
In “addition to picketing;. ‘the Sors.td sereen feat res. atid to “pie. -ficially * ‘participating, - ‘Knaf: com-|- ‘different :‘from: those or earlier
‘Mérited: to the: efefct.-that. you “years. Only the most foolhardy
permission té conduct “a- three-year. L
tinion has. run Jargé newspaper’ ads |'yen¢™ the: Showing of ‘any of. them ; don’t need: ‘fan magazine: Space.” . -1.-‘would -trust. the pofter at ‘the.
“test of -pay television on .an‘.over-’ ‘urging
‘the. public. to boycott the.
the-air: ‘basis: via’ ATVR: ‘using.the. Norshore and; if necessary for’ its without .their: prior approval. - - Mrs..-Gilliain, wife: of Alderman: ‘The -way:.the awards’ were..“$6. Hotel Provincia! to deliver thsir:
Teleglobe: system.
ws
“
screen entertainment; desires, 26. ta Ed. -Gilliam,|"¢hairman’ -of..the. evenly distributed: between major | ‘messages. to. the cable office.
{best picture,{' They would.-probably lie in a
g Superior, Wis, theatre. ‘Police - - Committee, whien - asked. participating. nations
adjoinin
‘| an Using
‘France; -actor, U.S.;|° pigeon hole behind the desk fer
:two’ non-union: ‘projection- what course the. city could pursue,: Italy, director, .
“Razed forFreeway”: “| ists, ‘the Norshare theatre 0 erated: pointed
out that -other-.cities ‘have |.actréss, ‘Russia, ete.) seems to: iridi- a several hours: before being: sent
as usual throughout’ the. entird ‘adopted: other‘ means for: regulat-: jeate “the “jury: felt compelled-to’: off. Cables sent on Monday micht
" Stanley. ‘Warner is: closing its: Ritz. -Strike.. ‘Witichell doesn’t: think:‘its ing the showing: -of films: “What come up’ with something for évery-|* return Wednesday. accompanied
Ltheatre: Wilmington, ©“Del, aj’.a business |was hurt, ~-:
'|-we'll: da locally: have’ no ‘idea at body. ‘Nobody. has’ suggested -‘thete} by request for additional infor__Wictim: of new. interstate :‘freeway.| : There:now are. only’ two Duluth the moment,”” was ‘the: only- com: was ‘any’ kind ‘of: pressure on the | mation. Having’ a ‘press card for
jury from outside, .only. that. when: sending: cables also was no guar.The 41-year-old .-theatre-: Was. ‘downtown theatres, the’ other being’ ment.. she: would: make,’ ©:
* operied: as‘ the. Parkway ‘by a com-. ‘anon-MAC house. ‘ At “one” :time
Aubrey Milan, who lias.served .the - balloting: gets | down: to ‘close!: antee that-is would be. ‘honored,‘pany. headed., ,by the late U.S; Sén-. ‘MAC. operated. five: theatres. ‘here on ‘the. Censorship :Board: for *24 votes, the elisuing compromises re-|-. per, experience of Peter. Boker,
. ator Millard: E.* Tydings .of ‘Mary-: “and. ‘there also, were two others, all ‘yeats—longer.. than’. any.. - other sult in an unusually” w‘ide distribu- _critie for the British mag. Fits
"and. ‘Tt:-was’ acquired. by- Loew's. a of them in‘the loop. Duluth ‘has’a . member—said.“‘a moderate. degree. tion of. awards.
| and Filming, who wound up hy
- decade ‘later,. which ‘in:‘turn leased. -population:. ‘of -more.than.-100,000 of:‘censorship is needed,”Sepecially )- “Though :he- was ‘toaturally: dis- » having to pay cash to get his 660tts‘0
oStaleyWarner. ores . vyand
;
is.
tthe ‘state's third‘Targest: sity.
J for.younger’ people.”
lappointed”: when. the. awards were _ Word dispatch to. London,
‘:/¢on “as -legal: counsel.

i

“Philadelplifa,” April 14
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A Soldier’s: Prayer

Both’: income and profits: volt —

pen

Theatre- Iic.. for: its: first

:, fiscal half. made ‘substantial gains.

"mitch, ‘Qnly. to end by losing every- >
‘and ‘weary, .Kagl ‘givés |°
‘Truce. himself “up: to. the: “Russians, .under}

=| thing. -: Sick

lige——

=.

the inipression ‘that.the conquerors!" - a

“over ‘the corfesponding:. ‘period. a
‘To.Explore :a: Settlement will surely dispense & more humane | _
“}year: ago. :For:the. 26-wéeek period | ;
: Milw. ‘aukee; ‘April 17. Yule than: the. ‘Aniperial- Japanese. |
*, ended last Feb: 28,. gross Fevenues,
But .once: again. his’ illusions ate!

py VINCENT CANBY

-_.- Came -..to: .$20,205,000,; After ~in-I2 the ‘notion ‘picture: projection- shattered. The '‘Russians, . like’ the
‘2... come: * taxes and. depreciation; net ists.that. were Picketing’ the Tower
Japanese,. ‘also|rape.the: omen, |
“-"amounted:.te $1,168,600, equal: ‘to

|

"Ts: “B0th-Fox at long’ iast ‘planning.to announce some concrete
opments: ‘Te.Eidophor, that

Sywies-origina
eatre
screen‘Theatre.‘since’last Friday (16) are: are also’ brutalized by war. In the/a
es
a 44c.per: ‘share of common stock.’
| sized color television system? The
| prison. camp‘he finds himself under }-.:- Fi
rey. Syear: ZO, .‘the like. period. re
‘Tthe.
eel
of
the,
Japanese’
officers
faut’s:
“Shoot.
The
“Pianist,”
pase}
sperulation
is
prompted
by’
‘re“ie perted :-BToss ‘revenues of $17,553,° tree,per.‘AL:‘Camillo; ‘Tower. nian- who act just. “as ‘they: ‘did -before: on’ a-novel by: Yank author. David ‘wart grade by: prexy. Spyros P. =
800, and_a ‘net: of $953,700, or 36¢ a ager. ‘Camillo: thinks. that the:‘point.4 they’ lost. the. war.’ Surrounded on. Goadis,:‘This is to -be. followed by] Sevures at last.
Thursday's (12)
fh7B areé.- Net. income for the: second- at issue”. (whether the ‘Tower will all-:sides by .death. and :darkness, Michelangelo Antonioni’s op téstimonial dinner in New York
“" “quarter was $640,200; OF :24c 8 +. pay. the. boothmen : first: ‘Tun.. Beale brutality ‘and. filth, Kael is plunged Grido,” starring ‘Steve Cochran and on the oecasion of his 20th anni-.
share, versus $549,900, or. 2l¢. per
ere
| Alida: Valli, in ‘June; - Vittorio: De- versary. ag head of 20th-Fox. . ‘when: second. run: films: are. exhib-| into ‘despair. -noe
we ~ghare’ a year ago..
' ¥a-chis-- address ‘to -the almost
Sica’s: “The: Last. Judgment,” -w
_ *Chairman: Laurence A:Tisch algo. -ited).should. be decided by, then, “In his. breaking: mind he. gon- an all-star cast, iv July;.and Fede. 1.000
1
induStryites in attendance at
if reported to. holders a:net ‘of: $7,630,- - Both thé. motion picture: ‘projec- tinnes to: Cling..to the: belief. that rico Fellini’s “The Swindler,”: star-; the “Waldorf-Astoria b allroom,
‘somewhere;-goodness: must exist in.
000 on the: recent ‘sale-.of ‘WMGM|‘ilénists,,
|
‘Skouras
called for the U.S.. film.
members. of Local ‘No. 164 ‘man:..He - believes ‘that: if ‘only he ring Broderick Crawford and ‘Glu.
‘7; “Fadio,-N:¥., to Storer Broadcasting.
lindustry to keep pate. with ‘the
‘of: thie: ‘Motion Picture’ ‘Projection- could “speak: ‘to _his “captors. they |!lietta.“Marina, in. August.
— Sale: price:‘was.$10.9950,000.
_
‘
|
scientific’
progress of the day and .
— “ists. ‘Union: and stagehands,., mem~< ‘would : join.- hands ©‘with; him fny {to
:
seek for those innovations which establishing - a -better: society. But}:
‘|bers:of Local:-No. 18, of the:‘Theat-' while men may live under’ ‘different
‘|will continue the existence af the
backbone -of our industry "—the.
{vical ‘Stage’ Employées,.were:active political: labels.: their, primary ‘pat-Hh
~themselves. The prexy
:|terns: of. ‘behavior remain. the. same. |
-in thestrike: wo!
<4 then’ sald. that he hoped to be able’
and.those
most.”
frequently
en-.
—. Continued ‘from: page —= ey

CormerayReturning
“To Paris; Early. Iecord to .amaodince soon * ‘a development
{countered by: Kagl-are opportunists|: ‘Ber:- companies’ fave’. been | con:|made. °.So° by” their. systems “in|' “On Franco-US; Pact Seen Of importance” to many theatres,
a -eerned, -and they are just.as. happy.Local728 lacing,
| order: to’ survivé. It 4s-a. ‘bleak: pic-| . The ‘entente: between the French a:‘development on which work-has
oe “to ‘slip ‘it.to someone.else. ture, and: one sure to.Provoke ‘dis+| and U. S.. film industries, which has |:been. going on for ‘some time.”
When. Skouras failed: to elabo-.
fo! phe majors,’ ‘apparentiy,._| -Chambers of:Commerce.-|cussion: ‘and dissent...:~ become ineréasingly cordial in the] ‘rate:it. Was assumed. by many of.
USIA,Cannes:&Coin.

2S would‘also ‘like. the’ USIA. ‘4

|

tion’ of: industry. ‘personalities . 1.
to attend: fests, One. exec rea--'|

“forced ‘fo. kil’ ‘once ‘nore
a: Ficht:on.‘Runaways’,||to:» Kagi;
avenge ‘the. death . of .a- friend, course: of the. cutrent: ‘film apree-| his. fisteners. that he probably was.
‘ment, :might. well be. expanded to: referring’ to Eidophor, on which

‘Hollywood,. April..17.: -'|breaks :out: of. the camp, and -with:

the company -had been doing
: Sound’ “Electrical: - ‘Techniciahs,. failing. strength’. ‘attempts. . to. vpn ‘include -Cooperative: efforts by. the]

ex-.

“\: goned further that ‘the agency | Local 728, IATSE; has sént’a letter. tinue. his. ‘journey to his: wife. Tn ‘two. Countries/to iron: ‘out common} ‘tensive research at the time Skouras -gave the massive “Go” on the
; ‘¢. should. also, if necessary, ineur: . to all.IA: Yorals ‘atid. Central. Labor. his ‘hand ‘he ‘clutches::a: dumpling
CinemaScppe ‘program in 1953.
-‘1.
": Jolved.
in.expenses:
whatever
are. ins
“this.
connection
Councils’i
‘the U.S.
n and Chambers as. a. gift, “He: struggles on: through problems. in various world markets, ‘Subsequently,
there has-been little
of Commerce. in.‘Los. Angeles area ‘a mounting snow storm, falling and according. ‘to: Michel. -Fourre-Cor: ae ‘which
is always
‘short
| 7suggestion
which
may give
the - appealing. to. members

to‘ write. rising, . finally: to fall for.the last -meray, .director: ‘general’: of the7
their -“Senators. and -Congressmen time. :The :snow ‘flakes -cover -his.
ti
dudu Cinema.
Ci e
5
National
'|-to ‘put a: stop to ‘general runaw
dead :body, :alone in:a:wilderness |-; Centre
.
““Fourre-Cormeray, who. has been
*: itsmew role. |...”
of.. American capital to: foreign of natufe. in.
New.
York
the
past
week:
disciis-"
Phis ‘complicated ‘and many-sided
the |
same. exec, ‘and; othiees
eae countries.Ms,
‘sing: renewal. of the. Franvo-Ameth
”stacted’ ‘also: think: that: the’ U.S. - This runaway... trend,” the: ‘etter’ ‘examination. of. the human-:condi-. ‘ean
filin pact” “with Motion Picture
-:“ghould- be repped by: top-ranking | continues, “has dried. up. our‘dom- tion 1s a great triumph for Koba.. “government. officials -—- including: -estic:. employment “‘and: . unless yashi. -His:‘control: .of this 9 ‘hours: Export Assn., éxecs, ‘suggested Mon\. .nen':of: ambassadorial or. cabinet: ‘something is ‘done now we ‘will, all. ‘and. 44° minute. evic of-self-examina- day" (16) that cooperation between:
~ lyank--2t .the’ fests, They “argue. have ‘to. ‘begin, again, where: we tion.’.and. -reventence, ‘of military the French and:U:S, filni: industries

- > that such interest by the’ Govern- ‘Started in1937...

news --of. Eidophor, though
it’s:
Anown' that .the ‘Ciba pharmaceuAical ‘company has. been using a ...
‘sniall; moslified version of the sys: “
m. being develoved with the ald

of the General: Electric Co.

. Skouras promised that -his “new
‘idevélopment” | would

help revitai-

ize business for all theatres, though .
perhaps it would be adaptable for
only:a Portion: of the. total number

evil and the power of. resistance, of.
of theatres: "
“iment, which has been ‘quick ‘to|: Biz, rep’ A:T. Deatnison of Local the crime and ‘the-punishments, of -could be: most helpful indeed; for}
WH Rogers Hosp.-. Complain about “American. participa- 728 ‘enclosed a chart. withthe Jet- ‘the individual against the ‘state, is. -exaniple, ‘ih: seeking. ways. to ‘open|:"The' For
prexy’s speech climaxed the
. tion at: some: fests: in the past, is. ‘ter. purporting ‘to ‘show: the: in- one_ of. the: finest. achievements. ‘in up: the ‘Indian’ and. Pakistani. Inar-' ‘$25-a-plate. dinner, jointly’ spon: ‘Tong: ‘overdue,
crease of American ‘inferest-in fea< filey making,“ |
kets ‘to- imported. pix. In: view of. sored. by the Theatre Owners of
-Meanwhile,, “ the. ‘new: “selection. tures made in foreign countries be-|- ‘His. control” “of.‘his ‘material, his
America-and Allied States Assn..
plan is understood’ to, have- been ‘tween: 1943 “and: 1961... “Also lim- . exposition of the theme, his manito- . the: huge- populations: ‘in. those two When-all the bills are finally paid,
‘: “met ‘with ‘mixed feelings” abroad. ned is the :reported: drop: in. elec- ulation of the cast, all reconcile: the countries; : European: and American it's expected that the profit on the
Se, Robert: Favre LeBret, director ‘of. triciatis . ‘annual: hours ‘of ‘work: on diverse ..elements “and.” points: of film -. ‘distribs have" yet :hardly: dinner -will be between $3,000 and
. the Cannes fest,-“fs ; reportedly |.
jn’ southern -California: - view. to:givé: clarity. to. the mission. seratchd the surface as: far’ as film- $5,000, which: is to be turned ‘Over:: Pleased. -since ‘it was as a.result of |: According to ‘the .chart. there ‘of. Kasi; who’ sets. out. from :the}the Will Rogers. Memorial Hos- --__
receipts ‘are- concerned. Like ‘the. to.
pital:
‘,
l-were .19.-pix
made abroad: in® 1949 clear. tranquility: “of ‘a simple. ‘lite,
’ over after thie MPAA had detlined |with
With ‘American
Amonean : interest.
interest :This
1 . fig- ‘to: make-a’ frightening: ‘descent into “Americans, ‘the French: how depend Skouras; obviously touched by..
|
Hell.
If
there
is:.any
-weakness
‘in
‘on. overseas: markets. for :: approxi.’ the affection shown during the eve7 to pick an official’ Cannes: entry.. ‘ure ‘-increased: :to: 22. in’ .1950;
2" It's expected that -both: the Edin- -dropped:.to: 20. inerst Jumped: to. the..writing or playing. of the ‘part mately 50% of their.Fevenues; he -ning; also was obviously. aware of
‘burgh. and -Berlin:festival. authori- 28 for 1952. and 1953-years,’ ‘hiked of:Kagi it is.that,he seems to: lack}
‘the ironic ‘timing of the event. He: .
‘do
|
Polited:, out.
: ties will seek USIA help in select‘gq.
‘sviritual- motivation, which. was_° The exec’ akiowiedgea that:“not thanked attendees for the “frater"ing -Yank -entries. this: year.::
spirit shown “at a.time. when
wo“fall markets present. problems com-. nal.
.- |.The--Berlin: fest,. in. fact “may. bet Ipv
T nee@ it most.” Its a “temperaFilmed in.‘Grandscope, alt.te |.mon_to both the Franch’ and ‘U.S. mental . business,” he’ said, and
- ‘absoliitely dependent. on: USIA. aid: |
3. nical ‘aspects are -satisfactory. .‘Theefindistries.. “The « French, for” ex-" noted’ that. in the last few years
.:, According: to.one major: company.
-<*"
lsub-titles are -frank enough to wo:
--exee, Berliti fias: always: been more.
hé:has been “sorely tried by the
ing |set:squeamish: censors. Unlike: the Lample, :‘are fiot ‘completely. satisfied. -Feverses .in. our. company.” For
| Of a:political ‘than commercial: af:

-,: fair, designed as a showcase. for ||

- jn |eurrent crop of fashionable foreion
=| films: ‘which : requiré -audiences ‘to
the: ‘Pictures ‘of. western ‘nations ‘on'{,
the. edge .of “the Iron ‘Curtain;. 000 hours,. according. to the union’’s |. wonder: “what: ds -being ‘said,. this)
humanitarian ‘study will leave: most
largely ‘for:the- benefit of persons: ‘chart.
- who would ‘cross. the ‘border to see: An ‘contracting.’ ‘senators’ . and: audiences: pondering deeply” and

“.. them.. Now. that .the. Saviets have’ congressmen, ’Dennison's letter- Te=|
«walled off East ‘Berlin: the exec “minds recipients. to. “eall ‘attention:

= questions. whether. ‘there ds ‘inueh
...-Durposé: for. the. fest.:.

i

to. ‘runaway’.-film.. ‘production -‘and.

1 Point out the-‘effect to Americans

with their film atrangément with

these, .. he continued. “I must. ase
Mexico, ‘while the ‘Americans ~ ‘are.| sume full responsibility.”satisfactory.
“One. of the highpoints of the
’ situation. ‘there. . ‘In.“Argentina. too |. dinner ‘was. a. special “This Is“Your
Life” type of film short, narpainfully -over what -has been: isaid 'the French. would: like to see their. Tated:. by -‘Henry. ‘Fonda and. picabout. :the .state “of -mankind.- For] import -quota ‘increased. from 35. turing the prexy’s long career from:
speciajized © exhibition, .this’: latest to about 50 licenses: ‘a year, while. _busboy to industry. mogal, and intrilogy: “should “hecome’..as |cele. ‘the .Americans.4ré quite content ‘cluding his now-famous verbal duel.

in a _comparatiyely

Te. the USIA. declines -to.‘carry: as :evidenced., “by thé: enclosed brated asthe Pagnol, ‘Gorkd, “Aou: ‘with. their 200, .Fourré-Cormeray: with: Khrushchev, . - .

-_

stand: “Quiet ‘Flows. ‘the’Don three-- ‘commenited . ‘that Yeports.. to . the | - Another highpoint was: provided. _
. through ‘on -its. new. ‘féstival.. role, chart.” a
:
: Prat. - |-effect that the French:were- ‘miffed ; by the remarks ef: Groucho Marx, —
: “fest authorities will simply: have -to|. ~The: inissive. conelisdes: Remen- part works.”.
-|.at- the’ Americans for. “sing... up“deal directly with’ in
al US. bet:‘this important point: Cost: Stll<|e
-who observed that. “jt’s heartwarm-

'. companies’ and. producers. Word, dies”-and ‘individual ‘survey:. ‘prave|~

4 French licenses..-in . Argentina |
‘distribs.- ing to see so.many exhibitors here.
(when:..“the: Americaa.
-|bandle.” ‘French . pix).:were Some-: While back home their theatre
| managers are stealing them blind.”
What - ex: agecrated..
=—
‘Continues’ from - pace 5 == . “He, .of ‘course,:“would: ‘like to Marx: praised Skouras’ good taste.
have. more. licenses ‘in: Argentina,”: (“he’s nevet made a horror film
3 ae
area. .
am
{eal a host of:lewitimate. films witir
he-said, “but: the. important.thing
| intentionally” Y and‘ said that 20th
_ [the Avords: ‘in. their. title.
;
..° ”
is a company that “combines good
distributes :-‘them.”.
“Other ‘Nominstions
anis: “who.
picture ‘making with peculiar. book-"
=. Continuca’ from: pace ses: ‘ .Desoite. “the Daily. News:
“Cooperation:
between.
the
French
Z a we
. Hollywood, -April 1
-keeping.”.
~
Sun-Times. .ban, “El Paradisio,”
and -Ameri¢cans ‘should ‘also: extend
A ‘couple’ of Groucho’ s barbs re
‘There’ Ssa (good chance. that: three:Degen: “board, which: reconiniended. 3-D ‘nudie-, has" been: packing =‘ua to.:miore coproductions, the CNC
_~ American pictures
‘be running’ stockholder. approval. : ‘Holders. will neaf-record grosses: _at’-the- Capri: ‘head -said. -Apparently, he .added, -20th’s fiscal affairs came perilously
"in ‘competition ‘at. the. Cannes ‘Film. have -their:'say once’ the plan. has’ ‘Theatre, ::House.“reported a. -first. -American | producers ‘do not know close to embarrassing Skouras, but
i: Festival next month, although ‘only been revistéred with'the Securities, ‘week’s ‘gross of .over “$17,000. in ‘that’. they:“can. enjoy |the same. go-|.the latter ..maintained: a smile,,:
{the .430-seat theatre .and ‘an esti-. vernment-level - production aadvan- even as Groucho. suggested: that,
one willbe: official. US: ‘entry. Odd_ & @xchanse’ Commisstor.::.
: «situation,:which. might not: be al-|:“The offer: is, subject: to” okay: ‘by mated, $13,000..in: the. second week! ‘tages in: France as have enticed so Skouras faced ‘the. future with
‘-: together.. without: “some |political. at’ least.:807". af Derca’s ‘outstand- However, | -tradesters.” hote- that: ‘many Hollywood: ‘producers to Italy. : courage, determination and terror.”_ overtones,.: was. created” by. the Ine-stock (1537.401 ‘shares). plus: a' “Paradisio” recently was the. sub- | To facilitate. the:
reased employ-|’ ‘ Other talént who performed in-::
' festival “-committee- . itself.: in’. re- ‘matority. of MCA. holders. Neal; of. ject..of-a ‘foyr-page ‘spread ‘in’ Play- “ment of American stars: in: French ‘eluded Alan King, Juanita Hall,
+ questing: (1) that. Otte. -Preminger course; ‘must also meet the’ etis- boy. magzzine, which: ‘more |thati “pix; the Centre. National. is: now _the.Londonaires, with a wide-rang‘ ‘enter his. “Advise and:Consent”’-inhn]tomary. :‘renuirements -of. the: SRC - Tikely:..compensated -for ‘the lack studying a plan to freé the. present | ing group of dais celebs just tak“: “competition: artd -(2). that: it- -offi- a On the MCA- side.’ ‘top: officers ofexposure: in: thie two. daily, ‘papers. requirement: the American. stars be ‘ing..bows—Julie .Newman; Sal:
’* cially. ‘open ‘the: screening: maraloyed
-in-French pix onl when Mineo, Ina Balin,’ Pameta Tiffin,
: The: Caori lids, been. the target: ‘employed
-in:French.
y:
'| Thelma Ritter; Rita’ Gam. Tina
“thon:4-of ‘on-again-off-again. ad “censer-. ‘the role’ ‘ealls for’ anpi‘American.
ty - Premingeé fids'not yet colisented evs -or enntrals: close.;
|-ship for several years by. the Daily}: .Fourre-Cormeray _hopes that. “the : Louis,: Susan. Strassberg and Lau-.
a “but. it. is-‘expected - that” he. will shares. “Phits holdines’ of.other -offi- News. and ‘Sun-Times. -The: “general -extension.-of ‘the: ‘present Franco- ‘rie. Peters. In. addition to. industry
~. “honor the Tequest. Showing, by the: cers. and. friends,: he’s: figured -to. pattern seems to. rmit: ‘the. earlier :“US. film agreement, which expires. ‘bigwigs, .dais also included: Cardi“way, would. mark: :‘the’ ‘world’ ‘ebmmmand: nerhans,. 125,000 -shares.: nudist’.colony “pictures: to’: adver-. at. the end of this calendar year, nal. ‘Speliman and Archbishop: Ia-:
‘premiere’. of |the adaptation:. of Sitheid. | Tiniversal.: Piotures.. owns. ‘tisé: -but:to .ban'‘the new.rash: of. ‘can be signed:sometime before the kovos.. Greek Orthodox Church °
_ Allen: Drury’s:..dissection. of D.C: +241 00: ‘shares, and the balance. Is: nudies With‘a. semblance of:‘plot. - ‘Tend. of: ‘October, so that: there ‘shall: archbishop- for North and. South
wo senatoral. ‘socializing: and —_maneu-. putilie.°
- Unaccountably,. “‘the: new... Cit ‘be no.break.-in the. planning ‘for /.America. Soeakers included Senator Jacob.
-vering. '
‘There: are 316 800:‘shares in“the:‘censorship setup -hashad. no effect the new’ film. season.- This officially
*
‘In: addition’ to: Sf ong:“Day'sComnanv. teeacnry.:.
.on.the showings of the rudies: As. ‘starts ‘In’ October. Agreement: ‘pro- Javits .(R.. N.Y.) and exhib Jead- =Nav're 2 <fill . tasged -yides tthe. Yanks: with 150‘ import ; ers Si F+bian. Mitchell
Wolfson,
a Journey: Into’ Night,’ ale four: ‘Holly-: . Thanh it: has: never heen:‘svelled : bot:APO.
’”-wood' . talent. :.uilds:: nominated oUt. tha: -marringa terms: would “adults: cotily,” but both: “Paradisio” licenses," deemed adequate ‘by: the: Irving Dollinger,: Harry Brandt and
Ben Marcus.. TOA prexy.. John
"MGM's.:“All Fall: Down.” produced fata’ Targa ‘snd Tintunegal genar-te and ‘the ,upcoming**““Lucky: Pierre’. American distribs. :
by: John Houseman to be waregled: Mivicfors under. ‘MCA, as._ Patent ‘were passed’ without cuts
9 for their
a
| --Fourre- ‘Cormeray : ‘etirtns- tb .Stemb'er ‘and: Allied prexy’ Marshall Fine Jointly emceed..
‘in:the:competition. ..
Capel ans:
Paris. soday: Wed, der moor
: eempany.. eT

“around: MPAA ‘h@&da

‘ds. that. -that-is. NOT cheaper to.Make* ple-|

: : the. industry.org has absolutely: no. tures:abroad.””
"., intention: of reassuming its old and:|
, ‘unpopular’ ‘responsibilities in this:

ChiClipsCony
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| ithe. Grech Embassy.
acthrenets
Altres:‘recently.‘threw a ‘post Maz
al:

"Plata. reception for visiting: filmites and locals. Only one Yank showed.|-

=a: Valery: reporter ..:... Argentina's. sexpot‘ Isabel Sarli knows only | -

" storonts,; April:17.ae
‘trom: 570-92 but Fitzgibbons still

- two words of English: “Gin. ‘Moscovitch. * She means, Gene Moskowite, ; |

“Ror ‘the fiscal” year ending:
deplored ‘that “more than ‘1% of
- Wartery’s Man. in- Paris. “
e total gross. takén in our. thea- .
“. Sacramento, april17. 30, 61, .net ‘earnings ‘of: ‘Famous:
' In 1961, .day.-after. the Oxcaé. awards. for: that.‘occasion, ‘with “phe
ls : Apartment”. in:-a “‘mopup,: producer.:Harold..
Mirisch received ©wired. Too “Many ’birds cost. Alfred ‘Players Canadian Corp: were. $1.40. tres” and ts’ ‘continuing efforts. to”
_a
share
as
compared.
with-$1
07.
per:
‘secure.
further reductions in amuse-.
-* ‘gongrats from ‘pal Maurice (Rass). Goldstein: of. Allied” Artists, who|.Hitchcock, ‘$400‘Friday 30);
Share. the previous, year, per2nd. ment taxes, _*
queried .“What do. you-do- for ari encoré?”, Mirisch’ fast. telly retort: |. - Leo: “Yates, wildlife Consultant { annual.
report::.
4.
Diversification
of investment intae “WESTSIDE STORY REGARDS.” Let:a prophet’ ot go: without. honor: for Alfred. Hitchcock. Productions, |.
Reasons. given: “for:the. dividend terests sees Toronto Bowlerama:
Joe Levine ‘presented the Oscar ‘statuette to Sophia at -a:: Saturday-| ‘pleaded guilty. to.' capturing - and].rise included elimination. of “un- ‘Ltd:
{in
which
FPC
has a 50% in:: .
./ night-(14). fete in Rome: that brought out: a bluechip’ representation. of. -Killing .too many.birds: for" “The
houses, diversification to “terest) opening a 32-lane. bowling’
“ ‘Italtan officialdom, The star, of: course, ‘Isa great: ad. for ‘the country, Birds," “Hitchcock. film. béing. ‘made“|profitable
airline. motels, . restaurants: “and establishment, at the . Thorncliff,
_. 60..the.-quasi-official salute ‘is: understandable ...: Embassy. Pictures)
alleys,’ plus’ fact. that Ontario, ‘shopping centre, plus five
“thought it might go for a mammoth vox. pop promotion’ to select..the. US. Conimisstotiet ~Adelia : Me- ‘bowling
Famous ‘Players. ducked any ‘cash other. bowling.
establishments,_
cast. for “‘Carpetbaggers.” But the scope. has narrowed;. with 1,000
losses
on
|
the operation of ‘Trans ‘Which have not been profitable be-©
y+ simulated ballot boxes going out to key exhibs. and amusement seribes paid, for Hitcheock; without Pro
Canada
Telemeter
‘hereabouts
dur?
catise
of
high’
write-offs.
-- soliciting. ‘their ‘votes for the film's leads-.-.' :..James: Garner. joins|test:Western. Theatres Ltd, an afDoris ‘Day ih-“Thrill of It All” for’ Universal.:.. .. James Bratt back} ‘Hitcheock “had “obtained: permit ‘ing 1961.
“sa. “with, Ue ‘as.exec production manager; same slet he resigned four: yéars. from: U.S; Fish and ¥
Wildlife.Servs “Net earnings. ‘were $2.423,919;las “titfated company, has opened a new.
“compared”
‘with...
$1,857,252
for
‘the!
‘gitliner
motor hotel and restaurant.
.
@gor.:, 2 With a coin.grant’ (amount unspecified) fromthe Ingrain Merad ‘and: alive:
ich has the cooperation of yatiFoundation, Gregory. J. Markopoiles: has commenced. filming ‘in Jeetonne.aerenees “bute in‘mid-| Previous, 12-month ‘period.:
Gotham’ of.“Twice a. Man,” his ‘first feature::He’s heretofore identified: -March,. Marshall ‘C; “Dillon, game |.’ ~Theatre aattendarice was ndverse- ous” airline companies - operating
‘ly affected last year as a-result of |out of. ‘Winnipeg.
the -opening .of new. trans-Canada!.’ ‘Jn: addition, Generali Sound. and

wile

.:/

“* "with avant garde short subject credits, including “Psyche’::(via/Cinema. management agent. for. the service,
_
16) ‘and.-“Serenity”.-.°
;“Theatrical. ‘publicist .Tom ‘Trenkle,: previously found -44°.dead ‘gulls: and. 54 ‘live
with Bilt Doll’s blurbery, has:.joined ‘the Blank-Rand .p.r:.shop-:-. .} ‘ones on: location,. while. permit ‘en2 ~. New listings:in the: latest:‘edition of “Who's. Who ia’ “Atnerica”™ ‘include titled .-only 20 ‘dead ones, .30-. live.

-tv stations but..this was
-offsét.by: Pieatre Equipment: Lid. has opthe establishment. of. Sunday mov- erated on.a profitable basis and has

..<’ :Albert. M,: Pickus, TOA’s: board. chairman... ...Monthly -bulletin. of: ones. ;:In “addition;: Dillon: -found _ies
in. ‘Ontario,:¢ with
|:
With 55. cities. and: installed’

sound systems in hospitat

- Sereen: Cartoonists Local 841 reprints a recent ‘Vanrety story wherein about 60 géngbirds-—towhees, spar-|.towns voting’“Yes” on ‘the!
| buildings, schools and industries.
“* eommercial consultant: Harry Wayne McMahan: frowned; “The average Yows and-‘juncos—in: cages, at’ Bo-|Teferendums.‘|These: include the supplying of
‘family-seés about.500. commercials ‘a.week, and:‘the,tyviewer ds‘getting | dega: Bay, :none of:which, was,Ove | “(FP Can: currently: operates. 287 equipment in new airports in Monta blase about them.” *:.

, [ered by permit.

‘Hareld Hecht’s cable: ‘address ts.uprapeze”:. présumabiy. from’ thie:
tiln. click. (under: the old“Hecht: Lancaster, Productions banner) ‘of.the |!
co ,same fame -

.

| hardtops.- and. 44 drive-ins. across: }reai, Calgary, Saskatoon and Re-

Ganada,: ‘with. 21. regular ‘theatres ‘gina; the. Queen Elizabeth ‘Theatre,
Vancouver; : Maple Leaf Gardens,
‘closed. last -year.)’,
| Profits’ “before_ incomé_ “taxes’ Toronto; the Winnipeg General
: -Atlied.. Artists :has ‘get‘nine: s.re ‘datas:‘tor:“Ercia firstw0 on]
were. $3,504,820,. as compared -withi Hospital; .and the new city hall, in
° May. 16 in Buenos’ Aires. and Montevideo.*
-| $3.838,269 the, previous year, with} “Hamilton, Ontario, .
‘The: reception for ‘director Franéois’ ‘Truffaut: at:‘the:rench. ‘Flim— “Continued ‘trom page 3)—— provision for: income taxes $1,080,-' -Theatre Confections. Ltd; a sub- .
we (Office Thursday: (12) drew’:a. large. press..crowd’ anda number of: When ‘wells’ dry up: Alco. has option 901 in "61. as: against $981; 018 for. . sidiary owned, wholly by FPC, has.
continued to} operate successfully:
‘4. “@elebs,. including: Josh. Logan, Walter Slezak; .Viveca. Lindfors,. Morris: ‘to buy property. at same. price. |
the.previous: ‘'12-month -‘period.
| and has expanded its activities in~
Engel and: wife Ruth Orkin,. among. others .....Romance in-the UA. - Studio: also’ has hidden:. ‘asset.fin]
‘Consolidated -..

re

“|

~ NewFoxCity

Komeoffice: Carel: Seafiddi, secretary. to. Gabe “Sumner, .and ‘Eugene 99-year; lease gn.975 acres amidst} “Consolidated. “statement” ‘of.‘Te-| supplying confection and food servCentury: city"for. ‘gontinued. opera~ ‘tained earnings shows a balance ice outside theatré lobby: biz, par‘ficularly.in sports arenas, bowling
|
tion:..
..:
at. Dec. 30; 1961, ..of $18,653,799, as’

- > Cella,. a.-member: of” ‘the: ‘exploitation: departnient, ’“have ‘announced

ie ‘their. ‘engagement.

‘Mr.-and Mrs.. John Gavin *‘were: at ‘the.‘Copacabana Paiace in‘Rio de “Herrscher -‘@étimates ”“in” seven
es Janeiro for three days. following . Mar’ Del Plata, catching up on the: years the lease ‘will be worth $60,oo gun (conspicuously: absent’ in Atgentan). and doing sonie personals ‘for 900,000. By: that time. Alcoa's -$500,v.-|
Universal, Next ‘stop: Lima’....
Also making the. Rio. stopover: Dr.|‘600,000 :city. will ‘hein ‘full swing,
‘. - : Alfred Bauer, head of the. ‘Berlin. fest: Peter Baker, Films:
& Filming, thereby: ‘creating honanza’ values

‘compared. with $18,835,488 ‘for pre-

‘vious year. Assets for. °61.:total
$31,983,594 versus $32,198,030 for
previous, 12 months,. with workin
capital, as of Dec. 30; *61, totalling

‘centres, golf club. houses,. amuseinent. parks and ‘sports: ‘far. race
re

ate

Tosses. Dinner
“and Geoffrey Martin; Rank publicity: exec. Adding excitement: to ‘the for land ‘and new building {n:atea.
‘as compared with |Cincy
~
”. French Film week in“Rio were Francois Truffaut, Jean ‘Paei Belmondo;| Despite its ‘future potential; feel- $8,122.578:
524 for previdis: year..
_ For Yet Amus.. Editor
..! Baseale: Petit, Marie :Laforet.. Unifrance. was. (excuse the expression) ing. now is té ‘shun-all offers.:.-. |$8,546,
“(As presented. by J. J.- Fitegibs|
' _Cinefnnati,. April 17. .
: killing: two: birds.-with. one stone by holding: over’ its Mar Del Plata - Among. other hidden’ assets ‘are ‘bons,
prexy and managing director i.

|’ personalities to attract. attention: to tie film week: Fourteen films:were’ iand™ ‘and” property: -in-‘foreign -of FPC, the annual: report:on, the
:.**. shown in seven.days ;', : Brazilian actor Jese Lewgoy, :vet ofa ‘humber’ countries, : such: as”in: Rome,:. India, ‘operations. ‘and: financial position, of
sof French. and Italian: films, says he is déing a. documentary: fv: series,
aris, England,
So..
So Africa roughly the company pointed. out that, since.
- ~ ‘gg well.as’feature film, on’ the late Brazilian presidént-dictator Vargas: | oct
-...- {the number of. trans-Canada tv. li-:
Mrs, Delmar (Mary. Lou). Daves, weary from seeing close to 20 films
IN} censes. ‘that: can ‘be granted has
nt ‘during the. 10-day Mar: Del Plata ‘festival: ‘gave. her idez.of ‘a: “perfect” ‘
now heen almost entirely allocated,
i: film ‘festival: two weeks ‘at sonie chic ‘peach resort, complete with stars; |

il parties, receptions, ete. but. with only one’ motion.: picture. |o¢
"Suspense would. be: built on: the secrety. surrounding: the’‘selection ‘of jest.He aied$18,
§ od as ve
"._." the film to. be shown. It has definite possibilities,” °°
:

Variety Club Tent 3. will toss a
testimonial dinner for E. B. Rad- cliffe, vet amusement editor: of
the Cincy’ Enquirer on April 23.:

It’s a stag and unfolds in the teni‘s
Metropole’ Hotel quarters: “Bill.

‘Garner .and’ Noah Schechter
‘the Canadian film: ‘industry: (exhibi- ‘g¢ochairmen.-

are.

tors) need not anticipate additional.
|-Radcliffe took over:the film, and
‘competition -‘from these sources. — legit.‘slot‘in the late- 30s.
“At “year's - .€nd,- shareholders’:
-1 equity ‘totalled.$29, 418,689, .this
_ director: at “Mar. Del ‘Plata, and -Paul (“Phe Hustler’): Newman, best ; ‘Herrscher, with’ “20th: tor: ‘past equivalent to $16:94 for each. share |
.:* getor; haddled on‘ the train “up: to. B.A. -re:a possible ‘collaboration§:<°.. five years, .is director. of Property Of: capital stock outstanding. ..
--. < (Canines-aide (and novelist) Christiane ‘Rochefort and Cahiers du Cinema: Development: ‘His other “interests: “During the year, Fitzgibbons
po igritic. Lois Marcerelles cancelled. their scheduled: Mexico: City :visit are. more- _extensive,: He's ..-‘chair- said, FPC continued -to. dispose. of|— ‘Continued. from page 2 —,
«Cannes; incidentally, this year will:add a spécial category: devoted |
unprofitable cutee properties and ‘tensively and wound up with fiscal
oe 7 to‘first. feature pix by: new directors ...., Guarantee Picturés.of Buenos.toratin 4
‘téal es
e operation burdens because of Politics ‘and
a Shughas reportedly picked up’“Boccacio 70” for-Argentina, Chile and Ore.,; Wash., Utah ‘and Idaho; He's!»| surplus
of. -six theatres, was relinquished weather, respectively.
i SUruguay.
also "wrapped. up in nunierous other. where ‘the | leases’ had ‘expired:
-New -“presideit :«
‘of. ‘the ‘Graduate: Faculties Alumal ‘of ‘<Coltimabia: fs real: estate. projects, :‘banks ‘and. in-, seveit others were sold, .One drive- | - MGM of course. was out after
: ”. ; Leonard
Spinrad, vet. in.fthm Promotion. and ‘now exec. editor: of.public, dustrial’ firms...‘ in was purchased, plus. fwo: indoor ‘color and authenticity |of /actual
locale’ and this was understand-—
tt . {riformation --forCBS-T¥:.=
At moment. .this. is. how. new Fox
:-”
Mike de ‘Lisle. ‘eppoitited. ‘publicity:“coordinator for. Miilar-Turman’ s. City’ looms: $25,000,000. for. studio theatres,in atwo
50%
‘interest
.ac- abie,
é, even to the crafts.by.ophouses‘was
other
‘quired
Joseph -RB... Vogel, .president of:
(number ‘of: ‘sound :stages ‘not -de-: erating ‘agreement. «
MGM, acknowledges that “Horse“:ghortly .°..:, Burt Lanéaster hosts a special screening of-his “Birdman: cided), $20.000,000 for’ “sight prep-|
ofr: ‘Alcatraz” at. the’ ‘Museam ‘of -Modern Art- ‘Monday (23)... s- 5: Jean aration’ “ includes ‘water °system new
‘Affiliated
dia:not.two.
Fe- men” is a. loser..
leases ‘companies
on five theatres;
“Lenauer; prexy: of Instant’ Syne; off to’ Rome; Paris..and: London,,to sewers, paths,-roads. and. other: im- "were -sold’: ‘and one ‘demolished.|: ‘This ‘picture, he states, encounsurvey .Tarket potential abroad’ for the new: ost-synebronization and provements), $100,000, 000 for. 2,000 Within ‘the’ same. period, FPC af- ‘tered “extensive difficulties during
‘production: ‘overseas. Shooting
we: ‘dubbing ‘system.
‘homes «. Stepped : on hills.facing.
acquired
one by.
drive-in
and. cations and: other facilities: Snich,
The MPAA poster: saluting National ‘Library: Week: pictures: “fey Pacific. Ocean,.: and: $500.000. ‘for filiates’
three indoor
houses’
purchase.
“| .. of ‘the. books from: which -aew movies, are .being made.” "Included
:
are. artificial ‘lake. Total. $145,500.000 | “On amusement taxes, the. indus- we had counted. upon in our deCision to photograph. the :‘picture
*" “‘guch’ famous. tiovels as “Judgment. at. Nuremberg”: and “Lover. Come investment . for: “which.- Herrscher
“::. Back,” both.of which were based oh screenplays ... ..George Reth, head feels ‘is a drop’ in the bucket: at the. ‘try.‘had recetitly seen an. Ontario. abroad became. tnavailable to us
consequence of - changed
..
Of Atlantic: Pictures,. and. Hayes Geets have formed’ Wilshire’ Interna- ‘rate. _Sdnny: California ds. growing. ‘reduction. of- all: ‘admission prices asa
yup to 56¢.and.a feduetion of farifts circumstances; : particularly the
1"... ’ {onal Pictures. to ‘acquire foreign pix. for release here’ through ‘Atlantic. |
‘complications precipitated by the
<7.
i “Pair is now. scouting preduct: in- Europe. phe: ‘Prisoners ‘of‘Altona,’. ‘which “Vittorio. ‘De Sia will:direct in: ‘Gere. -Algerian crisis. For that reason . .::this.side: by Continental: Distributing, opens April 30. at the Paris... Many. for 20th-Fox. release: .-« Sony ‘Curtis. cast Suzanne Pleshette. the’ major portion of the pictury
rts:
for his femme lead in 40: Pounds: of: Trouble,” ‘produced under his had to be completed at our Cal} -and Carl Pores, recently. appointed: N.Y: reps for He:
Me Lice.International, will: ‘handle. release. of the: Oscar-winning short, ! -own. banner‘ for U.release by Stan: Margulies :., ..Adron Rosenberg is fornia. studios at substantially in,
‘at Signing stage for acquisition of Harry Brown's: novel: “The: Stars creased ‘costs: over the. original.
ee “Ersatz,” ’‘itt: this- vicinity;
©
Argentine: -preducer "Hector. Olivera. reports: all- poit-photographiy ‘in Their Courses,” as indie, ‘so far sans release|::..Mary McCarty ‘into. budget:
a WOT: on “No. Exit” has been: ‘completed here. and: print is.now being ‘Paramount's “My Six -Loves”.:.;.. Shirley: Jones: ‘with- Glenn Ford in |. . “There's. ‘no telling. yet. as.‘to the
:
: specific ‘Joss to be. incurred by.
“2 geréened for local: distribs. Film was shot in:English in Buenos Aires: Joe. Pastetnak’s “The. Courtship ‘of. Eddie’s Father”. at- Metro...
oy ¢4 Jast year: with. -Fernando ‘Ayalla:sharing. producer chores with Olivera|. ‘Fred Sweet, managing’ director ‘of. Detroit’s Télerews,. a subsidiary ‘“Horsenien” but there can be nod
lg
ese flfred H. Morton: and: Jee Besch -of “Astor -Picturés: pack: in. New “Of.‘Michigan ‘Newsreel_Co.; has been elected. first veepee of the Mayor's ‘doubt. that there is a loss and it’s

Francois ‘Truffaut, whose'“Jules et Jim” won hii the.pfize as best 000,000. ater, Skouras got. $43.+

; Fiscal Follies

so

ete Lonely: Stage;”: Judy’ Gatland. starrer. which shoots in London

: England's. official ‘Cannes ‘entry; “Taste /6f“Honey,” beifig handled |

.| Committee: to: Keep: Detroit Beautiful '.:. James “Denton,: executive attributable to’ the need to ‘re-York after. attending’ the Oscar ceremonies on.the Coast. . :‘UA: domestic. sales :veep. Jim, Velde. reports’ thgt. advarice ticket’ assistant, to producer Harold Hecht: and. “unit publicity. man‘ during the. create locales at the studio which.
7 “:‘orders for..“‘West ‘Side Story”. -have. jumped.--from- between 100%- and|:filming’ of:“Taras' Bulba”’ (UA): in:“Argentitia, in ‘Texas on ‘Promotional had been originally. designed-as
| actual French situations in. the
--." "300%. following pic’s. capturing: of 10:‘Oscars:“Story” is currently: play ‘tour.in behalf. of.the film...
os ing 48 domestic dates.’ .
* In Italy, Cappelli: (Bologna). has ‘brought |but’ the 22d. book: ‘of‘ils tow: Adgerian land’ of untest. = _
“The Reverend: Goes :to: ‘Hollywood”’ is ‘the. saga, “of.‘actor Charies|?A y- established. film ‘sefies, thisone:on thé- making of. “Boccaccio 4... “Mutiny,” which is. the ‘Marlon
-.(Ponti-Cervi). ‘Tome: follows usual pattern,-with notes concerning ‘Brando epic due for premiere ‘in.
‘Evans. ‘who, lost’ his: job .as-'a_ Pennsylvania minister: because he was].
" gtagestruck. Upcoming: :Crowell-Collier. book :(division’ of .Macmilian): directors four-in this case:. Federico Fellini,. Luchino Visconti; ‘Mario ‘the ‘fall, reportedly has been:
.” takes ‘him. from the pulpit. to the ‘Pasadena’ Playhouse: to.‘Hollywood |‘Monicelli, and: -Vittor.e: DeSica), seripts; a preface showing: how. Cesare photographically finished
Zavatini: conceived .idea: of: episoder, .all: illustrated: (05° stills) and hegative cost.of. almost $20, 000.000,
.. films, including:a ‘DeMille biblical! .
| and the :Tahiti weather, among.
- Dr.. Howard: A. Rusk, in the N.Y. Sunday: Times coveragé. ‘of “Fight- elegantly produced. Sells for 2 400 lire...
-.

and}. “I would ‘rather: read what a: lady: ‘Tike Jackie’ ‘Kennedy had ‘for ‘other things, is. to blame, acrord-

ing :‘Blinduess— Part fi
il,”: dwells on “One. recent develepment

another pending ‘one. underline the ‘growing importance of ophthalmo-| -preakfast- ‘than. who Liz Tayler. is :in\ love with this: week.” .“wrote an. ‘ing: to: Vogel. He acknowledges an
“, Jogic ‘research. The recent :one .was the ‘announcement, last..month of: ‘Albany -woman..in-.a letter which ‘The Knickerbocker. News printed “unusual mumber of delays |and.
disruptions.” |
... the’ establishment: :of ‘the Jales .Stein: Eye “Institute -at..the©‘Medical “under. the. caption, “enough, Enough-on ‘Liz's ‘Love Life.”
‘The south seas climatic changes
.'- Center of the’ University: ‘ofCalifornia at .Los ‘Angeles; The new~in-]: Walt Disney cet: Jeanna Moore with Fred: MacMurray .and’ ‘Nancy

‘Olson in “Son of Flubber” =. «Dick Yan Dyke, currently in’ Columbia | obviously were a factor. Then, too,
“7 gtitute* will :bé, one ‘of‘the: largest :unified: research .centers in . the|’

_2 sword te: study. blinding eye. diseases.” Mr.. Stein, a major. contributor Pictures’ “Bye Bye. Birdie,” inked five-pix deal ‘with studio, including as cited by
. - for. whom the institute. is:‘Hamed, is the. ‘founder’:arid board: chairman

insiders, were the
“Birdie,” for next seven years:.. . “American™ International changed Brando demands for his interpreta-

' of. the: Music ‘Corp.: of. America. .A former practicing optithalmologist, | tab of. “Survival” to’ “End -of ‘the World”bs Petricia Neal.with Paal

tions “ of - perfection

_ withthe: prevention of :blifidn

company

and

the.

~!. he 4s also board: chairman ‘of the Research to Prevent. Blindness Inc. ‘Newman ‘in Paramount's . “Wildest of the Thousand”’;' .. Robert Walker: genuinely* significant. fact that
. This ts the natian’s fourth’ major: national: ‘voluntary: agency: concerned -Jf., son of late actor, signed: to five-pix Metro deal ...: Brian. Aherne many males from the American:
‘jas King Arthur: in. U release, ‘‘Lancelot ‘and. ‘Guitievere” -:
yo» Derry

.found

diversification.

‘Walter Wood inked financing disteibation:deal ‘with’ Metro. for“pin: ‘Wald dickerifig. with Sandra. ChareW for. role of Mrs.. Robert. kennedy among the Tahitian females, This

“tel. 28,”: to. roll‘ in-West Bertin :April.30-for. Don. Murray: . ";’ .: Robe rtjin “The'Enemy. Within,” picturization. of Auorney General's “Some:fn
is Wagner With:‘Sophia Loren’ and ‘Maximilian. ‘Sehell.‘ioCarte. Renti's
el which‘Past| Newman portrays Brother ‘Renney.
soe
.

‘
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serious.
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7 Down: wing”.Pathe)‘open“Sat $2.50
Hep $10,000. Last. week, $8,300.:
- ay arday (21)
Ht.

-H|

Guild. (Guild) (450; “$1-$1.95) —

Pantages

SEEN r eictatind

(RKO). A,1523 |

- “Belle Antonio”. (Embassy) (3d wk). | $3.50)—“Judgment at Nuremberg” a
wh Happy ‘$13,000, oe

Second ‘session ended Sunday. (15). (UA): (Vith
_| Was-modest $6,500 after $10,000 for ‘Last: week, $13
' ‘opening... week: - “Jules “and: Jim” | :
(wor (;408: "$1.25-

SUDGMENT TALL 156“Per
|
Great
= 520000,
TORONTO; LOVER’ 206] Cleve:‘Fair’ Hot 166!
|

@Janus) opens ‘Monday: (23),-

Murray ‘Hil (Rugoff Th.) (685:

196 :

ey
=

: Sari Francisco, April
A
12.:

$3.50): — “West: Side. ‘Story”: (a) Pirsteun Diz -here “currently. te

(18th. peeSocko

very. . strong... ‘Experiment.’ in
| | Terror”. is. rated’ boffo at: ‘Pare: :
+mount’ while”. “Man Who Shot:

$1.50-$2)—“All Fall Down” :(MGM) week; $21,500
"
(24 wk). Initial frame: finished yes-|.
oe ‘Cleveland, April. 17.
Toronto, April 17.
terday
(Tues.)
was
good
$10,000
oF
|
>
“Moon
Pilot”
looms
‘outstanding
ademy
awards
are
helping
to}
Ac
_|Liberty, Valance”: shapes slick’ at.
CHICAGO
increase b,o. receipts currently. here: eurrently, with a great. take ‘Rear. -Daydating with State. «=. J
‘Gate... “Moon. Pilot” looms:
“(Continued from.:page: o. - Golden
“State|:
“Judgment
at -Nuremsberg,” inj ‘in opener at the ‘Hipp.
Paris {Pathe Ciriema) (568;- $1.50-|: at- vast "Fox. “Rome. Adven-.:.

ninth stanza at the University, is
showing a strong upsurge. “El Cid”
in 17th. frame looms .good. “Two
‘Women,” in three-house combo, is
doing .big trade; “Lover Come.
Back,” in fourth. frame, is. still
‘leading the city, with a boffo take
at Loew’ s. “The Innocents” looms

&
newcomer, shapes’; $2)—“'Viridiana”’: {Indie). (5th: wk). Iss.50)—“El. Cid” 1 (AA) ‘7th wk).|
ture”
is big-in first’at St. Franeds;. - ,
Fourth.. week. ended~Sunday ~(15) Fair '$8,000.: Last week, $8,500. .
“West: Side Story” is. soaring in ~
Nuremberg” looks extra ‘good in. was. okay $7,500 after. $8,200: ‘for | - Cinema (Stern): (500; $1. §0)—"La’ 18th session. at. United :Artists as |

Fair,” another

excellent at: Allen. “Judgment: at

eighth: session .at Palace but.-is-| third.
pie
Belle Aniericaine” (Cont): (8th wk):
‘skedded to wind its run April 30:
Plaza. (Loppert)’ (5255.‘$1:50-$2)— Nifty. $3,500;. Last week, $3,700. .|
“West Side Story,” helped’ by its “Black. Tights” (Magna) (9th: wk).|
.
Academy awards, . is pushing toa Eighth. frame. ended ‘Monday. (16) Esquire-(G&E Balaban) . (1,350;3.4
‘smart take in. current. (8th). week; was okay $7,000. after.'$8,000 for- ‘gt:25-$1 -40)—"Forever, ‘My Love”
(Par) 3d Wh). :Nice $6,800. ..
{at the Ohio. .

a result of many Academy: awards.©

‘Judgment: at :Nuremberg”: also is -

running: :ahead~ df: last" week’: in ©

seventh. at.the:Coronet ‘Derause of.

tees
scaripBea
a
Estimates. for.‘thts:Week:
Estimates: for This’ Week :-[clse””.opens’ ‘tomorrow (Thurs.) day-|*- Leop: (Telem’t) ;(606: ‘$t.25.$1.a0)| ‘Golden * Gate. (RKO). (2,856: we
Carlton, Danforth, Humber
'—Marizinia” . (Indie) and “Hunza”’ $1,25-$1.50)—"Man Who ‘Shot a
Allen” (Stanley-Warner)
(2,866: dating with Forum, ©
(Rank). (2,318; «1,328; . 1,203;. $I- 1-$1.50).: —~. “State Fair’ (20th)..
69th St. Playhouse: (Leo Brecher)’ (Indie): (2d' wk). ‘Good $10,000. Lasterty Valance” : (Par) ‘and “Brushe. a
$1.50)—Two Women” (IFD). Big §
Excellent.
"$16,000. ‘Last week, (370;.$1. 50-$2) "Murder, She Said”. week,
fire” Ta. “Slick $18,000: on
- $14,000
$23, 000. Last. week, “La. Notte “Outsider”. (U); $11,000. :
‘}LaMiGMp, ‘(m.o.) (6th _wk):. Fifth ‘stan‘week; .
-Earth ‘Caught. ‘Fire*
. Brava”. (Col), $9,000.
Pigs ‘Art (Stanley-Warner) 1,- za..ended Sunday. (15): was ‘solid| “Monroe (Jovan): @ 000: 65-90). (U) and a ‘Black .Horses”. AUS.
—"Girl
With:
Suitcase”
.
(indie).
and
Eglinton (FP). (919; $1.50-$2.50)}.354; -$1.50)—"Black: Tights” (Mag- ‘$6,800 after $7,200:for’ fourth: Con-17
(2d. wk), “$10,000:
“Man -In ‘Moon’. -(Indie).. ‘Oke $4,-|"
—“Holiday in Spain” " (ndie). (17th na) (2d wk). Big $8,000. Last week, ‘| tinues indef. at this: gait..
“Fex (FWC). (4,651: $1,25-1. S0—".
ia
oo
we Oke $6,000. Last. week, same. ae
Sutton. (Rugoff.Th.). 61; $i. 50- 000:' Last week, “Five. . Sinners” |“Moon ‘Pilot” (BV): Good. “$15;
$1,
wh),
(2d
Undie}
'$2)—‘Sweet: ‘Bird of. Youth” (MGM). (indie) and™ Most Wanted: Man” Last week, “King of Kings” (MGM) *
Hollywood (FP) (1,080: $1-$1.50)| a Night’
(Indie),
$3,800
—Innocents” (20th). ‘Lusty. $14,000.
(3d -wk),:-$7;500.-..
*‘Continental -“Art. Art - ‘theatre (4th wk). Third session: completed’
‘yesterday (Tues.): was..big $8; 000] ° Oriental: (Indie). (3,400: ‘8081;80) t Warfield: (Loew). (2;656; -.$125...
(Par) (17th wk), $6,000..
: —“State Fair”. 0th)... Botfa: '$40,- $1 50)—“All- ‘Fall ©“Down” «. (MGM)...
en”. (Embassy) (reissue). Fine :$4,-" after. $17,000 for: ‘second. Hyland (Rank) (1,357; $1-$1.50)— 000. -Last week, '“Tomorrow. 3
Is: My.|. ‘32d. St. Playhouse. (Baker) (440:G00" ‘Last: ‘week, : “World: In’ “My: 3d. wk).” ‘Dull: $4,00. Last. mechs
“Only Two Can Play” (Co: Hefty Turn” (Indie), “$1,500.
$1.50-$2).
— “Forever, My ‘Love” Pocket’. (MGM). (2d:-wk);. $13, 000:
$9,000, Last week, “Victim” (20th)
(Par):(4th-wk). ‘Third round ended:.
| Heights Art ‘(Art Theatre. Gulla: Monday|(16)|was ©fine «$9,000 cor}. Roosevelt (B&K) (I ;400; 90-$1. 80)-|- “Paramiount |(Pari: ‘2,646; $t 25:-'
(3d. wk), $4,500
~~"Moon. Pilot”™ (BV)... Sock $22;-|'$1 1.50).— “Experiment: in. ‘Serror” ©.
Glass:
a
h
Imperic! (FP) (3,206; $1-$1.50)— (925: $1-$1.50)—"‘Throug
close ‘after $11,000 for .second:’.
st. week, “Walk On: wild. (Col).; Sock $20,000. . ““Last: week, *
000:
“Madison
Avenue”
(20th). Slow -Darkly” - (Indie). (2d wk). Brisk | “Trans-Lux. 52d° St.- (T-L) :(540: : Side” (Col). (7th: wk), $15, G00.. - “+"Guns - “of: Nayarone” (Col). and
$8,000. Last week, “Satan. Never $8,600.. Last. week, $3,800
1$2.25-$2)——Children’s .Hour" (UA)
(B&K): (2, 400;. ’ $0- “Breakfast ‘at ‘Tiffany’ 8” Par) (re
..
State-Lake.
Hippodrome
(Eastern
‘
Hipp).
@-.
(6th -wk).. Fifth stanza winding -to-|*
Sleeps" (20th) (2d. wk), $9,000, __
issues), $10,000. .
Loew’s (Loew) (1,641: $1-$1.50)— 100; $1-$1.50)—“Moon’ Pilot’-(BV): day -(Wed:). looks like: good $7,000 $1.80)—“Four_ Horsemen” :“(MGM)(4th
wk),
‘Slow
$8,000° in?5:days. ' St. Francis (Par) di;“400; $1-$1.75) «
Wow
$20,000.
Last.
week,
“Day
“Lover Come Bac ‘ () (4th wk).
after $8,000. for fourth week. -“Jes- | |
<="Rome.
Adventure” (WB), Big.
000..| Earth: Caught Fire”: (U). a wk), -+gica”’ (UA) opens: ‘tomorrow (Thurs:), Last week, $14,000. Leading the city at sock $20,000.
‘Sutf (H&E Balaban) (685:“$1.50: $12,000, ‘Last week, “Fanny” (WB).$8,500. |
daydating with Astor::
-Last week, $21,500.
and
‘Splendor.
in Grass”. CWB). ae.
“Obie (Loew). (2:739; ‘$2.50-$2:75) ? : Prans-Lux 85th St. (TL). (550:| $1. 80)—"Purple. Noon” (Time 5) (2d.
(FP) (935; $1. 50-$2.50)—
issues), $8,000
a
“El Cid” (AA) (17th wk).. Upsurge — “West Side.‘Story” - (UA) (8th $1.25-82)—"'Cape -Fear? #(U).: “Opens wk).” ‘Great $7,200. “Last ‘week,» $7,=
United
Artists
(No: “Coast: a 951;
wk). Smart _. $12,500. -Last. week, ) | today {Wed.) daydating . with -Vie-:} 500::.
to $8,000. Last week
|
$1.50-$35=—"West.
Side:
Story”wa
Foad.
(Toda)
‘a
089:
§$2:00'$3:
50)
$11,000.
toria. Jn ahead, “Day. Earth ‘Caught|:
University (FP) d 383: -$1.25-$2)
—West ‘Side’ ‘Story”.. (UA) (7th (18th -.wk).- Great, _$19,000:. “Last: :
—"Judgment. at Nuremberg”. (UA)T Palace (Silk. & Helpern) (2,138:: Fire” (U) (Sth wk-6 days), fair $3,-|—
week, $15, 500.-(8th wk). Mighty $15,000, being $1.50-$2)— “Judam ent at Nurem: 209patter. $5,300 for. fourth full wk). .- Powerful ‘at. ‘near-eapacity “Wegue- (S.- “B. -‘Dheatres): (364;."
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2
- Darryl Zanuck’s “The Longest Day’: (20th) ‘published: -a'full. page ad*
| ruling Liberal-Democratic Party. to |: Best “placed among|
‘the:
major
|.
} help further develop the tourist in- ‘American companies“ to cope ‘with ‘in-France-Soir ‘on conclusion with French players listed first’... Jéan:
ight to End
i Fi
Unite im
2: record
26 songs: ‘He
began his ‘career.as- ‘a chorus °
dustry. The patty also. proposed ex-|:
-the -situation: is.“Metro, which .alt Gabin
boy and.to:cut
singer
atthe with
F olies-Rergere
.
.. Henri _-Colpi, who- made the*
1% Cinema Ducat Tax : ception of: Gining and drinking. : ready ‘has three: West: End ‘show.Cannes'
Fest
‘prize-winning
pic’“Such
‘a.
“Long:
Absence,” now ‘prepping’ .”
,
| taxes for visitors from overseas..
cases, And. it. will Jiave’ a fourth ‘in.
a -French-Rumanian coproduction “Codine”. ‘about a little boy's life|.
Athens, Aprit 10." :|- There are now 431 hotels and operation by. the.end of ‘the year: ©

Greek Exhihs, Distrihs

Greek exhibitors and. distribu- inns’. registered’ with the govern- “Ben-Hur” {M-G), .which .opened. in pre-war. Rumania :;". .‘University: economics: -ptof:film-critic ‘and:
tors are fighting again to eliminate ment as serving foreign .tourists. ‘at the Empire iri Décember, -1959,. buff ‘Jean. Domarchi makes his. first pic in’ June; .“The: Eternal ‘Feni-..
the
government's special tax. Pan- They °are . entitled’. to ‘special
nine.’ About how. a. lazy: novelist. seduces:a rich; “conservative woman ...
and moved to the: Royalty, when};
hellenic Union of Greek limporters |.

and Distributors

has

‘by telling. her how. he seduced.a. liberal léftist girl: ‘Christian ‘Marauand ©

to Leben iaguch as exemptions from the’ former house’ shuttered last plays ‘the writer, Danielle: Darrieux the righiest and-Stephane Audran.._
‘year, is.expécted to stay until next’

decided

start a nat ional campaign to. get} ‘assistance when expanding fac ilirid of a special Queen’s Fund tax.|ties. The Ministry may also-ask October: It’ will. probably. be’ fol-.
‘lowed by. “Lolita,”’ though the: lat-:
This
tax been
(10% levied
of theforticket's
val-| hotel
adopt -a ano-tip-.
ter is not likely.
tohe'a. hardticket
ue) has
12 years.
ping -operators
policy. :.At:topresent,
10% production.
-

i added to thebill.“|
It. waa started as a temporary con- service: charge. is
mel

rm Provinces of the. sbich |
try. Although the cause for which

the girl fram. left field: Domarchi. has_also asked sonie director friends: to take small roles and. also ids an.okay for ‘a brief bit’ appearance” oe
from: Elia: Karan..:.: ; Critics laufling: John Cassavetes’. directorial. skills.
but downbeating the story and icharacters of ‘‘Too Late. Blues” (Par).
So-so’ biz in ‘store .-....:. Yank. Paris-based literary.agent Alain Bernheim:
Metro's hext. ‘hardticket- release broke his.leg in a‘ski‘accident at Kosters;, Switzerland: ‘He’is'now. next

is to. be-“Mutiny on-:the Bounty.”

Mike’ Mindlin. who broke his week before.”a,
- -_ |) Phough ‘final plans’ have yet tobe to Pal.

~ |formulated,-.it is. possible: that..it |
ne
aan
‘SelfHelp’
_ ‘may reopen; the rebuilt: and: more
it was started does not exist: any}
" Michelaiigeto-“Anionioni’s: “atest pie “Belipse” (Hakim -‘opens.te
—= ; Continaea frem page—
aman | Compact. Em pire: (1,300;seats Milan
Jonger, the tax. remains on.
;
this. week “and -then goes. to. Cannes: ‘Fest after «a. ‘follow-up.
“6

-against - 2;778) for. a- one-night ;
< Italo pic: ‘poster’ war has: been 7;
of: no. more than: 43%. of the in- stand, .and then. ‘move. over. to the preem’ in -Rome Jater this mionth.....
come. The producers would ..bene- ‘Coliseum “for -its -extended. ‘Tun. ‘extended: distribs ‘have ‘agreéd. to ‘post™no ads ‘until at least: July 31 -in:
fit, of:course, if their films: were: ‘Both the. ‘Royalty. and . Coliseum, Rome, Naples, Florence, Turin; and’ Bari ... . Atlantica follows up its...
more successful and. thus _con- originally legiters, were. leased. by current ..-“‘Alone. Against. Rome”. - With: “Scipio: . Africanus.) now.,
-| Slated: for a. July. 15: start: a Partnerships. with Yank. ‘companies.
tributed more to the common fund. ‘Metro last-year.*:
. .
Theile stressed that all cinemas.
Other theatres blocked: by.chard- being. discussed on, both. pix:
they are determined to get rid. of must participate inthe plan in ‘or-|}“ticket.”pix are -the. Astoria, where|- . Rosanna ‘Schiaffine “moves - trom Fecent yale -in “Pwo: ‘Weeks: ja
this’ special Queens’ tax.
der for_it.to succeed.. ‘He also em- “West .Side: Story”: (UA), .on--the ‘Another :Town” :to. “The. Story-: of :San -Michele”. which -Cine‘ Italian:.
Georg.. Marishka |
phasized that: in order:for the film, basis of: its present performance, co-produces. with Gloria’.and®. CCC ‘of Berlin. .
industry to survive,: it must be. is expected to see. the. year-through. directs. on Italo and -German loéations ~.:- ‘Robert: Wagner set: for:

Greek exhibs and distribs,. suffering from the very high admission tax which goes to 48%, long
ago asked the government for relief. But their fight. this year -has
entered a crucial stage because

Maitland Quits Metro

London, April 17.

freed

from the

highly unfair en- ‘comfortably; | and: the’ Metropole,
it, -where “El. Cid” (AA) is thé ‘current

- tertainment taxes levied on

Ceeil Maitiand, Metro’s company |which took atoll of about $20,500,-

secretary, has quit effecting from |090 last year. And the competitive
Friday

(13).

Maitland

Joined:

thelGerman

‘tele.industry,

: am eted:|

Odeon‘. Theatre in the. ‘Haymarket. -its knowledgé. of: the :Bible,: part
on the. site ‘of the-old Gaumont, is upcoming ‘The. Bible” pic:.,

company in 1940 as an accountant |chowed. 120 films -during ‘1961, ‘due to open within the next.twol
- and rose to chief accountant before

being elevated to secretary.

without” ‘paying

a. single’ ‘cent. “for

entertainment. or turnover tax. or

As yet no successor has -been|income tax.
Bamed. Maitland’s future plans. are.
ee

am
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eewnscs

Pe

wah
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‘of.
-Preparatory. work. on‘producers :

‘Maxima |Films". “Captive: “City” *‘set. to: start this.“week: in ‘Rome's:

or. three. nionths, “and. :“Barabbas,”. ‘DePaolis -Studios, with. Ben-‘Gazarra :&'- Martin -Balsam *Jatest.. cast *:

°‘produced by. Dino- de, ‘Laurentiis ‘members added. to "roster which already. ‘comprises’ David *Niven,
And _ it: “Teceived| ‘for world release. through Colum- ‘Michael Craig, Lea
Lea ‘Massari, ‘and Percy Herbert under. direction: of ©
i
‘bia, has. been set as the initial: Jeseph Anthony .. .' «Maxima. also makes: “The Trial at’ Verona” '‘and ©.

from the government::.

aE

“Altona” (Titanus-Ponti), where. lie’ll be partnered. with: Sophia. Loren,

Fredric. March,:and Maximilian Shell under Vittorio DeSica’s direction’
and very: solid’ vehiclé. The: new. sc: DeLaurentiis. publicity ‘department polling Italo public pinion :6n-
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That i
is,
the:
storyofinternational featurefilms;thefestivals - ~

:ieLe os a |ay
ak celebrate them,the:producers. ‘whi produce: them: the.
wep

Up

nee oad: noe markets.which buy.them. - Ttis an
exciting story, a| story. of

.

fo 2growth, ‘expansion;
change: and:challenge. A ‘compilation of.

any edna ich.inusefulness, broad in.
i perspective,. reading.likead- fe,
pores esventure,
rimpliciy romantic’in.thefommercial sense. LayoyPP
ee
<nshort,thisis
foienotice
° thatdeadlinemakes its
relentless 2
ms oo sco that.thepresses must. soon:roll,that. it:wills
‘soon:
n be.
a,oo
“toollateforyou:toplace your‘bestbets. Coos.
ee!
Getinto,the special:
EditionWhichEchoes
3s Round
theWorld:
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aeOLAS.INTERNATIONAL AS ROME, ITALY=
= 2/+AS MARKET-CONSCIOUS AS LONDON-é
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RADIO-TELEVISION.

“Pastore Presents "The Biet

Starring Goldenson,

_ Washington, April 17. -'
Senate Communications Chair- |
man John Pastore (D-R.I.} in-an
acid test of his ability as a mediator succeeded in getting parties
to the intra-mural. row over pre-}..
screening of tv shows by the Na-|
tional Assn. of Broadcasters to sit

Sent :
yf:StantonFs
Sarnoff,
: Bob. Newhart,: “David ’Brinkley’s Journal,"
|,

cluded. fin:the.‘win
aphids
“of.foaay3:“Wreay’ ‘annual George: we . . .£

--Fqster Peabody awards «are FCC-chairman Newton: ‘N... Minow,:..~

There Goes My Lanch -

“PAY‘HIKESaT cas

°° <7

“CBS Reports” pro-.° 9°

, ducer: Fred W:, Ftiendly, Walter“ Lippmann, “Van Gogh”. and: nae
-*' ok
". “Expedition.”
Other awards -‘and.‘citations. will ‘go:“at:the’ “‘Tuncheon: ‘slated for eee

TO aphe:‘Pierre to Metropolitan Broadcasting ‘in: conjunction withthe..-

Tom. Moore, .chief’ of the: ©
BBC. and fhe National Educational Telévision & Radio’Center;.-. ~~
to” " a:Week. rictease For "to WRUL,: the initernational: shortwave station; to ‘KSL-Tv, Salt wR
ABC-TV: network, has opened - co
ls
Those Ja: Low. Salary Grade a new era of staffer participa: .
tion in company. affairs since’ | 7
CBS”
taking over the helm. a couple 7

"Lake. City, and to’ Capital ‘Cities: Broadcasting.

es

-Coniedian Newhart, who: ‘appears ‘on: "NBCTV, “got. the." enter=’.
on.‘the:April: “occasion otLos tainment
award. from -:the Peabody‘: group. Brinkley,’ who isthe °°

"=

: Friday,’‘the. 13th, informed: its ‘em- "NBC. segue from Newhart on’ Wediiesdays, won.the news award., :. .
of weeks ago..
= ©). «
First thing he's.“done is to: | ployees of. pay: ‘hikes. of: ‘from: $3 _ Producer Lou -Hazam .and ‘his boys got the nod forthe Writing.8
networks are in a ‘deadlock, each. , arrange screenings of the com-' 7 , weekly to $4: weekly, in‘thedower . ‘and: narration -on.:the: NBC’ News ‘special: called: “Van Gogh,” ae:
down

together .and talk it .over.

But all it. established- is ‘that the

clinging. to its own. ‘approach. Ob“.pany’s new fall shows during
jective is some procedure. for NAB | lunch hours. Suggestion: boxes =

to. have a gander at tv segments
of a controversial. nature.

:

show. ‘on the Jife of the painter. . ©
Te
t . “eolor..
. Ap award will be. addressed” ‘to. “CBS: ‘and:‘Walter: “Lippman” arene

| salary: grades, 8
|-

.The word: was spread: via:‘the: 77 for: their. ‘joint ‘contribution. to“ international’ understanding. via. ~ .” ©:
have. also been spotted around |
“The |:the. two-part Lippmann interviews done on. “CBS Reports.”
.~ |
|
Line,”
which reported on ‘the: work |-._
“Reports” producer Fred. Friendly and FCC doss: Minow, ‘as: was” os
New York to: encourage. ‘more. | of: the. Employe-Management
UE
ar
‘Com-' “hinted some weeks’ ago, won special citations from thé Peabody
*. ©
vox popping.
=
: |mittee.” -Affected -were -employes -. committee. (Before Minow’s “new: act”. earlier this month: in Chi-: ) .: : bePe
| whose “salary” ‘grades: range from
-eago at. the“NAB conclave, many.‘of. those who suspected the FCC:.
=: a
| $90: to $177. weekly. For employes. - “topper. would be kudosed ‘were: peevish about..the whole ‘idea. Of...) >,
{whose salaries :are already.-. at '. Course, now. that Minow’s: point of. view. seems: to Some ‘to. have *. -.).-.
. above. the.- -maximum = for: their | “ softened ‘a little, ‘the citation: may: Prove: more, acceptable” ‘to.the. on ee
-'} grade, the .company.granted a 1%:
industry: at large.)
we.
: cost -of living increase.
|‘:
.: The Award ‘to. Metropolitan;- BBC. and: tie.‘broadcast education, har
=n
“hoe
oe
cary
aaa
ety
. Under’. the: heading~of : “You. oy‘group’ “and. to:stations ‘too ‘numerous to :name”..(who carried the...
: =:
| Can't’ Win. Them’ All,”. manage‘show):.was for airing the Shakespeare. series called. Age of‘Kings, eg
ment. was reported. to. have: turned |- Sponsored. ‘by ‘Standard: Oil of N.J.:.
re
down ‘an -employes group request |_ ~~The. award for radio's: contribution: to.‘faternational ‘understand:
ras
‘for .the payment ‘of ‘overtime. after |.“ing was set. aside for WRUL, which happens to belong to the same" 9? °°

=|) the various ABC buildings in” |COmPany's: house’ qrgan,-

Parties in the power contest are |.

‘the three networks, NAB’ prexyLeRoy Collins and: Pastore -whose
anger was kindled by the Fabian|.
“Bus Stop” caper and ABC-TV’s
refusal to let NAB prescreen it.
8
Whole business, Pastore averred.
ir a cyanide-laden speech to. the]
State Broadcasters prexies here}
some weeks ago, appeared to cast|
doubt on. the efficacy of the n="
ductry to maintain. self-discipline.
Carrying out his promise made.
fn the same speech (“You'll hear
j seven. hours. of ‘work rather. ‘than: ' Metropolitan Broadcasting. KSL-TV, ‘Salt--Lake ‘City,.
‘was garnered’... ° 2)-°"/
-More- from
me”), -Pastore: has [- Filmways, ‘board chairman. Mar- after” the Present: eight:
|< fora special ‘public-service-show. called. “Let Freedom Ring.”
talked things over ‘separately with tin Ransohoff, whose ‘company. in |‘s+.’ .Capital. Cities, another broadcast chain, won -an -award; for. ites
| me
all- three network toppers. NBC's. the last two and a half yéars. has:
oO work on the. Adolf: Eichmann trials of ‘last. yea? in’ Asrael.:
See
Robert Sarnoff, CBS’ Frank. Stan- spread out from tv. blurb produc‘.- For the first time, the Peabody awards. (22d annual. presentation) red
fon and Leonard
Goldenson of tion to: network progr amihing and.
| ain be. sponsored ‘by:the Broadcast ‘Pioneers. Bennet..Cerf, chair-. :
ABC-Paramount. With this prep- feature films, declares that ‘better
“man of.the Peabody national advisory board in broadcasting, will)
0
&
ping and sounding out, the Senator ‘tv shows. ¢an only come. from ‘3
“preside and presentations will be made; by Dean: ‘John: Ee Drewry, ne:
had them all in at once. lest week. revamp. of: current sales and pro:Of the U. of Georgia’s: journalism’ school. a
ee
‘with Collins, NAB ‘Code’ Director duction | methods. _. Iwo ‘other Peabodys to be..given: are: ta.‘radio:‘stations, ‘One: is ere
‘Robert Swezey and -Nick’. Z2ple,
7 to WNYC, owned by: the ‘City of New -York,. for. radio edueation.. ted
Staff Director of the Pastore. Sub-, - In New. York’ for. the:deréening 1| " Sparked in part.by high:-sales of 7 ‘Other is'to WFMT,y,
Cheng. for Tadio-education, * °
wT
committee.
Federal Commvnica-|.of :Filmways :first feature. - film,.
“Boys .Night Out” (prodiuced- .by color. television séts and: peak |earn-:
chairman
‘Newton
Minow
.tions
.Ransohoff
in
association” ":with ‘ings: of ‘its NBC’: ‘division; Radio: 7
wasn't there.:
.
Joseph ‘Levine and MGM and set:
Where they go from-here is for a: June’ preem), the topper told | Corp.’ of* ‘America - ‘Soared. ‘to “its: |. :
anybody's guess.. Obviously new a. press confereneé. yesterday: (17) highest. first-quarter’. sales :‘and: re
attempts -will be made.
his company would begin. Ditching. earnings :in: its: 43-year: history. an
Here, in @ nutshell, are the
pilots for ‘the 763-64 ‘season this. Profits ‘after . taxes: rose-:21% ‘to]-.* ~
positions of the three networks
June. a
$14,500,000, : compared: with: $12; at
on the controversial auestion
“We want to‘obiain commitinents 000,000 for the: first: -quartér -of|:
By: JAY. LEWIS |
of allowing the NAB Code
|now to give our creative. people 1961: The ‘previous high was: ‘set|
Authority to pre-screen inet.. |the time. that“ is. nécessary to. be:
os,
‘Washington, “April, 17: oe _

s,
Utena

RansohoffPreps
Passle ofPilots.
~ Geared to’63-64!

RCAIstQuarter

"InPeakEarnings!

apork programs:

a . |ereative,” he Said. “Sie ‘months in ‘in 1960: ‘with :a $13; 000,000. high,

; RUBTAPPED FOR

= Gav. LeRoy. Collins, pictured: as:ao a
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‘Ta a joint:statement, RCA. chair- ter” ‘for. Revue: this season; .will proposal of. Sen. Thomas: Dodd-(D-

: Pilots for June ‘showing are the: man. David: Sarnoff ‘and: president
-90-minite ~ Italian
_locationed, _Elmer W. Engstrom said the-bright’.
with. CRS. on rejecting NAB...
“Capri,
”. ‘starring Rory. Calhoun in, fiscal ‘picture reflected a major up-'
intervention, .but |‘samewhat
proposed adventure series: (in-: surge-.in all. principal: areas. of
more flexible in its. ‘thinking~.:
iticier written ‘by Guy’ Elms,.: di- RCA’s business..They said: ‘‘Carthan CBS. Hf,. for example; an.
|.

put. the ‘Henry .Jones-Jason Evers ‘Conn.) for ‘a’ Government: seminar:
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starrer “into. production. July 1. at of ‘psychology: and rélated: experts... *_->
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+
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for.. the .inscrutable, ‘was told by’ ..°-' ©
* the road toward an‘ultimate video|_
trend. throughout 1962.
'1-Collinisthat the Senator's: Juvenile. - |:
Hayes Office (withholding . or |
The Bill. ‘Leonard-topped_ ‘CBS. Delinquency. Subcommittee should -° -:*: stamping the seal on every web - Ralston Purina’s. “Expedition,”
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starts
the-'62.
‘focus
on-ail.
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| politiéal: campaign. tv:‘coverage. roll- ‘teen . ‘personality—not -just. the’. =~
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BBCTV'sTony:Hancock
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~
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a ot* pegime. shave
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‘owerPAYMENT[0
as Economic Imbalance’ Issue,
~TOTVSTHTIONSMeet
~ Compensation PlanTopHotAgenda

known: for some: time that: the: Yourg ‘Turks aed
. “their sénior mentors’ are not loathe: to use“muscle: wher: crossed..

="! But there were probably.‘few who were: not. awed

-by industry.’
the: for-.
-...«* _Midable: display of force. which- blitzed the:nation’s baste
ao :‘into capitulation. in’a ‘matter. of, hours. ::

: By.GEORGE ROSEN ...

” NRC ‘board :chairman’ ‘Bob’ Sar-|

te ‘usually. ‘pays’‘dividends -for’ any Snduistiy.Zespectally- a:‘regu: -|noff;:‘for one,: “wasn't: kidding. when’
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Next month's CBS-TV affil meet-

_ The Well-Heeled Web: ' Ttoughest the: web has held in years.

". "> Jated: one like: broadcasting; to. keep: on spéaking’ terms. with- an.
: 2°". Administration. ‘The quick wrath ‘brought’ about: by: thé steel. hie -“warned. the: affiliates at . last|
April 17..
. <r increase’ is about. as ‘heavy .an-. underscoring of this Jesson BS: Deceniber’ 3. convention’ in’ Holly-] ”- -The‘Washington,
Justice Dept. antitrust:
[wood that remedial measures would |? «
oF geen. around: ‘here’‘in’Pecent. times, *.
oT
. :[have. to: be taken ‘by the: networks | ‘eomplaint vs.-CBS is padded
with .statistics“ ‘which: shows
eS
‘The ‘Administration, ‘showed. its:‘strength, ‘rapidity’of“debiatoni : : to: correct. the:existing.“economic ..“that
the network: is plenty well

‘ing:in N.Y. shapes up as one of the

“1 Two... major, “hard.

issues, both

directly involving the affils, will be

©

explored at the May 3-4 meeting.~

_ The two big issues are the gov_jernment’s’ anti-trust suit brought

“. ‘when ‘roused and ability .to.
being. a.et antagonist ad Itsknees" 4

heeled.
a against CBS, the. gult attacking
we Total: ty: time:“gevenues: “tor | CBS-TV’s. ‘compensat on plan; an
i. burden of: rising.‘program-produc- pt.

eby’ ‘Just: flexing, -me,

2
7 ‘the -nation ‘in 1960 totalled {the ‘web's open letter to affils, ‘seekos ys Whatever. the: metité ‘ofthe: steel rie ‘and:fall, broadcasters’ |-tion, costs ‘on the, web while the. af. , $1,ase600,oo ofMise tee ing answers to the problem ot
of locking:horns with the Admin, ‘fillate stations reaped the profits.2°

chary‘which the’ White: House.may:‘haves: :
more about
‘tobe ters
*, cam
* "| growing network program costs:
tend
n on-mat
dstratio
. imay
-: “fv
‘It’s understood ‘that. NBC. has.|-.. $245:000,000.' NBC drew. $222,-°
|the face of web profits. failing: to
|
toe
foe” strong: public.interest feelings. EA
oat row. ‘evolved | a- solution |-of. sorts -"pane ‘and ABC, 917,000,000
= ' which’ reportedly

”

maintain -.a _pace
,| station profits.

will: get a’ ‘gum=.|' *. ‘thati year.

)mertime “dry:run” in testing affili-]

oe -ate: Teaction; -‘Plain ‘and simple,. it
{-provides for reduced _station® com-'

JusticeDeptGot
ngUp Its|
~ SleeveVs.CBS?

9 | pensation:: which, :ultimately, .NBC*

comparable --to

‘There. will ‘be other items on the

agenda,. tanging from programming
- |to promotion, but the focus will be
Ton the anti-trust suit arid-a possible

. |Ropes. to -extend:.on. a. year-round’. ;

basis. as’ a ‘permanent pattern. A:| .

accommodation with the. problem
of higher network program. costs.

Ina week which saw deep strains
lot, .of .course,. will: depend on how |.
between: the administration and
~|thie ‘affiliates take. to it.sections.
of the ‘business community,
~ The. so-called: “economic inibal-|* nod:
“year? for. (NBC-TV if. the- net: |
prompted .by. U.S. -Steel’s price
“+tance’? has: become a major industry |
. work: hadn’t. gotten. ‘over: that: criti- |:
move,
:
the
‘Department of: Justice.
Chicago, April: 17.: :.* issue: affecting all three networks|.
“eal third’.quarter- obstacle . called:|""
filed ‘an anti-trust suit against CBS.
and
their.
affils...
When
CBS
holds.
» ey
- summer: It’s. the sales. picture in|- “After ABC:TV’s Wingding at’
a
“Washington; April
A
17. . in N.Y: Federal District Court: The’.
~ the. ‘three © ‘summer’ months. that -the ‘NAB ‘was: over, the. bills ‘| its ‘annual affiliate. ‘mheeting- in New} “Robert Kennedy's Justice Dept., jsuit. charged that the web's new
York ‘next ‘month* (see. -separate.|
mark: “suecess- or’: - failure” ‘in “so. ” have: ‘come =in,. totalling
in ‘moving” against.the. CBS new -compensation . plan for. affils had

Se ‘wouldn’t’‘have“Seally:betel,
ia

“ABCs:0G ChiSpres

_” mariy annual profit & loss. reports, _ $90;000:tab for. the network...° ‘| story): 4t¢r be. “the ‘hottest. item on compensation. plan, obviously. had the effect:.of forcing affil stations
|.the-agenda. :It’s generally believed
_ and: NBC-TV. ‘elaims to. ‘be. having.|:. . Web: figures’ that the show: ’'
something up its: sleeve. It_ would
-@ .very .hot: hotspell—somewhere-‘ ‘samaniship : impression. and-.good-:. that.the. CBS -liferarchy: has. al-. be too obvious ‘to‘say the RJK antiready evolved ‘its éwn_ solution ‘to, trusters: ‘hat:option ‘time. on ;‘their
ike 80%.:of. SRO: nighttimes. from - ., will .created -among. the. affils
the problem, which: is ‘expected to
or.r mext July: ont
5ie -by the ‘entertainment.«“more
an
a “be.
le
tossed at the station. ‘woanage- | inds.
5
|
the: outlay.
About: ‘the “most -non-Mathiavel“NBC© brass: have indicated’ ‘in Pe fan justified
‘ments, at.the May meet.
lian: interpretation would. be. that
”" peeent: ‘weeks: that -the. best! sign |=

to ‘take nearly: all of. the web's:
afternoon: ‘and. evening programs. |
- ‘Justice Department charges were
‘promptly denied by CBS in a state‘ment which concluded: that the net-.
As far as the NBC ‘affils are. con=: ‘Dept., while waiting‘-out what ap- work. “was confident that the {comOf. a” ‘good season: to. them: is: ‘what |:
pensation) Plan would be upheld by
an “¢erned, they’ are ‘known ‘to have:
. happens: “in. the” summer’ .and- “so }:
favored - -an-- alternative : solution.: pears to be a waiting out:period on the. court.”
‘the.
part:
of
Federal
Communica-.
- often:.a, ‘good .winter .leads. to a
‘The. fovernment, alleging |a Vio_. | This’ was; to: end. all -network ,proon .the .option lation ‘of the Sherman Act, con* Bod. summer.” This,: incidentally;: are
: |gramming‘ at: 10: 30 instead ‘of’ 11: tions Commission
time
hassle,
“decided
ta
make
a
~ Will::-be -NBC’s: ‘best :‘summerin
wht
‘tended
that the new ‘comoensation
%\
-|] p.m. and return. the ‘late ‘half-hour:
. ‘since..a- num
- years—particularly
+ to: the stations. ::On- this.: basis,” it’ ‘second: front before. the war.‘hegins, plan, which went into effect. Jane
“ber of..the. web’s’ winters: weren't.
uarv,” 1961. had these effects: -. | -was estimated that .fhe. network as: it: ‘were. ,
The civil. anti‘trust’ suit,lodged Elimination of competition in the
80 very ‘hot -until- this |‘season, - “.~
| -would ‘save |iself ‘upwards.:of
Toe. NBC, “making. a-buck in:“the f°
$300,000:..a week (on a seven-nights. in: ‘New -York.’ Federal .District production and sale of tv programs
‘Court,
could .be ‘désigned to show: by independent producers and ‘supfirst (San. ‘March) - or: fourth (Oct:- |
a week ‘basis) in. program-produc‘: Dec.) ‘quarters is never .too- hard |”
| tion costs, which -in- turn,’ would the’ ‘networks’ that’ no_circumlecu-. pliers and by the affiliates’ themtion
'..of
~any:-future* :option ‘time. ‘selves, |”
- “regardless -of the: popularity | of. the.|’.
"London, April. 17. - translate :Ktsel. into-many millions‘
i: programming.: - Even «thé -second|° Ships’ at ssea are. providing a use-. | OF: ‘dollars: ‘Onan annual basis: NBC, abolition: or ‘dilution will be: ac- |” Prevention: of national spot. and
i
‘cepted
:
without’.
a ‘fight. .Objective local advertisers from -obtaining
foes,“quarter. (April-June): does pretty’|"ful sew: outlet’ for television .pro- |: 80¢S- the:word, doesn't buy’it:
| would.thus he to ‘close any escape: afternoon. and evening broadcast:
.. “well, The’ summer: period: between. grams: ‘Anthony -R.-Morris, head ‘of | :
:
[hatches
‘the
-web.
-legalists. in. the time. and. of -preventing inde- < July_and. September: ig.the.prob: 4 Programme Exchange. Ltd., wha ts.-..
webs’ hire have cooked up.in event pendent:'s tation representatives
oF "Tem period::
glready: servicing two- ‘ovear-going |
‘|
; option. time’ is bombed out. FCC from ‘competing: with CBS-in the
.. “NBC-TV™ ‘picked: up. “next”‘ suum: liners, has’ just added*“a‘third to}-*
has ‘stated its declaratory. view the. sale of such time to advertisers. .
mo ° mer’s: “biz-at least .a * good. deal. jis. Foster, making: a:‘combined: ton-, ‘Bendiatt’:Bee ‘Korn, ‘exec - vies: CBS plan is-not cricket. :
(CBS-TV’s ‘compensation. pl an.
_prexy. -over™ ‘Metropolitan - ‘Broad-:
-+0f it In. one; ‘two:and three-week nage.‘of over 100,000 tons.”
On the: other... hand,.- it’s been also. -has- been questioned by. the
"4
Casting’sstring
of:
six’
ty
stations,
:
---partlelpations, but the web’s sales=
known that the option time. picture
-men- have .beén fitting the. pieces: “Closed: ‘cirenit: tv. was jnaveutat- ‘has been ‘promoted to president ‘of is not so dim:for the networks as it FCE: In-an October letter, the FCC.
_. together in the’.“‘annual: giant. jig- ‘edJast year on the P.&:Q- liners’ -this. division’ of: Metromedia: Korn: ‘had previously. been. That: it’s still asked the web to defend. the compensation plan in light of. a series
saws :-For instance, : the .National ‘Oriana ~and’. Canberra; .‘and ‘now. ‘had -been:.with New. ‘York’s Chanvery much. alive-—or. rather. up in.
’Welvet’”. half-hour repeats. are ‘vir||.Shaw: Savill’: Northern: Star; which hel. 5, .now :WNEW-TV,. since .1955:| the air, when ‘last year it had been ‘of FCC-vosed: questions. At the
time
‘of the -web’s response in No* tually: SRO via nine: ‘participating ‘sets ‘off: on ‘its:-maiden. voyage when “he. «was sales chief. for the. ‘written off-as.virtually.a dead duck.
advertisers. . “Price: Is ‘Right’ also: | around. the world ‘on July-10, 1s DuMont Broadcasting Co. and then Commission balanee of: voting ‘vember, the web had 20 affils signed.
for,
the
new compensation plan.
‘on ‘Monday, maintains’. its”. ‘two. ‘being similarly equipped.-The. first: later in 1957, .aS. v.p:. ‘and station: power. on. -jts. face:.was against}:
‘Since then more affils, acting as
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. (Continued |
“on. page. 45y:: See ‘include :advertising eommer- ‘Manager
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tinie
following:
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their
old
‘contraets expired, have:
- John |W.. ‘Kluge. is’ ‘prexy. and:
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-but plugs.are still an open. question. chairmajr of. the board: of’ Metro-: to give. the matter another: look last: signéd. The total, though, isn’t. 40.
fall:
But
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having
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‘In.
short,
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:
‘on the. third’:
“: which total near .200, - are living’
-{Continued: on page 42).
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. Nwashinigton, April:a
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“ABCETV's daytime ‘schédule for. |‘passengers ‘.and..crew, He claims |: . While: the-:-name :6f " National: ‘President ‘Kennedy. made ‘the’ final.
‘devision
on his first: hew secretary,
“text falt is due ‘for ‘some reshuf-" -there’s’ growing interest in the: ‘de: |Assn. ‘of Broadcasters prexy LeRoy.
is: described. by. White -House. in-|
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.
more”
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launching of the five-times a. week
:
the. White’ House as. a.possible ‘ap-.}. ointee...
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. 2 “Discovery” stanza. for youngsters. booking orbit: before ‘long.-.
..Mrs:. Green.” “considered. “the } ‘There's’ some question —at‘ the
- in: the 4:30'-p.m.. slot.-In addition
-Morris. contends ..tHat the’45° he pointee to: the: cabinet, it is: -pres-'|..
moment as to ‘whether the long-.
- “there: -will’ he: reruns: of “Father. now’ pays-per show is -higher than’ ently... “considered: “unlikely “ “that: strorigest: ‘Democrat -in- Oregon, has. fanning. David. Susskind .“Open
powerful. politi¢al support |.from’
Knows Best,” although the- exact the’. total .revenue. fro, ‘such “small:Collins will sueceed Abraham ‘Ribi-.
‘key members of ‘the Kennedy: ‘Ad-. End” two-hour talkfests will con-, berth ‘has: not: yet been. ‘fixed, counrties as Cyprus aiid’ Nigeria: coff ‘as. Se¢retary. of Health, ‘Educa-. ministration here.. She was an im- tinue next - season, with Bennett
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- Continued of apage 4)
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| TirfS’ ability-.as ‘an “administrator. ;
..afternooner, '“Who: Do. You ‘Triast:” '
under. ‘consideration are Reps John |. frankly admits. that ‘wHiJe the
and politician:, That is:the reason | ‘Blatnik (D-Minn. ) ‘and. Richard :plusses outweigh the negatives at.
--IF no ‘suitable replacement -can be |.
he was considered in the first place. .. Bolling. (D-Mo.),.: found, the. show. will ‘be axed::.‘Ten- |.
this poinnt;. “if something better
-The fact that he no Jonger. figures |
~ Hessee'Ernie. Ford’s daily half-hour. |.
. Figuring,. too, is ‘Robert. c “Wea: ‘comes along” it could be that
trip? will; : of course, continue: ‘as
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*
Moré -extetisive:‘changes. in. ‘the rspot -for’ a-. production’: job. with of. Commerce -‘Luther. Hodges of 1:. -“One -political’ factor’ ‘raised. at _ |. ‘While program. on the | ‘whole:
oe ‘daytime setup. may, be forthcoming |‘Revue. He will be working on “The. North : Carolina.”
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-York and Met's WTTG in. Washing« Well after the fall. season; ‘since fall Best Years” and the “Fred.:Astaire:
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..is the: worst launching: time of.-the: Premiere”. shows,- latter |due’ on’ ‘and: was:.chairman of “the *-1980./. that the.. hew Secretary, ‘as much ton, .-interest -elsewhere. has di-.
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cominittees:. under . the chairman: alent -Asssclates shop wouldn’t be or. Hoon competition of :thé October, series with collegiate. background,| Presidency.
‘ surprising. The. WNEW-WTTG. World: Series. Most. suc¢essful ‘is ‘being ‘projected-as a good. pos-Three U.. ‘s. House: members’ are [ship of | Dixie -men...
‘afternoon: :: shows, . “such: ‘as: Ernie. sibility ‘for ABC's ‘fineup. in: 1963-: currently. considered. to have the t “ Of. the -five. House ‘and ‘Senate: Susskind ‘affinity is understandable
* Ford” on. ABC-TV .or “‘As.’ ‘The 64,: Pilot for this ‘series ‘was ‘aired . best ‘chance ‘to. succeed --Ribicoif. | committees. with. jurisdiction. over. ‘by- virtue of:the new laurels shared - ~ ‘World. “Turns” ‘on’.-CBS-TV,, “are ‘this ‘season .on “Alcoa” Premiere.” -who ‘will ‘resign. irt- July to run-f
‘new “department. Tegislation,.: four’ ‘equally since the recent premiere.
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Billy: Friedberg has decided: to
fault --Four. Star -Productions :‘and

ms ‘April 17.
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week met. with Lee Lee Jahncke,stand:
in charge of the web's

ards and practices department, '
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Jahncke explained that they were.ve|.| - Mickelson, of Time Inc.'s produced, | :dates
- 4 with the ‘lstter.back. to“’51_ when]: ‘Award:
to “interfere with creati
here
‘back
Theatre”... - Mena ‘Bruns of. CBS-TV’s “Brighter Derm °. be
broadcasting division (and one-: ©
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- mothe
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they -‘eo-authored a Jack -Carson

fo Coast after 4:NY: visit ...":. Bob Denver of CBS-TV's “Dobie Gillis:>
-time head of.CBS news)’ said -{‘NEC stariza.:
but to acquaint producers with
‘back te Coast after &Georgia.p.a. stint. :;. ‘Graduate Faculties: Alumni
‘to Radio &. Television Execu-.- |:
rious ‘sensitivities of Washington, |_ tives’
as president. Spinrad.
‘club here last week, “It . . “At: Pour’ Star, Friedberg’ wrote of. Columbi 'U. have. elected. Leonard’.
remail
and
s
affiliate
viewers

the

or: ‘supervised ‘several. ‘McKeever. exec¢ editor-of public information for CBS-TV, ‘had.‘previously served.
.
.. |as V.p. of Graduate Faculties Alumni:.“@ .Educational tv’ stations: ‘&

- fs -a mistake for. -stations. to |.
" @ action.” “This is not laying down|. -. Jump: back from 30 seconds: of 1s& the Colonel’. scripts: the iaw, but exploring ©areas. of] news: to the top 40 tunes. or
:
. .mutual interest, "he declared.
The Twist.”...The exec said that as far -as: a “Mickelson ‘also. rapped: ‘the 7
- ylolence. is concerned producers
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“eannot use: violence as
for poor writing, or bring in vio~,

~~") affiliated: with the :National: Educational:
“Television. Network. are. cons::
| ducting. a. -Denver. méeting on ‘the fiew etv’ season.
“Carol. Lam bert,
| featured-on ‘Mitch ‘Miller's: ‘Sing Along* ‘with Mitch” on NBC-TV, has
wa Ss

signed her "62-63 contract to appear in: 30. of the. 39 programs during-

and general “carnival atmos-

_| the-‘season..’.'. Lee Jordon, host. of “WCBS. Radio's “Musie.of Broads...

a. one-minute

‘1 on..May 3. in:the garme: nt ‘center;-... JackSterling, WCBS- Radio's.

"| way,” -will emcee. the N.Y. Cancer Committee's “Tag Day” cerémonies

phere” taking up 30 seconds of - {
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lence for sensationalism.” In‘ the |

“news” ..spat—.

area of sex, he said .a- definite.
and. “too: much emphasis on’
taboo. restricts any. stories about
brevity and speed in Preset. a
“?hree ‘hetworks have been.asked
sexual deviates, adding “this ‘may . ing ‘the news.”
but
,
pictures
t-to submit - presentations. ‘for’ ‘the.
he popular in motion
we won't allow it.’
| “Hallmark Hall ‘of. “Fame”. series
_1 of specials next season, for years a.
“Basically, we want to bring: to.
Prestige. fixture on- NBC-TY,. -. |
tv meaningful drama. This ‘meet-

‘waker-upper, will do.three summer ‘stock plays this year.in ‘the ‘West-

port, Conn , area’. :,:. CBS. News. correspondent. Ned ‘Calmer takes“over: “WCBS-TV. Views the Press,” starting April 29. Charles. Colling:-.
wood
‘relinquishes thie. post to become the new ‘anchorman on. Eve.
witness”... .
; Thomas F. Leahy: named account. exec ‘at: WOBS-TV.. .
John: Hubley. appointed visual consultant’ to. WNDT,. Channel-13 ; |: :.:

NBC's$230,000.
mer TV Spurt!®

‘{ng with producers is a plan of.

CBS ‘News: correspondent Frank. Kearns’ transferred: ‘to CBS’ Paria:

n,-CBS. News correspondent who has been as-..
“Nod: next. season ‘probably: ‘will bureau. .
|goto NBC-TV again, for. that web. signed. to the: Paris: bureau, since '60, is being given’ a new. assignment
NBC's top management, ‘so. that
‘in. London. He ‘will move to London in early summer.,..';. Mel: |
‘the 6nly one eble to offer spon-'|
we. can: sit down and talk with pro-.|
ducers about our new product as
sor. Halimark...Cards the color- Ferber,.. whd. ‘produced every ‘other. week’s show: of “Calendar”. has:
| spread it wishes. ‘Ht is interesting, been ‘elevated to. that of overall producer ‘with -two. associate. producers
goon as our schedule is set. The | :
worst thing in the world to-do: is |. "Since what “happens. ‘to network though, that. the agency . Foote; functioning under.him’. .'.; Noncommercial: WBAI-FM's. new:.musie‘“launched his first new series this. week, “Music _
to correct a finished film two. oye tv during the hotspell (the. third | Cone & Belding; is inviting. other director, Eria:

before air time.

| quarter), the. boys at NBC-TY are. networks to bid. for- ‘thespread of Forum”: (Mondays,-8 {09:30 p:m.), with ‘guests. Aareh Copland, Elliot
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‘| Carter and Felix Greissle. in..a-discussion ‘of -the Tnteriational Society . .
:
have explained’ to. execu. in a mild state of jubilation. over |six Hallmark. specials...
: Actor Ronald: Dawson: has.‘ just. comi-.
tives the difference “in program- summer sales made recently. in| .. Previous : ‘years, . there: Was: no ‘for Contemporary’ Music’.
ming at 7:30 p.m. and at 10:30 p:m., : past seven or-eight working days. agency. Anvitation: “Competing net: pleted: @ role. ina. Filmways: tv.‘production in.the pubservice. campaign .
.:;WPIX. has siated a half-hour: history. _
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New
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‘up
about.
for shows which are on week nights
works...
S-TV *
and shows which are on weekends, $2,300,000 . worth. -of “June-August though,:‘on: their own: would put
‘when children will be watching; on biz in that time. ~~
“tin pitches ‘for the:.Halimark “biz. ‘Show ‘was: moved back -a day’ from.initial ‘scheduling so as het to.
the difference in impact: between’
- Norwich Pharmatal: and©S.. Cc ‘Understood agency ‘sent’ .out ‘the. conflict. with the. eve of the conclusion ‘of’ the.Passover holiday. .
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one ae TN: |
ot the Jewish people, “Years of Destiny,” for Monday, 10 to 10:30 pam.

shows
incolor and black & white.. Johrison each bought: 52 summer invites because sponsor ‘Halimark| .. Steve Lawrekee and Eydie Gorme. ‘signed:for four appearances on the | in
“We don’t. want. watered ‘down quartet. hours on NBC-TV. daytime. | wag having trouble: securing some |. Garry: Méore’ CBS-TV ‘show ‘next.season ...., Comic Charles. Manna‘
tv to the-point where it’s meaning- The web estimates .this” will ‘be time periods it desiréd on NBC-TV: guesting on. -WABC-TV's “Joe ‘Franklin’s ‘Memory Laie” show. today’
less pap. At the same time, we must ‘worth altogether about: $1,300,000: ‘Another: factor was the ‘sponsor’ 3 (Wed.):....'.. David Niven, .Brigid Bazlen, ‘Robert: :Merrill, Shelley: Win- |
remember we're playing to 49 mil- (Incidentally, this is the nas C.. desire to .widen. its horizons: on. ters and Maximilian Schell guesting on Fred Robbins’ “Assignment
ree Possible.‘Property .ideas. rae
Hollywood”: ‘this week... . ‘George ‘Hoover; -ABC-TV.frade.
e-press cofie:
‘ion. homes, and we have a definite Johnson -biz. for NBC"
| tact, off ona Virgin. Islands vacation this ‘week:.:.. . Dick E Iman, WBAI, ° aa
responsibility. For. example, we -years.)
UN. Y., public affairs director, back from a rest in: Switzerland -:Le An: have discussed social drinking, as |: ‘Besides:this,.Procter. &:Gamble}.
| nouwnicer: Chet: Gould signed: to do a: series of Buick commercials‘;
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another
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Dave: Garroway, who’ has’ ‘had a ferys on the “Land of Music” show this week. Ray. Bolger guests: onae
will feel this is offensive.
We have discussed how duly con- chunk of nighttime: summer biz -long: -:association . with. “NBC Ty | the show-May 8 .. . Marilyn Hare, daughter of pioneer ‘Ernie. Hare.-coming
from
Canada_
Dry;
.
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prior
to his. bowout on the “To- ‘(who -with Billy |Jones ‘comprised .The Happiness. Boys); ‘substituting. °
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more.
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|
Your
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‘..
s,
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board chairman Rebert: W: Sarnoff. and Dr.. Peter H. Odegard,—
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(Continued ‘on page. 42)
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25th‘
hational conclavé. of: the League. of- Worhen Voters, when ‘it.
special -events, at a Meal”ean: be.
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—
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| penheimer and: Warner Bros. prexy|
|
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This,
New York": :. .. “’ Casper: Citron’s guests on "WRFM today.
Kramer's WCBS Shit
‘|Jack L;. Warner regarding the pro{ducer joining Warners as a film’.- Norman Kranier,. assistant. direé. (Wed.): will ‘be: playwrights .“Arthur Kopit, Jack Richardson and -Jaek.
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NO WB FUTURE FOR
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ABC-TV Sea.Features: Seat
HitNielsen Jackpot and tv producer have. ended be+ On 24-City Rundown

ABC-TV's solid. 24-city Trendex
rating on. the preem of its “Hol‘Jywood Special” April 8 was confirmed in tt
the 24-city Nielsens. The
ABC’ feature films outrated all:
CBS and NBC shows competing.
with it over the two:hour span, It.
hit a 25.7 average rating and scored
a. 15% higher average rating than

“and on Friday. (20). Jane Fenda... i RCA. boss General David
tor of neéws:at: WCBS Radio;. moves
cause they couldn't: get. together over..asprodiicer of. WCBS-TV'’s Sarneff was honored by the Radio-TV. News. Directors: on the 50th an|niversay
of the sinking of the ‘Titanic ‘in. 1912,’ when he: picked ip’ the .
‘on terms: —
‘|New York Forum,” ‘pubaffairs ‘es
yarn by shortwave: award is-for “distinguished services j:
«ee for-S0.years
Oppenheimer, who “would Jiave
ries.
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replaces.
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Mel:
‘of
dedication
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‘under the proposed déal, said ‘we|’ “Appointed jn: ‘Kramer's: place: ‘at, yesumes-emcéeing “Charge: Account”. Monday (23): after a jaunt to the.
Orient; Hal March finishes ‘out: this week. as his pinchitter'‘on thé NBCwere not able to:make, a deal. We WCBS ‘Radio ‘is ‘Irwin Krakowsky..
PV: strip . « Steve Allen, Lucille Ball; Milton Berle, Gertrude: Berg,”
couldn't :‘get together in ‘certain Krakowsky,... before -being named
Polly
Janet Blair, Yul. Brynner, "Kirk ‘Deugias, Beb Hepe, ‘Lena
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ipation. | We
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;
oe sane: of.“58.”
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; Released from. the.scripting “agteaightyaoinea: that: has Kept him.
place with an 18.5 |rating, against| under wraps (and subject to raps) in ‘his current half-hour comedy...
M73 for NBC and~<17.1. for CBS. ~ series on NBC-TV, Joey Bishop is-all_ set to ‘start. fresh ‘next fall
“Ben Casey” was ‘again. out: front '-,when he moves from the: Wednesday 8:30 to 9 period’ to Saturd ay

accept a Peabody. Award for. the ‘station, ‘which is being cited for best.”

mn© ‘radio. entertainment:.. : ; Tom: Petree upped. to sales: service’ manager oS
- for. NBC-TV: Central Division .we . Al Weisman, .p:r. ‘director. for Footes:
-. Cone :& Belding, :off: to- Europe for: a month's tour..:.... Pa ul

“| manager-of: information ‘services for’ WBBM :Radio,. “dia the’ engage--'

in the top 20 with a 31.5. rating,
“nights 8:30, in front of the NBC movies. And in. anticipation. of| ment ‘ring. bit. and -gets hitched. next month*«. . WGN ‘producer. Phil.
* almost five points ahead of “Wagon | | .*the new series, Bishop was never happier in his life..For the “new” - Mayer takes a-bride in. July<'.: . Dick Junger has:been named. inidwest
Joey

. Train's” 26.8 in second place.

Bishop thatthe audiences will see and hear: next: season-in ”. salés manager. .of WGN-TV,,. ‘reporting: ‘to.. general: sales: ‘manager Irv

“The feature. films also. beefed |: his brand new format willbe the Joey Bishop more familiar to the -.-| Wilsen.: Nerm: Hoss is. conducting a.month-long tour of the Orient,-_
night Jack. Paar audiences’ and,- bre-Paar, °‘the.-nitery-vaude- : under ‘auspices: of Olson. Travel Organization, his WCFL radio spor".
up ABC-TY’s weekend standing, |late
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‘will be logging.25" broadcast. hours per-Monday. CBS was in front.on Tues-. ” {n Vanuery) that he deserved.no better than he got from the critics, : | WIND. deejay Heward : Miller:
day and Saturday and.NBC led on 7 ; the comic: was. ‘alluding to the fact that they this producers. arfd -_ seven. day. week on the.station... .:...Anthony. Eisley, one-of the “Ha-*
geripters) had. made: the mistake of overnight’. destroying the: tv -- waiian. Eye’. ‘principals, lias igned for a:Starring’ Fole in summer. stock.:
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AMERICAN DAIRY.

INTO ABC-TV ‘OZZIE’

‘American Dairy Assn., which is
moving out of its half-sponsorship
-of Dinah Shore’s .NBC-TV_ shows
next. season, has bought “Ozzie &
Harriet’ on ABC-TV. ‘on a similar
half-sponsorship ‘deal. Buy brings

back the ADA

ta ABC

hiatus of several years.

image that had ‘been ‘built up on: the Paar show. and.instead ‘create“Lat Salt Creek: -‘Theatre.‘in. insdale ‘come June... . :..Bob Keeshap returning |his°“Captain Kangaroo “Concert”. to. ‘McCormick Place this’;

- ing a Bishop entirely alien to his: video fans...

'. . How the “riew” Bishop will fit into the tv picture next ‘season a Saturday QD, with WBBM-TV doing an hourlong telecast the follow-. ."
will be pre-tested on his two-final entries of the ‘current season— .- ing night at 5.p.m.. «2. Ed Birnbryer, who had been. oir tlie: creative...

. May 2 and 9. On the former show he'll have Milton Berle as guest: ° ‘|staffs of NBC anda
«couple:of‘ad agencies, Joined Wilding.Ine.,creative .os,
-While continuing .to play a public relations.:man. Instead he'll be

. dept.

_

;

; “himself—a_tv: performer with his own show, with a format. flexible”.

‘enough to permit him to shoot. off.in’ all directions, but: primarily,

| -to take advantage- of .a quarter-century” of comedy. experience.” To...
|. accomplish. this he'll have a. quartet’ of: writers—Iz Elinson, Fred 7
- Pelee’ Bartholoxiew “becomes ézional gontrollies ‘ofVv “Wales |&
‘- Fox, Stan-Dreben antl. Harry. Crane, thus reactivating the services: :.; “West ih: an. executive- reshuffle at ‘the independent ‘station's - Sanaift
- of two scripters who toiled in the Bishop. comedy: vineyards: when --. th.q. Don:Roberts:is now. mabager of: TWW’s Bristol studios; . -¢Click :
: ‘he was ‘practically a- regular. on. the Paar -show.. (Paar. liked the.‘ deejay: Alan Freeinan ‘moves: back to. Westward-TV:: fora: -disk ‘show...

after aj Mriters. so. much nekeptthem for sable to:
But with Paar folding’.

hisis

la late night tv. en tent,

“Spin. Along"..which- was ‘killed. by ‘the. recent: actors’ .dispute.;

‘Signed.
for ‘another
26’ ‘segments
‘Dickie Hendersen
opP:was
was able tto:‘grab them: back. aim:Ane| Henders
"Show" .
‘on
A ciated
Re
ediffsion
=a
BBof “The:
in Dickie”

“. BBE boffins’ have:
‘Kern will stay on as:director-:
__- ].diseovered: how tomake: slow ‘motion ‘pictures,
ase ona.
eocta
“Derby Foods has come into “Leave |". The “new” Bishop show. will. tu
It To eBaver” for a minute per avdionee: “That makes a difference,be
on ;-Bistiop:
tam, ‘ut,“And
betore,
a
live - recording. system," withoat” ‘film *‘processing: delay*. . Alan.dete”
*.* Says.
Ws.
very.
_ In another major ABC-TV

week ona. 52-week deal.

buy,

. likely. that’‘NBC will ‘tinttt.up. Cone
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Labs

With Strike
aa
r MendsProgram Fences
|at

Meg was: New "York ialio.Independent whitch ‘in:‘February kicked.

a)mitTW
a

okvawe the rock.’n’ .roll’ habit. with’: nationally-heralded: withdrawal. "3©

~

it! period. that. featured: more: than. 60: consecutive ‘hours of Frank, ee Sinatra
tra: disks, is back on ithe big beat -stuff..
ae |
te
‘Station's “good -music” “try .apparently. ‘gave’. way ‘ander ‘the io

er

strain of negotiations for-sale to Westinghouse Broadcasting,- which"

oie culminated into. reports: last:week. ‘of.a WBC. takeover’: ip a few.

cor

“By: ‘BILL GREELEY

_* BidtoRecaptureLost Ground:

Under ‘stress of pew owners ind ie

AE any: ‘rate, .nightiinie ‘teen: fave “Murtay Kaufman. was back

‘chancing formats: that will ‘keep|:
_New. York. radio an enigma for the|:

ao? Jast week on a steady grind of chart’ pops. ‘C'T-N-T- music—tough -

‘next fewmonths, just.call.itGroup |

Joc)mY ‘tendeé”) strfounded. by -such. ‘spot. advertisers. as’ HIS pants—.
.

“London, ‘April 17.

‘Silence of the major companies.
Danny
‘Or‘mark.
Jerry?
“Big
question’
at’ the tas to what old favorites will be.

2" “Skiniest: slacks “under:.the sun; .no. belt to ‘bug -yah?”. National: - Cit
’ The. otie- sure thing:in’ the.‘cuir { “moment .(and., ore. which will: ‘returning to the commercial web.
ee! ‘advertisers, who were expected to come: in ~under the conserva-.".
following the settlement of the.
“tive: format, weré repped. by .Wrigley’s.:gum and: Gillette razor -: ‘rent ferment: is the ‘emergence of |. : probably be resolved ‘in a week.
“* . blades. Latter, which also: is. ‘prominent on -all-the-way ‘big: beat: ... New York ‘as. the. AM: showcase: of |’‘or 80):: is: “who - gets: the -top"” Actors’: Equity. dispute-.: ‘indicates
.
,° - WABC.-“(American. Broadcasting | radio- flagship) :is: apparently 4-the- nation’s : major... independent |. ABC-TV’ program. slot which. that. programming execs ate still
ioe le plucking futures in: the: peach-fuzz. mart...
-| broadcast ‘chains. Over,:the last’... Tom -Moore™ As. ‘relinquishing ‘”. WINS: daytime deejays also are in 4. ‘swing:‘back to ‘Top.“40, but -| few months, entrenched:RKO ‘Gen: |'. now:. that’ ‘he's | ‘moved :Up “ta. - in something of a dilemma. Question’ they face is:. to cast ‘eff soiled
“2s with. a few. folk: and’ stan dard-.tunes. tossed. In—and_ not. “without . eral’s . WOR: and.:; Metropolitan's «the "No.--I post. at. the” net- - ‘and
toiied pre-strike eyecatchers,
.) “a little ‘soul’ search along with: the: “Sout. Twist” (number: 40: in. - WNEW.. have --been:: met. on. the |.‘work: to succeed -Ollie: Treyz? ...
“Jor
to mount. new projects abovt-_
ae last week’s charts. anda comer), ©.
: “sources”” around.
|:
: Informed
“* * Gotham” “programmin g..and sales].
“the
n étwork say the ‘choice. will ‘| which there -‘fias..‘been s9 much ©
-Pondered. the: mi idmorning. ‘spinner’ ‘Friday. (13),“oe onder -‘it: front “by Capital. Cities’ WPAT;
ww

* =~"
people’ ‘want good. music?” ‘Then he dropped ta a. spi of “Hun- aoF ‘Storer’s
a

time. to think?.

‘WHN: and, battling: for al: be. :made--from: .“‘within! the .

-;house”. and that the two favor-: |.
~" “Probably lost ‘all, my audience;”” he, said in ‘post-musings, hint:~‘market:
Special in:
‘slice
the: Metropolitan
the.of,North.
New: Jersey) ite candidates appear to. be — which

‘garian Dance:‘No...5.”

All-station network meetings, at”
such things are being diplo‘matically
hammered out, ‘are, Te-. Danny. Melnick,’ who has been ©
And Jast week it was-revealed.that|._(Moore’s key” aide in’ program- .. ‘| portedly, lustrier and gustier than:
‘Westinghouse. - Broadcasting-‘will]. “ming, ‘and Jerry ‘Chester, head _ usual, They. have been. particularly
ae | make: its: New-York ‘bow with the}” ‘of: daytime .tvv -prograniming. . enfivened by execs from rpgional.
outlets who have not come out too |
” takeover ¢of WINS in a.few months. |:

uA -.4ng- for: any listeners left. that folks:
who:saythey.like.‘sod 8music. - counties, . Golden ‘Circle's. WJRZ.

clare: mostly. status.

cers,
Po

7

ss

.

.

SoftenstierTalsrs

badly: from the. dispute.

It’s the. “biggest—and. in ‘almost’
“every’ ‘ease the first—squaring-off
for ‘all concerned in: a single-mar-

ket battle for loot.:and’ prestige; >
‘(BSRepo

Wed.TVsd
in
~ 3Show Shuffle

-and ‘it will -be. more. fon to.-wateh|:

| have. ‘been lumped together as: one .
| “fee area” ‘under the new agreement. with. Equity.
This enables

| than.it will: be. -easy. to. win. - °°.
“The ‘widespread ‘public. indigna-¢‘The incoming: groups: have spent) , vs. . “don ‘over: the ‘recent death:of Ben-|.
an aggrégate ‘of .about.. $30,000,000
“lt apy: QKid). Paret :as.-a. ‘result of “a
|
for
their. New. York voives-—outlets |.
co
2: péating:- int ‘a. championship: box-|:
~. ‘fing: mateh-‘with . -Emile :Griffith ai |ARO-TWs feruns of|“The Rifle: that were worth: about’ $4,000,000: S
‘man”™.
‘this
sumanier
--will
switch:
‘Jess than ‘a decade ago. The outlay |
:. > most: spilled over onto the-ABC-TV-

Western Omelet ~

.

Lords of. the “local operations,
ever hot on the idea ‘of setting up
‘|their own intra-regional network,

station-to-station transmissions in no less than seven regions for the.
price of. one, so far as artists. fees

are:

concerned.

Provided

they -

SP ight: ofthe Week” telecasts on from the’ wsual.:: ‘repeat’ pattern. 4s a reflection of the robust profit. “Last ‘minuté moves -‘at |“CBS-TV- don't. program to London, the Mid-.
‘Mixed-in with“'The Rifleman” will: picture: elsewhere along the chains, |.
lands or the North a regional .pro” - Saturday’ nights..Outbreak ‘of ‘sta- ‘be-“about.‘'a..dozen
‘stanzas from and. an. ‘indication of the eagerness. fo.“checkerboard. ‘the. new: season ducer need pay an actor just. over
.. tion doubts about: carrying the. tv. ‘afother . western. . series.
“Law: of to. Carve .a. piece ‘of ‘the’ New: York finds. “CBS ‘Reports” . ‘slotted: $44-for a seven-station. performbouts was, howéver,-put. under. con-,
*;

the. ‘Plainsman.”
|! ‘billings: where- “the top. station’ Wednesdays at,"”7:30,.--.dinstead :of. its ance, which would. hardly. ‘burst the
-* trok over. Jast weekend.
or
' Latter show, a. ‘onetime NBC-TV:| ‘grossed. $7,000,000: last’ year... » Leurrent’ berth: Thursdays at 10 p.m. ‘ program . budget.
ree Lawrence ‘H. Rogers,. exec. vie entry,hasMichael Ansera
4
starring: -A top. ‘station. exet, . ‘yéteran of |
“CBS ‘Reports’. switch: was - one. . With. such” ‘a chance’ to whip up .
ves. prexy: of. the Taft ‘Broadcasting
‘the New. York radio wars, predicts |: :
~

‘chain with ABC.affils in Cincinnati
and” ‘Lexington,: originally.-stated.

‘Jast “week: that -WKRC, Cincinnati,’

prestige

as’ -producérs,.

stations

it will take Pulse Inc.,. Big: Brother | of'‘three programming moves made, like’ Scottish-TV, Southern-TV. TV.
in’ -the--watching .of:Metropolitan’ as the schedule of the other net-. Wales. & West and Andglia-TV. have
| listeners. and. Big Daddy ‘in the.re-| works became. firmer and the sales

TV-Ratio'
$‘Hfect

‘agreed to polish up the program
| port: :to’.ad. agencies .and. their‘ pressures. greater. “CBS. Reports”: exchange Bit, a maneuvre actively
|| clients, ‘at-least ‘six ‘months: t0-Fe- opposition in: its‘ new. time: slot’is’ in operation. before the ‘strike.
- ““gider his decision; which: was made:
| flect any. audience. response to the | ABC-TV’s hot “Wagon Train”. and | First-in. is TWW which is taping a
‘NBC-TV's. new 90-minute oous
»_ o> Lyyithout: consultation with ‘the net- ||
chang es. - :.
‘play. for a .12-drama‘ exchange,
' .: Work...Fact that Gillette is willing | “.me
“Meanwhile; the ‘newcomers. ‘have’ “The Virginians.” 'CBS-TV -felt project.
“CBS
Reports” |would supply |al-+.”" ¢o-continue the identification of its:| 9
earn |‘the dual: problem ‘of. building *‘a
vot
brand “name: with. the ‘fight tele+
@.| solid rating and a prestige “image’ | ternative: -programniing .for .:one .Further pacts involving : the.
cst @asts: was ‘a. powerful argument.in|
at¥e3
@.| in the. city where ‘70% of the. ad-. thing, - and. ‘corral youngsters un- ‘small commercial contractors will
|". -gwinging .over:the Taft. station and."
“| vertising: industry can: match. the: ‘able :-to view the Web's pubaffairs inevitably. make the major’s thorny.
we,
“albany;
“april
7.
|task of securing the fall. network.
"Jazz of ‘salesmanship:.and promo-|: showcasé- at. 10 p. m. °
i+ @ few other doubting Thomases :to |".
oo stickwith the “Fight of the Week.”'| Phe: seven-member’. Aerstative tion with. the. knowhow. and. taste’| ° Other: - : considerations «: “also | ride.eveh more difficult. Also the
committee
‘named
‘to.
“conduct:
ae
“of programming -‘by a simple twist; prompted. the.”three-way. . ‘switch. local, lads” ‘ever increasing fiscal
: Rogers ‘also. ‘presented~ ABC-TV
‘CBS-TV’s.. “new - ‘hour . situation Physique allows them more and
* a .‘with ‘another kind: of problem with ‘complete | investigation. = into: “att of the dial:phasés: of .boxing”. in ‘New ’York
It: was -no toss of: the:coin’ that: comedy, . “Fair. Exchange,” origin- |‘more. to’ resist the temptation of
Majors .
an Total ©news: :shows .on: ‘WKRC: “at ‘State—as the result-of fatal injur-' ‘decided Storer on its Miami. for. ‘ally .dad been set. against .“‘Wagon “cheap” network fodder.
with the.résult that des. suffered ‘by. welterweight .cham-|.mat “of: “beautiful «music” and: Train” and “Virginians.” .Web,.. in can no longer be certain that a new
-7 10 p.m.nightly
n
pion
Benny
Parét
in
his
bout
with
a
‘commercial
sense,
‘may
“be
able
‘show
will
be
lIaunclied
with
full.
“tatal™
information
news”
‘instead:
"7" “there would have to be @ 10-minute
ol “- @elay: in: the. network. feed: each’ Kid. Griffith—is .studying, -among of: its. top 40 big-beating in’ Phila-. ‘to-afford losing rating points with: ‘complement. of regional stations'« Might. ABC execs have-pointed-out. ‘other: things, “the ‘effect ‘of.Fadia |-delphia. when. it launched. WHN. “CBS Reports,”. but not with “Fair plugging in. Additionally, the re1 Capital.’ Cities. had. the - built-in: Exchange:”” So-the first. hourlong gional _toppers have found - ”
] >. that this will create. a flock of tech- ‘and.‘television. on boxing.” :
"nical problems.:which -will take: a |: ‘The -Senate-Assembly. Rules. -adul t-audience and advertiser-ac- situation’ comedy was moved. to more than one: occasion. ©‘that. a.
.!. “Jot‘of-money to solve. In- addition, | Committees resolution. authorizing|‘ceptance ‘of -WPAT's ‘distinctive what ‘is: Considered a ‘safer. berth, locally-aimed show is. good compe
at 9:30 p.m., against. NBC- tition ‘for a big BBC entry.
:
*) ABC execs -gald’ the ‘delayed feed: the: appointment. ‘of the. joint com-| “throu gh “programmed... ‘music” Fridays
TV's “Viya- Judson’ s° Meay”. and
~.2. dea ‘has “been. tried.‘before - and raittee,‘specified’ the “effect of ratfspund., Still, there: ‘was -apprehien: |’
-‘But while the program planners
“Continued
‘on.
Page
45).
(Continued.
on
page’
M2)
vo
f
(Continued
on:
Page:
sal
. in’..non-major
outfits, eternally .
«| > “was-found, impractical..

‘... .:. Would. drop’ “Fight: of the Week.”

_. Rogers: later said he would’ recon- |:

“cP nls: proposal to” insert 10-minute

. Rogers said he planed to.deutch |

ae “Dateline: Cincinnati” May. 21 and.|°
".”. pun. it through’ the summer .on ‘an.

“*-“:experimental.-basis: He said if the |"
“results
Pot
oe

were ‘encouraging it could.|:

eth

- Decline&Fall.ofTVVill

"°° Sead ‘to similar innovations in’ all |’:
- * Daft’ broadcasting markets and -to| ‘
r
+. @: major reappraisal of. prinie time:}.new: "dramatic ‘seriesmost ‘ty
p

en
_

to ‘assert “their indepen- .

{Continued on Page 44)-

we\igCancer Scare
For ‘CBS Reports’

=| but hisest iathti

Ben: Neasey, is.tharaly ever: at are. “reeognizable:. human . beings,
‘yet, he's never really. wrong. ‘who-:act out’ recognizable human.
... patterns throughout television... He: season don’t. have.’ ‘villains, not} and:
Kil dare isa well-meaning, :bright, situations” "‘while’ Disney ..As’.just}
” “:. gaid the move -was ‘dictated by the: ‘often’ anyway... And ‘this: has helped ;kid. .Old:. stuff?: ..Not Teally, be:= ‘plain | gi
" kid stuff).

wee “total. -absence :of regulat” prime. establish. attend; and-as abomin- ‘causé he is still quite subject to

i. time news exposure jn the eastern’ able as ‘some’ ‘people .think. trends ‘the :errors of intellect’ and. emotion:
‘are. .i¢ has: nonetheless been: a

l

“Gime:-zone: and ‘the’ absence of. real

If nothing etse, these shows have

of the
‘demonstrated: to many the: benefits canExploration.
cer controversy
is‘cigaret-lung
planned as.

that any. ‘legit human: suffers.
es ‘accruing. from responsible script
ae selective, Brogram: Sholees.in:Rone source ‘already of unexpected :-aid case.-pf intellectual value, accord- -writing:. The one big. problem, of -an- hourlong. “CBS Reports” pro‘|atid ‘comfort: to’ network. :Senter- ing to..some. observers, is “Defend- ‘course, is‘that many. good ‘writers: gram next-season. Exec producer

RRankOrign
BBi

|] taipment’”. fate. ee

ers,” where. both ‘lawyers, .father have ‘decided.-against. writing for Fred Friendly recalled. he had han‘It. Is widel; felt! ‘that ‘tite Dé: and:: ‘son, ‘are not: merely: labeled. filmed. tv,- ‘often. on the theory dled the subject on. tv in 1955, in
‘feriders” ‘on CBS-TV, “Dr. Kildare” as -idéalists' but aré constantly foneé. evidently quite sound) that ‘a two-parter, under the banner of
on NBC-TY. and “Ben: Casey” on ‘showing ‘why they are .idealists. the. only -qualitative ‘tv.‘writing “See It Now,” with Aluminum Co.
re
“| ABC-TV have tried to shun the old]Translated’
7
that. means .the. pro-. done is fot live-dramatic program- of: America sponsoring. .
\fashioned: “black and .white ducers of the. CBS-T¥’er are ap- ‘ming. . ‘It ‘was. obvious in: the mid-.
Speaking of this season, Friendly
Taramas,”. 80." prevalent. on -ty, in: parently aware at. all times of that dle’ and late 50s that this: live: tv said that the subject o£ commu| favor. of. ‘a:-complex middle ‘ground good. old: fashioned, : but otherwise ‘stuff -was. intentionally - designed :to nism, the Cuban invasion and the
wherein’ charactériation. ‘fs a mat-. ignored; -‘device ‘called character be... qualitative: (ie.,’ they ‘wanted ‘U-2 Affair, would be. discussed by.
“Zordon, Aprit’17. . ter of: gray-.shades. Because. all development...:).. an audience but were not going to ‘Allen’ Dulles, former head of the
‘ake “largely” ‘diversified:.Rank. three shows have been: so. commer-|: ‘Add. P to” these |‘three 2 “fourth— ‘go commercial in order to get one). Counter- Intelligence. Corp., ona.
a
= ‘Organization it,“ “has -:. interests cial: (Le, audience eticrs):a& well, “The ‘Dick’ Powell: Show,” an -hour Likewise, -‘since ‘the -four’ ‘shows “CBS Reports” episode. Tentative
“:panging ‘from- feature ‘film: ‘pro-. a: ‘thought. like “the grayer. the betanthology aired. via NBC-TV.. This herein:. discussed:are. commercial, ‘date for the Dulles interview, ‘to
‘2 “duetion,.: supply “of -filmie -equip- ter” appears: ‘to-have definite: valid-: Four’ Star. production isn’t ‘big“on’ few. people. recognize: ‘they: are also ‘be handled by. Eric Sevareid, is
'-' ment: and:.a. stake: in’ ‘commercial sity.; -‘Together, they: have given: tv: unmitigated |‘villains-either, al- ‘qualitative. May ‘10. In a refiective. mood,
"’. tv to ‘health ‘clubs, bowling: alleys, a’ ‘Tittle --more™ heart to: break ‘with: ‘though:it has. spread :a -ecouple- or’ The danger is that other’ tw. pro- ‘Friendly said that sponsors of. pub“2 music. publishing -and-. more—has ‘the “sausage factory” Jink.: ‘three’ over.‘some. 20: hours -of script ‘ducers who: ‘turn: ‘to ‘new ‘doctors affairs shows have matured. He
whe -bid: to ‘add :the. Murphy. :Radio out-:|- Each-.of the ‘shows. (and all:of ‘material; : Still, ‘the Powell, hour,; for: medication’ or new. lawyers for said Tidewater OiJ,.
which has.
an fit to its. empire. .Murphy, .makers ‘them. began this~ season. and. will according. to’‘much. of the. body. ex-: defense - against | ‘assault (and ‘tv bought full sponsorship of the up“54 and tetailers: of tyand radio: sets return. next season, which. in itself. .pert, : “uncannily. - ‘hits the’: targets. needs” both. medication. and de- coming “CBS Reports: Birth Con-.
> land ‘other electrical instruments, is: quite a: feat. for. new, tv’ series), ‘(however ‘modest ‘it gets for itself fense; it still seems). might victin-. trol and the Law,” jumped the gun
: J; also, has-a: 11% holding. in British: shuns ‘easy answers.:. If. is typical and. seemingly ‘can only: be matched: ize themselves. .:If-they are self- ‘on publicizing the show, going out.
“:. “Relay |Wireless: &' Television,. ‘the of. them. to.-get, into conflicts. that ‘for’. bullseye .work: by. the.equally victimized,.it'll only be because with. ‘releases before |the network.
©. , $45,000,000 “piped”-radio-and tv. are: essentially intellectual... (thia uncanny: Walt Disney...
the sponsor's
they have followed the: broad .out- Friendly. ‘admired
a ‘Broup.. ‘Rank intends. to mérge’ the.
ne iro.being ‘relative to average tv. Powell ..doesn’t. show any “Opvi- Hines, of format trends without ‘also: -eagerness:.in what could be Te.|.garded a controversial area.
_ (Continued, on page. 38)
_ {Continued on:
pas:a le _, fare ‘From, these.2 Intellectual. ait. ous8 bent fordeep.‘ntellectualizing,|

d

. ey:
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: a ‘Bernstein. has ‘been: Sppoint- a

-diréctor-of sales promotion and |
Reception by 4o-izW ’ bed
|Savertising
for ziv-UA,succeeding |.
| Leo Gutman. who moved. ‘over. to] . Jo

.

on Code nein "Ein, aecmn 0s Hopkin KCOP Slot_
Paramount . Pictures as‘advertising. _.

:

| Promotion’ manager. Asdirector offJenn ¥iearsApril17. 7
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question
who ‘will |”|
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4
feati films.
resd
v.‘sis
Pius vovertak * American ‘ends,in. vid: ae
were uvaity
vy ‘come!
ket. for gens
wi

board. Pix distribs feet that station |.
operators, aware of the tastes of}

| | fheHolywood: Roosevelt ‘Club. 2."

eel cratic people setting examples for can
i _ - |the ‘rest of :the world”: is ‘not to =~

Veepee-general |wales |

Code Authority, at ~the US, Weather 3wesw inGaive:fonmanager of:theentedsubsi eel it a!

orgdnization, said he would ‘shortly|:
make a trip to N.Y. -to hold ‘meetings with major. pix distribs.on. his.
proposal. Execs of major distribs |
sayto date they. haven't heard.from |: ~
Swerey- option for Swezey in N.Y. ©

oe

“-:" “Veountries for’ CBS Films, declared.

>

pix distributors, remain opposed suspended all. ‘regular program- it“was ‘disclosed here’ by Robert

NAB's

:.

ahi media.” Baruch addressed Ad
ae an

the station |ty. market which it plans:to enter, |

10, BAtonal Saeneyee dnecer ty ming.and. remained on the air con-|B.. Morin,

| a
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*gational: outlet (WTTW)..that operates largely from funds: con- . |). Thrst

By LES BROWN.
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:: Viewers per program in:prinie time. If hhasn’t yet becomeacompeti{tutes
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.
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"Gladstone pressed the matter. of.
‘tv series and commercials.’ For.
_after -the network“ gave" yp" plans | ye arguing: from their point. of view,: the -period ended :March ‘15, .’62, ‘economies in reviewing -Yoder’s|
for’ late ‘night ‘network ‘Program: “4
“| maintain’ networks ‘when they’. ‘sup Metro. ‘TV grossed: $8,285,000-jar statement page by page. Yoder had
iply:: pix to affils: “offer ‘program-. the'28-week period, against $3,7
1 stated’ atone point that, in his
| ming: “that affils “themselves: can.
last |.programming ~ philosophy, local
for’.a comparable. ‘Period ‘last
“Tayout according to. Mike.Roberts, ot
7| Washington, ‘Apeit Wt ‘|pick. up..locally via ‘syndicators. 000.
news and discussion offered the
year. a
ae manager. vf ‘WBC. Program, .
New. regulations ‘promulgated. ‘in What. :¢reative programming. role|. ’ Overall tv’yevenues for the ‘com- ‘best. ‘service to the community,
ales
doés a network. play ‘in: ‘telecasting.
--Unlike : ‘the: Storer: ‘syndication: ‘Brazil hikes:- the | amount: ‘of: ‘tele-|‘pix?.is the query raised: Those. sta- ‘pany ‘was $13,368,000. for the 28- ‘since: general. pntertainment shows.
“ "Operation; which: handles.’ outside- vision’ time allowable: for :‘showing |:tions loaded: with pix, :if ‘they. fly -week: period -erided March 15, .’62, ‘were abundanfly provided by the
against -$10,124 000 for. the ” com- networks and syndication sources.
..
.. produced:. shows, ::
WBC °.Program of:foreign: ‘vidpix, mostly American;:
the: banners. of ABC-TV and. NBC| He. pointed out that, accordingly, —
-:sales is geared: only’ to sell hhome- | ~The Fegulations, ‘part ‘of .a: gen-) TV,: now: to a‘degree. find them- “parable: period. Jast year.
:Total company: ‘activities, ‘accord- ‘97%: of WNBQ’s live schedule was
produced: ‘prodiict. : “That: ‘includes.
selves. ‘in -program’ s¢ompetition ing. to the report, stated that: the informational while the remainder 7
: the. series.. of hourlong’ ‘Interel. eral: -overhaul ©‘Government. move.
- foturentaries:. “which -is ‘being: to - ‘control the.”: radio : ‘spectrum, with their own-nétwork® The. pub- first half ‘of -the. ‘company’s. fiscal. ‘wasallocated to entertainment |
lic, in the instance of. Saturday. or: ‘year slumped to $2,553,000,: or $1 shows of.'a cultural nature, those
- turned out: in a. four-nation’ ‘hook- would: ‘permit .:foreign: ‘tapes : and
“up: Six Intertel shows are already:|’films * to: be ‘aired: for. 60° minutes ‘Sunday night, is‘given a choice of a share, from $6,684,000, Or.2.65 being the classical “Artist’s Show-.
a: prime-time: ‘pix’ ‘blockbuster. or: a a.‘Share 2 year. earller.ae
“"in- the syndication market: with’ six
- case”: and the orchestral “Patterns
; More “due! in--the- next year... —-:"| during. -“each: : “broadcast “period ‘Tate. night: blockbuster. How -‘many.|.
| In: Music.”
péople ‘who. might. have Viewed
from.
noon
to
3:30.
p.m.,
3:20
rm..
‘Another key.show. in the WBC.
~Gladstone, in his cross-examina* syndication. list -is “its. “Broadcast to. 7-p.m.,-7 ‘p.m, to: 10:30 p.m: and later'in the night were~ “satlated
|
tion, ‘asked whether it wasn’t a
“s News Service,’. which offers:-sev- from .10: 30° pam."to noon -‘the’.fol- with an early evening pix?
.|
“fact
of economic life that news, These: ‘are. not. academic. ‘ques:
. eral. daily.-and: weekly ‘hews -wrap-|’Jowing:: day.
_ (Continued
ontinued on
on page “)
4
<u
id
to.‘ stations :from|.: They. supplant rules: witteti: have: tions.’ ‘Stations ‘throughout: . the
ps |
Provided .by| -direct, line.. Al-' ‘allowed --only. 30 -mitiutes. for the country: pioneered in. pix. telecast. [:
:.Washington
ing,
‘at
a
time.
when.the
three
net-|
prime’
time:-sot
‘and
‘20%
of
each
~ Shough: a. Westinghouse ‘.service,
“there’s no.“company identification of :the: ‘remaining: broadcast day. works :firmly turned. thumbs down.}. ae bulk buy: of telefilm. ‘was made.
“fn. the news so.that non-WBC sta- segments” for, showing |of motion on telecasting .of cinematics. Webs |
And only two-thirds of then. ‘argued :that: “we're. Rot. 8 last. week’ by” WVUE-TY,. in. New
-.. tions - can -avoid’ that cuffo - plug.: ‘pictures.
‘Orleans. Outlet: bought’ ‘the: entire | » ACohtinued |
on.“page: 5)
The. service is: now being: carried this..time’ ‘Can. ‘hedevoted to" for-|:
‘feign ‘films.
2°.
~ [available NBC Films.. catalog: for. a
-Continned ‘on.Page.45). |
“Foreign. riewsieels ‘tid:animated).
otal “of. (1,165. ‘half-hours and: 47|,
Lo7 cartoons for: children’s-programs
. [ull-hour pleces,. most, of them: re- “MCA TV's: off-network, newlyi. -- outside the - 7-10:30 p.m.: segment}.
released — “Checkmate” © hourlong.
rung...mS
. don't. count, under the Fegulations. |‘The? “WVUE.- deal’ gives NBC vidfilm series:‘has been: sold to 11
. Effective: ‘date. of the ‘new: scheme “markets
is:next Jan: 1:..The sundown was
L
- Cincinnati, “April 17. | Films “a product sellout .in'|New
‘Initial ‘deals. were ‘made ‘with

“".

huis. ‘That. brings. the mduced.

Ob

* earying‘:the. WEC-produced, *90minute. show to 15. Both of. the}.

WayDownYonder bh
New. Orleans They:Just”

Eat Up NBC Film. Shows|

cPost-'48s Loom

«RigiinMCA.Deal

aNcYENOUIRER
DROPS: ITS1 ‘mach

‘given: “by: .the...’ U.S:: ‘Commerce Barly: printing: ‘deadline, : which: Orleans,: since ‘both: other .N.O: sta-'
often: ‘Made: program: ‘listings dn- tions (WDSU- and ‘WWL): are ‘also
Dept.. in its-weekly. Foreign ‘Com
-¢
correct; wasthe chief-reason given
merce Feview:.
‘Related . ‘to. the’ talked “about |:
2...” by. the-. Cincinnati. Enquirer |-for|.carrying. NEC-distribbed. celluloid.
7 “merger: ‘of: .MCA:and -Universal is}‘
Po dropping its TV Magazine _after. This is the second: US.. tv. mar“wis Ups ‘Goodman’. *-::|more ‘than a year:of Sunday edition ket;’. other ‘being: N.Y.C; -where
_ the acquistion for-distribution -by|
dborge
Goodiman,
‘
‘of
.
WLIB,
a TV of:the ‘Universal: ‘Bost-’48.
izisertions.. Press ‘work.of the 56- NBC.Films: has. ‘achieved syutiie
1 NLY:,. has. been promoted from. news. page. pocket. size color. job. was done|S
ra
’MCA. has’‘carefully: studied ‘the editor :to: pubaffairs divector, with in’ Detroit... Lis€ings . were .of the}: ‘Tesladed” in:the” “WVUE * deal.

IhMarket Sale 7
~ On Checkmate’

WPIX, N.Y.; KTTV, Los Angeles;
‘WGN-TV.. Chicago; 'WMAL. Wash-.
ington; WALA, Mobile; WPTA. Ft.
‘Wayne; KVOA..Tucson; KLZ, Denér;, WXYZ, Detroit: K
. Port
land, Ore.;: and KPHO,™ hoenix.

Series consists of 70 hour episodes.

' New sales on “Dragnet,” recently
acquired by MCA TV from NBC
": ftierits’ ofthe [pix library and ‘is/!responsibilities’ for <documentaries;.} three .‘Ciney.. ‘and two Dayton,_'O oe ‘were “Flight?’-:“Pony “Express,” Films, include KTLA, Los Angeles;
“ready. to. go ‘with it once :the: ac-| editorials ‘and “special” features. {video | stations. programming. “’ “Riley,” “Blue. “Angels,” .“Union -WMAR.. Baltimore; ‘WILX, ‘Jacke °
.-,quisition. is -effected:. Distribution". Charles Herndon, forinerly™ sta- | Substitution ‘by: the’ Enquirer: As. Pacifie,”.ae -“Gildersleeve,” “Danger. son; Mich.; KETV, Omaha: WSM,
of the. U library of ‘re-"48's. was, ‘tion’ newscaster;. has. -been- upped" a 16-page’ fold-it-yourself:. green: Is . “My” Business, ial “Boots |.é -Sal- Nashville; and “WDAM,
Hatties“handled” by.. Screen‘ ‘Gems..: MCA: to news: director: ‘He. will -be-:as- supplement ‘‘of.. seven-day listings dles;” :.and: ““Hopalong _ Cassidy. ae burg..: Series of 276 segemerts
-: *handled;- and ‘still. does. :the’ Para-. sisted- by:.Clarence. Rogk,:news.ae. for the same’: ‘stations: vaimed. to Some’ ‘of the stuff is new to NO, ‘available has... been sold. in 50.
sD mount Bictures:prea Mbraty. Aporter”2
.
‘and.
d.tape .
editor. Bo
“Imarkets,
e ‘better. serye” is Feaders. «Bet “rest o.itis-‘Tepeat there. vo

Wednesday, April 18, 1962

“Run Silent, Run

Deep” (25.8°) runs off with Sunday Night

Wednesday, April: 18, $962
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...and look what’s coming on “Hollywood Special”!

TIS

;
:
:

Movies are better than ever
...on ABC-TY.
Kicking off “Hollywood
Special” Run Silent, Run Deep
grabbed itself a 25.8 average
rating,* outrating every program
from 8:30 to 10:30 on Nets Y& Z.

In point of Nielsen fact,
it made ABC the top-rated Network on Sunday night, with a
‘23.2 average? A higher rating
than any night on any other
network.
A glance, above, at the up-

comingschedule should leave no
doubt as to this line-up’s ability
to score in similar fashion on
forthcoming Sunday nights.
Movies, anyone?
.
AB C -TV

*Source: Nielsen 24 Market TV Report, Average Audience, Monday thru Sunday, 7:30-11 PM. Week ending April 8, 1962.
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“30
Vtooked ike.
I ry‘moderate-sized ‘Ariny: tittietn
‘| blanket into the gaping crevice. For/*
For
those who might. have: been forced

to turn away from: the’ spectacle,|*

| Dr. Cole kept-them abréast of thei

|

-

#..-

{ proceedings by a running play-by- | p,4yplay or snip-by-snip. commentary. |

| stepping '“design. ‘for’
|
“the. cloning. Th e-operation. ended |successfully

ces Reports:
:
Jatt native. director, and: ‘George. Kreis oo
There’s no end to surprises ‘on “Skip to My Lou” number. . ;
"1 |ler.a highly ‘talented writer, Inthe.‘ ...
with the. discovery and. extraction:
Qn the misfiring line “were. Phil -Of the culprit—the cutest. bag of
“CBS Reports.” .Usually the pub“| Pease of Kreisler, showed a-refresh-: :~affairs ‘showease exam{nes . some | I
">
Ting touch“of: ‘originalify. The .pace, .:
ith:| Zalistones ever.
¢
exhibited: on. “tele
public. issue scriously, intensely,
’ “| which. ‘was: :a. definite asset.: in °
|
Vision.
and for the most p t with no-|
D
’
Tt was a hi
half-hour shocker, equiv- BBC‘Cash’s Arno: show, .was occasions
t
room-for-humor.. honesty.: What’s the lengthy ‘yound. ‘concerning ‘the
‘alent: “to: Staging an. educational| Alan. .exes much |‘traveled: ; ally: missing here for. which, ‘again, .. grimmer. than taxes, the
sub-. | lady who swallowed a fly, ‘Kantor, ‘autopsy at a Sunday..picnic... In ‘and -competent -reporter in ‘.'the. the emcee: ‘was ‘to, blame: Kraus’
ject of “CBS Reports” last outing? oo, got caught in the folksy web. ‘fact, this: ‘program: could ‘set. a new. BBC's. “Tonight”: team, :which is
is | zanieés*proved --Sometimes ‘on. the. oe
ot
How did “CBS Reports” play At?: ‘After some pretentious dialog with: pattern for Sunday .afternoon eternally -seeking’ the .inuswal, ‘dull .side. ."~..
Meredith about . ‘the meaning .‘of. ‘shows. If stich a friendly show ‘title } missed ‘out with. ‘this:.separately
|." Program teed off with. an. ‘apoio.
For laughs. Some joke!
oe,
“Amurrica,” he took on: the guise ag“Meet ‘The Professor” can shake mounted show; In an: ‘effort to es ogy ‘on the. part.. ofthe -producer." *:
Mortimer M. Caplin, the: Com- of. a. balladeer, ° geetar. and “all, | 24
who ‘told the audience that it was. ”..
‘missioner
of Internat
Revenue with a. tune-about.a hound -dog. viewers up so. thoroughly, imagine:
Service, smiled himse%f .through It wasn't: Presley, :‘but it.‘wasn't what: -horrors. could. lurk |‘behing. Randolph: Hearst, Whicker: visited. actually: planned: to. ‘let. either.
[| shows with ‘titles-like. “Face. The. his colossal home,’San Simeon. But: Frank. Sinafra-or Danny. Kaye.do ©:
“The Taxed American-Prelude to
‘Burl. Ives, either.
- such a meaty subject. as the Hearst: ‘the emceeing ‘job; but since :Sin- .** _ April 15,” the titl of Thursday's}: Some of .James- Lewicki’s paint- - Nation,”
legend. denianded . more than a. 20. -atr4 ‘was. too
| OF:
ive and. ‘Kaye’. ‘(12) ~—s lafffer.
CBS'-:.:
Newsman ings, used as. backdrops, helped ‘ports"™ aiid:
forming
Arts.”.
“With
the
right
draminute look round. Enchanted Hil}, {not ‘available ‘because “of. other ©.
‘Harry Reasoncr creased his lips oat the: Americana, mood. best:
‘inatic
twist,
Leonard
Bernstein
and
five.
minutes
of
.
‘flashbacks
“and,
comniitments
they"
‘weré.
forced to’: .:
- upward. and his. eyes popped mere}! of all. :
;
7 Gros. . + his: Young: ‘Peoples. Concerts could five minutes of -interviews.|
:| take Fred ‘Kraus..as:a. modest sub-"!...°.
rily when he ‘stated .an. ‘editorial
“.. make “The Untouchables”: hang ‘up |- * Although Whicker’s: commentary ‘stitute. . “fr course, “hot true,” but...
bias for the show.
Reasoner said
‘Young People’ 's‘Concert: '-: ‘Hits holsters... Thus, iristead. of. being. was “bitingly: -‘delivered. in his: a “good gag.)
he and the network are for the
_For. the last of this..concert a television’s: “intellectual ghetto,” ‘near-:tongue-in-cheek.’ style,.American taxpayer, an honest man.
. Kraus: “then. Tea | the: “viewers : “fo
ries
this season, maestro '
bleachSunday afternoon~could. be.- the: missed out on whole. phases ‘of. he through the. program ‘whose differ-:.
the
If that isn’t playing to.
in’ took a, backseat (that's, swingingest ‘joint in’ town.
| Bert
‘Pictorially,.: however, .‘the: ent numbers, held’ together® by a= «|
ers:
story...
ta.bis customary |~ . Dr. Cole’s surgical exercise was: program. must have: amazed. the -“stary “line,” incuded some. -sur- *..'.
relativVe, of course,
Then there were the ‘scenes status
as solo frontlin er) to some}
played between the taxpayer. and young ferformers., A 20-year-old presented: in’ cooperation. with 'the- conservative: ‘British: who. had not: prises. A particularly pleasant sur-< -~
th Internal .Revenue agents,
AlYdouble-bassist, Gary Karr, 21-year- Assn..:-for Higher. Education. ‘in ‘a@seen-similar :clips earlier, And ‘the: prise ‘was.Connie. Francis, who con-' | oe
horn-rimmed
bespeckled - agent, ‘old twin -pianists: Ruth and Naomi ‘bi-weekly’ report on the-activities’ recounting : of.” Hearst's: -exéesses tributed ‘two:songs: a talented-Gal--- :
‘of. the -nation’s. professors: over. the. and -the -ultra-extrayagance of -his |lic ‘singer by ‘thé name ‘of. Marcel:" © young and diligent in appearance, Segal; assistant conductors Maurice
/Herm. | | art colléction,: gardens, private :zoo:
fall: academic range.
~had a taxpayer sitting at his desk.
lovely ‘Kessler sisters’:
, the‘dancing:
Amont“two:
‘Peress and .John |Canarina and a.
va 7 and San Simeon itself.
fprovided ‘an: ‘with
stints; among)...
Charitable contributioris were the number of other people ran the|| others... “The ‘Aime. ‘Barelli: orch |
tal
subject. The taxpayer averred. he show for the. first halfhour: of- this]: = ‘Bell: Telephone ‘Hour +] awesome; if sketchy,
Some’ rare film Showing Hearst, supplied the’ ¢atchy music, Kreisgoes to church every Sunday: aiid CBS-TV: special on Friday..(13). and,|.BR. the casting one. would presume
makes. a donation.
“I also :go to.1 in many cases, played major instru- ‘the. ‘“felephone Hour” .Friday. on| Marion. Davies ‘and .others at a pri-' Ter himself: showed up in .a: brief :a
n
:-the ‘vate beach.party, triumphantly: se-. but amusing: violin. sketch. Another my
chureh on. holidays,” he.. added, mental: parts in the second when NBCL-TV;- “Springtime:
with a great show of ‘sincerity..| Bernstein resumed the.batoning. Tt Park.” -was ‘an .attempt te."got. an: cured by BBC from Ben Lyon who- sketch. (‘A:.Woman’s Fate”),.
atidience.
mix.
-that:
included
the
There were other scenes of a farm‘attended the ‘shindig, misfired in-. which everything had to go wrong,core
was fun.
er down ou his iuck, a flight engi-/ ‘It’s been said before: Bernstein youngeters, ..the- _oldsters: and. the somuch -as' they -were :too’ ‘comic to. saw: ‘Kraus: ‘in action..
jn-betweeners.
.:-neer upholding the merit of a bar is one of video's best teachers. “He |.
} ! fit the ogre-like image built up by'|dn
“all, :it.-was, enjoyable :
‘ettters
Teen :lures were. ‘ chipgs: Sandy. the ‘commentary. ‘Even’ an inter--‘tainment even if it wasn't up to.the
tab as a business expense. Vincent does it: with charm, and his knaw-.
Sardi, Jr, of w-k. Sardi’s, - also. -how is undisputable. CBS’ “Young Stewart and Tommy. Sands.. ‘Host view .with’: Hearst’s ‘son,’ George, standard’ of‘the first
oe
a
“
ans.
:
area oo
Lanny Ross, vet’ tenor. of radio’s
got into the act.” He hed a:‘rather
People’s Concert” wil} be. welconie 30's, was. ‘eaitulated. to stir nostal-: Was virtually: ‘fruitless. as: was one. ‘offering. '.
ambiguous statement about busiwith
an ‘exnewspaperman - em-again
next
year,
should
it
follow
-gia among. audience. ¢iders, and the
ness expenses.
“It isn’t all cavier
POINTS oF “VIEW
{rious course it has set for sweet, mournful. pipes of Jo Staf- ployee. Impression . overriding all | With
Robert: Robinsen.—
and champagne” as a route for a the illus
the. interviews. was, that: -nobody
itself these past few ‘years, . Arte
ford stiould havé: bestirred the re-. wanted to talk.
15. Mins., Mon., 6:45 pan.
* a wr.
‘tax deduction, Sardi. maintained.~
"| eeding’ glands’ of. middle-marrieds. | ‘Sporadic flashbacks: and ‘inter- BBC-TV, |Prom ‘London-.
aoe
_Sardi was for paying legitimate] ©
ePont Show. of‘Week |
-For the. young set, -however;: the views were’ deftly :jnserted.’ into
taxes as was everyone on the show.
Taking’ an idea: from’ the news= ay
The
“DuPont Show. ‘of: “the recreation: ‘of a large. city park in. the trip round. ‘Sar “Simeon: and paper.
‘correspondence column, cn
The public and private lives of taxWeek" is giving its every‘ presen- the NBC ‘studios: was probably a:
payers are 4 disparity to behold. tation a good old college try: The strange -backdrop: to spring * .PO- Hearst’s weak’ voice™.was heard at BBC-TYV.. -recently. . “Jaunched -.a*: appropriate . “places, ‘all of which speculative. five;“minutes - of -view-.<
The show-——perhaps with one or two
yarns are being endowed with top.
scenes pre-written — spotlighted. stars, excellent’ “gets,: superior pro-| Tmance. : A drive-in. theatre or res- ‘served to relieve ‘the. “conducted. ers’. letters about::their: programs.”
taurant ‘would: ” hare -been - more tour’.atmosphere... oo ./ Watt. “| and performers, its now,‘proved 80: aa
the American
taxpayers’ publie
‘successful : that.
life. The private life of Mr. Tax- ‘duction. and- ‘virtually .anything: likely to arouse this ‘néw- genera- |
ra
, weekly spot has been.given to it:
paver perhaps is ‘best left te the. else required of a grade A. show..- tion on: wheels.°“And in presente-|.;
The range of. views is from. the. woes
philosophers, a .proup who: may The problenis arise in the areas of tion ‘as: well-as. format; the show STEAM AND: STAINED: GLass_
-_ ‘frivolous ‘to’ the fundamental: For... ©.
‘still be innocent of public relations substance, credence and story. © ~. was. an ‘anachronism’ with the pos- With. Join Betjeman: Sunday’s try .(15) over. NEC-TV, sible: side’ ‘benefit’ of 'a sense” of Producer: Franc’s Coleman - - | instance, in the one’. caught; one aoe
as a force among men..
~
“Action in’ New. Orleans” had. the security for the ‘elder. status-quoti- 30 Minis.; Mon., 11:67 p.m.
| viewer suggested: that their: might * . |.
There were .scenes dealing with benefit. of -fine performances. by. cians, and tittle more.
Associated TeleVision, from. Lon: ‘be a musical “Dr.-Kildare,” and‘a.*
the -pros and cons of. the House Bob Cummings, Audrey. Meadows,
‘the . “park,strolling “don.
=.
| surgical ‘clip :from.:the skein..was' no _
passed bill to withhold interest Frank McHugh, Howard: St. John, spokesman was: in ‘good -form: in
. Frequently prone. to.‘the. odd’ ‘se “shown, swith. song ‘backing.’ Also,a
and dividend payments. at. the ahd an ‘assortment. of ‘knaves -in ‘8. his. brief vocal: “stints.iwere. Jess
ries ‘of lectures on artistic: matters, . woman opined-that_BBC-TV. went:7 ”
. source—and. there. was an .amrle
resilient: ‘than ‘of ‘ofd.
‘the commercial web. made -a. go: | overboard for -cricket. .at-. the. -:
‘supply of serious: tax -information yarn which combined the ‘patois of
Damon. .Runyon ‘plus. the .story |. “Jo. Stafford-‘tooked-- ‘much ©foo choice-in the idiosynératic’ person-. expense. of -hockey-——and this ‘was so
on the: show.
There also were
of O’Henry, It. was a difficult as- ‘good .to: be. stuck in: spring. with ality ‘of. John Betjeman: for three illustrated with.. ‘slow-motion:. and: co
sceries, of the upcomirg. automaDe- ‘signment. in both writing and trans- such Jaments ‘as, “Spring: Is- Here,” tatks. on ‘Victorian. :architecture; speeded-up film, as appropriate.- :
: tion of the Internal. Revenue
AML, ‘By. Myself, “Tt Should. Care” -_Betjeman goes. swith the’ lanterr- |. . The :.brief ‘show’s commentator, ee
partment which laoked like a-mon- lation that. didn’t. quite make ‘it.
Cummings was a Smooth talking ‘and ‘Just’ One: of These Thipgs.” ‘slide ‘flavor, ‘and.he ‘has: an active. Robert: ‘Robinson, ‘made .acid “ob=:| ="
ster scheme to keep eveyone
Young. Sandy: Stewart .and- Tommy
honest, vas if it were really needed. con man making a periodic. visit Sands appeared- sverly.- hormonic. bee’ in the bonnet :about, Victoriana ‘servations, not’ fearing: to: criticise’... generally, Here his avuncular. ento: New Orleans, and Miss Mead"’ It's some form of tribute to. pro- ows, was: a wealthy widow tapped ‘and. were sometimes less than har- thusiasm for. forgotten 19th-century.- 2 he ae |Spinton from .a. viewer, ae
|
ducer-writer Arthur D. Morse that for a fleece, which ‘was ‘success-. inonic in. Guets: on the’ standards, builders “like- Burgess, - “Gilbert Af he: felt it called. for. it.:Familiar
he ‘managed to: leave the viewer. fully carried -out.. In the process,’ “Time. ‘After ‘Time’. and: “Tm. Glad. Scott, and Alfred. ‘Waterhouse. came as -host: |of BBC-TV’s “Picture: .
‘Robinson
‘clicks
‘in:
this::
nob!
Parade,”:
smiling, feeling honest to his bones, Cummings got ‘hooked on the. vic-|. There Is. You.” : --°
through, and the ‘talk-..was. “#lluse
after a 30-minute experience with ‘tim ‘and subsequently |lead an. ex-} A special’ vacal feature was’ the: trated -by.effective|film’. of.‘sucky. series, : His. strength : ‘is. a -telling
‘vocabulary; and ‘a-firm. belief ‘that’ =. .
taxes. Morse some day may turn.
emplary. life that was-an inspira- Yale. Glee Club,. which -naturdlly. buildings as a Brighton church’ and ‘intelligence need not.be. flavored. ot
his talents to situation comedv, a
the. ““Whiffenppof Manchester Town. Hall. ition even to the Chamber, of‘Com: ‘wound -. with
.
by- charming. ‘tooth-smiles.
“
much abused form on tv. which,
Sons”. in. its most genuine. version.
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‘classroom . and* campus space be
’ miles from sncronto, Phe e ideatC‘not! new;:‘péally —thé
some.”
“narration: os
found: for: what even now: fs’.an.fits film -series-into. the. studio. ‘benaked ‘that.: station's.
”.
sa
creas
iahza- stepped off.a8if”itwere fore making a-decision on‘a-deal.’
film, “The Red; Balloon, enormous student’ population.
theatrical
which: ‘sees’ it . successfully. did
‘muuch the :samie thing: .a few |: ‘During the: program; .the. “unte_
. 7 "headed -right. It.showed the World| “Pending “resqlution. ‘in’ ‘certain. power
invading the. Tororito. area since. its
> War -I.-emancipation.: of women ‘ateas; discussions’ ‘are. still: ”.con-- ‘recent breakaway from: the Cana- years’ ago, for example, ‘but: it is versity’ s president and a number
' jnew"Tor local. tv, and ‘it broadened. of. its* faculty members: and busi- _:.-e¢onomically.. And’ of: ‘Amelia, there’ ‘tinuing,’" a” network: source: -said. dian Brondeasting. fore. setup.)
the scope and’ Possibilities ‘of tv ness. managers” were ‘brought be- were. theme-setting™ . descriptives .He added. that: “Perry. Mason”. is,
~ MeStay, :. ‘immeasurably. “ *
: commercial | fore-‘the camera’ to relate parts of
Soir- <§uch “as. “al special : symbol ta ‘the’ :series. being.- considered ..as..a |
| potential ‘of ..such“*‘mood ‘pieces’? is. the school’s history and ‘to. voice.
°° American. *women,”:. and." “cour: ‘tenant: -for..-the -Skelton -plant in};
-,Eprobably limited, but there is rea-. their opinions of what thé pressing
: “ageous. in .a. ‘period when: women ‘event ‘of a CBS-TV.’ ‘takeover. :
4son-to think their: viewer accept- problems ©are. and how they might
seek their éwn expression - of. this|- “Meanwhile, *. the -.“Skelton |‘Yet:
even -higher it:‘done ‘as well as Be solved..
|’ gaseuline virtue?’ But none. of. fhis originally . thie Charli
Chaplin
this,one. oe er,‘Stefe
-": Swag: developed -to”a -cogent point, “Studio, .-is ‘closed: Bob. Ciriader,|!
. Considerable significance. was at-.
: -*. either symbolically or, as.the often- ‘veepee |and. general: manager - fF}.
“Tokyo; -ApFil.17.-| * -atlanta—Jimn ‘Axel; WSB Raiio‘| tached -to what the ‘university is
pressed, personal. statement. ‘of ‘the. “Skelton -- studio,~ has. exited, .
doing in research and experiment.
> the: ‘subject. - The” personified: :as-| since there is.Doo production: aa
MICA."sold?33episodes of “Inter- ‘newsmian, ‘has switched. to: WAGA-'
‘There: were shots“of scientists. per" -gertion:. of: free-‘spirit and =the
‘TY, Atlanta, “and “will: ‘join. the
fe‘national Showtime’”.
‘forming various tests: in: their
human: Amagination- was: ‘eonveyed |... 0-77
Storer station:
Apri
im Broadeasting -.‘Corp: “QNHK).© for: 4 ‘second:
pe
IS
te"
of.
twa
.major™ talent ‘addi-, laboratories. |
_ as an incidental; a kind of floating}:
‘Sele
‘|daytime: ‘showings: ‘beginning this. tions. to: the. :CBS outlet. here.
~- paragra
aragraph “in: the. chronicling -OF |. fo
|. .The Clarence ‘Anderson. direcs
-| month. ° me
- her~aeronautic: exploits: The. ma- tions: “for” Union’ Univ.: ;
‘Earlier it-was announced that Paul tion along with Moore’s: flawlessly
..L* tértal:for’-aimuch: more: vivid ‘and. some years ‘a.news: gommenatr | “MCA ‘now |has‘four. onestioar’ ‘and ‘Shields, ‘formerly. ‘with: WBAL-TV,,. clear and: penetrating ‘narration, as
‘-> significant. story. was. there, even.
Eajhalt-hout 6
shows ‘Tuning -here. Baltimore, -‘and with WFIL Radio well as.some superb camera work, |
se

.

]&

~ Staios for:
Perry Mason’*.,

gay. ‘continuirig “its discus-

tf Now's
TAPANESESALE
ON, NTL SHOWTIME: |

“to, Jabal |roter station April38. Ase isth

~ *, fifi a: half-Hour sip,:but this. haru-4,

%. back: aas*too conventionalto:seize
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be |and’ WFIL-TV, Philadelphia; -will for which .Dopley’s. praiseworthy

be] take over as:‘atation’s:new weather ‘treatment paved the way, all merit. :
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im
ik Powe?
Edménton,. ‘Alta.. “April: 1%:
- Hollywood; “April 17.0] an resolution ‘dirgtig the:Board. ‘ot:Broadcast
Governors to ae
Ben Starr’ ‘and’ Bob" O’Brien. were |-

”
» pegulations: all: television stations to. comply with ‘Proyinglal: Jaws...
{signed as ‘head writers of the ‘“Mr.| "was. passed in’ the-Alberta legislature.
- .

On ‘OtherMadisonAve.Fronts!

Ed” series'on CBS-TV by.Filmways|

It .was ‘proposed. by ‘Ambrose Holowach,’ “of ‘Edmonton, -atten’.

“exec ‘producer Al Simon.. te
7 ‘the: Canadian‘ ‘Broadcasting: Corp.: televised. the’ film “The ‘WildSimon’ said’ the compaliy did. ‘not . Ones,” although it.has been. banned by the. province’& movie:censor, - a.
vo
|| pick 3 up. the option of Lou Dermani. ~ .Holowach had urged that: CBC officials be ‘brought. before the’.
By BILL GREELEY
"|The series -originally. appeared. in “bar of the Tegislature to give reasons why they should’ not. be:cited.
\the SatEvePost, penned’ by ‘Walter |’ for contempt. In ‘that giant chess ‘game . with
Brooks,’ and | producer-director. ae”*. Supporting. the resolution, ‘William Témyn; of Edmonton, charged
stakes in the multi-millions that]
|
Arthur.‘ Lubin came. up with the}. ‘that: the CBC “has. become .a. huge: Frankenstein, ‘defying: all, cons-.._the three. networks (maybe its ChiWashington,. ‘April 17.
hese checkers) play. every winter
WTTG, Meti‘opolitan :‘Broadcast- |‘property, George ‘Buins- bought it]: stituted authorities. .
-on the checkerboard ‘sked ‘of the ing tv's outlet here and the only ‘and did’ the pilot. Derman was not)’. “In controlling ‘a medium: of.‘mass. communicat on it “has become. toming season, CBS-TV ‘has made non-network
station- ‘operation. called'in until. after the. show, ‘was. drunk‘ with~ absolute power” and has disregarded the ‘sanctity: of .
‘| the:home and- subjected: “four youth to its offensive and: ‘subversive.
. late move that was. either a bril- here, will break ground next -Mon-. sold, Simon-said:
:: programs,’ He said..
E
icy OF & gambit..
day (23) for its. building, at..5151. . “Mr:: Ed,”* ‘Tetiewed. for. next season,.goes
into.
production-‘on‘
next|..
; It could -be. ‘convicted tinder the Canadian Bill:of Rights hecausé S
‘Whatever, the ‘late. ‘maneuver. Wisconson Ave.,'icN.W.. It. will con<
_ it-floutéd: the laws of a sovereign proviuce; reflected the Commu- -;

WITe'$.Ground Breaking

inSully. Alan
‘sist of a five-story. office: building: sémester’s product «1
j . nist: line; disregarded Christian morality, and: used” the
‘with separate,:but connecting .one-|} ‘Young stars... a
_ | \demoeratie means of mass communication, he: contended.

that has the Alfred Hitchcock hour.
whodunits (considered: a queen for
power) moving out of a Friday.
-night slot to Thursday -night’ to
bump the telementary “CBS Re-|

story wing.

fo

‘In’ an unusual ‘gesture of intra:;:
iridustry. harmony,

ae
vu

the managers |

ports” (a pawn in more than one of the three~network:'tv. stations }
Xespéct) has some agency and_ ad-

ying mest ar Dura

‘| will join-Donn Colee, WITG's v.p. | 2 « *bed

i decadence. of. our Christian ‘morals: ‘and the:‘erosion: ‘of.the ‘deme,
kecrati¢ concepts: of life is the CBC:”.. -.-

4.)

"

ity. rai Prine

verfiser execs hopping mad.
| and.. general manager —in turning: ”
The sorest is Arthur. Duram, exec the. first. spade. ofearth.

.ers, for their slavish attention ‘to.

' Fatings).
.
’" Duram thought he had finally
landed an. ideal slot for-client Alcoa’s dramatic anthology.on ABC |
at 10 pm. Thursdays. ...He had.
nailed down the time. after Tong

Backs SingleGuild

free’. of.- parliamentary .control, be. .established’ to. decide: ‘future.

Ata meeting. held. ‘Monday. (16)

MexTV:$ Azcarraga Steppingwb

sociated-Rediffusion: program “This |
Week” which .-features .Britain's
Prince’ Philip, .the. “Queen’s- con-:

‘sort. ‘Scheduled. to’ beans. here .on |:
Thurs -(19),. jetmailed .prints: have |.

‘been ordered already by. video sta-|:
. night" nearly" a third. ‘of the New tions in.. Canada, Australia, .‘New |.=~
_, As the schedules stood until Jast York meinbership of:the’ Directors. Zealand, “Hong: Kong,,, ‘Bermuda |
week, the drama anthology would Guild -“of: “America. held. out: the and Rhodesia,
frustrating

"Phe federal government should establish .a.‘code’ of ‘ethics:for’:

the: CBC, .Tomyn said: He ‘suggested: an ‘independent ‘committee,:

-.“[

‘|<: policy; action and. ‘programming -of: the’. organization.:
". here. is:much garbage ‘in’. the CBC ‘programs—indecent: tims
and live dramas—as well as subversive. ‘propaganda, Tomyn. claimed.”
-Eondon, ‘April Vas:”
NBC ts.‘among’ the’ foreign net-|
works expected: ta. pickup. the. As-

"Smith & Ross (who. Jast year took
. & widely-reported. swipe at ‘the’
* establishment,” -tv’s: big bankroll-

-and

most uns

“The’ biggest offender which’ is. lending .its. hands toward. ‘the’:

US Vistas;WillOpenNY.Mice

‘négotiations,..

“Mexieo City; April 70°

os «Emilio. Azearraga

“as.PabaffairsSales.

has - author ..

ized - establishment of.a New York.’
office ‘for: “better™ ‘control” -of- hishave been against “CBS Reports” “olive ‘branch: .to. the “membership
‘The “45-minute program;:: “which
WCBS.
Reports”
“and.
“Byewit|
expanding activities north) of ‘the. and NBC’s new musical. entry.
mark's Prince Philip's .commercial:
hosted. by singer Andy Williams. If on the - Coast;. . thus..trying to”vel tv: bow, will be wholly. ‘devoted to. Lness,”: being. ‘sold .as’. participation. ‘border. Offices will be irtaugurated. :
was,. Duram feels, a
balanced ‘a rift created: over.thepast sever
his South American’ trek:.’ He will vehicles, ‘next season, have. inked: @/ about mid-May, according to:Rene. '
of sponsors...
*
..Anselizio, .who directs:
.
Teleprogra-:
spread of quality anthology, docu- months:
tact.as narrator. to. the film of the roster’
|.
‘mentary and musical. that. would _. Execs: of the guild: inNY esti: ‘tour. ‘and . five: his’ personal. :im: -Those_ buying--minute: partieipa: ‘Miasde Mexico, tv: Producing: unit:
tions - in “CBS. Reports,” ;shifting |of: the: ‘Azcarraga, ‘empire. .<(Ulti- ,
.have pleased critical viewers allt.
pressions.
of’
‘the.
:Sub-continent,.
| fo ° Wednesdays. at.:7:30° p.m. next mately, ‘Azcarraga- plats vested: in-*
‘the way up to Minow: Now the}. mated” that "200 ‘of the east’s -650
‘season,:.include... Metrical, ‘Vicks, '
Hitchcock entertainment power-. members were present: ‘at the méet- }| Polaroid, . . Zerox,. Metley-Jones, IU;
yoo
Fe
house is believed certain to -kill ing and that “all of them but one”.
_|Prestone--‘and Tidewater. '.
Anselmo’ said that “Azcarraga is’.
the competition for. ratings. when voted in -favor.of. a resolution. that,
+ Roster’ on: “Ryewitness,” “which: sold on ‘idea of: Mexican television. .
.the previous trio would most Nxely in effect, said: “We: believe in. a
[next season. will have Charles Col- having. “‘a..big ‘international °fu-.:
-have shared a. continuing rollover. ‘single guild for all: directors: and |
| lingwood. ‘as: anchorman, “includes |ture,”. and. ‘production ‘for Channel: .
Duram readily admits to egg on ‘hope. that the’ leaders: of. the. guild:|
-Carter’ Products,: - Dutch Master, |:34-. in Los Angeles and. -Channel::41
his face and a_ certain: economic do not find a. referendum. neces- .
Prestone,. Vicks, Ligeett.& Myers, ‘in San ‘Antonio ig to :be -stepped.
prejudice, but he is: undoubtedly. sary.”
- Edmonton, ‘Alta, April. 17. jana:‘Polaroid,
;
up. Programming also to ‘bolster:
sincere in the straight ethical
. The proposed referendum, which: “The - - publicly-owned ~ Canadian.
"| Azearraga ‘owned |border. -Stations .
‘stance. He points out ‘that while. seems ‘to have support from Holly- q Brosdeasting Corp. has: asked the
-| at ‘Nuevo Tare go. Ciudad Juarez, *
CBS has virtually ‘insured. a big:

|cBCSeeks3 000,000

ForRadio Stations. oe
Calgary: and Edmonton

‘wood, where’: DGA.- is-headquar- Board: of. Broadcast: Gdvernors for
ating for Hitcheock (the brillian- tered, would be to split. the union |:‘permission:
to ' spend nearly. .$2,-

ey), it has also virtually insured a. in two, New. York sources. believe

000,000 .to. “build ’
powerful . new:

$37,008,000For

‘nothing Nielsen for “Reports”. .by: that if 4 referendum ‘is. held .“it.
{-Tadio stations”. in...Calgary~. and'|::
moying it. to Wednesday against will” be in the: hear future: anne
-) Edmonton. .It “would: cost $500,000).
“Wagon
Train” - (the . . Sacrificial

| Mexicali,” _, Nogales:

..| American: territory ‘and -reaching1. ‘Spanish ‘speaking audiencé..

«~

‘In a special press ‘statement, Az-°

George. Schaefer, °prexy .of. the. to. operate both of them.. °°.”
gambit). _ Teach-Vee Outlets‘carraga‘revealed:he is planning “‘a..
radical. change” ‘in foreign mare ~
“The CBS ‘argument,’ he says.’ ‘ts eastern. regional board-and .first|: ' The: expenditure. has: already
- ‘Washington, April ‘VW. . | keting of. Mexican ‘shows: and ‘eple.”
that kids: never got to ‘see “Re- veep of the national body, said that been’ Approved. by the: federal|:
}sodics, -In:past: aim” was: on, the:
ports” in its 10 p.m. Thursday time ‘the’ Monday meeting, which lasted: cabinet; J. -Alphonsée Ouimet; CBC |-

this season. Duram’s response has. well. past midnight, was “informa-'
Deen to offer CBS a $100 bet that tional.” “We discussed: the: prob**“Reports” won’t set an 8 rating lems from. every ‘possible | angle. ”
‘against
“Wagon
Train.”
There |: George Sidney, national topper,
. had. called .the “emergency”. meet-.
have been no takers.

‘president,

told: ‘the ‘board’ at. a a “the Senate Monday’ (16). okayed: ‘South. Ameérican

market,- but: Az -

‘a-compromise” bill providing $32, |carraga said that: this has: proyen'-”

-Winni peg meeting...

- The. proposal. is: to: scrap :‘the 060,000 “in: federal ‘funds, to be'lnot. to have “sufficient. ‘economie’
CBC's. existing -50 ,000-watt - trans- “matched :by'-the states, for. cone potentiality”. to. advantageously: ab-_.
mitter at.. ‘Lacombe, midway . be- ‘struction ‘of: teach-vee outlets.‘ < :|Serb growing’ Mexican: production, ‘:
ling.. There was -one: ‘held ‘simul- tween .‘Calgary - and‘ Edmonton, as}- ‘The money will: be available ‘over in ne ail mopranne. mde tn
“Whiteface ‘Green ‘Pastures’
:
| well as a- 250-watt: ‘Hansmitter at a
Lambert & Feasley blurb ditec- taneously. in Hollywood. ‘the
next! four’ years. ‘with‘a$1, 000,-| Mexico. ° that'-can: logically
-:
'
tor Hal Thompson has taken on the| -DGA: east .10 ‘days ;.ago. won: a | Edmonton.” after-hours task of directing a nro- suit put before the national body
|: - Replacing them would ‘be.50,000: “000: limit on ‘the. Federal contribu-' [shipped ‘to ‘the U..-S,, ‘will: be de:
duction of Mare. Connelly’s .“The to have the administration in New. watt stations ‘in. both ‘Calgary: and tion .‘for -each: state, the. District.| tributed in this. market, especially,
Green Pastures” iti whiteface (it’s- York removed from office. The na-. 1 Edmonton, - each .-city ‘having: ‘its.fof’ Golumbia..and Puerto” Rico, [4 ‘the ‘southwest, Azcarraga. Said,'
‘Apart: from his own production ace _done with ultra-violet light to cre-' tional: board forced: the resigna- own: studios. Only ‘Edmonton. ‘now |:
Thi. ‘compromise. version .was |tivity. . Azcarraga.ealled' on’ other
‘ate a blackface illusion),
‘| tion ‘of. exec secretary Newton. has @CBC studio.
J worked :‘out by ‘House-Senate con- Producers, :and“ those’ turning.-out. .
The show is havine five perform- (Nicky) ‘Burnett ‘and also legal. If the BBG: Rives: its ‘approval,

‘to™ -feature -typical’~
ances with April 27, 28 and. 29. ‘counsel -from. the east |Morimer’ ‘the CBC hopes ‘té have both sta-" | fereés:. who. “meshed: ‘together. -alcommercials,
straight $51,000,000 outright “Fed- Mexican. ‘themes ‘and. folklore. to.”
playdates upcoming under sponsor-|.
| Gons: on: ‘the:air by: October, 1063:
}

. Irvington, Ardsley & Hartsdale and
staging

at. the South

Presbyterian

Church at Dobbs Ferry. (8 p.m.).
Cast is pro in’ the leads with}
Joseph Warren, Colin Craig,-Ed:
Bryce and Laurens Moore.

e

7
° ‘for “Mexican *.
|.eral
. grant. to” the. ‘states: for: etv | “build:
programup’
minidemand
g: “and'.
“ cornmercials
| construction’ and .a House version |
::
| abroad." : °. }-providing - $25, 520,000;. “to”:. be oa “Internally, ‘Azcartaga: ‘announced vs
' [matched .by the: states, —_
2 a new Pecan policy <n ne -

Dont JostleWithCosell:He's In
| AFightin’ Mood (36Times AWek)

. ship of the Community Council of:|Churches of Hastings, Dobbs Ferry,

é

n. ‘in|s es

ve

g: agencies.

and

—

A proviso:
avas: agr
eagive.
‘ipo priz ‘Sponsors
must pay mouttfly
2% of total.con-.
conference
|which.
would:
tract at-once:-If
3
nt.

vate, Non-profit. “groups. engaged. fs not liquidated:in 60. days, it will.

' Freberg’s. Chinfest.
in .educational tv to get |be: surcharged: ‘an “additional 2%.
Stan. Freberg, comedian ‘turned | é Howard. Cosell, newly, appointed ‘defense’. and. backed it’ up‘ with’ a. primarily.
‘aid under. the bill... - House amend-.| per month, This :measure’ needed. ”
blurb maker who is noted for his ‘manager .of. sports for the. ‘ABC. taped: interview ‘with - the. ‘Yankee Lment:. originally would ‘have’ ‘lim- becausé of “the:-large: quantity '“of:occasional
outrages against the ‘Radio web, is. now the only” extant |. ballplayer. ..
‘ited: the’. aid ‘to Publie._ Spetonst indebtedness” with. peeagainiema Ay
hardsell commercial and, its prac-. ‘member of :‘a once ‘flourishigg. -.Cosell.. has: campaigned ‘azainst- institutions. we
a || Beencles and:-advertisers.
:
‘heavyweight. .title |‘challenger
titioners, will address ‘the May 4
-Sonny
Liston,
:
‘urged
‘drastic
species
of
network.
‘sports
specialluncheon of the 1962. American. TV:
Commercials .Festival. at ‘the ‘Wal- ists; On ABC,. both: radio and -tv. changes. in ©football.’ pratective.
with 36. shows. a week, Cosell re- ‘equipment - .to.. Gut. down’ the
dorf-Astoria.
‘ports on all phases‘‘of. the ‘sports’ ‘Carnage, tore *;“into. ‘bigtime: cole
Himself a. candidate for Festival: world. with the: help. of :a\.vast legiate «.basketball. as a Spawning|
“Aer: ‘some. 37. years .with theChil
SOB allPulls Emiin
awards with his Chun King Kaiser. repertory of taped interviews with. ‘ground* for © betting... - scandals,|.
-company, Sinclair Wood is retiring.
Foil and Butter-Nut coffee spiels, baliplayers,
fighters, . Managers, ‘Papped. crooked: ‘elements. in . the]
Chicago, ‘Aprili7: . | trom the chairmanship:.of ‘Pritch=,
Freberg’s talk is titled “Art for the | jockeys, ete: .
fight: game, successfully. advocated | "yack! Paat’s departure .. from‘ ‘ard, - Wood-* & Partners,”: {Gath ”
‘ Sake of,.Money.”
d. will
. Cosell_ has -built- a considerable the return’ ‘of .a National. League |NBC-TV's.-latenight show -so far |.Willock ‘succeeds |him:
_ More’ than 700. advertising and |‘reputation for. his.readiness to baseball. ‘club ‘in New York ‘.and ‘| hasn’t. upset -WNBQ's. dominatice -combine his new ‘post. with.that: of:

Tigi SP

tv. production execs have already.
Tegistered. for the ‘awards: lunch-.
eon, and 1,000 are; expected’ by
lunch time. Winners in 35 -cate-.
Bories, selected by. ad-man juries
- ‘around the country and in Canada
from 1254. entries, Will be .
nounced and exhibited.

adopt... 2. freewheeling.’ editorial
| kept “a strict ;eye ‘on -the. sports

Agencies
‘ fe London
“tendon,
April'¥7".

of ‘the ‘period after'.10:15 p:m.|-mana

director...

London, -

Toéally;. ‘although sets: in’usé have: : Press _ Rxchange, : leading. UE. .
stand on any. one of: the burning. . reportage of the daily press.
{Cosell .has. always kept. "himself dropped ‘somewhat...
-issues_ in. “sporting: -circles: - Most:
| agency; moved inta new.h.a. in St..
recently, he was..ori ‘top. of. the- free: and” ‘clear of ‘play-by-play'| An overnight: ARB. ‘coincidental : Martin's: Lane,:-London:. Site forheadlines with an interview with sports. events.’ assignments..” Ac- ‘ordered by--the ‘station the: first |‘merly- housed Variety's -London boxer. Emile Griffith’ shortly. after: cording to Cosell, such commenta-. week of “Tonight-sans-Paar,” when |bureau‘, .'. New: series of: comthe bout which resulted: in Benny tors. are unable. by the very. nature ‘Art ‘Linkletter «served .as- host,.| mercials “for the-Dubonnet-ac(Kid). Paret’s coma .and ultimate’ .of. the job’ ‘from télling the “full ‘averaged -.a 13.4 ‘rating. Monday: count ‘“feature.” “Rupert -‘Davies “in:
‘
|
death.
Cosell has also attacked the truth”. . about « the .team. they’re through Friday.. It topped all féa- |his “Maigret” role .... A $420,000,
*.
pan-on-boxing drive’ as..a belated working’ for: -Cosell “said: :“You ture: ‘film ‘competition -by*:.at: least|.12-week-drive for a new range of:
Albany—Marty Ross: |amanager publicity. stunt. by ‘the NY. State’ ‘ean’t work: play-by-play: and. be:anys rating «points and :“represents |Houséhold paints’ was launched. by...
of Schine-owned WPTR, Troy, and Legislature. . _
independent. reporter.” ..
38% of the audience; a slightly |Everett’s “Advertising ..-. -.. Lever
.- for the past several years manager,| -Cosell. recently has - “been
.Cosell: ‘tackles every one of his Jarger share than Paar ~himself.) Bros. to. test-campaign :a new soap
has resigned to take an exec: ‘Dosi- | tangling. ‘with. N.Y. ‘Journ al- sports: ‘shows . with ‘an on-the-spot: ‘commanded: in’ the January.“ ARB |via 30-second ‘spots. in’ the "Mid. -

tion with’the three radia and one American

columnist. Jimmy. °Can- ‘angle. Via his extensive. tape: libr=.

with greater sets-in-use. Only the’ lands and North ... ‘Arrangements.

television station of the Rand ‘non: over: the -latter’s attacks. on. ary of intérviews, he’s: able -to: get}.first. 45: minutes: of: the program |‘aré. being: completed for. ‘Leo
a
headquartered in...Tampa, ‘king Roger Maris as -a “whiner.” | the actuality flavor by having: the ‘period: were. measured. in the, co- |Burnett of New. York ‘to link with.
| Cdsell: came vigorously. to Maris’i headline Age make a ‘statement. Incidental. -.
Bogle.
ne | 50.far- unnamed: ‘London. agency,*.
ta

a

oer

“ SWednesday; April 18, 19622006" =

ce
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f
‘sia tim
ie
off. ‘Blondiy. ‘through ‘Friday. four
| WSM.- ‘radio teed fnew “format, ‘helmed. by: newsman-commentator Bill Williams.. ‘It. feaAssociated releViion ‘tend to _
tures . recorded. -and live (by “Teddy Bart) music; ’interviews, :public. |.
‘their midweek: vatide-~ show;, :
vsphe2
|-Servicing-. : Paul Oliphant ‘exited WLAC;,: after25: years,.to. manage ‘|pa
“Startime,” “with an enticing batch |
new: WENB-FM. station” . «Roger Schutt, 13 years a newsman, {
acts, but the ensuing rarely lives©
‘into new quarters.at Exchange. Bul -of
assistant chief has been created, with: James. ‘Juntilla, named to
0 it.
Also. deejay” for WKDA.
up. to:-the promised sum. of the
‘| ine:
. Chuck. Scott shifted his deejay chores. from WLAC- to. WSIX parts.
halding an identical. job. is: James E. Barr.
‘The: chow, im fact, lacks the.
_ WLAG. added: Ted Conner. of. Youngstown in‘ turntable: corps |...

See ”: SWNAHL into ‘Hew. quarters: at. downtown ‘Hotel Hermitage ..... Channel: production
values; of. rich settingeA
4 ‘4° (NBC). outlet) kicked. off.‘new. late- ‘Saturday: ‘night -locally-produced. or comely: terpers, and: thus ares
John. F. Cundiff, ‘formerly: with: “WNHC-TY, Newy Haven-Hartford; musical series. .Hosted- by veteran’ Daye. Overton, in features: Marvin J into. a bare recital :of. talent. we
Topping:
this:
one was -Britain’s.
CR AE
ST
Sy te favorite. chantoosie,
@ppointed general television sales manager- for. WEIL-TV.
“The ‘Hughes: and WSM. ‘studio band. :
Helen Shapiro, Business Page”. with Joseph ‘A; Livingston, Evening. Builetin. “finaricial| .
-- |who provided an-efficient, if. some-'.
editor and rationally syndicated columnist, _preems on “WCAT. (23).
|. what mechanical, ‘string of. ditties,-.
Industrial Valley Bank picks up tab.ar . WFLN’ ‘broadcaster Harry K: |"

IN PHILADELPHIA

IN MILWAUKEE... <ee

Joe Dorsey,
disk: forkdy:
cin ‘eta |
with’ harp.jaa.& pop ineluding.. her’. inevitable.--disk-hit,,
Smith to be a judge. ofthe Walnut St. Eater Parade (22)... .“After- |:dicks.
on. “Joe:longtime
Dorsey Show,”
-now |¢ross-the-board .on WEMP. ... . “Walking Back to-Happiness.” She © noon,” a five-hour session. of news, miusic,. interviews, ‘sports, weather
Charlie
‘Hansen
sparking
things
‘with
disks
.and
talk-daily on WISN’'s tried'a bit of parody in -the- ‘oldie,”
ahd current topics, bowed. on WFIL, with Bill Webber, Jim. Felix and;
-Tulips;”
- ‘an .
Mel Alberts (11)... Ross Dunbar, formerly:sales manager ‘of WAMS, “Morning Show“. . --Alverno College. Sisters.string’ orchestra: (40. nuns) |““Tiptoé Thru’ .the-

“Showcased” on ‘WIMJ-EV, (16): in. “first”- such ‘performanice. ‘of.any: this indicated. that ‘she might de-.
Catholic sisters’ orch on a U,S. television: station: Sister Mary. Laudesia. velop a ‘neat. line.in comedy.. She's
a gal who ‘obviously deserves-her:
ies conducted. nuns: and Alverno College .(20-yoiced): student. ‘madrigal-: star-rating, and. her: poise ‘in somes tioning WCAU. sports’ director Bill. Campbell '-(16-27):. en
Front: Office,” a 15-minute special series of -weekly baseball. programs. singers.. supplemented thé hours stanza. on. The ‘Milwaukee: Journal|
like “After -Yatr've’ Gone”. -*:is
‘sta
WEMP'’s
Van‘Calligan
now.
doing.
news.&
-weather
9:55:
tion...
:':
thing.
preemied. on WFIL-TV (14). to continue through September: ‘Club's.
was: formidable, and .her. husky
Wilmington, ‘Del., named

retail sales development. spécialist for: WIP

Tom Brookshier, in addition to his daily sportscasts;: subbing .foes

general manager and veepee John’ Quinn: will answer sueatlons pitched |. p.m.-10' ‘p:m.. cross-the-board .." .: ‘In heavy ‘programming: ‘for -sepia’ ‘phrasing ‘adept.
| listners, -WAWA: signed’ Larry Hayes (ankled* WMIL) : 7: @.m.-8 .a.m. ;
by station's ‘sports director Mel Alberts,
. Parther- ‘warbling came. fiom: ‘a
- _| toss-the-board, with “Rocking ‘With: Leroy: (Leroy ‘G.- White, that is)|:
en,
See
IN DETROIT .chee.
‘ariother disk show: in 6 a.m.-7.a.m., another cross-the-bgard. Incidently, $0-S0..- Ronnie : ‘Hilton, an: affable.’
WAWA: added two. Saturday stanzas, the “Pappy Ricks.Jazz' Show,” young ‘man: who has a. no-honsense ©

In. realigning responsibilities, WIR. lias ‘famed Donaia Ww.Crate,
formerly director..of..advertising and public ‘relations; as’ advertising.
and -sales promotion director. The public relations duties have been
assumed by Ross R. Callaway, formerly ‘an. account ‘executive in the.
station's sales department .... WWdJ's “Music: 'Til-Dawn” ‘is celebrating
its eighth anniversary, continuously. sponsored ‘by..American Airlines.
Show’s host is George Pruette, who succeeded Les Martens sonie years:
ago..
‘WIR is adding nationally:‘syndicated newspaper columnist

Sydney Aa Harris’

day;.8 a.m.-9: ‘Am. ‘with: way ‘with’a number. that lacks: the —
“The ‘Larry Hayes ‘Show,”. holding: Saturdays: 7:.a.m.-8 a.m. '; . «Bob final. punch‘ to dodge the occasional |

16 4.m,-7. am.; and “Jean White: Show,” same

Sicégrist, news’ commentator, :a° WMIL. regular, :- discussed: “Communist yawns,. His “Look Me Over” lilted

Target-You;”. in.-:first “‘Freedom’ - or’. Tyranny”. ‘program. ‘at. Mil-. pleasantly,. ‘anda coy duet with a:
-waukee Arena,- on. Monday, : (16), ‘sponsored. “by ‘Local. Citizens’ :Com- .toneless: - moppet.:called. Susan:::
Bruce Kanita,. “WXIX-TV .(UHF’er) ‘staffer; plays ‘2 pub-: Bramley ‘plopped pretty linip. .He. :.
‘mittee.

licity. guy:in skit on effect of. “sonic booms” ‘on office building win-| Closed: with ‘a sentimental bailad:’:

-.
dows, at ‘Milwaukee: Préas’‘Club Gridiron Dinner, at.‘Hotel. Schroeder.’ about a Scottish soldier: ‘The lively

and. -gamey .King Brothers: regis-... - Q
| tered. with a jaunty “Language of.
ove,” and’‘-reinforced ¢the.; elle.
th'“Go Tell. Her ‘for Me.” Their:©«a :

.|Mpls.KTCA-VvLaunches :
VYen
Big
Mex
T
. StodeatNurse Courses;
ae

“Personally |Speaking”. ‘program for five minutes |-

-eross-the-board in the 6:40 p.m. spot... . Veterans Administration has

awarded a special ‘certificate. of appreciation to. WIBK, for.helping

. Fecruit Volunteers for VA. -

IN CLEVELAND... .
Robert S. Yeager
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fact. had: -enthusiasm, :which com

ated, and: a rhythmic: Verve, *
|munic
which ‘wasn’t: ds. tight ‘as. usual. _

Appeal forFunds Made)” ‘Comedy. was’. “attempted

is the. new pubaffairs divéctor’“at KYW. Radio,

‘by. ‘the *
veteran: clowning: ‘act ‘headed by”.
Minneapolis, April 17.
| Charlie Cairoli;.who ¢ould do little -.
‘KTCA-TV:
the
Twin
Cities"
‘nonDudley and Harry Jones doing the radio accounts of:the Indians* games
in the. time -available and. the. mu= .
- There's going to be-a. big: build:
‘on WERE and Ken Coleman and. Bob. Neal on WJW-TY, ‘Jones ‘had up of: the’ musical comedy. form ‘commercial ‘educational video sta- sical’ antics’ fell flat. Able cont: L oe- :
been on. tv last season, ‘Neal. on radio.. WERE ‘covers -full: season, WwW. over “Mexican.television. .Hereto- tion, has made a contract: with four. ing—birds, «cards, sc¢arves—came.
has 56-game tv sked.. >. Maury Condon, WDOK manager, looking ‘for. “fore ‘this type.-of- -entertainment. ‘Minneapolis: and |one” St.. Paul |:from: youngster ‘Johnny Hart, ‘whose~
local comic to launch new fadio laff show. He’d also like to revive: the’ has. been. either. bypassed. or -in-| -hospitals to teach some 350 ‘student. fingers, were. more nimble: than, his. :
radio “Hermit’s Cave” if ‘he: can+ get together old: scripts and: Aocal adequate. because .of lack .of funds nurses’ via .daytime- broadcasts ‘personality, ‘which. was decidedly-which the public, too, can. tune in. stodgy. Ventriloquist Dennis Spicer:|
actors.
sf for- professional -staging, costum: Starting riext fall, there'll:be this: tried: a. gimmick, ‘which ‘was good, Ang, ete. =
‘instruction over the. air. The first“> a
“Now - producer: Daniel c “Man- -year. courses: that KTCA-TV -will. for a oncer... He used :two members. .ne
the ‘audiencé:as dummies, .they: NABET-AFTRA strike.of Corinthian’s KXTV: Sacramento, has.pow |jjarrez is. preparing «an. ambitious teach to the student nurses, and‘ to of.
mouthed, while he gave. them ‘une.
gone into its’ 20th ‘month, and NABET. Local 55’s. secretary-treasurer, ‘series, “Fantasia in the Night,” as ‘any ‘setowners -desiring.to.“watch, suitable - woice.. This. passed-the.
David W. Evans, has. just devoted Jatest ‘strike bulletin to how strike “the most: lavish and: costly. tele- ‘are -anatomy - - psychology, °- Dsy"| time,. but" was. embarrassing. ate
funds are dispersed. Evans reports NABET. is financing about 93% ‘of: ‘vision -show ever. Produced: over chology,. sociology arid Engl ish:.
‘stretch. .
.
strike, with two. thirds of that total coming . from. international, ‘rest ‘Mexican channels. na
"From .mid-September: ‘through | Lively clicking and twitling trom.
from voluntary donations. Benefits ‘of $30: weekly. are’ being paid ta 3a] ’ The. half-hour ‘show, apart from May. there'll ‘bé 96: ‘hours: of such.
NABET strikers (only about half dozen AFTRA members. are involved) ‘permanent -modern” ‘and. Classic: teaching over the air. Each lecture ‘the: Spanish’ Ballet: Trianas and fast’:
tapping from’ ‘the:-Clark: Brothers~
and Evans: says strike ‘committee’s ‘balance as of ‘April. I was $1,324:. ballet companies, will feature’ top.
or lab demonstration, enabling the gave vivacious touches: to. the: bill,-_
Despite strike, KXTV is reported in the. black . «.. KRON, now ranning: stars: Also, ‘voice: ‘of!‘announcer will
student nurses to study by tv;:will. ‘and “Josephine: Douglas.produced...
two prime-time half-hour ‘pubservice ‘series. weekly. is- adding. a third, ‘not/be. heatd in commercials, with:
‘smartly, °.--Jack: ? Parnell’s .;-band
_ which will start. in May and is. slotted for 6:30.p.m. Wednesdays:.:, . these limited to either’ silent car-"|::-be ‘of 30: minutes: duration.
‘Station ‘is.conducting. a -drive ‘to seemed °“somewhat: coarse on. this
’ KTVU added: Bob Stone. to its announcing staff—he’d: worked for. five toon
presentation, fixed ‘announce-|
i. $47 500 ‘through. public dona- occasion, ‘and -désigner. Bill Me- -L.A. tv stations in past: 14 years. . . KPIX: made deals: to. televise two. Toents. of other ‘variations’
where
a'| Pherson:had tao’ much, of a fixation-.
performances apiece of the Frisco Symphony and the Oakland Sym- aspotlight is on. ‘product: ‘being. sold, fions::to. ‘help “it: carry throuj
phony , . . Famous ‘Artists ts readying. a new Frisco ‘dramatic ‘series,|.but. without. any ‘sound, accompani- ‘number * ofS‘Planned ® expansion ‘about ‘step-ladders and. geometric ~
abstracts,which ‘added tothe enti. “projects...
a
“The Li’s of Grant Avenue,” and plans:‘to. shoot in Friseo's Chinatown ment.except music..
if series sells.
"2/22 Indications are. that- interest’in |.. Atmong tiie‘contemplated projects} Lo
are
estab!
ent
of
a
video.
junior:
=
ale “writing -. of. musical comedies
: especially” written: for” thie: home-. college: that. would ‘offer -a-science|. -and.
other.
courses,
-a
‘regional
.net-'
.
-. Sigma ‘Delta. Chi, nationaloe eis fraternity; “has: ‘presented screens
‘is building ‘up, Other ‘pro-.
ducers are "readying. shows written work ‘for: editcational. tv, an .addi=|.:
‘“awards-to KDKA-TV and KDKA for. distinguished service to journa- |
| tional channel ‘and... ‘Junior:‘high — ; Continued:from: page |2s—
lism in broadcasting. KDKA-TV won the award for: ty commentary |‘:
‘ing-starlets,: who request less coin, schools’ ‘aclerice course.. |
while KDKA_ won for radio reporting. The- fraternity. Specifically. ‘and
+ Murphy’ business. with’ ‘tts.interests featuring * ‘modern-:rhythms
| . ‘Smalt-_ gifts: and ‘KTCA. Fund in: Bush Radio: which °operates: in =
praised the tv station ‘for. its editorials: that Jed ‘to. strip miine: legislation in.Pennsylvania “in spite of: vigorous, organized opposition”... .:.' such . as the Twist, ‘rock-and-roll, meinbers --are heinj - sought. The ‘a ‘Similar: field. ..
‘amount which’ the's ation hopes: to.
“ABC’s “Hollywood Special” is. moving
AE's “Time --for Decision”: -ete.:
Such’ starlets’ as Angelica ‘Matia; ‘raise represents aboyt 8% -of. ‘its| pola.-terms -are ‘one’ Rack uae.ne
. out of its 10:30 spot on Sunday nights. ‘The. station will Still carry th
Marta-Elena Ceryantes and Norma ‘half-million: dollars: annual. operat-.| 70c - Ordinary “ share—currently
award-winning show. that: is produced, written and narrated by. Davé- M
priced at: "sbout. $4.50—plus ‘a little.“
Murray, in vations time. slots.until a weekly tiie is found... WHC ‘Mora, ‘easy on the: eyes and having ‘ing -hudget, according: to’ Dr. John over 40c in.-cash for: every two: of.=fogs
will televise Pitt: intra-squad game ‘on: Saturday, April. 28, with sports. above: average talent (Miss ‘Maria aSchwarzwalder, _Sengrat _ manager.“| Murphy‘s'. 4,368,000" 70¢
starred in. the’ legit version: of “The
director Red Donley doing the commentary
....Tom: Finn, who ‘has the
a mnits. Holders’ of Murphy's €50,000 |
.Fascinators”), -Will’ head up. ‘the|
>
°
7 p.m. news spot at KDKA-TV, will: do a ‘monthly half-hour show’ Musical”
534% -- $2.80: preferences .are. .
comedy shows, which, will’
starting May 21 at 10:30 p.m. Show will look at Pittsburgh news in also:feature.‘name “singers and:
‘offered - a ‘straight ‘switch:into~
areas. where controversy may Ricki Sponsor is. Nationwide Insurance.
}-Rank’s- 614%" preferences, while
comedians,
.
;
.. Jam Bohne is subbing for. icki. Wertz on WTAE: morning kiddie.
holders. of the 500,000: :6144% Mur-.
show. Miss Wertz is expecting: baby. at.end. of the month... ..Al Me- |: Fhe: gap: in ‘good. musical . enterphy -preferences - are’ ‘offered: .28.
tainment :‘over: -Mexivan|tv’ now. a
Dowell signed by Beverly’ Fa
“weit
pring.
“and:
baseball.
fevers
oe
for. 12; (maon), newscastdally may ‘be filled-as. more |
Ranke
614% for every. 25 held..
ae
‘attention is
on KDKA which started Mon. a6.
| paid: to: this: |ype of program. In} mounting, | WPIX-TV -Feports. it’s. - Terms -have.-been: --fully.. recont- _
ménded.
by.
the:
Murphy:
board
‘whio
hoisting
|
the
SRO
flag
on
the
“mag.
me ‘1 color -plans, t -will: be": musicals
IN MINNEAPOLIS ©
“: that will: get’ more serious atten-: ‘azine concept” -salea: plan. the New[.intend-to accept on behalf of their:.
Minnesota commissioner. of -aeronautics. Dale Maclver :Says he'll ‘tion ..“when” Emilio. Azcarraga - un- "York Andépendent has been pitch- ‘own and family: holdings, believed to rep about: 20% of: the equity...
oppose: construction. of two ty transmitting towers during Federal. furls © the -“Guillermo *Gonzalez:
-Systent Tater. On: this ing -for-tthe. wrap-around |shows | To: -finance . its existing . exAviation Agency. hearings. ‘here in May. Four Twin Cities tv stations : Camarena | before- and. after: Yankee. telecasts. ‘pansion operation, . Rank .-Proposes.
have been planning to -erect and share the towers whith would ‘expan d f.years .
=
oetoas
font
Soe,
a
.
EDR
ene
EL
On
ES
ODE
SK
eT
Fs1
‘their transmission area.” Maclvéer ‘claims proposed St: .Paul ‘site: is]
| °:Advertisers who have. signed up. to’. issue’. $16,100, 000 convertible.
within the hub of Twin Cities air. traffic and says.the towers would | “Milwaukee: = Mike ‘iialden, far ‘spots. that will rotate: through ‘unsecured. Joan stock in,the: near |
sportscaster.
|
‘for
:
the.
.
Milwaukee
.
-future..
be a.hazard .. = Irma Jean Gaertner, winner of. NBC's national “most |
the --either-enders and: the station |
beautiful voice” contest. in 1957, “emceeing new -daily show: featuring. | Journal. stations,
WTMJ-TV, ‘breaks -diring -games. include}-Although sich ‘names’“ag‘Thorn.
music and :shopping.tips on WPBC . .-. WTCN-TV. airing series of WTMJ-AM, WTMJ-FM, has: ‘been Bristol-Myers, Melville Shoe Corp: Electrical. and“ Philips .are. re. cee
‘special programs this week commeimorating Holy Week. and ‘Passover named Wisconsin's. ‘Sportscaster -‘of for. Thonr.:McAn: Shoes, ‘Bardahl. portedly interested in-taking over”
ee
ne
ee
wee
observarices, Series includes Easter services from St. Mark’s Cathedral the Year, ‘by: ‘National: Sportscast- Mfg.,Ford Dealers. of New York, ‘Murphy © Radio, :to‘.date’ there has.
in. Minneapolis and 30-minute presentation on. “The Story of Passover” ers
and-.Sportswriters Awards ‘New. “Jersey. and*- Connecti¢ut,. -been: No.bid.’‘to.compete “with:
: :
» .. Morrie Carlsen, formerly. with. KDAY, ‘Fargo, ND taking 'over committee, °
mes
\ ‘Mobil
atOn, Hertz andGeneral Mills. Rank’s. oe

replacing Jim. Holston, resigned.. Yeager ‘is. ‘from. WTVN, Columbus,|.
where he. was program director ; . . New: baseball lineup‘ has : Jimmy

Mexico’ ‘City, April: We.
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) WOLPER’s new:
1 7 dramatic non-fiction 'series.will ‘win ‘the

oy ;“ratings sweepstakes. pecause it:has: (a).outstanding: Quality and
Style. (by‘teal.stories ofrealpeople 3
in“‘véal,challenging’ situations |
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7
to.more,conservative: musical i
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.Come’Back”‘with,‘Btanley. ;
, Vs
‘|Shapiro.
"Ransohotf‘alzo. siid ‘the‘company: Wo EL,
‘would. open London and ‘Rome: of- |". ).

fices ‘this :year.to- handle increased.|.
) | the ‘first, “half of:Jack Paar,’nd. ‘tv. and feature production. Among |‘+ ABC-TV's “Sunset
Strip.”:
feature films: slated, ‘two
|
New -hourlong: Hitchcock: seriés four ‘more.
Madrid: Apri 11.
‘will be done overseas.:
‘made.-its |entry: Ante, ;hed:‘been -in: the. Friday time: ‘slot. ‘Predicting a: sales: volume “ot |:
and initially: had :some.:sponsor:
re-sistence:, Switching. the: ‘Hitcheock.
hour: to Thursdays from 10 to. 11p.m; is believed to be-a softer. com-.
petitive: cushion: Facing .Hitcheock
at. ‘that hour is NBC-TV’s..red

ee
a .Spanish:
;
‘television: last week: when

"Manny: Reiner, UA vice-prexy ‘for’

" 4nternational.: tv. salés, . signed. a

release pact with Jo Linten,.presi_ Vee" dent of Movierecord. ‘Until Ziv was.
“" ">" absorbed’ by’ “UA, _Movierecord Williams and” “ABCTY'S:
" .pepresented the company in‘Spain.. ‘Astaire’ Presents.”eo

London, Apria7

With a
so. many video comedians
|deserting ‘the medium. for. the

more’ than $16,000;000- in: "63-64, |
‘|richer ‘harvests of the:>feature 4lm.
Ransohoff sid: for ‘the fiscal. year |"
| industry, BBC-TV’s light::eHtere
ending Sept.-1, the firm’s ‘gross will a. ‘Continuea ‘from page’ra—
}tainment arm has d
ed to ewitch
be up.more. than$2,000,000. oe transmission belt ‘for ~ ‘Hollywood its affections from’ the comedy star
}:
ot product; we: -originate - ‘our “own |‘to the comedy: scripter.. oY
a ae
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|..
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shows.’” Much has.‘happened since |:

“BBC-TV, which is the preinter

| British. outlet. for situation comedy,
mes these days.
ae
took the: initial steps in this direc=
Ly the: face of the:web ‘election; tion when top scripters Ray Galton
| stations” ‘sunk. heavy -dough: into and: Alan Simpson were given

‘With. UA: moving in; Movierecord|‘ . When there were- tnitial reports aa
“1 will renew “Highway Patrol” and of. “CBS: Reports” ‘moving ‘to 7:30 |: 4.
:'y arrange... a “program: slot: for .-52 ‘p.m: ‘next. season, some web “execs |:
.. swideo segs of: .“Harbor. Master:” scoffed::at. the. idea.” The protesters,|.
.. 08 Linten plans. to. program two’ ad-: Tow. silent, ‘maintained ‘that alow f.
. / °. ditional: UA‘ teleséries: in ‘Oct, :for “CBS :Réports" -rating: might. have}
“- - “the. néw ‘sedson. -UA’s Continental ‘a deflationary. rating. effect ‘on. the :
“:-<"" . tv:supervisor Herbert Banquer and|whole: evening. “That. View ..is| no

building |WD. Bix.libraries. ‘Station ‘their. heads ‘with the assurance
¥ investments, in: the. large” ‘Tajor-. that BBC would -cast:according: to
[needs of thé scripts.6}. ity” of- cases, paid off, “with the: pix.
Result: was the “successful “Com:

“Before E :

‘audiences* and: ; spot. edy. Playhouse” series, an antholobusitiess. . The’ station market: was By of yock ‘shows with casts rang“Mexico City,‘Aprit17: | big. ‘and|-profitable “-enoughi--to| ing. from two to a dozen, from
“Dobie Gillis” which follows “CBS: °
'i:+. "+. "Movierécord-NBC ‘ties’ were also} ; Reports”
pe
“Which. ohne spinoff ‘is in prodyction
: is! a ‘viewer: ‘grabber:
Following. up; his prévious. ans
“| "gtrerigthened -last: week when Lin- “Gillis” “had ‘that: role-the current. nouncement ‘that. Mexico wouldun-|: wrench. virtually, all. of Hollywood's. and -another. mooted: Galton and
..). ten" acquired.“Bonanga,"" “Doctor season; led by “Tell: It to Groucho". dertake...standard. ‘color. .testing. pre-’48’s. Major studios, no: longer Simpson .aré also ‘completing -the.
.:
Kildare” ‘and -“Toretta *. ‘Young -and “Password, mo,
{Within two. “wronths,’ - Emilio: Azcar- ‘staying. ‘aloof from: the ‘tv. market,’ second. run of “‘Comedy Playhouse”
i+," 1° SMheatre:".NBC International execs
‘Taga,:Telesistema. Mexicano’ ’ presi- then ‘one. by- one. began selling’ off. again. featuring “unknowns.”
y.*ev Jerry Adler. and-Will-Roland made}§. “CBS Reports” ~OEE: ‘prdducer dent, -said .-that. ‘Mexico would -be their: “post-’48": Ss; :aS. soon -as they |. ‘Development ‘6f the team show,
i; the. sales en route..to- Seville as ‘Fred: “Friendly, asked: to..comment. transmitting: color . programs’. _be- made’ a deal. with the:talent guilds. ‘such as the “Rag Trade,”. is a fur_|(Major “-holdouts' in’ the post-'48. ther step towards less dependence.
..“sassociate- member -delegates to the ‘on. the. switch, was. non-committal.’ fore. the ‘end: of.‘the year.
‘--frace now are- ‘only. Universal :and’ ‘on .& single. artist: According to
| l» European. ‘Television ‘Unton -meet~| He -said: the: earlier *time’. period.
the _web’s. light
entertainment
“fs fings.-All- three: ‘series have. already would. not: ‘change |the. orientation |.” This is. not the: ‘standard. soide Paramount. )“been dubbed tn: Spanish ‘and.w ii-| Of his series and ‘that. he ‘assumes System. ‘Yequiring a: :Spetial’ receiv-.
In ‘the imidst ‘of “nis situation, . topper,. Tom Sloan, the ‘writers, in ..
ccs. Be ‘made available for. immediate: {that he. will ‘produce. 24 -programs. ér, but principle: invented. by ‘Guil-|.NBC-TV* followed’. by: ABC-TV ‘future, are coming in for the star.| for. the .slot next :season. .Current. ‘lermo Gonzalez: Camarena, where
“There
ma Movierecord ‘slotting... “pix. programming treatment. He ‘reasons:
‘season out: had ‘the: “OBS: Reports” :‘color signal is’captured by.a stand- stepped. into the |
‘Actording: -to.. ‘Linten;. Yani. ty:| unit.
tderby. .ABC-TV, in its* deal: with are plenty;of good ‘comedy actors.
producing 24 prégrams, 'tele-- ard:‘black. and. white ‘Set.
around who could be. made into
te “eornpanies : have.“ received. ‘official cast. at
United.
Artists
for
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‘pix.
Spent:
the rate ‘éf about: three: out |. *- Avearraga: ‘said even. this’ color
=.’ “assurances that:Spanish ministriés:
‘about $200,000 -per pic,: some’ of stars by: good scripts.”
- This .does. not mean, however,
"!" Swill no: longer -delay.. dollar’.cone: ‘of -four weeks: prior. to: the rerun” transmission. will: -not-be for. com- which: will be rerun. . ‘To ABC-TV
“mercial ..profit, :. but | to. ‘maizitain. that's :.-a° programming
ve “0 wersion of |-eseta- earnings.” met ‘period: ‘setting in: . °..
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“Current |‘Sponsors - siaing with’ Mexico in'a- leading ‘place. in:fele:.
names from the schedule. Rather,
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per
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than
the
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‘oRgir’ Exchange” and: Hitchcock, ‘all: vision developments: :Lee
‘the network is insuring - against
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[|switches, .includé Vicks ‘and: Pills: ‘cial cameras, :‘two. projectors .pnd: series: entty.” Price of. $200, 000 per ‘Tony -.Hancock, Eric’ Sykes and
bury. -on' “Exchange” Jand. ‘Alberto: hew: scenic “design will be. used;; ‘pic, though;- is:. above what any Charlie Drake’ are “not available”.
syndicator : can: ‘ pay.. “What's shap-’
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| Only: major cost wilk be in. setting: ing: up ‘then -is.:the network being|:owing to filming.
=}Up. transniission. system, ‘Azcarraga’ able -to. outbid . the -colléctive ‘barJe “everything—a ‘ labor,“Hoth Hereu-. ‘
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‘Tsaid, with: this’. création’. of .Gama-. gaining power ‘of the stations, rep°
ve lean: -and. “sticky. -:
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rena: outgroyth --of..“‘many ‘years of Tesented by.-the. ‘syndicator. It's]
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| attracting. .

Joe. Goltz flanked | longer” held:’ New: position -is : that'].

me ‘Reiner. ‘during sales talks.”
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_Azearraga: ‘said . Mexico doesn’t mew. pix product,: with, the. odds | —
: State. ‘Broadcasters; |he: was: ‘obvi-‘want to’ be left behind ;‘in color de-- in favor of.the:web:
7 regular’ sponsors, howéver. “87th”
, ously’ itked by what: he:called ‘the: "éld feature fil series;. said. Rariso- velopments ‘and he: predicted: that:|<
‘hoff, but updated: in: sophistication.
Precinct””. has
10° bankrollers,

stench” “whichclung |to. his. nos- “Goggle,” “he .explained as .an ‘at-- “our system. will have:“Tepercus- 7}
tris folléwing: ‘his first-look at -the. tempt: to bridge. ‘the -gap between: sions: throughout .the. ‘world, and it}.
_. Fs “Bus:Stop” “segment. ‘Pastore. can strictly . ‘kid. and* strictly-.adult. will not: be Jong. before. it is:‘adopt=]_
x
" §* giye the appearance. of. a: gut-fight-. video comedies in a series based ‘on ‘ed: :by’ othér® television::‘eenters | —
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moment,

- | “Laramie” has 20, “Cain’s “Hundred” .an. even dozen, ‘and so on,

=| The. fest .of Tuesday is SRO..
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-abroad.”. -The Mexican: executive
ing’. jiype,but '.éssentially. he’s. a a.father-son. relationship...
Wednesday is too, with. the night
“5 "> @ajoler. .who.’avoids.. the’. ‘viséeral|°-On the. _ network. ‘slate. for thet said. that ‘this. -contribution will. be. ‘national outlets and largely, ignor- filled by most of the regular sea2+ ““* “taegies:; -Whatever’-the reason ‘for. coming season, Ransohoff. ‘$aid ‘both one: of.:the: most’ important, ‘if ‘not ing ‘the .Mew. . ‘revenue " potential,"s ‘son’s bankrollers. These aré mostthe
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important,
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in:
the.
field.
of
Minow’s. absence, . ‘the “tone.Un- -Flmways current series. have. been.
\Frogtamming ‘time’ is approximate- :ly..ca-sponsors or full: sponsors..

Anternational: “electronics:
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a
‘renewed—“Mr..-Ed”.. in .a -CBS|“
2u three ‘and a half. hours per ‘day, Ditto all of the NBC Thursday’
programming. which has regular
Of ‘course,. ifthe: impasse: ¢
con shift: :ftom: -Stinday : to. “Thursday,
Ot tinues: Pastore" can: always: Call ‘in’ night,... ‘and: .“‘Shell’s ':Wonderful. SCHOENBERG: JOINS MARK: ‘vin | which offers. scope for seven half- sponsors, extept for “Outlaws,”’.
‘iy lsother "..“mediators” ‘from °:‘down: ; World of Golf,’ Blobe-trotting: ‘links|.
- Hollywood, ‘April 17, _‘Lhour shows. .daily, “or: “almast: 50. which. evidently is nat yet SRO for. ae ‘Pennsylvania -Ave... But: he’s al- hour - which ‘has, been répacted.- by: * Film: editor: Irving’. Schoenberg ‘weekly. Advertising is.Testticted to summer despite. having around 20
se “unless” ‘he\éan’ -guaant: “.,,_,taojshdd the -“Sponsor. :With. timeslot . to. be has: joined. Mark’ VII ‘Commercials
or 21° participating. bankrollers.
a ‘maximum: of:10%.
:
Friday is nearly SRO, ditto ‘Sat_-* « Yeady --on- record .that.. unless" he .determined.
"fas.an “exec. W.. J. Peterson: héads |."
already |urday: and ditto the Sabbath. :
{SL @ain. guarantee’ that the setworks
}":. Also ‘slated for cBS is‘the: new: the company,. ‘whi
split: off. from |-.. ‘Among the” "programs
=. amite.. in’ permitting. NAB. -pre- Filmways :‘comedy series, “Béyerly:|: Jask. Webb’s ‘Mark. VII “Ltd., “when: ‘booked by ‘Programme Exchange ft
. 1, gereening,: he “can’t. youch that -he Hillbillies” (Wednesday ‘at 9'-p.m:), ‘Webb joined |‘Warner: Bros. “as | are: “William Tell,” “Your Star.
-:| Showease,”. “Robin*Hood,” : “Las-|
‘ean: ward: off Congressional action costarring: Buddy: Ebsen ‘and Max | producer... a!
for- ‘Government . Fesulation.__ | Baer. Jr.- Seriés :will. bring Paul {-. - Webb: retains ‘apiece ofthe:blurb sie,” - “Cannonball,” “Royal °‘CanaHenning- ‘pack: to video production company; which {s-located. atGen- ‘dian Mounted Police,” “Sir: Francis’
_tDrake" and “Noddy. va
,
after. athree-year hiatus in whieh eral Service studios... ~....

oo “‘doubtedly: -was ‘more relaxed.
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WHOLESALE” (Columbia). Harold |getic ‘combo: .through a: teantic
Rome has whipped up an in-and-| repertoire that teys with The

Warner Bree.

eut score for this musical version |_Roach, The. Fly, The Swivel,:

=

ef Jerome Weidman's novelef New| Swim, The. Watusl, ‘The Fish and]

York’s. garment centre.. ‘Bat what's|The Twist, of course. They set.aj f
“in* ig good and what's“
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bad and the original Broadway cast
erefore, get

youz
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-BUL Black’s Combo’s ““Twistin’ Witte’ ‘Silver Sande ¢(Sharinat) a
J. “shifts ‘his earlier clicko single “into the Twisting groove with @... °°. |

mostly to the 7th. ‘Ave. locale, giv-|

ing it a heavy Yiddish tone but, tional. pop songs, all delivered in}.
there are several ballad delights) the French language. From: the}
and: a knockout of a special mate-] US scene. comes. such numbers.
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sakes the most of it all. It should,

woseerecee

Luman's
Big ‘River “Rose” (Acuff-Roset). stems. from the.

style will have impact:
* ‘Country. & ‘western. fold but the story’‘of,and.
not despite, its melancholy: .
‘in.the pop market es well, becduse

|. ree organ: and.brass: blending leading the way:to @.spinning >
payoff. “My Babe” (Atct). is another early wocking. shit, worked *.
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drive.: oeDeywe
rial number. The ballads that) as “The Guns of-Navarone:” Green: Prevents His, Newest Dot :Album‘>:,. over,-gnew for a- ‘current. spinning.
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should linger ate “Too Soon” and+Fields” and “The Green Leaves of |.
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material showstopper,
and a lot of adheres to a: appealingly mefodic. Poe
* “oscAR ‘Winnirg. Song |
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“Love Your's ell:Is.“Everywhere”
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» Marilyn
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a aifty
_palled “What's In It For. Me.” The
» ives)

“Nancy Ray's “You're Nobody *til Somebody. Loves You": (South.

Moon”. ‘and.‘“The}:Zs vem) ‘puts @.potent new. vocalist into.an old: song:with a style.
‘Tand “Old De
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that's pegged for. @. takeover in current’ pop- market. “Growing ©
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“MIDNIGHT IN MOSCOW” (GNP).
message ‘for the.
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Be

Good.”

“Cheek

te

|“DAVID

Cheek,”

‘of. the songs.‘ Gauthier, .a' young|*.

CARRE OLL. GALAXY”

(Decea),
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bullawes

es

delves
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Take

Me:

. Bert Kaempfert Orch’s “That: Happy :Feeling” (Northern®) is 4

“They Can't Take That Away From| (Mercury): This.is a bright and|Montrealer, sings. You.can™ deart} * gay instrumental ‘with a. bright..melodic -spirit ‘to: appeal to spin-.
Me,” “Night and Day,” “Top Hat, | sparkling: assortment ‘of tunes, ar-}Fiench. while: you listen. .°~
‘ners: on all levels. “Take Me”. takes @. lighthearted melodic stride.

- White Tie and Tails,” ‘“Fascinat- ranged and: conducted ‘by: David|.- LENNY * - HERMAN ::‘ORCH:- “aig, ond the Proprammers, will find it} to their Weng.
“Dancing: in the! Carroll.. Included ‘are show tunes,}| WANT.A. GIRL” (Pat). This is.an |
ing. Rhythm,
‘Dark,”

‘set of*.oldfashioned.|
7 ‘of:which were SHELLEY FABARES
é,
“Dillon. in
f |collaboration first. ate. Harry: vad

“e

wae Continents.’39, “Fun-. ‘dance numbers, Dallas,waltzes and:} attractive:

‘Albert Von Tilzer: and ‘later -‘with|.

Lo,

] cso

& ‘PAUL: PETERSEN.

“WHAT DID THEY DO BEFORE ROCK:oN ROLE:a
Colpity iss siete schicneseceh Very Unlikely

Shelley: Fabares .& Paul -Petersen’s "What Did. They ‘Do Before..:..:
“not *-so: ‘addicted. Care's are Henry © “Tobias: -Lenny. ‘Herman’s.
‘tie Chase. David Rose's large orch | displays some ‘effective touches ‘Small’ orch. delivers this repertory 4: Rock’ *n’ Roll”. (Knollwood*) has the clicko.-thrush (‘Johnny
gupplies. rich backgrounds
‘with “the. pen and‘ baton, ‘and’. the in: néatly appropriate ‘style in a}: Angel”) ina Aighthearted. duet. aboiit the juve-temno-that ithe
“teen trade will take to ‘in a-big-away: “Very. Unlikely” (Pogo*) .;. ©
LAFONTE: “THE -overall éffect- is light and. full. +-variety:of vocal formats,’ all suit- |.’
WARRY SBELAFO
DIAHANN. CAREOLL:. “SHOW-. able for a.‘singalong session. In -ad- - ds dikely-to get a@ fair share ofthe:‘spins, foo, because:POFits.‘eaterey
: MIDNIGHT SPECIAL” (RCA. Vic-’
gt!
Seep 5s
a
tor). Once again, Harry. Belafonte |STOPPER”. (RCA Camden)... A ‘dition:.to the title ‘song, there are (angled, juve-pegged. Uric. |oie
appealing. oldies ‘as. “Get
hhas fashioned, a standoiit songalog |young sepia songstress’ who has ‘such
‘Yourself A: Girl,” “Do ‘Do Do-What |

out of a group ef folk, gospel and
blues. numbers. The delivery here
. fs characteristically charged with
drama and excitement. for extra
- gpecial kicks. in this set, Bela-|
fonte has put ‘some fresh words

to

TROY. SHONDELL SEN

such traditional numbers as| pop hits. In this collection f some | |
_ meaningful.
“Crawdad Song” and +“Qn Top of |of her past recordings, the'promise. ‘Ties withit the implication that this| :

te

TWITTY aLeSoak cia wosee! ©COMEY N cozySs
a CONWAY:
oS (MGM) ©Mhiticanare “An Linke Piece: Of My Heart, :
©. rym, ee!

Old-Smokey,”. both getting fresh |of this talent: is clearly ‘revealed |1s a Twist set.of the: regular. r'n’r
values. out of these bluesy treat-|in such tunes.as. “Easy to Love,”
ments. An important ‘assist is. fur-]_.
nished by a. powerfully jumping:
orch under Jimmy Jones’ baton. |
Other standout tunes in this package include “Memphis. Tennessee,”

., (Continued '«
on1 page 48).
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Baa, v9 and “Michael, ‘Row the Boat

Ashore.

TONY
“ROMAN

Conway: Twity's. hebniy "N’ Cozy”.. {Rooseveltt)

wraps up “a:

parm” thought. awith an .easy vocal and melody: blencing that’ 3° ote
“* good. for.a. ‘big’ spinning. *pickup. | “A Little: Piece of. My: Heart”: wee
--: (St; Louist} spins out a: slow ‘ballad..mood: ‘and ‘plays around with: <
ad ‘mushy. ‘reading.that: tots:of .the: teen. Aemmes: find. enjoyable.

“Gotta Travel On, ” ‘Did You Hear

. About
.“Make

NANENO

|broken through with her cuFrent
|starring role in “‘No Strings” -on. Your .”Mother::Did”: . “My ..Little-|. (Liberty) |.ew ee's we oe 8 oe we
DNDMSTTES Fuaat: Because
|
jBroadway, Diahann Carroll has al- Girl” and |“op h Wed *The. Girl Ata “Troy Shotidell’s UNE” “gs
(
captures. a fasny rhthae | wd
Left Behind.” :
|ways. displayed: a@ striking style on ‘WILD
BILL:
1°. beat and pounds. the::title across with a: vocal imsact .that-could »: |.
her disk ‘aftempts even. :though
|';
MOORE rwister: |
turn inta a teener: catch-phrase.” “Just ‘Because’ : (Pamcot) -{s- one::'
|none of them made. the gtade ‘as|.
“|: of those weeping .rockers: ‘that | some emotional: tunes may -find

ag ee

oe : . 2

*

“2 Salis sSIEENAGE. SENORITA.

of. Saint. Saens’.
“violinist Erick.
Friedman. taped“ a- performance:
‘for | ‘Mike.: "Wallace's: “epyy” |Téppy RANDAZZO
‘and Rondo - x_{tapeda. pe

-“Introduction’

Ts.
“Mail :show. It'll be aired within the next three weeks. Friedman wift make|: ::. (ABC-Paramount): aD
Teddy’ -Randazzo’s :“Teenage. ‘Senorita”.: (Almimot).- brings.: an ol

MOTTOLA. - ORCH: |his solo debut on RCA .Victar with ‘a Paganini: “Concerto”. set due for}
GUITAR—VOL. 2” release in September. ...-. Arthur Fiedler, RCA Victor disker, ‘will

“gitted flavor. to a ‘juve-slanted ‘ballad: with a bolero, seasoning in 9.)
. a-big.orch setting that’s tailor-mace -for. turntable attention.:“U.S.
|:
(Command). ' ‘Enoch : Light, | who. launch his Boston Pops tour “May 1 and ‘plans to. include an. arrange~~ Mail” (Soith Mountain+) will -hape trouble’ ‘making its
3 fs appointed ee tet
ment
of
a
Twist
tune
popularized.
byChubby.
Checker.
:
..
Don:
Ameche
“sound”
albums
for}
produces. these

Command, has dug deeper into the| & Frances. Langford cut their ‘second ‘“Bickersons” ‘EP ‘for Columbia |’ “reunds. because it’s. just gn. overloaded: saga fog.
repertoire of Italian meiodies for aj. last" Saturday (14) .. Roulette ‘will release Joey Dee's “Two Tickets |
a _ ce *followup

*

to Tony: Mottola’s initial} ta Paris

album, from: Dee's forthcoming

DON'T PLAY THATT SONG:

film: of: the. same. title, on

[BEN'E. KING 2.0060 20003
.
“Roman Guitar” enterprise. The} June 1...
second volume is packed with the}
As. part of a ‘new. 9500" line:which. Riverside’ ‘fs.‘introducing. this || »(Aiteo) pe eole bee Gees The ‘Hérmit Of: Misty Mountain” * ° -

game. sound flavoring. and .rich ‘month, -the label .will’ bow :a program €alled. -the..‘‘Jazz: Composer|’

melodic quality that helped: its|
predecessor take off aad it should!
do as well in spins and sales.
Some of the more familiar Italiano

‘Ben E:. .King’s. “Don't

lity That’ Song-.CYou: Lied)” :¢Progres-

Series.’» It’s. designed to feature the works of contemporary jazz writ- |. gipet- ‘will’ get .lots-‘of.: ay because‘ of the dramatic punch the rs and_ will devote. an: entire LP- ‘to: the showcasing of..a particular. }... vocal adds ‘to -the effective. dallad |-line.. “Fhe ‘Hermit. of.-Misty’
cleffer’s’ work:’. . . Mike.Clifferd will .preview his forthcoming Co-. _ Mountain”
Mountain’ -1(Home. Folkst) ‘willaclimb: arou tn vce ii Sot
lumbia LP at. the New Orleans’ Playboy .Club for:three weeks. starting "with the: aid .o
Tammers:
a: 0 or,‘@ breezy.
's tce: ha
2 Mt

. : RCA Victor's Anna Moffo-in New York this. week for |on with thythmic j‘taste.
Eros - éan. *
f given the Mottola cing here}
May
tute Evnival in Venice,” “Autumn | Pic- talks. Her “La Boheme” package. is. slated:-for Atigust release’: . ..

:

otva
cs
Nee,
ae

: 7 hh
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wt

Yr Rome”. and. “Summertime in} The Jazz Theatre Concert at New. York's 92d St.:Y-on. ‘April 23 will.
a
Spumey ws
RAY ELLIS. ORCH
el
Venice.”
present John Lewistiae Contemporary ‘S
‘String Quartet, and: Sonny)
‘en
Se
ta
The ‘Sheik.
.
: ~ ROA Victor) 3: .: “es, os
.
Godd
KING ORCH & CHO-”.
PETE “POCKETFUL
‘Ray-Ellis
Orch’spidge
(Spankat)
could
fill
up
programming
ard- Lieberson, Columbia: Records. president; “has. taken.‘the|
OF HE
‘chairmanship: of: the ‘music advisory committee of the Hopkins ‘Center |’. “time. with.its bright instrumental style. The. melody, incidentally,. «©. —
for

-

ee

| at. Dartmouth College. Lieberson will- ‘head 4 ‘gtoup of ‘musicians and | ' was written by Victor disker Paul: Anka. “Fhe Sheik” (Spankat).\
t: deejaue. Interested. eo
qrs who will provide -guidance.on' musical matters: to the staff |. - has’. some’ ‘instrumental. ‘cash. and could ‘attract.
:
“ a Lia
7a _
{at the center . ... The Hi-Lo's,' who recently. switched: from Columbia in: more of Anka’s clefmanship.
. ae
*
1to Reprise, willstartaTing, forShela thlabel pen completion of |

a@ cuprent
tour
en
the‘ latter part of May.
LEE.chee dive syoaa¥e chess
.Reuben Phillips
and ‘his Apolio. Theatre -(N.Y.). band ‘cut their first] PEGCY
"

chorale aud orchestra aid up to a! sibum for United Artists at theSound Makers Stuilic with Alan Deue-

(Capitol):
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LOADS" OF.LOVE © 2
‘Sweetest.

‘Sounds: J:

: ‘ ch

Peggy Lee’s.LE odas‘of bose” (Williamson*). gives. the -Richard © seple and stock:cnetterorchestrie Yas as supervising: director... ..; Buddy Greco, Epic disker, has .been |
_ outing.
ng whittle “Bite . nc Tt set for'a four’ week engagement starting ..June -29..at ‘the -Cal-Neva |.Rodger? tune: from the.““No Strings” tuner: a’spicy styling. ‘which < 2.6".
+
Well Be
i ip
Lodge, ‘Lake ‘Tahoe:«.
Gary Schnerer; viola-student at. The- New| ‘ -makes «it. one: of the:-singer’s: best. readings in. some time. “The. 7: :

ight4s e
Serine: neste |School .of’-Music,. Philadelphia, ‘has..been’ named: a- member
ofthe . Sweetest Sounds”: €Williamson*) ‘$a pretty. ballad from the:‘same. re
From Judgment At Nuremberg, Pittsburgh ‘Symphony, ©
|
show which,Miss Leemakes: ever prettier. =
OR
ere oe
“Gettigg to Know You” and others, |. Command is .making-a special promotion. out: et Enoch’ ‘Light's
are Leper rfmito the KThe set |“Great. Themes From. Hit-Films,”: spotlighting the inclusion in the ANTHONY. NEWLEY -See |
WHAT: ‘NOW:MY.
: LOVE:a
an
ition to the King-Kapp |set of the Academy’ Award winning tune, “Moon’ River.” with stickers:

catalog.
PHEL

| on the packages and. speciat store displays .‘and dealer. incentive plans,

UPCHURCH:

“THE BIG|

..

(London).

v

Woda eee

Sse
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neu cwes

a
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a

ar Dee

. Ray Charles” ABC-Par waxing of “Modern Sounds in Country: and|: Anthony: Newley's: “What. Now My .Love* ' (Remick*). is a strong

‘HIT DANCES” (United. Artists). Western Music”. has’ exceeded\the 204,000-LPs-sold- mark. :in -seven]. ballad entry solidly | based on a. firm vocal and: an exciting..ar-"
‘chancest From its:
Phil Upeharch's swinging way. with| weeks Pianist. Engene List left Friday (17): for. Moscow to judge |- rangement. “Why”. {(Debmar*)- sets:‘its‘Spinning -c

-@

guitaris perfectly suited: to| the Tebaikovsky ‘piano. competition there. He ‘records. exclusively for]:

e andouttere enfavo thatfall ‘Seam Redpath :sevtibn Balad 8
von platter | for. Elektra. will be
teea
r.
in
“Jean edpath's
0
Balla
00
oe

Lica

ee

lilting style-e
‘and pleasing. pocal.:,

» SASCAP.
t ~

BML:

| Kufe HisileHobdayTe
mi}. Pianist Peter Nere:tacked upa} ‘Charges in$1,750,000 Suit
vo PalsBig$2620

7
on nA Manes Stands|"

total grese af $26,420 In -four mid={ -.,

: |westerm
s: April 6,.7,'8,}"..
and 26; in chronological order, the}-

= ggooea00, ‘Avnet: ‘Flectronics has :

TPitps in
1: Step.With “| dates were
2 Germans’ March. Craze

- taken‘ over: 100%: control. of Eib-|:
ey, ‘Records. ‘The deal .was nade |

at the Murat Temple,

MGM Records has been hit with

seven-count, $1,750,000 suit: filed.
. MextUnions Protest Nat ‘laagaitist
it In N. ¥. Supreme Court

Symph’s ‘Foreign’ Tooters

by concert producer-promoter Don

Friedman.Three of the counts de“on. the’ basis :of
” gharéx_of|.
,
‘Berlin, ‘April: 12.
‘Mexico City, April 17,"
|Auaitorian, Daytoa. ~
‘Avnet: for five. shares of Liberty, . March records,. surpr
judgment of $500,000. each
“The Mexican Philharmorite Union ‘mand
and. atiother cayse of action asks
The buyup:has heen approved. by 1
ae
former
thrée
sets
were.
pie:
‘finding
and the. Federal District Musician's $250,000.
The complaint. stems.
.the boards’ of both companies and |
gente ‘by Ken Kragen Productions,|
‘t from the diskery’s alleged theft of :
consummation, ‘expected ‘by June.
tt.
“atid the: Dayton stint was. offered |ing | ofa Billie Holiday taping.—
-:80;. rests on approval. by Liberty's La
‘by. W-B Productions. Appearing for ‘the.}
< ghareholders. No- objections :“are. Nostalgia: ‘May play. the same vols with’ Nero, who records for ‘Victor, |,
“The suit also seeks an injunetion
Fs
“anticipated. *. ,| against’ “MGM's use of a pe re
here as it does. : with.‘old pop. tunes }-“was.
the Four. Saints, a jem unit: |Fa
‘which’
also:
are
“heing
revived.
a
‘
|
formance
by the late singer which
The ‘Avnet takeover will ‘not. at:
;| Friedman claims to have produced
“geet. the Liberty operation. It will|- Philips is. the’ diskery most. sauce we :
‘lin
concert
and recorded. on tape,
a Temain conipletely autonomous and. cessful with-march platters. It has | BF
8: 8.
[pee
§
there'll -béno changes ‘in the per- a@ complete series. (German. Army]
Adolfo. ‘Magallanes; head.‘of the and which he charges MGM un.fomnel getup on: the :Coast:.or: in: -Matclies). of LPs which Tepartediy. .
- + Philharmonic “Union,. said: it. was Jawfully released as an LP. In adea,
' New York. The firm ts now prexied are doing top biz. The: greater. part } oe
“curious” that whereas many noted dition; the action wants an account
: by -Al Bennett with. Ss! Waronker. : ofthe marchese: are: of. vintage}... *:
foreign ‘eonductors have. expressed -ing. and transfer of. all materials,
1) .
| 9th “century -‘origin. ‘They’ .are{ a mA,
"as. board chairman...
|
revenue.and. documents to Friedopinions. en. “magnificence”
‘a| man’ by MGM, involving this Per‘The. purchase by Avnet. ‘is.par j played by the :Stabsmusikkordps}formance. —
ef the. ‘firm’s..diversification pro- ‘of the ‘Rundeswher,’ the new West|: Unitea: ‘nitists “Records. fs. prep- m
ring new persennet seem to . The complaint originates from a
. gram ‘into:the home ‘entertainment Germany Army’ ‘under :jhe:baton | ping a move-in. onthe. kidiskbusi-"|'
5hWilhelmStephan
ness. ‘The label’ will. unveil a new feet that,national talent’ ds ‘third ‘concert whieh Friedman produced
Bad. Avnet’ also: owns British’ In- of.Col.
ee : a ‘children’s - line: at. its. ‘distributor Fate. . “he te
tures -the |...
- @ustries which man
{at Carnegie Hall, N. Y., on Nov.
ae sales:‘meeting: in:‘Miami. Beach: Tate |.
Garrard: record-changer ‘and. the »
| 10,1956, the title of which he as-Jane.: ..-.
:. Whartdale ‘speaker. |1 With Liberty.{:8
{serts was-“Don Friedman: presents
: Row: under its wing, Avnet is. now x.y
; ““Inchuded. in’‘the:“Kiddie dine.will
| Lady Sings the Blues at Carnegie
“parenting
the ‘records: as: well..as} |
‘Tbe 30-standard titles, with 10 packHall.” It is. alleged that this con-fhe ,eomponents ‘that ‘play records. iz
[ages ‘schedu'ed. for: the: initial re| cert “presented Miss Holiday in ae
lease...” Musie for the albums is[:
: There are 607,277: ‘shares. of Lib-[.
nevel and Unique manner. . fea"|performed -by. the: Hollywood :Stu_“erty. common. stock outstatiding and|:
}turing her singing interspersed.
_:.
[dio Orchestra, ‘and a special group}.
- an additional 60,000 shares. subject}
.| with readings ef_carefully edited
=. laf: actors will, bée.used for. éach-al- .
‘to “employes. restricted: stock-op-| =.
excerpts from ‘her autobiography
‘{bum to portray’ the: ‘various: ehar- |
> Aions. Oniy last-week Liberty asked | See FF
entitled, ‘Lady Sings the Blues’”
; acters: in the stories: .
“the Securities & Exehange. Com-|.: °°."
and that this concept “was and con“mission <in.. Washingfon~to okay “atinués to. be the sole and exclusive
~Zandon: april.7 * . Phe line will be divided {jnto.two;
security offering whereby. Waron- |. athe:Twist has. finally’ established categories. : Oné package will: in-| -“the: fate of 20thi-Fox Records: fs | property of the plaintiff.”
_-_ker and Bennett would sell. all their’: itself. as. part ‘of: the‘ ‘Britons’. en-' -elude_ the.: 12:inch: record and. will still. undecided. ' "After: -several:
_Also invelved in the event were.
. common ‘stock in’ 2. 100,000-share tertainment. ‘But: ‘despite’ the. na<:, se'E: for: :99¢.:. The.seeond .group|.‘months of: ‘meetings - with disk biz. Gilbert Milstein, whe acted as
- publie offering: The common shares | tional’. aeceptance- ‘of ©the: acro- will. incorporate. a storybook. ite exees, Ted Cain, director of. music. ‘narrator, and musicians. Coleman.
‘would have'a top.price
of $25 with batic ‘gyrations |:-as a. pleasurable |‘the -packagé.:so:-that the -moppets affairs. for parent 20th-Fox. Pic- ‘Hawkins, Buck Clayton, Roy Eld- exact: amount.to be supplied later.: pastime, ‘the Twist - is. stil¥ -not .a ‘will be: ‘able te follow the. record. -tures,. has. returned to the Coast,. ridge, Al Cohn and the Chi¢o Ham-in: ‘the ‘béok. and: also, be. able: ‘to having made. his undisclosed. rec- ilton. Quintet.
* According’ to ‘the SEC; Liberty’ coin ‘Ture: for:‘hightspots |in’ this: ‘eolor
-the’. picture ‘naves, o his.
.,bas outstanding. -327,641° common country. :
| ommendations ;
to.the parent com-| .
' Taped for Pleasure’
: Fackage ‘will. list. for $1.98. :
.

ine ofKiss

ihForia
|nt

aabel's

RateiinLanOf
~Parent FilmCo.

_and.279,636 Class B common shares . Only- ‘one: -lafenight ‘rendezvous |!

‘pany.

Friedman claims that he taped’
in ‘London thrives'‘on the appeal.of | | The. first: 10 ‘titles te be releaced {. “While..“ins:New York; ‘Cain 7
ker owns:22%: and Bennett 6% of hip swinging alone,;. Helene Cor-' ‘are: Robin. Hood.” “Wi'liam Tell,"/4 straightened- out. the. business af-|.‘the event “net for commercial pur‘poses
‘but for the personal use of.
“Snow:
White,”
“Cinderella,”
.
the common -sharés.. Of the Class’ det’s:. Saddle: Room. Other. attempt:
‘fairs of: the former. Fox disk opera- ‘the plaintiff and that.a copy of
-B securities, Waronker owns 9% to. ‘accommodate the ‘bone-bending “Knights “of The ‘Round .Table,”
financial .and: ‘said master recording was present“The ; tion. which ‘involyed “The:
‘Sleeping
Beauty.”
_ and. ‘Bennett 25%. -. «..
‘dance, Twist ‘At the ‘Top; folded:
personnel :-arrangements. .- As”.
Musketeers,”’.” “The .Ugly|stands |‘now, there is. ‘still. ‘a Newit| ed te Miss Holiday and te her hus” In the: ‘purchase. déal: Liberty: ‘ac. after only one month: of ‘underpa~ F Three.
Duckling,
: “Puss: An Boots” .-and
York Office: for the. diskery but it ‘band, Louis McKay, for the sole
"quired: :360,000. shares of Avnet. at: tronized: Operations; :
To.
f--Ch opin. Told” la: To. is serving as.an- order taker. since purpose. of Miss Holiday's personal
; The’ Story .ofc
ogo a share. ‘Liberty's net sales for|:
, ‘after.- dark. ‘London is. ‘Young
People.” ‘Each ‘inetudés the ‘no ‘new. produet is. planned until Ustening and ‘aesthetic pleasure.”
However
'
‘1961 were. $7;361,713.92 anil its net:| Not, entirely: bereft ‘of Twist:in ‘top}‘full orchestral background -as well
~The producer alleges that early
Aneome after taxes: was $646,465.34. quality ‘spots: Such: slick’ eateries|‘ae: the: Cramatization., of the BOY, final blueprints are laid. for: the|in Deceniber, 1961, MGM; through.
new disk. overation, if ‘there is to
‘fas the’ Hungaria’ have .given the ‘Une...
‘its Verve ‘imprint,: released an al‘|
be.
one:
at.
all.
dance: a ‘whirl in small doses while|:
bum called “The Essential Billie.
..The:. company's ;* only.* release |:
-:|at the sanie. time they have relied:}‘Holiday Concert at Carnegie Hall.”
‘since the exit of its president and
“upon more accepted. forms. of en«
"in ‘addition te'indebtedness.:.Waron-

osetlenent EndsT
OF Mpls:Teoter

reat

Te FcketTwass UBnailolnChb

‘| He. claims that the disk’s jacket.
PREM‘ALBUMS‘AES.|veep
describes the album as being a.
ef Miss Holiday's 1956
1836, UP $131,220)‘music.
m “from Fox's: feature, “State. ‘waxing “dneluding
‘Where .this new.’ dance, : banned'| :
Millstein’s nar-

: tertainment -.ta’ keep the: “clients.

comfortable—and regular. .

a

‘Fair mo

by. instructors, flayed" “by.Iedi¢os[© “premier. “Albuins, ‘lowprice. disk|

tl
~ ‘Minneapolis, April 17... and .abhorred- by. eggheads ‘as .“‘the manufacturers hit.a:$2,513,181. take| :Cain=: ‘apent™ ‘eonsiderable . time
arel‘eight-inch: ‘Snowfall :and tem- déath’ throes: of. a ‘dying’ ‘civiliza-|.-for’1961; It more than doubled the huddling -‘with record men in an} the form of an } “edited reproduce .
effort:
to-colléct
information’
for
a
_ peratiire: drop. to.-two. above. zero, tion.” -has*: -been an \out-and-out previous dears! ‘Fackup. - of $1,=.
tion” of his gig.

‘|report: ‘to the. parent. company as te
* foreing postponement of the home: Click is in: the’ dancehalls. -and.sub- 121, 623. :
: Friedman contends that MGM
various ‘paths. a new disk operaopener last,.Friday {13), was a flat. sequently ‘:-on,.disks.*.
3,mane
: The company % net.earnings after: tion could follow.. This report has. “was not authorized to
‘note to” disturb : the’ .-Minnesota:|. ” Almost.’ all: terperies that. have
taxes. were. "$183,322, amounting |to. been made and. the :final .décision ufacture. or distribute: such 2 Sisk
wins” American: League’ ‘baseball |; been |‘dominated . ‘Dy’. rar: ‘dancing.
(Continued on page 52}
ao 2 elub. on: ‘what's. ordinarily... con- [ahd jive: for.: more than ‘a. decade|nearly - Wte per share on 260,000: as to what; type of. operation will!
“sidered. an.unlucky day anyways.’ ‘have now. made provision ‘for the ‘shares’ eutstanding.. ‘This :compares be -formed.is ‘now, in the hands ;of |
with, earnings in.’60.-0f. $52,082,-or
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“-":1 Gollege Concert (T. 1658) °
, 726 "ELVIS PRESLEY. (Victor)

“BEN ‘ARDEN. ORCHESTRA;: Empire: Room, Palmer ‘House--Indet initely
~Louts.ARMSTRONG ond: His ALL-STARS, Living Room—June I1-two weeks
“BOYD: TWINS; “Wrigley ‘Company—Commercials -

~ *Blue Hawaii (LPM 2426)

“6. FRANK SINATRA, (Reprise)arene
“i!
2Sinatra’ and Strings:(R 20085on Ds aa
re
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I: atesBROWN’ ORCHESTRA—April 2h; Standard Club;
April

*

“7 65." CAMELOT “(Columbial”
Oviginal Cast
Cast (KOL 5620)"

7 “CHUBBY
CHECKER
CH
—
Ee
-_-*: Your. Twist Party (P
"= 13. LIMELITERS (Victor):
O° Sing. Out CPM 2445):"93: ,WEST. SIDE: STORY ia
|
5} “Original Cast“(OL:5230)
¢-T 11 SRAY CONNIFF (Columbia)
ft
Se: Muely di”“Love. (CL. 1720)
724. EROWER. DRUM_SONG a :
i),

|P aes

“DAVE BRUBECK: QUARTET —April 28, Orchestra Hall

-Ravinia Festival, August 1.‘and 3
JGAY. CLARIDGE ORCHEST! RA,‘Milford Ballroom—Iindefinitely
"PATTYCLARK, Fountain Room, Sherman ‘Hofel starting May 1—4 weeks.

- -DICK-CONTINO, ‘Ray-Colomb’s Supper Club—July 24-three weeks.
"DON‘DAVIS. ‘ORCHESTRA, Edgewater. Beach Hotel—Indefinitely
The DIAMONDS, Edgewater. Beach Hofel—June 4-four weeks
it ree

Soundtrack: (DE $098)~

"16. JOEY DEE & THE 'STARLITERS TRonletteyae
vi.

Holiday
Ball29,
~ April26,
2 ‘Club Allegro; April 27, Country Club, West. 22,
Chicago;
April
: room
Sheraton-Chicago Hotel; July ‘22-23, .Club Laurel
:

Dont the ‘Twist at Peppermint ‘Lounge @tain) 13 i
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ee
LETTERMEN. (CapitoD
"., Song. for: :-Young .Love ir 1680)

BUDDY. GRECO, Cloisfer—June 4-3 weeks.
JUNE. ‘HARRIS, le. Bistro—Indetinitely:

4. DAVE: BRUBECK: {Columbiab -:
“. Time. Out (CL 1397).

|:
. ws
ce“ALHRT.SEXTETTE, Living Room—May 10-Two:
oaks
“HITS OF BROADWAY REVUE, Del Prado Hotel—Indefinitely
“DON JACOBY. and. ALL-STARS, ‘Edgewater Beach Hotel—June 4-4 weeks

seo "8.CHUBBY: CHECKER, Panwa a

he. Twist (P7001).
ra: .. JUDY: GARLAND: WCapitel)

‘LES’ ELGART: ORCHESTRA;. Holiday Ballroom—May 20

7LY F
FORD,candTHE THUNDERBIRDS, Club Laurel—April 25-4weeks
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“Jvdy Garland at Carnegie: Hall,two i
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i CFERRANTE-& ‘FEICHER, united:“Artiste,”
.. Tonight (UAL 3171).

KITTY. KALLEN,: ‘Empire ‘Room;: Palmer’ House—June 2-2 weeks

: 7 ?4si
KENTON ‘ORCHESTRA--May: 5, Conrad. Hilton Hotel, May & McCormick

me, ROGER ‘WILLIAMS (app
Maria (KL.1266)
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_ Original: Cast (KOL 5450). :
i, : LAWRENCE WELK, (Dot)
: Moon ‘River.
Ri
DLP: a

“ARTHUR:LYMAN QUARTETIE,. Edgewater Beach Hotel—July 2-4 weeks

ies.‘OL: ‘a2 zaosnea eee
BS (Decca
e “ BURL WY!
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19. 21: --FERRANTE &.TEICHER. (OA: =

= JACKIE “MOMS” MABLEY;. Roberts Show Club—April 20-29,
Tivoli Theatre—May 25-One week
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_JNOVELITES: TRIO; ‘Edgewater. Beach: ‘Hotel—May 14-3 weeks
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2 is © DAVE. BRUBECK Columbia). |:
Time ‘Fart
Farther Out (CL 1680)."

“INOCK-A-BOUT: S TRIO; Laredo Lones—May. 14-Three weeks —
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s _.FEANKSINATRA (Capitol).
point of No -Retarn (Ww. 1676)

| RONNIE ORLAND,.Yacht: ‘Club, Edgewater Beach Hotel=May 16Indefinitely

‘ aebeam “ga2. Live
JOHNNY
MATHIS (Columbia ane
It Up (CL (171). |i
i“No STRINGS (Capito

7
OU

ORLANDO, Bismarck Hotel—indefinitely:

fo

“INeKIE ‘O'SHEA; Barclay: Club—Indefinitely
:
“IMM PALMER.‘ORCHESTRA, Conrad Hilton: Hotel—Indefi initely
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ae
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Be
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Siet
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9. MIKE. NICHOLS & “ELAINE MAYE atercary_ vi

“AMARY PASTOR, Living Room May 24-June 10.
° PENNE:‘PRYOR, Empire Reo, .Palmer House—May 14-2. weeks

“eRvCEROBINS, Yacht: Club, Edgewater Beach Hotel April 18-Moy 1:
13

Exathine’Doctors (MG. 20680)-

“SATAN and. THE ANGELS, Cloister—Thru April.22.

- “92. : JOAN“ BAEZ (Vanguard):

"Jean. Baez, Vel. If (VRS sod :

CHARLIE ‘SHAVERS, ‘London: House—May. 1-3 weeks .
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4 NAT COLE‘& GEORGE. SHEARINGanita om

“pOROTHY SHAY, Edgewater Beach. Hotel—April 23-3 weeks:

"2. Nat Cole Sings George: Shearing. Plays:&W:
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Ju!) Soundtrack (R 25168)
|. 29--- FRANK SINATRA. Reprise)
vil)

¥ Remember Tominy (R. 1003).

TED: SIEBER, Yacht. Club, Edgewater Beach Hotel—Mon. and Tues.
“SINCLAIR. and ALDA, Edgewater Beach: Hotel—May 14-Three: weeks
“TERRACE ‘and ELITA, Edgewater Beach Hotel—April 23-Three weeks.

Ls: : -GAIL-TOBIN, Dimitri ‘s—Indetinitely “es TUCKER; LaPetite Gourmet—Indefinitely
“Tuivanours iDUO: (Joey :‘and. Luigi), Laredo iones—Thro April 22°
cen
- GLORIA VAN, Club Alabam—indetinitely
ESTEBAN: VELAZQUEZ, Tree. Room, Belden-Stratford Hotel—Indetinitely
hy :
|< a
-LES:WAVERLY, Edgewater Beach Hotel—Mon. and Tues.
:a
‘Sutherland Lounge—May- .29-two weeks
:Sg
UI‘“SLAPPY:
E WILSONWHITE,
, Sheraton
-Blackstorie Hotel—May 7-Three
weeks:
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a 6 FLOWER. DRUM SESa
. Original Cast:
Cas ((OL 5350): ; *

KENNY BALL. (Kapp)

| Midnight -in “Moscow: (KL, 276)

= 2 ‘ANDY. WILLIAMS :Columbia):
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: Danny. Boy (CL. 1751):

oe "MITCH MILLER, coma
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Rhythm Sing Along (CL. 1727)
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=. BILLY VAUGHN (Dot).
"™

“GEORGE SHEARING: and ‘HIS QUINTET, Loridon House—Augus? 14-3 weeks
ee

22 CHUBBY CHECKER (Paikway)"

oo 2, ‘Twisting ‘Round the’ World: 27008). 3
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2. West. Side: Story (UAL:3166)‘:
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Place. (Afternoon), May 6,Holiday Ballroom (Evaning)
~ RAMSEY. LEWIS. TRIO, ‘tondon House—Thru April 29.

*+"" Greatest. ‘String Band. Hits.(DLP 25409):
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", 4°. ROBERT GOULET (Columbial.-en 7 a=apres ib 3
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. Abways:You (CL 1676).
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7 7 “JOAN BAEZ (Vanguard).
"Joan Bez, Vol. 1 (VRS i
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The Bickersons (CL1692)..
2 BBS -RUSTY :WARREN.. Tubilee).—

HOWARD: SEDER—June.. 6Three weeks.

7 [7 CAROL -BRENT—July: 19-Three.:weeks

wo

0 *

‘pick: ‘HAVILLAND—Thro ‘April ry
" JRENE KRAL—June' 6-Three weeks .

Es CHUCKALUCKS-TRIG—April.. 25-Thre’ ‘week = WILL MERCER--May 16-Three‘ weeks
ay |.
2 KEN COLMAN—Thrw- April 24-05 7 «|.
wa_ ° -JUARIA -MOORE—Thru April 24
. $OF CONTI—“Thiu April 24 © 0 2-0
MICKEY ONATE—June: 6-Three weeks

2s LIANE DARWIN—Apiil tivesale
DOWDAVIS TRIO—Indofinitely
"WES
HARRISON—May
16-June’
5. woe
ae TOHANY
HARTMAN Joe,
the

“. "ANN RICHARDS—Thru April. 24.
— TERRE ‘THORNTION—Joly 19-Threa‘ weeks .

‘a... DAY, DAWN. ‘and. DUSK—June 6 Three seal

, BOR: VEGAS—May

16-Three: weeks.

ANCE ‘VERNON—June Three. weeks
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| 2.Kneckers.:Up;(JLP 2029).
72 CHAD. MITCHELL TRIO. (Kapp)
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_Mighty Day on ‘Campus ((KL 1262) eee |
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9: _AL-HIRT (Victory:
areas
:. Horn: a- Plenty’ (LPM. 2446) ..
os : WILSON & ADDERLEY (Capitol

. Nancy Wilson ’& Cannonball Adderley.: ce oH

Buy . HOW. TO'SUCCEED (Victor)
> Original Cast: (LOC 1066):
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JOE: ‘GLASER, ‘President
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Fred Williamson, Vice.Pres.; ‘Manager Chicago: Office
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~ MOM Salt

®. —.

“(te
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o IndexofPerformiaince &Sales):

off to do a date for Diamond inst:

‘The. ‘Tarciers:“folksinging quar-

Coniiasiea from Bare‘g=m.

1 and he. ‘had. no ‘agreement’ ‘with
| MGM ‘concerning the matter...’ He:
‘|contends that MGM never paid him |.

‘tet, have inked wi{th Decca, The week.. His ‘first. disk. ‘will.eo call
This: weekly
group will wax both album and release April 23.

or -other compensation ~
tabulation’ is:‘based on “a“statistleatty-‘italia’ . ‘royalties.
for the use of the. material and that’.
* ‘satio:-of disk: sales,:nationally, as reported ‘by. key outlets: in major.‘ | the « diskery. had -“applied: for. arid: .- Mercury: Terry. Gibbs:
be “Last Night I Had the Strangest.|
*elties;, ond.muste:
> programming by.‘the.
major Independent. radio. secured. registration ‘thereof .for:
erry Gibbs has been resigned
Dream” and “Ride Up.” .The disk
| name.”
Statutory. :Sopyright .eee . in
alla :
Big
ns
ee
will be out this week. The Tarriers- by Mercury. afterAbel, Gibbe’ a
from.
the.
s’
aT
——
=I
are currently appearing at the Bit- sence
“He
‘charées
‘that
bitowt
to.
Mews
:This Last No. Wks, ©
ra
aa |
ter End, ‘N.Y.,.and will shortly do. band. was. taped af the Summit|]
os
ara
Saree“ | mianufacture and ‘sale’ of. the -disk;
Angeles for’ ‘ant,uP
: we We m.Chart .. |:
a 10-day. concert tour with Bobby. ‘Club..in' Los Pt
j the: recording: Of: the concert: “had:
"
6 .GooD LUCK CHARM
Darin and Count Basie’ s Orchestra, coming. Mereury. Felease, .
| never been sold: to .the public. and...
- Elvis Presley..
ese valgiee:sacaseedie ess
Wl
[7
|
Temained -his ‘sole .and: -éxclusive.:
Westminster: Pierre Monteux
as . JOHNNY- “ANGEL =
ee
Pierre Monteux has been signed
"Shelley Fabares: sreesceasdieswtea! Colbie ‘property. For this “unlawful: and.-.
|
unauthorized” use ‘:of.-his’. prop-- we
to the Westminster classical label
“6 _ MASHED POTATO TIME.
erty,” he ‘is.-demanding* $200,000°"
of ABC-Par © Records.
;
-:.
Dee Dee.‘Sharp‘.
[in damages. - m
.
waxing,-an interpretation of. Bef-]_
ae T ' THE SLOW TWIST.
Charges Conspiracy’ Paes
Jidz's “Romeo. and Juliet,’ will be | :
:
Chubby. Checker .es nyae ecenee Leeecee /Batkway .:7
Teléeased. in the fall.. Dr. R. Curt
Friedman further charges | that!
single product, their first single to}

a :we 7

i British Cleffers
(

List, Westminster ‘a&r- chief, . will 7
cut the:‘session this summer, ©

May Share.CoinI=
-

‘London, -April- 17.

Seessites
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- _ “Ricky Nelson’ 20.2. 00e46025 sca

disk aréna ‘via Charlie Parker Rec- Phonographic’ Performance ~- Ltd.) Saget.
ords. Her first session was cut.un-| (organization set up by the. disker-|f
| 3.
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mptat :| | other. ‘whose identity. remains’ ‘Un -

eniown' to the plaintiff,’ and- mvali=
ON THE: ‘SHORE "Al
00.0. yess eens eee+. Ateo "| ciously’and wilfully entered. into a .

6 10... *4 STRANGER
Following meetings ..between
Parker: Beatrice ‘Kay
the. Songwriters”. Guild" of Great }f0 0 0"
Acker Bil 2.02.2
‘: Beatrice Kay is returning -to- the ‘Britain ‘and™ Tepresentatives ie 1.7
9: 77 SOLDIER. BOY re

der the direction of Mundell Lowe.
‘The album, entitled “Having A. ies ‘which licenses public perform.
ance. of disks. fora varying
Party,” will be a spoken word type

Cameo

Shirelles-.

eee

‘ Kett LETTER
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seals

LOVE LE

y

PBEES

‘scheme and/or plan ‘to defraud and:.
_Scepter | deprive-him. of :his- property: -.and-

.

:

- [|to. withhold - information from. the.

ee

.. J]public respefting plaintiff's partici~. 2 fe

CE TEES ASSES AEST RETEST 2: Era-! I)pation and. of’ the production ‘of’ - i

an- ‘important point of |principle vo De
LOVER. PLEASE
ears ee
eccpicig -$|the concert. This alleged: situation -ON as
has-been. clarified... PPL, has ‘as-|9 -i979= i :
Clyde. MePhatter.
Méreary * |e
lias:‘claims.
caused. him $500,000 dama Be
es,pome
: cassis sists rT
“SHOUT
sured. SWG. that it. never ‘was the|[-°

' disk consisting ° of humor, stories
and songs. Release is scheduled for

intention to exclude cleffers from |}...

‘Joey Dee & theSisrliters. weriusesis.,
Roulette. Hl re ea alteges
—————

the fall. MGM
will distribute
—
throughout the. world for:thePar- ‘the ex. gratia. ‘payment . made. to/J:
-pubbéries and aitists.”
1:
“AL a . “6. “DEAR ONE
ker label.:

Larry

PPE said it.would be ‘willing: at (f°

- any time to direct fees to-any chan-} ee | 8. t LOVE ME. WARMAND TENDER
Hickory: Kris. Jensen.
ae
“Paul Anka
Kris Jensen, formerly with’ Kip nel: where they would’: best, be .of ce

Records, has been ‘added: ta.ane
roster of Hickory Records, firm
based in Nashville. Jensen, who i8
now making his home in Nashville,
also ‘signed an exclusive. ‘booking
contract with Acuff-Rose
Ar

benefit :to the

at

songwriters—pto-

viding, all:‘ottier” beneficiaries : stillji.
received .
ir.
due amounts.
Composers’ share could ‘not: be:ad-|fl
the: ‘ex ‘gratia handout.
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“Sensations

Corp. The two. songs recorded in. - With ‘this: point made adequately
hig first session for Hickory. last}. clear, ‘the: major.problem :remains|{
16”
-week were written: by John D.. of gettirg the publishers to part} a
'- Loudermilk.
.
_ |with a ‘slice of: the. money gained|}: 17...

Embee: ‘Naomi Shelton. +. '|
‘Naomi Shelton will ‘hit the disk:
market -in mid-May: via the indie
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‘Diamond:: Shawn Elliott”
eral’ secretary, “When ‘this:probShawn’ Elliott has been signed to
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SHIP YOUR CAR
AT LOW RATES ©
NATIONWIDE & OVERSEAS
. STEAMER — RAIL —

DRIVEAWAY

‘

AGENTS IN PRINCIPAL CITIES OF U.S.A.

INTERSTATE AUTO SHIPPERS, INC.
249 WEST 34th ST. N.Y. CH 45240
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ea saseans ‘Talent agencies must learn-to re° ef “Paced with ‘the booming. threat: _ ~
-lof key clubs and the drift of:spend-|_" Gridder’s Vaude ‘Debut’ jecthigher-paying jobs in favor of
*
.” Frankfurt,: Kpril 1
12 t
ers to suburbari. beach ‘clubs and
-}lower-salary situations if the latter’
“One ofWest ‘germany's:. “major |
‘Roosevelt Greer, . a. lineman
. Afilanta,: Apiil’ qu:“ Leountry clubs, ratte. ‘Risman_ and]. 4 on:the. NY. -Football Giants, ’ |advances the careers of their artine
and. cafe-with-musi¢~en- Loew, - are}
‘lists to. a greater degree, warned
!:terprises has gone: into-batikruptcy| “Joa Baer, ‘folk singer, has. been. this <partner, E..“will
thake’
his..
vaude
bow’
at
combing ‘the’ globe’ to: uphold the|
Martin: Baum, General Artists ‘Corp.
“ByHAZEL GUILD:

~ Baers
has.Dale

> Mere. And -it is: being charted -as|pooked for ‘concert “April 29 -at.

-- the. Apollo’ .'Theatre .May. 4°" veepee, who: was.in New. York last

Theatre. <at: seale:: ranging |lure. of the Latin Quarter, N-Y.

_ ‘. another. step downward. in-the WestTower

He's a singer as“well as a top a ‘week for ’a_ series. of ‘high-echelon
vt
© gridder, —
company confabs..
an . The Negro ‘player decently ..
The: agencies, Baum Says, must. a
i _ signed ‘with: the:William, Moralso extend themselves toa greater Tis. Agency.
‘| degree to develop new. agents if
}:
they are to survive. He pointed out
-.. <geries.-of restaurants, ‘cafes, strip 2,500-seat - . gymnasium. -at™ Morris
“The typeof individual ‘who | ee,
that the artists’ reps haye a prob- .
'-/ 2:$oints. and: ‘nightclubs inFrankfurt Brows ‘College at ‘similar’ Beale, ..>: |said
wil. gravitate’ toward: a- ‘Key. club [-_ Jem in. getting the right kind of:
aa and Wiesbaden. -:
—<——— . .+... ‘Lis-probably not the same type who!
_jMappower even. though the talent ©
7- fwould be-a: regular. at the. Latin
|«
“lagency ‘field pay is comparatively

- Loew. ‘just .toured. Europe: and
German: nightclub, vaudeville: ‘anid from :$2:25-to. $3.85" top. She's: be- Risman
ogling talent here. and-|
> _-pight life field.
“Hing brought here by Artist. Produe- in. Hong isKong
f
for.transplantation
Hetmut. Dettmer. has Yori‘been tions, Inc., Sid Davis, manager. - to. the LQ. stage.
ooo regarded. as ‘the “leader. of tlie|-: ‘His. first. ‘venture was: Odetta, :an- | Considering the onrushing popu5.” Frankfurt-nightelub. circuit, .with.a|other folk singer, who. packed|.larity’ of. the ‘key. clubs,. Risman

:

‘But his café Regina; which’ of-|e.g

fered: ‘a.series of: Italian’ and’ Ger-.
- "ygan and American ‘orchestras, plus |:

a few comic. acts, has gone. broke; |2

and’ a_couple of ‘other Dettmer -en-|

|

7 terprises, are up: for sale or -lease..

- \s,| Quarter two. or: three: nights:- a

Foo

‘Two: of - the: Dettmer-operated|
- 222

when lie’ -wants -to~show’ a.guest |:
‘something: of. Broadway, - ne

“|clares, ‘when talent agencies. must.
“tmake “special ‘ efforts,: even to. the |

“"i] > “people have’ a- ‘preconceived |_

yGAR.

Los “nightclubs: ‘and. ‘strip centers, the)

‘|bigher than.in any other. field.
1}. .The ‘time has arrived, Baum de- |.

week—although .he -will Stop: in| -

“2,
a

ees

: xtent /of working nights with the
Powwo younger staff members ‘in order .to

aed: notion’ of .Broadway,”. he ‘added.

|
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a} “We try to: keep. that: image: ia}:
assure a source of agency talent;.
"..."\parisiana and ‘the Picasso. Cellar,| -" -*mind with -lavish: productions. and|.
Diamond: ‘Beach | Baum: emphasized the nécessity
“have ‘been. taken over. bya new}. ° °~
‘| showgirls: ‘Outside. of “Las. Vegas, "Whether. ‘the
ood,
of: learning: to say no to.a lot of.
“group called. Entertainments:Corp.,|.-..
4
{the Latin: Quarter, ts the last dub: Club, Wildw
N.J., will’be able, money and commissions. if it’s best .
_-@ne: financed: by a Frankfirt ‘brew-.
‘to. ‘open’ ‘for the: ‘season, : will ‘be for the ‘artists inthe long run. He- Eondon;“Apiik 17. to do 's0.':2: “ery and the other underwritten ‘by:
; “Many. ‘people ‘want.to:8ee.a. big: determined: ‘shortly. A confer-}feels that it’s a difficult -thing. to
Aftes.three“Wionths of Saancially ‘Show
a wine wholesaler.- |
with a lot. of: girls,” Risman ence. between: ‘the: ‘operators _ and do at times, and there are occasions
- operations;-“Paul*|coritinued. . “They . waht: a. festive. the American Guild'of Variety Art- {when the ‘artists won't permit such
‘ The ‘cafe; Uncle-Tom’ s ‘Cabin, tn disastrous
mond -has. ‘shut down “his. auppens
: = “nearby. Moerfelden recently ‘went: ‘and-song .’‘room, the’ Bal .Tabarin. feeling. Wé usually have. fotir acts, ists was. ‘held: last: wee -kand “at-|a‘'step.: However, it must. be looked:
If they. don’t ‘like. one, they'll. Tike.
rider new management. And: two|:
}t-has cost him more: than. $350,000}
torneys ‘are trying to.find’a ‘basis.0
(Continued, ‘oO. page 56)".
..’ ‘other. Dettmer: enterprises, a: night-: to set-up and run the ‘spot. since}. / ACantioned on pace 58)"
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; for. a settlement.
@lub-called “Hoelle” (Hell}.and the’ it opened. on: . January- 1,. and leaves].
Difficulties:
stem.
‘trom’
the
.
acl.
. Lido. are up-for .sale, and. another him with. the: conclusion: : that,
,
demand for:the management Phil1-Nighter :
a$1,000.
.) “Dettmer club, “Ball- der Einsamen Britain is -not-yet: ready.‘for.this Patrice
ce ma, Urban ©Bee
‘to: make‘ good on a: $10,000 check |.
... Herzen? “(Bail of, the - Lonely kind
“Bomb for Genevieve
of ‘club |.”.‘given ..the- ‘Crosby Bros. last: :year.|:
Set
for:
Spanish:
‘Cafes
” - Hearts), Tecently: went.under new|. “TF ‘Thad. been ‘able: to.‘transport!
According ‘to.'the: version of. the |)...
“Philadelphia, April 17..
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actress” ‘Patrice. Wymore.
- {the whole show to: New”. York,. it]:
of |operators, ‘the. check. was: :given| .Genevieve grossed disastrous
tea= would: have. gone. very: well,” Ray-| ha ‘been signed: for. a.. series ‘of by ‘the previous management ‘and: $1;000: during. her. -one-nighter | at
‘fitery dates. in’ ‘Spain’ by. the:
heEadie
“Dettmier: for the last.decade has: mond. “declares... “But: ‘Britain ds -Elkort:, Agency. Starting.in une.. was not::presenting ‘it to the bank |the Arena” here.. She was guarey been: recognized. as the’ “king of ‘about five years behind thie Amer- She: will.:
working © ‘cafes. in. until ‘some weeks Jater; when the |anteed: $2,500, and promoter Fete spot closed: ‘for the season, the ]Tyrell is.said to. have’ Tost about
+ the Frankfurt ‘night: life," and his: icans in’ this’ ‘style: of: entertain- Madrid and.parcel ona. |:
men
"..-@urrent financial crisis. means. loss.
“Ron: Urban has aleo pacted. for ‘bank account closed, and the bond |-$6,500.ma ‘management,
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‘of «work ‘for innumerable orches-|.. Bal: Tabarin: ‘has. been bought |, set. of. Castilian eafe stands by at the union .withdrawn. Since
“|. tras. which found regular ‘éniploy- from . Raymond * by ~ an ‘unnamed |the ‘Elkort office. ‘He’s already ‘set: then, the . spot: was. ‘sold -‘to. the
-ment: at: the. clubs; “Also hard. hit) berry best knowin ‘as | for. the: ‘Pasapoga, Madrid;: and the present. ‘owriers; the: Pepini-Colo-'
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‘te jbulk -‘of!: entertain over. a month .:name’
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‘2° Ment.
a girlie show in. an endeavor, tolf
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West. German.
£14 trade, bit. it fatled: to. stimu:
-.h (Artisté
“4s, moaning“Vaudeville
the. loss |?
late. business. “I felt I wasn't doing

right: thing: in- -relying., on. one
: pers.: Reeently: a vaudeville house the
to. pull. them: in,” he: says,
called Katserhof in Cologne closed.’ name’
“but I was. strongly ‘advised’ that
_In West. Germany :and ‘West Berlin London ‘needed: a. lush, :intimate
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Emporium, Barcelona,. with others rado Corp., headquartered ‘In Ida: |normal expenses that ‘aecrue
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AContinued on page 56)‘ |arena rentals. a

avstrip club. owne?,. “droppe The
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een
| Spanish “vaudeville. . ‘The -three.

:3‘vieeey"Booksoer Be ee

AND HisSTARLITERS
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- LEE GORDON’S |
~TWIST-SPECTACULAR
SHOW OF 1962.
coast To COAST: ‘and CANADA
“TILL MAY. 13th. -
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4for $35 a
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take|
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he
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4 as he consum-| Sti
the -planist | at place unt.ssJune.
the
sellout date *with
soon
goer and nitery. producing out. Town
Hall. Several other: outings |ably-exit
headed by Peter Rachtman, is|

©:

new ‘efttertainment “policy: at. the.

reaction to ‘stage shows, dramas of:
films, thus -bringing a. scienfific’ ~~
startin
turday.
(21): ‘measurement to ‘forecasting of.the: ae
Foon Toatering danes.”“bands Success—or »-failure—of shows.
vs
and :occasional: name acts, the}”:Basic idea in use‘of the: machines a
Boulevard’ will follow. the: three- is:that: questions. pertaining to dis- a

Sheraton
-Jefferson Boulevard

% Montrose; ‘This included Mis. Tom- ‘week run of “Guys .and: Dolls” ‘with. plays,

in the area in recent months on 8
sporadic "basis, operating Jargely'|

.

toe will be used in the Federal Sotence.::

New CafeLe

‘Rachtnian willcontinus ‘to head ‘Siegel and -GAC .President: ‘Law-|
}| quarter in New York but will shut-f rence W.. Kanaga did Hot want

| tle. back: and forth to Florida for ‘Krasny to.resign,

- geaitie,April 1

7 pe : “Automated “teaching: machines” wo

.| Pavilion: at~the ‘World's. Fait here: ”
'| to‘ assess. the impact:.of ‘sclentifie :
| exhibitions ‘on: spectators... °.. ~
$t. Louis, April Sy
ee
Dan.“Daily “will star in Guys: - Perhaps similar machines. ‘and.
and ©Dolls,”-. which -will. Jauneh™ a techniques: could | assess .spectator

“expanding its activities. Currently |fall.
are planned for: the: area in the | mates
tlafions,
‘It’s
that
both-|
in: understood
t nego
certa
pending talen
various events there. Barbara|: - After. the: ‘evolution of.“General
tions will be presented.
. he’ new -office will be ‘in Or: Weber. has been named to. handle Amus. Corp. .to. General: Artists
New York. «
. }Corp.. and the present GAC ‘parent,.
Jando ‘and Alan Avdoyan has been publletty’out ofS
os prexy ‘Kanaga and Sfeget: made a
named to direct and coordinate
activities there, reporting to Rachtdeal about two years ago for: sale|
AS dominant control. to -Baldwin_- man. . Troubadour. has been active|
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.

accompanied |~by

multiple an

‘}my Rockwell's holdings, since ‘the |simitar Yruis ‘for. “Can-Can”...and. choice answers, will be. flasied on

out. of New York. This move. is]:
designedto enable the outfit to] «Am

|:
. widow ofthe founder had.a dont: “Pal. Joey,” also: headlining: names: the: machine's screen:.The visitor

|

‘inant ‘block ‘of the-stock.-;
|-: New policy is a break for budget- will: ‘push. buttons: to ‘record:.an-°
. ‘|. Deal :included..stock swap. “and watchers.” ‘The. $6.25: tab on week. Swers.-Dr, Otto .N.:Larsen,: director: .”
= in: . ‘| ecapital gains .potentials. for. key.| nights’ and $7.50 on ‘weekends in- ‘of. the U.:of Washington’ s Institute.
|-execufives,. among them Krasny, |:cludes:. dinner, complete. show and ‘for*- Sociological ©‘Research, will ne
|
6
Langford
Ho
e
:
\
Krasny -became executive .vicepres- dancing.
: | supervise ;‘the survey."
has
. World's . Fairgrounds
ident of the. company in. 1947. He}.
. “N6 ‘one ‘is happy exposing ‘his:
to present acts for its 300-seat en-| Seattle
booked” acts ‘for the. club's. night- was... president ‘of: the Cleveland
*Tignorance to. a stranger,” -Dr..Lar=:
show Satur- local:,of the “American :Federation
sen said. “We can eliminate a lot
°
fertalmment eta {ihe firstbook: club area, with opening

Weve
better coordinate a series of events ..
Pots
planned for the area.
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. Bros. «an
from how this show works out,. Shots,
“Scat” ‘Davis. and combo:”.. ‘-.-

. more talent will-be set on a once-|
@-month, ‘one-week-show basis. -

The outfit also has aii arrange- I
ment with the Starlite Motel, oo how hitedvaio

| of ‘resistance to. questioning: by-ré=". ~

|| FromHe to $10

| tapped. for.a post at
a GAG.

. The. C-21: ‘Club, . with 150 mem

placing: the. human ‘interviewer with: ...

‘a- fascinating and .impersonai elec- : |”

tronic device that provides answers.

lung, er

- Seatile, ‘April: 12:

in private.”

;

st

f cA. National.‘Science.5Foundation -2

|erant ‘of $61,214: will finance: the: ||dinner in the sky for: $10... Those project: to’ evaluate .the. informa- !
lare the. lowest’ and highest. food: Afonal effect.’ of. displays’ ranging *. —

Rachtman.
has a iready.resented, ing256, in the tacee Sheine euill“1.
comic Dave Gardner there, as well |room.. Club- was: designed as: al

“Pitisbur 2 April.17,-:‘|prices set for the. Seattle ‘World’s’ from: subatomic ‘physics’ to“ com-' .Potkstages Pete eeger finally] Fair, ‘with many. snacks and meals.| parative’ ‘psychology... Dr.. James: B."
‘got:
in.
two
concerts: at: the. first ranging - ‘between.
_ offer comedian Charlie Manna with exhibitors, Seattleites .and ‘visiting
Unitarian ~Church hers .Monday|: The .35c: hamburgers” ‘will: te.| Taylor: will be project. director.:
another act and on July 9-14 Bill | yipg..:
-| (16): after :public ‘pressure’ forced. those from ‘coin..machines; kiosk . Some 2,000 visitors to the Selene a
Dana (Jose Jiminez)- will be pre-..MelAnders on, ‘entertainment cancellation of ‘his show.on WQED{ burgers will be 40c. ‘The:$10. dinner. Bavilion: ‘will. be -interviewd. .
sented with another act. A bOOk~| director for the :club, sald club
‘The teaching tiachine has never. a
{ng is being worked on. for June would be the “prestige” ‘booking .and the local YMHA: He asked: the |will be ‘about tops in the. Eye..of
‘local: promoter to ‘change to.audi-|the ‘Needle restaurant atop: the been’ used: before as'a. survey inter-".
49. Rachtman is also discussing |tor the fair.. It is the only spot on
with the Starlite the possibility: of. the. grounds that’ will be’ booking torium other.than» Jatter,, Hence ‘Space Needle. The. Eye will -also. ‘viewer, Larsen said. “Time-lapse|
‘havea special complete dinner for.| cameras will alsé:.photograph the’
@ 52-week presentation deat for] acts. Other" hows, suchas the|- the- church ‘date.:
’- This. started: ‘organized ‘picketing $6.50; rest of menu a:la carte. .- |crowd: flow. and record interest fn:
“Names once a ‘month and semi- Paradise International, Spanish by students tieot of.Bingnet art, officials say.there: will be. displays...
.
names the other three weeks.
Village, Peep Backstage, etc. will Teading,::“ Freedom.
Ring,
}:
aces
to..eat.on the. grounds,}” --tnforview th
-

4s. Dagmar... On May 21-26, he‘ will | meeting and: relaxing place for fair

‘In addition. to these. Florida have ‘set. shows for. run.of the fair.
deals, Troubadour is planning”aj -Other acts set for the club in-|
‘eoncert season, beginning in the clude: Arthur Lyman combo, June

fall, for the Orlando-Tampa: area:| 4-30; The’. Pars and Pattie, ‘May.

Seeger: Sing.”
plus.the-Food Fair, ‘which will con-. intern inortiatin Wil be
tiiar eteorereceived
|Arstanding
on ‘| tan.
som 50 to:Si cafes
and food: tronie computer laboratory.a" Inter‘an
o
bars,- serving eve
ng- from’ po

shows .at. the .church - which" -was|pies--to barbecued salmon,’ -pan- est_in results has been expressed.
with the possibility. of also going 28-Jutie 18; The Lancers,. May 28- -full: -for.‘both :“Performances, -for'| cakes, :scones .and- cotton ‘candy: by museum-:curators: throughout:the.”....
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before, .introe’d.. Noonan, with . his ‘show. vigor. and body, and produce |‘Reeder’ assists her’,The ‘Wallenda. .
Walter Kay (piano). for the softf mucho. Counterpoint ‘within the:
Herbert. Jacoby & ‘Max:‘Gordon’
Hes and-sweet-music _ divertisse- have returned one of. their. assured ‘ex-partner. ‘Pete Marshall on. for. ensemble, - Quintet*provides . two ‘Aerial Ballét, fronted by .Jeaniné.
‘Pivoteau,.
provides:
a
different ele.
ment.
Abel. | { business getters at. a-time :song. and.
“by “numbers, ‘but: merits.a longer stay:.
when 2Noonan.
* - a:‘bit of"heckling | nitery. biz is.at its. Lenten low. But | Holdover: Vie.Daria,- ‘in his ‘Aith ‘Their choreography supplies’ fur- -Taent-to. ‘the.‘show as they. perform...
ther:
Interest,
‘aerial:
maneuvers.
Over
: the heads
the time of year didn’t prevent ‘week, ‘is a ‘21-year-old newcomer|.
Heom at Top, Lendon. -one-‘of
of’ the’ audience. They . do well. ot |
the larger ‘openings .of: the.
"Working with thegroup’
g is-Miss.|:‘Mally‘London, April 11. | Blue Angel this season. Dick Greg- who- already. has ‘the polish and].
Molloy
has.
a
brief:
produe- Cee,
in partnership with Carlos.’ |:
“On the. Way to the Top”. with: ory ‘comes in with a bill including assurance of.'a Vet. He: has -obvi-} ‘Nieves:
7Es ‘terps:dre in the. tango vein |:*
John
Wells,
William
Rushton; Gene Farmer (New~ Acts) ‘and ‘the.
Jo: Lombard{ ‘pits the show. ‘ex. >
ously, ‘which.
undergone.
stringent:
‘ration
shows’
in: every:‘Prepa-'
num-. ‘and show some unusual derivatives: cellently- and. also: .provides. ihe ws
Richard Ingrams, Barbara Wind- holdover. of ‘the Clancy Bros.
sor, Frank Holder Orch. Presented. Tommy Makem for .three days’ be-. ber. A dramatic |jazz singer,: he} ‘of..that ‘dance. They. are ‘pro-|
grammed.‘as.‘La:
Morocha.
(The
|:te&P.
music.” Irving “F.jelds
has’ solid “arrangements: (by Hank
by John Gibson; produced by Wil-. ‘fore Carol Sloane moves in.
The Levine)..and stylizes well on““‘Sing :-Brunette) -Milonga,a folk’ dance aoe the elle works. S “Tose.: 7
liant Donaldson in association with
results are affable.and: -entertain‘and
he
genuine
article.
The:
nship'|
:
—_
vi .Lt
David Conyers; written. and .di- ing as well as highly rewarding to. You Sinners”’” and. “y ‘Believe ‘In
ers have an obvious relationship
|%
pee
You.” . Mixture -is:. ballad “and
rected by Steven” Vinaver;. #5.35 the bonifaces. °
| “Dine s Lodge, TAs or
minimum.
‘rhythm’ and: he: maintains: _ strong ‘to each. other, and:théy make ‘for
.,Lids. Angeles, ‘Avril: 0
: Gregory, for the ‘greater’ part: of.
‘fa. ‘pleasant: and applatise winning | ©
melody line,
=:
his - act, takes: his text-from. ‘the.
"Marilyn Brown,. Jack Elton: —
With this presentation, the lush daily. newspapérs. - His comments | ‘Dark and’. goodloking, :'D ana’-|-session. Pair is further. background- Steve: ‘LaFever; na,cover, no. ‘mint Be
Room at the Top about 15 miles ‘on -worldwide. developments.’ are: -projects- ‘a-. sexy image. through |éd by. Enrique “Mendez, -playing & mum.
fee
from the heart of Mayfair, is at- funny as well. as. sagacious. -He lyrics and staging, -‘which. shoud. ‘handoneon, ‘a square-shaped: accor-| «
—=_
. * Marilyn::“Brown ‘ig.’“more of. a:a
tempting to break new ground by jabs ‘at. racial -prejudice; political | put him in- the. ranks of. a: teenage.|. dion.
“Mancheoa
‘&
“Camélilla,
also’
Te.
staging a revue type show, instéad. ‘foibles and virtually: every field of’ idol fast.. But. he’s. got: plenty. tor
belter. than Dino's crowds .are.used ~~~”
‘peaters- here, comprise a: complete’} ‘to, holding ‘her own: for. attention : -.of the more conventional: single social endeavor.. He .also comes up make. him. go. “beyond,” 2
set

entertainment,

fort, even

A’ ‘worthy

though

ef-} with

humorous

lines. that often{

unit. “in :themsélves. They carry. ‘against the usually: emphasized-culs..Herbie... Dell’‘Trio” continues .
“te: their.
own - flamenco : singer Jose:

it: misses,” but’ ‘give the. customers a. sense a dis- back solidly. ‘Show: is in | twa ‘weeks
the errors may well be corrected: covery.
ze withoptions.
tee
ee Bale. a
in subsequent ‘productions.
se
‘Ehere - were. ‘some’ lines that |'
«cf
“On the Way to the Top”. was. mude many customers uncomfort-.| ~*

‘sine during her short: stint. Singer *...

“Moreno, :.and flamenco-guitarist,
“strong. legit voice. While:
.
Paco Ortiz: The dancers. show some. has
a
occasionally
strident in her eager--.™. Superior. heel’ work, The male, inject, just: a touch. of © .-ness to broi
“Freddie's, Mpa: as deed, has’ a’ lengthy. spot. of his. “softening
‘meant to bring the satire. of .the. able’ for fairly -obvious :reasonis... [
‘and: “rounder .‘seeech: °:.:*:
smash “Beyond the Fringe” to. the ‘Being a Nesro doesn’t make. ‘Greég- |
‘Minneapolis, April: 10:|“}own:in which.-he demonstrates «a ‘would “tone: ‘up- |délivery ”to: “a 2 7. -:
suburbs. But the initialer is a long ‘ory a- privileged eharacter: in ‘the . Joanie: Sommers, Steve DePass,. : virtuoso’. predilection. :in his taps..
They. are: cleanly delineated: and. smgotn.
quality.
.my
way off course. and much more use of ‘a. certain epithet. Not only Frank Oliveri:
+
Trio, $150-$2 cover. ‘meaningful.
Thrush.easily
workslistenable
at ‘créating
a sexy.
thought must be given. to: the did -it: embarrass a. good. part. of:|
-imace.-varticularly. in: “Coax :Me a: *|“The pair show’ up.with | a ‘brand 1_ Little Bit.” and. has: plenty-of. pos a
sketches if this objective is‘to be the ‘assemblage, but it isn’t -fumny = Two |“of: ‘Minneapolis? :favorite
accomplished. Apart from one or enough. to -be retained in the: act. -young: entertainers. are’ sharing: the; of work that. gets: them ‘oles froti| jcat- attributes... to: achieve |it
‘| bill here this. session: Joanie Som- the audience. They:.display. the. Didn't Know .What ‘Times .it.Was” - wet
two notable exceptions, they are ‘Otherwise, ‘he's firstrate..pale imitations, lacking the bite “The Clanicy.-‘Bros. continue ‘to. be ‘mers . and: Steve “ DePass .combine gypsy ©‘abandon- and‘: violence’ as. ‘ballads nicely and: “AH or Nothing -”
and spice that are so: essential a strong act. They: are fine. bal- .to give boniface. Pete Karelis' one. well: as regard for: tradition. Their at All’. is” a- good” swinger... ‘Fight- =for this type of show.; Producer, ladeers whose _ bias-“against the. of his-most talent-crammed: ‘shows. |-work: is ‘easily. appreciated - by. the: ‘ened style ‘and: control of :show: ~
William Donaldson, who isZ asso. British: :-Shows in ‘some of. their. ‘Dual. headliners also. comprise:.a” -tion-Latins as‘ well:. It’s rapid and |-manship- ‘exuberance - should.’ ‘put. .
ciated with the “Fringe” revue. works, ‘put they come off well: nifty’ entertainment . bargain «for violent. and: at ‘times: intense. and: her ‘into: workable: nitery. class: and°":"
The, Bobby.: Short Trio, Jong -valueconscious: ‘niterygoers,: Préem: ‘it Ras ‘little difficulty”An,Anvolving esvecially ‘groont: her: for legit’ mur.
needs more striking niaterial. if:
this entry is to stand up to the termers in. ‘the: forepart’ of the: show" drew: well despite the Mon- the. “audience. ann
sicals..
nitery, are | draws .on. theif own. | day. .(9) opening ‘and ‘heavy .com-.|.,“The-’Pupt. ‘Campo ‘band has ‘rela-|. : Regilars: Jack ‘Elton: piano, and 7
inevitable comparisen. |
Thougk inhibited ‘by the material ; Short’s’ renditions. of. infrequently petish.. ‘from televised _Atademy. tively. little to do: during this show ‘Steve: LaFeyer,. bass, continue. to...
at its disposal, the ‘cast reveals. heard legit .musical tunes, -are- ap- Awards.
-:|.because. the acts: seem to be self-. aid each’ singer with their ‘special’.
obvious talent. However, it- needs preciated’ by. a quality. group. of|. Fresh: ‘from. ‘Bermuda: ifanybody j contained units.: They.
* Dalein- y Py the. artittry -as well. as playing
something more
substantial . to. saloon spenders.”
va - Jose.
could.‘be freshafter’ac irying.eight, ance: ‘music well...
a ee: BL
Sone. ./VUmate dinnes musie,
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‘Chi Chi, Palm Springs

expect... ;
.
- .Palm Springs, Cal., April 9.
"The old: silents’ate. drawing: “in ‘Lena’ Horne, - Frank Gorshin, .
the patrons: -—=.and proving that ‘Jimmy Ray, Bill. Alexander’s Orch
‘they: were action-packed. and_sus- (14); $2.50 cover.

, 60ck- all-around |::
-Chicago,..Apral -9.:°
Mort -“Sahl, - Donna Lee, Join, team which: fated:a.‘big,mitt.‘from. 5

“rrwe.Trio;$2.50"cover, 2s,
° Le

Ee

the. crowd.

; : Jody. Berry: fag ry‘big? ich: voice ;
“Mort. Sahi first. ‘appeared: jn:‘Chi ‘whieh he uses to.good ‘advantage |"
an in 1954 at: the. now-demised Biack’ ‘on a set’ of: ‘pop’ turies.. He. has-.a-|:
--*=Orchid, a job. from:which.‘he. was. ‘pleasant’ personality and’ sells -his.|”
°! "fired -for. wearing ‘his now-familiar: songs: with: authority, and ‘effettive- |
".. | “sweater: and -tieless -shirt. He “re: ess. ‘His best numibers are -in the].
.- ti turned ‘to’ play: at: Mister-Kelly’s: ‘uptempo. department ‘like-his ‘solid|’
so.
fn--1957 and. notched |four..SRO “Sing. You-.Sinriers”: ‘but ‘he. can‘]

penseful. Between films out of the|
' | past, Young also plays: the oldtime} Only. a champ would open: in opfaves; these dating from.1784 and position to ‘the Academy..Awards ©
jand book. herself through. ‘Holy:
-the ‘customers, ‘That Young: is ‘at. Week.. and, Lena Horne is that
the Club -76 for six weeks, till.‘May. champ. ‘She suffered 100: cancella- -

': . stints through 1959.-at. the same “also deliver..a .ballad well, ‘such | |
-.
@lub:. “He: followed ‘with::an ‘inap- as his’ nicely-interpreted ”“Tf. Ever |
Yo propriate engagement at the. brass¥.: 1 Should Leave. You"...
J.

~ + < (and now .-defunct)-Chez: Parce;.|
“1 [and ‘returned -to. Mister -Kelly’s: in ' Although. ‘the. ‘teéners” in: ‘the
"August, .1960,° for another: trium- ‘house’ competed’ in volume ‘duritig |:
Most ..’of«:his-:set,. Berry: ‘came.

watt Phant. stay...
ty
It’s -been hearly ‘two: years. Sines: through ‘strongly.-and= even had|.
‘them: quiet by ‘the: time he ‘finished...
‘> Sahl” ‘played Chi; ‘and ‘instead ‘of

diminishing” his: memory;, his -ab-|- He‘-has .a.‘rock. look: and: puts: it,]. -

12, is evidence.of his draw.” : :

..ftions -from: fans

who ..forgot that

After’ ‘his. ‘Toronto. engagement; the. Oscar derby took place’ the.
he; ‘plays’ 10 days. at. the Columbia same night.she opened at the. Chi
‘Hotel, Chicago, including ‘the ban: Chi Starlight Room,—but they as-{quet.giyen to the 500-mile: Indiana-. sured the management they would \
| polis .drivers,-mechanics and ‘fans..: be back next.night.
° ©
‘He follows with: four. weeks at the|. Actually,. ‘they weren't. missed,
Playboy ‘Club, :Chicago, commenc- as the. place: was practically’ a
Jun
ube 28.
-MeStay. : sellout. In return Miss Horne gave

4 the loyalists” a standout show, .T=
sponded for three encores‘ and.
“-! "ysenice appears to’ have’ whetted the ‘to.use. occasionally: with some flirt Hotel, Roosevelt, NOL. :|sang
‘ing
‘and..twisting,.°:
-.
1
19 excellent songs before
toe appetite
of: “his;“following. _His
- New. Orleans, April .13."
bowing off most sraciously, for the
. 2.
opening violated: about every: show | : The. Boots: McKenna: Internation: |i
.. Hildegarde
(with. Fred. Stam- night.
}.: _- biz, shibboleth: in. the book,. It: was. ‘al Debutantes ‘turn in. some -slick
Ler),: ‘Leon. Kelzer ‘Orch’ (11}3
‘- ona’ Monday: night: in, the’ -middle: terp and vocal: work. . Their: ma-|’‘She thanks: Fairfax -Nisbit: of: the. $2.50°‘weeknight. infaimum; $4 Sats. : ‘She. appears . in: a modest form=
fitting full-length evening dress of
.1.,L-of- Lent. and ‘on the same: ‘Night: as “terial. is “somewhat” in’. need: ‘of. ‘Dallas - News -for’ saying:.-. “The |: 0, / the’ Oscar’ Awards andthe opening: | freshening. ‘but; with the lead sing-|triplé-thireat Miss’. Sherwood. is that : Hildegarde’s. ‘opening’ ‘pefform-‘| shocking -pink, with long, :gliftering earrings and a wedding ring
““-of an important ‘play: ‘downtown ing and- dancing: of’ Phil-. Black, ‘rare things, a: beautiful, ‘clown, with}:
‘atice:
Thursday
(1?)
proved
.#
tri‘with
a.
natural"
flair.
for:
comedy.
a
as her only adorriment. She opens
‘/-terping . by.” ‘Arie: Sasaki ‘-and ‘the :
‘and. he packed ‘’em ‘in:
superb figure and a-voice ‘to natch,”
i") He’s further. thumbing: ‘his: “nose. work of the. Test‘of. the: Jine,- pro- next - two. weeks’..at. the “Queen umphant one: ‘in. Seymour’ Weiss’ ‘with “T’ve.Been a. Lady Too Lang”.
_ at ‘fate.-with a.long’ booking “(four. ‘duction. ‘numbers: conie BETOSS en: Elizabeth, | sioteh Montreal” . With plush. bistro.. Audience’. Tesponse. and: ends with “If You Can’t Take.
* wéeks), the second stanza of which tertainingly.
:
- Nelson ‘Bady.::
_ Was enthusiastic. ‘and. solid. all‘ the. the-Punishmeént Don’t Commit the
(so) + falls ‘in: Holy . ‘Week “and .. during}: °- Nice - touch: “at the. show's
g.end’he
=. ways. ‘Tableholders. were. captivated Crime,” a- “great comedy. ‘number.
‘1. Passover.|°‘(His.. first .“:weekend. is:the Twist session on stage with|"
‘Retween-her more robust num:
| bers,
* Kicked ..off.-with. Friday: the 13th.) the Chorus: members . ‘going into’ “Flamingo; Eas Vvegas. "| for:almeést’an hour. -:
for a. change: of pace, Miss
Las* ‘Vegas, ‘April 12.* Hildegarde. sings.‘and:presides at Herne. does beautiful. dolce. veroe -Despite all ‘of ‘this, the. ‘Marierithals -the® audience’. for.“ partners, -“Cos |
“)- “eport’ that . advance” reservations: tumes.’-and '‘styling are “ generally:|;phe” “Fitzgerald, Jack. "Carter, the: keyboard. ‘for. maximum Te-. sions. of “Man “I Love,” “Surrey.
7 ere. ‘plentiful:
| effective :“and - overall. design .‘is Diane: Varga, Don: ‘Kirk,. Flatnizigo- sults:‘throughout. She: is.eharming; with the Fringe: on Top” ‘and..
Sahl. is in particularly ‘good
@
form -pleasant..::
:4 ettés °(13),; Nat- Brandwiynne. Orch: sophisticated;, attractive: ‘and stun- “Stormy: “Weather.” Lennie Hay-' ’.
(23) ~ presented: -by.:-Morris. - Lansas this” time ‘around. ‘His. opening}from filrecting
.an operation,
‘ .'. Spight. delivery.” was| “relaxed - and. Michael: ‘Diirse “Orch: ‘packs. the burgh; choreography, Barry Ash- nitely garbed, as. well’as versatile. | ton,
‘Steps’FecoverIng
around from.
the
show solidly. and. turns ‘out: some:
ton; °.lighting; Huge ‘Granata, aA e ‘his. visit ‘the. “‘thrush> dg *‘geh- ‘orchestra .to* ‘play the piano for
‘*" -surefooted and ‘his’ material fresh; stylish: Mancing. medleys |
“for
Halt aiininum..
" _ pungent: and . penetrating. |While
cher
-more
quiet:
numbers.
érous‘with:
‘her
established
hits,
>
muelt. has been. said’ of the: effect, customers, :
-Her blues bits, ‘ike “Get Ri
‘such: as “The. Last: Time I. ‘Saw
+’r on ‘his :turn of ‘the: loss of- his: fa:
“Morris. ‘Lansburgh: has’astrobe ‘Paris, ” “Lili. Marlene,” ©.“Darling: of. Monday,” “I’m on My Own;?
1-8: yorite target, -the Republican’ ‘ad- Ye Littie Clab,.Bev.
‘double-feature - with |:Ella-. Fitzger-. Je “Vous. Aime. “Beaucoup. ” She “Why Am I Here?” “I Got It. Bad”
y
Hilts
‘.S. ainistration, he’s .sufficiently. ob: |;
Beverly Hills, April 11.- ald: and -Jack* Carter, and “when ‘brings °the -customers ‘Into the act: ‘and. That. Ain’t Good,” and of
.. 1 Servant aiid astute to- make capital
|-: Emmatine
Henry, Jerry Holmes; |each’ act: is trimed: At will:be even for.an entertai ning bit, shows skill. courte :“Stormy. Weather”. ‘are sock
2k per
virtually anyone ‘in:the:Bublic, two-drink:
‘better. as
at: ad..libbing. and asides, and dis- numbers in themselves: but it takes:
minimum. :i
the
e
ee."
.
Carter’ s_ fast’ ‘standup. comedy. “plays :plénty’ of. topdrawer show-. ‘Miss Horne to make them out#0.
He. denies he’s./a ‘Democrat: ert
routine makes: :it. rough.; for’ any |.-manship. and know-how. we.
standing.
"Marshall:
Edson,
in’
‘spofligtiting
:°*< Keep leaning tothe left to correct |
| other -performer to “follow, which
| |- Her. “repertoire . also: “includes
Frank Gorshin preceded. Miss. a
1! the. drift in’ my -country”):. and Enimalitie.. Hen ry. ‘ and.”
‘of course .is. a-:pat :on “his. ,back: | songs . from: the .‘Broadway ‘show. Horne; .gnd did a slick comedy
Holmes,
:
both:
“of
.
“whom
lave:
takes occasional swipes at :the
worked . ‘considerably
in local ‘The fact that. Miss Fitzgerald; ‘after “Carnival,”” gnd-more serious of- routine which this.audience didn’t
": geigning. administration; -He jibes ‘revues
of: in suburban-clubs,...has a‘ few songs, recaptures the. ‘audi- ferings. in the: form of piano ‘selec: quite . get the first time. His mug;
at, the “Freudians “atid: ‘Marxists;
"ence:: is- a. ‘tribute . fo:“her.” vocal tions. from ‘Grieg. With her trade- ‘ging. and: imitations are fast, and
c+ “takes a jaundiced look ‘at: Francis two singers..who ‘show. the” benefit |magic.
of
-hard
work’ in. acts: that are gain~
matked white .gléves on, ‘Hilde- ‘many of them are pantomimie. mas‘.. Powers.“as. a hero, jabs: at: rank:
1 At ‘the: Gpentiig.‘show, she. dia} garde switches: to her own: version. -ternieces:‘.
_: - Sinatra” as. an“ ‘underweight 'Zeus |‘ing. polish and -assurance. | -:
In fact, his parodies have a thread
43°
numbers,
initialing
with
oy:
Hear
|
0 “Mack - The: Knife” in Lotte
Miss.
Henry
*
makes‘
her.
‘Focal
oh) com his’ Coldwater ‘Canyon :Olym- |
| of logic ‘and: ‘follow in. continuity,
~"_- ."Spus,- works over’ General. ‘Walker ‘|nitery: ‘singing. -debut,. after |having: -Music;”.. and. including. ‘such. as Lenya’“accents. which
is raré for this sort of per
“Body.
‘and:
Soul,"
«
“Taking
|A
‘beén
‘seen.
in’
a.
‘number.
of
comedi‘. “atid -the: rabid” ‘tight, and throws
Chanteuse sings: and ‘fickilég the formance, He shows how BrodSoe
few--verbal: darts’ at George. Rom-: ‘enne roles..on. ‘stage, with ‘a ‘pres: - Charice: on -:Love,”. “Good « Morn- 88 ‘like. she’s. really -having .a good -erick Crawford ‘got his foghorn
ing,”
“Clap“Hands”
“and
her.
disentation:
that
‘shows
‘hice
-prepara-'
*.-ney,. Richard Nixon; -Lenny- Bruce}.
eS |time.and is°‘communicable. ‘Her. screams and facial distorti¢ s from.
tion. ‘Unlike --many:singers. who: ‘click, “Mack. the: ‘Knife. Mo:
and. all: of the Kennedys.
~--accompanist, . Fred .Stamer, gives
‘Steiger
|-_ Miss: ‘Fitzgerald :“obviously, - be- her:an able. assist’-at .the keyboard gnawing cobs of-corn, R
_. “..:_: Some of Sahl’s.material ‘is:stands’ merely work-up.a set. of .tunés,
his. bellow from having to rehearse’
"1 sby_ stuff. and ‘some. of. it.is. merely. ‘she. has. developed,a ‘smooth, care-- ieves: ‘in the. lyric, .and. she Jets -anid-- her :twin-piano-. work, ds one next:
to-a football field during big
". ppdated;- but much. of -it is right -ful'. act.. ‘showcasing. a variety: of "you -know. about’ .it with’ soulful: ‘of the. show's. high. spots, woe
“| warmth-'and-.excitement that .sets.’ “Leon . Kelner and: his: musical | Bames, and Cagney got ‘his agonies
on out. ‘of ‘the. ‘morning ‘papers.:He's delivery. -:
A perfect bet. “for ‘jniisieat com- her: apart’ from the“ othér femme. crew. back show -nicely. He ‘keeps from having to hold a ‘lighted:
wt -untopped’ as.a ‘topival’ humarist.
:Showopener .Donna Lee:: is’ a -edy,. she. has ‘4’ light’ Voice" -and. the -Singers. She's .ably..assisted-by her floor: packed during: dance sessions. match for. an-actress who wouldn't”
light her cigaret until ‘she finished
~ ".. petite “and. attractive -thrushs ca- ‘typical: -musicomedy ‘comedienne’s own trio—Paul. Smith.at the ‘piano;.| Show: runs, until April 25.
2 Linz, 'ear ‘dialog.
“* ...pable- ‘of: -some interesting’ tune ‘slightly: . shrill. timbre’ :which. she. Stan’ Levey;: ‘drums,..and Wilfred|
Gorshin has. great finish with * iis , Styling: and. with ‘a good intuitive |projects - -with “good-enunciation.’ | Middlebrooks, bass—blending. with'{ .
@ varody of Sir Alec Guinness |
‘Holmes is.moving: along. Fapidly. ey
“sense. of song, - Her. arrangements
“Nat...Brandwynne: orch |. -Steuben’s, Beston~
“J
. whistling: the “Bridge on the River
a -". are “topflight, ‘particularly :‘an ‘up. He has: discarded thé ‘overt: styling (23).:
,
. Boston, .April 12. Kwai.” The band. joined him as
‘.”fempo' -version :of: “Hello .Young ‘noted in‘ previous: nitery ‘stints.10-}-Carter uncorks: “much: new ma: |:Jerry’ Verrion, Phil. Lawrence & ‘| ‘he
marched off and-that was where
Lovers” and a: swing “rendition:
3
Of ‘cally-and: has a. smooth: relaxed: de- ‘terial, and :‘firstnightérs. were re- | Mitzi (2)'-Don Dennis, Tony. Bruno |
-hé should: have quit. Even: $0 he
~ “Love: For ‘Sale.”..
| livery.: Handsome '-youth. uses: his’ ‘Juctant. to let him: bow off although. ‘Orch (6); $2.50.ininimum. | a
4 finished *way ahead.
*
“-.. She appeared a. little ‘uneasy ‘in beautiful - voice ‘particularly well. ‘he did'.43 ‘minuteés..: He-.kids ‘the
|:
ue her’‘midwest.:debut' and. had” occa-' ‘on “swinger : “Love: ‘for :Sale’’. Aper- young: male ‘singérs,: the- ‘Academy |: Jerry. Verrion, one of.tthe newer:| ‘Jimmy ‘Ray, a. softshoe -dancer, .
‘sional: difficulties with articulation haps’ spurred: ‘on: because : Ruth: “Awards,” and does. a.:very :funny. type -comics _bringing..drama.train- now © greying .at-the temples; but
“ol “end projection, and cher facial: man- ‘Clay, ‘whose song itis, ‘was in the takeoff on“Sergeants: ‘Three, *” Pres-. ing: to the nitery: -floors, proves|.as supple. as. ever. did his own
-version: of the Twist, which he
|
+ Nerisms appéared strained at: times. audience): and ballad: “Time. After ident Kennedy. isn’t spared ‘and- he. .that
cafe audiences will respond | introduced: here| several months: °°
. 1 However,’ these dre ‘no doubt cir-- ‘Time.”.:Arrangements. are: particu-. ‘revives the. datidy.:spectal ‘material to literate
material if. it’s handled| ago, and went on to show how the.
a or Custantial..: -More™ important, - -Miss “‘Tarly good, and “his handling is Pro. splash: called. “Showmanship,”. in’
right. ‘And he-does well with.Steu-. late. Joe. Frisco would. handle the
2 Lee-is: a knowledgeable songstress | Singer also”‘radiates: warmth’ _and ‘|which :the. ‘Sreats:.-Of the. “biz, are
ben’s big’‘femme party contingents; Jlatest craze.. He finishes. with a. .
“swith “a. Aefinite. ‘potential . aS +a vitality.
-] mentioned. :'
. ‘who, ‘give.‘him enthusiastic recep phosphorescent . blackout .as’ Eddie
7 seam hitery: stap le:
-Hotinés’ * mator: ‘coneérn’:“at’ this _A’ plish. Barry” ‘Ashton: ‘produe:
Leonard. daricing to the” tune of”
“The John Frigo hotise: triad.‘backs :point: isa’ ‘delivery’ ‘which ‘should f: tion ‘number is: held: over, ‘which tion in. his debut. here..
aE Miss. ‘Lee with.:care-and- helps:
“Vernon looks more like a. rising “Dinah. ‘wl:
pass | bé- rounder: ‘to. give: him.. ‘a more ‘features: the talented Diane Varga'}: ‘young:
‘film. actor: than.a’ nitery
_Altegether a top bill.
.
, the: tirne artfully. ‘between™ shows. “rich' sound. There: are.:moménts -and“‘Don: Kirk,‘ with the .Flamingo‘Dorothy . Loudon™
Tommy: when~he .tightens ‘and. ‘sounds stri- }ettés (13): Pearl. Bailey ‘comes. ‘in: comie; tall,: ‘slim, |all American boy | -Miss. Horne stays till April 22 ;.
type, “and -he’s.: solid:.-with.. the’ and: will he.followed by Daye Baree, -Leonetti: openMay: 4:for -three: dent ‘on sustained high. notes,‘Mar: next.
t May.an an
Shas Pike. “ femmes
with’ his‘ little. boy appeal, Ty. snd Helen Forrest for a Split
. “ee
. wh
fou
Meor,
Mo ‘wing ‘bis. fine. voice... ..
we 2 and : his .big* impresh. ‘score, ~ ©:
: Joe’. Felix; pianiq, “end * gack’|. |
7
“
Watming
up. with. good taste ma-:
“lab
76,:
‘Taronte
Smalley; pass.provide: solid back-.;
Anternaitonal, N.
3Weewoe| , ‘ing..oo terial: driving, walk” signs,- tfaffic. |.:
Toronto, April TT:
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. "Eagle « -&. Man;. Jody. ‘Berry;
|" Show" isi tH0.
-ete.,
he
switches
off’ into ‘series. of
weeks ‘with’ op: .“
‘CharlieYoung; 50c. cover.
_ Kansas City, April 13.
tro Boots ‘McKenna International: Debd- | tHons::F ae
good. -He}_
. takeoffs, “particularly
ets
ae . ‘pale...
‘Jo-Ann Miller, The Continen-. ..
_. 1 utants (12),: ‘Michael ‘Durso Orch; 4
‘covers’
lots
‘of:
territory,
with
.
im-|
a “Loaded: ‘with: ew, ‘old: ‘films,
tals
|
'(,4)3
‘$1. cover. Saturdays; no
Le $6 inctnimeuni. our
oo
;
| pressions ‘on- East Indian . dancing,
cover’ Mon.-Thurs..
' “rede:
iaCarvel Paris: “plus a:"94-year-old Fagtime .‘piano, |,‘and :a Twist joint. emcee.
,
Charlie
Young’
‘ds
in
the:
“Club.
‘16
vs
Jack Siivernan’ s.5 Broadway.‘nite-|
Paris, April: ¥7.:'
‘Vernon: has a. dilly: of: an Alfred |
De, Ty; the International, has a. nicely: |: “May :
Méreert Maracengatha.‘Orel for:a, honkytonk. routine. that’: will |]Hitchcock portrayal, a. nice Lopis | New summer “policy goes into
effect ‘with this show. cover charge.
a, - .balaneed ‘show. sehich’ séems to hit:|.A (4); 53° minimum..; ern
_fsee ‘him: on - ‘about ©“seven. times: Armstrong, .a “hilarious Senatebeing lifted, except for Saturdays,
fhe right. responsive nots with ‘the.
it of.
| comie- takeoff,. and ‘4. smash
and:
all ‘minimums - ‘are off. Enter;”,,aiidieiice. Although at. show. caught- “Frede: has” “anally.Wietked cher’| Nightly. for 40-minute ‘stints. >:
“? "there was. considerable. teen’ party. new: ‘intime,,. :plushly decked: -out . ‘His old -‘silent: ‘shorts’. dncluded | UN. business in -which all . the: for- tainment ‘policy holds49 a single
eign. ‘delegates speak their ‘pieces.
2 activity: which sometimes: offered ‘dub-‘inta ‘the. Tight..format.. There: “Phe. Champion,” starring 'Charlie ‘He. then -carbons a. set of ty. eom- att; with the regular ba a staying
on to. back the show and. plav. for
"excessive “competition fo. the: acts, is . both. Latino ‘and * Twist:. dance’ ‘Chaplin; “Mudded_ in ‘Mud,” with:
inercials. which, catch: the femmes, dancing, Initialer on this policy is
.". .the:- overall :effectiveness: of. the ‘Tausié till ‘the “wee: hours. dished
‘Mabel ‘Norman -‘and: Ford: Sterling; where they live, ‘with: eald: creams,- Jo Ann Miller, songstress making “":" "session was. strong...
out: rhythmically. by. the’ Mar acan-.
seltzers
,and.such.:’
her: first’ appearance at this snot,
Headtining: are. Eagle. & ‘Man’ gala. Orch’ with. :several appear- “Any |: Day in: “Hollywood,””. with].
‘Phil:‘Lawrence & Mitzi, ‘fast driv. ‘although she has made’ night. club
“> Jack °& Frank). “This is a“sharp’ -ainees: ‘of a belting. -Yank¢Singer, “Pearl White and: Harold. Lloyd; and.|.ing.team,,.
put. ona ‘production with stands in town previously.
wo
and: “versatile: :“comedy. téam.. that. statuesque “May -Merce?.:..”
‘a Keystone Kops: ‘untitled:hase: |
| three-s¢enes ~-bashful boy. and girl . Miss Miller’s bow-in here: ‘runs
" scores: consistently’ with sight’,gags,
- Miss. ‘Mercer«.displays - a *“olid scene.
~-Fopener, seguing ‘to ballet and’ Spins, a. ‘gamut of song from a dreamy
":. One-liners,’ impressions ‘and ‘swing- gospel :-and: , jazz ‘background. as’ she f:°
} and ‘wrapping it up- with a swinging| vocalling of “Somebodv. Loves Me”
“Phese.
he:
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5
‘by
~ «1, dng’'work .on’ trumpet.” Eagle han- ‘socks over: jazz Aunes of enjoyment,
“Saints.” They're. both young ‘and’. to.a calvnso; a bit of jazz. a couple
--dles most of: the ‘sight . staff:“¢he’s- desire. or.: just. plain- . exaltation. ‘foot screen. which, along\with his. zestful.
‘and ;costumés.. are clicko: |(of. sprightly .show _tunes. some.
~:“quitéa--sight too ‘in :his“Bermuda. ‘Tall,.. comely. and handling. herself. .‘oldtime accompaniment: ‘at the supe |
Don’ Dennis, | the: singing. emcee. blues, a parody and a spiritual.
*. shorts). and’ quick gags, with “Man ‘well at ‘the. mike, with. a ‘good: ‘use right, jammed |the 90-seater’ ‘when | Here,’
takes a spot. for some fancy
‘She has: her share of eve appeal, oS
oo Playing Straight . for ‘him.
of ‘stance. to: undérline ‘her..songa«Eagle is ‘short,, ‘round and quick, log, .she. gets. big. mie
‘and. Jéoms. | the: 10 o'clock. ‘show :was caught... -warbling .for his femme ‘partyites, is a vet of the Playboy Clubs, and |
the nitery” ‘All: embody. the chase, : from:. ‘the : with ‘whom ' he’s previously. ‘chit- has:a. pleasant line of: chatter and
me “ spicing -“his. work vith ‘lotsa. mug-. ‘a. good :‘addition. t
|, = ging and ‘sure. delivery. Man: also’ ‘scene. here...
=
| Tions. in “Any: Day in Hollywood" -chatted.. ‘from . the. floor ‘on their. ‘stories between tunes.
~"" turns ina solid: comedy- turn and] “Frede, aided:-by ‘Cheerful ‘femcee: to.the Chaplin slapstick ring tactics ‘respective - occasions. :Tony Bruno
‘Combo of varied tunes and eomexercises’ his. pipes briefly. in ‘thé ‘Miki. Leff,.doeS her. usual: gracious|i “The - Champion,” :and.. “The” -euts.the ‘show with. eclat. : ‘tedv lines wraps up 20 minute< as.
entertainment.
and
usual: “‘will-you let “me “finish this: gladhanding. : This:looks .to. settle’ ‘Mudded * ‘in Mud’. short . whieh |*. “This layout exits’ Saturday’ (22) satisfactory.
. Young prefaces: ‘as. “a ‘real dirty: New: show. opens ‘Monday: (23) with Miss Miller's bowoff was to 2 nice.
2 a staple. late:-elub..
2 Song” bit: Both score’ pri--trunipet, down ae,
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Quin,
~
» alternating «
on.&.
: Louis Armstrong :
iM ost.a picture,"7 ‘but,which. furns: out.to. Frank: D'Amore.headlining. Guy. :auhand all “around.
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Although the League of N.Y¥.4—

Theatres: has officially refused toy recognize the Society of Stage Di-|

rectors & Choreographers, the mat-

ter has remained

open to “semi-

USE ORIGINAL LENOTH

TieMe’Yeas
Ube Bray
[
Former iGbeLatter 1106

- Musical-:Arena. ‘Theatres *'a Assi, the organization’ ‘of tent, ~
|. theatres,. will sponsor its. fifth: fF
| annual: Theatre’ Mariagement. =|

E | --course.in ‘New York. mext. Fri- oe |
|:
°
tay Sune (20-22).
on
L’:, The -purpose of. ‘the: course, a.
_ for which: a$50-fee-is charged, ‘|. _ FRENCH’In.‘OPEN.ain
|. is to. tfain.a pool of personnel: .

off- ..‘ ComediePence
. and
stock, community
Boston U-Will Present ‘Ceuelbte® for
;Broadway.
theatres,
a

‘In: its Entirety
Official” negotiations between the}
two organizations.
The -society,|
*
‘The
‘original
and. acpunindieals
which has. been seeking. ‘League|’
recognition as bargaining agent for ‘version. of. Arthur .Miller’s: “The

NewYorkState.
‘SubsidyofArts.

in connection with its:demands for will stage the work, which runs'|’
longer than. the Broadway. presenta-.|~
recognition.
—It’s understood °the: League ‘will ‘tion and the- subsequent: ‘off-Broad- |.
Permission for].
‘hold a meeting tomorrow (Thurs.) way prodtiction.
to discuss the society's reaction to the university to use the original |
its proposals. The League, earlier script: was. granted by’ Miller: and :
this month had decided not. to Kermit . -Bloomgarden,’ who. pro- 1

‘two: ‘loatnigs on:

NO

\ click: was “Write Me-a Murder,”. fel
Py Pa
SetForw Dav which ran: at the Belasco: Theatre.
ef for,'25--weeks: and is figured:té. have.“

-

eayfied ‘around: $11,000 profit on:its...

” James ‘A. Doolittle, ananaging ar:|

.

000° ‘investment.. The‘. unsuc-..

me DAs

{rector of Greek Theatre; contract- aeetal entry was “Venus at Large,” cise wo
= ted via Sol. Hurok: for ,400-year-old which collapsed “at an estimated~
rete!

since 1959, held a ‘Crucible” will be presented. May
meeting last Sunday (15)-on certain 10-12 by the Boston Univ.. Theatre.
|
new’ proposals made by the League Broadway: director- Lloyd. Richards
its members

‘There -were

[hit and. the other: a “failure. The ae aa

. French. national theatre, ' for’ 10 Joss. of :its: entire: $110,000: invest:"ae
performances at ‘open-air .forum, {ment:..after four: performances: at. .
Aug. 17-25. Offering will be the the: Morosco Theatre.
..
-lelassic “Moliere Dallet-eomedy, “Te |. “Murder,” written. by. ‘Frederick «
-Bourgeois - .Gentilhomme”::. (The. Knott. and ‘produced : by. Compass”
. Would-Be. Gentleman).’
Productions ‘Inc. (George Schaefer), ..

GetsExtension|

Doolittle, who Iast Year. imported: cost approximately $87,000: (includs...
° the: Greek « Tragedy: Theatre . Co. ing a tryout loss. of about ‘$7,000) to ©

pears
oat ald

.{from -Athens’ ‘for ‘stand at. the | open.
o
in ‘New York. That .was |.ex- -oea won
ize the society,which, in. duced the drama on the. Main Stem. New: ‘York State Council. on the. Greek, will also present troupe for ¢luding ‘about $20,000: in. recovére:*..".. | :
:
turn, asserted that it would go on
‘Because of. its: . length, per-: Arts, ‘fegislatively. reestablished.‘uns four performances *::‘ at: Frisco's ‘able: bonds and: deposits. The drama:
Opera ~ House: -Comedie. Francaise. had ‘netted-$10,162. as of last- Feb..
strike at the end of May if that formarices oft
the:play willhegin at
24 ‘with, the. Management. ‘iguring <
;
decision. was not altered. Virtually. 8 P.
m, °
o American | Ballet .. ‘Theatre, -Jose: at -Seattle’s World Fait ‘and ‘three subsequent: profit at.arqund $1,000.
ali the top Broadway stagers..and|:
“ wore
-Additional. income on ‘the Broads...
choreographers. belong to the ‘so‘Limon’s.. ‘Dancers; and. ‘the: New. Performances in. Vancouver. —
- of Way: “Murder” :venture:is antict-::
ciety, ‘which has a membership of
York: ‘Shakespeate Festival to the.” Oa are 3
9.-- ‘pated from the ‘Tecently-opened ~
12
list of attractions. it ‘will ‘book‘next|
7.
“ ~}London production‘ of.the ‘play and.
If ‘a: strike isn't averted, the pro-:
‘season: for statewide. presentation: | §.
::, | from. the stock -and: amateur: mare ducers ‘will supposedly have to deal
under.-Jocal sponsorships: - For thé | “*
_ |ket..for which the--property ‘is.‘re-.
independently with the society in
coming ‘year, .the- Council: has: a
+g | gatded: as:a good: ‘bet onthe: basis...
eer
eee
“order ‘to. obtain. the services of di-|
$560.0
000appropriation for
|
promot- | °e .
eg | of its being. a :one-set, ‘sevén-char-|-wee Le
rec fors and choreograpliers, who}:
th
| acter ‘vehicle. - ‘There's | also, the.
are members of the organization. | Royal Dramatte Theatre of]ing
0
its revival secure, the Counell
‘prospect: of ’
a ‘film’-gale.-The: show, | v
The League, comprised of Broad-.
way producers ‘and theatre owners, ‘Sweden, which will:make its Amer: |.promptly -announced - ‘several.|.- ” Cyr’ Ritchard ‘will ‘star:in St. in ‘opening ‘on’ Broadway :-prior..te.;:Feoresented: an tite...
has maintained, in its refusal to ‘ican debut. at: the: Seattle. ‘World's changes in its booking policies. It. ‘Louis ‘and. Kansas’ City: this suin- | the West. End,;
that. Knott. is'-a..
recognize the sociefy that it .rep- Fair, will: follow. its ‘April. 30-May’ 9 Fetains approval. over: all price. mer. in’ the -legituner version of usual’ move
resents. independent ‘contractors, . ‘week-and-a-half. stand out there scales, and .farther states that ‘at. -the late ‘Michael. Todd’s. film pro-: British authon‘The’ Broadway. pro-.
‘Teast. 20%, 0 f- all. available. ‘seats. duction. of. “Around the World in- duction. costarred ‘James. Donald,
not employees, and consequently
with a one-week booking: May 14-19 must~ be’ offered: at the. minimum 80 Days.” ‘The legit: presenitation, :Kim . Hunter,.. Denholm - Elliott, ”
its members are not entitled ‘to
at the Cort Theatre; N.Y. ‘The U, Ss. ‘price. establishéd’ ‘by. the: Council.. which. "Michael Todd ‘Jr.. is-produc- ‘Thatcher and Ethel Griffies. ©. :..
union status.
The society, however, made |a ‘appearance of. the: ‘repertory. com- ‘Also,. the. maximum - chargéd. may. ing, is to.be put on at:the St. Louis |" “Venus,” ‘oddly- ‘enough . repre:
breakthrough in its drive for recog-|. pany, founded. in 1788 by. royal de-: not. -exceed:.the ‘amount. norm ally |Municipal: Opera: ‘and the ‘Kansas|sented a:Teversal of :the. production ~:
’ nition last February when the pro-. -cree of King. ‘Gustaf IH, is. be ing |levied. by: thé: touring .attractions: City -Statlight Theatre -with Ritch-: procedure on’. ““Murder.’” The’
ducing firm of Cy Feuer and Ernest sponsored “by Broadway-producer ‘when -they are:-not under Council. ard’ in’ the role’ ‘of Phineas Fogg. comedy, written .'by.‘Amertecan:.
HH. Martin agreed to deal with the Roger |L. Stevens in ,aabociation. sponsorship, :The-20%, seat stipula- (David. Niven. played Fogg: in. the jauthor Henry Denker and produced
tion is:in ‘force only whien the-local.. film version.)‘. . |-by.‘Joel: Schenker; was ‘first’ pre-_ “en
‘organization as. bargaining agent. -with the Fair: «
for Robert Fosse, who's to
thore- Phe repertory ppograin tobe‘pre- ‘sponsor- is. not’ a non-profit “Bro . The: ‘musical, ‘for. which Sainmy. ‘sented ‘in “London. in. ‘1057-- under. |
- Fain and. Harold ‘Adamson have‘! the - title, “Olive :‘Ogilvie. aan ‘David ograph and ecodirect with Feuer the sented both.in Seattle and..New-|! moter,
foot
scheduled Broadway presentation York will:consist of: August Strind‘American .Ballet ‘Theatre is.“on ‘written. eight humbers to augment. W. ayne . and ‘William. Prince-“CO.”
of the musical, “Little Me.” Direc- ‘berg’s “Miss Julie” and “The the upcoming “attractions list ‘as; e.| Victor: Young's ©film score; -will- starred. ‘in-the Broadway’ ‘Pron:
a
ore
Preem June Hin St. ‘Louis.. Tt’ll duction. wets
tor ‘Arthur Penn has stated .that Father” and Eugene O'Neill's placement for the New’ York. sity| ‘play:
“there. ‘two weeks. Another|:
producer Alexander H. Cohen has “Long Day’s Journey Into. ‘Night. ” Ballet.. Another -attraction . is. the
also agreed to deal with the soci- “The three plays will. be performed ‘off-Broadway. ‘Phoenix Theatre, Tortaight’s. stand is scheduleder |
elk
‘ety in securing his services as. in Swedish with extensive.program. -which will tour. its new: production Kansas. City starting. ‘July .23
we
stager for his upcoming Broadway notes available to audiences. (There. of: Thornton Wilder's. “The: Mat¢h- -book for the vehicle. was adapted Smee
Hera.
the -Jules. VerneRoyel by:
y Sig}
production of. “Lorenzo.”
‘were 20,000 Swedes in ‘N.Y..in re- maker,” launching in Gotham next i
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e
Established Main Stem producers cent census.). The company’s opeti- fall.’ ‘The ‘Council :‘gaid it also ex-|have been Notified by the society ing at the Cort. will coincide. with ‘| pects to extend the public for: certhat. its members would: not be the 50th anniversary . of ‘Strind- tain symphony _orchestras; citing- Actors Fund of
Canada: a
Portland, Ore., “April. SY ae
available for any Broadway shows herg’s death:
the Buffalo, Rochester and Hudson|‘
ae
next season unless the organization.
“Portland. Players. and Playhouse
Among . those .who'll’. ‘appear ‘in. Valley philharmonics,: and ‘the AF": ~Skeds May: Week Drivel.
recéived Tecognition by May. 30. -the’ Swedish-offerings.
or oa
a
- Toronto;. ‘April. 17... ‘mark: the. first Actors: Equity. ‘COM> |
are: .Lars bany and Syracuse Symphonies, o
* ixetors Fond of:Canada will ‘pass -Pany. for :‘this ‘town ‘in--more: ‘than a
| Hanson, Ulf Palme, Jarl Kulle, Inga|wee]
| Tidblad, Irma Cristenson and ‘Cat- |:
- tthe basket” :1at. legit theatres: hers. 30. : years.. Venture.‘ ‘has. ‘been~
‘rin . “Westerlund: - The cast -“for!: "Ballet Russe, $7005. 3 the week of May7
; -chartered 'by the State “pt: Oregon *.
“Journey” will comprise the same
New Haven, Aprij 17. “ft. Jane: Mallett-is:‘prexy- of. ‘the.} as‘ a non-profit -organization. -‘Plan
‘performers whoé appeared in the |: - Mwocpertormance stand of. Bal- ‘fund which, last: year, ‘collected ‘Is..to_ bring the profes: mal’ thea=:
— re:
Stockholm preem of. the O'Neill. let. Foundation’s. presentation-.of some: ‘$10,000: from.. the’ customers |:tre. to. ‘the - ‘Natives and : itors in
De
play in 1956.‘The troape’s.Ameri- Ballet Russe de Monte: Carlo ‘at in'-Toronto® ‘legit. theatres:. As:
their; own: 261. eater... Unit. js2me en:
Ta
can visit is: being dedicated to:‘the | Shubert ‘April 9-10" grossed: $7.0
-class ified’ as..a. professional *
005 the past, the ‘Stratford (Ontario)
Paneee Joos
Los Angeles, April 17.. | memory of Dag Hammarskjold, the- against a. potential of ‘$11,000. -| Shakespearean Festival will “give. Broadway” .. ‘theatre: by... Euuity.: a
A new Katherine. Dunham revue, late Secretary. General of. the
Prima: ballerina. - Nina. .Novak .& benefit matinee on Aug: 3; when Founder ‘John ‘ilisbury -hopes. ‘to.
“RBamboche,” is planned by ‘United. Nations, who initiated tlie. still out: of troupe. with. fractured an ‘additional $7,000. is “expected ‘get his: Playhouse school into high’..
: ay
Stephen Papich for an opening American:prolect: shortly before: .elbow,;. - being: replaced. by. Ruest: to be raised for’ the Actors Fund"4Sear. ‘after the first: few -ProducNG
TE
bat
sa
. _Hballerina.aia Vyronbova.
next Aug. 19 at the Huntington. his. dea
. hot. Canada. _ - we.
tions. ‘get off the ground,”
rien
Hartford
Theatre here.
Papich
‘ Company: ‘Consists of- ‘gix:‘actors.
tage
ae
pany
pt
states that arrangements for the}.
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> Albany; April: I

| til: March. 31, 1967, has added: the'learlier will appear for a split: week
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“teen,

.\- and. aettesses ‘that belong or are’

presentation: have been concluded
»
{in the process of. joining. Equity with Henry. Polakow, Miss. Dun-| /
4 plus“ 14° amatéurs. for "supporting. ©
ham’s general manager.
"1 poles.: The’ latter - will “move ‘inte
Miss’ Dunham __ has ‘spent Tast |"
a 2 ‘Equity
‘with. - experience, - New. :
eS
ma
several years in Europe, also touch-|,
ary
| legit. outfit, wilt present: four: per--ing Asia
and .South America.
: | formaneces per .week (Wed-Sat) exe. °°. *
Papich intends leaving . L.A, to‘ "| panding to. six. evening. perform= : s oo
morrow (Wed.)}.for Haiti to join}.
;
"By voureKAUFMAN.
|.the:‘sdininistration ‘end.‘ettheatre: and.‘pétused”to ‘gubmit :‘his:‘Tdeas ances and. two matinees.®:
Miss Dunham for a trip to Africa}
. | dom. ..In the dispute’ that followed, and -plans: for: ‘approval.: After all,} ‘Physical ‘layout -of Playhouse fs .
Paris,
April
417.
to conclude arrangements with the |
beeen
both: Malraux ‘and Julian ‘reached he was: the .“Administrateur Gen- functional and offers.‘stub* ‘holders.
Nigerian. and Senegalese. ‘govern-|- . When George Auric; lant: week? for. pen .and paper :
“with Which. to. -eral,” "wasn't he? ‘The answer: be-: ‘innovations such as. free : parking,|:
ments for the services Of ative jzaccepted the- job. to head” “up 'the.
end: the. _Julian:“regime.. “Its any-: ‘ing: (but in: ‘more -polite .words) gratis .intermish coffee :& ‘mints.°:
dancers.
"| The -house ‘has: been. scaled at -$2:40.
Paris. Opera’ and. ‘Opera ‘Comique, ‘body's’ guess. whether the dismissal: “You ‘used to ‘be. |
‘with. special group ‘sale setups.
: he ‘laid. down, ‘one condition-—he. or the resignation arrived first.. | .That’s. the: true: ‘story, basically, |
Inside story ‘makes better. sense: ‘and. it is not -important—extept
|that it points up the perils of opera’ Kincaid; ‘Margretta: Ramsey, :and
will
not-haye
to
do
any.
of
the
ad-|
1)
indicates.
that
Malraux
‘called
in,
ministrative: ‘chores. - This. is:the Julian: -and. derianded:.a_super-: administration: Opera (except::in |‘Betty Moreland is. the kickoff. at-—a
kéy: This: clarifies better: than any- duper ‘new ‘production:of: “‘Peleas, the U.-S.,-of course). is always. sub- ‘traction to’ be followed. ay“Dear...
Charles,” and “Rain;moon
Shepard
Traube- leaves New- thing the headaches that have been - and: Melisande.” ‘Malraux is:a.be-: ‘sidized by the government in -large- York for Buenos Aires this week.+ plaguing - practically :every major liever in French ‘cultural-.“‘tradi- ‘‘part. And is. theréfore~ at: ‘the
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‘Producer, ‘Wietoria. Crandall.eet ‘ng: will‘be‘held May- 36 ‘Wattoits-dramatic: o gerteay. ° Produces,”

CBS (524 A
W.

LW. ant me‘N.Y.; CI. 62246).a fue week season opens June 28.

are

St, NoYes IO eS

| available-for an ‘ingenue ead:
ju-| ..
_ 68-6000); casting» director,-'Paula.
-‘|‘venile
maleand two: tenets:‘for the|
serULLIVAN, Hd.
Hindiin. Accepting ‘photos and. re- |... 3):
af Mesigats:. ‘Producer, ‘sumes:of-general
3/L£quity
resident ‘conipany. Call} “Summer
‘male and female..." ..:."
4

J-above - ‘number: for -appointment. Guye S. Little, “Box”to 155, ‘Sallivan, dramatic’ talent, c/o above. address. See
Following are ‘available parts. in “ipcoming “Broadipdy. off-Broad- The all-musical season opens for iP Accepting, photos andresnmee WBBM-TV, Chicago, :(630:N. ‘Mes
way, and touring sows, as. well as ballet, films, industrial and ‘tele: Fs weeks, onJune: 29. ow (thax ‘comedy. performers. for -resident: Clirg.. Ct., - Chicago; WH 4-6000).°
2. 2,
urs.);
|
vision’ shows. All information has been obtained: directly. by the Equity ‘singers tomorrow:
Parts available’ for male..and™: |...”
3-4 company,
:jobbers’
and. ‘address.
paid .ap- femme. performers, ‘all ages-and”..-:
* Variety Casting Department by telephone. calls, and: ‘has: been e~ femmes, ‘2-3° p.m.:. and-:mien, |
°’ rentices,
°¢/o:: have
‘checked as of nuon yesterday (Tues.),|aethSON ‘Studios, (225: W.
| Behedaiewill: include: four’ must: | types; for. 39-week series. of drama:°°°: |:
The available roles will .be: repeated. weekly -antit ‘filled, Gnd. addt‘: |cals’ and: three straight plays.” -In- workshops plus ‘four to six‘ prime: .-.:
tions to the list will be made only when information is secured: from. .
“CALUMET, ‘MICH:
:/-terviews. and.auditions will he held: -time ‘original --dramas.- Must ‘be °°. |
responsible parties. The intention is to service performers with ‘leads.|

w Play
Producer:
“provided by the managements of the shows involved rathér. than to operate(407 W.house..
54th'St., NW.)
Tun a wild goose ‘marathon.
This information. is:‘published ‘without..| Auditions for the coming
10-week,|
eharge.
.
Parenthetical designations areas follows: (cy “Comedy, '(DY ‘Drama’: ‘all ‘musical’ comedy .season ‘will
in; April -for
{MC) ‘Musical. Comedy, (MD) Musical Drama, .(R) Revue, (Rep) {begin ‘sometinie

Repertory, (DR) - Dramatic
eee

(DB) Double Bill,
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an. E

in ‘April.-.

> |.

~| from Chi.-Mall photos.and:resumes"
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= . - c/o:‘Program Dept. above address.
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uity resident company: Parts.

Thompsén,

Conn.).: Parts ‘available

|}... -
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| available for: character. males: and |for'a yeung leading mati and lady|©
lead. soprano, -ingenue;| snd .a “juvenile. Mail. photos and ' [Latin Quarter. (00: Ww:-deth St... a
mother; “femme; 17, ‘pert,: pretty,'|femores;
lead. batitone.: -and.: ‘tenor; -young. esresumes.
c/o. “Managing - - director

1 Mail photos. and resumes, ef0.above character .. comedienne;
‘:-:chorus | Alan James (1271 First Ave., N.Y." N.Y. CI 6-1735): -Showgirls,. with :. .
or- without-experience, ‘currently. -: 00
| addcess. os
a
.} singers and ‘dancers. -: Mail- photos ‘The season: starts. June 26 and Tuns.

BROADWAY
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| for 10’ weeks, ‘with an: Equity. resi-. being. sought.. Interviews are being “°°. 'held: afternoons daily ‘at the club. oo...) 0
"| rent company. of 8.actors: plus:2p

“pana resumes. ‘co: above address.
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CANAL ‘FULTON, “OHIO *°

“OUTOOF TOWN.

:

"Strollers Theatre "Club. Pro- eS At.
‘ BUFFALO, N.Y:.
“Underworld” (MC). Producers,
P Canal TTulford Dempsey ‘ir Prentices.. Don,
Seven. Ages ‘Productions... “Manro ucer, ulfor
empsey.
Le TRA’ ERSE C
a on ducer, John’ Krimsky (154 E: 4th ©...
Joseph L& “Johnna. Levine. (21 E, ‘aging director, Henry ‘A. Wicke’ ‘Sr.
St. N-Y.;, PL: 2-4711). Parts -avail- - -° ves
“40th St,-MY. LE 2-3773). Avail- (Richford..Hotel, 210
0:
Delaware. the’ Equity Tesident ‘company ‘for ae Ruth "Bailey"Spring: ‘Hill able for. replacements: ‘in the’curable parts: lead man, 28-35, wild Ave., ‘Biffalo;. N.Y). P arts available’
‘rent reviie ‘atid ‘for .a new show ~~": 15dr.
tie ‘season, ‘bDeginLane; Cincirnati-.26, Ohio).: Parts: ‘which: will ‘play ‘this ‘summer, Ap-:
and dashing air, strong: baritone. for male: and. femme’ dramatic ard ‘ning’weer m Mail photos ‘ein
200 |available. for .niale - ‘and. femme.

plicants .should’ be |expérieticed foe,
voice; femme, 20's, very attractive,
comedy. Performer er a resident}resumes, ¢/o: above. address. _:7: {character -actors for the resident English. music ‘hall. performers with... - 0-0
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productions: from various. thea-|°
* CORNING, N.Y.
company and apprentices. Theatre ‘Singing ‘ability and: comedy:tech= ©...wo-°.
vocal range G to. C); character. ‘of
femme, 40's, elegant but Tough tre: styles. The ‘operation. will run! Corning Summer: ‘Theatre. Pro- uses ‘thé.: star’ system.’ Mail: ‘Photos| nique. . Mail’ photos: and. resumes.
around :the edges, ‘chest’ singer’ on a year-round ‘basis: Mail’ photos ducers, Dorothy: Chernuck & Omar] and ‘xesumes: ¢/o-Ruth Bailey (42 | c/o:Ivor.D.‘Balding, above address, rs
_
(vocal range F to B flat); man,.40’s, | and: resumes ‘c/o the Off-Broadway K..Lerman (Box 51, Corning, N.Y.;|W. 58th St.,-N. Y,Je ‘Season, |runs: ;
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~
‘baritone, | perfect
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Dramatic:
perfornier
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ext,318, above numnber.. ne
roughneck, loveable, must: move N.. Y.; LO: 3-4370). . “Part available: LPuns. June :26-Sept :2. Auditions Arts. Studio. (225 Ww. 46th St.,WN. ¥.).“| Marks,
ci
- and. sing well, baritone and bass. for a male singer, 18-24, for a four-' for male. andfoam singer-daneers |:
‘today.(Wed:): Equity call,
-10::a.ni.-: ‘Shakespeare. Summer. Festival.
voices; man, 40, beefy, not bright;
Produce, ‘Ellie’ Chamberlain..(813|:
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7
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ss
St.,-N.
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‘must: sing and. move well, all
Sane
; ‘Lecion . . Star’. ‘Playhouse:. Pro- c/o above address, : Season ;Fung
character comedians who.
chest voices.
hotos .and resumes for
sing male
and -ingenues-who
act and sing ‘ducer-director, John Cameron (P:0. duly. 9-Aug. 5...
eliche :into -.which’. innumerable. es
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St. “N. Y. Those. who ‘will ‘be in ‘and chorus singers and dancers for| (4545: Connecticut Ave., Washington’ Tupted. by such pluses as the act. ;

thie resident company..Star. system
“Day of. Grace” (D). Producer, the show must: sign for six ‘months used ‘here, New: York’ casting ‘by. 8, D.C.). Accepting photos and‘ re‘sumes of male. and-femme dramatic:
Michael Simone (55 W. 56th: St., from’ the. opening- ‘performance,
‘appointment.
only - by: the .end of.
N. Y.;. CI §-1086). Available parts: June 28... Rehearsals begin:‘May 28 ‘April. ‘Mail photos and.‘resumes performers for. the’ ‘Equity resident:
man, 20-21, slender, virile, 5° ‘ft. and. performers are guaranteed.
ae c/o. above. ‘address. The: 16-week company: and some ‘paid ‘apprennine. inches. to. six feet tall; man, weeks work.
. ./season ‘of six tuners and six straight tices, . The.‘B2sweek Beason sopens,
June 20:
45-55, leading character man, forceHYANNIS, MASS.
| plays: opéns June 7.
.
ful yet gentle and. understanding; a
- -WILLIAMSTOWN.: “MASs.-at the.: Yechtsman” a :
man, 24-25, tall. lean, worldly,’ ‘a “Compass
Deert HARRISON, ME.sine |-Willlatistown Summer. ‘Theatre.
leader; man, 20-22, .dark, .short, (improvisational. . cabaret theatre). |- dir wt reRal bh:"Et e. ‘Managing |
Executive. ‘director, :Nikos. Psacha-

ling: and’ voice o£ William: Chapman, ar
a big-time performer in-weak com-.

‘cal direction: of. Felix Popper.
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5 +.
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ber like. “‘Why: or Wherefore” OP

“That -Is:'Se"- brought: a’ spurt be--°."
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‘Producer, Harvey. Epstein, Compass
Ralph.
Brown
4-! ropoulos. (Yale. Schoql- ‘of :Drama,: “tion. was: either .too ‘arch;. or. not...”
Theatre, .Hyannis, . Mass.).- Parts -conector,
‘St,,:Boston, Mass.; KE“6-3231). New -Haven,: Conn.): Photos and ‘coy: eriough; :arid. frequently diffi”...
available.’ for. male. and. ‘femme.
‘eult ‘to: - follow lyrically, .-a most... :. met
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natured, around.six feet. tall; man,
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Equity actors for resident! address far the 1962 season. AudiMail photos’ and-. resumes. c/o femme
company.:Star. system is‘used_ here. ‘tions’ will. be held in. April: by. ap-:
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| the British’ sailors..looked: more. =:
- °: °°
. {above address, Season opensTa To 10° Equity’ ‘atid “six. non-Equity. like. Sunshine’ ‘Bakers..and: ‘the ~ «..
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e.sea couldey are
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me
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straw-
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4
ance vagalat‘Sun-ne
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tom
New: ‘York..to: the... °°.
‘Music
Fair: Enterprises.
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resumes. c/o a ove:
dramatic series). ‘Producer, CBS | Coast to confer with author Dalton’.;
(524 W. 57th St., N.-Y.;-JU: 6-6000):;. Trambo on the:casting of his come= |. .:: °.
Did you see “Sitting Bull” in AnnieGel ducers, Lee Guber, Frank Ford. & shows opSeason Tie two-week:
..,
. jeasting ~ director... “Paula. ‘Hindlin:. dy,’ “Morgana.” :which::Manchester-. : pens
June.
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"ft Your Gun and “Escartifique” in: Fanny? Shelly Gross ‘(40° W. 55th St., N.Y.:|)
‘Accepting. photos and resumés of-| intends°Producing on. Broadway. _
LF 1-3250). Open call-for dancers|:
: HYANNIS, -MASS,~~
‘ET Thanks to Guberferd-Gross. principal:
next’:Monday (23): men, 10: a.m.-|- Cape Cod: Melody Tent. Mariag- ‘General. male’ and fémale dramatic |:next .season::
a
fj comedy Oklchoma, Li} Abner. Won- §
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12 noon‘and femmes, 2-4 p.m.; open. ‘ing’ director, David Holtzman (120 talent,‘lo above. address. No duplt- es

derful Tewn. Pajama Game. Seng of ‘eall ‘for singers next Tuesday (24):|
Norway. Groat Weltz. Student. Prince. 7 same schedule ‘as ‘dancers, both}
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. LAKE. LUZERNE: NX.

-.| dtamatic :seriés: ‘lead ‘male: actor,
“right. arm; « lead.
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x . ‘| attendance, :‘including .politicos:and
“summer «Cape: Cod-scene -for.| and. Detroit resident, has. entered | #9’ and’ Joan Co ins. .

Palm Springs
By A. P. Scully”

(Tel. FA 41828).
°! Ludille Ball pulled: out.to join
‘Hope «-.at. Warners for “Critic's
Choice."

<WaRIETY. ‘publicity. ‘director: for. the |:negotiations :sta settle, the. differs |
. 1:1 thé diplomatic corps.. . Sinatra’-was. - Jim” “Gatner heads. for ‘Germany~
+ 'Facialift: east coast. operations. .
;
Pay
ie: -presented..with a pair of. golden‘|>
ences:- '
next month, to.Play.in “The Great
aris
“Uncle. ‘fom’: ‘Saxe*Jr., “White | Effect. on ‘show: biz is: eertainiy |a
hes - "roosters, .commemorating... ‘his. ap-{ EsScape.”
. |.
pearances .here..on behalf, of. the ‘: “Ben-Hur”: ‘and “King. of.‘Kings”
py “Gene: ‘Moskowits
” Power chain® eatery. :owner, is -host-. ' downbeat, ‘although extent of: dam- |
“ing: another. “Uncle,” Nick Kenny; .age to-biz: has-not heen ascertained |.. 88: Ave. Breteuil; ‘SUF 5920)" - | ‘Rehabilitation ,Institute...
‘| playing opposition here, °“Hur” at.
‘the: Mirror .tv-radio -editor," ext |.as‘.yet. What, or. who, : is playing|.. Laura’ Betti, ‘offbeat Italo’ singer, : ‘Singer told aidience hé’ ‘will‘ty the Drive-In and . latter: atethe a
: Monday (23)-with .“a lurichfest-at | at’ what “theatre. or. night: elub. can im.for a month .as: topper: at’ popa- to make his: benefits in‘ Mexico an|‘Pla47a.*
annual’ affair.: ‘There’s. no .denying |: - Kitty: Carlisle planed to NL y...
"the Rockin’. ‘Chair ‘Buttéry;- on 2d be* learned. by looking. at: back dar boite La Tete De ‘L’Art.
: Ave: ‘and 47th... Saxe ‘propagated ‘copies’ of papers: fust before strike;| < 20th-Fox picked .up~ the- seth: ‘facet that.Sinatra is tops. in Mexico,: for. “Tell the..Truth” but plans
‘the. now -w.k:-President. -Kennedy {change ‘of ‘bills, of course; will not{ pic,.“Love Is for. 20-Year Olds," for althotigh: he ‘petsistently ~refuses t6 do it every other week; ”her.
offers. for ‘commercial -‘appearances. children: in school ‘here - till. the furniture. prop. long before it:-be-| be:-known ‘this: “week. unless: The |. France: and ‘Belgium.
a
theatres,
:
season ends.
ame. famedvat ‘the:“White”
> House,"‘World and't
radio-tv ‘bridge.the.BAP Philosopher Brice.
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Continued ‘from page. 1,
| warned. that: the: :Anierican: peofle
ling, wife of the U.S. Ambassador about: nuclear ;‘weapons * for. “the
i
o
a icedsed: ‘under German law, in-or- “the: ‘major. ‘German agents "ooking ©
to West Germany, to leave the hall Bundeswehr, not. to- protect ‘Berlin that they will ‘use :that. all-Ameri- ler. to, deal with the. Army: insralla|,
acts). works with American ‘agencies’
at one point. during his speech. ‘| but to- protect: ‘Western. Europe’. .;| can “expression. “The “hell. with;it.’ tions in West Germany, is‘a ‘simple |
such as MCA, ‘William’ Morris’ and:..
- She returned later, however, and I could. hardly admit.ta. myself ‘That's what.the Commiunists: want, ‘one—to: see that the. ‘German: Buvquestioned him as to whether he that by. the. time: the Bundeswehr to wear us down’ to ‘confusion ‘and. ernment can ‘collect ‘income: taxes: ABC: ‘in? bringing. “talent |t6.:Ger- im*
had not recently been told by. ‘was fighting on the east-west: fron- then. weariness and. finally “aban- from: perforiners.in West Germany ‘many,. and ‘splits:ommissions with .
President ‘Kennedy. that, . contrary tier, ‘Berlin’ would be long. gone.” -{donment of ‘this . world -‘problem: _ ‘(just’as for instance when. Maurice | them: .”
to Anderton's implications, Ken-}.
“Like: Berlin. JI ‘have -been in: Chevalier. appears. in . clubs:
“0% Bee 405
: British, Poa :
nedy and the American people|. : Then ‘Anderton: talked ‘about the’ ‘nothing but trouble since. August,’*} Americ¢a,:he must pay American in- "
“Under German. ‘law;: these:cary |.
would hold firm on Berlin.
Anderton
concluded... ‘He even:ac-. ‘come taxes ‘on -his earnings) ‘and.
anti-German emotions in England
I:
‘missions
ate- ‘permitted. :‘an-agent-~. oF
> Most of the speeches made ‘be« “When you fly:to- England. ‘the -cused: his“own network of muzzling the system-is followed ‘by: the U,..S: 10%-: for..acts ‘that get ‘spot: book-:- ..-: .
fore this assemblage of top. club|*scene is _sadder..“Army. to make sure that: the. agents
Here it:.is not}:correspondents aS he added,”
-ing;* on: the* ‘longterm. ‘acts. (where-.
women in the past have run the.
pine
‘Berlin .but all:‘of Germany’ ‘that] “NBC is. ‘thinking ofPutting.a are: not. fly-by-nights.
range from “women are the great- gets kicked .around..
Any legitimate. business man: whio the att. appears.at one ‘club ‘for. a
.There -is a wall,around.’ us.”
est
international
ambassadors,” pattern in. my ‘conversations -with|.
wants ‘to open.a booking agency. in|} week ‘or longer)’ ‘the’.agents: gets...
“help your -husbands _by - ‘being Englishmen and. especially English-|°
— .| West Germany is ‘permitted |to. do 6%;: ‘and: in booking bands. the cut-:
kind tothe natives" to: “you're do-. women,” he. told’ the. “assemblage |
“Vso. if he’ follows: the strict German |. is only. 4%. (German. fax -officials:ing,a great job, keep it:up.”" ~
| government ‘:regulations, <files..-an- “check. the. béoks annually- to make, ”
which - ‘contained - ‘many =“British ||
.| application in’ accordatice ‘with |the ‘! sure. percents: are’ not ‘éxceeded.).:
Disclaimer Issued. .
women.”
—
; Continued from, pase: —s
.German’ laws,’ ‘and’ waits: fo. be ap- ne ‘Bands: bovked.at’ the Us. ‘clubs’.
, “Britons | ‘never never: ‘ask you| |
Anderton’s.
‘speech,
admitted
most of tlre shocked- clubwomen, right . aut. in the.: “American sengers °‘weren't: ‘interested, and, it}‘proved. :‘. Admittedly. “this takes ‘are. almost. entirely’: German, . and.was
the first such incendiary. way: ‘What do-- you do?* But didn’t. stimulate” business.”” aaIt] time, ~. ‘patience © and: -paper-work, many: of the: bands: are booked. by-::
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-but-it is probably no.more difficult. ‘the leaders: direct. .:- This ‘is because...
sidewindingspeech they had ever: heard pre- after: they. have
ly” found.. out.‘that - you “work costs” about .$12,500: to” Anstall one: f6r. a foreigner: than it:“would be.fors the’ ‘bands, .too,. are’ generally hired’ .
sented to the group.
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‘conversation ‘at the convention. -of the. time, .“Héw :.can’ you. ‘stand: tion ‘systems, including: ‘the sereen.. ent: agency in New York City..- ; -. |pday performances. |. a
. Although the Air Force and Navy , ‘ Adams also notes “diferior. trans: wee
And upset . ‘Amercian .convention to live’ among. those people?” ote me Thus cost of installations -in front
-in'
West:Germany
sometimes
bypass
portation and: living conditions: for’
officials in its wake. hurried to
He ‘continued, -“The. administra- and after sections of a Plane. would
| the Army-accredited. list of agents, ‘American: “personnel.” . When. an’
Lave att
make’ an announcement that “the tion in Washington had an. unholy: come to $25, 000:.. -*
views of the ‘speaker’ are not and: unfounded ‘fear ‘last’ summer ~ Film rental: for the TWA: ‘circuit | ‘they also book through. some of the. -act -is: appearing at’ an ‘out-of-the- 2oe
agents: on’ this list. The reason,, ex-. “way- place: such as Spangdahlem-or :
‘
necessarily those of the convention that Russia would go to war .
—that means about 80 -showings—|.
one top German ‘agent, ‘is: Bitburg,: there’ is“no. ‘public’ aifline.officials.”
anne
“si
‘we did. nothing. . but the Com- now is running hetween $4, 000 and ‘plained:
|‘that -sometimes when they work: ‘service.
available,’ and the acts aré Despite the sensation -‘that the ‘munists ‘performed one of the'most $5,000-. per’ pic, said , Flexer-..
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theme made among dangerous. operations: in’ history— |delegates to ‘the gon- they cut the border; and the. sick | >, First: ‘step. ‘in. expansion: ‘beyond. the:wholeé. show falls. through, ‘and ‘bus, with the ‘stars being transport-" -wae eo
CCE, ‘the.acts: do not appear as ‘promised. ed by. private sedan. The. acts gene ae=
vention, it was unanimously de- -man, ‘East “Germanny, . ‘sprang * back
“Adams” elaimix’ that. only. “about “erally explain :to’ the: agent-What. cided by the military press “cover-. | With even greater ‘confidence. * ey,
| all 5% ” ‘of the acts. being used in. the: ‘type of ‘accommodation they -want;.
ing the event not to give it space..
He also revealed. ‘that: “Secretary
Gerinan -market. are: American, As “and it can Fange ‘froma SSacnighi,
Stars and. Stripes, the govern-. of State. Rusk .said: privately “dur-
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‘|Rotel
to.1a s$20-acnight Juxury,:
talks! denied. :
IMent-run - newspaper, omitted -all. ing~ last. September, ° “West :Ger. word of the speech although: An- many. must: come: ‘clean: and recog-| +,
BBM ‘English, 25% Yank, Ete, -| hotel
ene
te
tt
woe
‘derton distributed copies of his in- hize the’ existence df ‘East- Ger-|Formerly, ‘the: ‘perforniers: were”.
flammatory words to the press ‘and. ‘many.”:. And the. Kennedy ‘Admin- ‘as:well as deals pending. with: prac-| ‘A.current survey taken at .F rank ‘transported, by military pus or tuto; :furt: Post: (headquarters of ‘North
to the clubwomen delegates, who istration °was saying that West Ger- tieally all: of themajor’ European | ern ‘Area _Command.:atid one of .the -and ‘allowed . to stay ‘at. the :very:.
i
include wives of leading American. ‘tnany should widen:and strengthen |-‘airlines. :
major: : entertainment ..céntres in lowpriced. ‘military-run: hotels, but:- 7 “
officers, non-commissioned. of- ‘its. contacts with. the.- Communist) although’ pix how are “being. of:
y
o.¢
»
the.military‘several years-ago elim-rev}
MAC
fered as-a.combination extra .serv-. West Germany) reveals that 35% of: inated,these extras, too,
ficers, and wives of ranking U:S.. satellies .
Sa: the.
State Department officials.‘sta- : “When. I‘went back to:the United | ice’ and: business. lure; economy |. the <acts: .are. English; 25% ‘are acts ‘must ‘stay “‘on-the. economy”
American:
15%
German:
-and
‘the.
‘passengers miay ‘he. ‘paying: one. day:
tioned in West Germany... _-sand
cdn
more
or
less
Piek
up:
their
States | in. January’ this: -year,. the | ‘to “hear” fedtures.. -‘Fravel agency. ‘rest .a- ‘mixture ° ‘of. French; ‘Ttalian,
American Forces Network {AFN )
‘own: hotel :price-bracket::
.
war spirit had .died down’ among.
also carried no_ word of the. sur- the peopie.:, ‘The: ‘public. was -talk-. -‘réports; according ‘to. Flexer, -have -Arabie, South American: °
Admittedly; some of. the Amieri: | Blockbooking .is ‘sometimes.done:
demonstrated’ ‘willingness. :to” :pay:
‘prisingly outspoken speech.
ing: more: softly, “but. thé: govern- ‘for use of ear. sets via ‘which dial- can soldiers ‘stationed .at-the. U:.S..: ‘by the agents, working with ‘agents °:
And likewise, . the . “Overseas ment. had “picked ‘up ‘a big stick
in Italy or: France. to fill out a-full’Weekly, . independent- newspaper —perhaps the one. ‘they: should ogue: is piged.-to individual’ view- ‘bases in Germany would like to-seé: ‘Weeks’ efigagemént so that they caf.
- slanted for the military abroad,, have cused last June... A. number ers. - Anybody, of: ‘course; can- look “entirely: “American, acts: on the:‘club. ‘pay: the” ‘entertainers: 8 full:week's:
at
pic
.being.
shown
on
screen
programs.
.
carried no word of the event al- ‘of “-U.S.. NBC. correspondents. had_- | Salary re
24. itches ‘py’ 48 inches.| : Why are. ‘these. Toot. supplied :@xe
though it had a reporter. and private: talks with Secretary: Rusk measuring.
Q uality: of: pic, as demonstrated
. "Reasons for.Cancellations:
photographer on hand. (Overseas. and the President.- Both. said: we
slusively to.the elubs?. Reason, No.
Weekly is the newspaper which would -go to war. over .Berlin, and durig. TWA: ‘convention. meet here /1~cost.:
Shows" are’ sometimes caricelled.
carried the original word .of for-: |both. used: that ‘even. if.the ‘war. this week, ‘is surprisingly. good.
" Américan | performers’ *’ galarie’: cat‘the. last.-mjnute because the: club:
mer-Major Gen. ‘Edwin ‘Walker’s. -ean’t..be. contained, - meaning: we
‘While: no ‘decision- ‘has: been are considerably higher than those| manager finds: out: that .the “outfit:
‘made: ‘about © charging«economy paid’ acts’ on the.:economy. in “Eu-. stationed at vis base-is. being called John-Birch-slanted. - campaign =:-of would go to nuclear War...
‘
troop information in West -Ger- .
J class: “passengers, -- claim ‘is , made.
out: for’. Mmaneuvers—if the:.GIs':.
“There ‘aré Americans ia’ high that: 99.3% “of. ‘those. questioned in rope or: in. -England. ‘Top’ perform“.. Many).
‘ers playing: the concert.-circuit in ‘leave; the‘ show: can be ‘dropped at.
e
places
|
who...
write:
vand..
say:
that
|.
“extensive: .“survey”... by::travel} Europe,-and not in the U.S. mili- . the. last. minute. - Bat: ‘that icannot |
“The world ‘begins and ends ‘in
Berlin,” Anderton emphasized. Berlin ‘has ‘no such. value for the agents. ' expressed. willingness .6 ‘tary. clubs, including such: person- ‘be: ‘blamed. .On" the’.agent: in?
“But when you get-a ‘couple hun- United ‘States. .. two: such sayers pay “$1.50 ‘for-the use. of ‘the’ ear"|‘alities.‘as'-‘Louis Armstrong ‘and‘|.‘_Germany.dred miles away,.in Bonn, there and. writers are: one ‘of the coun- sets wheh, the:movie dsShown."”
| Harry James. lave: recently told |” “Tf it:‘was. zeailyas bad as ‘Adaras”
seem to be things. in the world. as: ‘try’s. . best-known columnists... and |.
_ = -Vartety that they receive less for ‘claims, some. of. the top:-stars, like
important, perhaps more ‘impor- best-known. State Department ;
“<...: ‘la.European concert date.than for.a, Jack Carter and Morey-Amsterdam: diplomats, and: ‘they. are. two of the|:
tant, than Berlin . -.
and Joni James wouldn't. be scoming
-“a3 AS
Os U. S. concert’ date..:
“T had an interview with ‘Chan- country’s. -most . convincing | and}.
again,” ‘Mis Guens:|”
Almost. all- of the.v. Ss military back again and
‘cellor Adenauer which ° persuaded logical persuaders _—
ther.
noted...
.clubs-want. an: act. only-on Friday:
Anderton..-continued:. ‘that with mee éontinuea- from page:2 —
me that many West Germans have.
correspondents: “he Will, repeat in world. acceptance|or. Saturday, and. possibly .6n. Sun-.|: Of. course. a.peiférmer ‘who ‘1s:
turned away ‘front. Berlin and other . NBC:
toward western Europe. [I'm not. went ‘on. a lecture . tour... of :.the. and recognition. -Kroll is ‘using the’ -day night.. According to agent Mrs.. ‘appearing . hightly ‘at the clubswe oe
talking about: the smug - stuffed United ‘States -in‘. . January,. and. ‘sanie director, ‘Alexaiider Hammid, Gisela... Guenther-Kern, -who -oper--|_ heéds an agerit-who.can:contact the.” oS
‘ates the’ Gisela ‘Guenther Interna-| various, ¢lubs’. and :make. the ,are: ‘
West
Germans, . .who ‘say ~that} found ..the Americar’ people ‘con‘Yangements:
for
hini.
:
Believe
me,:.
‘tional.
Artists’
Agency
in
Frankfurt,’
Mirjam
‘Arsham,
‘the:
same
‘editor,
fused”
‘by:
the
‘American
‘.
‘govern|
‘Berlin is going ta get us all in
|-it is very: difficult :to .hook- a top ‘the agents get plenty of complaints _ wo
trouble, and just. wher everything ment’s contradictions on. Berlin for and:
+ American’ act at an equivalent: sal-; if the: talent: isn’t.:good. and. they” aif see
is going so well.” I'm talking about the last ‘eight: months.
ary’ to that: of the States, when‘ the: have to work’ for’ their-money.”. ’
serious West: Germans ‘who have | “The. American: people t spoke |.
.
| clubs. only want to book the: act ‘The’ ‘military. ‘wants. the “Amerie.”
‘decided that their country’s pres- ta still had not ‘realized: that with
=}guts the weekend. |
can’ acts‘ and’ gets’: them “ee
ent lies in the European Economic the-wall; the Conimunists- had at- panist,. will
Soete with; him ; in|.
‘ ‘She recently. offered. Brenda Lee ‘it's:‘possible, she: noted. :
Community, and -their country’s. tained a .-large.-part of the goal. the ‘film.
and. Hank Snow. to two: of- the. big-.| “The talent. buyer-.of one ‘ofthe- future in the coming. United ‘States Khrushchev sought. when: he: de-|:
* (Heifetz is:‘a:“régular professor gest and .“richest”: of the. U: S.
of Europe .« «. West. Germany's livered ‘his- original. ‘ultimatum
as
:at’ the.’ U. -of Southern: California: military. ¢lubs’.in Europe,’ one :at. ‘largest military-run’ hotels ‘in Eu-- young men. who have’ gone West:in about” a Peace. treaty with .East:
rope; the beautiful Von-Steuben-in
:|Germany. *‘Most. “Amerieans. will in “whose Hancock: Hall: the Kroll ‘Mannheim:and at the top headquar-. Wiesbaden, recently noted that he.
Spirit ..
“There are those first: few days tolerate Tio ‘hint that ave. will ever films are to be. shot. -With ‘cellist. ters of the U.-S. Army. in Heidel-|. prefers: middle-class ‘acts ‘over: the:
V player ‘berg: (which -has a. luxury '800-seat:
in West
Germany after Berlin ‘make a deal-on Berlin... ; -,.and | Gregor -Piatagorski: and:Viol
top. ‘American. hames;: although: his.«
‘officers’ club) and: they ‘wanted the’ hotel is one’ of. -the .few ‘that:can:
when you must go through. ‘a. de- when the Berlin solution. is finally William. Primrose, - ‘th ee
compression chamber and when it revealed,. I beliéve: the.US. ‘public “constitute the Institute for Special | shows for. only $250—terms . at. pay: for-the biggest. cts. Musical
Studies,
‘with
independent:
which.she could: not‘provide these,| Phe reason,. he’ explained, ‘is:that
must be-a conscious effort. to re- ‘will be dismayed
af‘status’: ‘on VSC's: campus. : “Each. naines.
adjust the mind and. the emotions ca
& would ‘add that. a few. Ameri-|
.
4 if!a-celebrity comes. in, eve
‘club:
to the ignorance
of and. the. ‘cans are emotionally interested in ‘man: teaches. “separately | and the'|. True, one: ub ‘may “be. able to member ‘wants:
y, to attend with
ry his
“three. unite’ one. a_ week, to.teach:
ignoring of Berlin.
‘offer:‘Sammy. Davis: Jr, $2,000 for: -wife arid friends, and there just |is:
what their questions to me: ealled
Shamber:
‘music,)...
2 performaiice, but very few..clubs:$1 not: space enough: to fill ali the’ de- oa
“T remember going down: for the revival of. Nazism in: West: Ger-|‘could ‘match. -this kind of money. - ‘| mands. - So.it creates more ‘ill will:
Chancellor Adenauer’s staté ofthe many, ‘This was especially trué in|:
Ss
union. message to the Bundestag. Los’ ‘Angeles. | T. ‘wonld” answer
Another. problem.. in’ “booking. ‘than it does good: :Hence, he sticks —:7 _ i Sy
It came as a kick in- the Stomach’ their : “questions: -by:” saying’: “that|
“American: acts*-is ‘the ‘very ‘high: ‘fo a-policy::of ‘hiringthe:good, but:
when the chancellor reportéd ‘on there is ‘very. little: neo-Nazism ‘in|
“transportation cost: | ‘Formerly the. not
t biggest names...
—
his recent talk ‘with ‘President. ‘West ‘Germany ‘but: that there ist— 3.Continued from. ‘page. —
U.S. Air. Force was. permitted.to: 2 | That"Auditioning, ‘Nuisanee . Kennedy and:he said that. they: had. ‘definitely. a revival .of. :national|
fly
‘the.
American
entertainers
to
|
and Scripts of. their addresses, ‘The’}
“géyerar’
‘agreed:
that: perone: |7
agreed that the top ‘priority. was ‘pride, - ‘glimmerings.: of; : pride: in.
| Europe, but all this:was: eutover ‘bore
point:agents”
with’ the
American:
Berlin. At that-time. [ had been ‘West © Germany’s . new" army . and businessinen.. are: Arthur’ H. “(Red) years ago.
‘former's is the demand that an act’
in Berlin almost solidly since Aug. feelings ‘that ‘Germany. should ‘be Motley,’ publisher... ‘of Parade mag}
: So: when, ‘Mrs,’ Guenther Aires a “be: auditioned. in:.every, comriand13 and there could be no greater allowed ‘to ‘play apart in the ne- and. chhéirman of - ‘the US: -Cham-'$350-a-week-act,: ‘she ‘has: to-try to “in Germany. So an: act that is hired”
priority than. protecting the last gotiations.. with: Russia: aver: Ger~|;
find:
enough dates to fill. out the: _for -six ‘weeks may: have to. make:
_tberof:
‘Commerce:;.-Ed
J.
Hegarty,
of Berlin territory. ‘And ‘it: came tmany’s. future.
engagenients for the . entire. week. half a dozen. free. auditions—one in ;
as a kick in the teeth when the | “In Boston, there was the great- former sales.tiaining ‘director -of|
and:
has
to raise ‘efough ‘additional. ‘Frankfurt. for the Northern ~Area:
Westinghouse’s
“appliance
.
:divitalk around (German) Parliament. est. interest’. and .bewilderment
to pay the: “$500-or-moreé” for’: the.| Command: -Club dates; another. in‘:
‘was that Secretary -of ‘State Rusk about: ‘Germany. ‘of -any city: we sion;.- Morris -.I.-: Pickus, .president
Tound-trip
‘freight...
7
of
the:
Personnel”
Institute
arid
-| Munich... for’ ‘the: “Southern. Area
and .Foreign -- Minister Schroeder visited, _Our ‘questioner. .asked
had discussed a new. contractual ‘Why . -haven't. we- known. about Pickus Institute. of Sales -Educa-| ‘ An ‘English. act: would. ost: only ‘Command. -club_ ‘dates; ‘another: in.
‘about
$50.
for
the’
round-trip.
trans- ‘Bremerhaven. fer that area: .in ‘Ber-""os
a
relationship between’ Berlin and these things -before? - “E Haven't: tion: Jack Lacy, sales. ‘trainer; G.
West Germany, because this could even. read. “them” in ‘the: Christian. Worthington Hipple, éastern :sales, portation, : another .feature“: which | lin. .to-:play..that-.city’s club. ‘dates? |
only. mean-a weakening of the Science ‘Monitor’. which: I ‘thought Manager’ of Fedders Corp.; :and means ‘that: more. English. acts” are -and- in” Orleans’ to. -appear in. the...
:
‘Command. Zone in ‘France. a
.
ties between Berlin and: the West. NVaS a typical: proper, Rostonian re- Armand.. ‘J. ‘Gariepy,.- director. of: booked. ©
, Sales. ‘Training. Jaternational....
; -The’ 300-or-more . “dlubs that :. That “is: not ‘the. fault *‘of. the” 2 a
“Later that. week I went. to’ a mark.°
(German) government. press. .con-|' * “In Washington -‘there. was ‘the . - Producer. of. the. ‘Jibrary- ‘ts.“the: Adams imentions‘.include. the very. agents;. but: is” ‘under a longtime.
ference and for two hours there least interest. ‘We spoke: there. at |Businessmen’s Record Club, a divi= |small out-of-the-way.clubs: with no U.-S:: Army -in' Europe regulation.was not one: word about. Berlin—it the Nationat Press Club. I got two{sion of: National. Communications|‘more than.100 seats and’ ery. small which .has: recently been ‘tightened’.
was an important press ‘conference questions—'What ‘did.: Jack :Paar|Corp.. a Chicago. outfit.‘The ‘library: ‘entertainment budgets..::.
|up. by. the top. Army. commander o
but the important ‘discussion °was do in.‘Bering’ ‘and: "Why‘did’vou is Pricedae$9870
~
weg? nue Miss. Gtrenther: whto.- isone.
sot:‘here, Gen. Bruce &.Clarke, aa
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_ = = = = -_, 1920s: and *90s.- During Werla War. ‘forts. to:rebuild ‘the fring’. of.‘the
I he- was director of Liberty .Loan ‘downtown ‘retail: core, .He added
- Later’ - he - -di- ‘that’ the::movement,: would: “sét a

-MARRIAGES

Sheila ‘Chaplan to Donald S$.
rected: public ‘relations :for “Na- pattern for continuing. Seteriora- Rann, New York, Apri} 15. Bride
recently:
appeared in the. European
Be! > Lee BE
are ee - 7vee on
f tional :Recovery. .Administration ton" of the. area.| company of: “West .Side Story,”
B |-and:: for - Federal. -“Housing as
‘Unemployment .Problem |
Rann
is.
with BBD&O advertising
* |;
, ‘Sinnott ‘stated in response :to:the|
"47 three days ‘snd’arcaned tor him ‘ministration.
“MICHAEL. CURTIZ-.
* Surviving ‘are. his wife, son
¢ F and opposition ‘that “still eft. unsolved ‘agency and son of. Mur ray Rann,
VaRIETY’s.
production. manager.
“Michael: .Curtiz,: .73,. ‘Hungarian ‘to.comé to ‘Hollywood.*.
two. ‘brothers...
‘is-the ‘problem: of what to do‘ with |. Marin Forbes to- Lieut... Herbert:
Bou director™ ‘who: could -‘turn: al:-‘Surviving’ are - his . wife, writer |‘
* +1 65-"persons' who’ will ‘Jose’ ‘their. ‘Dell, ‘Brooklyn, N.Y., ‘April 14,
heavily. + ‘accented malapropism - ‘Bess. Meredyth;:"daughter, . ENO.
"SOCIETY KID HOGAN.
7 eniploynient- if Anis license is.not Bride, ‘the - daughter of musician |.
with the ease. of @ Goldwyn: ‘despite ‘brothers:‘and ‘two. sisters.” ‘
” Salvatore de Lorenzo; 63, known “continued.”
:
Bobby Forbes and former dancer
his. 35- ‘years: -in:- America, died. of.
.
|
popularly:
as:
Society
-Kid-“Hogan,
_ Newspapers: jiere’‘arecalling ‘for’ Peggy Ann Klein, is with the WilBRIAN: REECE
:
cancer... in -Holiywood. ‘April ..11]-..
after an: “illness. ‘of several years. |: Shien. Reece, 48, actor, died: of :al:Runyonesque. figure.in: the’ sport- the:-all-out.ending of burlesque in liam Morris Agency.
-Gillian ‘Vaughan to Des O’Con“During -a.” long: ‘career. -which Jbone disease, ‘Aptil: 12: in ‘London. ing world: and: sometime. film’ Boston.: and are. pointing ‘out that
started- in“ Hollywood: in: 1926, he: ‘Speciatizing -in. light; comedy, .. be actor, died ‘April. 10 ‘in. Chicago. New |York ‘has eliminated . such nor, London,: recently. Bride is: an
‘He: -turned-Up. -occasionally- as 2
was ‘twice. an-.Oscar-winner, --once. appeared __on. the’ stage, radio, -in
dn character: in... some. =of: ‘the short -shows. ‘The.Boston. “Traveler, :‘ran actress; he'sa Stage and tv came‘a ‘black: bordered editorial, “Bur- ‘dian,.
for. “Casablanca”. ‘in :.1943.- and niteries,. tv ‘and: in- films..
-stories’ ‘of “Damon: Runyon, with Jesque .Finale” opposite a’ ‘cartoon.
“Mina Karagioule to Tom ‘Stathosagain‘ for: the ‘short subject, “Sons
He. made™ chis ‘(stage-“debut: in
23,
Pirezus,
‘of: -Liberty.”» He: also. won:.success Liverpadl: in 1931. and: his first West’ whom he’: was-. acquainted, and -Of the «city.censor peeking. from. Sheridan, March
as.:a ‘brilliant’: ‘interpreter. -of -the. ‘End appearance in-1938; He served. played “bit: parts in -such -films -as: the’ curtains, ‘arfred’ with:'a book, ‘Greece. :He is a former U.S. newsAmerican way: of.life. in:‘his. direc: ‘during ‘World War Il, part of the] “Lemon: ‘Drop: Kid”. and:“Money|. while a peeler peels. and old: dame paper columnist and film publicist,
‘From Home.”.
‘Boston: appears. horrified. in the ‘new. resident. in Athens; bride is
tion. :
‘time’ with ENSA, -In. 1947; Reéce |: A colorful |‘tangent’ to:the- show. audience: a
nonpro.
‘Associated swith: Warners’ “for
scored one of. his biggest stage suc: | world, ‘ Hogan. ‘(de --Lorenzo)*“held:
‘more-:than: 25°. “years, which: he.
‘Suzarine: Lyon to Eric. H. Rose,
- Decision For: Decency’.
| Detroit; ‘April 8. He's manager, of
joined.. when’: the -late.-Harry- M. ‘cess€s,, Blaying :‘Thomas. Trout. for the ‘gnofficial title in ‘Chicago -of}.The.
Pilot,
‘official
newspaper
°
oe
‘Watner, then.. WB: ‘prexy; signed two years in‘ “Bless The Bride" at. | Mayor. of. Randolph: St., one. of the] the’ ‘Catholic: Archdiocese of. Bos- ‘Trans-Lux: Krim ‘there:
him jin’ Paris,- Curtiz. had“ free- the. Adelphi: .Other stage: clicks: -Loop’s. principal theatrical. arteries,. ton, “which *originally-‘Called :for |. Sondra ‘-M.. Gray to Richard: S.°
Janced ‘in. ‘recent ‘years. His «last were in “Tough At The Top,”.““Will| ‘Four: ..: sisters...and’ a brother, the: ‘elimination-.of. burlesque: in};Evans;.-New York, April 15. Bride
picture ~was “The Comancheros”. ‘Any “Gentleman,” :“Meet a.Body,”. Survive:,
- |B8ston. “dt the. time :the theatre -is assistant: secretary of Artists
for,‘20th-Fox.ast year, |and amane! “The, Seven Year Itch” and”They.
first requested. permission to move Representatives: Assn:°

a
|
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‘pinny TIEBLER
‘to: the: Lancaster’: Theatre, | reaf- |. ‘Paula ‘Jane Schultz to ‘Mortimer
Heap ‘Liebler, :75, :a 50-year firmed :-its" position. again. ‘Satur- C.- Watters,. Dayton, O., April 11.
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of Cleveland’ s Motion day (14) with . an. editorial, “Deci- Bride formerly. was weather girl-of
‘| Picture. “Operators: Union, died ‘sion for. Decency.””Tog
WCPO-TY, Cincinnati; -he'is -gen-~:
April. 3- in: ‘Cleveland.. Starting as
eral manager of that outlet and
.-a@ projectionist in- nickelodeon days,| : ‘The- Hearst. Record :“lamerican’ Ciney radio stations of ‘Scripps‘| he. traveled to Australia,-Canada: -yesterday (Monday) demanded the. Howard. Broadcasting Co., of which
in.
a
‘strongly
fend:
of
burlesque
‘and “the east. coast’ to: supervise’
he. is
i a veep.”
| installation ‘of’ early: talkie.equip- worded:editorial; “Close It Down,
4 Wipe -I Out,” - which ‘gaid, “'The-|:..
P| ment: in. theatres:..
‘Survived by: wife, ‘two
daughters Recerd. American . has. a series of
pictures of: recent. Casino perform: |- Mr. and Mrs. Roger ‘Carroll, £0N,
| -and. three:‘sisters.
os, pance:‘which, -we. submit “provides|Hollywood,
|
“April 9. Father's a
| evidence -‘sufficient. ‘for the Review KMPC deejay.

BIRTHS

a

“RAYMOND: s. ‘COLL
’ Board, “composed of. the mayor, -the |. Mr. and Mrs. Brace Pennington,
-~fi-f” Raymond ~.S..-Coll,” '90,- editor ‘police. commissioner and a. mem-|
daughter, Burbank, ‘Cal., April 10.
‘emeritus. of.the Honolutu’ -Adber: of.the city art cammission. to.
| vertiser:.’ died’ April: 9. in- Honolulu:: close’ down “these. shows. as they Father’s a CBS: publicist.

‘@

°

‘| Coll started: his newspaper cayeer: are -empowered’.to ‘do under Chap- | : Mr..and Mrs. Danie] Haller, son,.
Encino, -Cal., April '5.. _ Father's an.
in. Connelisville,. Pa:,.int 1892. He.

340. of. the:.Acts. of :1936,” the. ‘art director.
cis.“of“Assisi” jor:‘Plato: Skouwras' a Peder: ‘trap.adHe! alse. ‘appeared was,éditor-of the: Pittsburgh: ‘Dis-: ter
editorial -‘said, - ‘and “we. recom-

‘in: “pantomime.
few. ‘months: ‘earlier; both ‘com- frequently
Reece ‘madé
his. creates

hit-as]Patch: from .1912-to''1921 and _edi-. ‘mend

pleted. ‘during. the ‘strain of ilInéss: “pC: 49” in a long funning radio. tor 6f: ‘the: “Honolulu -Advertiser tion.’7
. Curtiz.. was ‘a. product: ‘of: that series.. ‘Up. ‘to-almost.the time ‘of ‘his. 7-from.. 1922 to. 1959:: .
Survivors’ ‘inelude his wife,
end |=
European School: ‘Which brought, to death he was broadcasting,. his link-.

the: U.S. filni ‘indiistry-- such..top-: ‘ing role in BBC film prograni. “be- |

SON.

Mr; and Mrs. Josh Peine, daugh-.
-ae officialstake:e this ac. _.‘ter,
Hollywood, April 6. Fatlier's
7

an. ‘actor.
Mr. and Mrs.. Andrew

Feinman,

‘| son; New York, April. 10. Mother

Madeline: Tyler, - formerly of
oNY.Pair$si6-mi“lis
| “Beat The Clock” TY. program; .
|

ng. récorded: at: his hospital :bed|_“Lee.‘Watters, ah: staff.announcer
father is a. theatrical attorney... ,
Manritz. Stiller, -Victor : ‘Seastrom, side. He :played. ‘the top.cabarets in‘:for WRYT, .‘Pittsburgh, died”. Fe-. —
Contitiued from ‘page 2 —.
Mr. -and Mrs. Del’ Taylor, son,
E.: I, - DuPont, | all of: .svhom‘.-he London. and. frequently went abroad | ceritly:of a: ‘cerebral |‘hemorrhage’
for. its ‘expenditures, ‘that, the U. S.
worked: ‘with -in various ‘Contirient- to. entertain. troops. :
in that -city.‘He had. also ‘worked | Pavilion ©would devolve “to . New: “Pittsburgh, “April 13.: :Father is |
weatherman and host of Bandstand .
al ‘studios. -A studious’ director .who|. - Survived: by . his wife,two. sons| at’ KQV. and. W.wsw. there. eet
-| York,: and that: the Treasury was show on WTAE, Pittsburgh.
- flight directors. as: Ernst. Lubitsch,

thought. nothinig” of” ‘researching
a and,a-daughter.
}..
project ‘month s ahead. of ‘starting
any. type’ picture...

.

-He .made Errol. “Flynn. a.star.im:

“Captain Blood,” ‘ brought..a ‘new

‘Joan '.Crawford’. to: the .screen:in
"Mildred «Pleree™ for.e ‘Best. ‘Ace
~aore

enor

ad Mire: Jessye. Sect’‘Williams, 46, -Mnissions ‘tax ‘for- the: events.

- Seattla Exo. -_

-Surviving.,.are

4 who: ‘said the. Seattle World’s. Fair:

his- wife,. - son,

Rockwell, owner-manager of the
Purple Onion. and-Casa_ Madrid ‘in:
San, ‘Francisco.
‘Already. _ booked”
‘are Ciro and Rosa: Montoya
& :~
Pepe Reves. The exhibit has the.
unofficial. . Support of the Spanish
stoutly ‘government and -is financed bya

daughter, and, brother-in-law, Joe rs. Gerard Re ” Grassy, a5,"was: : the. country’s’. ‘quota’ for :this.
former’. “motion: - picture: actress, ‘decade, and ‘Sen: J.. William: Full| Pasternak...
on
.
ee
.
oe
‘bright : (D-Ark:),: ‘who averred the
° died April. 6 in- Hollywood:
‘gum. séems “extravagant” . for al
‘Lanny. WILSON .:
“ ‘temporary”: building,

~ (1874-1953). rare
“thLoving Menor
“ROY.

LESLIE’ ‘KARDOS

| -and.. agent - ‘George ;| ‘port.. ‘World’s. ‘Fair.-‘projects..He’. —
Continued - from page= 2 =
“Man Who:.Turned to* Stone.”. He Rosenberg
was joined : vocally.in. his, opposi‘also.: wrote .-“Dance . With Me,” Rosenberg,«.died. sApri A:
‘Hollywood:
Peete
'
-Htion by: Sén. Frank Lausche. (D-O. ); : dancers and. other " Spanish. enterHenry” ‘and: “No Leave, No Love.”
tainers, will be operated by Keith

"HENRY.ce"HAMILTON
ALICE W.eon a §
—s

oe

‘|further sacrificing by: waiving ad-1. Mr:.: and Mrs. Howard Ostroff,
daughter,” ‘Hollywood, April 12..
a nitery.‘dancer. for- 30.years, ‘died j- ‘Moreover,: he :warned: that: the- ‘Father. As’ a.writer.
.
“heaiie’ -Kardos, - 56,*Hungarian |April.3 -in “Cleveland, :Husband, 1
proceduré.
‘would
open
the
door}
wr iter .and ’‘director, -‘died. :of |a. nother. and:‘three’ sisters, survive.’
.[-for
other.
‘states
and.
cilies:
in
the"
heart, -attack -April’ 11. in Holly-"
“1 future .to come. to. Congress with|
avood, As .a ‘director. ‘he. ‘did. ‘such
films as “Small Town.-Girl”. and-f: : Rather, 82; “of ‘prodicer. “Karon. hands .out“for Federal: coin ‘to’ sup-|-

date, -he. was ‘equally at. home- ny aS

oan

“yosenk ‘Gatalanello,.-39, .“kniown | * Mother,’ :67,. of. “music. “publisher! *
ApriL 3 in. *-The . appropriation: “was
S | professionally: ‘as: Varry Wilson, a. Julian |, Stearns,” died:
defended hy’ New. York: GOP ‘Sens. |}proun of. Seattle: businessmen,
‘disk.
jockey. for- more than:20 yeats, New. York.
“tress:” eademy -Award: “glorified
: os Jacob K. Javits and: Kenneth Keat- headed. by Dorwin ‘Cook: ‘Spanish.
died
in.
New
Orleans
April-11
after
|’
*"¢he «American. family | in®. “Four :
‘ing ‘as well as ‘Sen.. Spessard: Hol. craftsmen: and entertainers are due
“
Brother,’
32,"
of
‘pallerina,
Naidia
a‘
brief.
illness.
“Daughters” and ‘spiced’ ‘sueh’ musi- ;
{land (1D -Fla.). :
. here April 18.
. €als ‘:as. - “Night,:‘and - Day” and He. started’ in-.radio .(with ‘WNOE Nerina,died April Hoin- London.
coe .. Butter. & ‘Eggs. Men. nee
Unped Midway: Prices | :
= ine 1939, and- remained there. ‘until
“White: Christmas. rs
The Gayway. Fair ride area, is
-1953. when: he. jéined: ‘WTIX. In}*
' Keating,. remarking. ‘on: the:. sun
| He gained: ‘stature: for ‘stich, epics 1959. he’ nioved to “WDSU. ‘and was
.} expected. Proxmire- opposition, nearing: complet‘on.. Most. of |‘the
hee gf the Tight secu | program |director - until ‘March |9
| breught -up- the ‘big.. rivalry --be-. I9-rides scheduled are’ in, but the:
‘tween New-York and Wiseonsin ‘in’ giant Space Whce'” a 96-foot ferris
“like: “Dodge :City”. and “Virginia when. he. resigned,
—
_Catalanello” was ore of the: ‘past —-. Continued. ‘from, page =
dairy products; which may ‘or. may. wheel, with’ cars. suspended from:
City,” and ‘other. top. films 'such |,
booms ‘rather than in the’ ‘wheel,
“Angels |With: -Dirty. ‘Faces,’ known platter-spinners in the. New hounding. burlesque: from. pillar ‘to | not- have: motivated: Proxmire’s. as-. will : not. he finishes. until some:
Orleans
atea:
He
also
had:
a‘small
" |post: in. Boston:-In.thig soon to’ ‘be. -sault.. In the’ eyes” of ‘-observers.:| time in May... Tt is heing built. in
“Spite” ‘With: .Father,” iyankee
| sanitized’ city:no neighborhood. will4.Proxmire ‘probably |stood to’..gain- Long Beach, -Cal.
: Bootle,Dandy, ‘and |“this‘Is.the.role in the film; “Disk: Jockey.”
.
His: wife; fouf sons, a daughter} ‘be so: low- as::to. harbor. the: Old. ‘in backhome’. polities :
‘by:-his anti‘Prices for ‘Tides: in tive Gayway
and two brothers: survive. an
ok
. . |}Howard: ‘Casino. This ‘is: a- brighter.‘ Gotham: -move.: s
” Cutie. divected - “total. “ot.8742
have. been upned.-‘Previously. they
'. Jtuture than ‘most: students ‘of ‘urban - Keating pleaded. that:‘the: Fairwere set at 25c
- ‘American. films, “following. ‘a-Euro-.|
‘and2Sc, with the
S: W. WYNDHAM ©
; ‘affairs. . dare ‘to|look: forward to:|:was -shaped ~ to -be™.a™ - “dynamic,
».

-Huh’s LastBurlesk

‘pean: career. which; ‘saw -his’ ‘entry|

Snace Wheel. the oniv one to be
s W.“Wyndhamh,: éx-vaude:ecome- Is’ ‘a “whole: élass, Of_ citizens.
cere | ‘sweeping. characterization of .our'|. 50c. “New. prices will he 35.to 50¢:.
| national -aspirations.” ' Failure .to’
‘for
the usual midjvay rides arid fun
‘|get the: Federal nioney-‘would
Eng. Known’ as the man. with the |.‘Scollay, ‘Square?
houses, .
| freak’ voice, he: ‘played’ top vaude |. “We. heg~ of-you: 'fo°-inderstand -amount to a “tragedy,” and ‘comtn‘Meinory of2.. Beleved Friend. houses’ in Britain: and Australia be- -us.on:this.“We shall ‘make no: pitch plete- disaster to. our coiintry, ” the’ ' Alfred Stern, of Robingon-Stern l
Associates, New York; is here. re ‘| for’ burlesque.” It is. ‘tasteless and: Senator: said.
fore. retiring a few ‘years: ago.:
‘cording tapes and putting finishe
His ‘best’ ‘known eomedy songs ‘degrading °“entertainment. ° If the| . Javits: based: his. pitch °for. the ‘ing’ touches on the “World. of: To2 Ape18,1960,
. A vere “Oh! ‘Tomorrow. Nighy" and ‘Casino’ goes -to: the Stuart. Theatre money on the stature of ‘New York. morrow” theme show ‘in the C€alon: Tower-Washington’ ‘street it will-| City, the ‘“eynasure of: the wor Td."". isettm. .This show. along. with’ the.
Don't. Forget. Dickie ‘Bird.ade
“8
?
coare hot. add: to the’ standing .of the Describing’ ‘Gotham as a “great city Federal’ Science Exhibit. is. tabbed
so
ove
of
+
i
“neighborhood, | ‘But. ‘the. réason ‘it With .a. tremendous heart.”% Jayits as. the real hit of the Fair. Both
“ LOuis Y: “ALBER™
voila Will not. do so jis. -because, ‘it. is sex: Said, “What. gets me-is: why. every. are free to anvone on the grounds,
- Louis. a... Alber, - 835.” ay
: eandy:Butehér iin.“his“native Buda] trav
|
eler;. ~ Writer,. Alecturer: “and ‘for. the. lower: class. “ Sex- ‘for -the “American: isn't, “just. as’: bursting}. ‘Fair - officials. are nredicting .,Pest: Prior. to. becoming a.top Con-'. booker “of:‘celebrities; died 1March |’‘upper class, the, more-sophisti¢ated.|. with ‘:pride absut- New -York ’ “as crowds of. more than 100.N00 the
":tinental_ director, -hé' was a stage’ 28 -ini-Clevelanid. After touring. with entertainment. like .thé: “foreign: Frenchmen: are about- -Paris, Eng- first two. days. ‘Throueh |the use.
‘“and.' Screen :actor. sand wrote® 60 Ideal, Entertainers: of :‘Sagifiaw,’ movies or. the :problem dramas: or'‘}ishmen .~about™ ‘London, Japanese: of automatic electr cnie counters at:
_ Seigenplays.
‘Mich... -in “his: youth, he. :becanie. the- glamorous Musical: ‘comedies, about Tokyo.”
the. four. entrance -gates. -a count
- Edticateéd -at ‘the.Royal:‘Academy’ ‘office. manager. of- Colum bia. ‘do not demeéan. a. neighborhood. It]: Noting: the: ‘pilttons“Congress han- will be kept of visitors in and out .
Of ‘Theatre &-Art,:- Budapest, -he. ‘Lyceum Bureau.of. St: Paul, Minn. is the bad. taste of.burlesque: that: ‘dies every year, Javits objected. to ‘and when the: maximum is reached
]the Senate “haggling over a.paltry- the. incoming. flow vill be halted
- was with “UFA ‘in: Germany : for:
Alber ‘served. several years: as ‘is intolerable-,
’ several:‘years, ‘with Sascha. -Produc-'}- ‘editor. of-. Lycetimite,.. devoted. ‘to . As ‘pressure " ineteased to: foree.| few millions.”. The New -York. Sen- until“ outgeers allow more. to be.
" tions -in Hungary, Torino in Italy, : ‘lecturé «biz, before... moving’: ‘to ‘the ‘end of burlesque, thé Greater|ator -also: pooh-pached -“the Interna-. adinitted.
. (Cinema: Eclair’ in France, ‘and: also:|:Cleveland, . where. .he:. bought -- a Boston: Real Estate. ‘board: joined. tional :‘Exposition’ Bureaw in. Paris.|.
_ Fred’ Schumacher. fair’s. direc-*
directed in. Sweden, ‘Norway; ‘Dene. half-interest- in ‘the . Coit- Lyceum the. fray, opposing -transfer of the] which “certifies”: béna. fide ‘world tor of oreratinns and ‘services. wi'l
nar: and England, .
‘Bureau. “With * Arthur --C. .Coit'-as ‘Casine to. the. lower: “Washington fairs: and didn’t ckay. the. New close the gates. when. capacity is
-York- orie. ‘The. bureau is ‘headed reached. .A public-address system
. He got his. first: ‘break is a mes- ‘partner, he -establistied --the-.Af-. St..area. .:
"ger. with the Svenska’ Studios, in filiated Lecture and. Concert ‘Assn=|- “This! is “simply: moviiig. ‘Seoiiay up. by “a woman with Some. office wil]. ‘broadcast when the gates are closed -: temporarily.
© Customers
‘* Stockholm, and -in ‘his second film. .in 1912: Coit. sold: his interest ‘jn ‘Square: “not tearing it. down,” ‘sald upstairs”. in “Paris, -Javits. said:
| Bertram ‘A. ‘Druker; Boston‘. ide-.| As. ‘for -contentions New. ‘Yiork: will ‘be allowed to cheek ‘out and
there, “History's. Great’ Women,” ‘1922. to- Alber.*
- Alber. ‘managed. ‘speaking. tours -veloper. and..chairman of ‘the: eal. was ‘giving. the ‘short end to -the return the same dav without’ buy-.
‘Greta: Garbo. appeared. in: the
into the.
eentertainment: world: as a

?* | dian, .died- Ajpril-3: in--Ramsgate, |

_ SELMA: ‘LYNCH...

“GS. dens

ee ‘Antoinhétte®- sequence. *-,:In: of -Winston: Churchill, ;Prince Wil-: -estate. board’s: owner-members’- di-'
Harry M. . Warner |.viewed |: liam of -Sweden,. General Smediey -yision. He said. the: transfer’ grant:
‘four .-of his pix: in. Paris :after ‘D: Butler. and. Abbey Theatre \ed' by city’ censér.‘and licensing:
Matehing uerest a:picture, for:
Players of:Dubliny:Treland, ro) shiet-‘Sinnott would. ‘Bet.pack et,
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Federal : Government in ;the: deat. ing: another admission ‘ticket. © ~
‘Javits: ‘said ‘is. state’ contrib: ites
He ‘estimates that it will take “‘at

least: three .days.to.see the. fair
ie properly.”
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ssinformation? S0§
bothcommunicate precisé
s humans; }
is the nearest‘thingtothelanguae'of
“The language of beesi
‘SirJames Gray, revealing one ofthe most exciting Zoology discoveries of modern times on TheLanguage of Animals. ap,
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:. B. Granahan* (D:Pa.) in command |:
(Of. the. new: probe.-:
2° Mrs,-Granahan has’ no: election |

ra
London, April 24.
ithe days when ‘an American
| visitor to London would pick up-a
jdinner check and exclaim “it’s a
steal” have long’ since passed. The
creeping paralysis of higher prices
{is now: a recognised disease, and
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Yp00 things ig neveay ‘before J
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- year. worries ‘because °‘her. seat in |
. the .U:S. House ‘was. _eliminated,| - * enin LeRoy: is another’ Holly- the: Expo's.
Show
Street and: else-

“Chicago, ‘April 24.

ithe. ‘Democratic: ‘candidate | for. .

inment, hotel, nites

where.” Despite the': space age|'.S. senator’ from. Ilinois worked. pp eneriainment, hotelcite

"when.
Pennsylvania . “was” -re- wood director who dares.to assert.
_, districted. This gives her™ plenty of: ‘out -loud: that ‘he: willnot bade for}!
theme, Century 21 is downto earth.| as'an office boy:for VARIETY’s Jess ine other: European tourist
‘i time to’ run:-a--Congressional’ ‘in- ‘|.a'star...Inother words, stars
‘The-Fair’s official opening Satur-| Freeman in the-’20s, at which time| ‘haunts; in- “next.week's “final
shou
.
vestigation: ‘through the: summer be. working. for directors, When the day (21) revealed ‘a. new‘ world that Freeman was the Chicago fran-! survey. )
|“and: fall. .
-‘|man ‘in .charge’ ‘is ‘subservient ‘to extends from Minsky to’Stravinsky,|chise man -for the Keith-Orpheum
. She has asked: the.“House. to ‘set the whim.

of: a. rich :-actor- ‘who from the primitive. arts‘.of the car-| vaude circuit: ‘Congressman Sidney

up. ‘a: Select ‘Howse Committee: to. thinks he cafiisupervise. the produc: snival. to the” exhibitions ‘of: the fine: -R. Yates. wha. aspires for’ the sen- is as auch taken for granted as
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ead: Tangierines say. the same
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et al. The point’ which. attorney
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“No Happy Medium.

Palm Springs, April: 24.-

, Perhaps more daring than JFK's
outbluffing steel’s

was

power

| MyFair.Lady's?Big ‘Latin
I
“Tmpack_Osear Ornstein
a .a

Ph“AThinks State Dept. Picksue Brazilian Masses":
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. players

“Chicago; April 24

A ‘holdup man

the Palm Springs police de-
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‘The smash. hit: of. the Argentine - Pa
ae isHollywood, Ane ae
7
snow
definite .after
ve .1 version: “of “My Fair. Lady”. (ME. 0.)
| “tries ‘that:: the: fitle of -ABC- . ‘Bella..Dama) ‘in: ‘Buenos. Aires ‘may

may be ais. ao

~“4ributing’ largesse in the form
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partment’s. decision to throw its of tickets to: the Happy: -Me- oe
annual
show
the night 4,
-dium cabaret theatre. The rob- . |.

“TV's Friday. night half-hour ©‘| signal the: long-sought-for breaks

‘Tocusts from, far off high’ achools |

‘}.

ber. scooped up several dozen” |and colleges ‘ were scheduled to .- tickets as he was taking $400..| f
descend upon the village.from the. club's: boxoffice at .t.J

gun point last Thursday (19)...‘|J

These annual Easter vacationers |}
have been refused any: and ‘all wel-|come for years: One enterpreneur,
Allan Freed, hoped to hire a hall

.The. stickup. ‘man hahded . al
note to managér Jerome Hahn‘:. |.
which read: “Be quiet,. Give .-}

go these. minds on. the loose could|

.. twist

themselves

as. well

as

away. No dice. He finally found |
in’ county territory an open air

_ picture house which would. pull, its
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And be quiet.” -
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These kids always set up. a radio
intercom to. let. their fellow so-|

..: *|factor, is ‘planning a July opening. =) °°. .

- | for’ “Dama” ‘in Rio. Ornstein-Ber- . ©. =":

prise fs due to‘ their:harmonious re-|[ "(0

Jationship. : “They .-heartily© agree|
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der .sponsorship ‘of Lou
parents in Santa Barbara.. _
Concerts :Inc.,:
din
“De you know where your son
might have got $400?” began:

‘there is. a possibility they ‘will: ty
ad
’ |to make a. deal with Sergio Kogan, =):
Mex. ‘producer ‘of the ‘B.A, _version, me

|to use the chorus‘and -ballet now

* eaphere’3--ho. business |like. show. pend’ on ‘how:.much longer’:the:
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Business” can be even more appre- B.A. version -will :go, and itcould ie
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ciated when it'is:not a business at 60,for.some time still:. :
call: This became. particularly. evi“While. in. B:A.,. ” Ornstein: was wt Phat
‘dent “when” the.:Friars Club: scheduled to: Iooksee the Tropicana): °-.
“roasted” fellow. member’ and vet} troupe: (formerly of: Havana) 8a.
003
‘enfertainer: Harry. Richnian :in one possibility” for® the: - ‘ Copacabana’ ce
‘
of “their. “Tin” Pan Alley-Down|:‘Palace’s. Golden ‘Room,:as: well. as’.
|.:.-Memory. Lane” charity. shows (16) the: -Argentine~ version ‘of Jean:
|...
that was ‘typical .of ‘the affection. Kerr’s “Mary,. Mary.”. In. addition: °°"
|
and camaraderie abounding within to “Dama.” the -Ornstein-Berbars, ce Ee Ste!
“Continued on page 62)
“| tandem owns Portuguese rights.to 2.
|.

Robins last : Saturday:. (21).-"‘.Sah] -waited |-:

|“‘Ipnia’ La’ Douce,” -and Ornstein: .-~ |...
“:
‘alone holds rights: to Jacques Dee
2
val’s new adaptation of the Hecht. ~:...° 00°.
‘MacArthur ‘Front Page,” current.)
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Iwith- Freddie Fields Associates| fill nearly thevend of hs guestint, JkandMacMillan fa
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ciati on |.
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| working in B.A.: forthe Rio ‘pro-..
=~...
“Hollywood; April2,
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posses. other

to call

“| | Before taking off. ‘last “week for. er
|-B.A. ‘to case “Dama,” Ornstein sai@
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‘young: singing stars, but ‘most im-'. _
portant, PAUL ANKA’S business is}. :-

to. the show.Anclude : net |

oo ‘Portugal itself...
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“Judy -Garland Evening”
|"
The job of these spotters also is to ‘skedded for Sept. 15 at the-Hollyreport any social gathering where| ‘wood: Bowl. This year’s: oné-nightgate-crashing
_possibilities - look er is designed ‘toraisethe arene
good and to heave furniture ‘into, amount
for:c
ya single.-per-|
| formance and. by Y single perform-|
“Chicago, .‘April.24
pools if tossed out of the party.
- Last year ‘more than a thousand er," according to .star’s manager, |: ‘Mort ‘Sahl, ” introduced: -as: the
“Angry: Young ‘Man. of ‘Comedy”.
- were cited, a couple of hundred: Freddie Fields,1 bymoderator Irv Kupcinet, proved.
‘were detained and one with $400 -"According ‘to. plans’ jfhow under-|?
© be -just that “on WBBM-TV’'s.
on him was booked. on suspicion. way, Fields will produce: show un-: late-night
late-night .“ .“At™‘Random’ os talkathon:|
to

|. bara. rights

-The-success of this-popular: enter- oa

‘sensational. -with both young and old. | he
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cial guerillas know where the cops
are. They have spotters all over

Ornsiein, manager of.‘the. plush See

=== Copacabana. Palace .Hotel here.as 3
°°.
“vv” “| well ‘as -beitig a’ Jocal. show biz: .-020...
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., “Men at 'Work,”: crossed over: .1.ord-breaking Lerner-Lowe singing-. °°.
. to. “Dickens. « “and... Fenster— _° dancing: ‘adaptation’ ‘of “Bernard ee

.meé all your monéy and. Mekets, _

the|-

furniture all out of shape. He. was
refused. He tried Indio, 20 miles

through. for. Yank ‘tuners.in Latin...

“comedy. next, season will - be.

oe
. called. “i'm Dickens .-:...He’s * | America, according :to Oscar Orn-'
©. 2: 7!
-| Fenster,”.-. It started out as” stein, Brazilian producer. who, with
‘Victor
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the.
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Ltd: from
and F-B
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take
showProductions.:
will be “nominal,”
| Tiff was’ reported: to ‘havé|
in.Paris as “Speciale. Derniere.”’:.
“Oh.” said Pop,. “has. he run
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; Washington, April 24: |
. Success of .the Lerner-Lowe
"|ons
‘how.
in B.A. ‘hag’ obviously given: :.. 5.2:
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Plans also call-for.a ‘Capitol live cnftnnse, opperentiy, hismids how|; Prd J.-F; Kennedy : and
more.”
recording ‘of show, similar to ote} it was off limits ‘to guests. When ‘Briitis# rime Minister ,--Harold ‘thew ‘impetus to. Yank tuners in <0 02) -:
Meanwhile pack at.- ‘the higb Miss Garland did at Carnegie Hall| he attempted to talk to the show's:
‘Latin America; sald Ornstein, with:
the:White” pe. tanking. guests Argenmine
(Continued on pace. 62).
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ro ~ceally outstanding

and: important: films ‘a ‘year,’ “producer-di-

". . Fector Mervyn: LeRoy asserted during: lensing’ of" “Gypsy.”elt

=,"

uy. “By outstanding’ and ‘important _T- ‘mean:
in pictures the’ public}:
- wants, something: they. ‘will talk: about,’ will urge. friends’ arid.

“BrWILLIAM ‘ORNSTEIN ey + Cukor’
8 Horie

cipelatives.'to:see..I-mean productions like “The: Music Man,”West an

"Side Story”. and. ‘Ben-Hur, ‘to mention °‘a few”,

rn

LasVegas

ai'sFace;

ales
lagen
a Winners

‘Hollywood, ‘April: 24
the ‘motion. picture’‘jndiustey is “lutky”” if. it- can: turn: out 20°:

1+ intramural liostilittes within U.S,
exhibition | are showing again. The-.:...

i
in.Replica

atre Owners of America, which got .

Shee T Hollywood,. -April 24.
At a. cost of. $100,000. ‘to.the. © {behind. the Motion Picture. Assn..
{oF America. ‘Oscar: kit: distribution, :
~ |Intemmatiorial Alliatice |of’ Theatri-: :,Studio, director: George’ Cukor
' had:20th-Fox build a teplica Ms |angry. that. Tival body, Allied
. peal 'Stage. Employees. convention | ‘“of- his. BevHills’ home. ‘for:.
States: Assn., didn’t. “Sabotage” of
‘,} coming up- week of Sept: 10 in Las] “Something's Got. To Give,” ‘ ‘the
“Academy. show is the word
Vegas ‘will! ‘he. “runaway: produc-. A. _ for which cameras. began’ Toll- :
] being shéard. around Mavhattan..
_
tion,” prexy. Richafd- F.: Walsh" as-4- Ing. yesterday (23)..: vos

©

Hollywood, “April ‘245:

“Most:t vital:‘topic on the. biennial. B,

ieConventiB
on: eWalsh TellsMy

‘serted “before

taking.

off ::for | --“.

‘Feeling. in:‘the National Allied

Producer’ Henry ‘T.— ‘Wein- -

Gotham dollowing. ‘ae. appearance | stein. okayed ‘construction in- :‘;oamp is that TOA made the cam‘and .testimony
uperior: Court |.
| paign to’ ‘Spark the Oscar tv audi-" Hollywood,. ‘April. 24.
-.,
Jim the. “damage” ‘suit. against IA |- ‘pie’
asmuch:
half
of ~ ence. its. personal. promotion. But
"mete are’ only. two cities in: the. will‘as
be.more
‘ahot than
around
‘fac
‘|in’ any. case,. some of the Allied
4
by
‘six’
members
‘
of.-the.
Interna:
|ts, ‘where. the ‘International’ Al-|:
: simile, oe
;|types aren’t. hiding their indiffer-«
lance of. Theatrical.‘Stage Em-}.
- Hollywood
24... “| tional, Sound Teclinicians, 659...
ence. to. the Santa Monica shipdig,
. “ployes finds it. ideal to ‘hold a.con-|. Stanley. Seance. ‘aiter: ‘he. Although he.feels. “runaway pro-|‘lasserting the Oscars do their thea-.
vention ‘because of ‘necessary ac-|.-eompletes . -his ‘current: four--; duction. is ‘a. local problem,.. the.
-tres'
no. good’ because they ‘can’t
. gommodations, according to prexy | feature. deal with United “Art- '60,000:‘memibers in .900 locals in
afford ‘the pictures anyhow, or
|¢
‘"Richard. F. Walsh. ” Cities are. Mi- , ists, thereafter will:-make-only - ‘the TS. and Canada ‘are..behind
|
don’t
get them early enough..
:" ami and Las" ‘Vegas, latter.having | . “pie-by-pic. deals, he. declares,..- .the..-campaign’ being’ ‘waged ‘by.}.
‘These, however,. Probably: will : Hollywood unions. to. put a’ “Stop
“been set this year: :
‘ This refers again to the roadshow
<In both cities mentioned, TA has}: be ‘closed: with: UA."
"
stymie and what Allied maintains.
_ been- offered: free use of. halls.and|" - Producer's’ :-next..
"dia, fe
are out-of-reach playing terms: The
.-‘banquet. rooms.. - According” to] °-Mad: Mad,: Mad: World:” budg-- ’ operate -. ‘autonomously, that “the|. “American . Broadcasting. <Pata- indifference .to the Academy blow-_ Walsh, hotels in évery. Other. city.|:-- eted: at $6,000,000, ‘with: finale funds ‘Faised. ‘to further: the Holly~ ‘mount Theatres’. first Quarter .net ‘out isn’t uniform in the Allied tent,
* put.a price on auditoriums: and|’ ’in“ quartet ‘not yet announced, a : wood ‘campaign: ‘Is-up. to each-union. enough disaffection .to
operating
‘profit,’ after | _ taxes, but ‘there’s
paint...
dining: room ‘for...-windup. chowfest..:

-One-At-ASTime Deals.

|

Hiring a: hall’ for’ a.full week—
‘biennial, “confab starts week. of.
“Sept. 10—and banquet. rooms are

UnitedA

.

ABETQuarterly.
~Net EqualsThe.
"cWalsh’ deinindedthat’al tocale'|

Insofar’ ‘as.the IA per se is-cons. amounted ‘to "$3,042,000, or’‘Te:& make“the:

‘cerned, . prexy :stated. “the -Inter-|:
“* [national ‘has: its own fund: for. vari-|:share, compared with. the year. ago:
“ous” campaigns, It. has -not. sought. level: of. $3,425 000 or 79¢:per share..
- expensive items, in. Walsh's opin-.
‘monies from ‘any of its constituent’ Latest: quarter, however, showed |a
* fon. “When. ‘they’re offered gratis,
organizations. We’ are- ‘prepared: to |
we don’t want to. overlook theBes
go. ahead ‘with: ‘whatever’. measures, net ‘capital loss ‘of $133, 000, for al.’
resultant ‘net profit. of $2,909,000. ootire," TA chief: ‘sums. it’BP.
are necessary.” °
_Corresponding. period, in. '61; -with|
United - Artists ‘Het: ‘Income: for ‘However, “Walsh” was --eatitious, |:
made it clear. the’ “runaway” prob- ‘@ Capital gain of $3,914, 000,: “Tegis-|
, ‘|:1061, ‘after ‘provision: of” $3,239,000 ‘lems
‘tered: a net profit of :$7,339, 000.
‘nat: as- simple as some. peo-|'
): .-| for. ine. ome. taxes, amounted. to ple- inisHollywood.
‘would make ity, - Leonard’ Goldenson,_. prexy, “ais-|
| $4,042,000 (or $2,34 :a-share),. com=: ‘appear. °°
| closed ‘that.-. broadcast." ‘division .
:", Lpared ‘with: a 1960-net of $3,498,000 |-7!
‘profits: in’ the. quarter’: rose’ from.|"
:..-?| (or $2.02 a share), per-Robert.-S,|~ “We’ ve Bot to. be-very “careful
Aad another film festival- to the
‘year’s liké period: On the film: already crowded sked for the up-.
‘| Benjamin, ‘chairman ‘of .the’board. . what we'-do,” he declared.: ‘After: Jast
‘exhibition:
side,;. the ‘report, simply ‘coming months: the third interna‘all
‘we're
‘in
‘a
world:
market,
«not.
On .the ‘basis. of these: figures,
_ “\ the:UA niet rosea sharp 15: 5%. in confined ‘to ‘U.S. or: Hollywood. We |alludes .again to. bad::winter .as’ a’ tional Cartegena (Colombia) film
"1961.over the previous: year.’ owe: have. to.look. beyond our immediate: boxoffice detriment, inference ‘be-. ‘festival, May -‘25-June 3. Bogota
rf ever, ‘aggregate 1960: earnings, as ‘ken ‘and- take: ‘the. ‘situation’ aS: ay ing: that theatre revenues in. the. -businessman Ernesto Salcedo, . a
whole. ”:
quarter were. off:
member of the fest’s organizing.
“Paul. a ‘Hleller. ‘formerly en- | reported in: last year’s -annial: res] “JA ‘prexy. “bobbed”to. ‘his:“wrist 4
-| committee, was in New York last”
"gaged... ‘in: industrial ‘production;- port, included ‘a. special: credit. of |’
“Tl -bet ‘it. you” take’: this.|’
week trying to line up a U.S. dele$797,000
(arising
from
.
adjustment;|.
Watch:
‘wag in..New.:.York -over :the past:
apartyou will: find. ‘some: of :the
| gation, a situation not exactly un.;
ao ‘weekend. ‘with ‘15 |days completed. of prior.‘years’. .Tesérves), ‘which ‘materials -are- made‘’ in .Switzer-.|‘1 complicated: by the fact that the
‘brought
the.
total
ziet
to
$4,
259
,000,:
- out ‘of a- ‘25-day ‘shooting :‘schedule.
land,‘ ‘other . parts: ‘in.-other .coun-:
‘Cannes fest (May. 17-23) comes dust .
on -his' first.-theatrical .production: Or ‘$2.58 ‘per share of common...... tries.’ -You “can: take. “almost :‘any
before the. ‘Cattegena affair. .
- UA'’s, worldwide -gross.-in.c ome.
_-The title. ‘is :“Lisa -and’ David,”
product. today: and ‘find: the |‘same‘| :
Cartegena is a ‘non-competitive
also:
rose
a
slick:
$4,000,000
in
1961;
which: ig’ subject to change, arid:
thing.” He. also-recalled that ‘what
festival, with all: pix shown due to
~he's operating in Philadelphia on- ‘over 1960. The ‘total..was acs
with - .is. going on in our industry is not|..
receive
“certificate; merit.”
as
-$112,717;000,
compared
'
. Madrid; ‘April, 24..
a limited - partnership: basis. with.
“new .to. the. toy, industry, shoes,:
‘However,-. two- bale et are . Pre
. -budget. of “$140, 000: ‘The money. $108,531,000. in196
2] elothing— any . field, you. ean ppaniia’ of. “Assisi” (20€h) -‘and sented outside the official festival .
“Raisin in: the :Sun” ~(Columbia)
- Was: ‘provided, ‘by... “friends and eu
| tn of.” —_
‘will. compete: for top prizes ‘at ‘the ‘auspices—the Catholic Prize and
*friends -of friends, ean
These: ‘idustiies: also:deal, with Seventh-International. Film: Week. the prize for best pic as selected
‘There's: no: ‘ distéibution *:‘deal,
:{ the: world:market “which “Has:.be-"| of Réligious & ‘Moral :Values. that|‘hy. the’. local newspaper . critics.
“pate‘Heller, .who' adds ‘he--hopes|’
come very important |
in’every. busi- jopens this year. on. Easter Sunday:. This year the following countries
for a breakthrough. when all: things.|”
ness,
‘he addéd.- ~~.
i
:
“Assisi” will. vie with the. English are expected ° to participate.-with..
’ “are done on. the bigtime. market|.”
“Naturally,.
the
TA
has:
the AFL-. entry:.“Satan. Never Sleeps,”. with official’ film ‘delegations:. U.S.;.
-. place: but |acknowledges possible | «
clio: ‘watching: everything that. goes |.-Germiany’s..“Seventh. Question” and ‘Mexico;* Spain, France, England,
2: Mimitations;":Performers are: Kier'|Fon. in” ‘Washington. W e” will ‘give. Italy's “Pontius Pilate”.‘for. °the. Argentina; Brazil and Germany...
“Dullea,. ‘Janet: Margolin and. _HowMeL: Shavelgon;-: visiting - ‘New.
year.14 countries participated.
“ard: Da Silva.‘runaway: production’ P e - time: ‘Golden Labrador awarded:to. the ‘Last 30
week, revealed ‘that|past:
the
pictures were screened in.
“FYork
“No.-studio’ is ‘involved:“becaiise,, he and _his.: filmmaking’ partnér,| cat our Las. ‘Vegas. get-toge ther. Just: ‘Teligioso..winner. -All other entries: and
the
10-day
period.
by. ‘the’ will compete’ for:the’ Golden Sheaf.
- pays: Heller, studio shooting would || Jack Rose, broke’-up- the partner- what! ‘we can -accomplish
campaigns.
by
various
locals:
is
too
‘Salcedo
left New: York Thurs)
|
of
‘Wheat
and
the.
San.
Gregorio}
‘mean: the'“loss of. reality.” He. be- ‘ship for. the simple reason ‘there’s
early -to tell”
day (19) for Washington, where he .
| kudo.
“Jieves he -has..the- “realit * in the. ot enough profit:in iridie .6pera-|:
‘Las “Vegas: ‘Goridlave is“first:“in|: ‘Government. ‘Alm.officials: have |‘hoped: to: enlist aid of George
._densing: within. the ‘confines “of 7a: tions ‘to be shared: in. such.-a tan-|
.Yuaral school derived :from- the: old dem: operation. «It was on his‘ own. Wwest.-in- 30° years’ and: will. be .at-. accorded quota’ free" licenses. for‘ Stevens Jr., director of the motion...
Clothier °-estate: in “Wynnerwood, | that’. Shavelson ‘just _prodiced,: di-: tended. by 2,000: members, .1;100: of | ‘the winners in’ each. of the three: | picture. division of the U.S. Infor- :.
Agency, going afterwards
Pa.
rected and: scripted “The Pigeon which: will, ‘be official delegates:. ‘| eategories. - “Devil .at 4 O'Clock” ‘mation
” Phe: “stony.” being’ ‘directed - by That Took |
Rome". for., Paramount: | ‘Move-has. been initiated by ‘AFL- ‘will be screened out of competition to.Los Angeles: and Mexico City,
Frank: Perry, is about a couple. o£ |:- It’s: ‘hard’-going. for’..the: indie ‘CIO. and IA ‘to ‘have. government: to close the. festival ‘on. April 29. jen route back to Bogota.
"emotionally disturbed students; boy such’ ‘as himself,. ‘said:‘ Shavelsoit, insist on: “labeling” pix.as to coun~'|: - Although. fest directors. had. pre
, and-girl,who finds strength in’ each. and: when. ‘there's. -a.partner; well, ‘try: of origin, ‘This ‘is. done ‘with “all ‘viously -said’ ‘they expected. 25 fea-.
' other: ‘Script-is by the’ director's5 that’s just a. diffiision. of 50%; “of|other. imports. ‘Why. not:fils?, asks ture. entries, the final: total was |
an
” wife; ‘Eleanor Perry...
-| pared down to .15.. Madrid film cir-.
the: revenue. *.Sp, he -added, He : ‘Walsh...
-Cast. is.an: ‘enthusiastic. ‘lot: Tes 5 and: Rose’ deckdpa -fo £0. Sepa- -“We'te: making. some:progress.”ua cles hear .that government. screen- |
ae lates the. producer, ‘to the: ‘extent: ‘Tate ways.::
idded: TA topper. ‘The Public. is ‘ers.. éliminated two Japanese: pix |
‘that they're doing. their own -cos- |.
More: cognizant: ‘than ever on ‘runa-. ‘and one Italian entry: at least and
_-tuming. and: decorating -for:a ::party:|: ‘Shavelson Complained -“that ;too | way’. production.. The’ government probably: ‘vetoed. other: film candi- |
‘ gcene.. And. the ‘backers, ranging few pictures .actually earn’a. profit ‘likewise- has’. more information dates. as -well:.- Unexpected -festival|
~ . “Poronto, April 24.
‘after
-the:32%
of
budget
‘added
to.
* upwards. of $312.50 for one eighth:
than Previously from us and other: cutback ‘to 15 reduces. attendance |. :-“Ten Girls. “Ago” is in the can
HOF: a ‘share, ‘include :a paint dealer cover, studio: ‘overhead ‘and..30° to
time from’ the annual “three-a-day, after. six weeks’ ‘shooting at Inter-A -producer | sources.
national Film Studios, :Kelinburg,
-“Bresident Kenniedy,, “who:“has sessions. ;
Heller had .dealings ‘when ‘he: was. such -as’ “Shavelson’ collects: only: a been espousing world. trade: and ‘in|;“Following;fs “the: shltule
of Am-Can
near here,
and almostcolor
$1,000,000.
participation: in profit. ‘and if. no:
‘an art ‘director. in. non-theatricals.- ‘profit—-noProductions’
musical,
‘creasing.’
our
‘efforts
inforeign’
collection: | This ‘1s. the
screenings: .
‘Among ’ ‘those. showing. interest
-| starring Buster ‘Keaton, Bert Lahr,
markets, also has more informative |’
‘réason
that
the
top
‘gtars.demand
s
_ April '29—"Les.. Nouveaux: Aris- Eddie. Foy-Jr. and singer =Dion, .
oe the release is ‘Walter ‘Reade's
‘data.
now:
than:
when
he.
was:
a_
‘cut ‘on gross. instead :
ot earnings,
Continental Films. - ae
4 plus. Canadian ‘actor. Austin Willis ‘|Senator. ‘This: material :has.: been. trocates"-France.
7 said. the filmmaker,”
-1presented .to .him: by..various ‘com:,|. :: April. 23-."Bandidos de™ Oxgou- and ‘others, is set for September.
“Pigeon,” a ‘starriag ~ Chatiton “Inittees. coitacted. by: IA ‘groups.’ a ‘solo”-—Ataly;. “La. ‘Patota”—Argen > ‘trelease by ‘Universal. Before final
‘Heston, :is a -comedy. made. ‘partly 7
.
editing it runs 102 minutes.°
/ During .brief. ‘stay. here, “Walsh: ‘tina... to.
in
.
Italy: ‘on.’ budget of: close::to
-Ed _Gollin- produced,. Harold.
| $1,500,000...-It--was. done in black- ‘conferred’ ‘with ‘IA::veepee.George|: April: 24: = H'ygnken -=_ Mexico; Daniels ‘directed. Cameraman: was .
“Magnificent.
Rebel”—U.
Ss:
A,
Flaherty.
.
‘and
other‘union
execs”
‘and-white’ ‘to -assure. the, reality: of
a on “foreign” production; Jocal-un-} ’ April. 25—"La-’ “Croix des... ve Lee Garmes. Sammy Fain penned .
, | the-: wartime. - background
‘might ‘have . been: lost: in. color,. | employment. and© campaign :being. vants”—France: “Whistle Down. the. ‘two tures. Diane Lampert (comwage ‘against -‘Producers: filming. .Wind"—England..
.jposer of Brenda Lee’s hit “Break
_
--Roronto, 7‘April:24: . |states: Shavelson,: ‘who adds _ he set.| abroad: ~:~
|
April: 26~:"Francis. of “Assist”—_{It to Me Gently” about a dozen,
° Reported that deal-has been com:| Tess. along with: the: comedies and|: -‘Many:‘local ‘unions. voted. $1.“ase US. re “Th Posto”? —-Italy.. a
tas. well as-assisting Gollin. Script-' ~~
choreog _
* Hretenfor’ Canadian. syndicate :own- thus give the picture’a. non-Holly-: sessments. for six months, some ‘for.
‘er was Peter Farrow,
‘- ership of 90-theatre setup of. Odeon, wood all-out-comedy. .appeatance:. -@ year: Others, are being. contacted. . “April. 27— “Satan Never: ‘Sees tavher Bill. Foster..
‘Musie director Joe Harnell -two-.
' - Theatres (Canada) ‘Ltd. for $17, 000,-= His™ thinking is ‘that :the: California for voluntary ‘contributions: .
7 . ‘—England; “Raisin An.the:Sun’ —
weeks ago broke three ribs, a
-'000" to Atlas: ‘Telefilm Ltd of brand: ‘of: comedy -‘might: click in |. ‘Women’s: _Clubs,: _Ainérican- Le |U.S.A:
April
|
'28+-"Seventh:
“Question”
collarbone,
arm.
and
|
shoulder,
_ Poronto. ‘|the States but too ‘often’ loses” out “gton Posts..and other .national or-'
- Leslie. i‘‘Allen, ‘Atlas prexy, was in foreign market places:|
| Banizations: are being |‘contacted by Germany; “Cerca de:‘las. estrellas” hand. in a car smash and is still in
Spain.
:
.
hospital
-here.'
Lahr,
66."
got
- ‘due to'fly to Britain. to: close- Cana-.
‘Shavelson related©that: he: “Was: ‘Hollywood .”‘IA’s to, support: its|>
‘aan‘deal with the. , Rank-Anterests |the.
., only ‘member of. ‘the: Seren. eee ‘Production frontal. ‘eamn: |.* April "29.— ““Potitius Pilate”. — bneumenia ‘but soon returned to (Continued
on.
page.
15).
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U.S.A
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(Continued onPage:19): Apalgn..
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Expectation among certain indie gathered with, due speed for. vate
film producers js that the Music |vision syndication. Notito be: lost:
Corp. of America merger with |{s that 9.video releastig ‘deal. on
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-
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‘discuss: “‘what Christianity. expects: of. the. film. créator. and

~.the.tv producer” Other speakers will come from Canada,
+ Branees
_Germany, Pern, Argentine, Mexico and Britain. ~ -

cut the eosts of distribution for |topfe in the original. Rackinil-Lew |

Minneapolis, April 24.
‘the
“participating”.-filmmakers. |Wasserman talks ‘that eventually |°
Guesswork has it..that the -Stein- |flowered into merger discussions in|. - Strikes. -against.| Cowles’... Min-Wasserman-Rackmil combo intends | while-we're-at-it fashion. There's ‘peapolis Star and Tribune by three |
to lure the big pic talent via re-|now. additional impetus respecting of:their unions: have caused them | >.
URE.
duced overhead, this to. come about the hacklog, as Rackmi! pointed out ‘to! cease: publication... ‘Resultantly,.| J
as television and. theatrical facill- ; at the recent. U stockholders’ nieet, ‘film theatres here are deprived-of |] -:
ties. are placed. under one __roof.:
And, the depressed state of the
_MCA stock. ‘notwithstanding, ‘it’s:
obvious that other picture manage-
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with the. ABC-TV. decision to’ go. what: always has been by far. their: |:

‘color’ next fall. Up to. now; only.

rincipal. advertising: ‘medium: -

NBC-TV of: the three networks has|.P -Moot now.in film circles here: is
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-beéen pushing tint programming: - ‘| whether, -on the. basis of boxoffice |: aa May Be
B PrecedentalforNews-Based Films ,
ments are anticipating some revoA further item: in the prospectus: ‘results so far; the inability-of the |.
theatres:
to.
have
their
usual
dally
|
Jutionary changes. in--the ‘way. of ‘that, ig germane to stockholders is
‘the statement. that, with the excep-. ‘newspaper -.ads- ‘fs ‘hurting film.
doing things.
“\Reenactinent ‘a.“1958: ty.ie a a
.
The y.p. of. a major: put it:this tion of required dividends on its: ‘grosses here at. all.
7 ‘|magazine of a. frontpage. Hews. story.ot :Sone :
way: “We don't like to break. with preferred shares, MCA. intends. to |. “Those taking. the’ “negative. ‘post- |
tion:
point
out
the.
big
bi
bis.
the
first“|
of:1952.
Was ari invasion of privacy...° *
tradition Decause we'd - only | be ‘Yetain. all earnings’ “during ‘the
identified as a ‘heavy.’ But a. new-. foreseeable future.” - “Again,
no tun: ‘theatres have ‘been enjoying
of. ‘the’ victim family..'So held @ . ae
since.
the:
‘newspapers’.
exit..
Grosses
|
.. comer like MCA can do it and clarification; ‘but-this is- taken to
jury “in N.Y. Supreme Court ‘Nast. ot
‘not be challenged. And then we can. mean the cémpany has beaucoup | just, --haven’t.- been ©holding. their |
re exhibitor behest; Alliedd | week, ‘Jt awarded: Jaines ‘J. HO<°°. °.:
’...
follow suit. They have: no al- investment: -plans,. theatrically and | ‘own. they've. been. soaring;
“ds: ‘covering. . Sine
‘What “may ‘be ‘even more: “aston‘and -his. ‘wife, Elizabeth; $175,000° : 5
legiances with the past, as.we have,. including the realestate developGeorge “Raft: Story” : an
and thus can set the precedents ment of some 2
acres. ‘adjacent ishing’ js:that one ‘prominent show‘| damages on: their contention ef -..:.”
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| Dartst. F.“Zaniagk ‘in’town’‘tor:a"quickie:6 tale to doth: Hiotheoftice'| “
“execs :and.
|
show. them somé more ‘footage from “‘The Longest. Day,” _
”al
‘which. he’s now

editing in Paris: “He “still expects to. have pic ready]: ....:

for summer ‘release’... AIP ‘sales’: ‘yeep ‘Leon’. Blender and. eastern|
_ division: sales ‘manager Ed ‘Heiber.: here ‘for. talks with: circuit. execs

Ernest ‘Sands: ‘has. been named.

WATERING HisROOTS’

BY VINCENT ‘CANBY |

‘|general sales manager of Astor Pic~

“|tures. to: succeed George. Josephs,
"Rio. de Janeiro; April: re
_« o»,.Michaclangelo: Antonioni’s, “The Night,” :goes. to’ the Melbourne,
‘To. Hisnor.” | Astor. prexyGeorge Foley revealed
| tor:‘visiting:“¥ank ‘show. people,| Boston Westenders (Australia). Fest iiext month as the official Italo’ entry,©
last. ‘week: in New: York in the
Sesenh.
E..
Levine
voy
‘Mervyn LeRoy: off: cigars: ‘completely, -although. he'lt ‘toy:‘with one: ‘this:‘is ‘a land of-irony and ‘ecstacy.|...4 course ‘of an Astor Pictures’. “progfor” a.few:-miniites: between his lips for‘ that .good old. tobacco’. taste. . Film ‘business. is ‘booming; .but} ~ ;
Lress
report*’ to the film trade press. .
“Boston,
April
ie
‘He. hotes: that: ofhis.61. pictures, 18“have. Played the.Radio.City. Music ‘no ‘official .dollar’ remittances ‘have|’.
| been -made: in™:two- months. .‘Con-|- Boston’ 's ‘awn ‘Joseph. E. Levine, | Foley .did: not.-elaborate on the
"Hall. ©
‘move
“except -to say ‘that. Josephs
now'a
‘New
York
film
producer,
will
: Joseph Maternstt; director’ of. the:“French.ilin:‘Oitice- here, will Be“. struction:. costs. and “interest -rates
‘be: lonored:. by: his. old hometown ‘Temjains as an.Astor. veep, and that.
-Smiaking, ‘the ‘Cannes (Fest) trek this. year:.. ; Geza De ‘Rosner, indie { are: high, ; yet 22 luxury: theatres. ‘gang, the “Old-Time. Westenders,””. the proniotion..of. Sands, who had.
"-producer-director-writer,; plans’ to: ‘Shoot a. feature: apout. the ‘ancient | have. been: built ‘in. the last’ year., ‘at ‘their™ lith ‘annual ‘reunion ‘on ‘been ‘assistant under Josephs, is in’...
fine, but
- Inea: city. of Macchu. Picchu’ (Perw) .on location.. there. starting next:|‘The --general “outiook is .
Jocal:: observers warn: * that. : the: ‘May 2.at:the Parker House. He will ‘Keeping with” “Sands’ -increasing
-month a we: ‘ Numbers, numbers ‘Sindlinger :&° Co.,. ndustry’. Janalysts, Z
‘poverty:
in
the
northeast.
could
well’ ‘be Cited as ““The-Man of the Year.” responsibilities and: duties in the
" “report. -business: on .*‘State’Fair,’”: aftér two. weeks: -6f, ‘Felease, :‘indicate’
call. a}. - Levine, «who. was orn on-Bille- company’s ‘continued -‘Sales expan:
‘pic ‘has ‘a probable: audience.:of' 25,000,000°. peonle.: According. -to..Sind- ‘bring . -about” what :.they’.
hea. St., ‘in-Boston’s west. end, and sion program. ae
political
marmota:
(iterally:
moun-.
*singer, that almést doubles’a March. 30 figure of 14,975,000°. . . Edmon. ‘tainous.seas), |
“lived: in: a tenement cold water flat “It. was felt in.the’ trade’ that one
:: Ryan, who: plays. a featured: role in.‘“Two. for the Seesaw,” has acquired | “
“Brazilians, ‘whether. vacationing: with his -.widowed -mother’s five. -of the reasons’ for. the Astor “prog-:
“Tights. to the Howard Fast. play, “‘The Crossing, * which ‘he will produce at’
|
thé: posh beach:.hotels in Rio children, -six: ‘stepchildren. and one Tess report” was. to set to: rest
" ‘and ‘direct:for. ‘Broadway. next’ Season: “Two,” -under’ direetion - of : or. constructing vast. new: apart. hoarder, as he-recounts. it, qualifies tumors about ‘financial difficulties’: .
. “Robert. ‘Wise, wrapped: up: shooting. of,New.York,locations: last week -| ment :and_ office buildings:.in Sao. ‘for: membership in the’ group::
: |The Wednesday (18) press" confer=*"
S as day. ahead-“of' sked.‘
-Paulo (to say nothing ‘of creating |-. “As a kid-I ‘never had ‘time to ence.-was: held on the eve of the
“Mary Sharmat,: wife. ‘ofproducer. Bil:‘Sharmat, “is.seeking. the:‘Demo! Brasilia; :an entirely ‘new. city), are think ‘about - my, future, »’ Levine, first anniversary of.the.U.S. preem
* eratic: nomination: for post: ‘Of N.Y. state assemblywomati’ from “upper: ‘spending. a8 if money -were going who now -lias. headquarters: ‘in ‘New -of. Astor's Italo. blockbuster. “La
Diane Baker is“back: in. ‘New . York out:. of. style, :.
“westside Manhattan: district :
And;: from the -way- ‘York, Hollywood. :and’-Rome, “but ‘Dolce: Vita, * with Foley predicting
™ after completing -her. role. in ‘the .20th-Fox-Mark .‘Robson. Droduetion, | the cruzeiro ‘dropped. in ‘value. in ‘keeps. his: Boston. roots. by: visiting a still.greater growth for. the com .
| the last’. 12. months, itoften Ipoked ‘occasionally .‘at: his ‘house’ in New- pany in ‘the coming year.
.. “Nine Hours:to. Rama” in Britain’.
:
°°.
:| ton,: “said. “T°. went, _arourid ° the} Among: the highlights of hisTe
-- Fred Hift, Paris’ loéation. -press chief. with Darryl’ F::‘Zanuck on:‘skank .that. Way.
“However, fn just’:‘one. week; thé ‘streets. . of. Boston shining shioes; marks!
PestDay,”” took: his: family: to: Tunisia, for over the Easter. holidays. °.
‘cruzeiro has. showed: signs. of ‘tirme selling-pavers-and’ carrying bags. at]:
Wy. “Vita”. has. -been granted a ..
- Bob: Wise,’ ‘directing: “Two for ‘thie’ .Seesaw”. for Mirisch-UA; will ‘ing: up: ‘anid: ‘a’ :hew:: optimism -is:
station:”_ Last’ year... ‘he’ dis- Production Code_-seal,. which will
gmake his.next one for Metro under. an.old pact. It’s.a ghost tale,.“The: :evident everywhere. “Two ‘signi- north.
“Haunting,” fromthe Shirley Jackson :novel,: and. ‘will. shoot ‘in London’ . ficant:. . feasons;. -the:, . additional. ‘played ‘a-Inillion ‘dollars in..cashi at. materially enhance its Value when
“in: ‘Septeniber. ‘That: done,” heli concentrate’ ‘on “his: exclusive.’ threé-pic: credits - being. granted:. Brazil: fol- New: York’s, Plaza hotel to convince|it: may | eventually: be sold to tv,
‘deal.with Mirisch. “Seesaw.” and’“West Side Story” don’t count: ‘toward. lowing’ President. Goulart’s:visit to exhibitors: he “had the..money. he, though na such -sale. is. contem- .
promised ‘to.‘spend. advertising ‘one plated at this time.:
this ‘begause of: the. Seven Atts- association: in those ‘properties. a
“4 Washington; (2). the ‘-sudden.:. col- of.iis.fortheoming films. a
(2) “Vita” will: play. a total . of
‘Samuel: -Rosen,. ‘Stanley ‘Warner - oxeé V.D.; skips to “Europe. ‘and the- ‘lapse of. Argentina” ‘as the basis of:
e between .6,000..and 8.000. US. playMiddle: East’”.end ‘of- this: ‘month | ona ‘compbination: biz-holiday. "Mrs. B President: ‘Kennedy’ s-Alliance “for
}dates ‘and is expected to gross:a
-.Rosen goes. along .on: the. ‘two-nionth’ junk
. . Joe.-E;: Levine: says. ' Progfess program, <The’. latter’
7 rental here of about $7,500, 000, and.
“ST wo, Women”’ ‘clocked .over :$2,000,000 in..426°.post-Oscar week. dates -evént: especially has spurred’anew:
“$15, 000,000.. worldw'de, becoming
~Oscar. ‘Brodney_ screenplays - ““The.. Brass. Bottle’ -for producer|sense .of. purpose here..-}the
first’ foreign language film to
“"Robert: Arthur.’ at ‘Universal.
: Back: ‘{n-1960,. Kirk: Douglas ‘and. U |. . To: the. visitor “just “up. ‘from _
Bross 50% of its world ‘ide revenue “" anhounced - ‘a. “Moiitezuma’” ‘iopie (vith Rock -Hudson as -the’ “Aztec. “Buenos Aires—that: _tired;- old-}-:
inthe
U.S.
= emperor). ‘Word from.,the. distrib is” ‘that. the. project is: still on, but: before-its: “time: Paris -‘of the New} |
- (3). Alain Reénais’. “Last ‘Year in. -_ ~ still nothing: definite. on a.start’.-; . Sy-Frank’s and Sid Dinetar’s. ‘Town . World: Rio. is “a- * magnificent|©
” & Country circuit'on: ‘Long’ ‘Island’ {consisting ‘of four: new. theatres in. original, ‘a. ‘geographic - wonder|:"“sFechnicolor: ‘Ine:, ‘for’ fiseal”year‘|Marienbad” Should run -six ‘to nine
+. the past four: years) isMapping a fifth: on:the island, with construction . where the. favellas: ‘(slums). ‘spill off ended - Dee.. - 30;. 1981," ‘upped its. ‘months at its U.S. “preem. stand (the
|:the mountains ..and: aré. miracu- Bross .'291.64% “over previous ‘year. Carnegie Hall Cinema in'N.Y.), and
“Possibly starting.. this: ‘summer;:
With ‘Daniel Rosenblatt. as: viddersior at: anel: “willdiscuss ‘aster’3:-Fously transformed: into. one ‘of.the and | net ‘earnings - 404.49, ‘with: has: dates.in 25 other cities in U.S.
F May- 1™:at..9.'p.m. -and*|:‘loveliest: ‘cotes’-d’or.:in the. world. Sales. ‘higher than .in any: previous now booked.
“apast. ‘Year at. Marienbad”. ‘on:“station .W
: Although*:a_ Brazilian... govern-. year in’ conipany’s: chistory,. accord-} “(4y Astor has “$2.500.000 jn cash
“ gepeating. May “4 at.10:a:m, . .. Panelists ‘are“ director’ Shirley ‘Clarke,
ment: information officer: in:'Sao
and: critics. Dwisht. ‘Macdonald: “(Esauire) |and. ‘John’ ‘Simons. Hudson: ‘Paulo. admits .that. Yank. tourism ‘ing -.to annual: ‘Teport .‘fo.Stock- invested -‘in upcoming. releases and.
‘holders.
. | eoproduétion | ventures, -with the
_-Review)...
still .leaves..:muchi :to.‘be. desired. °
_,
“Kirk, ‘Dougias; ‘three-time ‘oser:tor an “‘Oacak.: Holiywood ‘style, ‘Was. You". haven't.- been, interested in: ‘Patrick !'s;“Frawley...Tr board latter -probably to include a new.
. “given: ‘an. -Osear:. Washington Style; :by House: Speaker John.MéCorinack|us and. we, haven’t done enough to: -chairman.and .chiek.: exec’: ‘officer, Resnais pic. Also ‘Astor expects to
»| handle all future Federico Fellini —
in: Washington: Actor’ was"‘awarded 4..Minuteman ‘Statuette,. the. so-. interest - you”). there “nevertheless disclosed . . that. *:: earnings :.
-pix, .With’. the exception. of the .:
“galled “Treasury Oscar,” for-his help to-the Treasury in selling-savirigs:|hi
has: beén ‘a “seareity. of: hotel: rooms taxes. amounted. - fo: $3,145,030. director’ Ssseg in the “Boccaccio 70”
against
the
prior”
$803.
033,
:
After.
“bonds, -McCormack, . taking® -noté.: of ‘Douglas’ :thrée. nominations’ ‘for _ along. .:.Rio’s -: ‘Copacabana . beach.
-Osears and: three: failures. to nab one;. said:.the. Treasury “Oscar”, was: even .thoughi : ‘the season: here taxes, net .totalléd°$1;744; 963...: OF. omnibus feature,.which is owned
by Joe Levine,
“second. to none ‘because. it is for. service to. country.” Mle
| doesn’t:-start “untik late this: month. -67.: cents’ per. ‘share, -sompared-. to
: Tony’ Curtis ‘will. use ‘Disneyland: as locale for his -tiew’: ‘indie,“a9 ‘Most. of the visitors‘:are. “sich $+ 1960's. $345.943, -or 16 cents. per] 76), ‘Astor, which. already’ has its
‘share.
Net.
sales:
increased.
to
-$55,-own ‘music -subsid. (Brader Music),
” Pounds of... Trouble,” marking -first’.time:- Walt. Disney has permitted: Brazilians down -from the ‘interior,
026,550: "from $28, 458,945 An.-Pre~. ‘is! expanditig ‘its: literary. depart“:a° feature. to be shot there: : . ..Indie producer Norman Maurer rezis- but there haye been. tnore than‘a
‘ment. and‘ forming. its own pub- tered .“Knights: of ‘the: ‘Holy: Grail”: with’ MPAA: “Title Bureau -for -a ‘smattering. of .Yank-.and foreign ious: 12-month span. :
|-Shares. outstanding Dee:36. 1961, Jishing: arm; to handle books tied
Melvyn showbiz namies,: .Some ‘=:stopping
feature leneth ‘animation: Subject’ in® Dynatoon - process .
, Douglas. ‘Castars, ‘with: Paul. Newman ‘in ‘Paramount's: “wildest of the. over. afterthe Mar :Del. Plata ‘fest. totalled. .2,623,218. Frawley report-, in . with. Astor teleases. The -first.
will be: “The Swindle,” book ver-‘:Thousand”. . > Henry: and Phoebe Ephron set ta script *Captain: New- —to do: business. as.well ‘as.Cate ed, “compared: to 2,211,679 on ‘Dec:
PF 31,° 7960. ‘Ten: cents .of the 67. cents ‘Sion of Fellini’s picture of the. same
., Roger: ‘Corman ‘will. a.‘Tittle: gun.-” =. ;
‘man, M:D:, “for:‘producer’ Robert Arthur “at: U':.
name ‘which Astor will Telease in
Copacabana
‘Palace.
for:
1961
,
was.
non-recurring:
°
",Prodtice-direct “The Young. ‘Raéers” for- AIP;. to:‘shoot in. five. European
|-.
“Their principal hangout, as. al: “Exec: pointed: out- that: 1961 ¢
earn- August.
, countries: starting. June 1.. ‘3:2 Steve. Parker’ ‘Signed. William Peter’ Blatty.
‘ste: thrée-pix: ‘writing, deal nny ‘Boris Sagal to Metro. on.dongterm: ‘direc- _ways,.- isthe: Copacabana “Palace: ings were reached. after. complete | | : In addition to announeitig Sands’
Hotel, ‘one -of the oldest. and still ‘cost charge-offs ‘of: all’ ‘expenses. in- | succession as sales chief, Foley said
«torial pact.’
‘|.most, plush of .the really firstelass.
that L. Douglas ‘Netter Jr.. prexy
. ‘The -photosiaphic ttechniques employed: by:“girector:‘Alain: ‘Resnats inns on this continent..In addition|:curred. in ‘the preliminary preparaof. “Astor: ‘International, will serve’.
es “Last' Year: in- Marienbad’ ’ are spotlighted .in -the current. ‘issue. ‘of. to. prepping for the new season at ‘tion,’ development ‘and. .introducas - supervisor of the homeoffice
: Ernest’ Sands, .“Astor : Pictures’ new’-sales tlie’ -Copa Palace, - which-will in- tion. of. the. ‘fechnicolor: Sri Instant
:.. Modern’ Photography. .
Sales . department. ‘In the 1962-63.
Home:
‘Movie
-Projector,
‘the
‘absorpManager, it Hollywood :for sales meetings‘; . Philip Dunne is .adapt- clude’ Shirley- Bassey, ‘Tito’ Puente, |
‘season,
the company. will be releas~
dng. Irving Stone's. 10-year spanning “Agony. “and: the Eestasy” for “20th|.(and' tentatively) Connie ‘Francis, ‘tion ::of. ‘major. ‘pre-production: ‘ex- ‘ing one -pic a.month.
‘pense
.and
-costs:
of.
‘consolidating.
: production’ : . Keefe Brasselle’s Lunar :Productions; a tv: and film}: ‘and. Les: ‘Brown, -and to overseeing
‘The -Code’ ‘seal: for: “Vita,” said
his ‘various|‘theatrical. projects, ‘the various, _zequired. ‘operations.
_.Production: company, has taken. office ‘space: On...‘Madison. ‘Ave;) 9° ©
Foley. will also permit the film’s .
- Publicist: Bernie: Lewis;. who: “worked on the local :campaign’ “for one’ Copa: ‘Palace |Manager Oscar .Orn-.|
“| booking by a ‘number of exhibs -in

{TechnicolorGross
‘AndNetShoo

communities. which play
[KANEFIRSTCLASSIC... “smaller
: |only Code pix, and also. by the U.S.
: The” ‘Waldorf’ coup..
on “AT -VAELADOLID WEEK ‘as ‘its criterion in booking pix in
‘Catliolics. are warned by.‘Mser::Thomas F.Little,executive secretary: : This is the new: ‘Tidlo-Brazilian’|

. $968 Cannes prize-winner (“Viridiana”), :is’doing: the’ same for another, stein‘ is: ‘also sitting in.on one of
“Joan: of “the. Angels?”.. which: ‘received the .:special .prize. at..Cannes. ‘hoteldom’s: _:.rieatest. ‘promotions
+ Nast year. - Irving. ‘Isaacs’ Telepix Corp: is’ distributor. ‘See. ‘separate since Conrad Hilton's: “Weekend. at[>

Army, . which. often: uses the Code

news: ‘story. );

:
: Valladolid. . “April”°24.: -} military theatres. ot the ‘National: Legion. Of © Decency, against. patronizing unclassified. ‘coproductior, “Copacabana °-Pal-|:.: ‘One: “of: the highlights \.of-the|:- L. Dotiglas Netter: Jr. prexy: of:
~ motion ‘ pictures ‘which. are ‘the products ®of .“‘fast-buck producers and ace,” which’ started .shooting ‘here’|.‘Valladolid. “ International «.'“Film Astor. International, ‘Astor Pictures
week ‘on a. btidget of approxi--mnrecognized” “distributors” who. ‘decline’ +o “‘submit‘their ‘films -for ‘ast:
mately. $800,000. .(fantastic - in..the. ‘Week. ‘of. “Religious: and: ‘Moral|subsid, yesterday” (Tues.)- was”
a “moral ..evaluation.”*. , This..via.National ‘Catholic’ "Welfare. Conference."| ‘frame * of: reference ‘of ‘Brazilian ‘Values ‘is the. retrospective. screen~ ‘named |‘exec: ‘veep .of the. parent.
News. Service...
films) and starring: Mylene Demon- ing .of :“film .classiés.”’: ‘Following. company.-. He'll retain his post with : ndd. Osear -postscripts: ‘the:‘tie. man. not:-tientioned when.‘the.‘Acad- geot,. Walter Chiari; James Robert- Easter.Sundav (22)- inaugural cere- the ‘subsid; and at ‘the same time
” emiy* Award: was. given -‘to. ““Séawards, ‘the. Great:'Ships,”-as_best-'live ‘son. .Justi¢e. and -.Alexandra ‘monies, the fest.-retrospéctive was: will supervise “all ‘homeoffice sales
vs* Seton ‘subject; ‘svas the: ‘man ‘who ‘directed: it—New. York-based ‘docu-. Stewart. “Fernando-de: Barfos is the. initiated: with ° - “Citizen | Kane.” activities (see’ separate story)..
ve “.mientarist; Hilary. Harris.‘ Credited instead :were.‘Femplar ‘Films,: which Brazilian’ producer:: ‘With : another ‘Others. in:
this. series. “neh ide ; ” According: cto Astor. prexy ‘Foley,
i
“. produced the. short: on’'a’ commission. from. the .Clyde: Shipbuilders. :Jtalo-Braziliari--.coproduction .fiow “Ordet” ‘and “Dies. Tre”. by. Drever,: the new Netter ‘appointment is in.
f
JAssni, and :the: British Information ‘Service’. .- . "Paris - dubber Peter “shooting -(‘Cities . of. Temptation”), '|Misconiti’s, :“La ‘terra trema, * Ros- lire: with an, effort. to integrate ace
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man’s: “Through .a Glass’ Darkly:’’- this .year’s’ Oscar winner.as best.} Argentine-Brazilian. - "eoproduction ‘man’s ,“Wild “Strawberries” “and clasely.” with: those’. of the parent Me
foreign language pic... ¥:Geraldine’ Page,- ‘an Oscar nominee this- year. agreement -‘ awaiting .appropriate: “Les: “Dames du“ Bois. de: Bologne, " organization.
=
: In addition to ‘the main: Golden}.
“for “Summer:and’ ‘Smoke,’ -and -‘sure'to get. another’ for':“Sweet. Bird ‘signatures, the. local-film’ people |:
. Labrador. -Golden: Sheaf of: Wheat. |
“of Youtli.’” follows with:“Toys in- the: Attic;”’ Opposite, Dean ‘Martin for are’ bustling: with plans:.
‘=the’“Mirisches, ‘which starts- shooting in ‘September.“Resident... Yanks; however; - pe ‘and: Sai‘Gregorio. ‘awards.. festival
* ‘The! piggyback Baronet. (430 ‘seats): and. Coronet: 4585 capacity) which't Main
3
‘skeptical. ‘They. are. also. authorities: -have.‘-also- ‘authorized
"Hollywood, .April 24.:
Walter: Reade is. building on 3d~Ave. and 591: St:, will now: be on more’: than. a- little irritated *with’ non-offidial laurets by :the Institute |
Property.’ ‘owned. by. Reade ‘iInc.; “which: ‘bought the. Tand- from former ‘proposals, -“now. “being: studied .by. of: Svanish: Cilture- “Fipresci and.|~ Steve. ‘Alten, who .has: the time, ©
-owner. Mrs;.. Arigela Valle.” ‘The: ‘old:Baronet: ‘is.being |demolistied for ‘the’: Brazilian: . legislature’ ‘(and the. ‘Spanish’. Federation . of -Cine- was. Signéd |‘by |20th-Fox” for the
likely to: go.into ‘effect’ next -year) }elwhs:+
‘Marilyn - ‘Monroe-starrer.
“Some-’
«the new double -decker-.¢inemas.,: Dore Schary.. addressed -thé’ students and ‘faculty ‘of Brandeis tiniver- to’: stimulate’ Brazilian, produetion:|- Four - “official © entrias |“for - the thing :-Has-Got. to Give. ”
Jack Benny’ and: George Gobel,
sity. on: “Where Do the -Ideas..Come ‘From?” -This ‘is .seyenth: of a ‘at (what the. ‘Yanks feel). is ‘the: ex- teligiosa. kuda,:the’ Golden Labra-|
td Tv; “inelnde./ Vank, - contestant “who ¢ haven't the time ‘because of
-'géries. of |
‘Tectures on™ “The: History... and, Appreciation; of Motion “Pie- pense- of the -U:S.. film. distribs, . ~
r
*, tures”eine conducted at.‘Brandets. under’ the:‘auspices. oft Prof.
f Arthur) The: GEICINE (Grupo, Execativo. | “Ppancia’
of . Assisk”
". Fest. ‘winds demands of*the 47-day shooting +
schedule, Passed. up. roles.
_ SGontinued: on
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admission scales’ and ‘over- but .a- ‘Federal - court -denied the |portunity.to get into the .distrib

eo" * Official Films. 2. be eed eg ee Te
: :2! WRremier::Albums”.... >: taste ceekcese TV:

~ Weather ‘Corp.
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Thead.. levels, the outlying firstrun ‘Government’s. injunction --Tequest. -| side of ‘the. business. His dgals on
Both“ labs would have’ to. operate | his’ three acquisitions, he Says; are

“(Sources Nattonat Asm.‘ofSecurities’ Dealers.Irie.) ae a"| dualing ‘Broadway ‘can ‘generate as.

|
much: as.a- $20,000 to. $25,000 week- ‘separately: and. competitively: ‘pend- | all via ‘guarantees plus percentages.
‘in
“3 'Lly bo. Make with the .multiplica- ing: final: -decision” by’ the: court. oo _
- | tion: of playdates, ‘pro rate. ‘the cost In. their injunction ‘plea, govern- |be
ot,
POE. launching’. a. picture,’ and: ‘the} ‘ment: Jawyers - asserted ‘that
'
a -coma j-message. is” simon-simple to..any|.‘bination’. of: the two companies |.
sales. vicepresident. -: What: especi- ‘would control some.. 40% of. theContinued’ ‘from p2ge. —
” Arnold Forstet; general ‘coimnsél, of.theBitiat’ ‘Brrith’s: ‘AntiDefaina~ ‘ally commends. . it,-:“of. ‘course,.* is’ film. tab’: business,: but: the. ‘de- —
oh a. tiph. League, in: an” interview. :at :Albany.last.'week, credited .“radio, ‘the: faster: recoup: “of. those: ‘Prodi: | fendants called the figure’ an érror:'|: ‘scene actually is. helping ‘the boxe.
- Even if. the: ‘court. rules for the. office.. It’s doing: this,. he figures,
. :..” television, the press, the. idvies;. Hitler. and the’ ‘need. te unite ‘In the |.gious ‘production’ monies...”..
As -yet; Broadway: still gets “the “Government, the: merger: could: by .eliminating information anent.
Li -2 i¢old .war? ag factors .in’ the changed attitude that’ has.‘brought: about_{
| lion's
share:of the ad splurge. for'a easily be effected. simply py. Amer- -counter attractions, including Ors.
ove “open. ‘discussion- of.‘social: and: racial problems. : a
-film’s ‘opening.: For, one thing, the -ica‘Corp. selling. off ‘its’ film. lab, ganizational.. activities. .
i+. “Twenty ‘years: agox”: commented. Forster, “nobody, used : ‘the werd Leng: Island-Jersey :situations 'are’ or « by:.. ‘retiring outstanding. stock “It’s. _generally. agreed, however, .
aa Jew. ‘It ‘was‘like. ‘cancer, Nobody: would:‘admit itexisted, ‘Today it'sdit-. ‘prohibited -by ‘distribs ‘from .adver- ‘in.the’ processing .company.« °:.
that when the’ newspapers resume
‘|tising. in. -the :Mankattan’: dailies." -Vietor M; Carter; Republic. chairMer ot ferent ;
publication the theatres again: will- Still, they've: heen ‘coming: in for. mans, “and. ‘Gordon “K: Greenfield,
“Fotster,. whose]book’ iene:ofthe: discrimination’ patiera against Jews increased: amounts .of ‘co-op. “coin, prexy, -‘told. stockholders there are. -start the ‘same heayy. use as hith--*..
fii-housing: education, social-¢liibs ‘and jobs (five ‘years: were: ‘spent in and ’more -significantly - the .:com- no: plans. to- change: the ¢ompany’s. erto. Likewise, that the showmen |<
‘will welcome back the film critics -

Press Shutdown. .

wi} pany: contribs ‘aré now’ regular: ‘current ‘dividend. policy|’ Republic
:
“has been ‘paying 60c. arene
Per.
Pointing :‘out that: the? 50-year-old ‘Anti-Defamation’ ‘League. ‘dig try: -where . formerly the.. Practice was,
Spare of common. stock.
sporadic. -.

a documenting .it,“with “htiman-interést.. examples, ete:),

= ing to’‘break down. -barriers., for ail people. of ‘every: race and religion, |. About. thie ‘big:‘city’‘firstrun, how."
Jf not: just Jews,” ‘Forster stated: that. he- did nhot:. “condone” Jewish: ‘ever,...there .is.: yet this. ‘paradox. 7_

Loe groups. who - respond -.with “reverse. disctimination; ” He’ ‘emphasized,: ‘Though. pinched,’ and”. eclipsed in|". ”

“ nlbopy-6-Dublin’ B.

(though SO. often infuriating). ; -

—And In. Detroit...
Detroit, April 24.
ate getting around the -..

“Disteipe

- Albany,: April’ 24."
“.. “dhowever,: that: “First they reject: ‘us, and: when: we ‘establish’ ‘our: own the! revenue. gatherup; it ‘still. has a | Es.‘David Rosen; assistant. to ‘the ing their broadcast media ad bud-.
Singular: merit. in:‘the:‘distribution: :‘geneinl: manager, of -Stanley’ -War- |-gets. and. Spreading ‘more 24 ‘sheets
a “¢lubs and:‘fraternities, they, ‘accuse. us: of claiinishness.”ud race oa,| ‘Blugprints..
Baas
| Detroit. newspaper ‘strike: by fatien-

—

’ . | nér-operated’: “WAST-TV and ‘chief “around. ‘town. -- .
“For. like4€.or: not,‘the sales’ | barker of the Albany Variety Chib. |: Additionally, atleast’ one. com- a
execs: Have: found ,they|need - will head -its .three-member: :dele- : pany, -Universal, - aired *the local
i Baro figure ‘in the ‘Pennsylvania’ area. .Particularly 's
wasthis National ' . Broadway. for. prestige.”
gation ot the International. Variety ‘critics on a new. pic, “Cape Fear,”
a ;Film Service: headan-anti-censorship. force. °
ae
- 4 bypass:.it “with an teportant
‘Clubs: eonventign °in. Dublin: "May: - ‘playing..the mainstem. Fox.
U
| taped: the’ verdicts ‘of Louis Cook,
|.-: film, so it is-said, is to.down- _ 15-19.
Others will’ be:: Attorney: Jack’ L:: ‘Free-Press,, and Al~ Weiltschat, |
Sol. ‘Siegel's‘deal, atMetio: provides:‘him:with:
$1800006.‘per,picture _ gradea
in ‘the el Osliansky, -.a° former chief barkér,} News, and: beamed them on every ©
‘Death’of.James PB ‘Clark:‘last:week’ meaint’ the:oss ofa: potent pé-|4

Cg and”no™-apparent. participation. .As° boss. of. the studio. hewas.= getting + pens, when*
: 1 A502per. week,1 500. of. which 1
was.deferred.
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63,Not onRelief

Paris. ‘April: ‘17.
amie! ‘Academie’ ‘Du Cinema, com: os
“|
” posed? -of French.. film’ critics .and |~London
London, ‘April 17...
others from. most: art and. show biz |—
“~Wotande. ‘portantts:
“doing ‘a- guest star’. ‘stint:in’“Jigsaw,”mm:ritton, categories, handed ‘out’ its Crystal |
“British ‘film producers: and. exe
“Ys. YEARS ENOUGH ‘produced’ and ‘directed by ‘her husband; Val ‘Guest: for ‘Brittania’ Films. Stars,: with. the best: foreign film|
hibitors
are.
agreed’
that the 30%.
‘It’s -her: first.-screeh.- role. since |“Expresso Bongo” *. ‘|. Walt’ Disney’ 8: nod: going: to the Spanish pic, “Viri-|
‘Cel
‘Heads quota. should stay. for 1963: but.
“Matest British :production,: “The: ‘Horse ‘Without a Head,” starts rolling}| diana,” . naming ‘as ‘the. ‘dest*Jocal:|:Mareen ‘Bows, (Cebsltada.
. Film ‘Writers
rs Assn...
. ‘nr location ‘in Paris: on: April 30 and moves: into. Pinewood ‘Studios.am‘{pie,: “Jules Et-Jim.”
they are. split on, the question of. |
May: 7. Scripted :by “D. E. B: Clarke: from a-novel by: Paul ‘Berna,! pic|":.Best: foreign: thesis’ ‘were.“Lena eae
:|relie?. ‘The filmmakers.contend that
“Madrid, April'3
I.
‘will be ‘directed by Don ‘Chaffey: Michael: Stringer’s ‘set, .a replica ‘of | Winnicka:..for :thé:. Polski’: film,
- a..French .village, ‘will occupy the whole Pinewood: lot and is’ said ‘to } “Mother |Jeanne. ‘and.the. Angels" |:~ gpaiiish ‘Film - Writers: Assn. ‘the quota should ‘be met without
he: twice’ the .size of ‘the. “Cleopatra”. ‘set in Rome , ..:. Wessex.: ‘Films’. and Albert Finney. for. the British |-(Circulo ..de: Escritores.. -Cinema- qualification in. three-way competi- ~
> “Mix: Me: a Person”. -has ow moved. into Shepperton. Studios ©‘after’ ‘pic, .. “Saturday — . Night,’ : Sunday tograficos —:CEC}.. “elected” a new .tiye™ situations, _Exhibs:-féar- that,
_

+ Jocations’ in .and.around London. Aine; Baxter, Adam Faith and’ Don. Morning.”. Best Frerich actors were: slate ‘of. officers at its annual .elec- there may not be enough product’
ald. Sinden-‘are ‘playing: the leads -under~ Lesile Norman's direttion: Jeanne: Moreau for “Jules Et Jim” |tions "last ‘week and. gracefully. ‘to‘maintain’. a triple release, ‘and
- ‘Wictor. Saville -is .exee. producer *; «.....Catl+Foreran: has: ‘signed two and Alain -Delon-in.Rene.Clement’s retired .group's:founder .and for-:
the. past 16. want ‘provisions: for a lower quota.
pic “What soy of‘Liv: mer. president. .
“British. and:.two ‘Swedish. actors’.for: ‘The Victors,” ;-which. he’s -now- ing
re
-years; Joaquin. ‘Momero: Marchent,

‘rate. ‘in. such © circumstances.
CEC. prexy: is' Pascual: Cebollada
|.. ' Prodtcers: estimate . that around
. (editor. of La Revista Internacional 100 first feature films will be avail7 de‘ Cine) ;*Fernando: Mendez-Leite. ‘able in- 1963 which, in their view,

filming ‘in ‘Stockholm,: and ‘which ‘will star: ‘Sophia ‘Loren .and. Simone
-Bignoret: Théy are Peter Arne,Charies -Conabere; Alf ‘Kjellin: and
Weid Bethke, Film,: ‘which marks: ‘Foreman’s. debut.as. a.
. director,is ‘for

:; |by,naming him honorary president. |

"|DebutinSpain

Columiba release. |ae us:

OfFilmFinance

“Yank: director:‘tobert Aldrich in jooksecting. a possible.pleidircétortalce
atine here’ ‘via’ a:USS: -Frénch ‘coproduction,* ‘Project. is yet. to. be -dis‘her: directors | Closed «
“w
ew!Pie. ‘star “Jéanne- Moréau. says:. she-chooses
“svather- than. her rolés.’ Her :last three: pix “were ‘with the noted: Italian}.

"1 Michaelangelo: Antonioni “The Night,”. the..Yank ‘filmmaker ‘living’ in|.’

was... elected . ‘secretary;. .Alberto
Cambronero,

“ vice-secretary;.

-

is. adequate. supply for three re-_

leases.- But the exhibs want the
National- Circuit, or third release,
to be given the “greatest possible
‘freedom" in order. that it can have

An-

‘I tonto de.: “Santiago, treasurer. Ra|.-fael- Capilla, .Victor Andresco: and
‘Santiago dé -la‘’.Cruz” ‘were named
executive :‘members.:
New: roster of. eificers, fi
in.one.
‘of. their first public. acts;. called: on

“ForWorldMarts|

‘the best. chance of survival.

oo Failure of twoway . Meetings. between:the Cinematopraph Exhibi:‘April: 17... ‘the. ‘director : general . ‘of:cinenia, tors. Assn, ‘and .tlie two producer
““Ffench young director Francois Traffaut in.“‘Jules et Jim.” She‘ is now |- ° Pitianeieta”‘Madrid,
Europea _S..
wit} Jesus -:‘Suevos, who. expressed his -organizations, British. Film Pro* doing. -a -small: part in '.Orson. Welles’ currently. shooting -“The. Trial.” -nrake ‘its: debut. ‘as. a. “Spanish: film.|. intention: to consult: with the CEC |ducers “Assn.. and Federation ‘of
:She. then. goes ‘into-:a’ French-Italo coproduction “Mata-Hari,” doing” finance: company this month to] in’: ‘Yeorganizing . Spanish’ film. in- British. Film. Makers, to hit ‘on
- -the: spy.‘role that: ‘Garbo: once’ did, with American. ‘Edgar. “Dimer helm-.|- ‘underscore. - an accelerated :Arend |-“dustry, - The-. CEC: -dncorporates |-common ground on the question of .
ing: ‘and then’ turns: “producer for. “Banana. Skin,” with :‘ew ‘director . here. toward ‘world :market, copro-. “screen”: writers, - film: -erities: ‘and. relief. means that separate recomMarcel. ‘Ophuls,: son of. the -late’- Max ‘Ophuls, doing ‘his ‘first ‘feature, duetions: The -new. “Madrid .com- |‘film commentators,
| mendations ‘have now to be. made
: Michel Subor: to ‘New ‘York to.huddle ‘with Elia Kazan on‘ a: possible: ‘pany, in which.a half dozen. Spanto the Board of Trade which sets
|.
Epgland’ Joseph Losey; ‘who. has ‘become the.favorite-of the avant: garde|.
“film set: here;: in ‘an, Italo-French. coproduction. “Eva,” ‘and: with leading |.

“ead. rdle-in’Kazan’s next pic.:..:,

An offbeat film'club,, The Cine Club. ‘ish. producers have: investéd, will

TaxChileCinema|,
‘ToPayTeachers!

the level of. quota.

~ ‘Nickel: Odeon, :specializes . in. showing its members little: known. U:S.. | boast sufficient: ‘capital to. provide
‘Further meetings with the film_ films’ that: may.have ‘been second. features or. only: fillers in’ the”.U:S. coproducers. .with . below-the-line .
makers. are being sought by ‘the
: but-are ‘held up ‘as. examples of. fine: dynamic and: trué. ‘einema: -by. “Spanish -costs ‘as .well as‘ to. ‘guar--|..
CEA on the subject of a ceiling on.
buffs: ‘here, Group.is also. trying*to unearth: many. pix that Yank. majors -antee Spanish-coproducer- commit-|;
levy coin. Exhibitors feel the pres_ usually :do not: distribute here. ‘Among pix. ‘showing |the next :weeks at: ‘ents: against -.counterpatt.’. com-|.
ent no-limit formula- possibly. has:
‘the bimonthly: screenings are- ‘George Sidney’ s"“Jeanne. ‘Eagels,” .Doug-. mitments: of .fature- foreign: sof
a depressive effect on the general’
Jas Sirk’s: :“Mystery “Submarine,” “Summer, Smoke.” Zoltan: ‘Korda’s |‘partners.level of feature -pix production.
.. Santiago; ‘April 17...
” “Sahara,” ‘Don McGuire's: ““Johnny- Concho,” Charles. Walter's. “Torch: - Going. “beyond: “mere. ‘financing, |.~ fier. ‘a’“two-month hassle. be-. Subject already has. been debated
“. Song,” Lewis Milestone’s “Of Mice: and: Men,” ‘Hugo Fregoii¢se’ s “Un-: -FESA "plans-to. package as well’! ‘tween -the. cinema trade. organiza- and rejected by the: producers.
- tamed”: Frontier,”” ‘Karl ‘Malden’s “Time °Limit,”kayand: Ray. ‘Enright's by supplying a ‘Spanish. ‘producer, | tions and. the: ‘Ministry of _Econ-|:
‘key’ production’: . personnel. : ‘and:
“Trial Street. ”.
omy,. a, hew: tax ‘on cinema .adimis-|
Afithony - Perkitis “will:‘do:‘his: First: French: ‘ple“te.“which. he ‘speaks’ film’ guidance -as related ‘to.-the ‘sions :isfinally. being implemented,.
“French |‘after his. ‘English: "speaking - -yole ‘in’ Orson Welles’ -presently. local. seene.: Another aspect’ ‘of the: with .-4. ‘partial.:compensation for.
shooting: “The: Trial. ” He. is.-also- hoping: to:do a legiter’ here: sometime. ‘ambitious ‘FESA ‘structure. is the -distribs and -exhibs. via“ a ticket
‘. fn ’63:-when: he thinks: his.improving: French will allow: it.....-A recent: ‘Organization ‘of--finance links. in price hike.. ‘Object, of .this_new. :tax |
- poll-‘shows’ Fraiice. ‘still: ‘one of the: lowest per ‘annual. capita: ‘countries. France and Italy. to spur thrée-way is to finance .a. raise in teacher | —
{-Continental’ coventures. /Film cir- salaries, It puts: Chile. in: the. -posi-.}
in. re- ‘attendance. ‘at ‘an average of éight. times.-a year” ‘for. filmgoers
. In‘an article. on the growing’ trend Of.‘multimillion dollar: ‘film: spec. :‘¢les,in Madrid ‘expect: fuller light tion of being one of the few coun-|
Soon on’. the individual participa- tries where films are. most heavily
|plants: being. made by: Yank. majors both. at’ home ‘and: ‘abroad, in‘ ‘the|.
” Zurieh,..-Aprit 17.
“taxed. The prévious :61% on net|:
7 “Lifting. of ‘the: Zurich banning,
big. selling ‘local. ‘news: ‘weekly ‘L* Express, ’:‘Darryl -Zanuck, -who-Just)tion of prominent: industry nabobs|.
‘and: announcement of. sending first has now: been. raised to 69%.
wound |
‘his,$10,009,000 “The: Longest Day”. (oth): here. .
-f co-projéct aunder: the: ‘FESA

:

VeitHarlanPic.

_Provokes Riots

Rome’: :

Joseph: Fivd seteanease tights:to- “InvincibleGladiator” ‘vath’Seven |Japan‘Exhibs

aces.
ad pronounced in 1959 “in the interest.
Whien’ Congress ‘first’: approved.
oo ‘this : additional :‘levy,.“it was-de- ‘of: public: peace and security,”.

‘Agree -.

| scribed. as “confiseatory”’. ‘by .Guil-.

against Nazi director Veit Harlan's.
” Arte:‘during recent: ‘Stateside jaunt:.; ; also ‘purchased pic: rights. to:
lermo Carter,. “président: -of. ‘the
” ‘bestselling “Gold. ‘forthe’ Caesars,” which: he plans for ‘upcoming. Italo J]. 2 To:Lower. ‘Aémaissions Film: . “Distributors”. “Assn... Trade film, -“The Third Sex,” has caused.’
a
star ; . Arco, Film. has. started.“work. on‘ ‘Anna Magnani’s ‘new
.
+? "Pokyo,- April -17.. ‘| opinion. Still agrees with. this. de- new protest. demonstrations. in
‘front of the. local. Stauffacher. The-.
¢ “Mamma. Roma,”: which: Pier.Paolo Pasolini directs-from ‘his awn -Fapania: ‘film’ ‘industry* told: the Scription: .Cineriz. will release. :“Belipse”- (Hakim): opens in ‘Rome government it. would’ ‘agree to low-.|' . The price. “of dueats- has been atre, a. -460-seater. The exhibitor
Serie
“\prior. to:“its:Cannes’ debut . <- : pie; directed. by.Michaelangelo: Ante: er admission rates.equal to amount raised. from’ 585.pesos to. 650° (65e).. “as. -well..-as” ‘the ‘film's distributor,
. | of :-expected.: reduction jin™..ticket Even ‘though.-this ‘means:.an. in-. Fayre-Films of Geneva, had ‘made~ -nioni, got. raves in its Milan opener eee.
my: “Mondo Cane”: (Cineriz); ‘Gualtiers. Jacopett!’s feature docurnentary, ‘taxes. This is a-charige from earlier’ “crease of.65 pesos on gross (95:was. continuous. efforts with the: Zurich
‘proposal: that ‘half: of: tax™ ‘slashes. dmitially asked) most of this-is ab- authorities to have the .1959- ban’:
.
Rome.
first
two
‘days’
-pic*
”preaking® records: throughout .Italian run: ;
stopher Fry be added: -to ‘basic: ticket -costs’ “in: sorbed: by taxes ‘leaving a net raise | revoked, reasoning that the film |
- Faced: up: $10,000. new ‘high -for: Adriano Theatre: wre
considering
the.fading.film. biz. - a of ‘around: 21° pesos per: ticket. |
'- spent: two days: conferring with’ Dino ‘DeLaurentiis on’ “The Bible”|
been Feleased ina number of»
‘ uproject ete. Stewart: Granger may ‘do: Franz Wisbar’s “Marcia :ie: “Taxes. will. probably “be-“sliced'|.. -Films ‘running over. 135. minutes, had
Swiss cities since then (censorsh’p —
from:
high.
of
:30% to” 10% - this ‘as’ .béfore,‘‘are. allowed - special in Switzerland is in the hands of
oreign
|
. Crepa” (March-. -. +, or die) next for: FICIT-Tempo-Midega. os
Smog’. (Titanus-Metro) shot° Spring. Industry . did turnabout: in scales... For’. example ‘the’ current individual‘ cantons). without major
” Jegio. yarn. wotild be shot-in Spain’:
leto.‘aJso
plans: anticipation ‘of. government ‘aid: ‘in “Guns. -of.- Navarone” :(Cop eet disturbances, ‘in -L.A., has been. invited. by” Spoleto. Festival
- Spole
‘als .ybeing : ‘form: ‘of subsidies. at @ later:date. 1
.
1000 Pesos. ASD.
‘:geries | of ‘Screenings-of” reat filmsof. ‘yesterday :and.
today: now
- Zurich: city council finally’: gave |
-“se_ set, up. by:‘Denis Horne ; . Marlon. Brando being. pagéd“as ‘Gina. Lollo- |".
jin, allowing the film’s release, but.
:”, brigida’ 3, Partner’ in- “The “Thaw,” ‘which Franco. ‘Rossi directs .this. .
:
-| the: local. police expressly author_
..year.
“fized : protest ‘demonstrations ‘pro-. .

Big
FfaceTh
ccoesliBond
an,BroJam
tmnond
Salsion
ds
Deci

vr“Marco. “Polo” sale.by Soliy: “lms. to, * american-Intertiational.. now LE aU
announced’ some time -ago;. but sore: hitches. ap- |= “°° <.-.
‘-s“Polo”.“gets “mass. .U.S:. .release’.in early July'}
.'>

- ‘official:
. deal was
“parently ‘developed: .

|.vided.they

are carried

‘| dignified manner.

ller|

—

out.ina

On. the first. day of the re-showols.
SEvmanno: Doiiati: and ‘Luigi ‘Carpentieri miade pic for: Jolly release |°°. >.’
ing. (in- 1959,. ‘picture had to ‘be:
cee it stars Rory Calhotin ard“ Yoko'Tani;: with Hugo Fregonese. Girect-: 7 et
|ankled after. two days due to. “dis--.
'
.,Italian. goveriiment; has extended 'usual. aid money. to Venice} ihe Tt:
ing;
"London, April. ‘24. the. work © of. ‘its: secret. - seivice turbances”), over 1,000 reps of priFestival: (reported $170,000) for. another year«
.| branch: -MI.'6. (the .British . equiva- marily Jewish and Socialist youth.
Joseph. E, Levine's: Embassy -Pictures trying ‘to’ enlarge: the. corner. * Prospect.ot challenging. the:$e- lent. of the CIA). ito’‘be ‘depicted -Orgahizations gathered in front of
“Yank distrib: already has: curity”:Of | Fort, ~Knox |faces. -pro- ‘on ‘the search.
te: already. ‘has:-on: ‘Cannes. Fest. entriés: .
‘the Staffacher, carrying transparthree’ pix. to. be: ‘screened. at -event; “Boctaccio. 70,’* which opens fest: ducers Harry: Saltzman and Albert:
James Bond's code’ number in: ents: with “inscriptions such as:
. Out: ‘of -competition; :“Divorce; ‘Italian . 'Style;”: the: official. Italo. entry,. R: (Cubby) Broccoli if.they -finally. ‘MI: 6,007, “has. been ‘adopted’. by: “Harlan. Picture
—a Disgrace: for.
‘‘and.a. Yank production, “The: Strangers,” -which wilt be ‘screened|at-|‘decide ‘on “Goldfinger” as.the’ sec- Eon.as the. peg for their publicity, “Zurich,” “Morals Before Business,”
;.Canneson-: ‘Special :invite. by.:“French. Film. -Crities group: .Levine: also ond: of :their’ James -Bond' subjects. and: ‘is “now~. ‘being — ‘used :-on’ the “Go. Home. to the Reich” étc: They ~
has: boughé. “‘Seven:.Capital ‘Sins,”. ‘an’ Italo-French_. coproduction which ‘under the deal-with United Artists. ‘cover :- Of -‘all .“new” books. in the. tried to prevent patrons from. en- we
- May. bé ‘entered by France, ‘and ‘is’currently '‘mulling purchase .of: one, 'It:is,. atthe. moment; a-tossup be“Book tieups, '‘in’ fact, are ‘tering the theatre, ‘Tesulting in riots
' two, or threé ‘nore features, all in the. Italo. French orbit;.some or, all tween. ‘that and. “The Spy. Who series:
forming a major part of the cam- and. phy: sical action..
of which: may. ‘likewise show up ‘at: the Riviera ‘do.. One is. currently Loved Me.” - Both. yarns ‘ate. now: -paign for. launching “Mr. ‘No.”-Pam Protest. action against the notori, being mulled. as the. wind-up entry. at the fest, which ‘would. unusually -‘in.the scripting stage: .The choice ‘Books jis. ‘publishing. a ‘special edi- ous. “Jew Suess” directot’s. film,
‘will he made. when the:screenplays ‘tion: with an ‘initial: print. order: of whi¢h-has been reléased sans hews- Give. the: ‘purchaser | both: opening and. ‘closing. ‘Spots’ at ‘same event. |
= are. complete, 'a
}-1,060,000, . ‘teputedly . the :largest paper ads, was initiated by an ac“Etion; ” che aid. "“Quite-biuntiy, I : First .of-the: famed’ fan ‘Flemiiig ever for’-"a | paperback.
‘In. the: tion committee against Veit Harlan
| think -it"is time- some. of ‘us. ‘went: adventures; ‘filmed’: by. Saltzman US., it Is to-be published -in« the: ‘pictures via. large’ -ads in local:
“out: ‘Many. of us“have. béen-in the and Bro¢coli’ under ‘their: Eon, Pro- Signet series, .with a: ‘Print order, dailies. This. committee ‘includes:
Society. since. its-inception. - . No duction’: ‘banner; .is. ° “Dr:-"No,” of 5,000,000 copies.
members of Jewish, Protestant ard’
‘man .¢an .go. on’ “giving: ofAis.‘best | which: was lénsed .on Jocation. in | ° Apart » from. ‘Connery: principal -Catholic :- associations, political all the time.” «| | Jamaica, with interiors at Pinewoo
‘pales are filled ‘by Joseph ‘Wise-: “groups, the Zurich Teachers’ ASs0ciation, the: Swiss Actors’ Assn..and*
Studios. “It* is: a Technicolor proae
‘Edinburgh; “April: 17; "-:} man ‘of: the Festival Society .Coun-. ‘duction, -‘and---was -budgeted: 'at an; as.:the title character;. Jack several” youth and students’ ‘groups. we
Lord: and’ Swiss born. Ursula. An-.
The: Edinburgh: Festival bosses, ‘cil, said? “The’ ‘effect. of ‘this: re-around $1,000,000: - It is:expected dress. : Terence Young -directed.:
Ja ‘view of repeated. demonstra:
net ‘with - continued’ losses; “wilt | organization °‘will: be «to -speed. up to .preem:in: ‘London next Septem:
in. ‘addition: to their commitment. tions: on ‘subsequent days, the ex..atreamiine.. ‘their: OWN: setup -‘and -the ‘administration ‘of the Festival. ber,. and. will open next:year” inthe. to-make. a minimum. of.three James: hibitor decided .to restrict showings
and «allow -“earlier: decisions to be
United States:.
.
“ exercise « ‘a. - stricter ‘ control. over |
| Bond: films. for..UA ‘at: the rate. of..of the film to matinees on weéek- .
pmadeé.” . .
"finances: ‘The 1961: Edinburgh: Fest: nye- Fhe: “Bestival’s “biggest” ‘joss. last |” Sean .‘Connery, ‘a. little .‘kaowat ‘one- a year, Saltzman arid Broccoli j.‘day's, ‘to refrain from any Saturday - .
-dneurred a-record’ loss. of $350; 020: year was in productions ‘by.Covent: -actor;. “Who. was: chosen. to éssay the’ are. readying . another .‘subject for and Sunday ‘shows and to rem6ye: —
"compared: ‘with $272;274 in- 1960. -Gardén :‘Opera, = amounting.
-$ecret- Service agent role: of -Jiames | filming “in -the. fall. ~. Under. their the picture ‘altogether -after -a. six.
First steps will be .to make a‘dras- $415,500. -“This was ‘despite: the fact Bond, ‘opens. out of town -next week: deal ‘with the distrib, UA: has: first. days’. ‘run; ineluding the’ unplayed
>tic pruning in council. nembership, ‘that: they. ‘played’. to audiences” of in ‘the. ‘new. ‘Christopher. Fry ;‘play, refusal-on all. their ‘other -projects. ; weekend.
“from, 45 to 21...
“Judith.” -.If it turns-out a hit, he'll|- -Although ‘actively: involved with | . - Later:: ia. consequence of the
94% - capacity.”
‘At the Empire|:
According.” ‘to.’ Lord ‘canieron,; - Theatre;..the’ cost": of. producing ‘probably: Tepeat:- the‘ role later. in: ‘Saltzman. on. the. ._Eon. Company’s beeuproar over “Third: Sex,” or.’
© eading Seot judge,: who. stays. oni - “Luther” -‘and. “Triple “Bill”. :was. the. year when <:Harold.-Clurman: production: sked.: Broccoli ‘retains |. ‘more accurately its creator, tlie .
- "the. council,’ the. time has come -for' $90,000; ‘with a” deficit’ of. ‘about presents’ the :play:on Broadway. :It his: 50% interest in Warwick: Films, 7 film'‘has again been. banned.
plain: speaking. -**This Festival .So- $27. 000.. ‘Smaller: Tosses \were made is: claimed .to fie. fhe first. time ‘that in- which: ‘he's*Partnered .
wath. Irvoutright. Reason: “amworthy of.
= Ghety:requires.a drastic. reorganiza- -by orch. concerts, |
ead outthe°Foreign. Office:has.‘permitted ings
Allen. Zurich.” .

te Fest“Bosses.”
/:Plan Revamping ofOwn
* Setun:to CurbLosses2: ‘ Sir: John. Greig -Dunbafy, chair-|
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Josing onTwo Pennsy Drive-Ins
|”
cide-ques-|

6. The: :publication - of ‘a. riewslet=|
| ter ‘which would:. provide _periodi-|.

‘Leal. information. of help to, distribu-|ts
af tors, exhibitors and: importers.
arbitrae . wet mF
-?-. The: formation. of /an:

| tion |‘committee, to ‘de
‘fenise, with’ B Mounting. scale of.
“Larieaster,.‘Pa., “April 24.
~ oraineretat ~ exploitation. tions of.- conflict “hetw} en “com-| =
ByGIDEON ‘BACHMANN. © “Tater,”
‘penalties.
oe ze
‘President, ‘Americait Federation a ‘Most: imiportant ' of: all;‘by. presént:. mercial” and- “non-commercial” ex= Lucrative’ Sunday: ‘operation of a
‘Showings .on " Sunday, ‘in Penntrio
of:'
suburban
‘drive-ins
was.
ting: a‘ united, ‘cultural. -front,- ‘these hibition situations. and/or’ distribuFilm. ‘Societies; woe
ended ‘here last. week after a series sylvania, “is.. illegal except: ‘where
‘organizations -have.:-sueceeded, in
tre For the: past few’: years a ‘newt Making: the. good. film’ accepted. on | Hion“contracts.
of. ‘“anonymous” protests prompted voters of the ‘municipality in which
audience ‘for good ‘films’ has-been an: official -leyel “as ..-a: worthwhile:|:, .. 8. Finally,. ‘thie ‘coordination, “by | District Atty., Alfred C. ‘Alspach’ to |the. theatre. is located have ‘given.
national public relations. ¢com-. invoké Pennsylvania's 1794 “Blue: approval ina
on >: deyeloping ’: in the United States, object. of: aid; and have. in: mapy
referendum. The ©
mittee, .‘of publicity ‘and ‘advertis- Laws” -against the situations.
° -| 1794 laws: do not apply in-Lan-’.
. '. eonstituting'a market: insufficiently | gases seen |‘¢inemd: classed-*with
ing campaigns: ta promote the good}

"x known, insufficiently. informed and’ other art :fornis in governmental
fer oyinsufficiently exploited. .:

subsidy projects, thus adding ‘pres-

-films:. and; “more

‘Facing’ hearings. today (24) on.|‘caster, or. in: several vother. Lanimportant, the} charges.
|
.of ‘violating: the-'1794:] caster. :Copnty.. communities,: be-.

idea. of. good films,
A. great ‘deal of: “artistte “and tige -and. increased.: saleability::to |. I have -noillisions that this plan statutes: are ‘Paul R. Rager, Man- |.cause. electorate ok’d Sunday films”
.
oe nancial gain is lost.everyyear, bé- ‘“difficult*product, or,in fact. mak-. ‘will. materialize, ‘either. inmediate- ager ‘of Comet. Drive-In; and‘ A;: several. years ago.
East Hempfield
Towns. hip,
+) -leause “of .a..lack- -o£. coordination ing :‘possible~ the. production of ly: even.in the: near future. : Suspi-. Thomas Filizzi; ‘manager of Colum-.

bia Drive-In Theatre, ‘both located: where ‘Comet. operates, rejected a
films. “not ‘otherwise.- feasible. :
“ps
| cion; competition, secrecy . and. jea- ‘a few miles out: of the city, ‘along: ‘Sunday. ‘movies . referendum. -proare ‘bringing ‘the.films: and. ‘the .audi-|-- “The “official”. acceptance of:‘film Jousy, always‘inerease in situations:
major highways:: Although no for-{ posal in 1935, by. ‘a. vote of 915 to| *ence- together; --the ‘importers, dis- as art. also: ‘helps overcome a major. where .an’ industry : feels ‘an™: eco-: “mal complaints. were lodged against '|.300.. Neither. West” Hempfield
- * tributors, . exhibitors; . critics: and obstacle which ‘has kept American: nomic. pineh. ' ‘Thus ‘our .bad situa- ‘Sky-Vue Drive-In; four.'miles -éast|Township. (Columbia)
nor ‘West
Lo publicists,. of ‘good films...
:*
audiences sparse: Européan-. audi- tion :.tends “to: make® itself worse: of Lancaster,--Management ° WAS « Lampeter A(Sky-Vue)- ever. “put the
“1.
By-good, films I méan. a‘very.‘sim:} ences ‘no: ‘longer.: feel -part. .of .-a- And: yét, IT‘cannot help: thinking of: warned it,. too, ‘Was.in violation ‘of | question up. toa vote, so ‘far’ as
ple.thing: coherent works which in: aninority dn. their:‘good-film-going. ‘the: benefits to: all concerned if. for the- ‘never-oni-Sunday *‘law and records. show. *
;
‘once: those petty’. emotions. ‘could 4 prosecution would: follow any: sub=|°.: “Timing ofthe ‘aneny mous; but
_content and form: appeal .to.a ma: habits.
be: harnessed.“
' ture intelligence, ~.obviously: organized, series of com“American ‘attempts at.combining”
sequent. Sabbath-day’ screening.
.
The
day:
after
tomorro
riday’ | ‘Comet and Sky-Vue ‘are outlets. plaints that. shut down the ozoners .
Res, ‘Good: films have’: always “been ‘forces ‘and -creating a.:union-in |
27th, at.10:AM,
“meeting|.of same. indie. chain,:. Mortori- N:.| was. . ‘perfecti.
> made, ‘and: have- ‘always: ‘been: seen, this: - field. have -been- .‘abortive. April
;
~
wn
” But it has* ‘been a limited produc-. 'T.O.A. (Theatte. ‘Owners of: Amer-: will “be heli: in: room: “701103 of “Brodsky, owner. Columbia. ‘ozoner]. Two weeks earlier, it:would. have .
the
Biltmore.
Hotel
“in
_New’
York is.,owned by :Hagerstown, Md:, in-" been: possible. to. petition© for
: 7"-. tion ‘and: ‘a “limited‘distribution. : fica): and: LFLDA (Foreign. ‘Filmi
‘City,
at
.which
-we
hope’
to.
discuss
terests..
"1 referenda at the. November .elecMoh, And. it has béen a‘Fmited. ‘audience. ; :Importers) . are. rife “with ‘internal, these :. probléms:. «
“The American}: - Sky-Vue™ has:been. opérating” 12 | tions. Now, the. question: could not
. It. has . béeome ‘commonplace --to dissent.:- And®.theé- educational |-film
Federation of Film Societies ‘would
--:, ay’ that we ‘are:faced ‘today with'a. ‘Organizations like*-AFFS,. EFLA, be pleased to see ‘guests from’ all years; Coniet seven, and'.Columbia. ‘possibly. ‘go. before’ the voters of
‘six years, all without. Prior beefs— |.the ‘townships concerned pylor fo
“7: Jew: situation ‘in ‘all-aspects. of filma. ete, are serjously- hampered. ‘in ‘branches’. of . the:Andustry ;
attend except for: occasional ‘letters.to 1o-.| November, 1963.
|. Surveying. and’: acceptance..The their effectiveness. by’ their’ insist-. and. share. Views:
- ! eal press, ‘complaining ‘of now-and-| The DA; refusing to- identi the
:* gerious -BAlmgoeris ‘no longer .a: -ence.on, the largely. obsolete prin-|*:
then nudie offerings. Policy of ali, |. source 6f the ‘eomplaints—a “ate.
wt minority,’ ‘forced to band together. ciple. that to -see ’a good‘ film. ‘gone |=
.-. however, ‘is:to play. quality’ product titude also. adopted by. the. towna . {small clubs, * begging’. distribu- has. to. be “non-commercial.”mo.
] as ‘available, often’ ‘within. week. ‘Of ship ‘supervisors. involved — ‘sald
4. (tors. for: some of their played-off| This: ‘fear’ ‘stems: from .a:feeling :
“-first-run downtown. , merely. that‘they were “numerous.”
"product. ‘Thete.:now ‘exists .a-.na-|of . inferiority. ‘acquired’ ‘:over. ‘thel.
Columbia: ‘has: :been. ‘going on: : Although the.: Lancaster ‘press.
“tional Part: ‘audienice” - ‘similar: in decades of. ‘commercial: disdain: -of: —= Contifitied from Dage 3.=|
- |-year-round: basis, weekends, using (two dailies, one Sunday, jointly’
..-Rature |to” the. old™“film society: art..: They: cannot accept ‘the. ‘fact|:
though. he refused: to’ answer: the’
owned and published). has avoided°
..
- |" :audience”:. it :is -composéd- of .peo- that the ‘theatrical |‘interests: actual- -phone‘at..his Toronto. office:.or: his}.car’ héater-attachments..
‘Brodsky :‘was. “thunderstruck" by |.-any. ‘editorial comment on: the acv°. ple who go to thé movies Selective: 1y-could gain from the: relationship. ‘home, -as .to- his: flying”Anténtions
tion,‘ their columns
have’ been
the
-sudden..-action,
“he.
said,
but:
‘The
latter,
.
-conversely;
fear..“‘com-..- ‘ly, and ‘who appreciate a film: which:
or. negotiations. | after: mulling it over: for’ a. couple filled with a rash of-indignant:
petition” from ‘the -library’ show-.|*
a Sives them: credit. for. thought.”
‘“Jetters,” heavily
pro - - Sunday
It’s:
believed.
he
was
|
to:
béaccomof
days,:
decided
to
‘comply,.
not-:
‘ings
and
‘film:
Societies,
.
and.
at.
the.}:‘New
functions. ‘now: : -eonfront
Movies -“at.the drive-ins, .
Pee those. who. ‘through - their training ‘same. time undergate the. new: mar- panied ‘on “his transAtlantic flight” ‘withstanding: he had Sam Brons- |! ‘Somé *of ‘the’. more eruditely
and. knowledge ~ can contribute -kéts," The: résult™ is: mutual mis-. -by. James“A. Cowan, Atlas: veepee,. ton’s .“King., of |Kings” in Comet.| ‘sarcastic suggested. that the “Blue
Mee towards the. expansion: of this’ audi- trust, - jealousy ‘and: apprehension, formerly: associated ‘with.’ Odeon for Easter Sunday: bill.
.even .carries.;over into :the. and .Lord. Rank's ‘personal: ‘rep. in |- - The. Biblical: epic ‘did:play,’ be- Laws”. should ‘be. ‘enforced. to their
ence. The’: good .film.is available ‘which.
‘ultimate ridiculousness — ‘such. as
° - ommercially and it-is tinie.for the ranks _of :.edchi: side.- ‘:It’s: beconje Ganada. Ali Cowan would: say -was ginning: at 12:05 a.m; Monday -(23}, shutting down the ‘Lancaster tele“each.
to.:his. own,” “and--in. ‘the [ that _it’s -gréat. weather for’ flying.”. Same 'gimmick’. was used.at :-Sky: “commercial”. and .the. ““non-eom=:
vision’ station (WGAL-TY), or at
. ‘mercial’. “elements. to. realize’ that strife: all- suffer, but :most ‘of: all:}: ‘€: R.B. Salmon, prexy of: Odeon. “Vue, the 12:05..a.m. statter being: least that_portion. of ifs. program=
>’, they® are’ pursuing: the- ‘same: aim, the ‘filmmakers and the audiences; Theatres (Canada) Ltd.,; and Frank: “Twist. Around |the: Clock.” . fol-. ming. transmitted from. film” on
And yet, wliat liave. they to. lose?- 'Fisher,.veepee and general Manager lowed ‘by: “Breakfast At Tiffany’ st ‘Sundays, *
; volt is:‘time. to:.get together.
_
Columbia ‘followed Brodsky’s lead,
.
»
Will - the’ big- black: ‘commercial:
oa. - ‘The: ‘aims .. are. identical. “Phe wolves’ take. away ‘their..library of the Canadian‘ chain, told:Vakiery. also trying to pick up-at least some |.’ But ’the ‘nameless enemies”. of
a “.guceess, of ‘the foreign. ‘and ‘the “off- seats? “Or, on the other side, will. -that’ ‘they ‘were not ‘allowed. to: ‘of -the-lost Easter-‘Sunday. -night’ ‘Sunday: ‘night screen entertainment
‘make’
any:
comment”:
-on
the.
pend“seat filnis’ ‘proves the existence. of: ‘the ‘theatrical : alidiences be’ “lost”.
| patronage with --a- _post-midnight- ‘have .won :-the- first round, and it
ing ‘deal: J..S.“D: ‘Tory,. ‘chairman
. 2. Mew. audiences, and the. ‘new. filrns:
‘screening. ‘Neither has so. far ‘dé- |.Will be a long time until the. bell
.
AN (to:
the serious ‘cinemas? 9-;
| of the board, also ‘took the- “no coun..:>, aré | cérfainly:: being :made. |
cided whether this.“will: be summers: sounds: for the next one, since the
‘I-.. donot -purport |to have” a ment” out.”
ae
operators” involved obviously have...
“. 7. over .the “world this’ is ‘happening,
_
solution: ».The formation. of. a. fia-| |:- (The. ‘Salmor-Fisher-Tory" ‘trio:is].‘long: policy. *
no. ‘intentions ‘of challenging the “but ‘id’ this ‘country. we ‘seem‘to he- tional organization;. of ‘a: “PederaCastizating ‘the’ “i794. Jaws * aS.
More -- sluggish: - -in-~ ‘getting-.the’ tion .for Film,” . would “be ‘fraught expected to ‘retain ‘their. jobs,. with |. “archaic,” Brodsky said: “We. feel |.Jaw ‘as. it ‘presently exists.
¥2
corn mechanism: of exhibition: adjusted “with immense “difficulties, as lang: Odeéon's . present ‘Canadian diversi- -that, as with: all ‘unpopular laws, |
“7.
te.the hew- demands.:- “The. aim‘ of ‘as ‘the mistrust continues,” And “it. ‘fication’ ‘and ‘only. the ‘direction of \they: Will ‘be|.abolished. However, | .°, both: ‘the “commercial”. and. ‘the ‘would take ‘money. and. energy, and |.trans-Canada. theartes involved.).
until that time. comes, we have ‘no |::
“Se “non-commercial” is:to”Bet. more: time,.-and patience. :All these.are | “Leslie. Alien,. ‘with. a- ‘background desire.to be-the object’of.continued.
.'=,goed. films seen..
“Liters mor easily: found*iina filmyire of” ‘Toronto |customers'--man and prosecution’ 2... we do feel: that —. 5.Continued from page 3 eae
| lawyer, has Jong been associated. the law is:impartial,. and‘ that we “work, :‘Keaton, . 65, .‘bit his tongue
:" What. is: lacking. 4s.‘very ‘simpie: cles, "|with, the. ‘Canadian film ‘industry— ‘should: not: take: advantage: of: the Dloodily on camera ‘but. recovered.
oo the: -middlemen,. the~ artful -ped-|}
-.. dllers, ‘the -‘link. between: films: and The’ ‘Bead film *will:‘conquer ee and :now -:heads ‘Atlas. ‘Television fact that we: have. a fine’ ‘Easter’ at_ Alexis ‘Kanner Bows. |
.__: public,-We. ‘need - conscious. “eX- - bad—this ‘is absolute... “The. ques- Ltd.” He.recently purchased a. block: traction in’ ‘order to flout the Jaw," —
‘Ottawa, April 24..
ee hibitors;; ;distributors | and.-pub- tion is: how‘long will it take?” And: of: old. movies from: Rank -for: syn- |: Summary... ‘conviction - ‘on’ the]
Alexis.
Kanner,
French -born
dication:’
He’
is
.the
‘son
-of
the
late
|
we..
don’t:
jump.
.
on:
thé
wagon
charges
‘as..
brought.
carries
a.
fine
“le Heiss,” good. knowledgeable. criti¢s | if’
“2 Awith - backgrounds : extending. ‘be- While we can, won't it throw -us, all|Harry: Ailen,..pioneer’of.the Cana-} of .not less |than: $50.. ‘Continued Canadian actor who- won't be 20.
till
“May:
2;
gets:
an.
“introducing”
|
dian:
Film
‘tridustry..
and
.backér®
of
|:
‘off.’
once
it:
goes.
‘fall.
speéd?
.-Sunday‘:
operation.
.would
mean’
if. yond ‘the tips-.of their ridses, :
“and.
many. deluxers in:‘Canada’’s.‘west: a Separate: Prosecutions, for’ each. ‘of: credit in his first film, Columbia- ©
‘~~ aware ‘people allaround,” We need) : What concreté; ‘immediate. proj>/n
= backed British indie Blazer Films’.
lects. could a “Federation. ‘for: Film”|.
aan catalysts: ty
: ("Reach for. Glory,” and is optioned
7
aceomplish?
.
‘First,
‘a.
year-long
re|
-Human' “satiety: ig:“based: ‘more
7 for. three more..He’s also doing the
*t. than~ anything. else .on’. tolerance. ‘search. caucus *should -bé. -earried|.- lead ‘in Edward Albee’s “American
out:
by
/a.
‘cross-industry.
‘comniittee,
|,
.
?.* ‘Zife in our me¢hanized sodieties’
-[Dream”. at Royal Court Theatre,_ would: -be:. unbearable. if it were: to obtain’ basic: ‘facts, ‘suchas the}.
; London:
extent. of. ‘the: new market, -its-po. -mot.;.for “human fallibility:. ‘and|tential, its: ‘preférences, - ‘A number. EasterWeek Boon Biz;
°.ilo’? NewChamin ‘toryt|‘ Kaner, who Was.doing two radio.~
Joa human ‘hope.*.Thus’ our : artists “of
shows: a:-week in Montreal: while
‘immediate: -- goals: should’. be’
.. » :e@ontinue.to create, often.in the face staked, and. volunteérs jn--eentral} *od, ‘Pair:3d,“Judgment Ath,‘Valance’ Sth:
414 and in high school, was next a
“of incredible ‘odds: and ‘disdain. Our. positions” be requestéd: to: attempt |.|"...
pro. replacement’ in McGill-U."film makers'work in the hope’ that: solutions... ‘Among .these. immedi-|.
‘sprung “'My Fur. Lady” in ’57-when
:* their audiences. exist, ‘somewhere. ;ate’. goals” thie. following: seem abe: Easter“ notiday. week’‘crowds are. Yzontal:” Lieutenant”: (MGM, “just it went on. tour. He's. also played
. .. “And. our: audiences’ continue, :with: Solutely essential: .
boosting.- biz: this “session. ‘iri, most gettingretarted.rounds puttheTop. Shakespeare -at Stratford. Ont,
:
.-". measure, .to-.g0..to- ‘the: cinema|‘in |:
| key cities. covered: by’ VaRIsty.. Fa-.:
“Two
omen” -. (Embassy), | Festival and (as Hotspur) in “Henry
a os ‘The establistiment ofa. high“the ‘hope. that good: films |will: be ranking. - committee . to “work? in vorablé. “weather ‘in. many’ sections. ‘Rome.. Adventure". (WB) cand] Ty Part 1) in Orson. Welles’
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oe
|
‘a;

a

ath
a
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“Saxon (Sack) (1;100:° $1.50-$3)— Adventure” (WB); $10,500. °°

Murray Bill: “(Rugof Th. (565: “Judgment - at Nuremberg”

“ $1.Bor$2h~ allFall| Down’ (MGM)
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(Indie) °.(600;. * $1:‘25)— oo

10th’ wh), Big” $16,000.:. Last <Moort Pilot” (BV). (24 wh). atk 2

week, $17,500. © «:

}

‘$7,500. Last. week, $10,500,:

ih
or
Pray
e
Balot
a
aenema

Ta

(450; ° | ne
Guild):
‘Vogue. (Art TheatreGlass
25)|.|'$1.25)-—“Through:a
1681and
“Diary
of :Naturist”
(Indie)
Darkly" 22)“
(730;
. State. (frans-Lwe)
BO
“Lonely.
- Sex’:
:indie).

7
‘lot

um
)
cho
§
i
A

(UA)|.. . Towne.

Okay: (ndie)..“ Nice: :

00:..Last ‘week,. ”:

-|s6.000. Last. ‘week,. “Fire. “Under “Five-Day. Lavery. indie), (24:
a wi ree
‘(indie) | “and”. [lveDay,dba "

nara

. Lover",
" indie}, $5,
000. -

Po
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“ot
:

, a, 180: "Cinema. (Martina): (450; 90-$1 49) $5,000. :‘after. $6,500 - “in. “aecond | Okay .$5, 000. Last week, -$8,000. |:Boff: $15,000:.. East: week, ‘Rome *-we

$1 Heliywood
“Seven green
World”

“Sh ot.

orpear Lastweek, $11000.$875)'(,, Guild. (Guilay:. (4503 $1:$1:75)—
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. ensas’ City, "April aDa son;- mild $10,000; ait at $1:admis- eo
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“TheChicks|
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“BALTIMORE.
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: Hollywood, _ April: 24: «ne Cee]
‘Orpheum. (Evergreen) (1536; $1-| - New bills in six ‘situations. will ‘mission. ‘Last week, sub-run
- (Continued from ‘page™. 8)
$1.49)—"Moon: Pilot” (BV) | and spark. Easter. week here to ‘good|: Kime: (Dickinson) -(504;. $1:$1.50)
|, Benin departure? the ees SS
50}-"“Judement™ ‘at Nuremberg”
“Bear
Country” . . (BV):
Hefty. to” solid. takes,. with ‘kids. oat ‘of. “Pive-Day.. Lover’ (Union). Fancy. $i.
$8,000.
Last
week,
“Hustler” school Friday and Monday: “Moon | $2,000... Last: week, -“Purple Noon’. (UA). Big $6,500: ‘Last week, “Sum- Metro: after-33 years.as top-studio -, © a‘eoia
| mer and. Smoke” (Paty. (ith:who);: exec and checked. out last Friday.; -wea
(20th) and “Two Women” (Em- “State Fair” at Roxy shapes socko. | (Times) (4th. wk), $1,000..
‘bassy) (reissues), $6,200.
“| “Horizontal -Lieutenant” ‘at ‘the}:: Plaza. (F MW-NT) | ‘d,690; $1.50: -$1, 100. .
‘| He had:: acknowledged: he “would: Tasted
nee
*we
ato.
wae
.a
aN
tele
er
Rar
nines
CRD
aSO

P.
1TO

& (Port
Saxon is nice while “Home -Adven-. ‘$2.50)—“West: Side” Story” ..(UA)
. Little (Rappaport). (300: 90.81,
50). ‘Jeave: MGM when.his contract ex--’
ate ( rhe“Par) (3,006; $1-| ture” at Paramount rates good. Six-|| (5th' wk).:. Happy *‘$10,000;: Jhelds.. ‘<-"Light. in “Piazza”-(MGM - (5th. Jpired in. June. He decided on his
..-:."....

$1.50-—"Man
WhoOnt,Shot
“Liberty |theatre combo: has. dual of. "Magic |Last’ week, $11,000.”
Fee Se Ee
porushfire” | Sword” and “Mighty Ursus,” but’: ‘Paramount.
“Splendor
Fanny”

‘|wh). Oke’ $2,000. Last ‘week, $1:500: |own:to leave at this time following.

(Blank-UP) 4,900; [ Mayfair (Fruchtman). (700; $1:75- |differences with’ prexy:

Joseph: R.°
$6,000. :Last. week; |for ‘otily mild returns. Holiday | $1-$1.25) °"—.. “Rome
Maytai ue id an (7 > (GA) |Vogel on -a Proposed modification
In Grass” (WB) and| weekend had mild weather... |(WB)- Good: $7,000: or-Adventure
‘close. Last |,“ $2.50)—"West
‘Side. Story”
Thau’s new pact.
(WB) (reissues), $3,300.
‘Estimates for This Week
| week, “Malaga’’ (WB): and: “Couch” (0th wk). Big $14;000. ‘Last: week, “Phau: vefteed “to accept ‘the.

o ar). NSG

—————|

AVAILABLE NOW!

Brookside

(Fox Midwest-Nat.

(WB), $4,000 in 5-days.

$8,000... s.

chanie: ‘in.

. (3a.ae ‘Okay; $6,000... Last Week | 000;: Stays, Last week, “Sweet Bird’ Okay. $6,000: Last week, $7,000...

| $75

= — at over.$208,009. ene.
ane
.7 ae

‘of Youth” (MGM)..(4th’ wk),-$4,000. |. Playhiouse’-(Schwaber).. (355: 90-

mE

‘eapri (Durwood) (1,260; $0-$2.50y'| - -Saxon" “(Durwood) *(1,600; . 15e-. ‘$1::50)——"View From. Bridge?” (Cont)

Excellent Condition
Full Spring Seat.

Full Upholstered Backs

option terms.. pt was

Dt
s
-(800;. -$1.25-$1.50)--— |*". Roxy. (Durwood) 1850; 75°$1.50): : ‘New (Fruchtman). a,600;.90.
“Judgment at Nuremburg” (UA)-|—“State Fair” (20th):: Hearty $11,-|$1.50)—“Moon Pilot”. (BV): (2d:wh); in the top: high salary bracket’ of”.

Theatrés)

=

ee

—"El Cid” (AA) (9th wk), Bright $i.50} -—-..“Horizontal. ‘Lieutenant’. ath wh. Good $1;500: Last ‘week,
|| $10,000,. being helped -by: ‘holiday (MGM). Nice $8,000; holds... Last '$2,00
x
| trade. Last week, $9,000.
“week, “Children’ s"“Hour”. (UA): (2d. the: ruchtiiein (500; $t 50).

‘| ° Empire (Durwood) (1 200; 90-$2). Wk), $4,000.:
|“South

“Some ‘Like It: Cool” (Janus): (2d:|

Seas. -Adventure”’ (Cine--| : Studia. ;:(Dirwood) * (4503: $1.25+ Wk): Fine $2, 500. Last week, $4, 500. =

‘rama}. (reissue) (6th .wk). Okay: $1.50°— “Murder, ‘~She .- Said”:

: =

7TY
Y. MUSIC.att= fe

May be.ceon ot Metropolitan MM | $4,000; holds. “Last. week, $4,500... | (MGM). (Sth wk). Good $1,200 ,.or Stanton: (Fruchtman). *18005. 90> |. [-,”nocketetle

‘Thestre; Boston, Mess., beginning:
“June 1.
Cell er write: SAM RICHMOND
Sack Theatres,
131 Stuert St.
-o
‘Westen
16, Mass

Isis; Vista “(FMW-NT). (1;360;. near. “Last week, $1,000...
$1.50)—"State Fair”
(20th) (2d wk), an:
"WALT DISNEY'S
DIS
1 '700),. Englewood,’ Overland -(Dick-|.’ Uxpiown,. Granada’ (FMW-NT) | Down. :to fairish |$8,000 or.near, | -f. MOON. PILOT?
inson} (1,200; 700}, Electric (Fulton) |(2,043;" 1,217: -".$1-$1:25)—“Moon |.Last week, $11,000.
: “Toa TO BAN Kes DNDN IR
‘Town. (Rappaport): , 125;. $1.50:
(1;600), Boulevard Drive-lin (Rose- Pilot?” (BV).. ‘Bright -‘$14,000. - Last:
ale) (750. cars)}—"Magie Sword’"'| week, “Uptown “Lover Come: Back”: $2.50}—“EL Cid”.. (AA). (7th: wk): |

+ (UA).and

.

“Mighty Ursus”: (UA), |-(U) (6th: wk), great:sia
000,Granada ‘Holding. at: fine Sn000: Last’ Week, |

firstmulti-theatre “hookup |ofsea sub-runs.. nae

eee 798,000. —
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= “THeATcFEEDSEM[AgenciesSquawkBecauseNetworks

~ Won't LetThem Gander New Pilots;
Pt SayBadMouth’ Ruins Sales

“otlywood: April.“94.

ny — pve Dr.‘Ben
1 Gaiey,tasteweek. sppeaced ‘to have: solved another’ :‘|:
aan “cane-this ‘one @ real-life: situation involving Dr. Casey.-

_. Vincent. Edwards, ‘who: portrays..“Casey”-in’ the ABC-TV- ‘series |:

““="""1,

“Ve

‘of. that name, expressed ..confidence ofa amicable ‘settlement: in

‘gurrent. negotiations between ‘his. employer; Bing Crosby Produce:

fons, ‘and his agent, Abby Greshler, in which, the Jatter, is.seeking vo

|-’

“By GEORGE ROSEN -:

‘when’ the.“daily news:
|
z At & ‘time
Hollywood, April -24.
throughout :the ‘eountry—|—
7
“We: are -very. close to agreement: on: ‘our major points.tbelieve = :/ ‘papers
Agency ‘buyers for tv clients are
and:
‘magazines
for’.
thatmatter—_.
“CBS
to
Tint:
‘Specials?
lsc“<1 4+ ¢hings
‘willbe:
settled
amicably,”.
Edwards
sald.”
*
al’s reported BCP, which paid Edwards approximately $100,000 I should be ‘putting more and more|
» trebelling against the network pracHollywood; April 24;
on television ‘coverage, ‘in|.-"|
:| tice of not permitting the showing
on re hn his first year-in the-hit:series, has offered upped. compensation; -‘reliance
;CBS-TV ts studying the ‘pos-. -” of a pilot film which they financed,
reality ©the .-nation's - ¢ditors:. and
o°.
:3.going.: beyond .Edwards’ ‘normal: contractual increase.-Greshler .*. Hers
“>
appear to bé stepping |:
: gibility.” of: televising .some of .’.“| unless- the interested sponsor is
- “shad asked for his client to receive $7,500°a week, a. 25%. piece. ‘their . back-of-the-hand~ (and |°- its specials ‘Next. season. In‘ col-.. ‘
“Jof the action-plus a bundle. of.cash for Edwards: toProduce Pilots, -| their back. ‘Pages) treatment, of:the “or, “jt. was ‘revealed ‘by: CBS. |named and thoroughly investigat-.
‘ted as. to his intentions and finan-

oct... pay hikes. plus various-other ‘benefits. ?

a - ‘with his:own- company.

.- |:

_ iprexy ‘Frank Stanton: ||.
| medium.
cial :responsibility. The’ web brass
- Phere ‘is; of course:‘ proof. ‘post on ‘Stanton’s disclosure: was
contend that a show that has been
| tive, ‘based ‘on Practically: anybody’s
|: © made. following the stockhold-" . seen by. three of four agencies be-.
‘survey; that the: .dailies’. tv. copy |: ers” .meeting:.of. CBS; ‘at which .-and-logs invite peak readérship (as-| ‘the question of CBS’: future ~ comes. “soiled merchandise” if a
(ee ‘for example, to. drama-" * Jn-tint- was. brought: up by a- | sale or commitment isn’t made.
- Knowing that agency men “trade”
movie: jages;.. editorials,. cartoons, :,. ‘shareholder. ©‘Board chairman:
opinions on shows, the networks
ete.).:. his. yeti for tv: copy: cer- -’ William-Paley,. at that time, reGrew:Fiing
¢ anc‘Series.‘Brings: Together:‘Orica ‘tainly.
is: nothing new. Yet the ‘be- ~. plied that.-CBS. -had- ‘been: in: ,| claim’ that when word gets around:
| havior pattern of: the dailies, -with --, color, and is. equipped ‘for. it. - ‘|that two or three have rejected a
~ Castof
of FinalDay.”
-but few exceptions; adds up to-one: ‘ However, ‘Paley: explained, CBS™.“|show, ‘the- others: pass: it up a3 not
‘| of the more. perplexing, disturbing: |’:- ‘hasn’t ‘gone- into. tint: because: | Worthy their attention and the show
‘to-tv-industry
.ripleys .of the -day. |’
is as. good: as lost for next season,
. aE
Warm’ ‘Springs, ‘april:24.
:In- recent’ weeks ‘and. months |::”less’ than 2% of the.‘sets, in the. This-is said to ‘be.true of the hour...
- Residents of this West,’ Georgia
.‘Toronto, April Pye
+ there has:peat crtee evidence .
shows, which must depend on min-. ~
town, “Jast .week ‘relived: the’: final| Loretta. Martin, 25,‘Torentos” -of.a downgrading
o
e-roleof tv |":
ute buyers. One “bad mouth,” goes
days of President ,Franklin. Delano Born. ‘atid: educated, and one. ~ editor-columnist-critic ‘on~dailies [.: network “expects: ‘to "go_ into
‘the Madison Ave. jargon, can ruin
;
“Roosevelt's life as. a crew. from --of. secretaries to Dick: Clark, « areund-the. ‘country: Sensitig- this. -“,eolor..in; fhe, future; 7 ; Paley_:- {the chances of a sale, declare the
addeéd,..:
:. New... York's Sextant Productions
32, will marry her. “American. sensitivity to: ty .copy ‘among. pub-|_..
— | web. veepees.: Admen insist it’s part.
filmed ‘an episode: of “The. Roose- |.": Bandstand” boss, according to. lishers, more and more tv column- |=
lof: their job.to keep clients posted
“welt: “Years”. for :the «American oe letter - to. . former's. mother, ... ists: have’ ‘been’ «asking: .for—and |Jon mew shows.
Broadcasting Co., Terry: Filgate is|... Mrs.. George Collier; who. safd- ° obtaining—. a shift in: .assighment.|@ \
- Constant shifting ‘of network "director and ‘Peter-Davis: program: ro her: ‘daughter’ wrote, “Hold on... ‘to ‘a .more free-wheeling general | Vas
_ ‘schedules’ canbe traced to ‘the
‘of .away-from-tv feature
—_—
'- coordinator. of field: crew... ‘|
'to your: hat, I'm going’ to ba. :column’
‘Ave... thumbs down, ac-: .
Madison
|
:
ting.. Never. held. in: particularly. j.Early: Puesday. (17) crew ‘started: “ “Mrs, Clark. . She “will . wed
} cording -to a hetwork program.
“very .-soon,” “perhaps.” high repute among ‘his newspaper | -filming. the barbecue held April 12,
:.
|.
bosses:
or
confrereés,.
the
tv
-column.
exec:
Programs
announced . by the
--: 1945, at: the “home -of: the :then] -. “next: month: ” "Miss: ‘Martin -; ist-critic- today. (again. with minor:| :
“webs for: next: season’s schedule
2 Mayor of Warm Springs, Frank. W. 1.left Toronto: three years,ago. ._| exceptions. applicable-to'a few key |. “["..ai are. suddenly withdraws despite:
;
: Allcorn Jr, Prestdent Roosevelt. was |) ‘for ‘New. York:: ‘:
city.dailies) has.‘sunk to even lower: ioe
the fact that it is the policy ‘at
‘to be .guest of honor at ‘this ‘uut- |. “Mrs. Collier: sald: ‘that’:her.
most. networks not to publicize a_
daughter.
‘and
:Clark.
“had:
ap|
©
door supper, but: was fatally atrick- |.
Where
once
‘the
iv
‘oe.
editor
was
show.-unless it has enough spon-.
“Number:
of
specials:
projected.
for
Jicense:.
|
‘for. a. Marriage.
“en while the. viands were being pre~ a
—
: | CBS-TV in. ’62-'63. are few indeed.|sors... to assure: its stated time
in -West Chester, Pa.:
fol.

~

‘RooseveltYears

;[Bami i Du Schoen

“pared for’ the ‘féast.:

~. ‘Was. divorced:.from his wife .. Je

- -| There will be a return engagement: period,-

‘On ‘hand. for the ‘preparation‘of |.’- last November. after’ anine-: -{
for Judy Garland, a number. of]. In. the past. ‘few. weeks a dozen
Stanton’ s ‘Toast
“the barbecue: were. Ruth: Stevens, |.= oid: ch
marriage and |
LS
five Fear: =. “CBS: Président - Frank. Stains.“(publie .events such as the “Miss ‘shows ‘have been jockeyéd by. the
- who was. in-charge ‘of:the 1945. |. old’ chil
| America” contest, a few dramas. in: three. networks largely because of
a
*
ton,
in-pursuance
of-his.annuat
‘parbecue sypper; businessman Lefe bankrolling. Agency
=| “we're all ‘in this:.together” the vein. of. Ingrid™ Bergman. star-|
-onhard. Williams,-Mrs, Dell Longj".-... : = =
J. Custom; :-again.“play-ed host... ‘ring in ‘Hedda: Gabler”. and the ‘men .in- ‘Hollywood . rarely sce a.
- and ‘Mrs; Edna. Moore.
.All. ‘these |.
opening of the Lincoln Center of ‘pilot. ‘before ‘it is shown in N.Y.
(23) :‘to the :. |9
“Monday.
‘night
.
were: _present: ‘at the: barbecue,” in
The webs hold that a-bad word .
American. ‘Newspaper ‘Pub- © Performing Arts..:

ne. “addition to Allcorn,:the day Presi-'|

- dent: Roosevelt died. They all were}:

Wess

'” neighbors” to the. President, who | *7
was in-residence at the Little White: a

02

ge

svaQeeu

‘Ushers: Assn., ‘which’ is conyen-" iP At this: point, the ‘nuriber'¢of enertainment. “specials | for next sea- Ang in N.Y.: this’ week.
"Many: of ‘the. publishers,--of "| son‘iS, put at: about 15, even fewer’

|

‘from. them can ‘spoil a sale and be-

sides they haye no buying power

and can only recommend. A: show
number -than. the .season\just that. may’ have been approved. by
“House. here, now. a ‘Musetim.ending, - CBS-TV: ‘has’ lost. Danny the agency and sponsor in N.Y.
oe oe indeleviston ‘station. ownership
‘Ex-Mayor. Allcorn ‘said: after’ the. - FE .Kaye; ‘slated as :a. Possibility next. ‘would be jeopardized by a Legae ;
3
i
eae h: ‘CBS affiliations, |:
“nming. .was halted-due to’an over~|.*.
s| Season, to -NBC-TV:.:
‘|-tive’ report from. the: ‘Hollywood ou
cast sky: “T haye’some mixed. ‘emo-.} *:
aS \office.:
—||promotéd.. from’ ‘the: rank. ‘of “obit. ‘Return. of Hubba Robingon, as
' tions. In‘: some. way.:you.can’t: help}. “ABO TV's.‘report on: the:‘prog: writer. and :ship.-news: réporter, to- CBS-TY.. pregramming|‘topper,
While. all three webs. proclaim
-< but think: about.how it used:to be.”)|:_ress © of ‘space. explorations. “next day: the. log: ‘man’ gets. “promoted” might ‘change .the:nature of ‘the they're. ‘locked up for next season,
J outlook. before’ the: new season ‘the fact. remains that there are
“Some. 60- guests had’ gathered on
to ship: news: arid obits.
” ¢hat sad day at ‘Allcorn’s mountain: Sunday |. (29): ‘under ‘the title: Of
-Yet all: of this ‘is ‘being: accom= opens: Any: change, though, is seen. more shows’ scheduled ‘with mine
. Shome when word of.the President's “60. Hours ‘To. The Moon” tepre« “plished:‘in the face of-evidence that thore. in’ the field: of drama rather. ‘utes open than tompletely sold out.
sents |‘a.. commercial. blast-off .“for nothing succeeds ‘like a good, thor- ‘than “any: major revision ‘of.the It. takes at least four minute buy-.
: death reached them.
*
of ‘specials. forecast...
8
‘Mrs.: ‘Stevens; Tow..a- ‘patient’ at the network's. news department. ‘ough tv. log. listing. One needn't |‘mamberJers to. an our: show to land a time
“CBS-TY’ S policy. continues to- be. spot. So the lid has been clamped
the. ‘Meriwether - Coutity: Hospital, Bought. ‘by:Olin Mathfeson Chem- ‘look .-any ::furthér. than to
Guide,
with
its.
ever-increasing
cir-:
“very.
‘selective:
iin what it tabs as‘a on Jookers rather: than buyers. ” arose:from her ‘sickbed to.prepare |‘ical
j,
“Corp., through’ Doyle. .Dane ‘culation figurés. atid -unquestion- the. barbecue. for’ the’ television Bernbach,- :the “one-hour: special. “ably: ‘the “most - fabulous. ~ success: Special. ‘Web. remains ‘willing’ to
- ‘show: She. ‘sald:“Tt: was a ‘sadove: involves. .a "$240,000 ‘outlay by the Story in ‘a decade or more of pub-. gamble. tall ‘coin, asexemplified in |.
its “Power. and: Glory” buy prior to.|
| bankroller,, reportedly. the” second. lishing, yet it’s the dailies .them-}' sponsor: commitments, in the ‘de-.
“going through: it’ag
"|largest:pricé: paid. for. «public af- ‘selves that: paved the.-way for TV. velopment. ‘of specials. ‘Web. policy,.
. Séxtant’s crew: eat. ‘about “10 fairs ‘show in. the: ‘history’ of.-jiet- ‘Guide's’ stunning” ¢areer: with: its though, is to hold down. the. num- days. in this. area -making the: epi- work. television: Top. price *was 8,000,000-plus readership. For it’s}: bers:
-.sode; It willbe part ‘of the '26-seg- "$275,000. shelled -out.-in 4960. by. 3interesting. ‘to. note’. that’: it’s parIn the” “field: ‘of ‘gericus music; :
ment’ ‘series “of-“The. Roosevelt. Travellers -‘Insurance “Co. ‘for the ticularly :‘in-‘those cities -where the: CBS-TV: has. inked. a. deal. with|
dailies ‘ave been’. Jax:.or indif-. Years,” ‘tentatively: ‘Scheduled ‘te,‘CBS-TV | : presidential =. , election
21
Leonard: Bernstein and the N:' ‘Yo ‘CBS-TV has. lined up ‘Ford. Mo‘ferent 4n-their treatment. of tv ‘that. Philharmoni¢ for-a series of. four.
m Special,. The: Right Man”: =:
, _Sart in- September, 1963.. “
Olin’ Mathieson.” deécision.to the TV: Guide supplements. have’ | “Young. . People's Concerts” ' next tor:Co. ‘and Humble. -Oll to Join
pick. up: the ‘tab for “60 Hours "To made their biggest advances.
‘season. That’s the satpe ‘number as_|. General Cigar as sponsors of its
‘The -Moon”: ends the company’s |: It’s. ‘particularly. the: ‘brushoff’ ‘at- the past ‘season. which had’ Shell NCAA. college. grid -series. Cur=
:;‘two-year: -absence : ‘from. .network. ‘corded to tv by the newspaper. pubs. ridiws :as“ sponsor. .‘It’s presumed:
. |tv." It” was: .an'old- CBS-TV- cus- ‘lisher .who is himself steeped deep. that “Young People’ s Concerts,” as rent lineup gives ‘the ‘web a three
. . [tomer’ before’ then: ‘It’s no* acci-' in’ broadcasting |station: franchises: ‘in. the’ past- season, will be telecast quarter. sold out: status on ‘the
| NCAA. games, with hopes: high that
g.|‘dent that Bob Lang, ‘former .CBS-. that is creating such:a: ‘bewildering. at.7:30 p. Mm. :
4 the fourth sponsor will be: tagged
y |TV news department exec and now éffect.‘on:“the: industry.’ There’s
before the kick-off date..
“Ftop. ‘administrative ‘aide to: ABC ‘hardly a. major. city. in the: ‘country, ‘NBC-TV ‘Jured- ‘General’ Motors news chief Jim Hagerty, was.one.of. ‘hot to ‘mention’ the countless..sec’ CBS-TV, competing against the
“| other networks, paid-a record price
‘and. its Danny «. Kaye. special the :key: personalities: in “bringing: |.ondary areas, where. the: -publisher |
‘doesn’t also rule the. tv: roost.:- ‘Yet, |
‘of -$10,200,000 for the NCAA grid
.. away. from CBS-TV' after’ two ‘sea- Olin Mathieson :back to tv ‘but un- oddly enough, ‘the average “schizo-|.
| package, ‘the price encompassing: a
“,60ns’ ‘with the. latter. |It may: ‘only |‘der. a different’ network banner:
frantic” : publisher with . profitable | The: ‘trek from: the« CBS. to the. two-year period:
- ABC-TV. ‘produced .‘the show :in
tv -holdings .(more. profitable..in ABC ‘riews’ staff continues. Latest | Additionally .web :has sold its
“meag about °-$135,000. ‘in -time -for|,
‘cooperation: with: the "National
_.NBC-TY,. ‘but. the: web. execs: ‘this: : Aeronautics &' ‘Space “Administra-. most.cases than: his’ paper) takes..a td. make ‘the shift is. Bill! Kobin, two 15-minute pre and post. game
| peculiar delight in biting .the- hand.
“qveek .are whooping. it up just. ‘the ‘tion: and-will ‘have astronauts John ‘that: feeds ‘him; It’s.as baffling and CBS: producer: for “Calendar” ‘and wrapups to ‘sponsors, Taking the.
“Accent,” who’ now: becomes pro- pre-NCAA: ‘game’ show. is Union
( wame—because: to,them Kaye: ‘means’ Glenn‘and_ Alan Shepard -explain-. incomprehensible ta tv.as “etaoin
ducer’. of . the.’ ‘Howard .K.° Smith: Carbide for Prestone. -Post-game
-{ing: various ‘facets. of the nation’s: ‘Shrdlu’ is to:‘the newspaper a
"prestige.
half-hour -weekly news stanza: on ‘wrapus were inked by. General
NBC-TV. is‘going: to.get:‘the Kaye: ‘space ‘programs. Show has. been —and*.. more ..“careless : -in
ABC-TV. William: ‘Weston; who- had| Mills and Bristol Myers for Vitalis.
7 spec. for a Sunday: sometiine in: the ‘pitched: as -an educational and. in- genesis. °
| Deen.producing. the’ Smith show;
Sports talent tapped for the games
fourth quarter’. of ’62.. The exact. spirational stanza’ for. :youngstérs us
- ‘-pautin Fears:
.is- moving .back.-into the *web’s
“November or ‘December ‘uate: has ‘who: may. be’ considering space exObviously ‘these. dewspaper:pub ‘special “projects: department. as. a. is expected to be disclosed ‘shortly.
by. CBS-TV's sports VD. William =
Rot | ‘been selected: but «‘the’. time ploration’ as a:possible ‘career.. ABC lishers.are’-motivated primarily by: -documentary: producer. -:
period: has—9-10 .‘p.m, -Preempting science.editor Jules Bergnian:will -their’ built-in fears of. tv’s inroads | ‘In addition to the trio: of ‘Smith,|3McPhail. :
Bonanza," since ‘GM. “wanted - a| accompany -Glenn and others -on’‘a on: their newspaper. ad. ‘revenues. - Weston. and Kobin, ‘both «ex- . Ford ‘Motor, viaJ. Walter Thomp‘tour’-of NASA. installations. which | -‘They’ve long . since been - condi-: CBSers, others. :from that network. ‘son, also is understood. to have
~~ Sunday, ‘slot.’ ©
“Stanza. will. be’ done* in’. color, are’ planning to.put a ‘man:‘on:the ‘tioned™. to . “slimmer. ::: newspaper joining’ ABC -in-the last. year in- ‘bought one quarter sponsorship of
which. was “evidently: .One..of 'the ‘oon -by :1967. :|profits, but somehow. refuse to con- clude ‘Bob Lang, web’s. administra- the web’s..““Winter Sports Spectac+factorsin:
inGM.deciding to. shift net- . 60 Hours: To. The Moon” is‘pre-. ‘cede that their earnings.‘ from- tv. tive exec under Jim Haggerty; Ron ular,” which starts in January Sun2 | empting quite by ‘coincidence ‘the: are~ ‘keeping: them alive. John Hay. ‘Cochrane, :‘who. recently -took - over day . afternoons: Ford .was one of
| regular - Sunday. ‘night’ at. if30: Ptm.. (Whitney, may. -be. taking: ‘a terrible: the 6 p.m. news. show; .Lew: Shol-. the sponsors.on “Sports Spectacue
this © season:
“dledthe
‘sponsor. oe
_"Nenberger and. a ‘couple of others.
Continued. on.Page a2).
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Washington, April 24.
Get a move on, urges NBC to|

‘for. a “Gringo Network” --with ‘an: “ownership: stake in five US... :, |. television. ‘stations .designed:-to attract .Spanish: audiences. “Azeare
|:
1] Taga, who is .“Mr.-‘Broadcasting” .in Mexico, is. already: off and."
: se
running.
in San Antonio’ and is currently. building his ‘Las Angeles’ wo
i
tup.

” Fun In a TVStudio”

a

"Where the ‘other‘three stations: will -be located hasn't: been. den

Federal Communications’ Commis|-

sion about the snarled up swap-buy |.
Holiywood, ‘April 24;
| ‘elded ‘as yet. Azcarraga..was in New York last week. (prior to.
plan concocted so that NBC could} _ Title of the
reRedSkelton show -. de ‘takeoff for Europe) to: set: in motion plans for’a'study of: market © ae
get’ out. of Philadelphia. (under| ‘fs always in:“a jocular vein |
|. availabilities. “As inthe case of San Antonio and L.A,; Azcarraga <
court: order) and still come out
dreamed up by producer. Ceil.
[
- Humiliation: Claimed | :46 going, UHF on hisU.S. “empire” ‘ia ‘anticipation: ofan: all-en- cE.
ahead. Also, declared NBC, throw |. Barker -or director. Seymour ‘fe
{.- ‘bracing ‘UHF ‘spectrum for ‘the future..."
wa S,
- out Philco, whose thorn-in-the-side -Berns but. for Tuesday. night's |
“Man Funt’s “Candid Camera” is}. " - Growth | ‘the Spanish-speaking. market. in the ws, ta
scat an
ics were for the first.. time
(23) show they fell into’ a legal
being‘ sued: for $750,000 ‘in: a civil |: isi figures showing that, in total atidience: Potential, it.
countered on grounds that Ford's . trap. When producers. Ernest
“Wo
a
‘daniages -suit: brought” ‘in-N.Y.:}
DS. acquisition changes the picture. *
Martin and .Cy Feuer of the... ‘Supreme Court. by a man. ‘who says . comparable to the:ASth. market in:the
In. petitions filed at FCC, Ber‘Broadway... smash, “How To
‘he’ was embarrassed, -endangered,
nard Segal, attorney for NBC, ad-/ : Succeed in: Businéss Without: ‘tidiculed and ‘humiliated «during |:, ; _
mittedly. had a good. pitch—or at Really Trying,” learned that .| production. of: one. Of. the show’ 5 a
Jeast an appealing one for those at
the. Skelton show ‘would. ‘be. - filmed” segs.
FCC who would. rather: take’ the
‘titled “How To ‘Fail ‘In Busi- vd

| “Coes
7s0nee Sa

Robert Taylor. of New YorkjN, ¥, .ws ‘ oe

‘est_complexibilities.

: ‘claims - the -damagés occurred. on{|
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hoisted ‘in the |’.
Carrying the gag a iittle tui" ‘-| Feb..27 when’ he was:
“booth at’ Easterti |. par

- they threatened suit...

The case, as result-of actions by. .

9°:

.| air ‘ina phone
_ ca
the parties, would now appearto!
ther and hoping to. avoid legal
s’ LaGuardia. Airport termibe relatively éasy to handle—and |!” complications, Barker changed ~ ‘Airline
na} as’ the show’s: crew, |without

the,
longer FCC ‘waits the:simpler!
once the hideously complicated

the ‘title to “How To Fail in’
|. Business Without Being Sued.” | plaintiff's. knowledge: or ‘consent, |

‘Martin. & Feuer still insisted:
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“That's| ShowBiz. a munications: Commission with bare...

knuckles, Gov. LeRoy: Collins. :: | opened. the doors ‘to both industry ~-| adulation and nationwide attention: _
This rich. assay. of Collins” “publie~: o
designating
"How,Title
To ~[3047
‘a: forklift,
states. that
-the coniplaint,:
.. tion, is. ‘now .in'. show biz...
bi
gnaing all the. interdependent. ment
Think was
Up Acalled:
Television
lor .
charges
the.4 action’
: was .given-:
0
rEg
ayl
‘an
(four a Without Being . Sued.” Martin .
‘hearing.
for
_ fullfledged< status; manager, a ‘Telations transactions
NAB
pt.. manager John‘ Couri¢ in’ eS.
phases of them) include: Withdraw-|
,.- Feuer. hadn't been heard
was careless, malicious “and reck- -agent’n’ everything. Skip Ste-"
‘[a-speech
weighing:
the
reasons. foroe
from::
|
.
less;
and
part
of
a
rehearsed
plan:|
reits
from
“leff’s
_Hetitage
Productions,
tv
|:
Chronicle
‘al of Frisco
in. -which he ‘was induced ‘under. “packager, has him signed for:a.: - his .-boss’ "sudden. .click.
quest for a consolidated hearing. on |
Couric pictured Collins as aman...
wept to enter: the ‘phone: -* possible | -.vidseries.. _Steloff.
the whole labyrinthine. deal and
‘boot
withdrawal of its application for a
1: ‘claims* ‘film interest -in. Ber-" .| who doesn’t waste: ammunition.on..
|: Taylor also: contends inthe‘com -- Mman’s. projected’ ‘legit. musical: : lesser fry but" holds his fire for".
new license ta replace the NBC]. TellTrath As
“1 plaint: that. the stunt was--done. . ‘Which’ has Jule Styne as: ssi- ©) -the big threats to the industry: The. o&o in D.C. (Channel 4, WRC-TYV);,
San Francisco-Oakland ,relevision
“e
with: the full knowledge of Eastern: - ble. composer, *: yar
Pe
Y' ‘keynote :‘speech. to,- the. Chicago oa
ended its agreement whereby
the
“|Airlines, the Telephone: Co..:and'| -"Berman's. latterday rivalry : ‘NAB-convention, Couric opined,
ln | CBS-TV. Suit-asks that Funt. and |. “fo-One-Eyed' Connolly; Swifty-“| yaulted Collins to‘anew popularity.
Sti
acquired Dayne
have
would
network
KTVU in Oakland, also gone down |
CBS be. ‘restrained from. distrib- |- Morgan : and: ‘kindred. gate- |.| peak because he: lashed out at the’. the drain, according to NBC, is the
uting any. film“of*the evidence. and. _ -¢¥ashers- of: renown, 'included... ‘| dangerous. methodology ‘implicit in: «
proposed ‘acquisition by RKO of
VS tevamp ; seeks ©the: ‘$750,000.Judgment’ oD. 1 the“ recent: Academy. .:Awards;.. -| FCC’s informal public. hearings: on...“.
NBC's.WRC-TV,
AM. and
F v in
seven’
1 count
:
|. -and> such lofty. ‘diplomatic ex-. : -| the performance of: local tv’ there. ”.-- -”
Collins’ “inspirational” .:defense .~ ..
as
on; in same. connection,|
A
‘ploits. as:.Queen
FElizabeth’s.: |

scheme might be

tion..

hattan

‘who. -has

” ‘}: reception; Khrushchev’s: ‘mid-.”’ ofthe: industry. against..those who...
west farming. o.o. and. Presi-.:: would .encroach’ mustered: the sup-.-

WGMS, AM and FM also, in D.C.,| time.Senin approach for |. :

to KEWB and. {fs withdrawn its}the new ‘season to ‘daytime. Larry |
‘or approv.
Aside from the Phiico flanker at-| White, daytime program v.p. re-| 0

“cabdriyer

The’ booth was yatiked. aloft by. :. made gatecrashing -his--avoca-"”

tacks, this would leave presumably |Vising ‘the morning and ‘afternoon
|’ .

-| port’ of not.only ‘the indpstry..but

‘dent Kennedy’s: inauguration, *
“influential”®
- of «
ewspapers *+ finchidixfy .a ‘seat, in the ‘Ken: | that
who, according ‘to;.a: traditional - -.
_ medy- family's |
box:
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"so

. |.broadcast-cview, -chave™ ‘it: in- for. oe

only one segment left for FCC to |schédule for 62-63, has’ selected |:.-

;
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weigh = ane Fufadelphia Posten what -the web: feels tobe proven}.
mae.
an
wou
' “Hollywood, “April24. " NB Pro}
ojec
exchange its o&0's in each city, NBC. properties. ‘to. ride. the. Gaylight | “Imminent -change ‘in. CBS-TV’s ;
“Oe
is forced-to vacate under terms of |hours. ©.
.
Coast production. setup is ‘expecteéd,-

story whereby.

the antitrust decree and apparently| A: ‘daytime: version of |"To:‘well ‘as Bob Lewine takes a firmer grip|.
now believes delaying tactics may the Truth,”.- out. of Goodson-Tod- ‘on. the’ web's:-production facilities.’
farther _demolish the house. of |man shop, will: be slotted from 3:30 New. setup-has. v.p. Lewine report-.|”
eards.
1 to. 3:55. “Verdict Is Yours,’’. cur- ing to-John T.. Reynolds, : senior
Phileo’s boring:in strategy, which |rently in that slot, will be..moved -V:p.-Hollywood, who moved in on
has meen annecesstl legally. nas }to 11 a.m. Going out of the sched the top Coast ‘production | post ‘with. |

. ft radio-tv...

” Significantly, Couric ‘warned. the. ae

industry. not to expect’ a-constant: ~~
7- -barrage of. hell ‘fire and damnation <.-from Collins. ‘The NAB exec noted °°..
that Collins. said ‘when’:he began .- -his reign last year. ‘that he: would: -.
{not keep: up: a’ drumfire of.carping ~~:

ariety
‘DaHoywTV VLayout
|
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|foF carping’s sake vis-a-vis Govern- cs
ment: regulatory ‘Moves...

|

And as result, Collins: will:prob- me
‘ably have his ups: and downs. with .° .
consis
s
nge
ule‘are “Video: Village,” occupying. the a ointment of Hubbell: Robin-|.
license renewals and concomitant the 11.to 11:30 a.m. slot, and: the son aSsenior v.p. of programming.
“NBC=TV. is‘contempiating anew. the : membership; :forecast: his. Pr Bebe
efforts-to acquire NBC channels, |soaper, “Clear Horizon,” :11:30 to} First casualty was ‘Guy. della ;daytime -variety program *that: mentor. .“If|‘broadcasters,’ 7”. . said .”-. vacated but not sold.

11:55

a.m.

“Clear

Horizon,”

would run next ‘season’ on‘a daily. Couric, ‘tend from. time ‘to:‘time. in

a Ciepps, who vacated. post as..“VP.

basis bétween -1:30- and .2:30 p.m: the future to ‘become outdone with: :
‘To. get the 1:30 to 2 p.m. part of -their industry -spokesman: and. to: - -:.
_Yenewal of WRC TV was"Court f. failed to’ make the grade despite |nolds. and ‘Lewine ‘is..Devery. Free-: the hour,. {he network must -first: disagree. with him on specific mat- .- °°
to Commission ey bi s '
ict the growing interest in‘space... \° | man;. former: producer of “Pete &: -work it out with its affiliates since ters, they should. remember ‘this. ....
| man 1is:.a ‘long-range‘ thinker and **Appeals the
hereelectrical
(a bigfirm
victory
for|: These ‘and other: changes’ will |Gladys.””
an’ | it's’ now station: time. «
Philco),
has sold
ti Freeman
oductii -was given
in the
planner who Keeps ‘the big picture: - ~~

Segal pointed out that ‘since |soaper set at a missile basé, was |programis:Hollywood. Fitst new-apPhilco’s protest against the’ nied ‘brought -back at midseason, but'| pointment jnder the aegis of Rey-.

Merv ‘Griffin has been. ‘seriously:

execu ive.Coast’shop.
production:Still
postwiknown:
all its assets to Ford and is in the probably take. place.in June and |‘CBS-TV
in’.amind, :“not” Aust -one .‘transient NS
process of breaking itself up. Play- |for the most part will ride through are futtire “status. ons production discussed .as’ fronter.for the ‘daily aspect.” m:
hour,- which might, ‘in many ‘of -its.

ing it from all angles, NBC chal-|the new season. ~ .
{execs Howard“ Barnes *or :Hiint parts, turn |ou t to be ‘a sunlighted
|.-In a ‘speech. ‘released: here” ‘for nt
Ienged Philco’s very existence on|
Other changes;include -‘the ex-. Stremberg, both ‘of: whom’ worked version of “Tonight.” Meantime, delivery: to the ‘Philadelphia Publie = .
the one hand.and its right to be a ‘pansion of .“The’ Brighter -Day”. under della.
lia Cleppa, = a
-| however,” Griffin. ‘{s.‘under --eontract. Relations Assn.,.Couri¢ denied that:.- _

party | when its parent has. pringof from a 15-minute
an

st recor

e mainsp
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serial to’25 mine |:
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‘Lto .Goodson-Todman— as -host-of. Collins had pulled any ‘switcheroo™ : vet.
‘in hauling offat ‘FCC:. Collins has: - .:.

‘being:

| “Play “Your: -Hunch,” a. /Mnorning.
‘Itelecast ‘from -4/ fo 4:15. will. be ‘PASSWORD?
VORD’ STAYS, © Beare
“| always defended radio-tv- when the! "=
er.-In the -petition, the web's argu- moved to: 3:30 tp. 3:95 p.m. At 4
Government
‘been:
too officious
Anew varlety format ‘would: re- an
d nosey, inhas
isted
Couric:
ment went simply: “Dismissal (of |pm., a 30-minute version. of “The|. NEW SLOT ISFOUND).move
Jan Murray’s: 2-2:30 audience
Philco's petitions) is compelled by |Secret-Storm": Iwill. be :offered. |
Generally.
°
“
speaking,.che. “added, fe
participationer:
-:
“Murray’s
‘stanra}"
fact. that the protestant has elected “Secret Storm,” how in. 15-minute: *; sipassword, mints |
emcee ‘Allen.
NAB. tries to: put:a better: face on: ..°
to go out of business, or in any |pormat.: istelecast at 4:15.
‘Ludden, «has found: a . nighttime has ‘been hurting this: season: be-- the
-industry- ‘via |compliance: with: ~:.:
Gause
“of:
.CBS-TV’s
.
“competing
event, by the fact that: (Phileo) '
D0 | ex
of
guccessfui sda
spot. on CBS-TV. next. season. Word
the Code precepts and highlighting: :“....
longer has stand-in to prosecute ,
pansion c (mstth hate bape | eee dation ‘game: show: will: - . “Password.’* it might: ‘be that come’ the
affirmative—“service of ‘broad-:° . the protest.”
§ anower teh.° d emg ith -a|Slotted ‘Sundays :at_6:30,- the hale néxt. season, ‘when. Griffin {s oup-|:‘casting
as.4 mass communications.
©: “
In. this -connection, ‘NBC cited | operation -whic
ealing ‘with
a hour: slot: ‘currently: ‘occupied by: ‘posed: ‘to: move: into the*new hour,.
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© entertainment

format,

‘the rv Alvin” cartoon’ series:

| that -Murray’s .‘outing will find .a_ ‘medium’ and catalyst for econontic’ |: --

:

ment whereby the. latter conserited |spelled the expansion: of the: Red |. “Apparently. reason‘: for Ltidden’ $ |new daytime home at: NBC: but that. development, “educational, growth aa

not to engage in any kind of busi-| Skelton show. to a full.hour:”
©: ; ‘bowout on the nighttime version of ; ds’.‘problematical. - ”
ness except the business of ‘going
‘Waiting in. the wings for Place- |’“Password” - next °season . stems|. To. induce. 'NBC-TV. affils to go
out of business. |
ment. is “Real ‘McCoys,” -reruns of from, his’ eniceeing’ chores’ on “G.E. along. ‘with the 1:30-move-: into sta-|:
NBC's arguments on: the. anti- which’ will. be stripped at. a. Slot. ‘College. _Bowl.”bh That :‘Sunday Gen-. tion time, the :network-:will prob-.
trust issue weren't so bold as fo Yet: to -be ‘selected. “McCoys”. will |gral: Electric college’. quiz ‘show. is ably.offer thé ‘stations: a ‘chance to.
- (Continued on page. 40)
{be slotted’ to huoy any. weaknesses |slotted from'5:30 to 6 p.m. ‘An ‘hour ‘co-op part or alf of that half-hour, .
|.
which ‘evidence ‘themselves on- the “of ‘Ludden; broken by” ‘30-minutes | ° - Otherwise, the NBC-TV. ‘daytime
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“Password”. series. on. now. than. it: has in the past, al-|: Chet. Huntley. has’ become: a iab ve,
CBS-TV |next season.” ‘New night- though: the web is still. keeping -a |
| time ‘eméee for “Password”. is.yet weather eye “out -on: the. ratings of|.technician: That is to-say, the NBC | --
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3s dstweek. let
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$5,000, 000 in its 62-88 tv ad budget.
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NBC-TV's new 90-minute: series, politan Broadcasting :Co.’ sty. sta‘’}eracking’the whip. on station clear- ‘ley, ‘the’ setup. will also serve as.a*.:'::
“The | Virginian”
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weekly minute in CBS-TV’s new ‘renew David -. Susskind’s | two-hour}
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. Cascading ‘reports. of.thie’ways ‘CBS-TV" is.thinking. ‘of’Tedueine. :

a “te ‘compensation: to affiliates promise ‘to‘make the May: 3-4:-affil. af
meet in N.Y, the hottest: in: years:
ue
‘The reports, mainly center around “daytime ‘compensation, ae

: CBS-TV finds itself in the happy
position. of finding Speidel Corp. as

“> >though ‘its. ‘understood: ‘nighttime. compensation ‘also is: affected: ae 0
.,. One report-has it thatthe web ‘will.reduice its. daytime. compensa- © |

“* tion ‘price from 50% .to.3314%,"in' effect putting: aD. rate into... ceee
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“The

‘that ‘crusted relations’ be-|.
“1. Ottawa, April 24. ' {Benefactor” episode in “Thé De-.
“effect. as‘ opposed:to. aC rate ‘for its afternoon ‘schedule. Another.’ |tween’ -Fegulated.: (the. webs). .and’
- .. “peport said:the overall reduction:
fo stations would be in the'neigh- ~ ‘regulators over ‘previewing ‘tights| . Segment: of “The |“‘Defenid- L | fenders” ‘series. The episode, deal- *~
ers” ‘video skein. dealing. with” -ing: with abortion which ‘will be
‘*“borhood of 5%. The estimate that the network’ seeks to garner from:
oo. te yatious: ‘proposals Tow. maki: the’ rounds ‘isabout 36,000,009 : ‘as
st-National
of Brosdcaiters
. ‘abortion. will. ‘be.aired -by -" telecast’ April 28, had the three
-Tesult of’Assn
the.“BusStop” furor |

-CBS-TV" but -the. Canadian. }regular sponsors’ of the series bow-. .
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z‘las been cracked by.CBS... The net-|
,
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AND MR. JONES

AMERI
SO—AN
anal MERICAN
With Brian O'Doherty

Lid Names Whitmore, Janet De

dh

Producer: Jack Reynolds
Director: Jehn Dorsey.
Writer: O'Doherty
6@ Mins., Mon. (23), 7 p.m.
BOOK OF. THE MONTH CLUB
WNBC-TV, N. Y. (color)

|
‘of the Cathe-|
Ch
Net, Boy's‘Chel
dral of St. Jehn jhe Divine.
Producer: George: Schlatter

Writer: William Bast

fessional ease. " Collingwood,
though, hasa.different personality than- Croiikite -and it. might

°

suuminer journey ofpeaks
and| Collingwood" “aiferentiy. ‘The

30: Mins.; ‘Thurs., 9:38 p.m.

takes close-up technique really. appeared.

valleys before Johnny Carson.
(Compton )
‘over,. but it’s a safe guess. that too. restrictive for Collingwood.
To cram the nuances of the legal Joey Bishop’s week (last week) will ‘Collingwood could have been. Jess
to.
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9 pm.
ved) were cay
(Leo Burnett)
to commemorate the artists 81st
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ginning inofPicasse Pay
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Tele Follow-Up Comment
Tonight
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aiSouomb,
Beatty &Porter) -y[CHRYSLER CORP.” te See ee CANaLE

ported to its studios in the RCA

,

6-4
Producer: Sy Gomberg
Director: Don Medford

Director: Clark Jones
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enter makeup, but..it:remained. a)
*
munities ‘to ‘trade banter- with and}
™.
:
With -Brian O'Doherty, :
‘the. cart one-note affair ‘despite’ the. spread and slaccato tempo...”
| perform for- the comedian, who was thunderous
and:
heavy: : Horo, we
. va,
ey
authority, lecturer.and. writer (who through various phases of..the -es|. Yet, |-Sy: Gomberg’s” production
7
recently ‘concluded -his .own: half-}. ‘tablishment. ‘Thé ‘shots. of the. Mu-’ for:-all'of ‘its. distortion, .has. a-cer- ‘obviously. a ‘good friend of most: If 7 a
|
‘the talicing:dog. didn’t’: say: much |. oa -“inte¥national. Zone. 3 ee
-hour’ series on the station} as the
A ealm -but -rewarding. half-hour. ff
E
ane Rink, ‘Promenade. tain. charm. anid: novelty and. blunt- more ‘than .“‘arf,” it’ was a.“small | question-&-answer
host and doing a ‘singularly. fine. oe a
-‘portrait- of U-- .-- |: .
‘matter.
‘Fhe.
muttering:
canine:
was.
tea
rd
ly:
‘good
‘intentionabout
‘it
‘that,
itt
‘job in expertizing on, Picasso the:
in support with-the likes of: Ernest Thant;”: presented: ‘en the. United: - >: .”.
man and-the genius, the telecast probably
than a picture
qualitysetup'|and -addition . ‘to. the. ‘endearing |‘por: Borgnine, ‘Sainmy Davis Jr., Danny: - Nations-produced. WNBC-TV ‘Sune!
madepostthe :.whole
:-: | *.:*
was Tich in its benefits, intellectu- ‘quite enticing ‘to, -out-of-townérs ‘trayal’ of the. gregarious; flamboy- Thomas, Edie’ Adams, Sonny. ‘King,. ‘day “afternoon ‘showéasé: “Interna-.
-ally stimulating and (in the who haven't: yet made ‘the scene. ‘ant, 'headstrong. “Jones” by. James Sid“Gould, Mickey :-Rooney, . Andy. “tional .Zone,” -brought - into. real: rs
focus
‘the.-UN’s.
Acting’
Secretary...
-3-.-}
dressed-up tint version) a ‘visual. In the tour's-forefrant. was: RobWhitmore, -‘gives the: Series. -defi- Giiffith, Glynis. Johns, James’ Gar-. General.. -Alistair Cooke in-his‘lead---:
. achievement in® ‘video's’ prismatic ert Goulet
as singer-emcee.."" He nite identity. and: appeal: to: those ner, Pat ‘Harrington ‘Jr:,: “Paula ‘ing
-and - carefully’. - thought-out: aie.
|
‘aspirations...
‘was. at. home. in:-hoth: ~areas :and.
Prentiss, Don Williams: and’ many
ea
: | viewers’ -less: concerned.’ with ab- more; including some:comic friends queries helped. considerably -.to 2.000.
E
As one by one the. works of.‘the
|
revolutionary artist were brought rence had some good. singing. shots, solute’ plausibility ‘than ‘with “up- ‘out of -Bishop’s: native® enyirons, of: bring ‘forth .a full: ‘picture. of ‘the rn
baekground
of.the
man,
the
condi-:.”
-...".-}
into sharp 21-inch focus (and they especially a patter. number..called | lifting|freatments~ “of - “message” South Phillie. * .
| tions of: the country :and his ‘indie ©:
"|
spanned the whole range ‘of Picasso “30 Rock,” and even in a'corny se+|stories.,
|. ‘And again the’ show's host éould
and‘national philosophy. His..."
sf
from his: turn-of-the-century: ‘Bar-. quence in which she. ‘imagined :her-|'-° wijtiam. «
Best’s. “NG “News. Is do some’ crowing. about, talent -dis- vidual
| warbing.of UN_ peril: from default .*. =. --" §
celona-Paris days to his rich,-joy- Self,
cavery.
and
Jaunching—as
Paar.
did.
femme ‘guide: in. this. se-] Good. News,” ‘first “entry’ in:the.
“of.
‘payments
miade
news,
but
‘over’
°°
*“ous “Women in Algiers” (though it ‘quence, ‘as..an. NBC-TV. star sing: new’ cycle, explores the role of the’ about, nightly, .by- recollection. In
and above «the’ fiscal. headline,’ ft:
was perhaps too. skimpy in treating ing “Start All-Over Again.”
| fourth °estate as -a‘ tool,.“not “al-. this ‘case, :the showcase -was. for
his pink and blue -eras), O’Doh-|. Nancy: Walker got.off somé okay-| ways ‘desirable - but’. inevitably” to. fellow: comedian Lenny Kent, who was rich. and’ rewarding in its re
bal. portraiture of one of the more” ~~’...
‘erty’s - finely-chiseled,. telling - com- mugging in a‘ scene about crashing |be. reckoned with, ‘in the’ jugiciary. for most -of the ive ‘nights’ entered:
interesting Patriots and citizens.of woe
TG
mentary proved. a perfect comple- ‘the. Music’ Hail line‘ but closed |:process, "It. is.a. credit. to.'the..con-. at-‘close to do arapid-fire (to. the the. world.’ ~..
Boge
ment in. backgrounding’ the visual. strong in the same. sketch. with: a- cept of: “Jones” that -he is prone: ‘point of:‘qecasional doubletalk) rou~|""
-Thant..
gave
his
Tesponsein
aici
et
treats. Even though, again depend- ‘patter number called “At the Ra- to human efror, as:on. this episode tine that recapped the: entire- hour. -earefully . weighed. and. cautious.
~ |. *.,
ing on how you feel about Picasso, dio. City Music Hall.” ): . ; when ‘his reaction: to. the. tactics: ‘and 45 minutes: in very entertaining ‘manner, factual but.completely un- 2. "..- in
a lot of it looked more. like trick
-Dick Button managed: some: ‘okay of. a gentleman of the: press: ‘is not. ‘fashion. | -:
‘emotional both in voice and: man-.- : |. .-:
J ice-skating turns, Al Hirt ‘hit ‘some:| necessarily. -praiseworthy. -. : Both
than treat. .
Bishop ernployed some’ ‘interview ner. They covered the’ UN financial...
|
Certainly the O'Dcherty exposi- solid licks: with: his. trumpet. but |“Jones” and the viewer come: away. ‘techniques. that seemed a ‘little un-. problems . inherent '-in the péace -2|-:
tion gave the viewer.a finer appre- the. Rockettes: and the Corps. de-| with a somewhat .clearer“perspec- ‘natural: for-dne. of. :his brashness operations in-the Congo and south- --.. [.
ciation of .Picasso’s philosophy and Ballet could. have- used |niore’| tive of ‘the. juxtaposition: ‘of. journ- and. ‘quick wit (as though.:he ‘had. ‘east. Asia, with. the Acting’ Secre-::. -|-°":
credo, helped one better under- stage. space for more effective re- alism and_ the Jaw.:.
‘| monitored his sentimentally. ‘ful-: tary. helping: considerably to clarify...
:|) °°: ”
_ stand “the pity,. the anguish, the sults. .The show closed:.on’ a ‘re-| °‘In-- addition - “to” ‘the ‘talented. |some -mentor ‘rather. closely), but! the difference:between these. costs. =|:
>. joy. the. love, .the .hate. and the sspectful’ seasonal’ note’ with |the. Whitmore,” -other--series ‘regulars for the shaw’s hard viewers it-was|-and: the financial. ‘Stability. of. the on
ee Wt ttesoa
“” homor” that. underlies his.‘pioneer- ‘Boy’s Choir: of the “Catthedral of |are ‘Janet..De Gore. and. -Conlan probably ‘a wise. ploy.” ‘Anyhow, | it |UN...
ing arid. explorations...
..
‘St. John the Divine: ‘Singing. “Were: -Carter;, both. rather amiable: cari- | was: ‘surely a week’ in Which’ the | “Thant: ‘ended. ‘with:“his.‘jdeas |
‘on.
Perhaps best realized in oth the | You There?” in the Italian: Gar- catures..‘Others prominently .‘im- network brass ‘could. ‘be’.at’ ‘ease |'the:main differences“ in thinking -..-

|
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‘

sight & sound aspects of the pres- |dens of the International Building. plicated, on: ‘this occasion: ‘Ed ‘Nel- after thosé ugly: trade-yarns: about |between the east and the’ west and”. :.

entation were the grotesqueries as }..-In® all, ‘the. ‘show was. tastefully |son. asa. forthright, enterprising. advertiser: and aud defections. -- | tried -to’ show: the advantages of 2.2): 7
-.. ©
Picasso ventured into the language. produced, with director .Clark. feature: reporter; - ‘Addison : -Rich-|
eS
Bill, '-| $tEiving.for a.compromise: of these. ar
_ two: concepts.:: Without ‘being “dra-' 3.2!
of cubism, the “inner anguish” and | Jones. ‘giving. it.pace and. ‘choreog: | ards as a hard judge;. John: Milford. nD
distorfféns of the war years: (nota- ‘rapher ‘Tony ‘Charmolt, giving it |.
. Howara ~ ‘Smith:
; | matic’ of": at: “all. ‘controversial, it:3: (°°:
“Gros. ! di
bly as reflected in his’ masterful: bounce, “..."
© Analytical reporting, -- done: in proved ‘a’ valuable 30. minutes, oe
“once more .“Inter- ws
|...” ,
.
9ST.
and
return Tito
setin steprigioeis settanebieneicctedeehi 2 T style, with: _forthrightriess, - and -demonstrating
: “Guernica”)
irit Picasso's.
in.
jost-war
national Zorie’s” ‘eminent ‘‘worthi-. oop in
Ey
yearsful SP
the. pe
aor faye ‘sota.lost, art on Wy due-D€S§ (dS: a. ‘contribution :
‘to -public. ea

- It was a representative collection |)
of. originals (including his sculp-| %

~

ture), and for all.Span,
the. it’s
limitations
|
-Femark- , CIEE

OF. the 60-minute
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able. that it succeeded in dodging |scorrs LAST JOURNEY
the peril. of a ‘too-hasty, once-over- With Richard: ‘Dimbleby . -

-..

.

oe on ABC-TV: His most. récent.-out- Service, programming.
% | ing.on his weekly. “Howard K.|araaranat

eres

y

- Rose. -anne

Da

et!

.*.- Smith:
— News and’: Comments” |: Festival or: Pertirming- ‘Arts ee7
show ‘Wednesday’ 1g) night. iinder- |. AS gifted |woman’ s" love™. affair’ nes

ae |

some of his-unique talents— |with’ life ‘was recreated. with. ten-..-° =", OT
=. first-rate.’ Tt didn't ‘make.the mis-| lined
straight. from. the. shoulder. news: derness, humor, sorrow and joy’ on: a
| take of describing ‘the’:-obvious,

..
Producer: John Read _._pand: “it. fortunately - ‘forewent ; the. talents ‘which -are in ‘short supply, the “Festival of Performing Arts”, :°"...
Tuesday: (17): ‘Hight... The, woman ~~...
As supplementary. footnotes, the Writer: Martin. Chisholm: *.':* Eehanee’ of ‘easy.sentiment in. the. on network television. <.:. .
‘program
brought...on
‘Howard 60. Mins.; Wed.; 9:25: pm.
“Telosing: Stages, It- stated the’ back| .: The - half-hour. ‘started. with’. a|.was Edna ‘St. ‘Vincent .Millay,:: “ °°
‘whose.
jife \and.: poetry.-was re-".!/..0 °°.
Kahnweiler, the Paris art. dealer BBC-TV, from: London =:
graund-facts,’ -without getting |in, rundown. on -the. steel -hassle "and
and Picasso's -lifelong friend, who|: First thing to say: about' this ace- ‘the Way. of ‘the dimages.: 72.0:0".
-| Smith’s evaluation of. the govern- created in: colorful, talented style re
‘by.’
Dorothy.
Stickney,
io
recallett- the artist’s ‘miserable. ‘umentary of: Capt. Scott’s tragedy °! The. ‘film.’ which. was" sharply ‘ment ‘asthe “‘third: force” between.|
‘. studios” 55. years ago, and there in the Antarctic. was.that it: was a. edited. by. ‘Larry :.Toft .rése to .a' Aabor ‘and. industry... Smith then }:. - “A: Lovely - Light” was:“the: title: . pr
‘of
‘the’
show,
‘the.
third
in
this
exe
TY
-were tributes from the’ N.Y, Times’ Copper-bottomed success, superbly moving -climax,. arid“ the program, -Segued,. into’. the more. ‘important.
91> - 1.
John Canaday and Alfred Barr, the conceived and almost: faultless. in'| infact, was one“of the ‘most mem- and: ‘lengthier segment. of his’ pro-. cellent ‘series, telecast’ in: -N.Y:-by
‘lighfly treatment.

director of the Museum. of Modern:
Art, among others.
+
The program will be. ‘yepeated
Sunday afternoon. and will ‘be.

WNEW-TV,-.under ‘the sponsorship. ...-"
‘execution. Producer | John ‘Réad:| orable to. issue .from. either. Jocat: ‘gram, an. evaluation: ‘of. whether
used. a: cunning blend: of .still -and {web -in| ‘revent.: months. “.Richard: Congress :.tepresents ‘the. “people. of Standard-.Oil of.N.J, The-one- °...°.”:
‘woman
Show was.a rich: shour, in=...0
0:
live film, ‘much -of it the work, of. ‘Dimbleby. spoke. the-commentary | For.this. portion: he: bad -Dr. George

the expedition’ $ photographer, Her- |as-if he. relished it, without: draw- :Gallup,.. and? :two. Representatives, ‘deed, ‘offering a poet’s ability to’
‘Made. available to: other NBC. o&o ‘bert. Ponting, and spliced “it with. ing. “on his. “occasional awestriick ’ Bolling. (D.-Mo.): and . Lindsay* (R.- -touch the’ marrow ‘of life, with.

-. stations.” -

BREAKTHROUGH

=

“Rose.

With: John Chancellor; others’
‘. Producer: Lou. Hazam
Director: Charles Christensen
Writer: Leonard Engel

-... "7
°. 2.

‘reminiscence by. Frank Debenham, | vein; which might have turned. the |N.Y.) as his guests, if:a search ‘for ‘words ‘and: images:‘singing. ‘the -ex-"~ a
{the team’s ‘geographer arid: one“ of.| program into a.sermon: instead.of'| an answer. Issues explored. in the OTe Sticiciey-did.
fariura.
7
|'the few: survivors now. extant..
a notable: tribute to- human: endur-:| quest included the touted rise. ‘of: backiss
‘Stickney’ did a, similar-turn:
:
-.‘on. : WCBS-TV’'s :. “Camera
|. The tale kicked ‘off with.a brief ance: a

_ |scene-painting ‘of. the Edwardian }-

=

“

rare

Ota. ~/ conservatism, Federal ‘aid. to’ edu-Three,”. prior to her short Broad-".....
; cation, ©and: medical. care: for. the

way. Tun: of: the Edna ‘St; Vincent. -: <5.
| 38ed:
:
Millay: ‘work, ~ She: came: to her".
| arid:
then followed.
their
journey.
, According: to:Gallup.polls, Con- “Festival of Performing. Arts” turm. 00:
..|:in
the:
“Terra
Nova”
from:
New
|
Poi
reign
ro
F
=
60 Min., Mon.. (23), 10 pan. 7
gress. was ‘out ‘of. step with public. well prepared: and: she’.shared the” 9° °.2°:"
‘| Zealand .fo their: Antarctic base. A] Pe
PUREX:
*
‘opinion on the need for Federal aid glory. of, the hour with Miss Millay ea
- Yound-up of the personalities in-: : 7
‘| to education. and .-on’ ‘the: néed :for
NBC-TV (film)
Tota
&
‘| volved, using: contemporary’ film,
~ Studio:a
ae a:'Federal. program. for. medical |.in -high ‘style.(Edward .H.. Weiss Co:
‘The tv: version;’ ‘as:the stage. pro-. ae
NEC took tv cameras--into ‘four, ‘was enlivened by nostalgic records|| Although it. never shook of the::‘cate of the. aged, ‘as' well .as: other. ‘duction, had:: Miss ‘Stickney. read. °= :
_. US. hospitals, all in the-course of tok qheir, crampedsotball ofean |traces. of its radio - origin, -Gerald ‘matters. - Smith deduced that the

a England

one day last year, ‘to close-in ‘on

four heart. operations. Al were in- Jibrary,

whieh Scott's. men left,

Republican’ Party was more out of rete and Laandied ‘the’ lyrical PUD Le
which included’ ‘volumes ‘Haniley’s ‘“AVoice ‘from the Top”; “Step.
withthe desires ofthe ‘Amer-. “‘Stickney’s -dréss. was simple,’ AM eo:

of the. “Dictionary. of:. National-| made a ‘sharp impact in’ this: stanza. dean. people. ‘than ‘the Democratic: | ‘¢é :enchantment. rested --on". the’ tne 2 Sta
Biography.” In. fact,.: throughout,:| of: BBC-TV's: :“Studio.. 4” drama: Whether one: agreed. with Smith’ or words . ‘of. “Miss :Millay. ‘and the oc on
“Breakthrough: Heatt. & Artery tee tellingconcerned ate neon he skein, ;‘and: filled. its: 40° “minutes ‘Not, ‘it: was refreshing for. a net- artistry. in:. which they: were --de--. ~.: vs

teresting, all a little intimidating
and all were successful...

- Surgery” was done in vivid close-}:
to” stick: Hivered. ‘The ‘base:was “as, solid as PO
te
essential, stillness of stills with the ‘with interest This‘was :largely due hoerieckbyeout rcs
up. While nothing could ‘have been: movie liveliness .of ‘sailors. dancing ‘to.‘ae e
render’
an:alting|
ana-|.the rocks,of‘Maine.
OE
after
a ‘tnarsh
', Horo..eae
£ [hte
Ss
oe ‘Alan. “lytical opinionand‘
more ‘real: than four expert sur-/. or playing. with ship’s cat...
Bridges, awvho ‘Bave.a valuable visual
geons. performins. what" ‘a’ medical}
tra
Horo.
;
2
‘The program progressed to-a‘re- dialog ‘to =the” two-handed’) of facts.
observer felt were expert. opera-} ‘markably':: moving
os be
‘climax; helped.
\
wines. sg
John: Masters. ‘author:“ob “Bho:os nee
tions, much. ‘of the’ scalpel and by Ponting’s film which was. made|:
“t‘The. piece, revolved’‘around: ‘a
suture work séenied terribly .un-: to indicate the kind of perils.to be'| andlor ’s Te The 0 ‘do room -to. a
goss week ye news apres generations of an’Anglo-Indian line... °"
real: The casual conversation, the} encountered, .before: Scott’s final. |:Sored
. man.
e doorstep ¢on-|:
‘man in: Charles" ‘Collingwood, the “who. was:uprooted when India aiid, .:-.-°: *
seemfng casual way-in which: prohe dash -to. the ‘Pole ‘took place. ‘This|.‘versation -Sradually.. brought. out
were liberatedfrom.Brit- -2.°
and knife ‘were ‘anpl'ed—vet,. for heart-stirring segment underlined | ‘tat thePai niarry. Hy. Corbett) ; vet ‘CBS ‘correspondent “who "is ‘Pakistan’
ish ‘Tile 15
years ago, returied to...
5 2...
all of that .(mastly in. the. observers) ‘Scott’s “bitter disappointment at |722 te eee
1S er guil tee ~ moving :in for. Walter. Cronkite:
mind) there. Was a. decidinely :ef- being’ beaten’ to the. invisible ‘post ings ° d thown. id:scrumina roar /CoHingwood’s .first: stint “was ‘Fri- Bis native countryRe vecbrnl Close an ths
fective quality in this, special. filmed by Amundsen, and, by. cunning but | He accuse jay would-be.
tenant of’ day’s :(20) puting; dealing: with ‘Al- ‘changes. "No ‘quéstion: but that-h eee
Stanza and that. was these men sparing use. of: hig. journal. which ‘trying to’ play on his sympathy for geria. and. pegged on the capture | ‘is:‘eminently qualified to make sueh:: me
could. perform maior: heart surgery ‘showed them gradually stricken by: Bult Sho bela in the past, while of.
Salan,a ‘hot news: Hevelppment observations. as that the .Pakastanis <“/ 0. ; . :
and save life’ sith. Pnequraging the: blizzard .on.‘the @isastfous Te- |. 1 the time ‘he’ privately hankercd
7 after the days. when ‘the. Jpaes-mian |: ‘Collingwood handled ‘‘his’ hosting|:
‘harbor: no noticeable Fesentment’ eee
regularity, TE fore other -nrpose, turn journey. (Continued |
on"‘Paue;Lingle
[and
‘amehotman: chores. wit, pro:
“Martin:-Chisholm's ‘sft was
/ «Continued:on pase’ 3)
(Continued on page. 38).
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RADIO-TELEVISION

L&N’S RESHUFFLE;
|
GEO. WOLF-UPPED
Lennen & Newell's tv program
‘supervisor for the last two. years,
George Wolf has been elected a
EIN. NEW YORK CITY . eee
ty
‘Henry J. Morgenthaw’ ‘IMl, producer of “Prospects of Mankind”.
tv | Veepee and: named director of the
series. and aide to. Lou Cowan at. Brandeis Univ.. School. of .Communi- i agency's commercial producn.
At

cations, marrying Ruth Schechter, Boston U. teacher... . Coup of the
Week: ABC-TV's day &.date Life;and. Look.covers on. “Ben .Casey.” |

the

29

Tome CreatingLots of Jitters

hn OtherMadison Ave, Fronts
By BILL

same. time, - _Edward

GREELEY

World Publishing next month
NBC-TV “sales. veep ‘Max Buck ‘was named the ‘broadcast industry's: Flynn, veepee and director of mu-} =
representative for a fund raising campaign in behalf. of Brandeis. U., sic service since 1958, has -been.
(May 25) is bringing out a muck: which. will be climaxed ‘next ‘month. by.a Chicago testimonial dinner |named, associate. director and: busi|
raking
book on television, “The
shess -Manager :Of. commercial pro-|
. ... Ben. Hammer,. former Radio: Advertisirig. Bureau: exec, has becomef°
- ‘There's no ‘doubt that radio Js Great ‘ Time-Killer,” ~ by Harold
@ WHN salesman:.. . WHN alco hired. Bob ‘Ricci .as. a: newswriter;. duction. :
Rieci was last with WCBS .",..: ‘Jerry Lowe.and Lee Starnes aré- two} -Replacing Wot in the:program | eet a more: ‘energetic -pitch. Mehling, that whatever its. public
new gabbers with: WALK-FM.(Patchogue) ang’ WRIV’. (Riverhead); ‘depattment is; Hank Booraém,. ‘for- |fo a bigger cut: of national spot acceptance, is going to be deeply
sister. Long Island stations . ,.:Project’ 20” scripter. Richard..Hanser: merly |:with: Ogilvy,. Benson | &. business, (Petry's ;‘spot: presentation. disturbing to advertiser, agency
is having two books published-within the year—first: is “True Tales of: -Mather. He ‘reports to the shop's with several.success stories; Kevin: and network execs.
‘Hitler's. Reich,” set for Sept. release: by. Faweett; other,’ with: D0.title. ‘broadcast topper Nick Keesely,.:--: Sweeney's*. hard-hitting |confidenThe’ networks were. obviously
Before: ‘Joining: -Lenhén: &: New- tial report to.stations outlining the.
yet, “will be on early:-Hitlerian politics’. .,
Hubbelt Robinson, ‘CBS-TV's . senior: -v.;D. of ‘progranis,” ‘back: from’ -éll;. Wolf. was a™radio-tv ‘Weep’. at. “ilis |and-suggesting cures; .& recent. disturbed when the book was early
pitch
at:
Detroit-from:SRA),
—
din research ‘stages, ‘because MehCoast’ .
; Raymond Burr: to ‘do. “Critic’s ‘Choice” in“.Chicago and- Ruthrauff & Ryan. and also was ‘in|.
~ Detroit. ‘summer: ‘theatres in June and July.....; Notfman Lloyd; producer exee . broadcast: posts.- at Geyer,|’ But agencies, ’‘especially the: big ling’ was blocked |at -all three net. Alfred Hitchtock. series on CBS-TV,.in town. for a visit-. .:; Den-Améche Morey, . Madden. & Ballard and ‘tv -shops, are‘ still not’ corivinced, ‘works’ in- attempts ‘to get inter_ to: join. Bryan-: Field. and Chris. Schenkel. on, CBS-TV’s’ coverage’ of ‘Foote,-.Cone:. &.° Belding. ,Flynn, and’: the’ ‘problems: of. scheduling. ‘views, -a. situation. he. outlines in.
-light: commissions: still “hold.:
Kentucky Derby May 5.; ;. Jack Benny to:‘be: guest soloist with Chicago’ who* continues .as -music|Services|and.
* How. do you ‘buy a Phoenix. ‘with, ‘detail; including a letter. from the
‘Symphony: July’29°: ;. :GBS' “Callendar”™ -hostess.. Mary: Fickett ‘back: head, “Joined LEN; in’1955.
‘more:than
a dozen. AM outlets? or Dress: department. of ‘one. _
“fom an ‘assignment ‘at the:Seattle World's Fair. .-. .Jim Backus to: ‘host
Ja Denver ‘with 19? And ‘the: smoke:
CBS-TY's, -sumimer “Talent ‘Scouts”.:. :Liggett °& .Myers..and .Mennen
-Vsereen laid: in ‘by. many. stations: as: Phe. agency and advertiser - tv.
::Co. have. renewed for the second year their sponsorship
of CBS: ‘Radio’s°
; ‘regards. their:Programming ’
is. no execs were more cooperative, says
. “Caleman’ on: ‘Sports’ -‘program, broadcast. 10. times ‘eac - weekend ;
| help, we
| Mehiling, So “heads in the sand” is.
‘Budweiser ‘Brewing. has -bou; t a 15-niinute jazz. program, ‘featuring |.
One. “OF ‘the: station “gimniicks |“oné ‘wrap .they ‘don’t take. in the’
:’-Billy: Taylor, on: .WIIB ‘Radio.: Filteen-minute- program; -“Budweiser |
| that. agencies | -are. getting. wise to: -book; -and | about the only one...
.
."Jazz Show,” is slotted -Monday-through-Saturday at: 5:15 -p.m:.3 ;
jis. the so-called “air check.” With a Anyhow, there was: plenty of:evi:
"" transeript: ‘of: broadcast ‘marking the 15th year of. CBS: Radio's “Capitol|".
‘client Tesisténce ‘to: r&r_and top
. Cloakroom” has been ‘published. in. the Congressional. Record at’ the: ‘he “Bullwinkle” cartoon show; 40. programming, “agencies” often. dence. above the ‘sand. Mehling’s:
..” Fequest. of Senator Eugene J. ‘McCarthy -of: Minnesota..: .-...““Bungalow: bumped: ‘out: ‘of.its’ 7:‘pan. “Sunday. request. a ‘tape -of. programming. stated - thesis. is, “We. have’ been
_-Niné;” a: humorous first novel by“Norman: ‘Ober;- ‘director® “of:‘Program | NBC-TV™. berth “for: thé: coming But the station -manager, via a
robbed, deliberately, there. ‘js no
.. writing. for. CBS :Radio;. being publistied by Walker .and-Co:. . “The |
meino, alerts the deejay in quesFirst Day,’” an. original ‘drama: hy Roger. 0: Hirson,: “will “be: presented: season, Swill “be. ‘teturning, same tion to. “alr: check-’ your’ show’’. -doubt: of that—by.. the. television
“on: “Westinghouse Presents” June: 20, ‘This will.bé the final Westing=. ‘web, same. night at 5:30..
2 oe from, say, .11:25 to. .11:30,. “The networks, ‘by sponsors and their
house ‘special of. the season. .Tom. Donovan,. “who: ‘directed: ‘the: first. _ Sponsér--Geiieral. Mills, ‘via’ Dan- | deejay. then pulls: the scheduled ‘Madison Ave. agencies" and by the.
” Westinghouse: special: this ‘season: on CBS-TV; will: diréct ..
AIT: cer-Fitzgerald-Sample. agency, has. .sereamers: ‘and ‘plays’ sweet Toysic.
hired: -hands. in. the Hollywood
Lewenstein, who joined the rompany last yéar as veepee: in charge. of ‘been -pushing ;for...xeturn’ of the
At ‘least, ‘one: rep: firm -has..cir“advertising: and. public relations,. has been named: ‘an account, exec, in | Jay: Ward-Bill, Scott. production, cumvented the ‘ruse. Salesmen in- laugh-laugh ‘mills.. Together, and
- the tv. division of General. Artists Corp..
T but,: according. to. Ward, were .buck- vite. agency buyers .to. “be: my. ‘profitably, they have transformed
Dave Jayne,. reporter for :ABC-TY’s. “tarnerican. ‘Newstand/a ereated Ang.a network rate increase. for. the: Buest” on’a. phone all to-the. rock | television into a peddle,a genial:
fea
Charlie with holesin.his:
his own. néws «Monday :(23). ‘His - marriage. to Elizabeth Baldwin‘: ‘in‘| earlier- hour. Ward.‘says. the agency|"’n’..roll -competition.
The -byyer |
..Greenwich,.Conn., that/day was filmed. by an ABC’ crew: and t@lecast, ‘“was pointing. out to NBC. the com- puts’ the. call through -and ‘asks. to { ead” -.
In support of this clanging alarm, .
.the’ same. afternoon” te'~ Arnold Hartley, .N.Y.-radio: consultant, 'guest-' bined “buying power of their ‘office’ ‘monitor 15 minutes. of. the pro“lectured at Michigan U; last ‘week: on the: problems ‘of:radio journalism. and its ‘numerous other. time-buy-. ‘gramming right now,-and, per ‘pian, the ‘author has culled from a.mas“Legit actress Tomi Romer. being featured :on ‘WBAI-FM. this week ‘ing ‘clients. From ‘left. fiéld- came gets .an earful. of.‘screaming : pops, ‘sive! pile of research, an. impres-.
Ya ‘two. readings ‘in the current: series,. “Newgate. Calendar,” ‘a. chron| commercials. and deejay chatter. . sive/ dossier of statements and text.
to hammer home his soints.
Actor: Jay. Barney, “who. -de-|‘ly...proffered: “Bullyinkle’.,
. cle: of :18th- century. crime. in. Britain: +.
.
zi
_- TV's Almost Unanimous
*: Jivers: his“own. press releases by. ‘scooter, back from Miami-after: doing 8:30 :p.m, time’slot, to follow “20th | . Latest‘: : Advertising - Research | “At the time of the FCC ‘hearings |
‘featuring.
ad execs of tv's major
- the lead-in: “Appointment ‘With Death,” an ‘episdde ‘in Ziv-TA's “Ever. ‘Century.’
. Foundation. report’ on. ty:‘estimates
: glades” series .. : W; illiam G.:Seiler has: joined ABC. FilmS:as-account The new. time,quips Ward, “puts Dine’ out of 10: ‘households: in.the. advertisers, the -feeling was. ex“exe, directing sales activities. inthe southeast... . .. , Portman: Paget, ‘oui show. exactly. where ‘we. ‘want [U.S with .‘sets -aS :‘of January. of pressed that witnesses might well. _
‘have been condemning their own
‘who just ‘wound up directing: two shows .for: the Look. Up and :Live”. it—in. the ‘intellectural:.zone. It this year... ~.
. series, off ona one-month European ‘theatre: tour.: - Seymour: Robbie. ‘will ‘find’ ‘the long-felt .want ‘since Ninth. in ‘ARF’s ‘Continuing. re- cause‘ with emphasis on the need
. assigned to ‘direct the May’ 20:“DuPont. Show “of the: “Week,”. a ‘drama the. demise -of: ‘Omnibps.’.”’ Tt: ‘also ports. ‘on ‘video, the. study: is based. for sponsor. control, taboos etc.’
: titled “Sound of Hunting”
i. Bil Wood’ Bell joined Formatic -Radio,. ‘will: -give :General- Mills. the ‘ad- ‘on data obtained -in the current. Sure‘.enough Mehling has leaned , syndicated program’ and. production aid:‘Service, as’‘associate Producer. | vantage’ of:.a fourth _Miimute._ot population ‘survey of ithe- Bureau ‘heavily en their statements in
of Census: Total. ‘households’ is building. a case that the business
a blurb.time.
:
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‘estimated
at .48, 900,
),_ dlose. ‘to. community. has. no understanding.
-1 17,000,000 ‘more ‘tv; homes: than re-'+ of the-importance of the dramatic
-| psain the ‘first ‘study back: in’ arts as a. ‘social and cultural force.

« :

CHRYSLERREPRISE
‘The same technique is used in
: ‘istrative --post ‘with Paramount. Pictures “to: become general. ‘production |.
. ‘Briefs: :.-. Charles. Currey and the. same case against a agencies
: Manager of ‘ABC-TV’s: hour. action series,.““Combat”..
for the
ON
WORLD'S
SERIES|
James -‘Pyle get veep .stripes at. and. ‘the networks,‘
--missioned. Harry. Crane.to develop the treatment: of.-“The : Teacher mh:
declaration that the “magazine con"Chuck - Cochard, .‘former.’ Hated: ptessagent, ‘tilined tw"* raved’
Verieg for syndication. .'. Richard Cafee. Swung ‘over from. his ‘adrmiin-.
. Metro-TV- com-.

KBOX, Dallas, .and
: Chiyslér ‘is’ back” agin, “as.WAS | ‘Nielsen’.
: half-hour ‘comedy series, for the next selling .‘season -,.:. Hollywood's|KXOL, :“Ft. ‘Worth, to, Robert ‘Eg, cept” or wels control. are meaning="
less cures,. because of the similar-.
.Miss-Emmy is Diana. ‘Millay,:an ‘actress .'.:.- KFI claims the ‘longest : generally ‘expected, as. “¢o-sponsor ance:“sequences.. =
_; Herm.
lity in outlook. and purpose between
. Yun record in: radio for “The. Terrible Meek,”
” a::drama ‘of ‘thé -Cruci1.of. ‘next: ‘fall's.‘World Series. games
the network and ad execs.
: ery airing:on Good ‘Friday for the: past: 39. years’... .:Perry Cross, . of. NBC-TV. The automotive. house.
produce the Johnny ‘Carson. insonijiiac late night. strip, predicts xécenitly also closed with the. same
“It’s:all old stuff to industry. folk,
the show: ‘will lose -none of its. popularity -because “I -was_a:comic once ‘network ‘for- ‘sponsorship | of ‘the
but, in the context of Mehling’s |.

ATASTrusteesShed
| argument, forcefyl. It is sure to be
d that his opening salvo, a re"Seal Meet to Pick
-on’.July 10,. the: other’ dily 30.
che. bought into. “Wagon Train,” :
“Ben. Casey,”. ““Dr-: Kildare”. arid “Gune.
hash of the quiz scandals, is hardly
|
Gillette,.
naturally,
is
the
other
|
smoke”, °:-:. Tom. Harmoni’s: ‘travels: will. take:-him. to.10 Sports ‘specials
cricket.
But. when that two years
Emmy Award Nominees of industry
7 wf
: John K.; Sponsor’ of the geriés. °
“-around-the covntry.-as. radio.observer : for United-Deleo°:
misery is‘ neatly pack: w

cy

‘and we: make: each: other’ laugh”... .. There's ‘good.-reason for Lewis: two: ‘AllStar. baseball: games, -one}:
* Titterton’s optimism over thé next. tv.season. For: his Compton clients

The Academy of Television. Arts ‘aged.as argumentive history, it‘Ahas.
Ve Sciences ‘has a: heavy: business definite shock value.
do the rehashes of “MCA
*
‘item -on the agénda is the meeting pet FCC's history of stagnation

., West. aced the shirt, hole’ at: Bel. Air: and :h
‘his Pival:‘slubber,.artmaar
“ fired:an: eagle: and: won a.tournament,”
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|;and social week .beginning today} .
BC’s
SponsorWindfall’
So
3 a,
lo
WideWorl i of.Sports
ris (Wed:): But probably ‘the biggest

, the worship of ratings,
of the national. board: of trustees
- WLS, 'citing-‘the: tigoperatines: ‘again: isGaining first.Slace 4
in:‘the |
the creative rigors, Hollywood's”
‘Tharket, on the basis of: total-rated. time ‘periods. ABC.:station's compue |. “ewide: ‘World: of.Sports,”"9 -ABC-. that begins Friday (27) in Seattle. sausage
factories,
ete. The dacu‘The.. three-day:.board’ meeting
“ tations ‘give. it.21.2%. ‘average :share .of. the radio: audience, ‘based on TV's: “90-minute. :‘weekly series
‘mentation is.deep and the cast of
Hooper... .

Bil ‘Dailey, -WNBQ:: ‘director’ and ‘sometime ‘comic Mho's which: goes: ‘on a.“Year-round ‘basis: will, convene to appreve the final
‘slate-. of Enimy. ‘nominees -which

‘had. a few nightclub ‘engagements,. was ‘spotlighted on: WTTW's “Fes-

industry, villains is the most, thor-..

i the fall: has wrapped, up. was lately submitted by the Acad- ough to date.
. tival”: Monday: with his song, parito: and comedy routine -... “Intertia-. starting. in
” AS could be expected, ‘Mehling’s
‘tional: ‘Cafe,’ the’ Hal Stein .and: Rudy. Orisek :propérty,. returned. to. ‘some: key sales. for the 1962-63 yun. ‘emy’s ‘national awards committee.
‘Sponsor * ‘the |.Board will also select. the winners: clincher: is “A Way. Out,” and, as
.
Already:
.signed. ‘to:
-- WGN-TV Sunday in’ the.9' p.m. ‘slot . . .. WBKB ‘has. signed Kit Wood-:
house’ to.“front ‘its “weather .reports, -essaying ‘femme. pylchritude: ‘AS. Show: . text -‘season’ ‘are Bristol- of, the trustee’s:- awards, one of might be expected, it’s the weakest.
- the: extra competitive dimension. Warren Culbe risén; the. gentle fellow: + Myers Co... -Generat. Motors, |Gil- “whieh last ‘year went to Joyce Hall. chapter in the book. He lauds Mur- ,
with: the- southern . accent,’ remains: on-"staff. to:‘prepare the. weather létte. -arid...W. JA. Sheaffer Pen, ‘of Halintark.. It'll also-vote. on..is- réw ‘and Minow ‘and NAFBRAT
urges, readers to write to ad“shows -.72".. Studs: Terkel of. WFMT moderating. four. shows ‘on’ Urban. Bankrollers for: the - current ‘sum suing .a chapter. charter to -St. and
with their complaints in
: Renéwal.:on: WTTW .this week:
. WBKB has moved: Norm. Ross’ “Off + mer. run. aré. R; J.” Reynolds, ‘Du Louis: broadcasters, this’ one being, ve
an
‘exercise
of good old democratic.
‘Pont,
Gillette
‘and.
Bristol-Myers.
:
‘a
Virtual
‘shoo-in..
* the Cuff” ‘to Sunday midnight ‘and slotted a ‘feature film in the Friday:
free
speech
feven supplying. Cross |
period’.-:. Marv in (Mendy) Rudolph bas :beeii ‘named. asst.’eastern | ' Currently seen on ‘Sunday: after:,|--.The Academy plans to announte appendix .of products and com-—
the.
Emmy
nominees
on:
May
1.
5
“noons
starting:
at
5‘p.n.,
the:
show:
- division sales:manager’ ‘for WGN-TV, “in: the New. ork. ‘office . vee
;
pahies
for
proper
aim. of -missives).
- Tonight (Wed:),-the Academy in‘
me “hour on
."Newten Minow and :.NAB: prexy. LeR6y :Collins ‘will ‘appear on. a ‘ panel ‘will -shift to the:
“Sept. S: “Show. ‘New- York’ is ‘holding’ a special ‘A: “eandid,” and anonymous: ad.
-“with Mark Goodson; Bill =‘Todman. and ..six: others: from the general Saturdays. ‘starting
‘man
told.
the
author,
“A dozen. ‘TetPreceded '
by. mctd showing. of four. short foreign. films
communications. field ut-the convention of ‘American |
Women: ja‘Raillo will:

: and. TV,- being held. there ‘May +
4: a

.

ae “°

‘fas, “gepresentative” : of current ters.te a sponsor ‘would cause -a
_\ European’ and ‘Asian “avant-garde front-office’ fit.-People would: get
‘-L-efforts”). Eros ‘Japan: ‘will he “The|?action in a. hurry.”
Adsville: Consultant‘Harry Wayne.
‘Country.&° the: ‘City Meuse,” ‘a

° :| owingshow.
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“Leo: ‘Usiderhill, “formet WCKY. wet deejay, isBack: on:the:‘Ciney.
“ates|

‘color animation; from West Berlin, McMahon . and William Spéncer, |
.‘ways : after a. five-month -absence ‘as forenoon platter. pilot-‘for, ‘day-).. : Scholl .Mfg, ‘Co:, ‘a. _prominent ““Rhythmus In Bildern,” an’ “ex. director. of.‘Gardner Advertising,
St. Louis, will be U. S.. judges at
: lighter. WNOP, which is thinning its ¢lassical musi¢ policy. .~;":.-New-: ‘print. advertiser. for.many. ‘years, :is:
the Venice: International Advertis-.
“comers. at: WKRC:R |are Jerry. Thomas, ex-WLW-TV.. floor bey and lately. making ‘itsbow on network Ww this}
5
ing Film Festival slated for June
ette Greco”; from:
5
ee Italy, “Giardino
‘Of Louisville.and .Lexington,. Ky.. stations; gs. ‘early -‘morning jockey,|:
“week
with:
‘an
‘exclusive.
ABC-TV}
‘11-15...
. Arthur Ross has been
D'Inverno,”: some ‘continental
and:S;: Donald. Urban, former Cincy. Enquirer’ newsnian and.department
‘daytime’: buy." Donahue -& Coe’ yaude. Afterwards: ‘there'll: be.a | named. -veepee and tvy-radio crea‘stores:Publicist, to Sirect ‘the:‘station's ‘pubrelations. Si
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= ‘behalf.of ‘thie company’s ‘shoe. pads.’ nati; producer Bob Precht,..direc- & Grove . . . Swift’s canned. meats *- Fiye shows being- sponsored by tor Clark Jones and: animator. John ‘division to McCann-Marschalk .. .

Five: ‘members of:thepatel of axpets ‘set 1
up
by. theBritishgover, “Scholl-.are. “Who -Do You Trust,” ‘Hubley. °
1 Herbert. .K. Landon pubrelations
-On: May 2 Dr. Samuel B. ‘Gould, zets- the “Miss Universe Beauty.
"Leon Radzinowicz, director. of the Cambridge Institute of Criminology; Keys,”. “Queen |‘For. A. “Day”: and prexy.. of. Educational .Television Pageant”. for international public--.
.. professor .Sir Austin. Bradford. ‘Hill, “professor: of miedical' ‘statistics; “Day’ in Court:”. . Company’ is. pro- -for’ the” Metropolitan. “Area; - will ity. .. Leq Burnett’ agency has_
- Dr.” Hilde’: Himmelweit, -Teader’ in“ social. psychology, at. the London: Moting: its ty’ entry :via a. campaign’ be: guest. speaker ‘at a. N.-Y: chap- acquired principal interest.in Leg-°
‘Sehiool. of
# Reonomiess ‘Dry. William. Belson, ‘social Beyehologist London “among” ‘its Sisteibutors: and Te ter luncheon at: the,Starlight Roof gett Nicholson & Partners, London.
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“ 3% “lectures ‘or:debates, 5% .| a second channel either to BBC or
documentary‘ type ©‘shows and
a hew body entirely independent of
.|
| both existing broadcasting authori-

*. Tokyo;: April’24.

e

‘conducted for. the Daily Telegraph,
Ta. national: newsheet. Survey, which .

Was. carried out before the full’ |
‘effect of the: recent actors’. strike ©

hit the independent web, adds. up.
- production. quality fairly ordi- -. to ‘a -huge vote of .confidence for

-.Mary and .the. ‘entertainment.

' Biles, manager for NBC tnternar

‘| tionat ©Alvin: Ferleger-.. disclosed
here’. termination of his web’s deai
with: : FajeTV |‘ which‘. gave. ‘that.
wv. Tokyo: station ‘Preferential’ -rights.

ties,

4° if. the majority ‘polled. ‘geen: "
|e fairly ‘satisfied, there isa hard -“ :core. who. find ‘the news less. |:
'- than’ objective and slanted ‘by:
*..the government, the- general :
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BBC; Actual figures: read: In favor.

.: Meeding ‘a decided boost. The -. -of new ‘authority running a further .

“latter hope the promised sec- -[ontlet—3490;
~
a second on for.
ond, web will. bring.this. about. |BBC—33%; -for ITA—9%
Don't. .

BBC FacesTight
CostSqueeze In

Know—24%
Further... " triteresting

a

fact . to.

‘emerge’ from the survey was that

the desire for additional video is
| by:no means universally felt: Some
for’ ‘spending "95%: of: itsforeign)
45% .of those questioned thought
‘cussed’ -second: video ‘channel ‘is}
‘currency: _ alloéation
that the present two channels were:
“NBC}.
now. being talked™:up ‘again. It].
soe he
sufficient: while 41% -would: like to
‘produet. :mo,
:
‘seems possible. that. next-. Christ-|’
he given ‘a wider choice 04%.
“Fhe ‘eontfact: ‘dia not.“give "Kaji: f‘mas _could seé the: first ‘samples; |
Don't Know).
- Rome, ‘April: 24. bry. a crack-at Picking: up’ renewals |G
‘but it ‘still depends .on ‘whether the|:
‘Commercial: stations- won “out,
of. NBC: shows ‘on :other ‘stations: |
try of. ‘Finance |unblocks_ the]. 5- RALEV ‘will mark the. 30th: “Ane Such -‘prograins -include.-‘some.of |however,. when it came ta amount...
-mecessary:: funds: At -any. rate:‘the niversary :of. the Venice Film: Fes-| ‘NBC’s.. most. popular offerings. in
| London, ‘April:“24. | of: -viewership—38%--said
they
‘head. of. the::Frenck ‘governmental tival witha, 12-week’ series-of. pro- |this, market...
Gomntinea raise: in. -fees.. for ‘watched: more commercial video
Radiodiffusion-Television- Fran- grams ‘dedicated’ to showings of| . Scrapping’ of: the: pact’ is”ete: actors, variety: artists, . musi¢ians compared ‘with 31% who saw more
famed
Venice
centriesOf.
Bast.
‘and
_eaise; *:“Raymond . Bordaz, has’ intive immediately. Ifwas. signed in. ‘and; -in the “foreseeable future,” on the: Corporation’s :: -waveband., timated ‘that it.As. about. Feady tol!present.
of the’ ‘scripters—which | are Tre- 20%: : viewed" equaily “and ‘11%
‘Weekly stariza:’ will:be emceed . June: of. 1960.
:Ferleger~ ‘éxplained, “We:‘realized. piitediy.. going to. cost. the™ inde- didn’ 't. know which they’ saw. most.
"Finance ‘reps. have: ‘said’ ‘that it by film .critie Gian ‘Luigi ‘Rondi, that ‘as. a. result -of our agreement pendent stations ‘at least. $7,000,000 ¥et to the question: “Taking all
for |and.also each include a -documen-|
‘with’ Fuji-TV, “our. old: friends ‘a. year more—is as much a. cause things into account, which, do you
Mould take af least 18.monte to |-tary. ‘showing the sideline ‘events|:
‘the: ‘other .'stations hete—were: -be-: for concern at BBC-TV as it isto ‘think is doing. the better job with
be ironed. out which would: mean |Which make -Venive -differ.” from: ding. ‘hurt. -“We- have: ‘many. ‘good. the commercial: network, For BBC- ty?” the.opinion.‘split into 42% for
‘no ‘second web. till Xmas "63 in-|- Stier. fests of is kind. :
idea: ‘pragrais, more_than.-one station ; TV; now-being. apporoached by.-the: BBC; 22%for’ the indies; 21%
stead: -of-- the -bruited: “Xmas :’62
|. Otie ‘of Yanik pix to beine uded.- could«handle,” he:. added. «““We Variety
Artists. Fe eration, Equity,: equal: and‘thetest didn’t know..
ra
eir entiré
ohn Ford’s “The.‘want them ‘to ‘be-equitably. distrib-| ‘Musicians Union and, soon, by the|: ‘What. may come as a surprise. to’
-uted:.in’
‘“Japan:..We™found.
our“tv-and‘
Screenwriters:
‘Guild; will be: admen: is the fact that nearly one
sa Many ate theRTFissupdoed Quiet’ Man,”. “screened in.» Venice
selves’ unabie ‘to comply with. the:
.| obliged‘ to. ‘increase. rates. within | ‘person in every eight said they did
web. programs with .150 ‘hours :te|5°™e: years:18808
‘provisions. of the agreement.”
‘\.shooting distance of: those. agreed not see any Commercials and, of the
be ready by November.’62. By. that|
te
-| rest, slightly. over ‘half said: they
. Ferlegér. sold Nippon Television. to. by’ the’ opposition .channel.

Jay “Patis, ‘April 24.
the. tong. - promised. :and. "dis-

a= }.to NBC's’. New.’ ‘shows: ‘in:‘exchange'|

alt
TV's12:Wk:Tribute’.
To Venice Film.Festival

ise

~ AMUnion Hikes}

sects hart

time ‘all. the existing studios and}:

: ;

-

|
‘Corp. (NTV). a third. year of ‘the’: Unlike

‘its’ commercial ‘eouiiter- ‘were not interested at all by them.

“Bonanza”. séries,, which is’ seeh|:part, -BBC-TV. _ cannot |: ‘dip©into Some 42% were interested a little

‘equipment will be bilifieal to allow. qa | |
“present programs of the” one. web,

| here. in ‘both! color. and b&w,:-

at. 819- lines, and the new’ setup.

swollen coffers-‘to. supplement its” by ‘the Plugs

- Ferleger also: did’ spadéwork.. for: ‘programming’ budget which: swal-. |-could. claim.to

625, ta ‘be able to be. prepared
an

“emitted at the same ‘time. -— * Magnetic. and’ tape. materials: ‘are|:
also being Feadied' as well.as three|.h le
P.
sorb
a
ersan hourlong pilot film: is. expected
new studios; .the. Moulin: ‘De’ Lal
to. -be: completed “within” three
Galette; . Francoeur and. Joinville,|:
months. The: program “will have.’a|
which: are ‘supposed. to be ‘entirely |
- London, ‘April:prt. :| U.S, ‘star.and.a setting in.'the: first.
converted ‘to’: tv. usage “from .‘pre-|- > rtunes..re the- ‘indepen dent:‘half of. the: last century, :H- would:

-hikes ‘in. performers. fees,’ Stuart

be. interested “a .

BBC5ReneatFees.

Hood,” BBC .:program. controller,

estiniated.. that: production’ costs
‘Were 5%: higher: already. this: year.
‘And,’ short :of. talsing -the license

|made otiginally in: English ‘with: fee—by. which BBC is “financed—
New.im ‘indicea “that:ne video ‘show .packager-here seem to be
the .U:S:.. market: the ‘prime :‘con Abere seems little doubt that the]
‘prepared, As far’ as. emissions ‘20 have..taken.a turn. for ‘the: better. sideration.
fiseal
.
climate.
around.:BBC’'s:
$30,;{
we

: Noting: .the.’ continued “rapid. 000,000. tv centre ‘Is going to-be-4
‘one-.in the “Eiffel :Tower-.and it and the.commercial outlet which |:‘growth:
of’ the:tv.: industry: ‘here, ‘little: -chill—especially for" ight)
prefer. buy
.to: U.S,
make.viddlms.or
their own:
could‘ easily service.the Paris area. ‘||grams;
any profea-| Ferleger® ‘praised its :-vitality.. and ‘entertainment.‘
‘But.nothing has been done yet to ‘tures~’available: -'The. ind
deat Noted: that: Japan has: the-‘most J. Shows: like the “Black: ‘and White |
epen
cover the rest of France.'So if it:is ‘producers ‘have.. ‘peer. bringi
ng ent
off ‘programming’ time .‘of. any: eoun- ‘Minstrels,”: which.-:make beaucoup.
decided to hold: it: up:tilt the ‘coun- ‘one. or .two: nedt deals. in the: last try
outside’
the U.S."
and.count:.of
is ‘close tise of dancers. and: singers. and
behind
| England
‘in the
“get: out: on budgets: of ahout $4, 000.
‘try: is covered. it may ‘well take few weeks'or, 9:at least, exciti ng some.|.
:
spent ‘in: the case of “B‘& W. Min(Continued: on: page 44)
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packages following :the -success: of.

‘his ‘situation

a
London, * April, 24.
5 Follccetag thé. acceptance of the
principle of repeat f€es by BBC‘TV, a, new agreement between the

Corporation ‘web and the TV and.

{BBC-TV, Now, a second showing in
America ‘will bring ‘an’ extra 30%
1 of the original fee to the writer.
In. Britain. cand “Canada, it will be
‘worth "20%.
For *eyery. additional. perform-

SomeAction:On
Split Up Peron’sBicastEnpire'.
ini

Argent

‘comedies. ’ “Dickie |.Fae

Vait

alls

an

| Henderson :Show”..on ,Associated:|

{ Rediffusion “and. “Our: House’: ‘ony

BBCClaimsEqual.
AudWithCom TV):

For TV Writers

Sereen Writers’ Guild. is expected
bp be’ signed. within the next few
ays.”
Hitherto, scripters . ‘have. been
;paid only. once for a yarn sold to.

Ves.Sodas.paeameed

“In te ty’sets those bought:‘inthe ng indies-headed:
by Harty.Fos te
last, year or’so could be.easily con-. ‘mercial
has, for.. stations
instance,kéen.
got “the
com-} wit
.
on‘-.thre¢.

be the bo Business. ‘is Jooking :
“up |.

~

and less than’ 7%

| NBC’ to- ¢o-produce . an action‘ se~ 4 owed up more. than ‘$50,000,000:|Tot” ‘by” the ads.
| ries in- Japan: It would be: targeted :
*4-for the -1963 season. The-script' for last.year. Not counting the pending|

|

ance in the U.S. the. writer will
coin’a. further 15% while the Brit--

’ Buenos. Aires, April .24. . ‘thittee—now: out: with. the change ‘ish. and. ‘Canadian ‘increment. is.
~ an.‘outstanding: cause. .of. com- of President. The :new Communi-: 10%. Basic minimum for a 30‘as.the Sa shows.”
| paint. against. the, deposed :Fron-. ‘eations. Minister, En.
Ondarts, nitnite’ video ‘drama now. Stands
“Bob. ‘Monkhouse: “anid “Dennis ; dizi Administration: in Argentina, is. understood to be:gineer
a- #oodtechni- vat. $700...
zGoodwin, . scripters-cum-comedians has been the. @elay in ‘splitting. up
cal man, with little interest in play‘ and: “prospective. packagers ‘declare:
-Peron’s radio’ and: publishing. em- ‘ing: politigs, but. he ‘will have ‘-to|:
“London; Aprit’ 34.
they -have.:both BBC .and the: in-|
BBC's video limb. claims. to, rave'l dependent web ‘interest. in no Jess}: pire, -extended ‘under “Frondizi ‘to appoint -few managers for the
‘embrace
‘tv——if- very -much. under- State-owned outlets,‘then engineer|
made: rapid’ audience: gains .in.the ‘than’ six ‘panel, games. “Ben Lyon,
first three. months’ of. this year,.a Tate of the A-R' executive. suite, has ‘cover - and: -in.“quite © ‘benevoletit through Congress’ final: and*-defi-|
{nite ‘approval ‘Of-a. Radio and-TV{.
“fashion.
time when. its:commiercia ‘eom- ‘moved ‘into the freelance -fietd-end.|
" Whereas: ““anriotincemiéhits ©were | ‘Law, : which. gathered. dust . on. its |:
petitor : ‘was cramped. by the-.a¢-. ‘is now. working |on’ A -project,. kept:
repeatedly
Made
that
tendérs
were.
Shelves: since: it'-; was: carefully |. ‘The recent strike: by . British
tors’ strike. Figures: issued by BBC: ‘Strictly. under wraps;:- for --which
drafted. by ‘the: ‘Provisional. Aram-. ‘Equity. has: resulted in a 30% over-"
for ‘the. January-March: period re-. che hopes: ‘to-land*a network: deal: to .be ‘called ‘to’ “privatise”. the :18
‘padio’ ‘outlets.still -sinder..Govern-' ‘buru Government hefore 1957.:The ‘all’ increase’ in- the. budget of
veal that-viewers in: dual: channel } «Most. ‘successful ‘package: ‘pro-- ment co
“
9 outgoing: Communications :-Minis- “Broadway Goes Latin,” .a filmed
ntrol, (of
the 55 ‘was
“libetated’
_ action:
| never. ‘fer, Sr, :‘Miguel Muifica, did a. good;
homes -spent ..52% -of. their. time: ducer: in’ Britain,- Bernard Delfonit, . ‘ander *-Peron)|feevee.. variety series. ‘being pro‘with the independent web and 48%.| who-has strong -ties with “Associ-{sreally"takemi;.°""
job of tidying up radio ‘affairs, and ‘duced ‘with American talent by
on BBC-TV.. This‘ compares with: -ated: ‘TeleVision, just landed: a:‘deal |*:.The. ‘Provisional ‘Arariburu Gov- -stated on leaving office that tinder |
Milton
Lehr, who was in New York Mil
last ‘year’s: BBC estimates of:’61% |with leading comedian Tony: Han-| erninent -‘managed to transfer ‘to. ‘his...
t week buying a batch of. talent...
nning -seyeral more radio
for: commercial tv. and:39% for: the cock. under. which they. will jointly ‘private. ownership. 37 of the. radio. ‘channels: will -be’ :available eyven- “According to Lehr, the. price .of
Corporation: oo
;
-F produce a -skein of. shows with otitlets and. 2 ‘tv channels; before tually:for issue to licerisees:.
avts has been upped to 260%, from.
-Taking all ‘homes. into considera: ‘Hancock in the lead. : ATV: is due’ transferring :power. ‘to. ‘the. duty’ -Usider the '“Frondizi. - regime; '$30.to-'$75; and the British musi- :

Bwway‘GoesLatin’Costs
Usved' 30%, by Brit.Eouity

tion—=7% of :the: population. -‘still to ‘screen: this |in:‘the fall.” re
receive ‘BBC: transmission -only— |

BBC.'says its average audience was. Danny Thomas’ ‘Set For.

7,500,000. as opposed. to-:the. indies”
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..|elected - ‘Frondizi . vadmninistration.- though, ‘there ‘was apparent frees. ‘cians, who. didn’t go out-on strike
‘|-Radio :Rivadavia,: “privatised”. by’ “dom *of expression, =Government- ‘put presented demands ‘which. also
the. Aramburu: Government, -was SO ‘appointed liaison-men (or. women) resulted. in a sharp. increase’ in
1.

entirely: indépendent as. to: bea |.appeared in. key jobs, at.‘very sucaverage .following ‘of- 7,400,000. -..” ‘Eebanon TV Station’ Foi|continual
‘thorn in: Frondizi’s -"side ‘cnlent ‘salaries, whose: main-job it

Salaries. wa
|" . According.

to present: blueprints,

‘While ..BBC ‘acknowledges: the
|_.‘Danny Thomas ‘héads for his an- until -he contrived. to get it. shut-] was .to.see that the Government | says. Lehr,. the acts he now buys .
thesps’ “layoit. accounted: for a re- cestral homeland this. week to be tered: without real- legal’ Justifica; line was. given due prominence and !in the U.S. will tape: “Broadway

duction .in commercial tv viewing, |guest. of::-honor on the ‘preém: show ‘tion’ in 1961.--Rivadavia’.was only | buildup. - ‘This was: especially the|
. Gors Latin” -and wiil-do another.
for Associated - Television
At claims::that its ‘upsurge ‘was not:| of ‘station. Telibor, thé ‘new: ABC} authorized -to start-up again,: (due ‘case. in radio,” in the’ néwspaper|; sh
entirely due‘to that fact. The strike International. télevision ‘station: in. to ‘loud-foreignouter) just .prior./ world—or certain: -sections ‘of it-— Corp, ‘which will be either “Sun-.
day, Night. atthe Palladium,” ‘or
did not-start until. November, says |:Beirut, -Lebanon, Station bows on. to. -Frondizi’s fall
{and particularly ‘true in‘tv. . .
the Corporation,. and .-the- effects: ‘Monday: (30)...
‘During. ‘the — six-year. ‘interval : ‘Rumor. has it that the deposed| “All that. Jazz.” At the same time,
Were-. not: apparent: for’. some*time. | .-Filni.: acttesses ‘Gina ‘‘Lollobtig- ‘since. Peron’s: .oustet, the ‘ State- President hada big financial stake: ‘the ‘contract calls for doubling for
BBC's. figures. started: toAmbrave dda-and. Anita’-Ekberg: ‘will. Also. be: owned radio outlets. have. been..ad- in. one -of :the more.®- Amportant tv. a week at’ Edmondo Ros’ nitery.
tn.October, - :
lon “hand forthe: opening,” * ay ministrated.
(Continued;on| page 42)
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(bout the surest“sign‘thatNBC’sWilliam. publ affairsand‘information broadcasts“Ap
ok
LK. McBaniel isan
i upright fellow witha. ~ parently, such:‘apolicy iisas’‘popular: with lise 20
.
itiswith us,forN BG hasabout halfthe -.ee
_ dearconscience is.‘that’when’ he: opened: the” --tenersas

_totalsponsored :
time.onnetwork:k radiotoday.Boe,
* qaivelopie from. the. FBI theothermorning he.
h
ee
| did it with steady, unfumbling fingers. ee a7i:=
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Asit turned out, even'a soupcon cof
« trepidation
‘would have been.very much out ‘of‘order, for. :
the note inside was the nicestkind ofengeal ° .

man who - ;
message from J.Edgar Hoover. tothen
heads the NBG: Radio Network.”
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Immediate. reason1 fortheletterwas
1 ; thedebut.”

Set

on last Saturday’ $“Monitor” 6ftwo new. series on. FBI activities. “Such efforts. as:you are.exe
‘periding,” concluded Mr. Hoover’ s.flawering
is
; isdesigned to:
1 familiarizethe
public with
ee, vile
comments ontherradio network’spast:and ‘pres->:7 _ {obackground,
nature and:workings. ofthisvital 39°
ent schedules, ‘ “constitute ‘oneofthehighest
“federal, agency.‘NBC’8:Russ ‘Ward: willbe get=65
Do <me
ting:his material largely through.
degrees of public service.”
on:hespot an ae
One: never quite gets:used.to
6 complica like”» interviews withkeybureau’Personnel...

:

that; but the factis that’themission of.‘keeping
:On: thepremiere ‘broadcast, listeners amet :
the public well-informed hasJong,been:the
+ something,of.the. ‘agency’ Sfiling systems. its” eee
a 18
163millionfingerprint cardswould makeOt ee “
~ Currently, about65)per:centtoetheNBCRadio”
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checkser Andonlylastweek,the curtainn fellon. the14 ve
5 exhibitof phoney.checks;One.ofthie

:part:dramatization. ofAlexis de‘Tocqueville’ $s
“other: ‘was.drawn
om “The |
East’
r Bankof
the: Democracy. in.America,” ‘the classic’study of°
ee Mississippi.”
at our: nation in‘the’1830's. ‘Hailed: by:one. Mae,
wes, tional:magazine for
| “brilliantly blending schol-.. :
“Later each Saturdayafternoon comes:s the.
new “Natio on:alAleert” areport¢ona particular,quare
arship, with:showmanship,” ‘the’‘Series: was. a

~ signed—frankly énough—"U. R:Stuck,’”and ane

“ory among theFBI'smost-wanted fugitives, with: Benuinehighlightof,the,Droadcasting, sewson. .
“complete: details:on:hisappearance, ‘his.inan- ee,= What. NBC Radio never allows itself.toforget oy inérisms and thecrime
8.“as. the’need. for: bringing to:listeners both the:
«
¢
or:crimes. forwhich he's
Oe =
erious and
LHigheer,aapertt‘of
9 lifearound us,
© being sought,

veThe very‘firstspotlight feli
§ <
on.‘one:
.¢ HarryOme
c popular
Tn
biceaioon
“Emphasis—those
a Robert-Grove, Jresa convicted robber whofled: Po wellis.
4

- | “prosecution i
in.Ohiooanidwh 0.‘has’a reco? dd

essays.byour
ir reportersand commentators, -

- ‘longer than. rword:-from-your-sponsor. Mr. fe peee
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“Grove; needless to:say,wants such’publicity!like 38s n : eres,

“he: wants 2hole iinhis head (both.ofwhich he rig en Ss Oy
\\ RD
surrendering now): Meanwhile, :“t a Beo
ean avoid.‘by.

“~the: Weekly ‘reports on Highly desiredunde ce
a

2 @:

PRR

NGS

__ sirables.will
w
continue unabated.
The two. new“Monitor”"segments ‘are
a s further:

aa thatNBC Radio; for:all.itsacknowl:
a edged:supremacy among thenetworks, i
isalways.

lookin for'addition

2

8

ways ose elistener $26. . gy

aay t ery
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a

anes ~The subject ihatter.
1 r foran. “Emphasis” ‘an. :

;lispastiinnovations are
almost’ too‘well:known

ofthe:
«
range from aphilosophical examination

«#0: repeat:‘eres:Tewas ‘the.first:to.come. Up: wokU.N.'s.“purposes ‘tora lighthearted portraitof
0 with |
‘such :‘concepts. as”“Newson. the-Hour;’ a renight:baseball i
inJapan...

“Monitor” and, “Emphasis.”
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€
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that
€€ “eve
ENA AS Our ‘people:
prehensive,
es8 i“, We
ave grown. taller; he pointed z.
i “endradiohgsever:known.

= oar: the tubs have’ become. steadily.smallér—a’

Be In:just
thefirstthreemonthsoftthisyear,
ar,NBC devélopment that imakes fio.sense at
tall.Ithap“e“FRadio aired 54hours of.news andpublic-affairs oe +pens’that Mr.Neewinan: stands.
ieeaaleAmong t
them were ‘such diverseefforts. at six:feet,‘two incheshigh.him: |
©
Le
oe self:‘But:ifthat’Ss“what: they
“Mrs, Kennedy iin“Asia== Reports.1 and. 25 cae
: The Why of Space’’and “Man.
“amtean.bypetsonal journalism, a
* mnAgainstCancer. :
Progress and
a Hope”LOE
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+ chartsvaluable:
Vanterr's ipeckty tabiilation ‘pased ‘on:ratings jivntetied by.Ametican: ‘Research -“buyersto,Toca.stations and/or‘advertisers 0. syndicators‘wit‘findthe
: The. pe
_ Over. the. course ‘ofa year, ARB. ‘will tabulfte « “minimum: of: 2 at matke

atta highlights the top ten network. shows:on.q local level and offers.a:rating study: :
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evelCoupled .swith the: rating LoOf. ene fetulation. will be.found sweeklyBaysvarmre
in the’same particular market: cies meek "- | rete
oe wathetsna novered. shows
_
performarice
‘of the top tennetwork shows on
| ocat..lével, the Varrery-ARB-charts

‘in, the: ‘U.- Ss: ‘Fas
ten. show, rating date such the7 are: designed. ‘to: ‘reflect: ‘the: rating: ‘tastes “of: virtually every’tv. ‘market’.
ene sunieateg program Tssingy of theton

I petitive programming in. the. particular slot, etc., 1s furnished. Regson: for: detailing:an©
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TOP: ConpErTtION. er. ae
-RK. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME
‘STA.: .RTG. Ine: -PROGRAM_DAY—TIME
Ce STA.” "DISTEIB. ©RIG. :
PROGRAM"
STA. RIG.
1. Ben Casey (Mon. 10:00-11: 00), .;00.64:WEWS

.

‘2. Real McCoys (Thurs. 8:30-9:00)...,..WEWS

4 aoe

-48|| 1, Huckleberry: Hound (on, m OOhrs
oy KYW... Screen" Gems" 31.

61] City: Camera cBsNews,Ww

41 |1'2. Shannon. (Fri: ‘10:30)-.; cneeaer dys 3 WEWS.-.: SereenGems -.30°..- 52|/Chet. Huntley

4. Wagon Train (Wed. 780 8.30)... 0.5. KYW

7°97 4. “Quick Draw MeGraw;. ‘JFK. ‘rr,4:00).KYW... “Screen. Gems 26).

6

5. 27 Sunset Strip (Fri. 9:00-10:00)......WEWS =. 361!.¢, M ‘Squad (Mon. B:00) vo. ree bet es RYW..<56.MCA®
6. Naked City (Wed. 10:00-11:00)........WEWS © 35} 9, ‘Phird-Man (Eri, 10:00)! 020. 25.....5.: WEWS.:.. NTA:
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4. Rifleman
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3. Ben Casey (Mon: 9:00-10:00). ieeeese -KTRK=
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er
Dunn, rf
ose
without commercials..in observance of. Good. ‘Friday:.,ace
National ‘Assn.. of. Broadeasters “A. So-called: riewseasters. ‘who‘abuse. bere Patil
actor
- ‘Burd:Hatfield, | ‘the all-night disk jockey .at KDKA,.is the new Sportscaster. on KDKA- ols
“others
22
a:man-|
such
in
franchise
public
the:
|
.
ComWhite..House
the’
lauded
-mission study ‘for urging an-..-}ner should probably : be. barred
“Standout” “among: the regular. TV's late night sports roundup. ‘Hall: was very: éffective’ ‘in. handling."
other suspension of ‘Section ‘|from use-of the et
the’ Yar-. citizens on camera was the six. (or. the Saturday night ‘show. while:subbing. for. Tom Bendér. This move. *:.° 315 for the. next -round: of. | borough “Freedom” report averred: |so) ‘year :old. Irish’: lad -who °‘told: takes. out; Pittsburgh Tonight” ‘with Ken Kirk, an interview show =,

with news wrapup. ‘Kirk ‘stays. on as staff announcer -..::-Paul.Gong,.. «':
Presidential campaigning. The — |.“The Yarborough report and :réc-| Tillman how ‘he. caught “and. re-: ‘the
third man on the Pirate tv-radio-team, had a:narrow.escape.from. ; -:.
| omimendations ‘appear a little too |:leased the “Easter. Bunny, ‘ An‘ in‘over the group's nixing of | freewheeling to be regarded ‘se-'| Credulous. glance: from. ‘his. young death when. head to bring. his one-enginé Blanein'¢on 4 “dead stick”. at
proposats:to forre licetisees to |riously and its suggestions for |Sisters: on. either -side. promptdd. after.last Sunday's ‘game ‘in.‘New “York.-<—
: aera “.%S ve
furnish cuffo time to. politicos:
[tightening up-regulation of -politi-|-the: ‘info: that he had ‘nabbed: the |:
Collins, in a letter to Alex: .|¢al broadcasts ‘and. ‘related’ areas |hare at-3. am. while,they. were IN. SAN: FRANCISCO:aere:

NAB’ prexy also was -pleased’

ander Heard, Chairnian of the

| would seem -unlikely: to’ see. the,| sleeping.’

2. KNBC ‘signed. deejay. Deng. Pledger. {6.3a. néwsthree.feér' ‘Gantract. “lug
=< |:
. . KCBS-newsman’ Don Webster. won.a CBS. Foundation:fellowship, ..-°"::
industry, we feel, demonstrat- ° the traditional Congressional. sus- |(with sweet music backgrounding), will participate: in‘ the- African. Studies ‘Program: at Columbia for'1962-":-

study unit on campaign finan-

‘ees, said:

light of law.” However, it rates as}.

- An overhead ¢amera panned. ‘the. ‘He’il continue his current ‘schedule, broadcasting 2612 ~hourg-a- week

“The -broadcasting .°} 2: classic, .if; extreme .example. of tilling crowd -‘between interviews

ed its: ability and willingness

in the 1960 presidential campaign to provide fair and'com-

-prehensive treatment to the
major candidates. We aré de-

lighted that.you and your comMission concurred in this feeling, and“you' may be.assured
the ‘industry

accepts.as.an

| picion of proposals ‘to give -freer|and:-the. ‘variety was evident. there, | 63 . . Frisco. TV Academy chapter planning 'a. May, 22.‘bash. to coincide’ “eis
[Tein. to. broadcasters: Ad the’ Sensi: ‘too; -with ‘finery :‘from stetson over. with: the. Emmy telecast; John: Butler. is: chairman‘.. There's: Ik ‘two ies:

tive field. -. ~ -

| woolen /beard °fo, Boater’ over. ‘new, live tv. network’ shows-may originate from: Briseo- v.

|.

Oakland:

>

Full of. contradictions, the basic ‘shades..
| chapter of Disabled American’ Vets‘ presented-Gordon: “McLendon, ara
clash of theses. in: the: report: stenis | ‘Musically, ‘in: tid day's:‘specials, owner: -6f Oakland-based KABL, a: certificate fot. distinguished. service...
..|from its insistence that airirig of there: was, Maurite Jacobson's éan-:| . KNBC :celebrated: its. 40th’ anniversary-: on the air by~gathering: ws
{controversy is good for broadcast-.| tata,:“The -Hound. of -Heaven,”.. in. the”‘old “One Man’s’ Family’. gang. ‘together: ..... ‘KGO-AM starting a. 2
|
ers and. public on the ‘one hand |-wCBS’ ‘a.m.- prograinming, and: Tew ‘nightly. talk show, “Crane at the hungry’ i,” from-.11:30: p.m. to...
":2.
.jand its proposals ‘which would |'-WABC’s. “Direction's ’62"" had: Earl 1:30 .a.m.. Les Crane is running. show, taking phone. ¢alis from-listenérs’.::. °.

honor and as a.proper tespon- frighten licensees ‘away'.from” the |Wild's. Easter Oratorio, “Revela- “whe.‘want ta:talk about ‘anything.‘Ttss peine put on, at:nitery’s Other. ht
sibility the Challenge ®vals tome most tepid . puptie. Spats: on‘the
}tion.” “* >.
:‘|Room.—.

perform

this public service in © ‘| other:

the forthcoming. presidential

camopaign—asstiming the Con-

‘gress makes this: possible,

-

e wants

to. stay a

licen-]:

wwypc

acecantad. “a.-h

fe

:

. 7 TT

_|seé). On ‘top-of this, is:the:recom-' _ WNBC,‘nisiented. 4 hale-tour 4iN. Mit W.aUKEE: oo

- mendation

that. broadcasters :who ‘WOR catried’a:

{refuse to be controversial(by de- the story

half-hour’

dépictii

|:

4

to

ae

of ‘paster our iit ng|. Robb. Thomas ‘now. doing “Robb: ‘Thomas’ Show? ‘efose:the board: wet

:
=|clining to let controversial’ -folks: ind. ne h
r in -pa ted ik with disks and chitchat on WEMP. weekends, emphasizing “evergreens”. wh.
from “Treasuré of Golden Hits”... WKOW-TV, Madison, broadcast Mil--:. ”-.
| buy time) ‘be. given the stick treat-|
e, Show-. was "repea
appearances ‘of political dontenders | ment: by -FCC.°
{primetime ‘by, WPIX: .At: 5-'p.m.; waukee Braves vs. Los Angeles Dodgers baseball, Saturday. ‘Incidentally, veg ih
over their facilities.“
: Broa deasters. this “woul«: ‘eeeni-‘| WNBC did a ‘repeat: ‘of the’ tele: WMTY,.: Madison,: stressing. sports..coverage cross-the-board 10:15: p.m... :--.**
. WISN-TV. reprising -*‘Play..Ball,”,Saturdays, at 8:30: p.m.with ex|
.
Milwaukee- ‘Braye hurler . Ernie’. Jébnson ‘as .-host, with -rundown on.
The. Heard Commission, on the |standing. still too, ..The Yarborough. |gctant
frot i: Chicas
other hand, recommended. that the. report might best -be. compared to CathalieHiah Mtones eee and Braves’. ‘players, officials, top: baseball. people; umpires’ and: steller’man--.*.
} opposing Braves on’ the’ diamond. .: , ..WMTV- started. new’ eross-the-" aot.

‘Heard Commission More Benlem |ingiy get. i{ coming’ and going and |Station
alcocasien:earning
Prot.{3

Howie). *
“Great Debates” and ‘probably. ‘the | wio'-wanted: to ‘g6 ‘swimming: butt 7 The: “regular: réligioso outing, ‘board néon kiddie ‘show: “Lunch: dime."with: 3...Goober....:
JFK: victory, be enacted again for Vas told by her..Mother, “Hang | Frontiers of Faith’ (WNBC), was. Olson -now --doing -’“Cowboy “Eddie,” :with. puppets. on WISC-TY,: Madi-:Bs
limb, but’| oblivious. to: the: observations all. soii,; at 4:30 ‘daily .-; .;Red Raven ‘hand {live): has ‘new. show ‘on WFRV-.
the. next round: of ‘Presidential, ‘our clothes on a hickory

electionezring.

Although‘ it © de-. tonCeo.near. the: wate
»..

"1,

"TV,.Green Bay.':..°. ‘WXIX-TV,. Milwaukee's ‘sole. UHF’er: now -has’-"_

| around with a half-hour dramatiza-.

‘Johnny,Dean. doing. “Record: Hop”: disk. show at. 5:30: p.m., ‘eross-tlie> \. -. "-..

clined to go further. and urge per-|
| House: : Commission, . ‘ongmous. won . of
ea
;-.:..WLUK-TV, ‘Green. Bay, stressing néws and Weather now.on.:”.. .
- manent
suspension, or. ‘outright. re- setTheup |White
* s:weBee
last November. to study theve board.
oe t #10° O'Clock Report”... Attorney. Harry, ‘Halloway Now. fias’ late ‘night. we
peal of ‘the whole section as urged. finaticial tickings. of. political cam-|:
by the preponderant voices, the|:
“4-“Let’s
Talk,”
‘interview. ‘show: going on. WXIX-TV: °.: ..Lée Marvin of | °°”
palgns, “merely --mentioned,. without
Heard Commission took 'a-more be-~
“ ABC-TV: Ups‘Shaw: on | M-Squad, ”.in. Milwaukee“. pitch. for: “The! Man. ‘Who :‘Shot -‘Liberty. * 7:
specific comment, :proposals
for:
nign attitude toward. the subject
‘Valance,”:-film,
“just: opened: at: Towne. Thedtte, was;guest “¢
‘on’‘Barbara. er
politicasts
from ‘the fed-| upped.
| Donald~
S. :Shaw.."Jr;, has been|’
4s
than’ did: Yarborough’s “Freedom’* financing
eral eA
or make broadéasters
to. ‘director. of. station‘ ‘Tela-. Orteig’s “Coffee: “Break,” show, on. WISN-TY.”
probers.
put them on cuffo. But it had these. tions for the ABC-TV web, moving}:
Direction: ot” Yarborough’s | rec= wards: of ‘praise.forthe: 1960) per- up: “from. “Ma
director.oy
“Of:
Ee
Se
eee oS
|tv.it stationB | IN: ‘MINNEAPOLIS. ;Se
ommendations. was
not toward formance: . .
. Fe earanee..
ario
we no a. web:
Twin. Cities radio ‘and tv’ stations,benefitting: ‘from.
i ‘stake’of ‘Minne. te
‘whi ttling di
the
;

rt ting dn tne 218 Feet UGNS| the netiérks and radio-ty fic|ACCOUNt: exes, steps into Shaws,

‘apolis daily newspapers with. movie: exhibs ‘using airways ‘prédomin-. coe
| antly :to’ promote ‘their: offerings. ‘Strike also. ‘-brought..a run. on TV.
.
of over-the-air, onihionating lic information. about. the ‘campaign. |> ‘Both: will’. ‘pepart .
4°“Robert Ee Guide “at: the’ newsstands,. readers gobbling. up: all available copies. for")...

tion, and’ ‘extension into -the f
satea

encompassed
‘forced

by

the

}censees contributed important¢ pubs formier slot.

‘rarely.en- ‘by. providing fora variety of. broad- |'Cee: ABC:MP over. tv. ‘Station:Re

fairness. ‘doctrine. -

{casts

in whith. the Candidates

par-

lations. :

wee

.

‘In fact, the Yarborough group.. ticipated without. charge’ to:them.”
‘sét up to bird-dos: the broadcasters

“The Coramiission. continued:: Des] 7

in their treatment. of the’ 1960° po- ‘spite. the widespread :popular ‘.aplitical campaigns, «ould ‘spell out’ peal: of the. ‘Great. Debates’ in the
in FCC’s rulebook a whole rigid |:1960 :campaign,”
we: have :not-recframework. of. do’s. and don't’s:} ommended outright repeal -of. Secabout editorializin¢ and. other ‘air- |tion 315 because we: believe it. deing: of controv ersial. public issues {strable for Congress, to review. prat-

:

-mag’s. first local: sellout. ‘Publication. plans .to: print extra. copies during. WE

duration of walkout.

.....ABC’s “Ben Casey”: rated: top network: Were

;2} show. in’.Mirineapolis-St. Paul area: according. to. Match Nielsén:°

"|.WCCO-TV ‘atid ‘Radio carrted Los Angeles bakers-Boston: Celtics’ ‘NBA’. we

NeW “LASSIE” COIN. *

‘championship: Playoff. gamés: from L.A. “Local basketball fans_ still-in--""-.°.*-

“De:Luxe" Reading: Corp.,.. ‘maker ttensely’. interested. in: Lakers ‘who. moved: to: LA. from here two: years”...
Max Shulman has: inked: fellow St:_Paulite. Bul. Nye to: help’ Oe
‘of. toys: sold’ through food markets’ ‘ago...
exclusively, jhas bought” alternate him witte “Dobie Gillis’ series next fall.”... Ken:Pratt, héad camera-"
|’
week -sponsérship.. of: “Lassie” for ' man for ‘KMSP-TV, ABC affiliate, . won. ‘Minnesota’ division: UPI award”: :°
‘the. fall. season. -°
.| for. news. coverage ‘on. film; sroring™ - with .-his on-the-spot . footage of =.".
which now ‘are ‘handled °.flexibly |tices. thatoecur under-.- changing|. De: Luxe W “ili- share: Sponsorship "Halloween :‘parade disaster: in Anoka, Minn. last..fall .°.., Alan Young;..
under. the fa'rress. docte ne. - And conditions in. both broadcasting and: ‘of:the” series. with’ ‘Campbell Soup. ‘star of CBS’ “Mr, Ed” series: appéaring-in St Paul Civic OperaStage
a
the. Teport, made plain |it felt. the Political, campaigning.”Met!
|Agency for De. Luxe iis ‘Zlowe: Co: { production’ ‘of.“Daina Yankees” this week: --
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Thiswas:
we istheprog ram that put...

ABC TV ‘ofBritain into every
: national: newspaper

in the

| country in.‘Holy,Week, 1961.
~The program we were proud

“to.represent thisyear. ‘A Man

” Dies’=the story.‘of,‘the’Cruci-

~fixion,toldwith reverence, told
“with ‘rock:‘n-roll,‘The Passion
_ through;the eyes: of. today's.

‘teenager; ‘through. the. lens of;
-today's camera, A camera of

“ABC. TV.of Britain. This, was othe ‘two-thousand-~year- old
mystery. in.modern -perspective. This.was religion with
~Vigor. This was a.Program by

ABC TyofBritain.

|

,
Ye
A Man.Dies’ isavailable for
transmission i
in: America. ,

‘BESTOF BRITISHTV.
ABC TV OF BRITAIN
A emberoftheAssociatedBritishPicture Corporation
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_ setup Is & sompetitor:of the easst>|:

-Continued from. page. 2

to-coast

|¢ rp.
this program, sponsored by Purex ‘beeause’ these. ‘Were att.‘very: diffiand done by. NBC-TV, was..a success because it just plain undermined. the -utter dread .of: “the:
knife. ”
John Chancellor was there as.
kind of a “moderator,” along with a
. stiff, but evidently expert doctor,
Henry Swan. The two men, in New

"Broadcasting |:Seer for the ing quarter dippedto: ‘$3,042,000

from ‘last. year’s...

level ‘of $3,425,000, the ABC. division: had ‘first. quarter: profits bowtie ds

‘topped: last: year’s; des
espite the unusually -high ‘costs involved-in
= =...
Arts . instant popularity—appeal. in: that|.that
eovering the Feb. 20 manned space shot..AB-PT does-not--break- down, ee
-: | permanent: panel. -“members... are: the: financial details: of its. various divisions. into specific figures:
:
~ [@anadian, ditto personalities. ini.the
TRE OTHER: "WALLS.
-Additional ‘details on the:‘AB-PT. financial statement are
# publishedSie 2 fer
-With Howard. K.. ‘Smith:
-}prescribed: :“will -the. real {Joe" or |:in the Film Section.”
Producer-Writer:. Howard Ender
Joan: ‘Dokes) please ‘stand. up?” |.
30‘ Mins.; Fri., $- p.m...
os
.| °.Same.format-sees the silhouettes |The: word executive”: ‘doesn't(please t
the:board’‘otgovernors’at‘ithe:oe _ : cp
WOR-TV, New York’.
|?
‘This: quick’ glance. at ceurrent |of contestants,; the
ping down ‘Radio, &. Television Executives Society, so.they’ proposed last week-to::..thespianic’ cliches... i S

York, catried on running conversa- |

tions with the operating doctors.
Chancellor appeared incredutous at.
certain ‘timés... His ©reaction: ‘was
“-ptobably quite. genuine, even when

“Canadian

eult roles fo conceive other: than in |. Canadian. version ofopeutti” has|‘record

‘the stairs, the. opening of: affidavits|'change

the name. Their: proposal is to call it the: International: Radios

German. history -was a .make-do ‘by..the.panel, the’ guessing. of ‘con-} &: Television Society:
that turned out. surprisingly: well. testants via ballot—after. questionThough. unwilling.-to discus, the proposed: ‘titular’change. publicly,” EAT
for RKO General's pubaffairs ,di-

rector ‘Howard Enders. - |

-

-. Veteran’ . Berlin’ correspondent
he summed up a major heart -operation by thanking, the doctor. in-San Howard: K. Smith. (now. with ABC‘TVY
made-the press: junket spon-"
Francisco “for. that.. breathtaking.
journey.” Sounds odd, but it. was | sored .by: ‘United: Artists ‘for.: the
‘Berlin
preem: of the: film; “Judgjust that. kind of a trip. = Art.
-|-ment: at -Nurembérg,’ and. ‘with the
cooperation’ of .the ‘film company,"
THAT’S WERE “THE “TOWN’S |Enders put together film made by.
. GOING!
Smith in Berlin (an. interyiew. with’
With Kim Stanley, 2
‘Patricia Neal, | Mayor.. Willy. Brandt::.and. city.
Jason Robards Jr., Buddy Ebsen |scenes along the: East-West wall)
‘Producer: Gorden Puff
_ and” archive |footage on° Hitler's.

ing by the panel.-‘Three_sets of |.the. ‘board,adit was: ieatned,: figures’ that. removal-.of. the ’“vague. yet. Srp os
ecompeitors-—one. of. thése femme— confining -word. executive” would broaden -the membership ‘base..
pe
_were questioned, interpersed: “by:
A memo: from the RTES’ board was-quoted as‘ readiig;-“There. is: vn ft
short. -commercials ~ finish - of ! Veurrently: no-single umbrella: society or. grotiping:in our industry.:-This <. :‘...~
‘P.& G ‘products. -~vacuum will. be filled ‘and we come. closest toit-now (but) we should. |
‘ Panelists: were. bright and- ‘per- ibe: ina ‘position te expand.” :

sonable,” plus -ntoderation of Don|.' The: board feels that the. tame chiatige’ will‘prove: “more,‘aceeptibie 7

‘Cameron, Jatter-no rélation to pan- ‘to many potential members.”
International er
‘elist of same. name. ° ‘Apart from|. - Membership ‘has been ‘asked. to.vote: ‘on‘the.new. ‘alame,.
ere
‘following the ‘successful ‘Anierican. ‘Radio -& Television Society, ata meeting: inNew York on1 May.[
formula, ‘Syd Banks as. “producer |.
‘and Lorné_ Freéd as’ ‘director, have |: “Festival, ‘of:Performing. arts," ‘the tv:‘recital: series’ on. WNEW-V,, rs

little to: do: ‘beyond -knitting the N.Y., and WTTG, Washington, ‘is.‘drawing. upen- a roster oftop.ty die... Te
mete
'13-week |‘series: ‘together—which. ‘rectors: to handle: the hourlong shows.:.
they. should ,do: commendably. with |. Alex Segal has been hired. to direct. ‘Margaret ‘Leighton's readings’ aes
60. Mins., Tues. (17), 10 px.
- ‘heen a: much. exploited ‘subject the.help of the
tes panel. |from .Dorothy Parker, to be telecast May 8 and repeated. May 13. Kirk ==.
WESTINGHOUSE
.
". |of late, it-is never dull and Ender's |
>
|
MeStay. . Browning will direct the Andrés Segovia program due May 15 and 20. ©...
CBS-TV, from N. D
(tape).
+-séript gained .a special jnterest.by. <0 0.72. |
|
And: Roger: Englander will.toss the cues for Pablo Casals’ May 29:and: ree
| analyzing. the: ‘Gertman™.character | senq
,
(McCann-Erickson)
rae June 3. ‘Latter will be taped in Puerto Rico where Casals. lives. Rte
he
“
There’s no doubt at all that this: through the nation’s great men. of [
“ : Bryant &:the Wildeats® Naney _ ‘American Council for- Better:“Broadcasts: has.slated its anita:cone°:a:a
series of Westinghouse specials is |literature; -‘There. -were strikingly |°.
. vention for May 2 at Columbus
one of. the noble videonic af- ‘appropriate quotations. from
Fingal _
er
tempts of the’ 1961-62 season, and Thomas Mann, :Goethe, “Hegel, { Prodicer, .writer: ‘Fritz Kletbacker | Industry participants slated. include Edward Staniey;. NBC Pubaftatre
‘director; Sidney Andorn, WGAR and. WJW-TV;,. Cleveland; Clark B... ~~
one-of the series was last Tuesday’s ‘Nietzche .et_al.,. and. a: ‘score. ex-" Director: Lynn ‘Covey. .
te
chief”
Engar,
‘Keith
Dr:
‘and.
Chicago;
(17) ““That’s Where the Town's cerpting - Germany's -Tausical mas-.|:| 3@ Mins..Mon. 8 p.m-._
‘| George, ‘veep and gm, WBEM-TV,
ap
Going!” As for this -Tad Mosel- ‘ters -was' used most effectively... ‘WHC, Pittsburgh"
°° -_
5 a “| of. FCC's educational. branch:
The footage of Germany's tass ;
original. drama, .it made .the-at“Continental: “Journey” "Ao Hts} - Pariel topics: will. include: “D9, ‘We: Waitt:Good: “Musi: on TWP
regimentation
ander.
Hitler
:
was,.
“Elements
that
Make:
for.
Better:
Programming”;
‘“Education.
and.
Cale
oe
tempt:and failed. It ‘seems that Mopreem: showing was.a firm, solid en- |
cr
sel had three’ goals in: doing this -as. usual; ‘overpowering,.. and- the’ fry. that: looks to bé around.a long|ture ‘on TV,” and-“How a-Station Serves Its Community.”: .. °.
ty original: but did- not” “quite ‘candid closeup seg of Hitler: speak- time. -”Show is". patterned: after|. Luncheon speaker will’ be Dr. Patrick’D.: Hazard, :U.. of. P’< Annen- ere

Director: Jacek. Smight ..
Writer: Tad Mesel.-

‘ rise and fall...

‘Although. Fascist: - Germany. “has

ing. was.the .most :impressive and.
achieve any of them. wor
{ revealing that. this viewer has: ‘seen.
Mosel’s. obvious ‘goals. were’ to
-UA’s plug was worked.in with a
provide insight. and to entertain; ‘mention. of. “The -Diary of Anne.
which can be ‘said of.most good ] Frank” ’ (Fox). and: “Judgment at.
dramatists.
But: it . ‘also: seemed: ‘Nuremiberg” :‘(UA). as two: literary
that he: was_ trying through this: forces that have dorie. a lot in the
60-minute work.to prove that good, ‘moral -rehabilitation of. ‘Germany:
_old fashioned. “New York televi- (although the: postwar, sneaky oution” is something to" be. sorely bursts of race-hatred and Fascist
inissed. Here they- were again— ‘symbols : ‘were. questioned earlier
“the little. people”. -of .the old in’ the show).: There. was..a -brief.

“Sing-Along: -“with -Mitch” - but’. ‘berg School ‘of Commitnications, with:a talk ‘titled “The ‘Frouble ‘with. oA
‘eschews the .chorus: ‘and: the’ ‘@x-]: Television IsAmerica,
pensive. ‘production. ~ Prograin:: is}

carried

by “Buzz: ‘Aston -‘and: Bill ||

‘Hinds, whose ‘successes of tv here: a
go: back: to the- introduction of the}.
medium, They are teamed with os
; Continned irom, fase28
Siim :Bryant.'& the Wildcats, with |
‘vocalist ‘Nancy: Fingal. who made
nerving suspense.’ “Swift fadeout on:
able contributions with ‘orchestral}.wielded: the ‘whip. over Mpldcks” the last: number. (due ‘to. an ‘over-‘and the Irish. .
Philco-Goodyear day.s,. the “poor feut from’: “‘Jjudgment,”*- featuring "backing, a. honky :-tonk piano num- | ~ It . was. the - white -man ‘Who rum). cut. the. show too abruptly:and
lost souls who populate Bent: Tur- : ‘Spencer Tracy. Out. of -context,. it. ber: and: scored. solidly: ‘with their couldn't. forget the: past, not. the ‘ruptured -the waritl mood ‘that had. mee
tleswitch, “America.
There
was. was oddly: -anti-clamactic -after: the. version .‘of .“Cool:; Water.” |Miss. ‘eqlored man, who wasn’t. a -bit in-. been created.
le Os
|°. Others in the. ‘bin’were: o sister: * ue
Wilma and Ruby, and. Hobie. and genuine footage on Adolf -and the: Fingal... "was © also spotted. in.< the ‘terested in ‘historical_oppressions;
tune, “Moon. ‘River.”- in ‘he. just wanted a room to lie down act called: the, Malagons- who: un: Bow
| beys: Smith's narration was profes- ‘only. pep |
George Preble, too.
.
‘as- to ‘be. ex-" ‘tribute. ‘to. :lecal .cleffer. :. ‘Hetiry. in. This. was the crux of Gerald leashed four fast numbers in'Mexil--..-:-: °°..
That Mosel was: self-conscious sionally. ‘moderate; ©
about his big bent for. “little peo- pected. . Cote
Ee ae Mancini: for.having: ‘won the.‘Osear Hanley’ s ironical script, andit gave’ can ‘style, some: frantic. footsteps*® 9° ~-"
~ | award:
_an impressive edge to:his fine, pro-. anda lot of:‘energy, and who were”
.
ple’ drama: was borne out by the}
‘The’ ‘format issimple.” “Producer gressive moral. Only trouble was. justifiably awarded: a major-sli¢ce .-..:-:labored .explanation given as to ‘HOUND. or ‘HEAVEN
: | Kletbatker ' has. taken the. melodic that it suffered. ‘from a: ‘spate: of: of the first part of the:show, and 9:0"...
why he had one character ‘named
(Cantata)~
Wilma and ‘another named Ruby. With Donald Sullivan, Donald: Har- favorites of the’ past such: as “| words;:-which,-.on radio, .would:
Wilma
was ‘named.
after. Buck | ron,. Peloquin. Chorale,” - Msgr, Just Couldn’t. Say Good-bye”. and: ‘make-up for the lack of: vision. but,
Rogers girl friend, said Ruby, and
Sohn J. ‘Dougherty, CBS Concert. “You're. Million Miles from-No- with it, Seemed excessive. Slight|;
.where” ‘and-"has -handed. ‘them te | pruning ‘would have: worked ‘won their “West. ‘End program...
she herself came from a poem,
“Orch —
‘lseasoned performers - who: know
-Compere. Norman: aughan.‘has oo.
which was recited to prove the: Producer: Richard Siemanowald
. their. ‘way. around: in this. univer-. . “Harry. H: ‘Corbett was.memorable |;gone from.strength to’ strength,-..
point—which - it did. not.
as the bigoted house-owner; getting Mainly on the development of twe’....--°‘
‘Tally.
popular.
music.
.
An
olio:
curThis same thread of forced eftain was.used by Aston and: Hinds ‘over. the: confused ‘resentment of | or
fort was clear throughout. much: of CBS-TV (film).,the . man. to: perfection. |Clifton| the: peop
‘Broadcasters :‘usually make thelr. and they .hung. an: -old ‘vaude’ turn|:
the play. A great deal of time was
‘Jones,. as the homeless: one, was'|
spent in trying to make clear. who musical -oheisance.’ on - religious ‘around: “Meet Me: in: ‘Sheboygan~” okay, and. producer: Bridges
holidays...
with
time-revered
‘come:
‘Show wound: up. with a “Remem- ‘peopled the street with ‘some. cons } lays. a lead character in the popue 2°: the four characters in. ‘this’ play.
- “Coronation “ Street’): lent. :.° °°:
|:
Medley’” ‘and: embraced -such -vincing ‘kids, underlining the argu-.
were meant to represent;: indeed, positions... But “for, an.: hourlong ‘ber.
weight‘to-his ‘gagging and helped:te .
ft has. been observed, .that. the. ex-: : Easter. ‘commemorative,’ the CBS ‘evergreens .:as “Bye, Bye. -Black- ment ‘by. showing them .at. play ‘give: the show a:-sense.of occasion. °
‘position began at 10: p.m..and- the pubaffdirs .shop - chose--instead: a bird.” “Side “by Side,” “Beautiful with a colored’: ‘boy, ‘heedless” ‘of. | for.:‘this -‘anniversary. ‘fide. May
Tet
play began at 10:30. Ruby: was the ‘venturesome: airing: ‘(the first. by. a “Doll” ‘and “Easter Parade.”’ ‘While his pigmentation,
“
Otta.:
Pee ‘Erie “Sykes, content to’confine ~:
:
cruel older sister, made ‘cruel. by: network). -of : British - composer no: bouncing balls were. ‘vised lyrics|
2Ae
. EN
.
“1
himself.
to
-walkons;“also
gave
im.>> ©.ye
Maurice
-Jacobson’s
.
cantata-based
|
frustration. Wilma was the ‘younger
were sunerimposed - on the screen:
“Sunday. At. The. ‘Palladium,
one, whom the audience was meant on. ‘Francis ' -Thompson’s —‘religions.Tin’ subtifles.”” In this excellent time |: Val. Parniell’s. “Sunday ‘Night|‘At pact.:: Show; generally, lived ‘up. of_
the.
big.
build.
up
the:
‘Scenery
and”:
poem,
“The
‘Hound
of
Heaven.”
to think of as having once been the,
1 slot.’ the ‘show: should. have a big|phe. London Palladium” short:: of.
prettier of the two, siblings, yet |. - It was a double bill, in fact, since audience .and stigers’ well :for fur-. all but the occasional glimmer. dur- production. to: make: this 250th” 60-.:
. vaude
e highlight. eye
who was too ‘blunt and yet too legit ‘actor Donald Harron: pre-' ther level Jocal. shows’. ‘in’ ‘prime. ing the’ five-month: artists’ ‘strike,|minuter a.
_ Watt,
naive to get along.. Hobie was the ceded: the: tausical phase with @ : time: --, Show;‘will:‘e'sseen
on ee J flared up: ‘attew. for this,. its: 250th,|
=~
dramatic
reading.
of
‘the..
‘original
'
‘poor boy who got rich selling. shoes
it;
outing. on. Associated’ TeleVision: : as
(the right. wSy to make. money: for: versé. Then the cantata, with tenor]. -: -...
._ "|. 1 Suecess _was -predetermined,. gift-'
0
_ a show such as this) ‘and: George soloist. .Donald.Sullivan, the Pelo-},
..:? J wrapped ‘and delivered ‘in. the.
CBS concert |-2.,5
.
’ Preble was
the self-proclaimed ‘quin’ Chorale and. the|
.v- }O-shaper personage .of Harry Se-|:‘orch,
conducted
.
by
-C
..
Alexander
tawn slob. By ‘the time 10:30 rolled
: .Leontbe,. & spontaneous and lovable By
which |rearound the action, such.as‘it was Peloquin: The work, os clown. ‘quite. ‘without equal: in:‘hte |:
“began; Hobie had returned home ceived an. excellent‘“reading, fol- |"
about 10:20, lonely and. boorish, Jows °classical. ‘cantata : ‘lines, and|
ajded -by. guestar’ Erie: Sykes,|:
suggests
:.
its
author.
was:
guided
|
and by 10:30 he proposed to. ‘Wilma’
: Baltimore, April. 24..
who also ‘subscribes ot the philoso-|
who had rejected him 15.years earl- more. by: solemnity than musical .in-|:
-|phy..of the. ridiculous, and Norman | ° waaay, Westinghouse'’s-local tv.:.-_
"Atlanta,
‘April
AV:
spiration.
In
thisinstance,
it
reé|.
ier. Wilma turned him down: again,
station, has revamped over: three- -°2°:-..
|
Vaughan,
:a'
catchy,
quick-talking
BeMayor
‘Wililam:
‘B:.
Martafield
which was precisely what her _.sis-' ‘ceived an’: effective. ‘assist - ‘from }.
: “hag.taken another job, his. third emcee, the ‘billtopper and the show: quarters of ‘its schedule in the last -:..°
ter Ruby. told her to do,. although ‘some fluid :‘camera .Work.
couple‘of months. A special:pitch
~~ -”As for the original: poem, ‘Har- ‘since he relinquished: his long reign were 100% ‘clicks. Opening gambit “has.
that’s not why Wilma did :it. Then.
been made to the pre-teen set. : 2:
between. Vaughan: and .;Secombe
gleefully Ruby. went and grabbed ron’s readiiig. was -good|but’ some-. (some 24 years) as chief executive
with,
three.
new
‘kiddie.
shows,
in0":
ed
|
reeked:
with.
‘nostalgia:
‘as
the:
exof
this
city.
He
has:
been
.nam
up Hobie, leaving the kid ‘sister to what’ -hurried,: so that .a’fust .aparmy buddies: warbled “LifeIs Just: cluding - -“Funsville,”.". an early
the life of. frustration she had. en- ‘preciation of its theology was sac-. an* editorial consultant. to WSB-TV. a Bowl of. Cherries”. without” gags. ‘morning ‘strip. with Josie
Jo Carey:
os!
;
Le
visioned previously for__ herself. ‘Yiticed. ‘Msg¢r.: John.’.J.. Dougherty. and ‘WSB Ra
- Sheldon, *: 9°* :.
Know?’ as MME “Atlanta:” Harts- But thereafter the Welch star’s fa- “Barnaby;”- withAll the time George was: hanging of Seton: Hall’ Ww ‘appeared: ad
‘cial cavorting started the: ‘Yocks and another .- ‘Monday. through +Friday/9). |.
|
field
‘shortly:
after
‘his*
voluntary:
to
intro
the
program.
|
around in a state of. humble las~
1 retirement from ;‘office, accepted ‘as.always with Secombe, ‘they built entry at noon; and Rex Trailer,-2..
civiousness, waiting for one or an- |.
{ Cowboy-feature. ‘Thesé shows have Se
SEE!
1 a@. post.- as.”southeastern - ‘¥egional/.as. he. warmed ‘up..’
all
‘been:
picked
‘up:
from
|
other
*
wo
oe
‘other of the girls to. spring loose to TELL ‘THE TRUTH”
‘Standout
‘snippet
:
‘was
‘an
“‘hilart:
| With Bob Hall, Toby. Tarnow, Stan} ‘representative: ‘éf the Ferd Foun-| | us marching routine. in. which ‘the : Westinghouse stations:
‘for a ‘ride out to Moon Lake.
we
dation
‘and
.ashort.
time:
ister.
‘was
|:
Despite the time | spent on. them,
|’.- Helleur, Dorothy Cameron, .pan-|- named” execitive Secretary of the khaki-elad “Secombe, Sykes and| ‘WJZ-TV: has also added daytime: Loe
elists:. Don Cameron, moderator;
the characters were half-formed.
Southeastern: Fair. Assn.; a. post ‘Vaughan’ ‘stepped and. sidestepped. film shows with its: afternoon “Bal-*°:." --...
They seem¢d.to rumble around jn | ‘others.
Laos ‘that.will pay: him. $12,000: per year. : for three minutes of. side-splitting, tiniore - “Movietime, ”” pegged ‘to. a
‘space aimlessly..° While this. was. ‘Producer: Syd ‘Banks
J recent: buy’ of:.90. post-'48 films, In...”
a
- WSB-TV. and ‘WSB Radio,’owned unmilitary- havoc...
partly deliberate’ by. Mosel: it was” Director: Lerne Freed
‘addition -there’s a: new ‘morning. . =”...
fy' ‘Y-and operated: ‘by.. Atlanta ‘news-]:.
partly an error by director Jack 30. Mins.. ‘Mon., 10 p.m: ae
: |.
‘* 7 papers, Inc., inaugurated. editorials. tuned: pipes gave beauty and. qual-: -show,: “Almanac,”. with Jack Eels,
Smight, whose direction was flac- PROCTER & ‘GAMBLE
‘Claire.
Beach. and ‘George Baumann:
.* |this: month: with Dick Mendenhall ‘ity-to the finale’ which. was in a.
| CTY-TV, Foronto- (tape).
: a ” ‘as both. writer: and..deliverer of more ‘serious ‘niood.. Only. trouble iti a.medley. of news, “sports, interc
0-0:
(Ronalds; ‘Reynolds).:'
‘All ‘the actors—Jason Robards.
editorials:.
here -was: that’ it-was difficult: to views, éte. -Station’s news’ opera-. © +
as Hobie, Kim Stanley as Wilma,|: _ Garbon copy “of ’“To Tell‘the|:“WAGA-TY, : ’ Storer - ~ghain’s ‘believe that. Secombe :was not. about’ tion | has also been Ahypoed -via:an. Mayet
we
Truth”
thas
|
been
sponsored
-ACEOsS.
: mouthpiece. here: has: ‘been ‘editor- to ‘break’ into a new: comic. routine ‘increase. in Tacal coverage...
Buddy Ebsen as George, and -Pa-'
tricia Néal as Ruby—were compe- Canada by P-& G.for 13.‘weeks, 4alizing over: the air. fér more than’ and, “thus,- his ‘versions of. “The|: “ Program °:‘revamp. accompanied : eee
‘several
staff
changes
including
the’
~.
tent, Miss. Neat. “being. the most ‘with the ‘usual. options. ° ‘Fv venture|:.two- “years... Dale: Clark, head -of Drinking Song” from “The Student:
competent of all: in this: outing. is by CTV Ltd:, indie Caldwell web; “station’s. Public - -Aftairs Depart. Prince”. and. “Vienna, ‘City Of My.- appointment .of, Bill Weyse as.dis:
rae
|
affairs.
Public
of,
But they all had their problems, with: home-base |
inToronto, ‘and:ine: ment.-al50Js editorial:-Mirector:
Dreams”: ‘were : | fraught. with un Rector

3 slo.
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“TheBritish‘Broadcasting Corporation takes this“opportunity to.
t thank:
the Peabody: Award Committee ‘for their’ recognition-of “An Age of

as" brilliant and imaginative: :portrayal’ of Shakespeare's
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(Ohi: What DidIt= oe

thought thu
thTil p pos thee or

:

On ‘:the Shole, the. majority. of.
‘tstockholders. seemed. -well. content.
‘with. CBS’ state - ‘of . the. -union.

—= Continued from. parets.—

- ae

and thewas
manner:
in: whichg ‘ealofficial is he: not abaicating
its.management’
ad ministeria
te oe
Center’ ‘in.NY;,- and the network ‘Messages,
|Tesponsibility as a.Ticensee?..;
‘is. spending $14,500,000 over thie’ the. company's: affairs.°
for allowing advertisers to use sex
By GORDON IRVING.
‘symbolism to - sell calmost every next two. years ‘to.“eonsolidate tv} - Board :‘members. reelected: with=.
Glasgow, April 24.
|and radio. production ‘facilities. to out’:apposition were Paley;* Leon. ‘Jemma—and. I do—it should: spell rn
kind of product.
out.the answer so. that the’ indus-.
spe@
from.
report
A 7,000-word
“Much. of the pop “ mustie’ ‘which ‘provide: ‘the east. coast ‘equivalent: of Levy J.-A. W.: Iglehart, Ralph ‘F.
elal six-member --committee of the has become such: a. thriving indus-' a Television City. such as L.‘A.has, olin, Stanton, Robert :A.-. Lovett,: try:‘will. know-how. to-‘comply.”:: " *
d.
Scotlan
Afthur.
-HullHayes;
Millicent
€.
-of
- In ‘spite of” their ‘inconcliisives: =. °.* |.
te
Educational Institu
try is erotic,” it adds. oo
he sald... me
: McIntosh, Goddard
Lieberson;: ness, 'Leé said ‘he. was happy. with 7-3... 5.
+ attacks television as- well a8 films
“Since
there
is
no
avolding.
the
|:
When:
‘CBS
‘completes:
‘occuipaitey’
|
Merle.S.
Jones,
James
-T.:
‘Aubrey
of
‘the
-hearings and that he. -feels. = °°..0°
°°
tion
and the press for exploita
-blatant sexualism of modern: socl-|
: [they've been.a good thing. “Every= 9°20 .1*
gex and. violence with reference to ‘ety, teachers must come to terms of:its ‘new. hq: building. and: the: ar. anid Richard. s. Salant.
:
[
one:has
had
a-chance
to
get
a-gripe:'.
“7°:
school: children. |
with it ‘as frankly: as they can. As ‘Production Center ‘in. 1964, it will
=| off his chest, and the stations have... -°.°
|
The report says schoolboys of. parents all too ‘frequently ‘shirk reduce: its operating locations. io}
‘|had.a chance to answer back. I think .:.”. irene oa ft
1962 no longer fight fair, but “imi- ‘the. duty.’ of. moral. instruction: on ‘New York. City:from the eiirrent |:
-|
they've
done.
a
‘good
job-of
present-:.
02..."
and
films
on
seen
y
tate the brutalit
sexual matters, it: ‘devolves: by. -de- 36: to 13.
‘ing their case: ‘I: think: the broad-.:.°
7, |te
e: = '.'):
—= ‘Continued. from page 20—=
tv.” Report. is fesult of wihiat is ‘fault.on-the schools.”..
20)
casters‘ who -havé. opposed thes
. CBS“is also: involved. insnather |
claimed to be six months of stady~
‘hearings
‘will
have
benefited
from.
2“!
2.7.
‘The ‘Educational - Institute’ s ‘Tre= modernization: : project,:: ‘the: ‘re= urge the- ‘Commission outright to
ing the influence of mass media. on
ea
SP ed
‘port brought rapid comment. from. equipping. ‘and enlargment. ‘of the: compare antitrust: ‘records, of RCA -Self-examination ‘and .it retrospect:
children and young ‘people.
a
:will appreciate having had them.”"...."
It is being |circulated to the Inde- tv, press and cinema interésts. Ma- | Bradley: Recording :Studios: facili- and. Ford.:
~ AS to:the future of public hears:
|
pendent Television Authority, Scot- jority .expressed interest, but said: ties in’ ‘Nashville, ‘Tent., brought
But if.FCC stiould decide’ tojook ings, Lee stated: thathe> didn’t -) 0°) %:....°°°
they
would
have
‘to
digest
the
re-.
Press
earlier
this
year
:for
Columbia
Ree|
.
the’
Ltd.,:
Television
dish
know
what
he'd.
recomniend
tothe:
©.
‘at:
the.
antitrust
‘record.
of
either:
port,
which
is
typical.
of'
so
many.
‘ords’ country ‘and westerncneordent.
Council, education. colleges and
‘Commission::.. ‘The “Chicago -pro--°*
being. issued. in. Scotland, ..where| - Probably~‘the: only
other interested bodies.
t| NEC. Or “RCA, the. ‘web: ‘said. ‘the ‘ceedings had. ‘been:‘expected to run: *:
San
Report calls for the setting up of. idealists and: conservative-minded .note from the ‘stockholders came: same “serutiny: ‘must’ ‘be. made ..to
three days’ but. kept the- conimis-. mks
bodies
:with
“axes
to
grind”
‘make
from ‘Mrs. ‘Larry Lazarus,
who said. Philco’s :new ‘owner ‘and its:black. ‘sioner
a regular viewers’ council which.
and his staff ofthree ini Chi-* © <°. °°.
-would watch over the public inter- films and especially’ tv the. new she .could not understand: that:a
& | marks... - ta
‘Tago: three .weeks.. Not. only were 3...) est in tv programs. It -says the. “Aunt Sally”. of any and. every. management. which was $0-success-|-“Indeed,” |the ‘patition. said, ait they. expensive, as Lee pointed ‘out,. 3°. 2
> ful: financially: could be so-.“bank-. antitrust history As to be designated. ‘they. also caused him to miss-three’ "= .. ©-.2 7):
Press Council and the Independent | at
She
:
said.
she:
was:
|rupt morally.”
“Television
Authority should ~do}.
asa ‘qualification issue: as to any- ‘Wednesday ‘meetings of the com-: ..- ‘
:|refering to CBS-TV’s |“easing. out Tone, it is‘especially pertinent as to mission at which his vote was ‘lost: ....<
more to raise’and enforce. stand:
. or: firing”. employes who: had spent Ford. Unlike NBC, Ford is not and ‘He made it clear, however, that he... ©.
‘atds in the media they cover.
|years serving the company, “anid. she: never has been: a licensee. of: the. ‘would not’ Fecommend ‘that similar ar
A typical quote is the ‘following: |
'
*
‘asked’ Paley: “what does. -manage- Commission; Ford lias no:‘counter-: hearings .never: .be:. held. ‘again.
“The scenes of cruelty and brutal-. Ss Continued. ‘from’ page —
‘ment’ ‘plan ‘to ‘do. ‘regarding: this vailing’ broadcast. record to ‘offset “
ity which young people find. so
“Phe last. is ‘an important. point, aie 7 a
moralbankruptcy?”
Paley.
replied.
‘what its. antitrust history...
thrilling in crime films and plays.) ment plus another $30 for a ‘second
Lfor.if the Chicago hearings ‘proved.
.one.
would ‘have a different effect if. antenna. Older sets may coat,ore he’ did: not ‘know. specifically.
‘Ford ‘isa would-be newcomer in
|nothing,-they did accomplish
she was referring to; ‘but. stated
they ‘were stripped of their false ‘but all will need ‘two antennas, °
the.
field;.
it,
has
“never
-been
e-|
thing—they set.a precedent... ‘The’: ” wo,
+“the
corporation
is’
not.
without
&
_glamor. Some plays and ..films. So far no commercial ad aspects
heart.” Saying’ it. was difficult: to viewed. by the. ‘Commission. NAC ‘broadcast ‘industry - may.*now -be’.0 . "0°:
“shown on tv and in the ‘cinema |.
answer her not knowing.“what:you. ‘cordingly, there is.fat more reason [aware for all-time that:the FCC.) 00.7
come dangerously close to inciting “are: envisaged for the. second ‘web: bave in mind,” he.stated personne) to -have-.a .qualification. issue ‘on ‘has-gone: into oe. market to: hear <0: 2.
|the antitrust ‘history:of Ford. than -grievances.: ‘from --thé.. community
‘amstable youngsters to llegality. but that. could ‘possibly come later.
=... -:,
the eensee in. the case of NBC; ‘a ll- ‘and might be-willing to-do it again, Coo
‘and violence, besides showing them|.But .the main. feeling: here: ts: fo .
ln int
censee - whose. “qualifications. ‘are should the’ occasion arise; _.
in some detail haw to go about it.” ‘get it.‘on: the: road- first and then
The report suggests that, in the take up ‘the pros and. cons about! Cong tec thisaspainiesaty
‘ That :gives “the: Commission |a
woe
ew
y
the
ion for’ new device fot keeping tv stations’.
upper classes. cf primary schools,
‘sible.’ It was. learned-later‘Mrs.
as. well as in secondary
schools, private. packaging” and. :programi- Lazarus’: “ husband*: “was °once. ar more fhan 2quarter of a century.” ‘in, line: Whether’ or-not:the FCC: .°.: ...":
ming.
New
shows.
are
More
in
the
ems
mr
children should. he encburaged to
}ever. pulls the stunt again, the “‘ex- °.: >.”
assistant auditor: taxconsultant’.
develop taste und -critical. ‘judg-. entertainment. ‘vein’ but’ “with: a
rs
‘Albany —_Mike Artist, director: of: istence’’ of. the device. should. Ly
ment.. In classes on modern or so- strict: leavening of. public: service |- es “Enother. query ‘shout ‘Feports: ‘publicity ‘and promotion: for Stan- Late". an. atmosphere. that: would :- er
cial studies, it says, there cauld be edueational, cultural: and
Info Stanton: is. leaving -the: company,. ley _ Warner-operated :WAST-TV, Make’ stations ‘in:“every .market..:-°
-.critical appraisal of news selection aspects..
../.°*
| the: board chairman: ‘emphatically ‘has been named “press guy”. of the more conscientious: about keeping.and treatment in the popular press,
So: that. is now :“the ‘position. ot ‘said there was nothing’ at ‘all .:to. Albahy Variety:Club. He succeeds their. local comniunities happy... - 2.02 2
. and of tv programs,
.
-the aft planned and promised new this. .One. stockholder from: N-Y:- Marty Rose, who resigned ‘as: gen-|. This. same atmosphere may ‘also... : ree
While the British.Broadcasting tv setup, It is either: Dec: "62 or. suggested the stockholder meetings eral -mianager-.of: Schine-owned serve. Yet: ‘to-loosen the vise ‘of: °~ Corp. is praised for being “an hon- Dec: 63 for Paris with the rest .of- be. on closed ‘circuit. so: they co
-..
‘WPTR, to take a ‘position with the tight: absentee control ‘over: local .':.
’ orable exception te the ruling! the country still probably: having be ‘viewed. by ‘stockholders from. Rex: Rand; tadio-television organ: stations in a multiple ownership voi
trend,” . commercial ty is. blamed to wait a while Ionger.
‘coast:-to“ coast, and .
-Paley. said he zation in Florida.°
: Lgetup;: wherever it. exists:.
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‘congratulates is‘Vice-president. Milton. Frichtmanon:‘recetving, a George”

FosterPeabody. Award forhisproductionaofVERDICT FOR TOMORROW. 7
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“ Golumbia: Records |‘is ‘atepping | .
-For Drug y Memorial |
out on the overseas. and domestic ‘Off-Bway: “World Score

a formed. civic committee is‘sending’

ene ae reenact ra, ue, Tae eet

Bilie ‘Holiday, the --late™ ‘blues:

7 a: 14-piecé string. ensemble. on at
o “Buropean tour.: “Composed. of: inern-. , ‘singer. will. be ‘paid’ a memorial.

the All- a

Licensing

Committee and the American So-

ciety. of Composers, ©‘Authors &_
Publishers ‘over new
rates was
warmed up again last week with
filing: of documents by both par-

jazz tribute at.
atCarnegie ‘Hall, N.Y.,
Broadway. for its latest ‘score: The ties with: Judge Sylvester ’J. Ryan
Ldndon resdyin launching:
are cial:
Col offi
©:| ‘firm:
the.
“2 bers of the Chicago ‘Symphony, the -on May.'7. -The- session, in which ing: forof
ig handling.
“King. of
the. | of N.Y. Federal Court.
the: ‘new ‘CBS label--there. tomar Whole’
Damn.” World,”
--which
- “ ensemble’ will: play. & ‘concert tour;many. jazz ‘artists ‘will participate,.
wo of.‘six -weeks beginning’ ‘May 15 in is: belng sponsored ‘by-the. -West
Side. ‘Cominittee.. ‘aS. a
° -Lishon,; ‘Portugal,
benefit.to‘raise. money for. a muni-- 1 he unspoken: comment ta ‘tne |
- sovial. .rehabilitation .-and.
rs ‘announcement -of the formation ‘of -after-care narcotic -contrel center:
‘the. committee “is that: no- ‘city: in}. AMODE -artists ‘slated’.to appear:

'. “the. United ‘States (or: virtually :in.

Ten:Gots etalthe‘opened. April“12. atthe

;

Accusations ‘of “conspiracy” and
name-calling. made-up the tone of.
both the ASCAP- and the tv comby .Rob-. ‘mittee’s. papers. -ASCAP charged
| Broadcast Music Inc. with:. con-

Jan Hus

exit
é
in,
e}
groundwork: for. the building of House. Produced: by Norman For-

Cols. fifth U: -S.-factory in Santa’ Ynan, the tuner’ has ‘music.
Co.
ae lyrics. by George
ert.Larinier.-‘and,
headed: : for{Pan
Maria, ‘Cal; and: then
end: of
spiracy .in‘ its. deals with such tv
posite
th
one “Two of
“gt.‘the: ‘concert. are. Sonny Rollins, stops. positeend on eee
be the. -show's tunes, “Who's film: produ¢ers: as MCA’s; Revue
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Kong;-

ok,

New -Dellil “and Perfect” and ‘“King ‘of the. Whole |Productions, Dick Powell's Four

_o, the world): has had. thé downbeat |‘a {Connor Charlig Mingus, ge Paris.” Bangk *
| World,” have been: put into’ the:(‘Star .Productions, Screen Gems
lide -Hi:
n,-Billy..T:
- The ‘heightening ‘activities on:‘the: ‘groove’ by .Elliott“-Lawrence and -/and-Goodson & Todman in getting |
” reputation that Chi evokes through‘the’ Honeydreameérs:. on: the Union‘ BMI music used in their tv series, |
tunji,
Slide
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Taylor,
|
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label:
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Sintner,
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Sims
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out: the. world.. _Although: this. isa
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Mann,: Bill. Hen-. ‘ternational area,. following ‘the
iE Te. label. Other activities; including|. (The .court- had.. proposed that
. source of. pride: to: some :of. the Al’ Cohen;
some Promotional deals, are also, the broadcasters divest their stock.
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Betty
Carter,
Mal
Waldron
|
cent
opening‘
of
RCA
Victor's
new
_--more. hardbitten’ Windy. Citizens,|
in:‘the:works.
.: Jownership in. BMI in exchange for
: | it is:a source of great gall to Mayor ‘and. ‘several:-others. .‘Several’ jazz ‘studios ‘in’ ‘Romie, points again: to

in fees_ by
118% to 17%. “This. proresal_ was”
‘turned. down by the TV Licensing”
Chi tourists ‘abroad a
are: now. ‘used. Davis’ (WBAI-FM- and WNCN-FMD, eign.product...
Jast_month.)
ge [AME |
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. ‘to-being -preeted with ..taised -eyeASCAP also alleged that -28 of.
_ brows,. Jeers’ or capsule’. reenact-|will emcee. the vent...
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|the
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writers were induced
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ments. ‘of- the: St; Valentine’s: Day
‘Nea
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With to..switch their affiliation to BMI
'.” garig. slaughter: of. the. 730s.'. Too, ,‘which. ‘the N-Y. City Board: of: Esti- situation. where -the. profit: _poten- |"
by.
payments
.
amounting to. nearly,
*:. yjsitors - to’ the. city -from’ Africa. mate ‘receritly ‘appropriated $70,-: tial for: ‘domestic: product.” may-|"
80,000. ‘
. -jand- the-:Orient “often: ‘express 000; ‘will be under jurisdiction. of. equal that of the. film industry (ré--]“The
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committee's
papers, on.
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“: arryine.:sidearms. a- la. the Old its from. the Concertt willhechothe. American. production’ on. the interajor
S
Ss. ASCAP’s: ties
th sych major fea. {national market -has- already: been:}.”
-- West.. With. tHe opening of the: St.|.center, :
- ‘spotlighted by such’ U.. S.diskers | The ‘ American “Federation of.+ ture - film producers as Warner .
Lawrence: ‘Seaway. ‘to! Europe: andy"
Bros.;
.MGM,'
20th
Century-Fox,
“bas *“Paul. ‘Anka;-“Connie
‘rancis,)
Paramount anti ‘Columbia Pictures,
: | Johnny -Mathis;. Anita Bryant, Ray}: Television & Radio Artists. entered
Wort: the: legend: ofthe.‘midwest
“Richard -J. Daley, ‘wha- ‘appointed.
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;AntitrustAction

of -mueh
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a
:; Rough: ‘History’
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bay _ASCAP. reduction

‘(WADO), :-Mort- Fega ‘:(WEVD),

iva

have mue'.
| Coniff, -The:' Brothers :Four,’ etc. into. a ‘new. ‘three-year. -pact ‘with All these. pic kompanies
at.ns in ASCAP.
- -Even. a country?styled U.S. click the. major. ‘Fecord ‘companies Jast |sie--publishing
The tv. commiftee’s main objec...

| For$1,200,000 Vs;

“Much: of - Chicago’ s ‘repiitation
’ -for wildness is based on past his--|,
e ‘tory. -The_city.” ‘was a. frontier town :

like ?Jimmy = Dean’s “Big.

Bad |week. |:

John” ‘hag ‘racked: up--strong sales:

‘I tive is still to‘ get. clearance at the.

“Highlight ofthedeal isan agree: ‘source, an issue that ASCAP has °
continually nixed in all. previous.
. ‘ment that. if.the copyright .law is|:
talks. ::It. is also: still the tv. com<-

.{in’ such |unlikely: markets’ as:‘Eire,

‘Israel ‘and. Japany «2 0+
A&R “Angles

-changed- ‘to:provide’. payment. “for mittee’s aim. to convince Judge
both: Ryan that he has the power under
|is:not’ only” planning’ ‘better ‘world= parties ;‘will bargain: in good ‘faith, the consent: decree to revise tv’s |
Al Capone, the .man. most. identi-|:“Leslie ‘One-Stop. th “Pennsylvania | wide: distribution: of: its .domestic ‘to. establish : compensation for’pere existing license with, ASCAP. The
Society, ‘however,..i§ out to prove
fied with-those. times, and also pro- Inc.,. operator “of Record Distribu- |product, ‘but .in the “case .of many.
‘that. the: court: does not. have the
“duced ‘the fitst organized: gangs. . tors, has. filed“a $1, 200,000. antitrust vital: ‘markets, it -hopes\.to have’ formers,.:
action in. N: .:¥: -Federal :“Court greater -involvement.‘in' the “local |. Another: key point is a provision power, but instead, is confined by
..Crities : of “Chicago: law- enforeé |against: Audio Fidelity. Inc, and Sidartists & repertoire production ac-.}on-. Neighboring Rights in’: which’ the decree ony’ to fix the fee in.
. ment. dnclading: ‘the. Chieago-Crime.
ney -Frey; individually-. and doing
existing license.~
"... Commission): say ‘that’: vestiges. of business as Dauritless ‘Internation- ‘tivities, .-ereating ‘product. ‘for: the [the: companies agree that. in: those} the:
specific country. :itsélf-as “well as countries which -become.‘signatory. |) “SASCAP'’s objection to having the
_ the crime-politics: Alliance’ of the cal,. The suit: seeks treble. ‘damages.
‘Oadeasters pay for the programs
" *. 930s ‘still: remain: Depending upon|: The: ‘complaint claims that ‘on: or- Tepértoire of value :‘to‘the entire to the International Convention for
ey originate anly is based on its
international. area.
thé -Protection of: Performers,: Pro-.]
the: choice -of-- jargon,-organized about: April. 27, 1956, -the:.defend-|.
that ‘the: responsibility. lies.
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with the -broadcaster and cannot
‘the:
‘United
Kingdom
‘and
Eire’
casting:
‘Organizations,
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parts élsewhere). is known .as: The
‘eliisive. distributor: ‘of the. ‘Audia |"where Philips. will. market the CBS |will:-share dn. ‘the remuneration |-be: ‘put. ‘on the producer, and that.
ws Syndicate, : The. Outfit, - or.more
| the ‘stations: could. say.that ‘unless

Jong after: the-frontier. ‘had’ moved
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:' farther: west; ‘In| more recent his-'|‘
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AudioFidelity.
a‘Through the new CBS “aba,Cal
Ge ‘records’ played’ in jukeboxes,

* “tory, ‘the Prohibition: era produced.|.

~ simply, The. Boys.. lore
“To ‘compensaie: ‘for: this mixture:
_ ‘of. fact and ‘distortion, the city “is
“:going’ to. put its best. cultural foot:

Fidelity disk line in Pittsburgh and. ort nae ‘Columbia
1 siabe inthe paid: .
the. ‘surrounding ‘area. Leslie’ con-_ ‘will
‘have a. financial stake

: ‘Ferforming rights. are

delivered,
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Tp the| In the
new contact‘AFTRA also’ they won't take anything. not in
tends. that it:operated: this: distribu- companies. themselves...
ASCAP also contends that
‘torship. until. ‘May. 1,:1958 when the
|.. ‘The CBS. label: is dye to give: ‘a ‘secure oPreoi es. in several: areas.'] BMI.
‘Col a ‘stronger foothold: in’ the in- Sound e ects artists will’ now: -be. the. cost of . monitoring the broad-

defendants,*in. furtherance |‘of a!
forward. “Tentative. ‘plans: éall, for:‘a combination «and conspiracy :.‘to. fix’ ternational -‘market. . :The company paid. $36. for the first hour and $12. easters ‘would be’ “‘astronomical.™: ..
. . chamber opera. group to go on tour. and. maintain. uniform prices -on' ‘already:‘operates|“wholly : ‘Owned: foreach’ half-hour. or :less *there-| There ‘is no indication as yet ag.
., using local-talent,: and: possibly, a. their ‘product, cancélled plaintift. as: ‘subsidiaries and:.record ‘clubs .in‘ after. Royalty: artists will: now. get: to when Judge Ryan’ will issue a
-. traveling. display-‘of works from an’ exclusive. distrib...
| Canada. and -Australia; ‘as “well ‘as.| 457. 50 per: side,.
“upped. from. $45 ruling. “BMI, meantime, is keep: The suit charges that: since 1956 ‘Major’ operations in suck. countries and: the “stepping out” scale nas. ing- mum on ‘the new documented
“ih Die. ensemble’ s.: stinerary ‘takes defendants . ‘and. others. have. -been as“Mexico, -Brazil-and Argentina. , | been hiked ‘to $30 from $4:50, Also, : name-calling developments,
as the: group. to’ Madrid. and. other’ and’ are: new engaged “in: such a . The first CBS’ releages:‘will ‘be: a ePRine out”, ms been cecoeentve |
_|a performance .of -eig
suecess| ve
"Spanish. cities, the Grieg: Festival conspiracy: It is claimed. that Audio issued: in May; utilizin
-" in Norway, Stockholm, . Brussels, ' Fidelity: and: Frey: have ‘appointed|toire:-produced
<
g the reper
*
*by ’:Columbia.
Rec:|.‘bars. instead :“of ‘a “full: chorus..."
“London, Zurich, Flprence, Perugia. each: distributor ‘oftheir product: ords-USA. On-hand ‘in:-Longion for: On‘ the ‘copyright and- Neigtibor:* Berlin,. ‘Hamburg, Amsterdam: ‘and: as. an exclusive --wholesale outlet in. the -label-launching : are. .arranger-.| ing Rights. angle; AFTRA asserts|
'’. Mienna. Wilfrid Van Wyck of Lon- a ‘designated and defined: territory. | conductor. “Percy -Faith;. . yocalist | that none:of. the. conditions set ‘for|
: don. is. handling. European, arrange- ‘It is charged that: they restricted: Anita Bryant: .Sir John.’ Gielgud ‘the protection «of ©its: members:
“e ‘ments,
:
. _ [the sale. of ‘their product:-to. retail |and Michael-. MacLiammoir, ‘pian: |should ‘be ‘construed as any indica- |
The | ‘Music ‘Publishérs Holding -oS dealers. :and .other. customers o-. ists:
s'Phillippe. Entremont and Alex- tion that ‘the ‘company favors the

the Art Institute.

LA.CourtTosses Out:
LibertyRecards’ 256
: Counterclaim vs; MPHC

4 eatéed ‘in territories allocated to.an-

-distrib‘ or. .to”-a ‘braneh’ or
:‘inkyDinky’in:‘Milei’s
$. ‘other
Office of.-such an’ outlet.:
-- It is further afleg “that, the:de.
: ore ‘Alone’Isn'tHanky|;
féndants. fix prices both on the.dis-|
{fib 4n&:dealer-Jevel by prohibiting |
= Dorywith Jerry:Vogel distribs
and. their dealers: from ad- |.

publishing .arii. of Warner
; (Continued ‘on:Page48), . ‘| eonvention or any legislation inen- Corp.,
a
“_-/ [tioned; but that it will, if charigés Bros. Pictures, won. a, round in its
Ee -{eome:-’ to. pass, negotiate with.
: "FAPPRA’ ‘on a separate-‘Payment
: ? |plan’ for ‘the’ performers. :
men
Ay AML: of |‘the ; major -“Jabels:
have:

le
\ _agréed to the: new AFTRA pact
: Ferry:‘Vogel. Music has filed ‘suit: vertising or ‘selling the praduct.-at |” oo _
’ Which. is- negotiated separately. a
| prices, other: ‘than .those..set.’ by’. the-|.:fn N.!-¥:< Féderal - Court: against. defendants: : They. are also refusing’|
AR ‘dthendment to the; American |“.
to..s
duct t
distrib’
supply produ
any.territory:
Gls
‘Society, of: Composers, Authors &
‘itfromo' his
: :‘gociates, Lenny’ Carroll; ‘Blackewood who transships:
ss Music’ and. Random. -House.*“The ' into:.the area. of. another: distrib’ or | Publishers. bylaws - ‘which -:would|.
sells at-aJower ‘price::
o:
complaint’ asks: an: accounting: ‘and:}* The ‘suit. claims. that, as: part:‘of.{:Provide ‘a’ vote for: any: ‘member |
ne ai “Dr:
.damagas - sustained ,“from ‘the’. al-- this:‘allegedly ‘unlawful “conspiracy, ‘who “received -performance credits |, * Richard -‘Chamberlain: tv’s
in ‘any of the ‘five latest,‘available. Kildare.” .wil)move intp the.disk
#, legedly. unlawful: use of. a-tune in. ‘Audio: Fidelity and Frey . coerced. fiscal
- survey ‘years”: was defeated arena via MGM Records; His debut
‘all
distribs'
and
-dealers_
to.
behave
. a book,.‘published “by. Ratidom. accordingly and that the public’ has: ‘by’ a.. membership vote. last week, | sides: will’ be.”
“Three. Stars --Will

"Mitch “Millet, Bernard: Geis “Ase.

suit. against Liberty “Records for
payment of royalties on the num-

ber of records. manufactured jnstead |of: on the:number of. records
50
‘Liberty’ had: ‘filed a. counterclaint.
in Los-.Angeles* Superior Court
against “MPHC. for.$25,000.- Last
| week, the: court struck out the
Liberty, counterclaim.

1VSDR KILDARE’ IN |. The ¢ounterclaim was based on
antitrust allegations that the music
“DISK: DEBUT. VIA MGM!firm
had control of a -substantial

portion |‘of the sunply of iInusic and
fave preferential rates to other
record . companies. This ‘was
out on a motion by MPHC. "House, entitled “sing Atong With j-been. compelled to ‘pay’. -higher - Phe ‘amendment -had. been - ‘sub- | Shire ‘Tonight;” a. ballad. adapta- stritken
In- addition, the affirmative -de‘mitted - ‘by: ‘Pinky. ‘Herman: -fo} tion. of -.the*“Theme From -Dr. fense bosed on the allegation of it
prices .‘forthe disks..
Mite.” |.es
“- The’ ‘coimplaint states. ‘thiat™‘the }. “The ‘complaint .also* charges. that- ‘change |the’ present. ‘requirements. Kildare,” and: the oldie,. A Kiss ‘being the custom. and trade: praca ‘tine: “inky: Dinky Parley ‘Voo”. at. about the: time. defendants: were ‘that such credits must. be received | to:‘Build’ a Dréam. On?” -..
{tice ‘in the. music publishing -busi-+" was ‘unlawfully used’ and’ intririges. selling their: product to Leslie, they. during: the latest’ available fiscal|; : ‘ne: Chamberlain .disk-ta ‘exe ness that. rava'ties on records are
.on-a: Vogel copyright. of. said:‘ver-" were. offering the ‘sanie alisk to dif- survey year to:entitle a member to. pected. to hit. ‘the market. within paid on “net sales desnite manufac-. gion.. Vogel. is attempting ‘to. enjoin. ferent purchasers at: various. prices: vote...
|-the:..next -two “weeks. Meantime,|‘turers’: lieences ‘az gleq opt,
and: restrain’ Random. House. from. rand lower ones.than those charged.| - The Sotiety’ 8. committeg of: elec-’ the Big.3-(Robbins, Feist..& Miller).}-“In a simlar suit. filed in. N.Y.
“Poo
ee and, :: distributing the, plaintiff. -~Tt is ‘alleged.. that. this. is’ tions reported: that the percentage is prepping‘ a major promotiona: Supreme’ Court acainst Mercury
price: discrimination,.‘the. effect, of: -of..votes: cast by writers and pub- drive on’ other diskings of the Records the :r-evinus week: MPHC.
company
‘sGeis. Associates, put:the book ‘toe. which’ was: that: Leslie’ s customers. ‘lishers totalled 57.82% and’ 60.52% | “Kildare”. theme. Already: in ‘the: challenged. the» record
weren’t.able te” conipete: with: other | respectively. This represented tiarket ..are’. versions by Johnny practice. of. withholding royalty pay-~ Tents, Blakeviocd i3 ‘the ‘publisher’ dealers and.Feturned, ‘their :Pure’ . 64.43% of the. -votes.;east ‘in .af-|'Spence' (King), Hank Levine (Dol-: ments.on whet 't claimed. were
‘|-firmative.-:and. ‘fell-short:-of. the |ton).and Valjean (Carlton). ©.
; “promntioral’ ieke. In that suit,
:. of. the material iit¢nided:and it-is,- chases . to: plaintiff..
Of course, begged to.Miller's. suc-"|- Sidney Frey; AF president: is‘de- 66 "-2/3%~.of -votes -Cast | Which ‘is... The ‘theme. was: conposed -“by |MBHC Js seekins. £21,000 in back’
days “nécessary :in:“order 6: carry’ ‘an,
nfJerry. ‘Goldsmith and‘-Pete Rugulo.-| royalties -.and- --ancelied all its.
“cessful. sing.
along. format. on._Sisks' nying ‘all charges: ‘and has 20
ae "amendment,
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oe and te.
.
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‘BILLIE HOLIDAY:
OTHE |
GOLDEN YEARS” (Columbia). The
superb sound that. made up. most
of the late Billie Holiday’s vacal-|

auhe‘BestBets’ ofThisWeek's 100-PlusReleases)"

‘Maple | ‘Leaf .Rag,” ‘washington’ ‘

Post March,” “Swannee Riyer" and | |

“(A Paramount),
a

-fsticg has been excellently. recap-|. ROGER WAGNER CHORALE &l
“VICTOR: HERtured in this three. LP recapitula-. ORCHESTRA:
ON. STAGE” (Capitol).
tion of her work. between 1933 and: ‘BERT
1941, As in Col’s release’ of “The.
Fletcher Henderson Story”. package several months ago, the vol“umes are credited to John Ham-

‘Rober Wagner, who's ‘been one of.|. [2

%

;
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ccece

reese

ceeeee:

Eddie Fisher's. “Arivederct, .“Roma”... (Rég Connelly*), “eoming aa a a

|: En ‘the!wake. of his. globally. publicized :-marital to-do-in the Eternal...
aA |. :Cityy ‘Shapes up .as-a potent commercial entry ‘whose:‘personal':
.
Ttones will not be lost on the ‘teenagers. “A Camminare”. (E.H. 3:

‘the ‘stalwarts in “Capitol’s classical
line, gets: a ‘Pop showcasting for} [2
the first. time in. ‘a. workover of |

mond. and Frank Diggs who did some

the digging,engineering and as_ sembling of old tapes, masters and
air. checks. It's a prize ‘package, for
it,shows off Miss Holiday when she
was iat. ‘her best, and few singers
‘have. been able to. come near ‘her
when she was, and working with
some of the top jazz sidemen of
the day. She sings 48 songs in this.
package and all are clearly identi-:

| | [EDDIE FISHER. 2.002...
27
e6: ARRIVEDERCL, ROMA.

“Thunder ‘And Blazes” will.help
to keep -it_ moving...

‘of: Victor: ‘Herbert's . best-|' E4

-

is*); from. the legit musical, “Bravo Giovanni,” is a melodic
Lin.an: ‘Italo. ‘groove. whieh Fisher. handles. very’ “well,

|JOHN CAVACAS LecsSereettise ie; BELLS OF SWEDEN
“ones

:
bole s Fane d 6 ole etter on‘Fifi.
John, Cavacas* “Bells.of Sweden”.(B. F.-Waod*). is a tintinabulat- | ..--:
Is
Hing instrumental with. an. intriguing assortment of: bell sounds. =" |:

‘known . melodies.- ‘The . Wagner.|
workover, with. chorus and: orch,

gives the Herbert. repertoire: an |}
unusual zestthat. will earn pullout.

eo

ee

a

a

eed

. that Sets it apart in: the pop. Sweepstakes. “Fift”. (B..F.- Wood*)- 0:

play for:many of the-sides with dee- |jays who. program for-taste. “Phine | ‘Alone,” “A. Kiss in ‘the _ Dark,”

LAWRENCE WELK |

- -¢$.a snappy.instrumental offering with-a: catchy tbeat and ¢
a
a'ptches”: :oO
_ tral Sound abetted.’‘by a wordless. charsis. ALY

“Kiss Me Again” and “Ah! Sweet jPrevents: ‘His: -Newest .Dot, Albi, PORTER. “WAGONER. «a alge ees COLD: ‘DARK:WATERS
MOON RIVER’
.
i
iMystery. of Life” will’ ‘probably. get|.
(RCA Vietory 0b eee
ot eo Aime, At:‘Awful:.
Inspired -by: thie:
ie
-most of the. spinning action... .-: | ~
.
Porter: Wagoner’s. “Cold Dark: Waters” (Dan Owsenst) is: ‘another'*
OSCAR: ‘Winning. Song “
oe
fied with authors, publisher credits, _ RAMSEY LEWIS TRIO: opne | _one
of
these
melaricholy,
suicidal
country:
Sagas. of: broken: romance «.
sidemen on the date-and the date’ SOUND OF |:SPRING”: (Argo). :
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- circuit |- -Skinnay Ennis" “orch: ° with: “its. (1): a shart course-in the ‘protocol...
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.an
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show was clocked at. 60 minutes), |
’ She. admits beiiig™ happy: Behind. effective. in: a United Nations -rou- At-first- show. opening: night. house- ‘surdly. typical Tin: Pan: Alley ditty,—
but there are no signs of fatigue
‘tine, - ‘and: should ‘be: utilized .to,
(4) a network newscast as it:‘might.
from either the performer: or the the footlights ‘with a. song,’ “I’m ‘} punch - up ‘the turn: throughout. - was; thirée-Bfths. a Sy. < Was
|be rendered by a Jewish announcer.audience. Hers is a well-put to- Having. Myself. a Time,” .does :an
: Copa line’ seems« to. be. terping
accurate:
:
impresh
of"
.
Katharine
|
‘|
with a flair forintimacy and human .
_
. gether ‘songbag that ‘emphasizes.
with» more ‘professional . abandon}...
interest, -(5). recollections’ of “his:
|:
ter mastery of. ballad, blues and Hepburn, and revives Bill, Robin- than usual, but. then ‘some. ‘of.the}. Living Room, N.¥e6
son’s:.stair
dance—the
same:.bit
il
lean
radio:
years;when.
he
played:
*
Johnny:
Nash,
Janet
°:
"Stewart,
‘Jazz| She’s one of the few song
which :she- injured. her left: routines: ‘are “..holdovers.| Paull Casey. Anderson, :
‘Bob-Ferrg.Trio; “only a small barking: dog, (6)-@:
stylists: who puts humor into. her. ‘during.
shin in a Florida. nitery. recently. Shelley ‘and«:
‘Frank: ‘Marti:- bands
| lampoon. :of.:: the” . Japanese ‘Alm,
work and it: gives the perform-{
‘|
supply the: paual -terp.:‘rythims.:2 $450 mane.
| “Rashomon.” | -ance the necessary Iifts and col- (She still wears the bandage; ) ©
_
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The Star again does the colorful|'
‘The fun: hits: a ‘peak. ori thie army”
1.
‘The
:
new:
“Living|
“Roont.
“pin,
re
‘orings..
“Matador” number, and introduces.
| which opened. at the start of- Holy. “sketch | (highlighted by: a imemo- - _
The program™ opens. “and. ‘closes an. interesting. film -clip: gimmick
|:-° Seatler-Hilion, kL:
rable’
roll: call), but. the- ‘hilarity
‘Week,
should
‘help
overcome.
some
1 Pe S
with items from Richard. Rodgers” which
stimulated-by Nye’s work is remar‘shows thé: various stages.
‘Los. Angéles,- April‘ 13.. of the. natural’: businéss ‘lassitude- ‘kably
“eurrent “No Strings” tuner,. “The of how taps and
orchestration are |
consistent. :Although he may‘of
‘this
period,
It
hias..good:
enter_ Sweetest Sounds” .and “Loads of dubbed into .a.tap dancing scene..:;,; Barry -Ashton production’ of: tainment: values .throughout,’ ‘with ‘lack ‘the wistful,: poignant counter-.--Bove,” which are delights: in. her ‘Ably.. assisting. Miss. Powell. :aré “Bring _On. The. Girls,” ‘with: Dick
‘ash; ‘point to’‘clownmanship that’ makes’
=...
‘Hands. In between is a sock ballad -singer-dancers. Tom: Allison, How- Weston, :Dian. Hart, Bob -Sinatt, | a. cast’: coniprising Johnny -‘N
someone like: Danny. Kaye‘a univer- . = tee
handling of “I Believe.In You,” ‘ard Krieger,.Gordon’ Cornish, end. ‘Dennis Parr, Vicki -Duran,. Essie’ ‘Janet. Stewart: ‘and:Casey -Ander- sal funnyman, Nye does ‘rank right.”
Davis: Bobbi Blair,’ Millie... Kaye,
the tune Robert Morse sings ‘to Jerry. Madison. . | .
mo Nash. “at one’ ‘time a. longtermer. up’ there’ with the: Caesars: : atid.
himself in “How To Succeed. In}..- Richard. ‘Priborsky ‘deftiy " con- ‘Cara. Dodge, ‘Sharon ‘Michaels,. Do- |
-.
“with” ‘the.“Arthur Godfrey Show, Carneys:..::.
Business Without. Really. Trying.” ‘ducts. the: Bill. -Reddie orehn. (17), lores De-Maria, Jann Miller, ‘For-|
‘Miss: Forrest, a queenpin. of.‘the
has.emerged ‘into.an ‘exciting .sing-:
There is also a standout. blues. show “was. produced ‘and: ‘smoothly rest. .Baruch | & - ‘Marie’ '-Kalmar; er: -He. seems ‘to. be enjoying. his big band era,: hasn't lost any of. the:
created
‘and
,
”
staged.”
‘by.
“Ashton:.
|
mediey
(“Chicago,” “St. Louis. j staged by: Tony. Charmoli; special:
‘old spark—in: fact,: her voice:seenis*,
- Blues.” “Going to Kansas City” ‘thaterial.-was. written. by: Ticker produced.” by. Ashton’: and. “Wolf | ‘work; “has a: ‘positive-- ‘approach to -bigger and stronger than ever: With-.
-Kochmann; - choreography, ‘Larry ‘his. numbers: “and colors:‘a tune the -assurance ‘and. authority -that**
and “New York City. Blues” from ‘Freeman. ‘and Earl Brown:
‘Maldonado; . costumes; ‘Lloyd Lam- ‘with: ‘interesting ‘melodic’ -excur- ‘comes with sustain ed:‘bandstan ding her .new Capitol album. “Cross]: Gary. Morton: is the “evening’s ‘bert;
-musicat ‘arrangements, :-Val ‘sions... The ‘Negro. ‘singer. ‘faults at
Country Blues”) which gives her ‘comedy. star, and:comes-across ‘with
OTs
times. with ‘an oldfashioned bid:for -and: . barnstormi ng:-—.:a proving©
whole repertoire a potent lift. -|.some solid’ standup stuff .that’ is Grund: Skinnay’ Ennis prek 05,
grourid most: modern’ ‘vocalists un-" Sipe
:"} swooning, . Dut -aside: from ‘this, |fortunately
$2.50'
cover... « _
..bypass—she- belts out::
- Backing ..her. with .full-blown ' new: to ‘the Strip. Hearty -yocks ‘go
‘|.makes | a ‘strong impression,
@ succession of. standards .and old
musical ‘shadings is Benny Car- to his .“‘famous. paintings. talking |- “phis-: ‘is.‘the “0th.‘revue’B
iF ‘A’ returner-is Janet. Stewart, “en- | favorites. witha. keen sense. of.
back to: the artist.” Only Gnce does
ter’s big band. The boys add much’ | he
make ‘a casual refererice,
to his: “Ashton: has niounted’ here overay
27 ceased in. a- ‘sequined - sheath .and phrasing “and” dramatic projection...
to the overall effect. .corisecutive-- ‘months and like the. sporting. a new’ ‘hairdo, who:.sings:|.
recent marriagé—using .the’: mikej.
Her: - best: ‘work: dccurs. on. the.’
The Stanley Paul: Trio; a Basin:
‘cord as ‘stock-market: ticker: tape,. predecessors: ‘it: is .what. -the ‘doc. ‘{n-a:sound aid entertaining man- Special. material. of ‘Gordon ‘Jenk-":- - o
Street East holdover, fills the room he: says, “U.S: Steel, 83.“e le Desilu, ordered: for: this. .convention-centre | ner. This Canadian. ‘Songstress. is:
‘ins’ ““I-Had To. Sing--‘With A Band”. .--: va
with some. pleasant sounds during is up, that’s nice.”
‘well.
developed,
‘pipes
included,
hostelry,. The lavish ‘girly: produc(tracing: hér ‘career: ‘from-Shaw.'to oe
the warmup. hours. o
‘Gros.
‘Earl Barton’s ‘production. num- tion’ routines.-bear the ‘Ashton- in- and: has’ excellent -afrangements.
to. James), and of. the closing’.
| ber, featuring: talented’ ballerina signia’ and: while thee’s no- vul- Her. highspot. is’ an ‘arrangement: .BG.
inedley - of::tunes. with. which she:Taylor, is held over and the .garity,.the “flash of. flesh-is:.as ex- of Harold Arlen: tunes; which. takes’ _is-associated.: The sweetness: of her Harrak’s, Lake Tahoe. Wilda
‘the.
measure
of
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audience.
tightening - has --made::At. a _ Slick. ‘treme: ‘as permitted:in Los Angeles.
-tone.. and- clarity. of her lyric. ap-..
Lee,
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at
_ - Lake Tahoe, April 16.
the. balladeer, ‘proach’ remain: outstanding. ‘The.
The. show itselfis’ one “of -the: - :Casey:a Anderson,
re nee
musicale. . ..'.
Donald O’Connor, Sidney Miller, miniature
: This: show in until May 3 “when weakest—if ot: ‘the nadir—of - all “has grown : considerably in «the ‘Eddie.‘Grady ‘quartet -supplies the.
Louis da Pron, Amazing. Monahans Polly Bergen and .
Paul. Winchell shows: Ashton: has -brought to the: brief time ‘he. has been: around. He. backiriz, occasionally errant : but. .
(4), Dorothy. Dorben Singers. and Preem. A
Dukes | room. . Four’ -“production .: numbers works more’. authoritatively, : his | Benerally: adequate. .=
Tubes”
Leighton Noble!’
Dancers
(15),
_[-have all. the typical Ashton ‘ingenuw- | ‘guitar: ‘pluckings : ‘give him- good
Orch (13); $3"minimum:
background :and ‘he- delivers. “an:
| ity” in staging’ and
gasp-provoki
- Garnivai, Phoenix - | finery...But:-the ‘specialty
ene .acts, “by”
by assortment. ‘of. folk ‘music with yir-|‘Rauch House, Phoenix’
_ For his Harrah’s Tahoe debut, Pi
jlity.” The’..Negro: ‘singer: makes}.
Phoenix, April’. 18.
and: large, -ate_ riot: up to. norm.
Phoenix; April“:16."
Donald O’Connor has put together
|-“Bay, Ward: & His. Dominoes: (4) : Dick Weston, one: of the’ better | these’ “ancient: tunes. pay off.|
“Deedy’ & Bill” (with. Al Barker *
a package slanted for. all tastes, (with: Pail. Raley); Solitaire, Ubal- |. younger. véntrilaquists,
“The Bob" ‘Ferro Frio:showbacks |
scores
;. $150: admis reee
Progor)
Cork.
-and..
with lotsa comedy, song and dance. ‘do, Hat Sunday Orch ASoce#0 mightily. next-to-shut. He has.a fine “eapably.: ue
_ Foses [eee $2.minimum, :a
aan
mt:
And to break. the pace, he's. :in- cover. on
J act ‘in ‘its. ‘metier (especially |-his| cluded
the Amazing. Monahans,.
jving Reom:, en gene
—
“-three-voice.. projection - at finale),
Ranchi. “House: . boniface: ‘Mike -last “year ‘sensed ‘the. busi-.are
who rate the descriptive in their - ‘Billy |Ward Tnodestiy bills his ‘but when Jhe whains .’em: it..is like |~:
Chicago, April is,
title. ~O’Connor. proves himself an Dominoes as “The World’s: Most: the-:250 hitter who. gets:the ‘scratch esDon’ Cornell, ‘Billy. - -Falbo,: Joe ness :‘potential of: -the: ‘area’s. bane fale
adroit showman, a firstrate dancer, |Entertaining: Vocal Attraction.” , Single .in-the eighth, ruining rival. Parnello, Tria;: ‘$2.50° ‘cover.:
geoning population: and: before the -.
a capable singer and. an impres- -They’re:: not. .Highly touted, -‘the. ‘piteher’ s no-hitter, -biit: accomplish-.
natives knew. what’ was: happen-. ~
sive comic.
And. working duo lads: area mild disappointment in’ ing: -little.‘else.‘for. Ais team’ 's. “Danny Siegel |has! “tikeable ‘ing: ‘huilt -hiniself. a resort: hotel. ..
with partner Sidney Miller, he théir three-week™ Stop at. Miss. chances. © .-*
:]combination in Don. ‘Cornell. and}... “The* centerpiece .of: this elegant
shows he can. handle ‘the ‘lines. Biale’ Carnival. :
”. Bob- Smart, who’Vocals.the: pro- Billy Falbo- for «his .Holy~. ‘Week-: facility :-is “the’-“Ranch .House™ Inn," with the best of ‘em.
: Anchored. by Ward. “at.‘the stand: : duction number&: and has-‘a solo Passover: entry: at: his Chi’ Living|.an‘ intimate 200-seater. ‘With: local | --” -’”
-.O’Connor parts the curtain. ‘with | up’.
y keyboard; :this foursome. (for-. -songalog, -has- — frankly -.-—~ scant ,Room. While: it’s‘apparent that no. faves. Deedy. Peters and: Bill-Greer ~
‘@ warmup: Bet’s Face the. Music: merly ..a quintet). unfortunately: .style.-nor . évén-.tonsil -timbre.. “one’s going to Bet. hit.by the apoc-| as. lurés this cozy, hospice is‘doing ey
and Dance,” then segues to “Make ‘isn’t the smooth-functionipg combo |-Femme- ‘chirp Dian Hart, is:a: ‘pony- qyphal. ‘cannon: -fired: dows Rush ‘SRO -business. “
Lo
‘Someone Happy” before--coming which’. has’ ‘marketed: millions ‘of. ‘size. piper ‘who’ seemingly:-is mak-|S
‘during. this: seasonal. ‘lull, _. The-’‘startling: - ‘surprise: “about: mo,
up with a smart ‘line of. chatter disks. .The- choreography, ‘is dis- ‘Inga mistake in- emulating Judy. whatever walk-in trade that's|‘still: Déedy: ‘& Bill's turn. is the polished ree
re the. topical. tuff and the gam- -organized. ‘The ‘comedy, complete: Garland. imitating: ‘Al Jolson. There. ‘around: won't. be disappointed ‘by|improveniert”’ ‘of: the’ act.- Armed. ‘~.:
ing tables.
‘a strong, but-not with lampshade hats and: oversized. is“: a. hint « she: ‘eould = get. more this pair: “of.“experienced Saloon ‘with “a -¢risp. Mort ‘Green.'script,
forced sell.Wie gets immediate bowties, is banal. and: embarrass. mileage’: ‘were ‘she to. turn- pixie artists.
a
the: zanies. sally forth to.unfurl:a i. °° rapport ‘with sincerity’ and -per- ing....
. Cornell «is. a. “"moré-tharicable ; ‘40-minute ‘ -segsion™ «of: comedy,
‘and do. comedy, chants;. it would re7
_ BSonality.
‘Phe ‘voral:‘arrangements are ‘sad- quire. a’p rsonality ‘switch, “but. it) ‘crooner: with an. easy. and ingra- chanting: ‘and. iristrumentals..
High poiritsin the 80-minute of: ly ‘over-orchestrated — bewildering appears~ e. has the: wherewithal. |: tiating’ manner :: ‘and’- generally|: ’ Deedy, a gnat-sized: gamin with:::.__
Dennis: ‘Parr’ (on per-year salary ‘smooth-as-silk delivery. -Teeing off. a ‘burnished. undisciplined coiffure - my
fering are his impresh :of Te d| to Hal Sunday's -band—and. obviLewis on “Me and My Shadow,” ‘ously. . beyond: the. Ken ©of -these | terms with - Ashton): -Skates. away. ‘with. a warbled: version -of “Just and: ‘a: ragdoll” limber - frame. is
Qwith his choreographer Louis. da young. singers’: immature pipes. - | with. honors: when .the. rink: is A ’.Gigolo,” -he- handles such: pop ‘a big plus. miming’ Katharine Hep-.!. 0
Redeeming features, of. act . are shunted ‘out.. Oddly, this.is the first’ staples: as “Second ‘Time Around”. “burn;: Ethel Merman, Lena’. Horne -.°."":|”
Pron as the shadow behind a big
0.
white screen’, and his songwriting: Monroe - Powell, : a. tenor: : who" is Ashton show’here where. there: also.| ‘and “Make ‘Someone Happy”: ‘with | and :Roberta” Sherwoad.” ‘She also.
warbles. -““Yesterday *s” and: “The
routine with.Miller. In the latter comfortable :in the upper .register, 4s a femme. skater, Essie-Davis. She: assurance, .~ :.
80 oS
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Over”.
:
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with’
a‘compara-:
(loaded with. clever scripting}, the-| chanting. a‘ convincing -“Love-Is a -has:.a. lesser’ -inning, 'Staged: ‘back-|in. a’ whispering” .°" *:
two. lampoon the likes .of Boyer, Many Splendored. Thing”: and: dit- ta-back, thre’s’ wonderment “why. tively recent ‘Johnny: Mercer entry, voice; but her ‘strong suit—and-the’-:° “..:
Chevalier, Janet Leigh. and An- toing the Ink. Spots’ “If I Didn't the two aren’t twained: for -a spin : “Drinking. Again,” a ‘melancholy: -act’s—has : ‘her: harvesting yoeks §«. -°
thony. Perkins (‘Psycho’), Ethel Care.” Bass Cliff Given clicks: with to finale.the frappe- bit.- Probably |barroom’ ‘ballad:. ‘Singer’s accom: aplenty: happily harassing. her far, arr
Merman and. Jack. Paar, Castro ‘and| “You. Don’t Have, to Be: a Baby. this’ Will happen...after®- -first-night ; ‘panist, Jack.: : Holiday;. ‘spells ‘Cor- ‘Tess, frustrated: partner.“.
‘nell at- -mnid-show ‘with a. lushly- |’. -Phe “rapport,.delivery” ‘and: ‘time: :
reaction, reflection. by Ashton:
‘Kennedy,
Belafonte,
and: Kirk} to Cry.” -::
Dougias and Charles Laughton}.. Paul: Raley’s ‘guitar’ is standout
-Early in’-show—unseheduled: —, ‘handled solo .on: the” theme. from: ing: ‘are. slick” and ‘near. -perfect. pel we
The’ act’s comedies are, ‘at. times, “°°:
(“Spartacus”). -Lines also include ‘backing proceedings ‘or in. his too. ‘Forrest. Batuch:and Marie Kalmar “Exodus. re
aiid: -way.-out: but- thé: out-:- ~~ ee
the up-dates. stuff on. ‘the. Liz- short-solo spot..But voung Milton do a: highly’. -promising adagio rou-|: --Comic -. Billy. Falbo,.. “recently wild ‘
Eddie situation...
Merle . ‘baritoning ““Blue:. Bird: of: tine. .- Pair. (Who.- ‘have: ‘worked:.as. ‘signed’ -by ‘Wm. Morris, is a vet-of. -fronters. ‘award .the hard: working.”
The songwriting ‘bit: (aimed at Happiness”. is corny, tedious’ and: line boy’ and. girl, “respectively,” ‘in these. parts.” He's: a: ‘never-let-up duo heavy. -palming. "
the PTA and-FCC) is cuttingly sa- overly dramatic. Ss
‘Ashton shows. over, last véar) were. gagologist, and:despite the séason- |. -Greer;, . abetted. “by. * guitarist: AL.
tirical for heavy endorsement -for
“Solitaire, ina returh: date. ‘at the: “Feceiving :a:. tryout. Nervousness ‘ally light crowd ‘manages to. instill: Barker and fork -Progoron: skins, .2. “" )
‘a8-.-2.-0".;
both the text and the presentation.| Carnival. shows. again that. she: is militated ‘against act, but: at least} ‘a fun spirit in: the room. His jokés ds: excéllent standing at ‘the. 88
:
ane
Spot
;
Fast costume changes" enhance the one: of the better exatics. :Ubaldo.. ‘two-of ‘the. lifts: ‘were stunners..and pare of both. the: topical and ‘tried-. musie .backstop “and in Solo
offering.
-eMicee -and :‘magician. :
“moves. the. ‘duo evince -moré’ hoofing ability.| and-true. variety, anid he. elicits: a '“Night Train” on sax:
The Amazing Monahans (father, “DH .at a. brisk ‘pace. arid ¢manages than: “most. adagioists. . ‘They: are: good mitt with-—his. standby Panto. ‘This: fs: a. three-week: ‘date’ ‘for
two sons, nephew} impress with to ‘prove ‘that: his. fhands, are quick-' earmarked -as’ having “-a:. future, Poker’ gaihe ‘routine. —Deedy'& Bill. As "yet there. is "no. - ”
highly
skilled
risley' -acrobatits er. than. the. “eyes of the:inibibers,. when. rough: edges are honed.‘|.
customer ferping: SO" no: club’ hand...
. Bill 1s‘in.for:afortnight,
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04has the delivery: to:match tet Riviera; Las v egas a fenime terper,and. Juan-‘Mari As'|-‘Desert Ian, Las Vegas
Ree, ‘Miamierry

material... Comic¢ opens. with .a: few:
“Las Vegas, April 167.- | tigaraga’ ‘scores. as:a skilled, graceMiamt Beach, - April:2
“Las: Vegas, April 17.
“Johnny: Mathis,. Inga. & Rolf, Art minutes of'topical, ‘and. impressiye-|:Pony ‘Martin, Jose: Gteco & Co. ful ‘soloist.
” phit Harris Show, with the. Kane a
ly
laugh-getting
‘lines
rethé
‘Ken(18);
nrackie.
‘Clark, -‘Harry. Nofal;
~’ Comedian |‘Clark’ 1son ast.Jong | Triplets, Dick" Humphreys, _ Rene;
“Freeman Oreh; $5-$10:m inimum.” a
hedy clain,:the Nixon ‘situation and Kay’. -Brown;. George’ Arnold ‘enough to whet the andience's ap-' Jubilee Four, Jack. Pepper, Joyce
» Johnny’:‘Mathis, "who. ‘ine oiher other subjects straight from today’s. ‘Dancers. 412); -Jack Cathcart Orch’| petite: for more: He comés on twice Roberts, Buddy Cole, Mary Lou,
E¢I9): presented ‘by Ben-Goffstein;: —- ‘first. introducing ‘Greco,: then: ‘Desert: Inn’ Dancers. (18), Carlton
--years.always ‘opened the- Cafe Pom:|-headlities:
peii of this: swankery, is the closer|:. He ‘hits’‘the high point, however. ‘produced: &.staged by’ Hal Betfer; Martin; -and -his delivery.-is ‘dry, ‘Hayes Orch .(14); produced. & di“this. season. ‘to. the run of. names. -with 4:10-minute:plus- dissertation | choreography, :‘George . Arnold; ; deadpan; with ‘rarely .“a “smile. rected’: by. ‘Phil "Harris & Dick
_prexy Harry Mufson's booking: pol-|on credit. cards that: proves potent stage ‘direction, Milt “Bronson, $4 Yocks © from: first-nighters . ‘should: ‘Humphreys; ...choreography, Hum. .
| insure‘. Clark” an. early. return. ‘to: ‘phreys &.Joye:‘Roberts;. han minie .
“ey “called for.-Tremendous open-' Fisible qualities. The. full ‘routine: ‘.miniinum. «

‘the Strip. .
‘Sng. night. -tufnout indicated. that encompasses |‘much new- mateérial.|-:
ayum.-.- *.
‘én-| - George |“Arnold's. new: “eurtain-| >
. HO Matter: what.timeé of season. he’s: Rot heard’‘on: any. nitery floor; ‘and } “iphere’s. a’‘iapfley offering”“of :e
“-pooked, Mathis «is.: money dn the from - auditor. ‘indication,’at's highly’ tértainment, in the-new show here’ faiser. is an’ imaginative . ‘concoc--|. “Mary. ‘Lou; anewcomer. to. -show
the’ ‘always ‘reliable’ Tony :Mar-: ‘tion; featuring the. voices-of. Harty. biz, almost. stole the show from.
valuable:. oa
- bank, for Mufson... ©;
After being away: ‘from the’nitery |-“Donn: ‘Arden, “pn‘his: first produc: tin; the spirited, Jose ‘Greco .& Co., Nofal and ‘Kay ‘Brown who plug. old pro.Phil Harris at the. preem—
“circuit for. four- months ‘(due:: to ‘tion:for the Riverside, rates: plau- |‘avery -funny comedian: new: to] all: the -other ‘hotels .and. stars: ‘on Mary Lou being ‘a live pink: baby
“=. - “spinak ‘ailment), Mathis: at. show -dits for. putting. together ‘two’ num-. ‘Vegas: named Jackie Clark’ and ,a:|- ‘the Strip with a. ‘humber™ called | elephant: that. the star. introduces.
a-_ caught was bit uncertain. of some bers, :both:-impressive, .on -only -‘a colorful ‘fresh. production-‘number: “Showtime,.. Las: Véegas.”. The 12. while’ singing - a song. about’ pink
[elephants - Harris... ‘handles the
- jines::and ©a. few tempo-takeofts. ‘few..‘days’: Notice, «‘Fourteen shorv- | With: ‘proper: editing, thé.‘program: Arnold dancers nicely ¢decorate the
‘animals ‘like a ‘veteran ~tralner,
-But-he- ‘displayed: ‘wnhusual ‘warmth|girls were: recruited: from: ‘Vegas, ¢an settle down’ to a:‘mest pleasant: festivities.
nitery.
evening.:
‘Hollywood.
ahd
New
.York’'-on:
the
+ making, her: do typical. elephant.
) Vand: know-how at getting ‘baek :6n.
2os normal course with. easy-does-it:ap- short’ notice, outfitted, rehearsed, «Martin is Martin, ‘licking: ‘with |Keely.Smith opens. ve“Duke. tricks for iaugh insurance. .
“proach : that’ set’ ‘unusual .rapport and.turned in a commendable: pers youngsters: and ‘oldsters as ‘he :de-.|_
The ‘Harris. show, which -he proformance for. the opening’ ‘stanza. livers ‘a well-balanced ‘songalog: in }with. the: ‘audience, .re
‘and directed with ‘choreo-"
“We€‘bares, Toronto. “bauiced
his: ‘Smooth, ‘sophisticated. manner.
H
' |-grapher: Dick. Humphreys, is a
Another, ‘upgrading’ note! ‘Mathis. ‘They” were: obviously’ picked |for.
Toronto,
April:
14,
.
wae:
‘includes . the’. : Academy-hot 4eye Appeal. as. Well: as talent, {pleasant
variety ronp. Humphreys ..
has discarded.‘some..of the: betimes|.
r Trio:{cleverly concocts
Jeannine :“Adair rates ,adjectives’ “Moon - ‘River, ”.“ginéerely. dramatic ‘ "Denyse “Aiige; Jack ‘Lauder.
his dance patters,
"annoying .-overstyled -mannerisms
corr “land is ‘also outstanding as.a ‘per- :
versions: of “Maria’®. ‘and. “Make $1.15:gover... oe
-:-that,-never -did'.set too-:well with} ‘along. with Phil: Montgomery “as:
‘Someone- ‘Happy;” ‘and. an updated |:
former, along. with his assistant,“
. the: males in the. audience: ‘End re Producti6n- ‘singers. Miss Adair’ ‘alsa’ lyric
“
-Garbea
in.
white
‘ati.
w
sith.
black:
presentation
of.
:
‘Whoopee.’
ee
‘beautiful. anid.shapely Joyce Rob; sult,.is a°‘top-impact Songster. work- |‘scores .aS featured .‘dancer.:” * The.
A. Serious. mood: comes. with ‘beading ' and:- elbow-length: black
- -§ng ona continuous. reaction ‘build. ‘few lighting and: musical]. probléms ‘|*Sholom’. and’ “Milk and ~Honey,” gloves wiien. caught, -Denyse: Ange. -erts, who- clicks ;both ‘as terper and
‘mentor.’
;
a
:“that:‘winds him -into more: encore} .on .opening night need: only:a.. bit
and he’ Surrenders. ‘to:the’. ‘Twist proves a: clic bi-lingual. chanteuse|.
‘of attention for ‘coFfrection. .
-,demands. than he could -fill, ‘and |'
. The.Kane’ Triplets, in their: eatly’ .
.“Lwhile doing -““Yi,. Yi, -Yi,""* accom- ‘at -the swank -Le Cabaret. |She.) teens, are. refréshing and. prettly.:*. ..
m through Ma ye.
still: not run: into.rext show; - .”. ’ Show: isin
attention .with her. spirited|.
!
a
:
a
Pong.- | panied. iby .his: "fine *‘packground| holds
They .get. warm audience Tésponse’
‘Mathis ‘has a:battery. of new. ‘areeh Be
| quartef of: two. male - and. tw 00opening of a Parisian medley and with their “Ragtime Cowboy Joe,”
_cTangements. wof the better ‘pops and |.
“La ‘Vie en, Rose.”
°7 femme ‘singers... “Dear Mr. Kemnedy,”. and. “Huckle- .
‘ evergreens, ‘canny ©excerpts’: from|' “Chuirchitis; ‘Eondoa
‘Martini ‘also’ ‘revives, some. of:‘the |: - Miss. Ange’ switches. ‘foa “bouncy “buck.” °
: ‘musicomedy. - .a: Ta: “Maria”. from,.‘London; April ‘13... | numbers with “which.-he’s ‘idénti- “Diamonds - .are. a- Girl’s: . Best|.
‘West Side Story” that’s a’ spell-t-.. “Suivez, ” ‘with Barry. Kent, Pupi. fied:: in’“the :.turn: ‘well-staged. ‘by ‘Friend’ with English. lyrics—and | “ Rene,’ ‘ihe puppeteer, gets yocks
:pinder:: for “all. types. . among thel:‘& Pupi, .Veronica: Martell, ‘Kuban: “Hal. Belfer.: Joe -‘Castro.-at.the 88- -changes. tempo, °‘in “French. and ‘with :his -little. people, especially
‘the haughty . professor who plays -- ‘auditors. .There’s =a: Jengthy’. run= ‘Cossacks’ .-«3);. Warren, Devine’ ‘&. ‘guides: thé. Jack Cathcart oreh.419), English,-.for .“Sereaneta:” -She- fin-|'
_.down-of. his recording clicks,’ some] Sparks; -Line: (12); choreograpliy, ‘with. the proper finesse.”
‘| ishes. first- -eatalog -Wwith ‘a .saucy piano. ‘Jack Pepper lends comedy .
“~brief,: some-more -‘detailed, all Bat: | ‘George Carden; musical: arrange: Greco:: ‘and: group: (18).‘ghurn “F. Enjoy “‘Being’:a Girl’ ‘All her. with his.role of a technician-check- _
ering Trapt ‘attention. _
iments, Edward.:-Taylor: lighting, the Stage: with -their artistie® flair,: ‘arrangements: are by. Jimfny. Dale. ing the mikes. before the show, and: ~
For: second ‘half of:her 30-minute]: “nostalgia with his singing of “If.
..There’s a maturity: ‘about’“Mathis Wilf - Clifton: ‘Tony -Arnopp* and. ‘bit: the: act: ‘Avil ‘be. much: better.
‘I -Had'My ‘Life To Live. Over.”
‘new’ that. was” ‘missing ‘before’. to: Monty: ‘Tyree ‘Orchs; ‘$2.80. cover. nitery” ‘fare.’ ‘when - “Severely ~ “eut.. ‘stint Miss Ange -lilts “Moon River”|:
hold the ‘adults. - ‘as. ‘well. as _the|:
There. should. e--more:Greco..and. ‘in: English, .another. -Paris: ‘medley} The: Jubilee Four, a‘‘fine sepia. .
‘brings the bash toa ~
”-growing-olderteen set who. pushed| ‘Harry: Meadaw$ has established: + ess” of :the? “obscure. folk dances ‘and, :““Midnight-.in’ Moscow.”. Sexy. vocal ‘group,
“his career. As. noted, he couldhave} ‘Safe’ formula over the’ years: ‘for his: which belong. in. a.concert -hali—.| brunet -not ‘only-‘establishes: her-. Toausing. finish with “Casey Jones,”
“Ghost
Riders,”
and with ‘Harris, . .
a twice-nightly |‘floors show,-in which “You. .can’t’ tell onée* player from] self? -ds': a”“handsomely ’ coutured|.
: BUnE ‘all.night. “at ‘Ain’t Necessarily Sa,” “Joshua,” |
- Returnees: here’:‘are Inga & Rolf, .a -few solid°and reliable acts are another: without: a’score card,” and | ‘soprano. ‘but. ‘a: Fren¢hwoman. -who and’ “Old Time Religion.” Buddy
one: ‘of. the: :classiest-.dance.“duos: ‘backéd ‘by “bold: and colorful: pro-| thé: same.“holds ‘true. here, where. believes the:‘Hyrics atid. where war- ‘Eole. firmly guides the séssion at.
"Ground. Viennese - ‘imports - are: a duction” numbers, .On the premise| the “audience has: ‘No :program. ‘to ranted; “turns: out. to be:an: ‘excel- ‘the .88-and ‘organ, conducting. the :
.
‘handsome. pair, ‘the femme with, ‘that’ you :can’t: rewrite. a: hit,-.he| identify -‘the:-various. dance rou: Jent. ‘comedienne.
_AS:- Soon ‘as « she. -“flnishes | her. } Carlton Hayes.orch (14). The 14 ..
*
‘Hollywood: “potential. . The “team's|. largely offers: ‘the. mixture. as:-before: tines
‘in. his: -latest ::presentation; .:.and
|: Greco, “of: course, is magnificent,- ‘twice-nightly appearances’. at’ Le ‘girl. and ‘four boy dancers ‘nimbly .
. ‘balanced -patterns.-are- all ‘ballet:|:
Stir, the: party. :
tinged; ‘the ‘spins, ‘lifts. and .-drops. there’ s little -doubt: that: it: has’ the|the -personification :‘OE: ‘the:: proud’ Cabaret ‘on May. 5, she-leaves two.
“Harris &-Co, ‘are here until ‘May
‘palm-raisers.. Routine - on .a “West. “‘quality.-to’ appeal. to:his Jate-night. ‘Flamenco’ danéer. Pepita’ “‘D’Arcos days‘ Jater for 4 tour of‘U.N. troop
As.outstanding, as ‘a;fiery... reine camps .in’ Egypt. :
_MecStay. - 22, when, the McGuire Sisters open..
- Side Story’: angle -is- highlight. In: ‘customers. *
Duke.
+ tough’ ‘warmup: ‘Slot, ‘they.wind into * Barry. Keiit:.thé’vocal star ofthey

_
‘Sart’ Freeman” ~and: his: expanded,
Sgreh: (for’ this. arrangement) °‘back. ground Superbly. ‘Mathis-closes: the:
“8 near: showstop.

‘revue;:_ has. been ‘residént: .at this}}.::Bond.-.-St., “nitery. for. some “four
years, . and’ is now’a veteran.so far

|}.
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as- knowing: ringsider -tastes, His|]° ee
|

Sammy

Miami Beach, April .22.
- Davis ‘Jr., "Pat . Henry

“sFeom ‘Thursday, with Mufson mull}. main chore is to provide the vocal:}
"| ‘Les Rhode Orch; 8 50-87.50 mini
"ing “budget-packages, for’ the. * Tate accompaniment :“for- George ‘Car: TOMMY WONDER & DON
om 4 person of: Miss: ‘Bontie- Dobson, °“a piums,:
Spring-summer, weeks. ° - Lary.” -|.den’s' .dance -routines, : and. this’ ‘he}. LAIR
Toronto: gitl who has. never ‘studied
with -the “confidence *that Dance, Songs .
4
“eat” . does"
Thos,
oa 7 Singing, ‘but? whose. interpretations |.: The: heaviest patronage drawn. to’:
comes. from “along. residence..-:
-*
‘Mins: -° biggéry’s: Casanova Room in
“Riverside, Reno. ; oy: ~The 'dancing ‘Tine “(10 gals. ‘and. Frolie,:Revere,Se pee . ee demonstrate - astrong .feeling ‘for |}.“this
‘a couple of seasons. is an’ answer
‘two: men):.do. a: competent: job in-| ‘Fommy ‘Wonder &: ‘Don Deliair, ‘her:chosen: ethnic’ ‘vocal: aréa.
‘Reno; April’ 19::
to
Sammy.
Davis Jr.’s booking for...
“Maus Bros.- (3), Bobby Ramsen:a ‘five :‘production . numbers; partieu-: back din the States after-a. year. in‘. ., Rosyeheeked, -Tedhairéd M. iss! a 10-day holiday
run, It was‘a last ©
“Dona Arden: Production . (16), Lou larly, in’ the’ introductory’ “What's Europe,. are. preeming, a ‘classy. new.
minute deal. Owner Morris LansDobson
has.
a
sweet,
‘pure:
voice
and
Levitt. Orch: -(10);: $3. minimum. : On”. in: ‘which °they’ re. aided :iby, act’ here. :.Last- reviewed..in :“New:
burgh
was
beaming
the first two .
=,
7 “original costumies..-'”
_ | Acts, as: ‘Tommy: Wonder, Margaret brings. a: “highly . personalized | ap- shoWs;-‘with sellout status obtaining :
After” ‘experimenting. “with: ‘ two. - Among ‘the: four. spéciaities, ‘the: Banks.: ‘& Don Dellair, in 1958. -at} proach to. her. work - that: denotes. ‘and: ‘bright prospects of continued.
@ilferent”™ kinds. of. “shows. ‘for -the strongest’ is the: Kuban -.Cossack Blinstrub’s; « Boston,’ ‘the. interna-|.
‘deep ‘conviction.’ - Her “repertoire Tainbow. round the elub’s tills...
. Reno .scene—‘Jewel Box -Revue |Trio: ‘with’ its ‘virile /Russian’ style tionally’ ikhown ‘terper,. who: has
nd.
os o and° *World- of Suzié. Wong’:
“ “Ziegfeld. --Follies,”’ provides -“a.‘solid: showease, for. -her | - Davis gives out full measure for.”
appeared °:
dancing.’ *Warren,- - Devine
“finding. them, «4°: -- disappointment: Sparks;. “agro-comiedy: Veterans, hit “films,” tv, ‘has.“choreographed: -and ‘ability as’ she: ineludés: songs’ of ‘the attendant mobs, who react ‘to
--€oin-wise; --Bill. ‘Miller. for: this. ‘eur- the target ‘again with ‘their. knock: ‘produced: a, fast-moving ‘act ‘with |.substance. from -Canada, the .U.S., ‘his every _bit ‘with paim-to-palm.
-rent two-week: ‘stint. has:.booked’ about -routine;. Veronica Martell ‘is | pattner-singer: ‘Don Deliair, :which England, Scotland, -Ireland, France, pleasure. .The slender dynamo |
_a- double’ ‘bill ‘that’s sure:..to. pull a deft juggier ‘and the billing. of zips. from: start to ‘finish.
‘| Yugoslavia and. Czechoslovakia. All -neveF lets up in pace, belting away.
“his. Riviera’ Room ‘out.of the’ dol- Pupi &. Pupi_ conceals: the: identity : Immaculately: attired | in: ‘dinner ‘are’ ably. self-accompanied on. gui- ‘it a: more-than-usual set of. songs,
";drums." mt
ve of an American woman who gives|suits, they: open. wiith:“a, swinging. tar, and :sung with Sincerity, delic|.containing the ‘uptempo, ‘ballads
Gacy and -humor;, as occasioned, -pius and -torchants. ©.In ‘fact, he spends:
Fo marquee ‘thé:Mills:‘Bros. ‘here:dg lively. 4mpression. ‘of a:‘couple: of
‘ton: Parisienne,” “ink:which: ‘Dellair’ a Nice; sense. ‘of ‘tempo and :"good | ‘a good ideal of his over an hour
ve Js. fo--assiire” good: biz,. arid, -with dancing. dolls.
onstage. on. this vocal bent, . -with
sings, but. is: broken: up .with: antics. change. ‘of.pace. |
‘ word. ‘of mouth, Bobby. Ramsen, in
“Basic. ‘production is:‘staged tiviee
the. auditors yapt.
of: Wonder, who skins around’stagethis® 4ocal - ‘debut, is. sire,to win, ‘nightly,’ with: -variations -.in>
Opening: ‘with, a. slow .‘Séottish |!
“ Theré’s a slick sésh of heel and: °
ca, Many’: ‘followers. * And” the. ‘Donn, dance routines :in .:the “first. and}: with fancy dance steps ‘arid French pallad,. “Will “Ye° Go. Laddie -Go,”
‘music ‘hall. vociferations..
;
. Arden‘ productions . are not to. he
Miss : Dobson quickly .swings -into|‘toe--and there could be more. of ©
~_discounted: as top attention getters, Second shows. Layout is: vigorous- ; “Seguing * to: a ‘mediey.. “of: “lan- a huinorous Fr ench-Caniadian ditty,|‘same—for the.-portion served ‘up.
‘iS. eagerly aecepted:.: Highlight, per.
't guage. songs,. “Romantiea,”: ‘in Ital-' “Monsieur: . Le. _Cure,” 7 and | then
‘
: (The. “Jewel Box Revue, > gdccen:.
-always, ‘is his satiric set of carbon- ting femme impersonators, ran into. ‘backing’ by.the:tesident eornbos. ‘jan; “Et Voila” in French. and: ‘Engings;
a. lengthy rundown that takes
lish;
Dellair:“takes
them
|
out:
for
. trouble with. the: city ‘council: “and.
7M yro.. | fine ‘airing, displaying,nice: pipés.: blues,..“So- ‘Long; Honey: * A Cana- in eyery entertainment peer, ‘plus .
‘dian. logging song, “Peter _Amher' the. loéal clergy: ‘soon-:.after’. it} nena
a
few
. “outsiders” and winds him
‘
|
Singer:
.
then
.
intros’.
the“.““Tommy
ley;” is followed by a saucy” quesopened ‘and™ was: forced. to.- closé‘Wonder... Strut,’’- word. ‘painting | tion-and-answer matriage: number, into stormy: demands for more. ~
2&2 week . before..the. engagement |.
ae

~ StrikeHitsVaude

*endéd by. order. of a new city or-].
: dinance -passed °‘expressly to. out-'|’
_ Taw, such ‘shows. “And. “The: ‘World. —

:. of Suzie Wong,” despite the -talent,:|

Continued. from page.49—

“3 Wondeér’s. showbiz background, and + “My Mother Chose’ My ‘Husband;” ; Davis serves ‘up. pleasant and’
dancer comes ‘on with‘the danée he |.‘and an exotie Yugoslav: love. song, . amusing.gab,;. some -of subtly deve
‘did in. the. “Folliés,’” and afterwards |.‘“Shano.” :The rest of ‘her ‘set.is in’ astaling’ when: referring to mem‘in. musical. films, seldom :seén.‘in- the. same ‘varied vein,:as Miss. Dob-: -bers ‘of the “Clan.” Whatever. he

opening night...This: “was, “washed: -these- ‘times..:: During’ this: “extreme j.
“failed: ‘to. draw--to expectations. J
‘son ‘includes --the Frerich-Canadian -does,.” there’s -the: very-pro -aura
Slow -moltion:‘strut, he: wins ‘spon.
« The |‘Mills. ‘freres;’ in: their: ‘usual:| out,. of. ‘course; .when” the “papers t taneous’ applatise : from the:.Jame |“Road :To .Grandmere,” ‘whieh .she engendered. that keeps him ‘on top...
translates. into. English: as ‘she: goes|.all the’ way. .He. had. to beg off,
pare. form, . captired. the. opening.|. ‘shut down, 12°hours: before -‘the. packed. audience,
along;.. “Jack Of: Diamonds”. from |‘literally, after: workng himself into
.-Dight tablers: toa point .of near Homewood’s ‘curtain-raiser. Holy 7

- Dellair.. next. takes the ‘mike for
néar. exhaustion. “og
“standing: ovation: Three: were .on.20 -Week and. the. Start: “Of ‘Passover unusual ‘Tendition -of ‘inddern ;ver-. ‘the’ U.S:,.-a:legend song. from the’
‘and. Orkneys of: Scotland, a Pat Henry, in.the tough: ‘warmup:
: ‘Ininutes. ‘overlong and were: visibly:
|-sion- of: traditional :Yiddish song, Hebrides
‘alsocontribiited
°
:to”
‘the
debacle:
‘spot,’
soon: displays. reason. for the.
“The ‘Silkie of -Sule. Skerry,”
&He impressed. by ‘the’ ‘reception... ‘Trio.
“Like. the. Moon Above’ You,” wine}
gavé-’em ‘just what they came. to: ‘Nabe.’ house’ “is.oéated -in:-north ning- all. around. He. then goes into Canadian Maritimes.’ love lament, Davis-Sinatra_ interest’. tn his: budding
career.
The. young comic
-héar; a Songalog. of titles.associated|Minineapdlis”: ‘in-sa ~predominantly . “Dancing. in the Dark”: ‘keyote. of “She‘s. Like:A Swallow’ (title: song
works in smooth, vet. manner; rewith ‘the Mills: name,. many: of. tke Jewish: neighborhood. :
.|-Wonder’s -w.k:.:turn,: dancing :‘with. for' her’: Prestige LP), and: con- Minding’ at ‘times of an Alan - King.
“2
evergreens -and’ standards, ‘and .a|°.
““Suzanhe,”. life-size” ‘doll, ‘whieh he ‘cludes ‘with a tongue-in-cheek" Eng- in- forthright .approach. "
lish. folk. tune, “Neyer Wed. An Old
newie they: Just’ ‘recordéd, “Daugit-|- Until the: newspaper: sttike:which.
oP ter |of: a: Paper’ Doll,” .:a” followup: is. ‘likely. ta’. last four: :weeks. or|Spins: ‘and twirls- ‘and_ goes into. up- “Man.” Playing’ to-a. coffechouse : Henry,. however, soon establishés
dated twist.: DeNair joins: in twist-

oe to their, “Paper Doll” :}it:

jonger-. ends, “Fink. plans; ‘to limit’ ing. ‘finale. for. smash‘ finish. ‘Both audience. -well-steeped :‘in- the folk | his. own indiyidual style;-a brisk,
:- Group, ‘backed by: guitarist. ‘Nor: his : product. -_to.. screen: -offerings; sing.. off: -with goodbye-” in: various ‘song: idiom, singer had her auditors’ sometimes underplayed ‘one that
is highly effective for his load -ofa “mnan Brown, .score .with. their .re-. primarily: - : ¥eissues, -“and. foreign: ‘languages, and Wonder takes: re- Captivated ‘throughout. |

turn.’ for."a polished™ one-legged |°. ‘ Miss’ Dobson‘ has cut: ‘three: LP's topical material, sharp set of. one‘and. : ‘wnquestioned . - talent.: ‘another.try, -however, .as.:500n -.aS ‘spin.. -Act is fine. for posh .clubs,. ‘for. Préstige, -and. -has “spent two +liners and observations. -He’s a.
“...: Brother. Harry -makes’ with’ the the:. walkout. is” ‘over... He. -pulléd; tv,”mansiesls, and.visual.Situations. years singing-back.’ and. forth refreshing: new. talent -on this ¢ir-.-emecee-chores and. the. fun.‘bits for “Glenn Miller : Story” out, ‘affer|.across Canada ‘and the.‘US: anainly ‘cuit. Had. them yocking it up all
ar
nt top. endorsement, "
| three: “days,°:substituting *- “The
Tin campus - stands.*: With.. limited. ‘Ahe® way, toa scck. bowoff..
‘BONNIE
DORSON
Apattment”
:
(UA)
last
Monday.
and
folk
club:-experience; :inéluding ©‘al Les: Rhode: and _ his crew, “with
- Ranisen;-: new: to ” Reno,” ‘brings’
- “As
at
|'stint. .at- Gerde’s Folk: City ‘in New. ‘Davis’ threesome’ of ‘musical aides
_ “with. him. smart fresh material that: is ‘running « another. reissue, .
:; | York, this :pert young ‘miss. nevér- leading the. Way, - captures the
~ 2° gets chim’ far “apart. from many: of Any: -Girl*-: (MGM),. this: week. “Ad.
* the: ‘Standups’ ‘who are .booked 7é miSh. Wwas:‘trimmed: from’ $1 415° to Inquisition, aniconvér,. BC.
theless. -displays’ a definite. potential flavor’ ‘of the’ proceedings..

"~ Jaxed.”-presentation, -. distinctive films. He: -hopes.. ‘to. give ‘vaudfilm

_ ustyle,,
os

peatedly: in. the. Reno-Tahoe’ area $1.50. for -last.four- days: of. vaud- |. “A fresh and striking entry in the. Via her talent. and. fresh material inT' Due end of:‘week, Alien & Rossi.
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_, Assignment. in. New York °

English ‘production’. of. Bertolt’ a.

Twe Stars for Comfort.

Brecht’s...powerful - ‘and.

pe

episodic|.

Agri
y 24.

Madrid, Apri. 24,
“The. Caucasian Chalk: Circle,”” and| "Jose: Tamayo.” ‘ditector:of - ‘the| omnis Italian: clty noted tor itsParmésan: cheese and: tough oes Bees
Michael Codren & Jsvid Hall
- ‘@udiences' proved ‘remarkably. cordial-as host to the '10th: Interna-"* 2° .-2
thon of comedy-drama Jn twe acts even | there are unusual features about}
state-subsidized Teatro Espanol and |.:” tional: Festival of University Theatre. ‘Three Italian and six-foreign.: =: ° «:
by -John Mortimer. Staged
Michael Elntt; decor, Malcolm Pride; the -presentation. ‘ For .example, his‘ own “Teatro de. ‘Bellas - Artes]
- ‘troupes. ‘appeared ‘by: invitation. of the: U._ of. Parma: Most’ arresting ©.’ -.°::
lighting. Richard -Pilbrow. Stars ‘Trevor Michael Flanders (& Swann), best
Howard: , features wane! Dean: £smon
known as a ‘revue artist, ‘does. the ‘here, -will stage a. play in New} ‘participant:‘was the. “Academy - ‘OF. Choreography’: vat Leningrad, woof
April 4,;
night,
Patricia
Healey.
Open
York: ‘this spring. for the Institute) - Russia, af
62, is the Garrick Theatre, London; $3. 50 ; narration from a. wheel-chair. Also;
|W, H: Auden ‘has translated. sev- ‘for Advanced: Studies in the. ‘Che- a ~Tinaugural, event,‘was. Shakespeaie’s, ‘nove ‘Labor Last,” by:‘the a a ra
Drake Seonecuedenenscees Esmond Knight | eral of the lyrics, there is an origi-. atre. Arts.
The. Institute imports
London, April 12.
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nal score -by: Paul Dessau and the
-music for the London -production.

Diane. Clare

‘Anthony Valentitie

Peter —
Occ ecanecnvece
David Walsh
Sam Turner tensabecsence ‘Trevor Howard
Ant Martin © .4.<-.c00e° Patriciaa Healey
Bre. Turner
...... Sev eaeae Isa

‘Was composed. and. _ arranged: by.
‘Dudley Moore...
{de. ‘Vega. comedy.”
.

Mrs. Arliss JUNIE
Hazel IHughes
Mr.
Moxer ..e...c-cceees- Peter Sallis

Mr.
Br.

Bream
Joyce

....c..csacenes ~
..,.ccencecncns

ing i
foreign ‘directors ‘for’ the: stag
: to 18th: century. France. and. the.‘students, “determinedly. realistic, : 7 Was . wee

workshop: ‘productions.
of;Tamayo:
°
‘intends. staging a“bos

me

for
-* “University. of Barcelona. presented—
2°26
a Catalan Ballet ‘by: Esbart- Verdaguer havitig-as its ‘lead a ‘guitarré..
' Monserat: Rovida™ ‘and ‘Rosa ‘Vidiella-trimuphed: over the -rest of..:.0-:.°

Brecht in his time had.a ‘dynamic 1.
influence on the European. -theatre;

Dudley. Jones
Noel Howlett

‘scorned ‘wigs and grew. longhair.. The hirsute: ‘adornments exceeded’

=f the.‘acting: in’‘interest but the locals. applauded vigorously:
ae
we :
‘the first time anywhere. 7 ae

Show OntofTow

s

but “The Caucasian ‘Chalk. Circle,” }:
| the company..and-“everyone. was: much-feted in .“Caritos y- Darizas-):: ©* +: 702+”
Col. Cardew. St meteceteoees William Fox though dramatically: intense, prob“de ‘Valencia.” -Parma: :itself “presented : “The .Bath” -by ‘Vladimir
©...
‘ably. has. less: significance «than |:
a Majakovskij,
+
directed: admirably’ “by: -‘Bogda -_Serkovic and: ey,
Trevor Howard is back on the ‘most. of- ‘his: other works. It js :-in
"with equally notable scenery. by Zelio Zagotta.. aos
Spring ‘Thaw 2:
‘West End stage after more than. essence a development
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Falls’ Valley. Theater..at a profit pointing. hére.at the b.o. ||.
and: folds. two weeks. Jater- than of the ‘Tulane ‘Drama: Review.-The'| |
. | to. get ‘the. membership: nod was
‘Part: of the: success: ‘undoubtedly: Lillian Gish for a five-year counog iously,
‘one-act. drama: has been translated ‘that .was.. Jnvested in“theatre. of
;‘|stems from. the fact that: there are cil term as ! principal. The defeatwill:
thelr”
owas
2
ton
from ‘the: German. DyeJames: L.
_ The’ openér. ‘for ‘Storrow
_ many: West Gernians. ‘among: the ed -nominating committee ‘candihe: Eleanor: ‘Powell in a ‘Las Vegas. Rosenberg. :
erg:
re
audience. éach. niht: “Eady” has date was. Mortimer. Halpern. Prin- .
“-revue.; It'll be: old. home ‘week .for: “The. ‘Rochester. pierformance- ‘wit ‘4
2+ -J.proved one. of the main. goals: for ‘eipals from. the nominating com”: Miss: Powell, a:-native. ‘of Spring- |'be ‘part -of a- series: of “Symposia |.
|
tourists coming to the divided city. mittee ticket elected. with “Miss.
“Feld, Mass. ::The '16-week. season. ‘on: Creativity” ‘to be’ -held : next}.
.: |"Pravel “agencies are reportedly. ‘Gish to. five-year terms were.Con-- will feature--15 -shows, with. “Tun- Tuesday-Saturday ‘apyin,onjune-|)
-. koperating ‘well with: the “My: ‘Fair rad. Bain,. Theodore Bikel, John.
nel * of . Love'* ‘booked
- :for ‘two tion: with, festivities: honoring..the |~~
. ‘| Lady. Airlift” bringing, for -reason-. Cornell, Hume. Cronyn, ‘Paul Ford,
~weeks.: “This: is-a- change of. ‘policy:
‘40th: anniversary: of the aniversity’s |'.‘I able. prices, . West German. theatre“for the-tenter. Other’ seasons: had:
_. two-week bookings for’ all ‘shows
: during July:and August.
Following Miss. Powell :Swill:“be
“peter Lind Hayes and ‘Mary Healy

Eastman Scliool of Music. ‘The play |. Wash
| willbe performed: ‘by the-Carnegie |. :gw
4."
Chamber . Theatre. -.. Dan: Synder, rae

fornier. Berliner: ‘-Ensemble.. de-}

dv:

Helen

Gallagher,

Ruth

Gillette,

.* goers inte: Berlin. Whole. idea. was ‘Gerald-Hiken. and Stanley. Tackney..
actually ‘started |‘last™ November

Candidates: not elected as prin-—
@| when a PAA: ‘elipper was: Baptized cipals for five-year terms, besides
a a8 the.“My. Fair: Lady.”
Halpern, were. Ray Bolger, Bette

f
:=“S _
in “Who Was. that Lady ISaw ‘You. ‘signer, ayill. provide. the setting.for.
--| Davis, William .Gaxton, James: Mac-:
Miliwaukee, ‘April’ 24:
een
nae
: With,’” ”An’. otherwise “hear. com- the Presentation... “,
| Arthur and Earl. Wrightson. .Elect—
“olair-‘Richardsén; “operator of |*. plete® ‘schedule: -inclides.. Robert}.”
‘led fora three-year principal: term
‘Cummings’ in: -“Tunnel- of- Love,’ |¢
rf the Original) Skylight. ‘Theatre ‘and|
{was °Bill.. Shirley, who defeated
- “Bye -Bye™ Birdie,”. “Music. Mah,”
John Randolph, Principals. ‘elected
Skylight-on-the-Square - - ' Theatre, |*
_Parothy - Colins ‘in “Brigadoon,”
for. two-year terms were Toni Ewell’
.
|Peported
:
‘to
the.
US.
‘Labor.
Dept.
Lom: ‘Bosley|in: ““Fjorellé”: |:
and Martha Scott. They ran against that: he: hag. been’ paying. wages vite
: “Also, ‘Phyllis McGuire in Bells:
r
‘Robert
Weede. and Martha Wright.
‘stagehand ‘members: of. Local :No.}:’
Are | ‘Ringing,’ - Howard® ‘Keel *:
-Elected
to one-year principal ‘term
& ite June payoff is anticipated
18. to: the. union's :‘business. Agent,
*dak isniet,”‘Peggy -“€ass in “Do Re|
‘was
--Mike
Kellin, -who defeated.
=.
for:
“A
Thousand
Clowns,”
which
- Mi;’. Martha. Raye: in: “Wwildcat,’an oe “pasteof Honey
he whieh ier John,-‘Shanberge. |.
Ruth
Matteson..
opened. on: :Broadway--:two. .weeks
' Ze
©. “Gypsy” and. Earl. ‘Wrightson: andits
a
-road tour “April 7..in- Chicago,| . He: ‘said he- paid: the Jabor: rep- ago to” ‘mostly -favorable ‘reviews: _ Joan. DuBrow, Michael Quinn
~ Lois ‘Hunt: in: “Kiss' Me, -Kate.” | is figured: to have earned 45%-50% ‘résentative® $4,232. for stagehand:
and Anthony Saverino ‘beat Jere
-At- the ‘Univ: -of Connecticut's. profit. ‘on-its: -$66,000° investment; services: for: six performances: of That’s based on indicated ‘healthy ‘Admire, John ‘Ford and Kenneth.
” Nutmeg: “Sammer . Playhouse -at That. ‘représents. income.-. prior ‘to. thé Bel Canto Celebrity ‘series dur-. business :for.: ‘the ‘Herb’ -Gardner. ‘Urmston. ,in the chorus competicomedy, .‘which ‘producers Fred Coe
nearby Storrs, the. season has heen | the deduction’ of 20% of the profits. ing |-1961., According;
to the -‘Taft- |.‘and Arthur: Cantor. opened at the. tion’ for. :five-year ‘terms.. Elected.
(to.the management:of the original. ‘Hartley Act, ‘it ds; ‘unlawful for an- O'Neill Theatre, -N-Y., at a cost of as. ‘chorus. rep. for a four-year term
- Continued. on. Pake.59)”
__} British presentation:sof.the Shelagh’ ‘employer to .pay. ‘wages: of em- approximately. $95; 000.”
was -John:Sharpe, Who defeated
+ .{-Delaney: play. ...
‘| playees to the ‘businéss agent of. a
he..play, which. was éapitalized ‘Socrates Birsky. |
oS ‘The. play, which. ‘David:“Merrick | union, instead of‘directly: to!‘the. at. $125,000, -cost..about $79,400 to
presentéd
here: -by.. arrangement. wage -earners.'
- produce. - Around ©$15,600 °‘more
‘with -“Donald’ ‘Albery -and--Oscar|. Richardson, ina.separate. ‘action; was dropped on. its‘ pre-Broadway
-Lewenstein’. Ltd.,. had-.a deficit of. subpoenaed: Shanberge:. for an ap- tryout... At its’ potential capacity|.
$47,578 when: it ‘began. touring last | ‘pearance - at .:a:“discovery. hearing, of. $44; 730; the Jason. Robards. Jr.| September | ‘after -49° weeks... on
‘last Saturday (21): attempting ‘the starrer: can ‘cléar— about" $12,000- |.
!. “San Francisco, April’"245° . | Broadway, so the financial. sucress:/.-| get. ‘back:.an-‘overpayment he, , Says. $13,000 weekly.
.
:
Rotors Equity . has: taken: ander ‘isattributable :to' road ‘business:
he. made to. Shanberge.: He. says he |.’ At about: 70% of: capacity, |‘the |AS.
of
‘last
‘March:
10,
a.
profit
:
‘of
:."gonsideration the: dispute: between|”$16, 178 - ‘had. been’ éarned. ‘by. the paid . ‘Shanberge” $836 - to:eover’ operating woe runs -around}
- Warren, O., April - 24.
“the .lorak -Actor's: Workshop’ and.
For the first time in. its history,
production,-in: which - Hermione. ‘stagehand: "wages for:‘mounting and. *$8,000-$9,0
-: Donald. Buka‘and Malachi: Throne; ‘Baddeley. and ~“Frances.-Cuka ~.co- dismounting. scenery. for ‘the. Maz- |-Starlight Musicals, Indianapolis, is
--Wwhom workshop” director:’Jules starred ‘on: tour: ~Subsequent. ‘in-- owske .dance. troupe last: October:
. ‘planning’ to ‘make. up. a. package
': Irving charged- with breach: of ‘con- |-come is: figured: “to have hiked ‘the ‘He ‘.claims ‘the. arrangenent - was.
Drum
4 production . of- “Flower
- tract’ and. fired. with.. four. weeks’
Song,” its final offering for. the
rofit. to around $30, 000-$33, 000, that if the: work“‘could‘ be: done ‘in
“ notice: Both - ‘actors: :-joined the after the. consideration. of closing: a single ‘shift, $216 of: the898)
1962 season, ‘and present it at the
Workshop last. fall, -as two. of. 10: costs. ‘However,. of ‘that. amount;. paid, would. hereturned.
two Kenley feenasummer tfe@e
hired... with: a. Ford Foundation about $6,000. (20%) goes .to” the:|.
atres after the ‘season. closes in Jnoriginal. ‘British: producers "of. the:
‘praant...
|} dianapolis..
--Hollywood, April’ 24°
. The. -"difficulty ‘started ©“when: play: Jeaving- ‘a “balance of Approx Dawson CityRestoration
“Flower . Drum. -‘Song” will play
Broadway composer Bob: ‘Merrill in/Indianapolis at. the Hilton Univ.
“Jiving began casting a new. Work- |: imately $24,000. ©
‘Questioned
i
in.
Parliament,
;
o ‘al:
. ‘shop’ production. of: “Henry. IV;1: _Profit thus. far “aigtribiited on:
‘revealed he. and Mike. Stew art, who Brown . Theatron .at. Butler Univ.
Ottawa, April -24.
|"
Part-I,” scheduled ‘to open: : April 21.. 50-50 basis: between: the Broadway
wrote book for “Bye Bye. Birdie, ” ‘the week. of Aug. 13; then open in
‘* Buka. ‘and ‘Throne claim ‘they were) producer ‘and. the. backers. totais|: ke Preshyterian. “member| ‘of ‘are-‘prepping musical. version.:.of the “Packard Music ‘Hall, . Warren,
‘Parliament - ‘has. questioned. -. the
"; promised, ‘in: yriting,: roles -of $6,000. Included’ in..'the .produc-|}
“The Matchmaker.” Separately, ‘he ‘O;, ‘the Week of Aug: 21, to be fol-.
Prince ‘Hal. and “Falstaff,” .ré- ‘tion’s reventie .is ‘its; $11,200 sharé federal’ government's: Pp e.nding| is now:working with Jule Styne on lowed. by. another wetk inColumt- :
,000°- to -restore. .Arizona’
-“ spectively,.:and- actually. begat ré- ‘of income from. the sale of.the film'|:
“A: ‘Very: Special Person,” ‘musical bus, O..
‘rights
‘by.
the
British
“producers
oy
Charlie’s. Palace Grand Theatre in
. hearsals. ‘They aiso. claim they gave.
. ‘Miyoshi “‘Umeki will star in her
of Dawson: City, Yukon; for. this:sum- ‘besed ‘on ‘life. of. Fanny. Brice. Ray|original. ‘Broadway and -film role.
. up lucrative .tv--work in. Los ‘Ani: the:play, *
‘mer’s: :Gold:: Rush -Festival:’ there.. Stark. arid David: ‘Merrick: will. ¢o"Beles: to: ‘spend ‘the-season in Frisco:The
‘two managements will share
|
produce,
with
Isobél
Lennart
doing
= (Actually* the amount. Covers |té- ‘libretto. and’ Jérome “Robbins. di- expenses
Irving ‘Says. discussions. with the.
on the show. Mel Ross is
aQ Storing the whole: festival area). .
” pair: about possible. foles were ‘only: ;
|.recting «and: choreographing, Ann- ‘manager of the Starlight: Municals.
. The .expense was defended|‘in| Bancroft stars with November N.Y.
* tentative’ and occurred béfore: ‘they
|John Kenley, .‘producer ‘for the
parliament. ‘by’ . Northern -“Affairs: ‘opening --- planned, ; Composer" said. Kenley Playets, has set six of the
' Jsigned, ‘that. they” were, not. attis- |:
‘Minister Waiter Dinsdale; .a: Salva- ‘Laurence Haryey: is.Anterested int.
: tically right for .the-‘parts,: that}: .
12. shows for the summer season.
{tion Army captain and trumpeter: costar’. spot. “they did’ not begin. rehearsals. and|. . a7_
‘The’:slate. will open June 5 with
axis
‘April. 24: . ‘v}The--Palace. Grand. will--house the
"that ‘they. were’ offered ¢‘other roles}.
-Van Johnson in “‘Music Man.” ‘Art
*
Merrill
and
Styne.
‘are.
‘4alking.
© Katweré 's -International Drama Kloridike-set- ‘Musical adaptation of: musical version. ‘ef Dickens’ “AL Linkletter ©will , make his stage
oon. the production. : The claini that: they: tained down: Festival began to ‘good. attendance Ben Jonson's’ “Volpone,”:. starring. Christmas |. Carol” * whieh". UPA debut “in “Father of the Brice,”
wt. other roles,. Irving says, Cconstituted -with Vienna's .-Burath eater” Com- Bert: Lahr; :produced “py - Robert would. do:as a cartoon,
| starting. June 12: The femme -Jead
.- breach. ° ‘of “contract: “and. - since. pany, headed: ‘by.Attila “Horbiger}Whitehead. ‘as a Broadway tryout. : Swill: be: played. by Marjorie Lord, oe
William: “MeMillan: ’ of "Welland,
of “Three Sisters” cand. “Becket,” An. arid: - Joanna * -Matz,: performing:
Bh)
.
the Danny-‘Thomas show.
which: they -were* appearing,::were ‘Saroyan’s “Dié Pariser.” Jean Vilar’ Ont., ‘asked. “why. all- that coin “was ‘Fourposter”‘in
a Spanish ; -Betty Hutton has been signed
/ elosing, : Irving -argues .that ‘there and ‘the. Paris. ‘Theatre © National being ‘tossed inta: Tecgnstructing a’
for’
“Gypsy,”
the
week
of
Julv.24,
Was. no reason: to: continue. paying Populaire: “are. to : follow: ‘with : wealthy. ‘American's “palais. de | _ Offered iin. Puerto ‘Rico Jane Powell will star. .in.. “Most
~ San Juan,. P.R., ‘April. 24:.
until. the. Goldoni’s’. “The: ‘Louts:‘” Eduardo danse, .drink, dice. ‘atid: “painted.| |
Hapvy:
Fella,”
the
week
of
July
31.
them: 15.
each
$200 a_week
a De : -Filippo’s":-. Neapolitan: troupe ladies,” and ‘why: Arizona. Charlie's. A. “Puerto :“Rican .:company will
June,
contract
expirations, |*-,
Andy Williams returns ..in. “Bve
"The case: was discussed :at.a reé-' will:‘perform: “Napoli ‘Milionaria.’" |’ has ‘been. ‘declared “‘an- historical: presetit ce Lecho. ‘Nupeial,’ ” a ‘Bye Birdie’ the week of. July ‘17,
- The: ‘Belgian. National. Theatre. site,. ‘monument: or: ‘Shriné, sans
-| Spanish. language version. of: ‘ithe having: starred in:“Pal Joey” last Seehit -‘special .Equity- council: -mset‘ig: +o bring: here: ‘Richard Nash’s
Fourposter,”.
at
the.
Palacio
‘de
Bel.“Shrine?”: ‘exclaimed -an: opposi-4ng“in :Los’ Angeles. and has:-since
-Rainmakér’ |in: Flemish). tion: MP... J. -W: Pickersgill; who Jas":Artes: in. Santo” -Domingo,: the -year here. “Plain- and Faney” may. " been -sent-on to New York forSnel‘|“The
Festival ‘will this. ‘end ‘with: a series’ ‘then . ironically’ ‘Suggested. avoiding. Dominican: Republie,. May: 4-6. Nilo. nlav ‘the week of June 19,- with
_ determination. .
| of :performances of Jack ‘Gelber’s racial” ‘discrimination by “spending Cintron is staging .the play, ‘which|i Ga¥dner. ‘McKay. in the leail. “The Connection” .‘by. New. York's ‘an - “equal "amount:: on™ “restoring Will -eostar ‘Zoraida de. Vargas and |Dat -“Fiorelin’ — “Sweet. Bird.
Youth.”” “Brigadoon” and. panne
” ‘Living. Theatre. -|. Nigger. Jim's. :Pavilion;” .: to: show. Victor” Cuchi.
a
are: other possibilities. for Kenley’: Ss
‘| that: .we'“-really: “beliéve --in the '|:.“The: “same. ‘Jineup. did the play at
For: ‘the - seventh- “consecutive:
season. a
.? principles. of the. Bill. of. Rights:are the .“Univ... of. Puerto" Rico Center.
witoy
“year: “Arnold, ‘Moss. -will’ head: a LegitTheatre Building. *
+ ‘compariy of Broadway ‘performers
|- Due in Fredericton, N. B.| ” Dinsdale’ retorted-.‘that.- if “le last: ‘month, Fepeated it.. last: week‘didn’t. know’: Pickersgill. better’ he’d. ‘erid inthe Teatro Caguax, m.Cagu- Yves Montand toOpen. .
'-§n a ‘Shakespearean. production. ‘at.
- Fredericton, -NB. April: 24.
~ the. Library -‘of Congress, Washing- | ‘Fredericton; which’ thas had.-rio- think he’d been imbibing at Arizona ‘as, “Will, do®. it. again. April 28 ‘in
Japan Tour Next Week
Charlie’
's. He defended the. govern- Yaueo, Puerto ‘Rico. .
*‘ton.. Moss will’ appear in‘ the title|: professional : ‘theatre - “for .many.
“An Evening ‘with Yves: .Mon-_
role: of “Macbeth” ..for. the ‘April years,, is to have .a new. legit Hause; “ment contribution. :‘to.‘the festival;
tand;” the one-man ‘show-w hich the:
which
’
opens
-July.
I,as
‘co-spon|:
30: ‘présentation of.that play,’ ‘under
French. siiger-actor has presented.
# RINNEY'S PLAY:
the.’ -auspices. - of *-the. ‘Gertrude. ‘a Bift of ‘British °“newspaper --“pub-: -sored by ©Canadian "Theatre - Ex- 4.
thus far ihis season in the ‘U.S.,:
.
"Tucson, April24.
. Clark. ‘Whittail Fund’ for Poetry: lisher, Lord Beaverbrook “and Lady. change ‘Ltd. and Dawson City. resi-- te
Canada~
d. England, - will: begin:
‘Dunn._
The’.
former’
was.
born.
here.
-dents. and‘ planned “by .Tom: Paiter- | “Project No. 6,” a_ new. three-.
: ‘and ‘Literature. :Others.in the :cast.
a’
three-Week Japanese tour in
act.
play
by
Charles.
Finney,
author.
Las
Max
Aitken,”
toes
-son,-.
who
created”
the.
‘Stratford,:
“will include .;Betty Field; .Leora.
Tokyo
next
Tuesday (1),
“Dana; ‘Philip --Kennealy,- Frederic| : The. riew' theatre ‘is‘to seat 1, G00,a; Ont., - Shakespeare . ‘Festival. The of :“The Circus: of: Dr. Lao,’ wil
-Broadway production stage: manWarritier,, Karl
Weber,. Ralph’ $. | including 200:°‘in ‘the- paleony.. The government’. ‘hopes. to". lure -40,000- be ‘présented . “May:10 and :.12° at.
W. Jim ‘Branch,
P
‘stage will be 78 feet’ wide: by- 32: tourists to the: Gold. Rush’ Festival. the .Jewish Comimiunity.. Center. by ager John Effrat, who's been, work‘ Bell; William Griffis,
ing with Montand_ during the Jast
| Opus: 4, Tucson :theatre “group.Anne: Costello ‘and: Bradford: ‘Sul’ feet: deep. Fredericton, with, a pop‘{1ilation of 20,000, is on- ‘the St. Jo}in]. -Robert: ‘Combs. is. stage: manager. ; “Director is Dr. Robert ‘Hammond, three years, ‘planed from.New York “divans:
Philip * ‘Burton. ig: director -“and ‘River.: It :is' the’ capital’ of:New for the uptoming off-Broadway Pros. -professor- of’ French ‘at:the Uni- {o Tokyo last Sunday, (227 to: pre-"
‘| pare for the. tour.
ae
a duction of“at.Five:Years| Pass.”a: vIversity” ‘of. Arizona. :
- ByronRingland s
stage manager: . : FBrunswiek. ‘Province, :Deenle tae
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“InFlower Drum’ Revival
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OF ‘Very Special Person’
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CASTING NEWS|
ing”will ‘be held. May 8-6. Bight-| '

Following are “available parts in “‘upeoming ‘Broadway,
aduay, offBroadWalter. ‘Fried:‘ts.‘general, “‘mania:| revival:of.“anytiing ‘Goes;” ‘which - catns
rial. and. tele-. ‘week.‘season opens June-26.: ad
way, and touring shows, as well es. ballet, films,
a ‘ger, ‘Stewart Leng:company: mana-" Janie. Friedlander, .M wel. Parver. 2
vision shows. All information has. been - ‘obtained. . ‘directly. ‘by: the |
‘SULLIVAN, 16.
‘ger,
Samuel Lift. production:‘stage atid Gene Andrewski are producing -.
1
telephone. “calls, and has: been, ye
Variety Casting. Department
‘Sunimer .of Musicals. :
‘Producer, Mmahager and Gene -Perlewin and | fora: May 14. opening. at‘the’OR
reas
checked as of noon yesterday ( ues.).
‘LGuy -S. Little, Box .155, ‘Sullivan,’ Mike Abel stage ‘managers for. the pheuni Theatre,_.N. Y.The available roles witl be repeated: weekly inti: filted,'‘end addi: -I). Accepting. pliotos‘and resumes
bound “Bravo Gia;
tions to the list will be made only when. information is ‘secured from: of - experienced - Equity. musicat|:Broadway
©
Anthony’. FB... :Grabowski's:
responsible parties. The tatention is. to service performers with leads comedy ‘performers for ‘resident el
~| Warmth .of Winter” Is. planned: for wok)
provided by the managements of the shows involved rather ‘than. to_| company, Jobpers and:. paid: ap-|'
fall by Gerald: “Thomas with
ormation is published awithout
run @ wild goose marathon, " address. Welfare. Fund. for.- the:upcoming. ‘Tnext..
‘Fred Stewart as-director.:: - le
charge.
=
Parenthetical designations are as follows: €C): Comedy, (D) Drama, \ cals and-three straight: plays. ‘In- season with: Angus Duncan, éxecu- |’: -The American. Playwrights :Fo
(MC) Musical. Comedy; (MD) Musical. Drama, (R). Revie,” (Rep) terviews and auditions will be:ela tive secretary: of Equity, set as. fund jrum will’end its seasoi of Monday |
secretary for the same: period. - :./ night, offerings at -the’ Sheridan’
. Repertory, (DR) Dramatic Reading. (DBY Double Bill,
eee
a
in ‘April; .
‘Sets: and costumes. for. the ‘off: ‘Square: Playhouse, :ON: Y.,. with a0 50.
for a: male singer, 18-24, ‘for |fours]
a
-. “TRAVERSE crry. MICH. °. | Broadway " double-bili; “In. the May ‘7-and May 14 ‘presentation’ of co

of
‘An Off-Broadway ‘production

=

The ie oot

“Ciierry County Playhouse, Pro: ‘Penal: Colony” and. “Come ..Out;
‘ducer, Ruth.- ‘Bailey (Spring : Hill: Carlo,” are being ‘designed. by:Tad_
tions (Thurs)
today (Wed.).1-3
p.m.;(27):
tomorrow
and Friday’
12-2) Lane, Cincinnati ‘26, ‘Ohio)..: Parts. Gesek. and Jane:‘Relaman, Tespece
available .for.“thale-. and ‘femme
1
- at- the Lyceum Theatre (152. character actors. for. the:. resident|tivély::
"Courses in advanted °‘directing:
W.
r46th.St., N: ¥
|
.
oo }company: and apprentices. Theatre|
“Brigadoon” (M). Producer, City:
techniques .and play: producing: es
0-/'uses the.star system.’ Mail photos be
Center (130 W. 56th: St., N.Y,, |. “Put It in’ Wilting”: ®.
conducted,. respectively,:: |
a
w
|
ducer,
Robert
.Weiner
(234
W.
date
and resumes .¢/o. Ruth Bailey (42 Frank Cersaro and Theodore ‘aun,
.CI €-8989.
Auditions tomorrow
uns.{at the. Circle- inthe ‘Square ‘Thee
{Fhurs.), 2:30. p.m, :for male. and St., N.-¥.; LO: 3-4370). - Auditions .W. 58th -St.,. NY), Season 1
‘for
male
character.
comedians
who
Suly.:
3-Sept..
2.
femme singers at the above ad.‘|treSchool, ‘N
| sing and ingenues who act and.sing| .-. : WASHINGTON, D.C
dress..
- Sets and anstunsésfor the ‘Broad-.

‘Ii week-spot’ending-June:10; Audi-

BROADWAY

“La Belle Helen” (MD. Producer, | today. (Wed) (1-3 .p.m,;: tomorrow |": . Shakespeare: ‘Summer "Festival. way production ::‘o£ “Loreno” will
(Thurs.): and Friday ‘(27) at. 12-2],

Gerard Oestreicher (444 Madison
Ave., N.Y. TE 8-3116). Open ‘call
tomorrow (Thurs.)
for femme
. dancers. with point and very strong
toe work, can-can, I p.m., at Mar-.
tin Beck ‘Theatre (302 W.. “45th St.
Y.).

Producer, “Ellie. Chamberlain: (813
at: the Lyceum; theatre ‘Ss. Lee St., Alexandria,- Va.:. TE ‘6 -be ‘-designed: by. David Hays. “and.
46th’ 9137). Parts available for: HAs. You: Motley, respectively. : :a
(stage
entrance:
152...
The George Jean’ ‘Natlan ‘Award
“Those
who
wil.
be
in
St, No Yo:
‘Like Jt?” and: “Taming of the]:
the show ‘must sign. for six months. Shrew:” ‘Mail photos.:and. Testes: of. ‘approximately - $4,000. for.-“‘the.
“best.
piece. of drama criticism. durfrom . the opening ‘performance,
-ing :the year”. hasbeen ‘given ‘to
June 28, Rehearsals. begin: May28

p.m,

2S ee

“That She: Bucks,” by. George Say-" *

| oo

‘age and George Savage S|

‘The American Academy. of: Arts: 222 _
and Letters: will award its 1962 <<. *
Medal for-Good Speech :to. actress)?" + Julie. ‘Harris |-at the. joint annual

~. °°... 22.

‘the academy. and the. National:In=
stitute of -Arts and’ Letters.:

. ©" °
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He was unbilled,. unexpected and ‘in: an .early.. flop,. “Say .When,” :
--|@:show for. the- price, of. a. single. is. extremely ‘hot... |the ranks ‘of entertainets:;
| drink .if- he. ‘can. make: dt Jast ‘that’ Tipping: exists ‘In ‘all Sbieres. fae
he stole the show:.
—
Continued: from Pace 1 —
Jong.
He came back. later to announce: - More ‘than. 500 Friars: packed ine!
_.[mark ‘up ‘prices’ alittle. ‘Theatres.
. Theatées Cheaper: -+<:
that a purse with. $47 in it had. new. clubrooms to tribute Richman |Julian’'T.. Abeleés séeks:to- establish |
...and'picture houses. call for. ‘tipping,
been turned in by a girl named Land ‘to participate in -a show. that. is.: even. a. ‘parody lyric,”’.. -par-'}. “Theatres ‘and: ‘enemas are:.'un- the ushers of tisherettes (25c), plus: :
Helen: Hunt and if the owner would. George Burns, Jimmy ‘Durante and ticularly. when it ‘is.Yet in the |Guiestionably: ‘cheaper -by :far.'than| hatcheck. and: ‘programs,’ latter. sell‘go backstage. she could: go. to. hell Eddie Jackson headlining,‘the night sdme: meter ‘as. the copyright song,’ on. . Broadway,° though. .there’s’ ‘a: ing for as .much:as. 60c. Restaurants :.=
‘and hant for it.” It.probably is proved vaudeville is not .dead—“It .and especially. when: ‘designated. to: steady .tendency. to- up: ‘the. ‘prices. usually ‘have- one tip.to the ‘waiter °.. :”
be: “Sung:To: The Tune Of" -a par- For -.example, it was- considered. ‘with a ide.’ one.. fo: the. wine. man
a. pun that antedates - Joe Miller just joined ‘the. Friars.”
~
but it got Red. more real. laughs.
Topper - of. the. “evening. was” ‘a ‘ticular ‘composition, constitutes a ‘quite-daring when the Drury: Lane (sommelier). :
ee
TY oa
a
rr
than any soundtrack ever produced. well-guarded surprise, the: appear- copyright .. ‘infringement; . -Abeles ‘set a°$3.50 top for “My Fair Lady” |}.
a
‘Cale
Sitting
2
ane
ce
' He then gave a glowing intro to ance of. Maé West, with whom Rich-. ‘contends that. “this: has- the.” same’ when it opened-four years ago, but: Pe
‘The: pastime -of:cafe: sitting ‘can ©
Harps Marx, referred to several ‘man: started his career. as. pianist. | ‘force. and: effect ‘as -if the music that”. is” becoming standard‘: ‘for.
baseball greats who had passed. on -Carrying the age-old sex “symbol. _ théreof was-actually. printed: with graient -plays, ‘and. musicals: : are | still ecost-‘dough if -ofie goes .in for.
the.
parody
lyrics.”
*
.
©.
several.
drinks. ‘instead: ‘of dawdling ©
ow charging. $4. 25° for the orchesand then Harpo gave the Marx ver-. which she made-famous, Miss. West |:
-gion of “Take Me Out to the Ball: ‘drew a standing. ovation :‘from. the |’. “The, action. “thvolves comié tra. seats. And now .a-legiter is on. over.oné like: the locals. That is”
Game."
Okay, because the L: A.. ‘stag’ crowd, ‘noting, .“4’m: ‘so. happy ‘parodies of the lyrics of the. plain- ‘the: same: scalé—Harold Fielding’s: one: thing: that doesnot exist here;°..:
- Angels. train. here. and.-as of. this: ‘to be here ‘with: all. these. wall-to-. tiffs’ .compositions, “printed under. ; ‘presentation: of.“A: Thurber Carni- ‘thete “is no breathing |‘down. -CUSe::
day were leading the American wall men.” She. ‘tharks. the third coined: capricious titles,”..as -con-. val,” which opened April 11. at the. tomers’. ‘necks. One.:can ‘stay’.any-* 9-5:
League.
Then’ Harpo: gave -prac- time a woman has ‘been invited to tained in, an:attached insert to:Mad’ Savoy - Theatre.: ‘Most. West -End where aslong-as he’ wants-with...
tically a symphonic interpretation ‘join..a :Friats ‘party. but:.even she Magazine. ‘titled “Sing Along .With picture ‘theatres: (except for. hard-. Jjust:-one. drink: But: “whiskey” in. *
‘age Parody. Song. ‘ticket’ which’ are. slightly. dearer) | good cafe can. cost. $2°-a_.shot.:*: a
of “Swanee River” and bowed. ‘off. -beat:a hasty retreat: ‘when. the usual. .Mad—A *
a. heated Book.” ‘The: complained of infringe-| charge between $2. 15: and $2.50 for'|: Museums ‘cost’ 25ce- to 50c ‘snd
| stag. -revery” reached
to a great hand.
ment’
was.
_
designated
. ‘as. “The ‘the-chéicest: locations, while in. the: ‘are free‘on ‘Sundays and. holidays”
- Donkey Serenade’ to “Lollypape’ pitch. Sophie Tucker oncé was a.
-h the: ‘as ditto. entering -the: many: publle‘Jack Jones, :in from. recordings ‘guest. and Miss’ West earlier made: ‘Fourth . Annual :Hdition of .Mote suburbs: the ‘top ;is usually ‘in’
‘Trash
From.
Mad.”
:
-.
- monuments Tike. ‘the.Eiffel ‘Tower.
manyof.Wes. «
in N. Y., sang. several pop num- hier’ fitst .appearance ‘before: the
- ‘Berlin,. Chappell, -oT: Be Harms,
" ffor. examiple::. ae
group..
bers, his best being “Lollypops and
"Botts
‘Mills, Shapiro-Bernstein;” Robbins, .
. Roses.” He then introduced Allen |: . Jessel, tn rare’ “form despite ‘rush Feist. and Melody: Lane’ are. among|: ‘Like the:‘top: éateries, ‘the, ‘top. In spite-* of: the. drain: of.“the:
“Algerian ‘war, France is on. a better«.
flight
from
Kansas
for
this
appear-.
.-.Jones and many in the audience
the ‘plaintiff ‘publishers, and 25 of West, End hotels ‘chiarge: top prices...
:
learned for. the first time that this ance anda hurried ‘exit to plane | their. pop: standard .works \are: in- ‘Some. ‘commuters ‘reckon’ that ‘in. “economic: -keel -these ‘days, |helped . :’
by -the..Common :-Market. -People. -a_
back
east
for
more
of:
‘his
“toast-}
was a father-and-son combo, Allan
volved. Among :the tunes. are. such’ some respects: accommodation costs:
.
‘Jones belted out: some beauts- in master”. duties,. .keynoted’ ‘the eve- titles as “Easter. Parade,” “Al. more in. London: than. in :Manhat-- ‘can now. buy cars—a look at traffic.
his old. form, “Falling in. Love ‘ning with his own version of: “Old ways,”. “Blue Skies, ” "Cheek to. -tan.. Prices. vary; of. -course; ‘but ‘proves. ‘it—- household “appliances,-‘>:
With “Love” and “The: Donkey Man River,” special lyrics designed ,Cheek,”” “No ‘Business -Like. Show ‘some idea of the’ lével ‘can ‘be: tv... séts: etc..This, has. hurt Show io- Bir
‘biz a “bits Vn
Serenade” which, he exvlained, he -to :tribute the: lyricists. who, he as- “Business,” “Pretty: Girl ‘Is Like’&|-gleaned.
a
‘from the ‘fact: that the’ Pes But: it. ‘still,has: a ‘Tong way’ te:
‘first recorded: the nicht Jack was serted; aré often the forgotten men’ Melody,’ ".. “Got You :Under. My “Savoy ‘charges. upwards.‘of $50 -a
go.
to
bring:
the.
standards
‘up
to..born. They finished on ‘a: duet of of ‘songwriting teams. .
Skin,” Small. Hotel,”.“. “Girl. That ‘day..for -a suite -with ‘a view. over: US. levels... Yet. ‘certain. French:“
the chorus of “Serenade.” Nice}; - Music. highlighted. the show: wit | : Marry,” : “September | Song,” looking: the ‘Thames, :and ‘the :de-:|:classes |have- ‘money. ‘and: spend it.some 42 famed-. songwriters on. tiene ‘As Well. Be: Spring,” “Last | mand. always. exceeds. the. supply,
sentimental turn...
%
alongside moré flushed’ T.S.; Gere.
Then came ‘the first: well: knit hand,-among them Shelton Brooks, | Time: I. Saw ..Paris,”: “Can't. Give’ ‘Postwat hotels :like ‘the: Westbury,
man: and other nationality. tourists ,.
comedy act. of the. nieht “Judy Jule Styne; Johnny. Mercer, Sammy ‘You Anything But "Love. ” “Simny and the Carlton Tower are more. Or and. ‘visitors. Those’on' ‘a tight
Fain,
Jimmy
McHugh
and
L.
‘Wolfe
‘Side of thé’ Street,” “If You: Knew. less.in the |‘Same price. groove.- as
Canova:
She arrived onstage. with.
‘budget
thay ‘scrape. by..and also: ‘get -.
"
her braids, hillbilly clothes and Gilbert-on the. dais. With the: ex- Susie,” “Mood: for ‘Love,” :“Blue the “Dorchester; May
.}
-Fair : anil a’ colorful tang ‘of this ‘dear: ‘city =
=ae
ception
of
Mercer,
“who.
stuck’
to.
al
Heaven,’ ”"“You're Just.-In- Love” Grosvenor:.House:' and others like.
army boots. She sang and vodeled
déar. meant: both “ways—bit' for: ©.
Atonnd Me, bit of comedy. due to his overt’ par- and “Deep In The. Heart-of.Texas.”. -Claridges and the Connaught, cater .those-wanting the: Gay. Paree tang.”
‘“put Your Atms
ticipation in the revelry of: the! 'E. C. Publications Inc., publisher
Honey,” “My Mama Man Tole Me”
, _ ‘with: ‘it ‘will. cost. real: money.. ;
evening, -each. played and sang: a ‘of .Mad; ‘William .M. :‘Gains, ’ presi- for: a’ more _ ritzy.’ clientele,
and a few more in this: vein. medley of. ‘his songs.. Gilbert. was |
dent; Albert B, ‘Feldstein, editor; ‘corresponding «..prices... .“It’s, cus- | The dotlar is now officially’ about.
Then she tossed off her straw- on: with |“Robert . E. Lee,” - “
John Putnam, :art: editor: “Leonard ‘fomary for ‘hotels. ‘to’ add..a. sur- 49 -New: Francs.. Inflation .has been’... .
hat .and braids, slipped out of her mona,”. and “My. Mother's °Eyes,”
‘Brennér,, . . Frank.’ - Jacobs,” Larry ‘charge of 15% for service, but. that. held” down but...prices:‘have ‘gone =".:~
Jookout Mountain: plaids and re- ‘latter, of course, Jessel’s: song, but. -Siegel,: ‘Jack. ‘Rickard of. its’ staff;: doésn’t, eliminating tipping: -~al¥ ‘up ..since “the “devaluation ”.three’: -.
|
vealed herself.as « well-caiffeured for*this affair done ..with. very. and ‘American’ News. Co., . its-dis-|‘along the’ line, frem- floor: waiter. ‘years. ago. “However ‘they have: ‘not. “..
blonde,. dress ed in a . sparkling ‘special. lyrics: ::Fain ‘typified: the ‘tributor, are codefendants. nee
valet, chambermaid, ‘concierge.and: ‘gone
:
up-as «drastically as feared...
‘doorman.:.:
white form-fitting frock, revealing night with_ “That Old Feeline”: arid
| Paris: is ‘expensivé: but’ it. can be
Abeles --seeks $1-per-song-per- |.
a stunning figure and beautiful “Are-You, Having Any Fun?" latter copy.
3,damages,or $25, for.cach ¢
copy | “Asa talepiece, its.: worth ‘reall ‘kept -to:’a New: York” fevel .with'-.
laigs. She sang, “Ma, He's Making ‘from .one~ of. .Georgé “White’s|:
1 ing: that, ._apart.. from‘. open ing. right choices of. its* ‘multiple enter- .. oo _
Eyes At Me,” and no:wonder. For ““Scandals,”” ‘a compliment to White|
-| nights, -all “London::theatres (but: tainment, . ‘gastronomi¢,- shopping '
an encore she sang and yodeled. who: was on the dais; Brooks -did} tion. “has” been:into:the‘tons,
rot‘hot picture houses) make ‘a charge: rand’ just plain’walking. and.
L gai
“Bill Bailey,” who seemingly: ‘has* “Dark. Town _Bévutters. Balk’. ‘and thousands. . .
a
7
forPrograms: ofeither’“ae.or Mae, ‘Ing:aspects:‘ lye
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* LOUISE:“‘FAZENDA
* Touise Fazenda, 66, one. of.“the: purchased the ‘Philadelphia: Eagles
ahep .comediennes of the silents who ‘pro football club. “At the time of

eee

_ showed. ‘Mack.. mnett she. could ‘his death he ‘was heading Liberty
72 take slapstick with the most adept Bell “Park Ine., ‘which was ‘formed:
pw
vy
apr
ogee

.-

fem, died of a cerebral: hemorr-: to ‘conduct :harness. racing ..on-.a’

1in.Mexico: Clty. ‘He appeared in de’ la ‘Nutt (The, Arms of. the
fonio,: he-.worked’ for: WOAI there. @ozens of pictures and starred’ in. Night”).":
and ‘alsowas. program. director: ‘of ‘the ‘tv seriés, “Something. About|
.| the Home," high -audience. rating) ‘Mother,. 9. “ofCharles: P. “Me:
“aBryan: moved. to1Houston. in 1941| show. of a Mexican married ‘couple. “Mahon -Jr.,:veteran. WNOX public_
when: he: took’ ov padio .produc-{: eoeertgtaial rea“was --divorced. services . director, who has long”
been associated:
tion for. the: Rogers-Gano ad: agen-.
ice, is survive
y tye.
sananiers Howard
‘Radio Tné.+with .: Seripps‘died April Ww:
‘cy:- After World :War IT ‘service. and twinnee
nth
An.
Knoxvile,
Tenn.)
‘with the Marines, .‘he.-handled -ra-:|..2.
‘dio-tv -for ‘Wilhelm, Laughlin, Wil- |
; DE HONRE” re |
son-.& Associates ‘in Houston: :Be>.|:
De: | Honzi, “producer and |° ~John- T: Sauerbera. Sr. longtiine
fore joining. KTRH, he was v.p..in: seni. arti ‘died .March .29. in prexy and .business agent of the
charge. of. Tadio-tv. for.the, naBi London.: ‘He "had been 50 years in Schenectady, N.Y., projectionists

">" Jaage April. 17 at her Béverly ‘Hills, 640-acre. tract.‘in.northeast -‘Phila ‘Black ‘ad: agency. ©;
‘She had been in re- delphia.
“
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' "| the.. theatre. and in 1930 ‘joined ‘local, .died:‘Tecently. in. that city.
carpen:: Surviving are. his wife, son and. a

’ Surviving. are. his. -wite: former Prince: Littler: as.a master
Y titement: since -her last. film” ap-|’. ‘He:ds.survived byhiswife. a
,
Vocalist’ Trudy. “Wood,: three sons, ter.
o jpearanee, :“The “O1“Old"Maid” alhe
os * daughter:.and his, parents.

sister.

i

* GEARA. BLANDICK
7
1088.
ith: Mack|” ‘Clata Blandick,. 81,-‘film. -actress
Starting ‘fier career’.with’

“For =‘a: time:he: was. ‘in’ South |:
“Richard. EB.Ferzos. 58, onetime .
: Africa: as producer -‘and. decor ex-|:
-bandleader. and. columnist,. died -pert, and.in. 1949.returned: toTe March. 30 in: ‘Milwaukee. Surviving
-ZREV: HAVATZELET”
join.
Littler,
:
Zeew'
-Havatzelet,.
39,
"director
‘of.
suicide|'

Mac ‘who “debuted” on the. :Broadway

~ "Sennett: :in/1915,: Miss :Fazenda re:

committed:
isfp ae his ~‘wife, daughter and. a
oa mained. with . Sennett :‘in: two-reel- atagein 1932,°
‘April 15, faced with ‘film: documentaries: and an author=
“ Herzog of
of Mil| brother, “
. erg: until the ‘early. '20s,. when ‘she|:in Hollywood :
ity. -on. Israeli ‘folk’ dances, -wat *.
on “ ghifted - to ‘features: ‘and. continued prospect. of loss” of: her : eyesight:
.
| killed recently. on’ Jand of ‘kibbutz} .-abext Fidelius, 60,°German: film ‘waukee ' Sentinel .
. “fto’ make: a-name for ‘herself as one and” ‘growing --arthritic agony.”

2)

Beith ‘Alpha in Israel when a traé-.
"* "!- of Hotlywood’s most: accomplished |” She entered: films ‘{n..1929- after: tor overturned on hin..For atime.
a long career -on. .the ‘stage.andJ
i ‘. eeventric comediennes....-* he worked in -Italy ‘as .an assistant
- One of her.early trademarks was. until her. retirement -in: 1952. ap-.
‘to "Federico: Fellini and: ‘Roberto.
:7 fepair ofdescending bloomers, and peared :An.ss pix, She" appeared
,
{ Rossel inf. ..° :

Wenge tena
o's Blldent ‘made’ his” fest. fulblength
re. MIN menor i
A Sekai! tae a Comomy

yupeeTFELIUS"

“Carlyle ‘Bemnat

He ownéd one of..the. largest: filin tor of the Havane Little Theatre
|ibraries “in-“West Germany.
- [

Society: in Cubs, died April 12 in "

‘His wife, Gertrud, wo survives, Madrid. His. wife
fe survives.
‘will’ continue feoperate. the:‘film.|"feature: ‘in: Israel. Titled. anearchive firm
: Jolin: Marotta, 49,
49, ope of four
‘brothers. owning.
‘Carnisn
Smattow
im McPETERS
concerns. ‘freedom fighters’ in: tet
|Guilderland, "WY. ‘died
Drive-in, ‘while
ier
. 62, ‘veteran ‘recently
ae!’s ‘war .of independence.
driving his- car on
“His wife’ and ‘three sons: survtva @
f
"1 the- T hruway Rear. Amisterd am,
‘Havatzelet, prior.tohis.fatal ac-{

a

PETER DEROSE”
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Mies
we

57, who. for

“pioneer whe had. been’ ‘associated.
with: the: industry for- more ‘than.
‘40 -years, died March 30. in Berlin: more than 10: years’ was the. direc-

EILERN: ‘MOLYNEUX. :
1-was: about to-go on: ‘location : for]-.
“ Bileen Molyneux, ‘about 60;‘fort “The: Ugly’. ‘American,”- --Marlon|’ Where Geald, 78,an actresswho
{mer ‘legit: performer, . died: April ‘Brando starrer. He was stricken ‘specialized in dialect ‘and foreign: .
Match 10,1896 —
13. in Bryn Mawr, Pa:;.where she when. he. approached a studio car. -accents, died March 29 in England.
‘ lived for. ‘about the ‘last 20 years..|° Ais. wife; son and three: dang. She appeared: frequently. in. filme.
His music:
will liveforever.Osnade
‘Born. iti South Africa,’ she-made ‘ters survive,on
: and:on tv.
| her stage debut- in “London in- Noel].
a | ‘Coward’s’ ““London :Calling;”.~ in |: ARTHUR. BPRINKLE. IR oe
Wesley. c. Miller, 65, chief sound.=
which- ‘she was-orie. of the: principal | arthur’ Sprinkle Jr.,:39, manager |engineer ‘at: Metro prior to -retire‘dancers. She. then .came :to New: of KONA, the. NBC-TV. affiliate in| ment in-1959, committed, suicide in
od " ~
no. ‘assignment .‘was.“tos: rough ‘for’:jn.Taany,Marian’ Davies ‘ starrers{ York:: whiere she appeared: in shows Honolulu, died: by ‘his own. hand,. wee
April,
4
19, His wite sur4
according. -to. police: -report,:~.in. vives,
.* “her to. undertake; :a quality Sennett -and ‘also -played Judy °Gunes ‘during ‘the. .1920s.She went to Paris: ‘in the.“late. Honolulu, April. 16, He was station.
‘: Was ‘quick tp seize‘ upon. She was ‘aunt in-“‘The Wizard *of On.” :et
an | "90s to work with. her cousin, dress. ‘manager in Phoenix: before heading |" “William John Hogan, 85, ‘cinema
STL, wragged ‘by: horses,. tossed from’ «. Niece.survives.
ore designer ‘Edward Molyneux. _te up. the. Jack station onthe island, pioneer, died. recently | in Belfast,
vo’. heights. and otherwise engaged in}: *
.-4 gymmasticsno- other ‘comedienne|'::
|:
. His
s wife.and three sonssurvive. Northern ‘Ireland.
OTR LLOYD.
JRELEN. M: JARNIGEN |
“'~ dared’ ‘undertake.- She’ took: time |--:‘-“UPt dispatch: from: siracuie|
“! out. of her film career. in i921. for. ‘N.Y.,- identified «a “suicide ‘victim|: ’ Fiten ‘Marie ‘Jaenigen, -89, “for: _
_ Wite, lor “actor
Canieron..
“RIC HODGES: :
mer. ‘violinist and ‘wife. of. Viggo]
ee 2 season in vaudevilte.
Prud’homme, died April 15 in New
“Erie:
Hele, ‘51, film producer; |:
L whose.’ ‘body. ©remained. unclaimed
a"
After” a Jong’ ‘association. with. ‘in the “local, morgue -for : nearly.:a| Richard. ‘Kihl:: pianist. died” April’,‘died: recently in Harefield, ‘Eng..He York, ‘after a long. illness. Mer
ire Warner: Bros,’ Which ‘she joined. ‘month. as. 44-year-old -New -"York 15.-in Toronto. ‘Danish-born, :Miss’ joined thé Rank Organization in daughter’ also survives...
perform- "1953: as. a ‘film. éditor ‘and became |.
, «7 after Sennett, she: ‘fréelanced, and newspaper’ writer and: radio. com- - Jaenigen Made ‘command
before the Tate. King: ‘Chris associate. producér: of. the. Rank|.
“> ~ was active at’ Paramount,’ First Na- mentator;” Ruth: Lloyd... ‘The police “ances”
XX of: Denmark.
tional. and Metro. ..‘Miss: Fazenda; Said. the’ woman was found dead. in|. tian.
Organization advertising films divi-}.
-- MARRIAGES
later gave. coficerts ‘throwgh- sion.
“even: while .-most- active -on’: the. a-‘downtown-‘Syracuse. ‘hotel: of ‘an/: --She
“Mrs. Carl. -Froelich- to ‘Hans:
-Europe- with. Viggo Kihl. until
"° gereen, :-devoted.- , much:time *.to ‘overdase-of ..barbiturates.. “Her ‘out
‘Survived by.
‘wife’
and.two,
ont Milde-Meissner, Berlin, recently, ©
‘hier husband joined the: Royal Con* gee
charitable work, :
| New’ York. ‘address’ was -400° West ‘servatory -of:. Music,..U: of: Toronto.:| dre
| Bride is the widow of. German film |
My
Surviving. are:
e herhusband,pro“.. |}director. Prof. Carl Froelich; ‘he's.
‘ s7th St.:‘where,‘in:more Propserous ‘He taught: piano there: for 30:
O:years: :
N.Y... .

- April23;1953
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‘until his. death .in’ 1945.”

a-composer of film scores.
BILLY PENROSE |
hy
Billy. ‘Penrose, . 36, "pianist, diea Juliet. Cooke. to Ian Mathieson
te ° | April? 8 in: ‘Brighton, :Eng. ‘He led Thom, Leeds, Eng., April 14.Bride
a
fi
“ LEON.; PERSSION
. his own :quartet‘ :and ‘also’ played | ‘is.an’ actress:.
) ving Memory.
.
i Leow Perssi6n; 52, cellist’“with with. the ‘bands: of Eric’ Winstone,| Debra Paget to L. C.. Kung, Las
the: ‘Milwaukee. ‘Symphony. Orches- Joe ‘Daniels; Sid:: Phillips; ‘Dave Vegas, April 19. Bride is a film
. actress; groom is in the oil busi‘tra and..the Waukesha Symphony. ‘Shand. and. _ Sydney* ‘Lipton. . :
*-.
a. Orchestra; --died. April’ 15 in: Wau-]- ‘A> jive. singér. and.trumpeter, ness."
. -@| kesha following: a:stroke; ‘He’ was. ‘Penrose also;wrote “boogie” music.
‘Jacquelyn. Ravell to. Monte Hell-.
man, Hollywood, April 18. Bride is.
. [Btstricken while. en™.route. to’ a re-} 7 an: actress; he’s a film director.
| hearsal. with the’ Waukesha’ orch- 7
“CURTIS. COOKSEY' *
' Jacquie Chan to David. Salamon,
estra: He ‘was ‘a former musical |- © Curtis. -“Cooksey; ..: 71,° ‘veteran
14. Bride, ob, *
‘director - of" ‘WIBA, “Madison; and|:‘Shakespearean. “actor. “éammitted: Biggleswade, Eng.,. April
S| manager. of a ‘Madison. . musical ‘Suicide in Hollywood April 19 after Lis‘ an. “actress; he's: actor: David ” L
ducer ‘Hal ‘Wallis,’“whorl ‘phe mar- [id
days, Miss ‘bloyd «was given:
:
“to:‘unit, the’ Pro-Art" quartet: ' *
suffering. with: cancer ‘for:several: Saire:
“Anne-Marie Brown to’ Christo-_.
Survivors:.’ ‘include - ‘his*.’ "wife: ‘Years.
hostessing. cocktaileries; . intérminan ; gling: ‘newspaper: and: show biz. folk. ‘daughter, ‘brother. and ‘two’ sisters. } ‘His last: appesrabee was in Mr: ‘pher . Meadows. |White, . Brighton,
we
Eng...
April: 14.: Bride: is- a ballet.
“She. was: once prominent: in -the o
JAMES. P: CLARK.
Roberts” at Biltmore Theatre, Los dancer;..he’s: an’ actor.
:
Brite MARBERG -Sema -P." Clark, 62, founder: of. foreign. Service; - having :served:in
Angeles, in 1953... aan
*
-‘Simnie’ Jennings to M: W. Bates,
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